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Nuneaton Town 2008-2018
Boro To Reform
Nuneaton Borough have gone bust under the weight of crippling 
debts of up to £2 million, it has been claimed. New chairman 
Ian Neale confirmed the club has gone into liquidation and will 
reform to play at least two league’s lower than the Blue Square 
North. That means they will almost certainly be playing in the 
Southern League Midland Division against local rivals Bedworth 
United and Atherstone Town in a dramatic fall from grace.

Neale, who effectively took over the club two months ago, 
admits the news is a massive blow in the short term, but it 
represents a new dawn in the future of the team, which he 
hopes will still play under the name of Nuneaton Borough 
Football Club. He said: “It’s been an incredibly tough time. We 
knew the club was in serious financial trouble. We uncovered 
more debt than we expected and it has been a long journey 
exploring all the options. Today is a historic day, albeit not a 
popular one with the fans. It is a milestone and the beginning of 
a journey to get this club back to where it belongs.”...

Wilkin To Stay With Boro
Kevin Wilkin will remain as Nuneaton Borough manager, 
despite the club being put into administration. Wilkin said 
the vision of new chairman Ian Neale made him believe the 
crisis club had a bright future despite current events.

Wilkin, who has no squad to work with is still optimistic of 
building a team capable of winning promotion. The manager 
expects to start making signings in the near future.

New Era For Boro
As Nuneaton’s newly formed football club starts the process 
of rebuilding, ambitious new projects have been announced 
at Liberty Way. The temporary North Stand has already been 
pulled down and will be replaced by a 250-seater unit, which 
will meet with the requirements of the new lower league and 
work has begun on a new sponsors’ area and the social club 
bar will be transformed into the Boro Sports Bar.

First Signing For Boro
Kevin Wilkin, who has signed a new two year contract, has 
moved quickly to start on his squad building for the coming 
season. His first signing is 22-year-old right back Rob Oddy, 
who has penned a one year deal. On the league front, the 
club is expected to hear its fate by next Monday when it 
is expected that they will be relegated two leagues to the 
Southern League Division One (Midland) division.
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Wilkin Adds To Squad
Kevin Wilkin continued to build his squad with three signings, 
two from last year’s team and a new midfielder. Experienced 
goalkeeper Darren Acton has penned a one-year deal, as 
has midfielder Matty Collins who has also signed a one-
year contract. The newcomer is local lad Guy Hadland, who 
joins Boro from Brackley Town. Along with the experienced 
players, Wilkin has signed six of the clubs title winning 
under-18 side from last season. They are: James Armson, 
Eddie Nisevic, Levi Ramsay, Gareth Dean, Alex Dean and 
Danny Edmond, who had first team experience last season.

Boro Bosses Lose Money
Nuneaton Borough’s former directors are reported to have 
made considerable losses following the collapse of the club 
and continue to argue that it was not necessary for the club 
to go into liquidation. Ex-chairman Roger Stanford has stated 
that a considerable amount of the money owed was to the 
directors who were not pressing for repayment and who were 
prepared to write the debt off.

The previous directors have also argued that the liabilities 
for tax and VAT and future liabilities for monies owed to the 
council in regard to the covenant and capital gains tax were 
either covered by monies in the club’s bank account or were 
not due for five years if at all.

Mr Stanford also hit out at the borough council for its less 
than helpful approach regarding the proposed move to Eliot 
Park... “The decision made by the council at that time, in our 
opinion, had a significant effect on the club’s predicament 
possibly resulting in the position we find ourselves in today.

“Anyone driving along the A444 – Eliot Park can clearly see 
various office blocks, car showrooms and houses are now 
built on the site in question: parking, chemicals, etc., is 
obviously no longer a problem...”

Name Change For Nuneaton
Nuneaton Borough have been forced to change their name 
to Nuneaton Town FC following liquidation. The FA have 
confirmed that Nuneaton will be in the Southern League 
Midland Division next season, but one of the conditions 
of acceptance was that the name Borough is no longer 
associated with the club. Nuneaton Borough were trading as 
Stadia Safe Limited until they went into administration two 
weeks ago. They have since reformed as Boro Leisure Ltd and 
were hoping to continue playing as Nuneaton Borough.
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Neale Defends Boro Wind-up
The chairman of newly-named Nuneaton Town has hit back 
at claims the football club did not need to go into liquidation. 
Mr Stanford stated that he and his colleagues left the club 
with a credit balance of £73,000 to cover VAT and £87,000 
in the club’s community account. But Mr Neale said the 
community account was a charitable fund set up for the 
junior teams, and should not have been touched by the club. 
And paying the VAT would have left the club with no money to 
fund the day-to-day bills, such as wages...

Wilkin Regrets Loss Of Stars
Nuneaton Town manager Kevin Wilkin insists he bears no ill-
will to Hinckley United after they signed two of his top stars 
from last season. Centre-half Craig McIlwain and left-back 
Connor Franklin have both joined the Knitters.

Other losses include Bradley Pritchard, who has joined 
Tamworth and midfielder Carl Palmer, who is expected to join 
Stafford Rangers.

Boro Seek Fixture Changes
Nuneaton Town have announced plans to play some of their 
games on Friday evenings and Sunday afternoons to avoid 
fixture clashes with Coventry. This situation would call for 
approval from the Southern League and with Nuneaton 
Rugby Club who have a ground share agreement.

Wilkin Keeps Backroom Team
Kevin Wilkin is buoyed by the news that Ron Bradbury and 
James Ellis have agreed to stay on in their roles as assistant 
manager and coach respectively. Wilkin said: “Ron and James 
were vital cogs in the machine when we were in Blue Square 
North and I see no difference in their roles for the Southern 
League Midland Division.”

Boro Squad Up To Twelve
Player number eleven and twelve have signed for Nuneaton 
Town. They are midfielder Michael Lyons and Stefan McGrath. 
Lyons, who is 26 was with Gresley Rovers until his work took 
him to London where he turned out for Enfield. McGrath 
played for Racing Club Warwick last season and played for 
Nuneaton Borough a couple of years ago. Both players have 
signed on non-contract terms.

Noon And Moore Are Back
Nuneaton Borough stalwarts Neil Moore and Mark Noon have 
agreed to join Nuneaton Town. Moore played more than 230 
games for Nuneaton Borough while Mark Noon played 120.

Goodhall Signs
Nuneaton Town are set to sign teenage striker Sean Goodhall, 
who last season bagged a total of 30 goals for Northampton 
Town’s reserve and youth teams. Kevin Wilkin has convinced 
the young striker to come to Liberty Way, despite interest 
from other clubs.

Boro Sign Experienced Full Back
Nuneaton Town have made another addition to their squad 
in the form of left-back Phil Murphy. The 28-year-old arrives 
at Liberty Way from Brackley Town, who play in the Southern 
League Premier Division.

Ian Crawley Dies
Former Boro striker Ian Crawley has passed away after a 
long battle with motor neurone disease. The popular striker 
completed the unusual feat of scoring at Wembley in both the 
FA Vase and the FA Trophy for VS Rugby and Telford United 
respectively. His father, Tommy Crawley also played for Boro.

2008-2009

 Nuneaton Town v Histon 15-07-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy (Rea 56), P. Murphy (McGrath 56), Moore (Reeves 
26), Brown (G. Dean 56), Noon (Breward 56), Collins (Lyons 56), 
Hadland (Armson 56), M. Murphy (A. Dean 56), Williams (Nisevic 56).

Boro welcomed Histon to Liberty Way to play a pre-season 
friendly game.
Boro made the better start, with Matt Murphy registering the 
first shot in the opening minute. Derek Brown and Neil Moore 
were more than a match for the long ball attack of Histon, 
while Boro got the ball down and constructed some decent 
moves without testing keeper Danny Naisbit. Martin Reeves 
came on for the injured Neil Moore and Guy Hadland dropped 
back to cover the centre-half position.
Histon took the lead against the run of play on 32 minutes 
when Sparkes rose high above Matty Collins to loop a header 
back across Darren Acton.
Boro kept the same side to start the second half whereas 
Histon made ten changes, but it did not seem to upset their 
rhythm as Brennan won the ball 20 yards out and hooked 
the ball beyond Acton and into the right hand corner. Boro 
then made wholesale changes and the ex-youth team players 
were quickly into their stride with some free flowing football. 
Unfortunately the home side lacked attacking options and 
were unable to break down the visitors.
Brennan blazed over the bar from eight yards before Ramsay 
ran through for Boro’s only real chance of the game, but fired 
wide from a tight angle.

Liquidator Appointed
A liquidator has been appointed for Nuneaton Borough 
Football Club and will be investigating what happened to 
the proceeds of the sale of land at Manor Park. Martin Coyne, 
of leading involvency practitioner Poppleton & Appleby, 
has been appointed liquidator for the club. The company, 
which is part of the Ludgate Partnership is working with 
the club which has gone into liquidation with deficits of 
more than £1 million. Mr Coyne has advised the club over 
recent weeks and was elected at a shareholders’ and 
creditors’ meeting.
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 Worcester City v Nuneaton Town 19-07-2008 

Boro: Acton, Oddy (Collins 46), Nisevic (P. Murphy), Noon (Hadland 46), 
Moore (Rae 46), G. Dean (Brown 46), Lyons (A. Dean 46), Armson (Reeves 
46), Goodall (Ramsey 46), Thorpe (M. Murphy 46), McGrath (Edmond 46).

Boro made the journey to St George’s Lane to play Worcester 
City in a pre-season friendly game.

Boro started brightly and were far the better side. They 
created the best chance of the first-half as early as the sixth 
minute when a great crossfield ball by Mike Lyons found 
striker Tony Thorpe who cut the ball back across goal to Mark 
Noon, unmarked at the back post. However, with all the goal 
to aim at he shot straight at Palethorpe, who made a fantastic 
save and then denied Boro from the rebound.

Worcester had a chance when a good one-two between 
Anthony Robinson and Craig Wilding led to the latter 
shooting wide. Shaun Goodall had a shot saved before an 
error by Eddie Nisevic almost gifted Worcester the lead in 
the 15th minute. His slip let in Matt Dodd and his cross was 
partially cleared, but Jamie Price hit a strong shot that Acton 
tipped around the post. Thorpe headed wide for Nuneaton 
before Acton smothered the ball at the feet of Robinson.

With 30 minutes on the clock Robinson had a shot saved 
and then Dodd got the better of Nisevic again and crossed to 
Wilding, who laid off for Gary Walker to shoot wide. Noon had a 
chance to redeem himself when a quick one-two with Armson 
left him in space but he shot weakly at the Worcester keeper. 
In the final 15 minutes the best chances came from dead ball 
situations and on one such occasion Matt Murphy held up 
the ball in the area before Martin Reeves’ shot was blocked. 
A corner in the 78th minute from Alex Dean found Derek Brown 
at the back post but Palethorpe pulled off a great save.

Guy Hadland headed a corner wide with three minutes to 
go before Boro scored twice in the last couple of minutes. 
First Danny Edmond set up Murphy whose goal was ruled 
out for an earlier foul and then Alex Dean fed Ramsay, who 
rounded Palethorpe and slotted into an empty net, but was 
given offside.

 Nuneaton Town v Cogenhoe 22-07-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, McGrath (Nisevic 46), Reeves (P. Murphy 46), 
Moore, Brown, Lyons (Hadland 46), Breward (Noon 46), Buffong 
(Ramsay 40), Edmond (Collins 46), G. Dean (A. Dean 46).

Boro welcomed Cogenhoe to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.
In an uninspired encounter, Boro toiled hard against their 
workmanlike opponents and finally registered their first goal 
under their new guise when youth-team product Levi Ramsay 
fired home in the second half. Much has been made of 
Nuneaton’s inability to convert chances into goals during pre-
season, but on a night lacking creativity and spark, goalscorer 
Ramsay shone like a potential star.

 Nuneaton Town v Coventry City 24-07-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, P. Murphy (McGrath 50), Nisevic, Noon (A. Dean 61), 
Brown, G. Dean (Armson 50), Collins, Hadland, Thorpe (Edmond 72), 
Ramsay.
Coventry: Ireland, Grandison (Clarke 52), Hall, Turner, Borrowdale, 
Birchall (Cain 83), Thornton, Walker (Fraser 73), McKenzie, Kyle, 
Simmonds (West 83). Sub: Collett.

Boro welcomed Coventry City to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Coventry started strongly and Kyle rattled the crossbar in the 
second minute while Leon McKenzie worked full-back Rob 
Oddy hard down the left flank. But the young defender was 
unlucky to concede a corner from which Coventry opened 
the scoring in the 10th minute. Birchall sent in a deep cross 
which Marcus Hall volleyed athletically into the box only for 
a Nuneaton defender to get in the way and direct it over the 
line as Ben Turner tried to claim the goal.

Boro defend in depth. Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

Boro’s best and only real chance of the first half came shortly 
after the half-hour mark when Guy Hadland hit a low drive 
which keeper Danny Ireland pushed wide.

Although the home side came more into the game just before 
the break Coventry extended their lead in the 36th minute 
when Kyle headed home. The move was started with the 
impressive Adam Walker who hit a lovely diagonal ball for 
McKenizie on the left, who launched an inch perfect cross 
for Kyle to direct the ball past Darren Acton with a powerful 
diving header. Kyle then missed a chance to make it 3-0 with 
a free header from a Simmonds cross.
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Nuneaton started the second half brightly and Levi Ramsay 
lifted a 20 yard effort onto the roof of the net but the home 
side lacked the cutting edge up front. Coventry should 
have extended their lead further when Oddy shoved Kyle 
in the back and a penalty was awarded but Acton saved 
at full stretch. However the Sky Blues scored again in the 
66th minute when Birchall cut in and hit a powerful shot 
which cannoned in off Nisevic. The Trinidad and Tobago 
international struck again five minutes later, thumping a 
long range effort into the bottom corner before Simmonds 
completed the rout nine minutes from time after Jordan 
Clarke put him clean through on goal.

 Stratford Town v Nuneaton Town 26-07-2008 
Boro: Acton, Collins, P. Murphy (Nisevic 57), Noon, Hadland (G. Dean 45), 
Brown, Reeves, Armson (A. Dean 55), Thorpe, Ramsay (Edmond 75), McGrath.

Boro made the journey to Knight’s Lane to play Stratford 
Town in a pre-season friendly game.

Boro posted their first pre-season victory at the fifth time 
of asking with a 3-1 win over Stratford Town. Centre-back 
Derek Brown’s fortunate opener gave Boro the interval lead 
before Tony Thorpe doubled the advantage and then Danny 
Edmond bagged the third. Laurence Rawlings netted a late 
consolation for Micky Moore’s Midland Alliance side.

 Nuneaton Town v Burton Albion 29-07-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, McGrath (Nisevic 46), Reeves (P. Murphy 46), 
Moore, Brown, Lyons (Hadland 46), Breward (Noon 46), Buffong 
(Ramsay 40), Edmond (Collins 46), G. Dean (A. Dean 46).

Boro welcomed Burton Albion to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Despite the defeat Boro’s youngsters gave a good account 
of themselves. Stefan McGrath lead the way and his pace, 
determination and quality crossing posed The Brewers 
plenty of problems. And with fellow teenagers Levi Ramsay, 
Eddie Nisevic and Gareth Dean showing to good effect and 
continuing to improve with every outing Wilkin has reason to 
be pleased. Another plus was the rejuvenated Mark Noon as 
his rehabilitation gathers momentum.

Boro started well with Derek Brown’s header striking a post 
before Albion seized the initiative on 27 minutes when Danny 
Holmes left Darren Acton helpless with a stunning 20-yarder. 
The lead was doubled nine minutes later as Nigel Clough’s 
astute through ball forced a stretching Neil Moore to deny 
Greg Pearson possession only to divert the ball past the 
advancing Acton from inside the area.

After the break, Boro carved out more openings with McGrath 
narrowly wide with a diving header while Nisevic’s neat 
cutback found Ramsay who brought out a superb save 
from Saul Deeney. However, Acton did well to turn over a 
full blooded 20 yard angled drive from Keith Gilroy as the 
Conference side upped the pressure in the latter stages.

 Hinckley United v Nuneaton Town 02-08-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Nisevic (P. Murphy 70), Noon, Moore, G. Dean, Collins, 
Armson (Browett 53), Ramsay (Goodall 56), Thorpe (Edmond 63), McGrath. 
Sub: A. Dean.
Hinckley: Mackenzie, Bonner, Franklin, Gooding (Butcher 77), McIlwain, 
Birch, Hall, Butcher (Lavery 46), Chima Dozie (Taylor 25), Murphy, Chilton 
(Lloyd 66).

Boro made the journey to the Marston’s Stadium to play 
Hinckley United in a pre-season friendly game.

Boro created their first and only opening on four minutes as 
Thorpe sprung the offside trap. He drove into the box and 
squared unselfishly for Stefan McGrath but the winger saw his 
goal-bound shot well blocked by Tom Bonner. Hinckley took 
the lead on 10 minutes after Andy Hall crossed for Dozie and 
he was allowed to turn and shoot across Darren Acton into 
the far corner without Boro getting close to the ball. It should 
have been two on 16 minutes as Hinckley broke at speed 
and fed Murphy, who drew a top save from Acton and Dozie 
blazed the rebound high over the bar.

Acton made another fine save on 20 minutes as Murphy 
lobbed the ball over his head but the keeper reached high 
to turn it over the bar. By now it was beginning to look like 
men against boys and Boro were neither solid at the back 
nor dynamic up front as Hinckley created chances while 
Thorpe let the ball bounce off him and Ramsay looked 
understandably intimidated whenever he saw McIlwain.

The game settled with Knitters enjoying slightly the better 
of it, but Boro’s attacking problems persisted as they looked 
generally toothless up front. Tom Browett was thrown on in 
place of James Armson, but he wasted his chance with three 
terrible tackles, the first of which led to the second goal. 
McIlwain came back to haunt his former club as he prodded 
home from close range to make it 2-0 on 66 minutes when 
Acton could only palm a free-kick – conceded by Browett – 
into his path. Murphy added the third from the spot with two 
minutes to go after Dean was harshly adjudged to have fouled 
the striker.

 Quorn v Nuneaton Town 09-08-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Nisevic, Noon, Moore, Brown, Collins, Hadland, 
M. Murphy (A. Dean 60), Goodall (Ramsay 45), Williams. Subs: G. Dean, 
Edmond, Armson, Browett.

Boro made the journey to the Sutton Park to play Quorn in a 
pre-season friendly game.

A lively opening ten minutes saw both sides looking to attack 
as Nisevic and Noon made probing runs for Nuneaton, while 
Brett Darby drove into the box but pulled a shot well wide 
of Darren Acton’s far post. Danny Williams, back after a two 
week absence, broke forward and hit a rising drive from 25 
yards that was always going a yard over as Boro looked to 
stamp some authority on the game.

Rob Oddy went close with a free-kick from 25 yards but 
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former Hinckley United stopper Sean Bowles had the 
effort covered as it bobbled comfortably wide. Acton then 
prevented Quorn forward Beard opening the scoring as he 
thwarted the striker in a one-on-one after a long ball got in 
behind Moore. Beard tested Acton again on the stroke of half-
time with a well struck volley which the keeper beat away 
from a narrow angle.

Seconds later it was 1-0 as White flicked the ball up on the 
turn and lashed a quality volley that flew past Acton into the 
top corner to give Quorn the lead with a spectacular strike. 
Ramsay was introduced at the break and he should have 
made an immediate impact after being put in by Oddy. The 
teenager had a free run on Bowles but he had too much time 
and his tame finish was well-blocked by the keeper’s legs at 
the near post.

The substitute then showed his pace and strength to hold off 
Adam Hart and hit the bar with a miss-hit cross. Ramsay was 
in the thick of the action now as he was well fed by Collins. 
The 18-year-old fired in a first-time shot which Bowles turned 
away at his near post. But it was 2-0 on 55 minutes as Boro 
put in some suicidal defending to allow Beard to tap in. The 
diminutive forward ran off a static Brown to prod the ball 
beyond Acton, who was stranded in no-man’s land after Oddy 
failed to stop the cross.

Matt Murphy, whose legs have gone, was replaced by Alex 
Dean with nearly half-an-hour to go as Collins pushed up 
front. Nuneaton dragged themselves back into the game 
on 69 minutes as Dean reacted well to slide home a great 
cross from the left by Williams to make it 2-1. Collins almost 
equalised with 15 minutes to go but Bowles made a great 
save to turn away his lob from the edge of the area. Moore 
saved the game with virtually the last touch as he headed in 
Noon’s corner unchallenged from six yards.

 Nuneaton Town v Leighton Town 16-08-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Moore, Brown, Nisevic, D. Williams (McGrath 67), Noon, 
Hadland, J. Williams (Muggleton 90), Collins, Ramsay. Subs: G. Dean, A. Dean, 
Armson.
Leighton: Root, Lasbrey, Cashman, Chapman (Kench 90), Lewis, Howley, 
Thomas (O’Grady 65), Silvestri, Gallant, Hatch, Gordon. Subs: McNulty, Bell, 
Copson.

Boro welcomed Leighton Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Teenager Levi Ramsay celebrated his first senior league 
appearance with a two-goal performance as Nuneaton kicked 
off a new era on a winning note. The 18-year-old Ramsay, 
leading scorer for Boro’s youth team last term with 25 goals in 
as many games, made the step up to Southern League Midland 
level in style as he bagged a goal in each half on his debut.

Boro dominated and looked to have been denied a penalty 
inside 90 seconds when Danny Williams was turfed by Wes 
Lewis but referee Richard Robertson hesitantly waved play on.

The visitors posed few threats as Boro did the bulk of the 

attacking and when Jamie Williams hoisted in a deep corner, 
Derek Brown’s misplaced header flew harmlessly into the 
side-netting. With little to thrill the home faithful in terms 
of goalmouth action, a surprise breakthrough came on 37 
minutes. Collins’ clearance found Ramsay and he held off two 
challenges before deceiving keeper Steve Root and firing into 
an empty net with an angled 15-yarder.

After the interval, Brown’s goal-bound header was hooked 
off the line by Sam Chapman before Ramsay raced down the 
inside right channel but snatched his shot wide of the far 
upright. However, against the run of play Leighton levelled 
on 67 minutes. Captain Enzo Silvestri was left unmarked six 
yards out to steer a header into the net off the under-side of 
the bar from Craig Kench’s excellent centre.

Boro responded with Jamie Williams’ fierce 20-yard free-kick 
that Root finger-tipped over. A draw seemed inevitable but on 
86 minutes Williams curved in another appetising free-kick 
and Ramsay rose unchallenged to see his downward header 
find the target despite the outstretched boot of Root.

Williams Signs
Kevin Wilkin has clinched the signing of Jamie Williams from 
Brackley Town. Williams, 28, who can play as left-winger, 
left-back or centre-half has previous played for Nuneaton 
Borough and Bedworth United. Wilkin’s attempts to sign Rob 
Foster from Cogenhoe Town have hit a snag.

Foster Agrees Terms
Nuneaton Town have finally netted their man in the shape of 
Rob Foster, 23, from Cogenhoe Town. Foster scored 33 goals 
last season in the United Counties League and Wilkin feels 
that he is capable of stepping up to a higher level. Meanwhile, 
Phil Murphy has been released to balance the books.

 Leamington v Nuneaton Town 19-08-2008 
Leamington: Morris, Towers, Hier, Cooper, Sanders, Reynolds (Morgan 83), 
Jackson, Stanley (Corbett 73), Husband, Bellingham (Beckley 77), Blake.
Subs: Parisi, Anstiss.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Nisevic, Noon, Moore, Brown, Foster, Hadland (Muggleton 
88), Collins, Ramsay (D. Williams 76), J. Williams. Subs: G. Dean, Armson, 
McGrath.

Boro made the journey to The New Windmill Ground to play 
Leamington in a Southern League Midland Division game.

A goal of sheer quality from substitute Luke Corbett sent the 
Leamington fans home deliriously happy as Jason Cadden’s 
men sentenced Nuneaton to defeat. And it was no more than 
The Brakes deserved as they came through an inauspicious 
opening 40 minutes during which Levi Ramsay’s third goal in 
many games gave the visitors the lead and Mark Bellingham’s 
penalty squared matters, to dictate most of the second period.

A draw looked on the cards before Corbett came off the 
bench to blast the points clincher and sentence Boro to their 
first Southern League Midland defeat while netting a second 
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win in four days for the hosts. There was a competitive edge 
from the word go with Boro coming close to taking the lead 
inside four minutes when newcomer Foster showed good 
composure inside the area but his stabbed shot from eight 
yards was superbly parried away by keeper Richard Morris.

At the opposite end Jai Stanley headed wide when well 
placed while Bellingham’s left-wing cross bounced off the top 
of the bar with Darren Acton an onlooker. It needed a touch 
of class by debutant Foster to help Boro take a 37th minute 
advantage as his superb ball picked out Ramsey at the back 
post and the striker made no mistake with a crisp close range 
volley. However, seconds from the interval Leamington were 
back on terms. The luckless Eddie Nisevic misread a bouncing 
ball that struck his hand and referee Eddie Smart awarded a 
penalty from which Bellingham made no mistake.

The goal lifted the hosts and they could easily have been 
gifted a second penalty soon after the break when Blake was 
pushed to the turf by the anxious Nisevic but the referee 
waved aside appeals. Foster rifled off target in a rare Boro 
break as most of the action was at the opposite end where 
Acton brilliantly foiled Blake with Jai Stanley’s follow-up 
effort being deflected just wide.

But the Brakes deservedly snatched the winner on 82 
minutes with a superbly taken goal from Corbett, who gained 
possession just inside the area and unleashed a rising drive 
that bulged the roof of the Boro rigging with Acton merely 
a spectator. Corbett then grazed the post as Leamington 
pressed Boro back although in injury time Derek Brown’s well 
struck 20-yarder was parried away by Morris.

Boro Agree Forsdick Loan Deal
AFC Telford United have allowed Simon Forsdick to join 
Nuneaton Town on a short-term loan. The midfield player is 
returning from injury and will be with Boro for two games.

 Romulus v Nuneaton Town 19-08-2008 
Romulus: Harris, Heath, Lacey, Tiernan, Folkes, Lanns (Allen 70), Hamilton, 
Smith, Fagan, Mitchell (Franklin 70), Grandson (Daniels 70). Subs: Charles, 
Craven.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Moore, Brown, Forsdick, Collins (McGrath 13), Noon, 
Hadland, J. Williams, Ramsay (Muggleton 90), Foster (D. Williams 83). 
Subs: Armson, Goodall.

Boro made the journey to Coles Lane to play Romulus in a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Following an uninspired opening half, Boro’s management 
issued a half-time rollicking that had the desired effect on the 
troops, who upped the tempo and once Hadland had netted 
his first goal for the club, followed quickly by Ramsay’s fourth 
of the season, there was no way back for The Roms.

Defensively Boro had their moments of uncertainty against a 
side that had bagged 10 goals in their opening two outings, 
while the midfield showed plenty of steel and style. Up front 
Ramsay continued his purple patch by adding to his goal tally 

but there’s still a lack of physical resolve and cohesion going 
forward for Boro.

Simon Forsdick, joining from Telford on a two-game release, 
replaced Eddie Nisevic at left-back in the only change from 
the line-up that lost out to Leamington in midweek. Town 
made a bright start and came close to taking a ninth minute 
advantage as Ramsay’s angled drive from Rob Oddy’s pass 
rebounded off the far post and back into play.

Boro lost Matty Collins through a hamstring injury and his 
replacement, Stephan McGrath, soon entered the action 
with a far post header than struck keeper Matt Harris and 
ran wide. Ramsay then latched on to a Darren Acton 
clearance only to see his attempted lob strike Harris, 35 
yards out of his goal, and bounce to safety. More Boro 
pressure saw McGrath volley off target and Hadland did 
likewise, but as the half wore on Roms looked the more 
dangerous with the harassing duo of Tyrone Fagan and Leon 
Mitchell posing major threats.

The pair worked an opening but Seb Hamilton’s effort was 
blocked before Neil Moore and Derek Brown collided going 
for the same long ball leaving Fagan in the clear and it 
needed a smart stop from Acton to foil the striker. Mitchell 
then fired high and wide from Fagan’s flick as Boro went 
into the interval relieved at not being in arrears, although 
inside 60 seconds of the second period Jamie Williams had a 
20-yarder flash just wide.

However, Roms’ Hamilton was perilously close with a dipping 
drive but two goals in a five-minute spell around the hour 
put Boro in control. A Mark Noon free-kick curled beyond 
the home defence where Hadland stole in unchallenged to 
coolly side-foot past Harris from eight yards. And before the 
hosts had recovered from that setback they were two-down. 
A tenacious challenge and neat pass by impressive newcomer 
Forsdick enabled Jamie Williams to break down the inside 
left channel and from his pin-point cross Ramsay made no 
mistake with a crisp finish from six yards.

Ramsay then got the ball stuck between his feet from Rob 
Foster’s first time cross as Boro easily contained their Sutton 
Coldfield-based opponents to take the points.

 Nuneaton Town v Bedworth United 25-08-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy (McGrath 25), Moore, Brown, Forsick, Collins, Noon, 
Hadland, J. Williams (D. Williams 59), Foster, Ramsay (Muggleton 81). 
Subs: G. Dean, Armson.
Bedworth: Kemp, Lazarus, Pitham, Thackery, Jephcott (Lee 75), Spacey, 
Lamb (Amougou 16), Kabongo, S. Williams, Gordon, Fitzharris (Kinder 65). 
Subs: Norman, Shepherd.

Boro welcomed Bedworth United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Local derbies are often uninspired affairs – and this one won’t 
help change that reputation. Boro will argue they had the 
better of the few opportunities created but in difficult windy 
conditions both teams were blown off course.
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The Greenbacks defended superbly, particularly the 
outstanding Danny Pitham and his fellow centre-back Ben 
Thackeray, and were worthy of their share of the spoils 
while Boro huffed and puffed without finding a cutting edge. 
Defences dominated the opening half that was nothing more 
than purgatory for the 1,200-plus fans, who expected better 
in a woeful 45 minutes that offered precious little. After a 
lacklustre opening quarter Bedworth’s Tristan Kabango sliced 
well wide before team-mate Kieron Fitzharris survived with 
just a booking after a dreadful late challenge on Rob Oddy, 
who limped out of the action soon after.

There was a distinct lack of flair and imagination as the ball 
ballooned from one end to the other with the conditions 
posing a bigger problem than the opposition for both sides. 
Jamie Williams’ rising 20-yarder flew just over from Boro’s 
most meaningful effort of the period while the first shot 
on target was Simeon Williams’ low 25-yarder for United 
which was easily saved by Darren Acton, making his 250th 
appearance for the club.

At the opposite end a fine interception by Neil Lazarus foiled 
Mark Noon’s efforts to set up Rob Foster while 90 seconds 
after the break Noon’s curling free-kick slipped through Andy 
Kemp’s grasp but wide of the far post. The tempo increased 
as Boro enjoyed their best spell of the game and Guy Hadland 
was too high with an optimistic volley while Stephan 
McGrath’s through pass released Ramsay but his cross shot 
was blocked by the advancing Andy Kemp.

Acton had to move sharply to foil Simeon Williams’ attempts 
to capitalise on a poor Neil Moore back-header but Boro 
were back on the offensive and only Lazarus’ goal-line 
clearance denied Derek Brown’s downward header finding 
the mark. Kemp then saved well from McGrath’s 20-yard 
drive and Boro’s Danny Williams was fortunate to stay on the 
pitch after foolishly barging over Paul Spacey. In the dying 
seconds Foster raced clear and slotted wide of Kemp only for 
substitute Matt Lee to chase back and clear off the line and 
secure The Greenbacks a worthy point.

Boro Sign Strike Duo
Justin Marsden and David Stone are set to lead the line 
against Gedling Town. The pair have joined Nuneaton Town 
from Southern League Premier Division Brackley Town and 
are likely to replace Levi Ramsay and Rob Foster. Stone joined 
Rugby Town from Daventry Town and scored 14 goals in his 
first season and 13 in each of the following two seasons.

Marsden played for Telford United and then had loan spells 
with Woodford United and Bedworth United as he recovered 
from injury. He was previously with Solihull Borough.

Kevin Wilkin said: “We need a bit more experience of life 
at this level and they both have it. David was top scorer 
with Rugby Town for the last two seasons and knows 
where the goal is. Justin knows this level, having played 
games last season.”

Spacey Signs
Nuneaton Town have signed Paul Spacey from Bedworth 
United. The midfielder is regarded as a free-kick specialist 
and has previously played at Chasetown.

Ground Share Agreement Under Threat
A row over payment for use of the Liberty Way pitch between 
Nuneaton Town FC and Nuneaton Rugby Club has erupted 
after the football club demanded more money from the rugby 
club for the use of the stadium pitch. Negotiations have so 
far ended in stalemate with the football club rumoured to be 
asking for a payment of £15,000 per year, whereas the rugby 
club are refusing to pay more than the amount stipulated in 
the original agreement, a sum of £1,000.

 Chesham United v Nuneaton Town 06-09-2008 
Chesham: Smith, Lambert, Ledger, Howell, Marsala, Kyriacou, Obeng, 
Parker, Burnell, Cox, Winston (Cooper 69). Subs: Coyle, Underwood, Mansell, 
Chemlal.
Boro: Acton, Hadland, Moore, Brown, J. Williams, Spacey, Noon, Collins, 
McGrath, Stone (Marsden 65), Foster (Ramsay 77). Subs: Oddy, Nisevic, 
Armson.

Boro made the journey to The Meadow to play Chesham 
United in a Southern League Midland 

Boring Boro again failed to deliver the goals with a fourth 
consecutive clean-sheet only covering the cracks in 
other areas where the lack of quality was so evident. No 
penetration or flair, poor delivery from wide areas plus 
wayward finishing were the main ingredients that cost Boro 
two points against an ordinary home side.

Boro opened the brighter with Mark Noon’s fierce edge-of-box 
drive forcing keeper Bobby Smith to tentatively parry away 
while Rob Foster brought out a similar stop as Chesham were 
forced onto the defensive. Dom Marsala’s 30-yard free-kick 
gave Darren Acton an anxious moment before the ball dipped 
on to the roof of the net in a rare home opening. But Boro 
were authoritative without posing too many problems until 
just after the half hour as Foster’s flicked header released 
Stone, whose initial goal attempt was blocked while his deft 
chip to the back post gave Spacey a great chance only for the 
ex-Greenback to miserably miscue wide from ten yards.

Spacey then almost handed Chesham, for whom top 
marksman Danny Burnell never looked likely to add to his 13 
in five-game tally, the lead when his error let in Darrell Cox 
and his frantic 15-yarder flew out of the ground.

Early in the second period, two fine challenges from skipper 
Neil Moore denied Winston and Steve Obeng as United 
pressed forward while their first shot on target came from 
Marsala, which Acton easily held low down. Foster then 
sliced wide at the opposite end following a poor clearance by 
keeper Smith while Moore and the outstanding Derek Brown 
helped set up Spacey whose goalbound drive ricocheted off 
Cox and flew to safety. Mark Noon’s determined run and cross 
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carved out a peach of an opening for Foster, who dismally 
half volleyed over from eight yards.

Leading scorer Levi Ramsay immediately replaced the 
industrious Foster but all the action then came at the other 
end where Acton brilliantly turned aside Josh Cooper’s 
speculative 20-yarder and from the resulting corner the 
keeper tipped over Sam Ledger’s looping header. Late on Cox 
was dismissed for a second bookable offence but Boro had 
little time to take advantage of the extra man as the game 
petered out leaving Wilkin’s men to their bonding exploits, 
let’s hope it has a positive effect on Saturday’s FA Cup home 
tie with Tipton Town!

 Nuneaton Town v Bury Town 20-09-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Moore, Brown, Williams, Spacey, Noon, Collins, 
Nisevic (Armson 46), Rob Foster (Stone 84), Marsden (Ramsay 64). 
Subs: G. Dean, Hadland.
Bury: Garnham, Walker, Patterson (Bugg 69), Hipperson, Nunn, Johnson, 
Smith (Steward 69), Ryan Foster (Sloots 69), S. Reed, Barratt, L. Reed. 
Subs: Stacey.

Boro welcomed Bury Town to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Midland Division game.

Boro came under early pressure and were fortunate to escape 
unscathed with Darren Acton saving acrobatically to keep out 
Gavin Johnson’s snap-shot while the keeper did well to push 
aside Sam Reed’s angled drive.

Bury looked comfortable in possession with their accurate 
and crisp passing posing problems for Boro, who had to wait 
until midway through the half before carving out a chance. 
Paul Spacey, savouring his best performance in a Nuneaton 
shirt, neatly intercepted before sending Marsden sprinting 
into the box only to be denied by Marcus Garnham’s splendid 
low stop.

But on 34 minutes Williams netted his fourth career goal 
for Nuneaton and it was right out of the top drawer. Noon’s 
determined efforts forced a wayward clearance from Stuart 
Walker for Williams to collect the ball and with his second 
touch launched a dipping drive that flew over Garnham 
before rippling the roof of the net. Sam Nunn thought he’d 
levelled with a fierce close range header only for referee 
Robert Lovegrove MBE to spot a pushing offence but it was 
Boro who ended the half on top.

Garnham pushed away a Spacey 20-yarder and then reacted 
smartly to foil Marsden’s follow-up before Derek Brown’s 
glancing header from a corner clattered the bar. Seconds 
after the interval Marsden raced clear and grazed the far post 
with a skidding cross shot but on 49 minutes the advantage 
was doubled. The former Leamington and Telford front-
runner got beyond a slow reacting Bury defence to gather 
possession, coolly round Garnham and slot into an empty net 
from a wide angle.

But Bury hit back on 59 minutes as Lee Reed, who seconds 
earlier had headed inches wide, made no mistake at the 

second time of asking as he met brother Sam Reed’s deep 
centre to send a six-yard downward header just inside Acton’s 
right-hand upright. However, Boro responded positively 
and regained the two-goal advantage as substitute James 
Armson, who had a fine second half, fed Williams down the 
left and his near post cross was chested into the net by the 
darting Noon.

On 75 minutes Foster stretched the advantage with a superb 
solo effort as he outpaced two trailing defenders from 
halfway before confidently slotting under the advancing 
Garnham to send the Boro faithful home content for the first 
time this season.

Nuns Threaten Legal Action
Nuneaton RFC will not play the main pitch at Liberty Way as 
their battle with Nuneaton Town descends into legal action. 
They say they have been “forced” from their home turf by the 
financial demands of the football club. The Nuns will play on 
the side pitches at the stadium they share with the football 
club until the situation is resolved.

 Nuneaton Town v Wolverhampton Wanderers 23-09-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Moore, G. Dean, McGrath, Spacey, Collins (Noon), 
Hadland, Armson, Ramsay (Marsden 77), Stone (Foster 77). Subs: Brown, 
Williams.
Wolves: Murray (Woolley 46), Melbourne, Malone, Williams, Batth, 
Salmon, Winnall (Connolly 85), D. Davies (Wardle 85), Hemmings, 
Bennett, Donald, Jones. Subs: J. Davies, Moke.

Boro welcomed Wolverhampton Wanderers to Liberty Way to 
play a Birmingham Senior Cup second round tie.

Goals on 33 and 37 minutes by Donald Jones and Sam 
Winnall put Wolves two up but Boro battled back to level 
through Matty Collins and Gareth Dean. But Ashley Hemmings 
eliminated the need for extra-time within a minute of Dean’s 
equaliser as the Black Country side went through.

Boro put in a strong showing though with James Armson 
again impressing, while Guy Hadland had a strong second 
half. Worryingly, Collins limped off with four minutes to go. 
Nisevic was out with a groin strain while Williams, named as a 
substitute, sat in the stand nursing an ankle injury. Alex Dean 
was at university in Liverpool.

Wanderers broke the deadlock on 33 minutes as Jones beat 
the slides of Spacey and Collins and unleashed a 20 yard shot 
which deflected in off Dean’s attempted block. It was 2-0 four 
minutes later when Sam Winnall side footed home at the back 
post from six yards. Boro battled back and Collins gave them a 
lifeline when he tapped in from six yards on 41 minutes.

Throughout the second half Nuneaton worked to force an 
equaliser and it came when Dean headed home Paul Spacey’s 
corner with two minutes to go to make it 2-2. However, parity 
was short-lived as Hemmings found space on the edge of 
the box to roll the ball under Darren Acton within a minute 
of the equaliser.
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Boro Release Strikers
Nuneaton Town have parted company with two of their pre-
season signings, Danny Williams and Shaun Goodall. The 
decision to release the players has been driven by the need 
for manager Kevin Wilkin to trim the size of his squad.

Boro Sign Ireland
Nuneaton Town have signed Coventry City’s Danny Ireland on 
a month’s loan. This will cover the period of Darren Acton’s 
three match suspension for a red card that he received for 
violent conduct in the FA Cup match against Evesham United.

Quailey Back Again
Striker Brian Quailey has joined a Nuneaton football club 
for the fifth time, having played for Nuneaton Borough four 
times. The 30-year-old has returned to Liberty Way having 
recovered from a recent operation to remove a cyst from his 
knee and is looking forward to helping the club to promotion.

 Bromsgrove Rovers v Nuneaton Town 11-10-2008 
Rovers: Dormand, Gill, Hamilton, Richards (Craven 76), Pearce, Deakin, 
Birley (Duggan 78), Alsop, Reynolds, Clarke, Hanna (Styche 67). Subs: Curtis, 
McHale.
Boro: Ireland, Oddy, Moore, Brown, Nisevic, Spacey, Collins, Noon (Hadland 
87), Marsden, Quailey (Ramsay 76), Foster (Armson 88). Subs: G. Dean, 
McGrath.

Boro made the journey to The Victoria Ground to play 
Bromsgrove Rovers in the Southern League Midland Division.

Aiming to bounce back from their defeat against Goole Town 
in the FA Trophy, Boro could not have wished for a better start 
as they raced ahead inside the opening 40 seconds. Justin 
Marsden did the spadework with a wicked cross that fell 
right into the path of the in-rushing Spacey and he made no 
mistake with a confident finish at the back post.

Stunned by the setback, Bromsgrove looked for a quick 
response and only the agility of on-loan keeper Danny 
Ireland foiled the lively Jermaine Clarke twice in succession. 
However, on 13 minutes Town’s advantage was doubled 
when Quailey rose to connect with a Spacey right wing 
corner, giving keeper James Dormand no chance.

Rovers’ new signing Graham Deakin was off target from the 
edge of the area as Rovers searched for a way back, but four 
minutes from the interval the points were virtually settled. 
From another Spacey corner it was Moore who brushed 
aside his markers to plant a trademark header beyond the 
stranded Dormand for his first goal of the season. Improving 
Eddie Nisevic then ghosted past two defenders only to see 
his intended centre for the eager Foster deflect off a defender 
and the opportunity was lost.

A spell of quiet during the early phases of the second period 
was broken by Boro’s fourth goal on the hour. Mark Noon’s 
long ball forward evaded everyone and bounced into the 
path of Foster and he needed no second invitation, slamming 

a splendid half-volley beyond Dormand and into the net 
off the inside of an upright. Boro then played out time as 
Bromsgrove toiled without success or troubling Ireland.

 Nuneaton Town v Rothwell Town 14-10-2008 
Boro: Ireland, Oddy, Moore (Ramsay 75), Brown, Nisevic, Marsden 
(Williams 66), Noon, Collins, Spacey, Quailey, Foster. Subs: Hadland, 
G. Dean, Armson.
Rothwell: Maloig, Bridgeford, Hackett, Sneddon, Flannigan, Maddox, 
Koriya, Marlow, Difante (Rogers 83), Byrne (Kennedy 83), Glass. 
Subs: Linton, Smith.

Boro welcomed Rothwell Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.
Rock-bottom Rothwell upset the form book and the 
Nuneaton faithful by notching their first league win of the 
season with a dogged performance. A solitary strike from 
Kevin Byrne just before the break was enough to see off the 
insipid efforts of a Boro side that looked a pale shadow of the 
team that had crashed four goals and two wins past Bury and 
Bromsgrove in their two previous league outings.
At the final whistle the boos and chants rang around Liberty 
Way as Kevin Wilkin’s men showed their inconsistency 
and unpredictability in a season that is turning into a real 
roller-coaster. Boro, unchanged from from Saturday’s 4-0 
win at Bromsgrove, dominated the early exchanges with 
Brian Quailey firing into the side netting and Justin Marsden 
bringing keeper Alex Maloig to his kness from 20 yards.
But the visitors looked a threat on the break and only poor 
control by David Glass deep inside the box denied him a clear 
scoring opportunity. Meanwhile, Derek Brown’s unnecessary 
handball on the left gifted Rothwell a free-kick and from 
Glass’ set-piece Robbie Maddox’s far post header flew across 
an unguarded home net and was hooked clear by Neil Moore.

At the opposite end Marsden’s pace took him past Mark 
Hackett but he seemingly chose the wrong option, choosing 
to square to the in-rushing Rob Foster instead of going alone, 
his pass being cut out by Martin Flannigan. But on 40 minutes 
it was The Bones who shook the home fans when a deep 
centre found the unchallenged Chris Difante and he coolly 
headed back into the path of the alert Byrne and rifled into the 
net from six yards. And it could have been worse right on the 
interval as Glass slithered beyond the Boro defence and fed 
Difante who found the target from close in but the celebrations 
were short-lived, after an offside decision against Glass.

After the interval, Nuneaton pressed forward in numbers 
without really causing too many concerns for Maloig in the 
visiting goal although Tamworth referee Richard Patterson 
earned the scorn of the home fans when turning aside 
penalty claims following challenges on Spacey and Quailey. 
In fact it was Rothwell who came closest to scoring as 
substitute Gary Kennedy grazed a post with a curling drive 
although with the last kick of the game Rob Oddy’s 20-yarder 
flew straight at Maloig, Nuneaton’s only effort on target in the 
second half.
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Wilkin Receives Keeper Blow
Nuneaton Town manager Kevin Wilkin will be forced to look 
elsewhere for a keeper after Coventry’s Danny Ireland cut 
short his loan spell with the club due to the fact that he has 
been selected to represent Australia at Under-21 level.

Moore Out In Boro Shake Up
Nuneaton Town have released skipper Neil Moore in a shake-
up that sees former Irish Under-23 international Ken Gillard 
arrive at the club from Barton Rovers as Wilkin’s assistant. 
Gillard, who is set to receive his A licence as a coach, played 
for Northampton Town and Luton Town before joining 
non-league Hitchin Town in 1994-95. Wilkin has asked Ron 
Bradbury and Neil Hopkins to stay on.

More Transfer Activity
The Boro personnel roundabout continues to spin with the 
news that Ricky Perks will be joining the club from Hitchin 
Town as cover for Darren Acton during his suspension. Boro 
favourite Gez Murphy has rejoined the club from Hinckley 
United and Derek Brown has turned down an offer from 
Brackley Town. Meanwhile former assistant manager Ron 
Bradbury has decided to part company with the club.

 Woodford United v Nuneaton Town 25-10-2008 
Woodford: Urquhart, Jones (Edge 81), Walker, L. Cole, Knight, Fuller, 
Parkinson, Fellows, Adams, Morgan (Lorraine 77), Tolley. Subs: J. Cole, 
Hutchcox.
Boro: Perks, Oddy, Hadland, Dean, Williams, Spacey, Noon, Collins, 
Nisevic (Armson 89), Quailey (Foster 68), Murphy (Marsden 81). 
Subs: Ramsay, McGrath.

Boro made the journey to Byfield Road to play Woodford 
United in a Southern League Midland division game.
A solitary goal from Guy Hadland, his second of the season, 
was enough to overcome an uninspired and toothless United 
side and net Kevin Wilkin’s men three crucial points. Boro 
made four changes to the side that lost to The Bones so 
dismally with keeper Ricky Perks making his debut, while 
fans favourite Gez Murphy returned following an injury-hit 
spell at Hinckley. The experienced Guy Hadland and teenager 
Dean, playing his first Southern League Midland game for 
Nuneaton, filled the central defensive places impressively after 
Neil Moore’s departure and Derek Brown’s absence with an 
ankle injury.
Boro posed all the questions before the interval with 
Murphy’s hold-up play immediately making an impact as he 
released Brian Quailey whose extra touch allowed former 
Leamington centre-back Aaron Parkinson to get in a block 
while Nisevic’s deflected 20-yarder was parried away at full 
stretch. It was not until the 27th minute that United posed 
a threat when Karl Fellows’ 25-yard free-kick drifted over, 
but 90 seconds later Boro deservedly took the lead. Paul 
Spacey hoisted a left-wing corner kick to the back post where 
Hadland climbed highest to thump a powerful seven-yard 
header past keeper Ollie Urquhart.

The lead should have been doubled soon after when Jamie 
Williams’ optimistic long range drive flew straight to the 
lurking Spacey and his squared pass to Matty Collins 
took a horrendous bounce to deceive the midfielder on 
the penalty spot when he had just Urquhart to beat. Just 
before the break a greedy Quailey escaped the attentions of 
Parkinson to cut in from the right only to shoot timidly straight 
at the keeper with Murphy waiting totally unmarked in front of 
an empty net.

If the first period was painful, the second was truly torturous 
as Nuneaton slipped down into a similar gear as their boring 
Northamptonshire hosts. Murphy had Boro’s best offering as 
he charged clear on to a through ball from new skipper Mark 
Noon only to be denied by the body of Urquhart.

United produced a little more zest without posing a threat to 
the confident Perks and a Nuneaton back division in which 
Hadland and Dean continued to shine.

 Atherstone Town v Nuneaton Town 28-10-2008 
Boro: Perks, Oddy, Haddon, Dean, Williams, Spacey, Noon, Collins, 
Nisevic (Armson 89), Quailey (Foster 68), Murphy (Marsden 81). 
Subs: Ramsay, McGrath.

Boro made the journey to Sheepy Road to play Atherstone 
Town in a GX Southern League Cup game.

Battling Atherstone progressed to the second round with a 
tense penalty shoot-out success over their arch rivals. The 
spot-kick finale came after the sides were deadlocked at 1-1 
after 90 minutes and 2-2 after extra time, with Adders finally 
showing their superiority in the penalty decider.

Youngster Gaz Dean gets a shot in. Photo: Heartland Evening News

Earlier in normal time the home side’s Lee Greenway netted 
twice while Rob Foster and Justin Marsden were on target for 
Boro. Neither side showed much penetration in the opening 
stages but from the first real threat it was the visitors who 
made the breakthrough on 14 minutes with Foster’s sixth goal 
of the season. Teenager Gareth Dean was the creator. Gaining 
possession on the left of the area, the young defender held 
off a challenge to fire in a deflected cross but keeper Ritchie 
Williams parried straight onto the head of Foster and he 
made no mistake from point-blank range.
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Adders’ best offering of an opening period littered with free 
kicks and little in goal-mouth incident came when keeper 
Ricky Perks punched a cross straight to the unmarked Scott 
Clamp 25 yards out and the midfielder’s skidding drive was 
confidently held by the keeper low to his right. With the goal 
came a spell of uncompromising play from both teams but 
Adders held the edge in possession without finding a way 
through a determined visiting defence.

The tempo increased considerably after the break with 
Atherstone deprived of an equaliser by referee Mark Perry, 
who ruled that Luke Barlone had climbed on the shoulder of 
Guy Hadland, when heading home. The let-off ignited Boro as 
Foster raced clear only to see his low drive ricochet off keeper 
Williams’ knees to safety. Almost immediately Hadland’s 
downward header was clutched by Williams on the goal line 
before home skipper Leigh Everitt produced a brilliant last-
ditch tackle to foil Foster.

However, on 58 minutes the hosts got back on terms. Danny 
Gaunt’s right-wing cross looked innocuous until Greenway 
ghosted into the danger zone to divert a fine glancing header 
wide of Perks and just inside the far post. Dean then stepped 
in to make a crucial interception to foil substitute Jamie King 
following a Perks’ fumble while Gaunt’s 20-yard free kick 
sailed too high as the tie entered extra time.

Boro’s best opportunity fell to Spacey but his close-range 
effort was blocked by Williams and the save proved crucial 
as on 99 minutes Adders took the lead when Greenway rose 
superbly at the near post to plant Dom Reece’s corner high 
into the net from eight yards. Boro missed a great chance 
to level soon after when Levi Ramsay headed over with 
only Williams to beat but on 113 minutes it was all square 
as Marsden added the final touch following a frenetic goal-
mouth scramble from a Spacey corner. And in the penalty 
decider it was Adders who gained the local bragging rites.

Boro Sign Pitham
Nuneaton Town have secured the services of ex-Bedworth 
United centre-half Danny Pitham. Kevin Wilkin is also keeping 
an eye on the situation regarding former strike sensation 
Jordan Stepien and former Kettering Town and Tamworth 
striker Anthony Robinson, who has been released by 
Mansfield Town.

 Nuneaton Town v Marlow 01-11-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Hadland, Dean (Marsden 85), Williams, Spacey (Quailey 
58), Noon, Collins, Armson, Foster, Murphy (Nisevic 73). Sub: Pitham.
Marlow: Drake, Case, Gray, Avery, Herbert, Elsegood, Isaac, Rowley, 
D. Stone, Roche, Crouch. Subs: Lane, Roberts, Neptune, Cairns, K. Stone.

Boro welcomed Marlow to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Midland Division game.

Boro started the game well with Armson consistently beating 
his full back Gray. But from the moment Marlow took the 
lead confidence drained away. The first goal came in the 

12th minute as a free-kick from just outside the centre circle 
was poorly defended. The ball fell to Gray in the right hand 
corner of the area and he hit a half-volley which flew through 
a crowd of bodies and crept in at the far post. Nuneaton had 
the ball in the net a minute later as Noon slammed home 
from 12 yards but the flag was long since up for offside.

Murphy, ineffective throughout the first-half, had a shot 
blocked as he latched on to a long ball by Rob Oddy and 
then he deflected over Armson’s shot but there was no 
encouragement for the home support. It would be lying 
to say the second goal came against the run of play on 43 
minutes as Marlow made it 2-0. Daniel Stone got it as he beat 
Hadland to cross from the left to get a toe on the ball which 
Acton could not keep out from close range.

Wilkin sent the team out five minutes early as he made his 
feelings clear in the dressing room at half-time. It had some 
effect as Boro got back in the game on 53 minutes and it 
was all of Murphy’s making. He raced onto a ball down the 
channel and drew in two defenders before laying the ball 
back to Noon, who had time to take a touch and pass it into 
the net from six yards. It should have been 2-2 two minutes 
later when Murphy shot wide when all he had to square for 
Foster for a tap into an empty goal.

Marlow took advantage and went straight up the other end 
to make the score 3-1 as Roche’s cross evaded everyone and 
went in at the far post. Nuneaton at least showed some spirit 
as Hadland had a header well saved and Williams saw a corner 
cleared directly off the line as Boro flattered to deceive. The 
home side went close from a corner when Foster flashed in a 
header which keeper Kieron Drake just flicked over.

Boro pulled a goal back through Hadland after Armson did 
well to pull the ball back to Collins and he clipped in for 
Hadland to head home from eight yards on 80 minutes with 
Eddie Nisevic also claiming the goal. However, Marlow sealed 
the game in stoppage time as they broke sharply and the 
impressive Roche played Case in through the middle and he 
casually lifted the ball over Acton to make it 4-2.

 Stourport Swifts v Nuneaton Town 04-11-2008 
Boro: Acton, Hadland, Pitham, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Collins, Spacey, Williams, 
Foster, Marsden. Subs: Brown, Nisevic, Armson, Quailey.
Stourport: Evans, Duggan, Tomkins, Jones, Jukes, Benbow, Colwell, Webb, 
Gill, Willetts, Lavery. Subs: Burgess, Perry, Williams, Cornes, Downing.

Boro made the journey to Walshes Meadow to play Stourport 
Swifts in a Southern League Midland Division game.

Buoyant Boro ravaged a woeful Stourport to get back to 
winning ways following Saturday’s embarrassing home 
defeat at the hands of Marlow. Boro strengthened their place 
in the top five with a clinical performance in which striker 
Justin Marsden bagged his first hat-trick for the club while 
skipper Mark Noon added the other.

Boro dominated the opening exchanges and twice came 
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close to taking the lead inside the first five minutes with 
home keeper Paul Evans superbly parrying a sliced clearance 
from Nathan Jukes from Rob Foster’s cross. And Evans again 
came to Swifts’ rescue 90 seconds later when Rob Oddy’s 
cross shot was blocked by the keeper’s legs but Justin 
Marsden rifled the loose ball high over the bar.

Foster then brought a finger-tip save from Evans with a 
fierce angled drive but on 26 minutes the goal that had been 
threatening finally came. Rob Foster released Oddy down 
the right and he funnelled a pass through to Marsden, who 
rounded Rich Tomkins and slotted under Evans from 15 yards.

Acton then had to scramble on his knees to foil Duncan 
Willetts in a rare Stourport raid before Nuneaton doubled 
their advantage on 36 minutes with a bizarre goal. Evans 
raced from his line to head away from Foster but the ball fell 
to Noon 40 yards out and the former Coventry City midfielder 
hoisted a shot high into the Worcestershire night air that 
eventually bounced on the line and into the roof of the net 
despite the best efforts of defender Jukes to clear.

Five minutes later Boro extended their advantage as Paul 
Spacey cut inside and threaded a pass through to the pacy 
Marsden and he confidently beat the advancing Evans from 
the edge of the area.

After the interval Boro slowed the tempo but on 59 minutes 
Jukes handled a Paul Spacey corner and Marsden quickly 
scooped up the ball and fired in the penalty to complete his 
treble. Jamie Williams saw his 25-yard free-kick pushed away 
at full stretch by Evans while Matty Collins and Noon linked 
up superbly but the former’s poor delivery ended a promising 
opening. Darren Acton’s first save of the game came when 
Andy Gill found space inside the area but his effort was easily 
grasped by the Nuneaton custodian.

Boro Resignations
Nuneaton Town director of football development, Jason 
Farndon, has left the club by mutual consent for personal 
reasons. He was part of the team that came in during the 
summer and he was charged with overseeing all community 
schemes associated with the football club. Farndon follows 
director Ian Brown out of the exit door after he resigned 
recently for personal reasons.

 Nuneaton Town v Dunstable Town 08-11-2008 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Brown, Hadland, Oddy, Spacey, Collins (Armson 66), 
Noon, Williams (Nisevic 80), Foster, Marsden (Quailey 75). Subs: Ramsay, 
G. Dean.
Dunstable: Taylor, Burgoyne (Baldry 63), Harrington, Nolan, Barnett, 
Sinclair, Okai, Reynolds, Matyskiewicz, Strange, Olaleve. Subs: Preston, 
Elliott, Harker.

Boro welcomed Dunstable Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

For the second time in five days Boro chewed up low-
quality opposition, devouring dreadful Dunstable to land 

their biggest victory of the season. Two goals apiece for 
midfielders Matty Collins and Jamie Williams were backed 
up by Justin Marsden’s fourth strike in two outings leaving 
substitute James Armson to complete the rout.

This latest display shows Boro are finally getting the message 
as to how to put weak opposition to the sword. Shock defeats 
at the hands of Marlow and Rothwell were savage setbacks 
for Boro but this revamped 3-5-2 line-up worked positively 
against mediocre opposition and the testament to it will be 
judged in future games against better equipped opponents.

It was virtually one-way traffic from the outset with Rob 
Oddy firing over and then seeing his cross strike the bar with 
the rebound just eluding Marsden. But three goals inside six 
minutes virtually sealed the points, the opener coming when 
Oddy again centred from the right and Williams made no 
mistake with a diving header. Soon after the lead was doubled 
as the impressive Oddy saw his cross fumbled by keeper Paul 
Taylor and Collins made no mistake from close in.

Matty Collins scores Boro’s second goal.  Photo: Heartland Evening News

On 22 minutes Rob Foster’s ball found the rampaging 
Marsden and his crisp, low 10-yarder gave Taylor no chance 
as Boro closed their grip on the game. Just past the half hour 
Dunstable fell further adrift with Collins tapping in after Oddy’s 
cross had failed to be cleared by a hesitant defence.

Taylor then tipped Paul Spacey’s rising drive over the 
top, while seven minutes into the second period Williams 
bagged his brace, firing into an empty net following Foster’s 
effort that ricocheted into the midfielder’s path off a post. 
Dunstable clawed a goal back just past the hour from a set-
piece with Parks 20-yard free-kick looping over the defensive 
wall and into the net with keeper Darren Action motionless. 
Boro were soon back on the offensive as Marsden struck an 
upright but it was left to teenager Armson to complete the 
six-pack, with the youngster slotting home after Foster’s drive 
had been mishandled by Taylor.

Brown Departs
Nuneaton Town centre-half Derek Brown has left the club to 
join Southern League Premier side Brackley Town.
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 Malvern Town v Nuneaton Town 15-11-2008 
Malvern: Humphries, Scriven (Smith 61), Allen, Harris, Paddock, Critcher, 
Woods (Reynolds 61), Crowther, Harris (Houghton 78), Mayins, Ingram. 
Subs: Aldington, McGorman.
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Dean, Hadland, Oddy, Spacey, Collins (Armson 27), 
Noon, Williams (Nisevic 80), Foster, Quailey (Murphy 66).

Boro made the journey to the Langmead Stadium to play 
Malvern Town in a Southern League Midland Division game.

Leading marksman Rob Foster netted twice as Nuneaton 
bagged a third consecutive win to strengthen their top-three 
place in a mediocre division where quality continues to be 
served in small helpings. As expected Boro again showed up 
the league for what it is by collecting the scalp of a struggling 
club without really moving out of first gear. To emphasise 
their dominance, Boro amassed more than 20 efforts on the 
home goal while their opponents had to wait until the last 
kick of the game before posting a goal attempt of any note.

Straight from the kick-off Boro forced the pace with Jamie 
Williams bringing a fine save out of Craig Humphries and 
Quailey heading against the bar from a Paul Spacey corner. 
But on seven minutes the goal that had been threatening 
arrived when Foster gathered possession wide on the right 
and raced into the area, ghosting around two defenders 
before confidently threading a low 10-yarder past Humphries.

The hosts tried hard to bounce back but despite segments of 
pressure never troubled Darren Acton with the vast majority 
of goalmouth incident being at the opposite end where Foster 
again caused havoc and only a fine block by Humphries 
deprived the lively front-runner. On a poor surface, passes went 
astray continually but when Gareth Dean humped a clearance 
down the left Foster’s determination won him possession and 
he fed Quailey, who cut in and saw his angled drive clawed 
away by Humphries. Right on the interval, Quailey returned the 
favour with a neat through ball but Humphries was smartly off 
his line to parry Foster’s effort to safety.

However, seven minutes into the second period the lead was 
doubled with Foster again the marksman. Williams launched 
a hanging cross into the six-yard area where Humphries 
flapped and the ball fell invitingly for the former Cogenhoe 
hit-man who made no mistake as he fired firmly into an 
empty net. Rob Oddy and Williams each went close in the 
one-sided tussle as the former’s cross shot clipped the far 
post while the latter had a flashing 20-yarder graze a post. 
Armson could easily have claimed a hat-trick in the closing 
throes as he fired off target when well placed and then 
saw his chip parried away by Humphries before he found 
the rigging to compound Malvern’s misery as Paul Spacey 
unselfishly squared for the youngster to net from close in.

With most of the home fans well on their way out of the 
ground they missed their side’s first potent shot on goal as 
skipper Andy Crowther’s rising 20-yarder was confidently held 
head high by the otherwise redundant Darren Acton.

Boro Sign Dodd
Nuneaton Town have signed 20-year-old Lewis Dodd from 
Coalville. The youngster has made over 50 appearances 
for the Leicestershire club and has scored six times in 20 
appearances this season.

 Nuneaton Town v Aylesbury United 18-11-2008 
Boro: Acton, Hadland, Pitham, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Collins (Dodd 74), 
Spacey, Williams, Marsden (Murphy 69), Foster (Quailey 81). 
Subs: Armson, Nisevic.

Boro welcomed Aylesbury United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Danny Pitham opened his goal account for Nuneaton while 
fans’ favourite Gez Murphy netted twice in four second half 
minutes to secure Nuneaton a resounding victory. Up against 
a useful visiting side Boro produced arguably their best 
performance of the season to consolidate their top three 
place in the table and, just as importantly show play-off 
quality with skipper Mark Noon a major inspiration.

Kevin Wilkin made only one change from the side which 
won 3-0 against Malvern. Brian Quailey dropped to the 
bench to make way for Justin Marsden. The Boro boss also 
kept faith with the 3-5-2 formation which has done so well 
recently, and again this seemed to allow the hosts to play 
with more freedom.

Noon had Boro’s first effort but his 20-yarder grazed a post 
while Paul Spacey and Marsden brought visiting keeper Tom 
Vincent into action with long range efforts while Aylesbury’s 
first goal threat came from a Glen Hawkins curling free-kick 
that Darren Acton held at the second attempt. But on 29 
minutes Boro broke the deadlock with a peach of a goal. Rob 
Oddy clipped a delightful cross into the danger zone where 
Pitham glanced an equally superb header past Vincent and 
high into the net from 10 yards.

Spacey was then denied by Vincent’s block and Matty Collins 
rifled the rebound off target while soon after the interval 
Oddy scuffed his shot wide following Spacey’s defence 
splitting pass. On 66 minutes Hawkins had a fierce 20-yarder 
well saved by Acton before Murphy came into the game on 69 
minutes and within four minutes had netted twice to put the 
points beyond doubt.

Excellent approach work by the tireless Rob Foster set up 
Murphy to crash an angled drive past Vincent within 90 
seconds of him replacing Marsden and before The Ducks had 
recovered from that blow their feathers were ruffled again as 
Jamie Williams threaded a fine pass into the path of the ex-
Kettering and Telford goal ace and he made no mistake with 
another crisp finish from 15 yards.

Aylesbury still threatened on occasion and Glen Hawkins was 
allowed to turn and fire at Acton as the game drew to a close, 
but Boro had refound their early flowing style and saw out 
the result.
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 Nuneaton Town v Soham Town Rangers 22-11-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Williams, Noon, Hadland, Dean, Spacey, Collins (Dodd 
85), Foster (Murphy 77), Marsden (Quailey 88), Pitham. Subs: Gentle-King, 
Nisevic.
Soham: Jordan, Turner, Johnson, McNeil, Coleman (Williams 76), Weston, 
Jones (Furnell 80), Simpson, Kearns (Abblett 64), Jimson, Smith. 
Subs: Bromwich, Flanz, Williams.

Boro welcomed Dunstable Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Strike pair Robert Foster and Justin Marsden did their job as 
Boro made it five wins on the trot. They each scored a goal 
at decisive times in an untidy game against a skilful Soham 
outfit. Foster found the net three minutes before the interval 
after a spell of visitors’ pressure. Then Marsden pounced after 
70 minutes, to make sure of three more points. Both goals 
were sweetly struck and were just reward for a hard-working 
display.

Paul Spacey challenges a Soham defender. Photo: Heartland Evening News

Full-of-running Foster hit the target for the ninth time this 
season after a swift Boro move down the right. Rob Oddy, 
pushing forward, found Marsden who knocked the ball into 
the box to Paul Spacey. The midfield man laid it off first time 
to Foster, who smacked a fierce angled shot under the bar.

Soham, with No. 9 Callum Kearns pulling the strings behind 
nippy front pair Michael Simpson and Billy Smith, had had 
the better of play up to the goal and continued to keep Boro 
on the back foot for spells in the second half.

But a second home goal always seemed likely to prove 
conclusive and it came courtesy of Marsden, who ran on to 
a Jamie Williams through ball and hammered a rising shot 
with such power that keeper Lea Jordan could only help it 
into the net. With their work completed, and Soham looking 
a spent force, Foster and Marsden were both substituted, and 
Gez Murphy came on and almost repeated his feat during 
the midweek win over Aylesbury when he quickly found the 

net, only to be ruled offside. The result kept up an excellent 
run by Kevin Wilkin’s side, who have now scored 18 goals and 
conceded just one in the last five games.

At the back, Guy Hadland, Danny Pitham and ever-improving 
teenager Gareth Dean were totally on top of their game, while 
Spacey covered acres of ground and, along with skipper Mark 
Noon, was always looking to set up Foster and Marsden. 

Blenkinsopp Is Back
Promotion-chasing Nuneaton Town have re-signed former 
youth team player David Blenkinsopp from Gresley Rovers. 
The 21-year-old moved to Gresley in August 2007 following 
his release by Nuneaton, and scored 24 goals for the club in 
all competitions.

 Nuneaton Town v Sutton Coldfield Town 29-11-2008 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Williams, Noon, Hadland, Dean, Spacey (Dodd 68), 
Collins, Foster (Murphy 59), Marsden, Pitham (Gentle-King 45). 
Subs: Blenkinsopp, Nisevic.
Sutton Coldfield: Johnson, Milner (Davis 59), Wilson, Booth, Male, Owen, 
Daniels, Moran, Matt (Hughes 70), Brown, Martin (Quiggin 59). 
Subs: Batchelor, Gemmill.

Boro welcomed Sutton Coldfield Town to Liberty Way to play 
a Southern League Midland Division game.

After four minutes Marsden blazed a penalty high over the 
top. And two minutes from time, with the game wrapped 
up, he stumbled and lost possession in front of an open net. 
But they shrugged off the early penalty miss to defy a pacy, 
counter-attacking Sutton side, who were forced to play half 
the match with 10 men.

Boro opened the scoring after 31 minutes when Rob Oddy 
did well to win a long fly-kick from keeper Darren Acton 
and picked out Rob Foster. In one movement, the Boro No. 
9 controlled the ball, side-stepped defender Edward Booth 
and slipped a low shot under the keeper for his 10th goal of 
the season. Sutton hit back and a shot from Jamille Matt was 
blocked, while Nathan Moran fired across the face of the goal 
from a good break.

But, on the stroke of half-time, Boro increased their lead. 
A corner on the right was met by a powerful header from 
Gareth Dean and was punched off the line by Junior Brown. 
The Sutton forward was sent off and Oddy stepped up to 
convert the spot kick off keeper Craig Johnson’s body. With 
Paul Spacey probing from midfield, Boro took command as 
Sutton dropped back. Foster and Marsden both narrowly 
failed to fasten on to through passes before another penalty 
made it 3-0 after 64 minutes.

Marsden found Mark Noon with a neat pass and keeper 
Johnson brought down the Boro skipper. He was lucky to 
escape with a yellow card and Gez Murphy sidefooted the 
spot kick into the roof of the net five minutes after replacing 
the injured Foster. Marsden went on a jinking run into the 
Sutton box and also saw a near-post effort saved before 
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fluffing his final chance to get on the scoresheet when Murphy 
set him up by dummying the keeper after a Matty Collins’ 
through pass.

“That was another pleasing performance,” said Boro boss 
Kevin Wilkin. “We are moving in the right direction and have 
closed the gap on second place, although there is still a lot 
of ground to make up. I was delighted with the effort the lads 
put in and it has put us in the perfect frame of mind for our 
next two games, which are both away.”

Rob Foster gets in a header. Photo: Heartland Evening News

 Arlesey Town v Nuneaton Town 06-12-2008 
Arlesey: Russell, Waldron, Brown (Beaumont 90), Dillnut, Moran, Allen, 
Kimmani (Pringle 76), Clarke (Facey 64), Frances, Osborne, Case. 
Subs: Peat, Teodosoiu.
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Collins, Spacey, Noon 
(Dodd 83), Williams, Foster (Murphy 67), Marsden (Blenkinsopp 77). 
Subs: Nisevic, Gentle-King.

Boro made the journey to Hitchin Road to play Arlesey Town 
in a Southern League Midland Division game.

The first-half was evenly contested territorially, although 
Boro just shaded the quality of chances. The home side took 
the lead with the first shot of the match when Dean’s clearing 
header dropped to Case. He cut inside and fired in a shot 
from distance, which beat Darren Acton to his right. Despite 
the quality of the shot, there were question marks over Acton, 
who moved late, as the ball finished more than a yard inside 
the post.

Boro responded perfectly though as they forced a corner 
which Spacey took and Pitham met with a towering header. 
Matt Waldron volleyed the ball away but he was adjudged 
to have been behind the line as the goal was given with few 
protests from Arlesey. The next two chances fell to Spacey and 
he should have done better after being put through by Foster. 
The midfielder then did well to get power into a header from 16 
yards which drifted a yard wide of James Russell’s far post.

Nuneaton could have been awarded a penalty when Marsden 
looked to have been barged over in the box as he skipped away 

from Tom Moran on 24 minutes. Moran had his second lucky 
escape when he took out Spacey on the touchline, but the 
referee showed a yellow card to his team-mate, Shane Brown.

Collins was robbed of a chance when an Arlesey defender 
cleared as he was ready to head home. But Boro were not to 
be denied as Jamie Williams’ corner was scrambled home 
from a yard by Gareth Dean on 51 minutes. Striker Ryan 
Frances had half a chance to level when Pitham’s tackle on 
Osborne saw the ball deflected into Frances’ path but he 
drove a yard wide when well placed. Marsden then flashed 
a header over from six yards with 20 minutes to go as Boro 
pressed to kill off the game.

They did so on 72 minutes when Noon was hacked down by 
Waldron as he drove towards the box. Spacey stepped up 
to make it 3-1 with a curling free-kick from 22 yards which 
Russell got a hand to but could not keep out. Marsden was 
replaced on 77 minutes as David Blenkinsopp made his first 
appearance since his return to the club. He was immediately 
hacked down by Brown. Pitham met Williams’ free-kick at the 
far post but he somehow missed from a yard, while Spacey 
was unlucky to see a shot flash wide moments later from a 
Blenkinsopp cross. Osborne had been kept quiet all game, 
but he turned sharply with five minutes to go and drew a 
good save from Acton.

 AFC Sudbury v Nuneaton Town 20-12-2008 
Sudbury: Gould, Speed, Haynes-Brown, Clarke (Hunt 32), Blackwell, 
Driver, Bussens, Heath, Hughes, Howell, Hunt. Subs: Ifield, Hare, Tracey.
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Collins, Spacey 
(Dodd 86), Williams, Foster (Blenkinsopp 70), Marsden (Murphy 78). 
Subs: Nisevic, Gentle-King.

Boro made the journey to Kingmarsh Stadium to play AFC 
Sudbury in a Southern League Midland Division game.

There was plenty of early promise for Boro, with Rob Oddy 
blazing an angled drive across the face of the net before Justin 
Marsden fired the visitors in front on 10 minutes. A neat build-
up saw Mark Noon funnel a fine pass in to Paul Spacey down 
the inside-right channel and though Rob Foster completely 
missed the ensuing cross, the ball eventually fell to Marsden, 
whose fierce 15-yard skidder gave home keeper Darren Gould 
no chance. A minute later neat footwork by Foster took him 
past two opponents inside the area and it needed a splendid 
low block by Gould to foil the eager Nuneaton striker.

But Sudbury restored parity on 29 minutes from a splendid 
free-kick although it was extremely harsh on Danny Pitham, 
whose determined headed challenge on Kevin Hawes fell 
foul of referee Sean Feerick. From the 20-yard set-piece 
Gareth Heath crashed a rising drive past the defensive wall 
and into the roof of the net. Boro battled hard after the 
setback and right on the interval were unlucky not to regain 
the advantage as Marsden’s left-wing cross ricochetted off 
Nathan Speed and struck the post with nobody on hand to 
force home the loose ball.
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Seconds after the break, Hawes saw a turning volley from the 
edge of the area clutched at the base of the post by Acton, 
while at the opposite end Spacey’s skidding centre just 
evaded the outstretched boot of Oddy with the net begging. 
The latter then released Foster down the middle but Boro’s 
frontman hoisted his shot high over the bar with just Gould 
to beat, and soon after the striker did superbly to beat two 
opponents only to see Noon deflect his low cross straight into 
the arms of the keeper.

Sudbury had penalty claims turned down when Richard 
Howell’s low centre hit Pitham on the boot, bounced up 
and struck his hand. But Boro substitute David Blenkinsopp 
was robbed of the winner five minutes from time when his 
tenacity took him past two defenders only to see his cross-
shot hit the inside of the far post and run across the line 
before it was hooked clear by Ollie Blackwell. In the closing 
seconds Lewis Dodd’s 25-yarder flew straight at Gould as time 
ran out on Boro and their long winning run.

 Bedworth United v Nuneaton Town 27-12-2008 
Bedworth: Kemp; Moran, Jephcott, Lamb (Thackary 81), Barnett, Pringle, 
Trigger (Lazarus 75), King, Beard, Kinder (Connolly 60) Edmond. 
Subs: Shepherd, Kabango.
Boro: Acton; Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Collins, Spacey 
(Dodds 82), Williams, Foster (Blenkinsopp 72), Marsden (Murphy 88). 
Subs: Armson, Nisevic.

Boro made the journey to The Oval to play Bedworth United 
in a Southern League Midland Division game.
More than 2,300 fans crammed into the Oval as Nuneaton 
strengthened their place in the top two with a narrow verdict 
in a typical no-frills local derby. Second-half strikes from 
Justin Marsden and substitute David Blenkinsopp put Boro 
in the driving seat and though the Greenbacks rallied late on 
through ex-Town forward Danny Edmond, it was too little too 
late. There was early promise from Boro with Jamie Williams 
volleying at Andy Kemp while Marsden scuffed a good 
opportunity wide. United’s first attempt was Ian King’s 25-
yard free-kick that Darren Acton clutched at the base of the 
post before Marsden had another sniff only for Kemp to block 
bravely at the feet of the striker.

A Darren Acton clearance fell for Adam Kinder, but his 
40-yarder flew off-target and then Guy Barnett latched onto a 
Ben Twigger set-piece only to rifle straight at the Town keeper 
from 10 yards. Marsden then rounded Kemp but was forced 
wide and the opportunity was lost, but the response quickly 
followed as Ashley Pringle’s downward header had to be 
pouched low down by Acton. Boro then had a penalty claim 
turned down when Paul Spacey went down under Kemp’s 
lunge after the former Greenback was released by Marsden.

A frustrated and irrational Robbie Beard was booked seconds 
after the half-time whistle for dissent and there was more 
annoyance for the frontman, as well as the home fans, within 
60 seconds of the restart as Nuneaton snatched the lead. 
Straight from the kick-off, Rob Oddy sent Marsden racing 

down the inside-right channel and the ex-Bedworth striker 
made no mistake with a crisp low 15-yarder.

Justin Marston opens the scoring Photo: Heartland Evening News

The visitors dictated play for the majority of the half but on 
83 minutes, the Greenbacks had a great chance to equalise 
as King found Neil Lazarus unmarked on the left and he 
cut inside Danny Pitham, only to fire weakly at Acton. Boro 
doubled their advantage little more than a minute later as 
Blenkinsopp escaped the offside trap to slot the ball between 
the legs of Kemp.

Three minutes later, United reduced the arrears when 
King’s free-kick on the left was cleared to Ben Thackary 
and his miscued drive flew straight to Edmond, who calmly 
rifled across a packed defence and just inside the far post. 
Nuneaton’s back three of Pitham, Guy Hadland and Gaz Dean 
stood firm to send Boro into the New Year pushing leaders 
Leamington for the Championship.

Dodd Returns To Coalville
Lewis Dodd has returned to Coalville Town after being unable 
to gain a place in the Boro side. Boro boss Kevin Wilkin tried 
to convince the youngster to stay, but to no avail.

 Bury Town v Nuneaton Town 17-01-2009 
Bury: Gurnham, Short, Coker, Steward (Bugg 76), Hipperson, Bullard 
(Nunn 74), Smith, Kearns, S. Read, Johnson, L. Read. Subs: Sloots, Stacey.
Boro: Acton, Gentle-King, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Collins (Armson 13), 
Spacey, Williams, Marsden (Ramsey 80), Blenkinsopp (Foster 69). 
Subs: Nisevic, Murphy.

Boro made the journey to Ram Meadow to play Bury Town in 
a Southern League Midland Division game.

Bury had much the better of the first-half as they made four 
good chances, while Boro failed to forge a single opportunity 
of note. Nuneaton got off to a bad start when Collins chased 
down a routine ball in the fifth minute. He took a boot to 
the eye, which promptly swelled up and he was replaced by 
Armson. Nuneaton had the first sight of goal when Marsden 
was fouled on the edge of the area. Spacey stepped up but his 
effort was poor and easily blocked. From then on it was pretty 
much all Bury. Winger Lee Smith curled a cross in which Sam 
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Reed just missed and Acton held well. The Bury striker was in 
the thick of the action as he curled a 20-yarder just over with 
Acton stranded before Boro had a rare venture forward when 
Armson did well to dig a cross out to the back post. Shaky 
looking keeper Marcus Garnham tipped the ball off Williams’ 
head as he looked certain to score. The Bury defence punted 
the ball clear and Sam Reed outstripped Hadland and Gentle-
King only for Acton to make a good save.

The home side came even closer to breaking the deadlock 
when Michael Steward flighted in a cross. Gavin Johnson, 
who had pulled all the strings in midfield, won the header, 
only to see it come back off the inside of the post before 
Gareth Dean cleared.

Boro took the lead three minutes after the break. 
Blenkinsopp broke into the box and should have earned a 
spot kick when the defender handled on the ground. When 
the ball came loose Noon raced in and he was tripped by 
Roscoe Hipperson, who lunged in stupidly. Oddy was trusted 
to take the penalty and he buried it down the middle.

Boro then sprung into life as first Blenkinsopp and then 
Armson drew two flying saves from Garnham with long range 
efforts. Noon then fired in a stunning effort from all of 40 
yards which flew over Garnham and cannoned back off the 
far post. The game became a more even affair but Boro had 
a big scare when Lee Reed’s hanging corner was met by Sam 
Reed from 12 yards out. The header beat Acton but Williams 
was on the line to volley clear on 70 minutes. From then on 
Bury threw everything at Boro but the back three stood tall 
and won countless headers.

Hadland, Dean and to a lesser extent Gentle-King came into 
their own as they headed out a number of corners, free-kicks 
and long throws. Boro saw out some six minutes of stoppage 
time and survived two penalty appeals to claim three points.

Boro Sign Non-League International
Nuneaton Town have signed non-league international Erkan 
Okay from Histon on a non-contract basis. The 23-year-old has 
made 179 appearances for Histon in the Conference Premier 
and could go straight into the side to face Leamington.

 Nuneaton Town v Leamington 20-01-2009 
Boro: Acton, Gentle-King (Murphy 77), Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Noon,  
Okay (Armson 87), Spacey, Williams, Foster (Blenkinsopp 69), Marsden. 
Subs: Ramsay, Pitham.
Leamington: Anstiss, Towers (Jackson 75), Cooper, Hier, Parisi, Reynolds, 
Herlihy, Stanley (Lenton 69), Husband, Corbett, Bellingham. Subs: Blake, 
Beckley, Sanders.

Boro welcomed Leamington to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Boro enjoyed the better of the early exchanges and should 
have taken the lead on eight minutes. Lance Gentle-King’s 
free-kick was half cleared to debutant Erkan Okay and he 
neatly found Justin Marsden 10 yards out but the striker’s 

cross shot was superbly blocked by the outstanding Anstiss.
Marsden then had a flicked header fly just wide before Brakes 
finally flexed their muscles with the fleet-footed Bellingham 
seeing his cross shot parried out by Darren Acton and only 
Gareth Dean’s anticipation foiled Luke Corbett from pouncing 
on the loose ball.

However, within 30 seconds Bellingham enjoyed better luck 
with a classy finish following a woeful yet rare error from Guy 
Hadland, whose back pass fell perfectly to the lively front-
runner, who coolly side-stepped Acton and found the net 
from the acutest of angles. Leamington almost doubled their 
lead midway through the half when former Boro defender 
Adam Cooper, a rock at the heart of the Brakes rearguard, 
rose well 10 yards out only to see his downward header hit 
the base of a post and rebound into Acton’s arms.

Boro were plainly stunned at going behind but parity was 
almost restored as Paul Spacey’s cross-shot was superbly 
palmed to safety by the flying Anstiss, who then looked 
beaten as Mark Noon’s dipping 20-yarder drifted inches over.
Corbett was cautioned for a late challenge on Acton as Boro 
did most of the pressing without causing too many concerns 
for a tightly knit visiting defence.

After the interval the tempo increased and so did the quality 
with Jamie Williams’ 20-yard free-kick clattering the bar 
with Anstiss well beaten. Rob Foster then had penalty claims 
turned away as he went down under Martin Hier’s challenge 
and immediately Corbett raced clear and saw his skidding 
cross shot strike the outside of the far post.

But Boro were in the ascendancy and were unfortunate not 
to get back on terms when Anstiss fumbled Okay’s hanging 
cross under Hadland’s challenge. David Blenkinsopp made 
no mistake from close range only for referee Neil Radford 
to dull celebrations with a free-kick decision against the 
Nuneaton centre-back. Gez Murphy then crossed perfectly 
to the far post for fellow substitute Blenkinsopp who headed 
firmly, but not firmly enough to beat the acrobatic Anstiss, 
who saved impressively to his left.

Jamie Lenton scuffed a good chance wide following Okay’s 
error but the former Boro man was not to be thwarted and 
on 86 minutes he curled a 15-yarder around Acton and just 
inside the far upright following excellent work by Bellingham. 
The latter almost made it 3-0 but Acton saved well low down 
while Anstiss was again at his best to turn aside Blenkinsopp’s 
20-yarder with the alert Reynolds quickly across to foil Marsden 
as Boro huffed and puffed but lacked a cutting edge.

Okay Moves On
Nuneaton Town’s most recent arrival, ex-England non-league 
international Erkan Okay, has left the club and signed for Blue 
Square South leaders Chelmsford City. Okay played just one 
game for Kevin Wilkin’s men in their 2-0 home defeat at the 
hands of neighbours Leamington last Tuesday and joined the 
Essex club on Friday night.
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 Nuneaton Town v Woodford United 31-01-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Armson, Spacey, 
Williams (Nisevic 77), Murphy (L. Ramsay 87), Blenkinsopp (Marsden 65). 
Subs: Gentle-King, R. Foster.
Woodford: Finlay, Urquhart, Colman, Morgan (Cole 66), Harris, Fountain, 
Parkinson, Fellows (B. Foster 72), Adams, J. Ramsay, Crawford (Care 46). 
Subs: Stacey, Fuller

Boro welcomed Woodford United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

The new strike pair of Gez Murphy and David Blenkinsopp 
linked well in the fifth minute as Murphy flicked a long ball 
on and Blenkinsopp fired in a snap shot which drifted tamely 
wide. The next 15 minutes were quite frankly dull before 
Woodford striker Rich Adams had a shot from 30 yards easily 
gathered by Darren Acton as the keeper scrambled back into 
his area after clearing his lines. The game finally came to life 
on the half-hour as Spacey’s cross from the right just evaded 
the front two. Acton then made a hash of clearing a back pass 
as he was furtunate to come away with his clean sheet intact.

Spacey gave Nuneaton the lead on 31 minutes when he cut 
in from the left and over-hit his cross from 25 yards. However, 
the ball looped over a flat footed Finlay and into the top 
corner. Spacey had the decency not to celebrate as he looked 
more embarrassed than delighted. The former Bedworth man 
went on to show his quality from outside the box as he hit 
the crossbar twice in the space of two minutes. The first shot, 
centrally from 25 yards, was tipped onto the woodwork by 
Finlay, but a goal kick was given.

Danny Pitham pressures Rich Adams. Photo: Heartland Evening News

The second, on 35 minutes, came from 20 yards and this time 
Finlay was helpless as the ball smashed off the bar and away. 
Finlay should have easily gathered the next shot – a scuffed 
effort on the turn by Blenkinsopp. However, he inexplicably 
dived over it as Boro went 2-0 up in the 37th minute.

Nuneaton came out after the break looking more lively as 
a good move featuring Rob Oddy led to Murphy hitting the 

outside of the post from a tight angle. Blenkinsopp then had 
a great chance to net his second when he found himself free 
in front of goal three yards out with only Finlay to beat. This 
time the keeper made a good block. Oddy had a low drive 
well saved by Finlay, but it wasn’t until the 75th minute that 
they had another shot when Armson fired wide. Spacey drove 
a shot into the side netting two minutes before time and then 
shot wildly over in time added on.

Boro Sign Storer
Nuneaton Town have signed ex-Hinckley United and 
Tamworth midfielder Kyle Storer from arch rivals and near 
neighbours Atherstone Town and he could make his debut 
against Marlow.

 Nuneaton Town v Stourport Swifts 14-02-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pitham, Oddy, Noon, Spacey, Storer 
(Armson 81), Williams, Murphy (Marsden 74), Blenkinsopp (Foster 83). 
Subs: Nisevic, Ramsay.
Stourport: Moore, Pattison (Benbow 63), Gayton, Harmson, Jones, 
Cornes (Cooke 68), Connor, Whittington, Owen, Morris (Coulman 74), 
Downing.

Boro welcomed Stourport Swifts to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Following a quiet opening, which saw Boro enjoying the bulk 
of possession without causing too many alarm bells to ring in 
the visiting defence, two goals in a three-minute spell around 
the half-hour mark set the game alight. Swifts made the 
breakthrough on 29 minutes when Jamie Williams’ wayward 
pass was cut out by Scott Morris. He won a corner off Gareth 
Dean from which the ball was half-cleared to Leigh Downing 
whose fierce 25-yarder took a deflection off the luckless Danny 
Pitham and flew into the top corner of Darren Acton’s net.

But Stourport’s celebrations had hardly died down when 
Boro were back on level terms. Blenkinsopp was the provider 
with an astute pass into the path of Murphy and he turned his 
marker to rifle a low 15-yarder past the helpless Jamie Moore. 
Swifts were stunned by the equaliser and they suffered 
another setback two minutes from the break as Murphy 
doubled his tally with another slick piece of composed 
finishing. Again, strike partner Blenkinsopp played his part 
as under pressure, and despite being blatantly fouled, he still 
funnelled a fine ball to the lurking Murphy and when referee 
Mark Hutchinson played an excellent advantage, there was 
never any doubt that the 32-year-old frontman would deliver.

Ten minutes after the interval and Murphy’s treble was 
complete. Williams’ left-wing centre was diverted to Paul 
Spacey and his skidding drive from the edge of the area 
was astutely turned past Moore by the predatory former 
Atherstone, Kettering and Telford frontman from eight yards.
Soon after, Swifts came close to cutting the deficit as both 
Mark Owen and Morris (twice) were foiled by Acton and his 
sprawling defenders during a frantic goalmouth scramble.

At the opposite end, Rob Oddy and Spacey brought the 
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best out of Moore as Nuneaton turned on the style and 
when Murphy was replaced by Justin Marsden, the chances 
continued to flow. Determined work by Williams and a superb 
deep cross from Spacey saw Oddy’s diving header graze the 
far upright while Rob Foster fed fellow substitute James 
Armson whose angled drive skimmed the same post as Boro 
oozed quality and class to which Swifts had no answer.

 Nuneaton Town v Romulus 17-02-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Spacey (Armson 81), 
Noon, Storer, Williams, Murphy (Ramsay 84), Blenkinsopp (Foster 66). 
Subs: Marsden, Nisevic.
Romulus: Harris, Tiernan (Williams 70), Wilmore, Smith, Gourlay, 
Lanns, Heath, Franklin, Fagan, Blake (Thomas 82), Brown (Clarke 76). 
Subs: Charles, Hamilton.

Boro welcomed Romulus to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Midland Division game.

Boro put in a terrible first-half display as Romulus striker 
Tyrone Fagan twice missed golden chances to give his side a 
lead they deserved. Nuneaton were all over the place as early 
as the 6th minute when Jamie Williams was caught miles 
ahead of the play down the left. Centre-half Gareth Dean 
found himself sucked out of position as he tried to cover, 
allowing Romulus to play in Nick Heath for a good chance 
which he dragged wide from 14 yards.

Nuneaton had the first of two decent chances when striker 
Gez Murphy nodded down to Noon, who saw a well-controlled 
volley held by Matt Harris from 20 yards. Right wing-back 
Rob Oddy found himself in the book in the 12th minute for a 
scything tackle on Lei Brown, his fifth yellow of the season.

Kyle Storer had the other chance of the half, but he headed 
a Paul Spacey free-kick straight at Harris. Boro were given a 
massive let-off on 28 minutes when Fagan contrived to head 
a corner over from three yards as he rose above Acton, who 
came to claim the ball but got nowhere near it. Boro had 
another escape when the defence went missing at a corner 
on 39 minutes. Fagan was in acres of space, but he somehow 
managed to slam the ball over the bar from two yards.

Boro took an undeserved lead after the break when Murphy 
won a free-kick which Williams swung in. The ball was half-
cleared to Pitham, who calmly volleyed in from 10 yards into 
the right hand corner of the goal. Boro had a lucky escape 
with ten minutes to go when a long free-kick was met from six 
yards by a Romulus head. The ball bounced down off the bar 
and into the grateful arms of Acton.

Soon after, substitute James Armson did brilliantly to win the 
ball in midfield and, after getting it back off Rob Foster, he 
curled a left-footed shot inches wide from eight yards. Noon 
sealed the game on 88 minutes and again Armson was at the 
heart of it. He won the ball twice in midfield and released 
Foster who crossed for Oddy, who in turn tapped a short 
ball into Noon’s path and he leisurely dribbled into the area 
before passing into the bottom corner from 10 yards.

Danny Pitham scores. Photo: Heartland Evening News

 Aylesbury United v Nuneaton Town 21-02-2009 
Aylesbury: Vincent, Stevens, Mead, Taylor (Boyce 46), Kavanagh, Butler, 
Marsh, Swonnell, Graham, Hawkins (Hennky 67), Mealor (Jones 72).
Boro: Acton, Pitham (Gentle-King 72), Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Spacey, 
Storer, Noon (Armson 46), Murphy, Foster (Ramsay 79). Subs: Marsden, 
Collins.

Boro made the journey to Bell Close to play Aylesbury United 
in a Southern League Midland Division game.
Boro forged their first chance within the first 35 seconds as 
Murphy ran on to a long ball and tried to lob keeper Tom 
Vincent from the edge of the area. The frontman only got a 
toe end on the ball as it got barely three yards off the ground. 
Even so, Vincent found himself scrambling to keep it out. It 
was less than three minutes later before the next chance as 
Spacey latched onto a Murphy pull-back and fired in a drive 
which Vincent kept out at the second attempt. The rebound 
fell back to Spacey, but he pulled a left footed shot wide from 
six yards.

It could have been 3-0 inside the first ten minutes as Foster 
ran onto a back header. He found himself one-on-one with 
Vincent, but as he so often seems to do with similar chances, 
he fired straight at the keeper. It was finally 1-0 after 20 
minutes as Murphy did well to turn his man in the box and he 
squared to Foster, who drove in from six yards for a deserved 
lead. Noon made it 2-0 when he braveley headed in from six 
yards after breaking into the box to meet an Oddy cross. The 
right-wing back had drifted in from the left following a good 
crossfield ball from Kyle Storer.

Foster headed in from close range soon after but the goal was 
chalked off for offside. Aylesbury finally had their first effort 
on 37 minutes when Matt Butler blazed wildly wide from the 
edge of the area. Boro were hit with a blow on the stroke of 
half-time when Noon hobbled off with a strained rib muscle 
to be replaced by Armson.

Aylesbury had a great chance to pull one back two minutes 
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after the break when Acton flapped at substitute Mark 
Boyce’s cross. The ball fell to Danny Mead, but he drove 
tamely back to the keeper. Soon after Dean was called on 
to make a fantastic goal saving tackle from six yards as the 
home side rallied. The Ducks had another good chance to 
score when Acton palmed away a Mead free-kick, but the ball 
was scrambled away.

After containing the threat of the opposition for the whole 
half, Boro went 3-0 up on 77 minutes. Williams was fouled on 
the Nuneaton left and Spacey whipped the ball in for Foster 
to meet. His header was blocked by Vincent, but Foster was 
alert and he stabbed the rebound into the roof of the net 
from six yards to seal the game.

Armson added extra polish as he made it 4-0 on 86 minutes. 
The 19-year-old won the ball in midfield and raced forward. 
He played a neat one-two with Murphy and lifted the ball 
calmly over Vincent from the edge of the area.

 Leighton Town v Nuneaton Town 24-02-2009 
Leighton: Root, Lasbrey, Scott, Chapman (O’Grady 88), Clifford, McNulty 
(Hassan 88), Goss, Lewis, Gallant, Hatch, Cashman. Subs: Higby, 
Cunningham.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pitham, Oddy, Armson, Spacey (Gentle-King 
86), Storer, Williams, Murphy (Blenkinsopp 85), Foster (Marsden 72). 
Subs: Collins, Nisevic. 

Boro made the journey to Bell Close to play Leighton Town in 
a Southern League Midland Division game.

A Sam Chapman own goal three minutes from time netted 
Nuneaton three crucial points to close the gap between 
themselves and Leamington to an ever dwindling nine points.
It looked as though a stalemate would be the only outcome 
but that all changed when Chapman diverted Paul Spacey’s 
long range free-kick wide of his wrong-footed keeper and 
into the corner of the net much to the delight of the 100-plus 
travelling Boro fans.

Boro made just one change from Saturday’s winning line-up 
at Aylesbury with teenager James Armson replacing injured 
skipper Mark Noon in the centre of midfield. In a quiet and 
low key opening it was the hosts who carved out the first 
chance but James McNulty fired over the bar from 20 yards 
before Boro threatened through veteran striker Gez Murphy 
as he raced down the left and crossed for Paul Spacey whose 
well directed header was cleared off the line.

Marlow then had the ball in the net but Bilal Hassan’s goal 
was ruled out for a pushing offence. On the whole it was 
very much defences on top with clear cut opportunities at a 
minimum. As the interval approached Boro’s stand-in captain 
Guy Hadland was cautioned for a challenge on Aston Goss 
but on a positive note Armson impressed with several good 
runs from his centre midfield berth.

The second half was similar to the first with neither attack 
managing to find any chink in the opposition’s armour. For 
Nuneaton, Hadland was outstanding while youngster Gareth 

Dean and Danny Pitham provided excellent back up while 
keeper Darren Acton was hardly brought into the action as 
the Bedfordshire side lacked a cutting edge.

Then the defining moment of the game came on 87 minutes. 
Boro were awarded a free-kick 25 yards out and when Spacey 
let fly it clipped the head of Chapman and spiralled away from 
the helpless keeper Steve Root and over the line. The Reds 
came forward in search of a leveller but Boro’s back division 
were in no mood to relinquish their advantage and continue 
their superb run that’s reaped 43 points from their last 48.

 Nuneaton Town v Bromsgrove Rovers 28-02-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Jamie Williams, Armson, Hadland, Dean, Spacey 
(Noon 83), Storer, Murphy (Gentle-King 90), Marsden (Foster 72), Pitham. 
Subs: Blenkinsopp, Nisevic.

Boro welcomed Bromsgrove Rovers to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Two goals from experienced striker Gez Murphy kept Boro’s 
promotion dream alive. The teams went in on equal terms 
at half-time, but Murphy snatched a winner for the home 
side in the 58th minute after Paul Spacey has beaten two or 
three defenders in the area before squaring the ball to Pitham 
who hit a shot that was pushed onto the bar by the keeper. 
Murphy, following up, headed the ball home for Boro’s 
winning goal.

 Dunstable Town v Nuneaton Town 07-03-2009 
Dunstable: Taylor, Cowley, Burgoyne (Warrington 24), Nolan, Deaton, 
Moss, Ryan, Barnett, Elliot (Mills 46), Sinclair, Quinn. Subs: Baldry, 
Richardson.
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Armson, Noon, Storer, Spacey, 
Williams, Murphy (Foster 62), Marsden (Ramsay 81). Sub: Blenkinsopp.

Boro made the journey to Creasey Park to play Dunstable 
Town in a Southern League Midland Division game.

Boro dominated the opening half in terms of both territory and 
possession despite looking lacklustre and wasting the ball in 
the final third. They came close as early as the second minute 
when Gez Murphy’s flick-on from a corner narrowly evaded 
Hadland’s head in the six yard box as the ball flashed across 
the face of the goal. Murphy missed an unbelievable chance 
in the ninth minute when Marsden cut inside and saw keeper 
Paul Taylor parry his 20-yard drive. The ball dropped straight 
at the feet of Murphy two yards out and although he was at a 
narrow angle and on his left foot, he looked set to score, but 
swung at the ball and pulled it across the face of the goal.

Soon after, the striker had the ball in the back of the net 
after swivelling and firing home from 10 yards, but it was 
ruled out for offside. Marsden got behind the defence after 
25 minutes and tried to square for Murphy, when he should 
have shot, and the ball was cleared. Boro were dominating 
as Paul Spacey hit the post, but again the offside flag was up. 
Marsden drew a fine save from Taylor with a long range shot 
on the stroke of half-time.
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The pattern of the game continued into the second-half as 
Boro pressed and Dunstable constantly gave the ball away, 
but Nuneaton did little with it. They almost began to crank 
the pressure up as Marsden found space down the right, but 
wasted it, and Noon earned a corner which was also wasted. 
Neither striker was having a particularly good game and 
Murphy was replaced by Foster on 62 minutes. Jamie Williams 
had a shot well saved on 69 minutes before Storer put in an 
atrocious dive in the penalty area for which he was booked.

The deadlock was finally broken on 78 minutes when 
Storer’s lob over the top fell for Foster as Marsden touched 
on and he lofted the ball over the stranded keeper from 
14 yards to make it 1-0 with a clever finish. Spacey came 
close on 84 minutes when Foster clipped a good ball to the 
back post and the midfielder rose highest, but his header 
landed on the roof of the net. Foster could have added to 
his account with five minutes to go when he met a Spacey 
cross at the back post. He got up well but his header was 
comfortably saved by Taylor from six yards. Dunstable 
recorded their only shot on target in the 89th minute when 
they won a corner and saw a header cleared comfortably off 
the line by Spacey.

 Nuneaton Town v Chasetown 10-03-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Armson, Noon, Spacey 
(Foster 74), Jamie Williams, Murphy (Blenkinsopp 87), Marsden. 
Subs: Hutchinson, Jordan Williams, Ramsay.
Chasetown: Price, J. Branch, M. Branch, Slater, Thomas, Teesdale, Steane, 
Sheppard, Birch (Smith 63), Perrow, Batchelor. Subs: Williams, Burley, 
Reynolds, Woodvine.

Boro welcomed Chasetown to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Midland Division game.
Boro were by far the better side in the first-half and they 
went into the break one up through Marsden. Pitham missed 
a decent chance on 22 minutes when he headed a Spacey 
free-kick wide from six yards with Boro well on top. However, 
they had a massive stroke of luck when Darren Acton went 
on a kamikaze run and barged into Gary Birch. Chasetown 
demanded a penalty, but their appeals were waved away.

Boro made the breakthrough in the 29th minute when the 
impressive Jamie Williams’ corner was kept alive at the back 
post by Armson. His header was only palmed down by Price 
and Marsden was on hand to scramble the ball home from a 
yard to make it 1-0.

The Scholars had the first chance of the second half when 
Perrow was played in down the left hand side and he drew 
a fine save from Darren Acton. The keeper made another 
excellent stop moments later from a Steane free-kick before 
John Branch missed a good chance. The equaliser looked 
as though it was coming and it duly arrived on 64 minutes 
through Perrow after a shot came back off the bar and the 
striker, six yards out with his back to goal, turned and rolled 
the ball home despite the desperate efforts of Hadland and 
Dean to stop the ball crossing the line.

The game turned on its head when both managers were sent 
from their dugouts after 74 minutes after Spacey was the victim 
of a studs-up tackle from Shepperd. The midfielder was forced 
off with an injury and as he left the sparks flew. Three minutes 
later Pitham was taking an early bath after an innocuous tussle 
with Steane. The two were racing towards the touchline and 
as they went down in a heap a bout of handbags ensued and 
the referee showed the defender a red card. Boro re-organised 
and despite being down to ten men they coped well, although 
Chasetown went close in the 90th minute when Acton made 
another fine save to keep out Steane.

 Nuneaton Town v Malvern Town 14-03-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham (Murphy 50), Gentle-King, Dean, Oddy, Hadland, 
Armson, Noon, Williams, Foster (Blenkinsopp 79), Marsden (Spacey 71). 
Subs: Ramsay, Nisevic.
Malvern: Humphries, Paddock, Crowther, Leighton, Smith, Lough, 
Aldington, Devlin, Gill (Reynolds 79), Snook, Malins. Subs: Mansfield.

Boro welcomed Malvern Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Three strikers shared the goals on a day when Wilkin was 
forced by injuries and suspensions to field a shuffled line-up. 
During the game he also gradually rearranged the formation, 
as three substitutes were used. For the first 50 minutes 
central defender Guy Hadland operated in midfield. He then 
dropped back into his normal position when Gez Murphy 
came on to form a three-pronged attack.

Boro’s 2-0 interval lead was reduced after 59 minutes and 
Wilkin went back to 3-5-2, with Paul Spacey replacing Justin 
Marsden to slip into midfield, despite a badly gashed ankle 
received in the midweek draw against Chasetown. The first 
half goals came from Marsden, with a low header from a 
Jamie Williams corner after 16 minutes, and Rob Foster, who 
hammered home a close range volley following a Rob Oddy 
cross on 32 minutes. Malvern netted from a rare attack when 
No 6 Lee Lough took advantage of some poor defending and 
an end-to-end wind to score a header.

Boro made an untidy, unentertaining game safe after 80 
minutes when Dave Blenkinsopp took over up front from 
Foster and fastened onto a neat pass from Murphy to hit a 
fierce drive into the top corner with his first touch. Malvern, 
bottom of the table with only two wins to their credit, named 
just 13 players in their squad and were always second best.

Foster missed four decent chances in the box, Hadland and 
Williams both saw efforts well saved by the keeper, while 
Malvern defender Andy Crowther hit his own bar with a 
sliced clearance as Boro dominated play, chalking up 10 goal 
attempts on target, compared to the opposition’s two.

Boro boss Kevin Wilkin welcomed back Luton-based stopper 
Lance Gentle-King, who failed to turn up at Dunstable last 
week, and will also speak to Atherstone defender Jamie Hood 
this week with a view to further strengthening his squad 
ahead of the run-in.
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 Marlow v Nuneaton Town 17-03-2009 
Marlow: Drake, Roberts, Gray, Herbert, Avery, Elsedgood, Cairns 
(Wadieh 41), Isaac, Stewart (Stone 86), Case, Couch (Gyapong 87). 
Subs: Lane, Roche.
Boro: Acton, Gentle-King (Marsden 72), Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Storer, 
Armson (Collins 56), Noon, Williams, Murphy, Blenkinsopp (Foster 78). 
Subs: Ramsay, Pitham.

Boro made the journey to Oak Tree Road to play Marlow in a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Skipper Mark Noon headed a late equaliser to earn Nuneaton 
a precious point keeping alive hopes of overhauling 
leaders Leamington and second placed Atherstone in the 
championship race. Kevin Wilkin’s men have cut the deficit to 
13 points on The Brakes with three games in hand.

Centre-back Guy Hadland had a 10-yard volley clatter against 
a post with keeper Kieron Drake beaten before Marlow took 
advantage of their good fortune on 31 minutes to take the 
lead against the run of play. Craig Roberts hoisted a free-
kick into the box where Avery rose unchallenged to send a 
spiralling header over Darren Acton and into the net off the 
underside of the bar.

The setback rocked Boro who struggled to find the fluency 
of their earlier play as the interval came and went. Seven 
minutes from time Boro finally made the breakthrough they 
deserved. Foster broke clear down the right and though 
Gez Murphy fired the resulting centre against the bar, Noon 
reacted the quickest to plant a point-blank header into the 
rigging. In the closing seconds teenager Armson almost 
snatched a winner with a fierce volley that Drake superbly 
turned over at full stretch leaving Boro and their fans with 
mixed emotions as to whether the 1-1 outcome was a point 
won or two lost!

 Soham Town Rangers v Nuneaton Town 21-03-2009 
Soham: Jordan, Turner (Flanz 54), Johnson, Bromwich, Fuff, Weston 
(Furnell 62), Richards, Simpson, Jones, Libam (Gray 67), Carter. 
Subs: Coleman, Greygoose.
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Armson, Noon, Spacey (Collins 77), 
Storer, Armson, Murphy (Ramsay 69), Blenkinsopp (Foster 77). 
Subs: Marsden, Nisevic.

Boro made the journey to Julius Martin Lane to play Soham 
Town Rangers in a Southern League Midland Division game.

This effortless away win yet again emphasised the need for 
ambitious Nuneaton to get promotion out of the Southern 
League Midland Division which almost invariably pits them 
against vastly inferior opposition. Boro hardly had to break 
sweat to complete the double over their Cambridgeshire 
hosts but more importantly take maximum points to stay 
right in the championship race.

Goals from Paul Spacey – his sixth of the season – just before 
the interval and Rob Oddy’s third this term just prior to the 
hour were enough to see off opposition that hardly brought 

a save out of an almost redundant Darren Acton between the 
Nuneaton posts. 

The outcome was never really in doubt as Boro dominated 
from the first whistle with the only surprise being it took 
them until 90 seconds from the interval to grab the initiative 
when the tireless and determined David Blenkinsopp gained 
possession to unselfishly set up Spacey to blast home 
from eight yards out. Boosted by the breakthrough, Boro 
continued to force the pace and deservedly doubled their 
advantage on 57 minutes.

The versatile James Armson, operating down the left flank 
with pace and desire hoisted a deep cross into the danger 
zone where Blenkinsopp’s attentions distracted the defence 
for Oddy to ghost in at the back post to volley high into the 
rigging from 10 yards with a finish of Premier League quality.

Substitute Levi Ramsay should have stretched the advantage 
but twice failed to take advantage of clear cut offerings while 
Rob Foster’s close range stab was parried away by Jordan at 
full stretch and Soham were happy to finish just two goals 
adrift, when it could have been a lot more.

 Nuneaton Town v Barton Rovers 24-03-2009 
Boro: Acton, Gentle-King, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Storer, Collins 
(Noon 46) Spacey (Nisevic 81), Armson, Foster, Marsden (Murphy 62). 
Subs: Blenkinsopp, Ramsay 
Barton: Rhodes-Winsor, Simpson (Feakes 63), Wilson, Hanley, Geraghty, 
Hogarth, Farthing (Butler 84), Liburd, O’Brien, Bull (Harewood 65), 
Preston. Subs: Andrews, Kierans 

Boro welcomed Barton Rovers to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Boro secured a comfortable but ultimately dour 2-0 win 
against Barton Rovers with goals from Paul Spacey and Mark 
Noon. The game itself was as miserable as the weather on a 
wet and bitterly cold night. Nuneaton’s passing was generally 
atrocious as strugglers Barton raised their game. The first 20 
minutes totally lacked any incident of note but that changed 
as soon as Foster got the ball on the left on 21 minutes. He 
cut inside and whipped in a delightful ball for Spacey to head 
back across Edward Rhodes-Winsor at the far post from eight 
yards to make it 1-0. That sparked Boro into some sort of life 
with Foster at the heart of all their best work.

Another cross from the left four minutes later was just beyond 
the run of Collins, before the same two combined soon after 
with Rhodes-Winsor smothering at the midfielder’s feet. 
Foster was taking up good positions on the left as Nuneaton 
exploited his pace. Another cross by the striker was met by 
Rob Oddy, but he could not keep his header down from 12 
yards. Terrible defending on 37 minutes saw Barton gift the 
ball to Oddy and his instinctive shot was kept out by the 
keeper as it headed for the top corner. 

Rovers came into the game in the final five minutes of the 
period as the lively Alex O’Brien saw a shot from distance 
deflected wide with midfielder Nathan Liburd heading the 
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corner just past the post. Foster went close when he again cut 
in from the left to force a smart save from the keeper. 
Spacey looked like he had added to his account when his 
free-kick from 25 yards hit the stanchion and rippled the 
wrong side of the net as the score stayed 1-0. Boro proceeded 
to be absolutely awful for the next 20 minutes until a Spacey 
shot from 18 yards was deflected wide with the keeper 
stranded. The midfielder then flashed another free-kick wide 
after Noon was fouled.
Nuneaton went totally to sleep from a free-kick as Barton 
squared the ball across goal. The cross slipped through 
Darren Acton’s fingers with Guy Hadland scrambling clear. 
Boro sealed the game with nine minutes left as Murphy, on 
for Marsden, showed his class to beat his man and pull back 
for Noon to stroke the ball in from 10 yards with a stylish 
finish. It should have been three when Noon’s free-kick was 
met by Hadland from seven yards but the keeper made a 
good save with Foster unable to bury the follow up. Murphy 
beat Rhodes-Winsor to a loose ball some 40 yards out but he 
delayed his finish for too long as Barton got back to block the 
shot as he broke into the area just before the end. 

 Chasetown v Nuneaton Town 26-03-2009 
Boro: Acton, Gentle-King, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Spacey (Armson 77), 
Noon, Storer, Williams, Murphy (Ramsay 86), Blenkinsopp (Foster 82). 
Subs: Marsden, Nisevic.

Boro made the journey to The Scholars’ Ground to play 
Chasetown in a Southern League Midland Division game.
Boro’s championship charge suffered a setback in an 
incident-packed 1-1 draw. A last minute Danny Smith penalty 
deprived Boro of a victory after Kyle Storer’s first goal for the 
club had given the visitors an interval lead.

Boro took the lead on 34 minutes when Williams’ hanging 
corner found Storer ghosting in at the back post to head 
firmly down from six yards out and past Price. Chasetown 
responded with Acton coolly turning over Birch’s header 
before Vaughan Thomas was denied an equaliser as his 
header was glanced on to the bar by Lance Gentle-King.

Richard Teasdale was just wide with a looping header early in 
the second half and at the opposite end Spacey’s speculative 
volley was palmed over by Price with Storer heading the 
resultant corner wide. On 72 minutes Boro were unfortunate 
not to double their advantage when a flowing five-man move 
ripped apart the home defence only for Mark Noon’s shot 
past Price to be hooked on to the bar by Chris Slater.

Chasetown almost made the most from the let-off as 
Teasdale’s header from a set-piece was superbly grasped on 
the line by Acton with Chasetown appealing in vain that the 
ball had crossed the line. Late on, Acton turned aside Michael 
Branch’s angled drive and then Birch’s header struck the bar. 
But in the last minute Hadland was adjudged to have brought 
down Smith and the substitute confidently blasted home the 
penalty to rescue a point for the home side.

 Sutton Coldfield Town v Nuneaton Town 28-03-2009 
Sutton: Gemmell, Robinson, Male, Batchelor (Milner 46), Booth, 
Owen (Farrell 62), Murrall, Wilson, Brown, Matt (Ball 80), Quiggin. 
Subs: Liversage, Davis.
Boro: Acton, Gentle-King (Spacey 90), Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Noon, Storer, 
Armson (Murphy 66), Williams, Blenkinsopp (Foster 66), Marsden. 
Subs: Ramsay, Nisevic.

Boro made the journey to Coles Lane to play Sutton Coldfield 
Town in a Southern League Midland Division game.

The first ten minutes were played out in a torrential hail 
storm which blasted into the faces of the Boro players. This 
dissipated although Sutton had the wind in their favour for 
the remainder of the half, but they did little with it. Darren 
Acton did not have to make a save of note as the Royals were 
restricted to long range shots. Striker Junior Brown and 
midfielder Craig Owen both fired in efforts from distance but 
neither troubled Acton to any great degree. Midfielder Murrall 
headed an Owen corner into the side netting and central 
defender Michael Batchelor shot over.

Nuneaton had to wait until the 30th minute for their first shot 
and even then Blenkinsopp blazed well over from 20 yards. 
However, Boro had a strong penalty appeal when Batchelor 
handled in the box, but nothing was given. Batchelor had 
looked unsteady on his feet since incurring an injury and he 
was substituted at the break.

Despite having the wind advantage, Boro fell behind on 52 
minutes. Lance Gentle-King got caught in possession and 
Sam Wilson crossed for Murrall to volley in at the far post 
from eight yards. Blenkinsopp was thrown a chance to 
equalise two minutes later when Gemmell made a hash of a 
throw out and gifted him the ball on the edge of the area. The 
striker had so much time to finish but he dwelt for an eternity 
and Ed Booth made a brilliant saving tackle. Blenkinsopp had 
another chance two minutes later when Marsden crossed 
and the striker side-footed a shot in from eight yards which 
Gemmell saved well.

Boro were well on top now and Marsden had a chance on 
the hour when he was put in by a Noon lob. The ball came 
down well but Marsden volleyed wide when he could have 
done better. Wilkin made a double attacking change on 66 
minutes as Armson was replaced by Murphy and Blenkinsopp 
was withdrawn for Rob Foster. Noon had a massive penalty 
appeal turned down after 68 minutes when Murrall clipped 
him from behind. Noon was so sure it was a foul that he 
stopped and Sutton cleared the ball.

Jamille Matt provided a great chance for Jimmy Quiggin 
to make it 2-0 when he was put through, but Dean did well 
to get back in and clear the danger with the help of Acton. 
Gemmell was in a charitable mood and not content with 
giving Blenkinsopp one great chance, he went one better 
and punch a Williams’ corner into his own net to make the 
score 1-1 with 14 minutes left. Nuneaton went in search of 
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the winner and Dean planted a header off the post from 
a Williams’ free-kick on 83 minutes, with Noon seeing his 
follow-up saved. Hadland won the game for Boro in the third 
minute of stoppage time when he towered over the Sutton 
defence to head home a Spacey corner into the bottom 
corner from six yard in front of the away support to spark wild 
celebrations.

 Nuneaton Town v Atherstone Town 31-03-2009 

Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Spacey, Noon, Storer, 
Williams (Armson 65), Murphy (Foster 75), Blenkinsopp. 
Subs: Marsden, Gentle-King, Nisevic.
Atherstone: Afandiyev, Mace, Gaunt, Clamp (Brown 45), Hood, Tullin, 
Greenway, Civzelis, Barlone, Robinson, Bates.

Boro welcomed Atherstone Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Before the interval Boro were the better outfit and deservedly 
led through Gez Murphy’s ninth goal of the season but 
Adders upped their tempo after the interval and snatched 
the initiative as Tom Bates rammed in a penalty and then 
delivered a stunning 25-yard free-kick high into the Nuneaton 
net. But Boro showed character and desire to battle back and 
equalise with David Blenkinsopp’s well-taken lob and soon 
after Kevin Wilkin’s men came within a whisker of winning 
when Rob Foster hit the post.

Boro put Adders under pressure. Photo: Heartland Evening News

Mark Noon had the first chance of the game when referee 
Andy Newbold played an advantage in favour of Gez Murphy, 
the ball running into the path of the home skipper who 
snatched his 20-yarder wide. Adders keeper Farhad Afandiyev 
saved well low down to foil Spacey before Boro snatched the 
lead on 28 minutes. Spacey and Rob Oddy did the spadework 
and when the latter’s cross was only half cleared the lurking 
Murphy showed his predatory instincts with a slick angled 
10-yarder past Afandiyev.

The second-half was a humdinger with both teams on the 
offensive with chances created at each end but on 62 minutes 
Boro gifted their arch rivals an equaliser as Guy Hadland 
clearly handled a tricky bouncing ball and Bates despatched 
the penalty with some ferocity. Nuneaton substitute James 

Armson, who impressed after replacing Jamie Williams, had 
a glancing header drift wide and at the opposite end Luke 
Barlone’s skidding cross evaded all as it grazed the far post.

But on 79 minutes Adders snatched the lead with a superb 
goal from ex-Coventry City midfielder Bates, who curled 
a delightful 25-yard free-kick high and wide of a helpless 
Acton to send the away fans into ecstasy. Boro were on the 
ropes but they bounced off them determinedly and within 
90 seconds Blenkinsopp latched on to Afandiyev’s punched 
clearance 18 yards out, and with his back to goal he hooked 
a glorious dipping lob into the unguarded Atherstone net. 
Boro scented a win and with four minutes left Foster burst 
clear and was fortunate as the ball bounced up on to his knee 
and rocketed over the advancing Afandiyev only to unluckily 
clatter the post and rebound into the keeper’s arms.

 Nuneaton Town v Arlesey Town 04-04-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Gentle-King (Murphy 58), Hadland, Dean, Oddy, 
Spacey, Noon, Storer, Williams (Armson 73), Foster, Blenkinsopp 
(Marsden 70). Subs: Hadland, Ramsay.
Arlesey: Houghton, Case, Beaumont, Young, Moran, Allen (Brown 85), 
Sinclair, Turner, Osbourne, Greeson (Kimani 76). Subs: Gutzmore, 
Corbould.

Boro welcomed Arlesey Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Boro extended their unbeaten league run to 15 games but 
not before lowly Arlesey had given Kevin Wilkin’s men plenty 
to concern them for the opening three quarters of Saturday’s 
clash. Jamie Williams’ fourth league goal raised hopes of a 
possible scoring spree, but Boro were pegged back just after 
the interval by Jamie Osbourne as the Buckinghamshire boys 
belied their bottom six position.

However, teenager Gareth Dean scrambled a crucial second 
for Boro to regain the advantage and from then on it was 
one-way traffic with man-of-the-match Paul Spacey setting 
up a quality third goal by creating a chance for Gez Murphy to 
score his tenth goal of the campaign.

Gareth Dean scores Boro’s second goal. Photo: Heartland Evening News

Boro swept in front on eight minutes as Rob Oddy’s right-wing 
centre caused havoc in the Arlesey defence and when the ball 
rolled into the path of Williams his crisp rising angled drive left 
Jordan Houghton helpless. With the breeze at their backs, the 
visitors enjoyed their best spell of the afternoon as Acton had 
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to parry away Phil Turner’s cross shot while the latter volleyed 
over. But Boro had opportunities, the best falling to Kyle Storer 
who half volleyed over from Rob Foster’s lay off.

Just past the half hour the visitors almost levelled as Jack 
Greeson latched on to Acton’s poor throw out and crossed 
for Osbourne, who inexplicably headed over a begging net. 
Houghton then blocked David Blenkinsopp’s drive before 
saving at Williams’ feet. Blenkinsopp’s cross flew through 
a sea of Boro legs with no one getting the vital touch while 
soon after the break Arlesey were back on terms. Another 
weak Acton clearance fell to Osbourne who raced across goal 
before cutting his slithering shot back past the keeper into 
the far corner of the net.

Boro were stung into action and when Spacey’s inswinging 
corner was fumbled by Houghton and hooked off the line 
by Liam Beaumont, Dean took advantage of another melee 
from a flag-kick to find the net for the third time this term. 
Soon after Spacey’s delicious first touch wrong-footed Tom 
Moran, took him past Houghton, and the finish from 15 yards 
on the angle was top drawer. Spacey carved out two excellent 
offerings for Murphy, who volleyed over and then wide, but 
it was third time lucky as the experienced frontman got into 
an ideal position to put in another cutting centre from the 
former Bedworth play-maker.

 Nuneaton Town v Chesham United 11-04-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Nisevic (Armson 64), Noon, Hadland, G. Dean, 
Spacey, Storer, Murphy (Ramsay 81), Marsden, Pitham. 
Subs: Blenkinsopp, Gentle-King, J. Williams.
Chesham: Patching, Kyraciou, Ledger, Keepence, Talbot, Aredji, 
Fotheringham, Laws (Gudgeon 74), Burnell (Archer 84), Cox, Sippets 
(Marsala 66). Subs: Cooper, Cotton.

Boro welcomed Chesham United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

The all-important goal came in the third minute of time 
added on as Dom Marsala took full advantage of an 
unchallenged run down the left before unleashing a fierce 
angled drive that caught out the virtually redundant Darren 
Acton, as the ball raced through his legs and into the net.

The quartet of Eddie Nisevic, Guy Hadland, Gez Murphy and 
Justin Marsden all returned to the starting line-up and it was 
the former who made the initial impact with two excellent 
early crosses which Patching handled confidently, while Rob 
Oddy grazed the bar at the other end from the edge of the 
area. It was then the Patching show as he brilliantly turned 
over Danny Pitham’s dipping header, turned Marsden’s 
fierce 20-yarder around a post then finger-tipped aside Paul 
Spacey’s deflected free-kick.

Just before the half-hour, the in-form shot-stopper reacted 
well to palm away Nisevic’s powerful angled drive after 
the teenager, who netted a hat-trick for the youth team in 
midweek, brushed aside two defenders in a tenacious left-
wing run. But as the half wore on, Chesham began to show 

their mettle, Darrell Cox snatching a good opening wide of 
Acton and outside the far post before Dave Fotheringham’s 
ten-yard half-volley brought out a low save from the Town 
goalkeeper.

Ninety seconds into the second period, Patching again foiled 
Boro as he palmed over Pitham’s well-struck 10-yard volley 
from Hadland’s head-on but chances became infrequent and 
United carved out the next chance, only for John Kyriacou to 
slice off target with 11 minutes left. Skipper Mark Noon had 
a downward header fly straight into the arms of Patching 
before Marsden raced clear but mishit his cross shot woefully 
off target and the miss proved costly as in the 93rd minute, 
the Generals snatched the winner.

Boro were hesitant in midfield allowing Marsala to sprint 
away and the rest is history. Nuneaton go to neighbours 
Atherstone today, second but desperate to avoid defeat at 
their third-placed neighbours.

 Atherstone Town v Nuneaton Town 13-04-2009 
Atherstone: Williams, Mace, Tullin (Guiney 58), Hood, Wells, Twigger 
(Brown 58), Civellis, Greenway, Bates, Barlone, Robinson (Carter 79). 
Subs: Belford, Reece.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Hadland, Dean, Williams (Armson 21), Storer, Spacey 
(Ramsay 69), Noon, Marsden, Blenkinsopp, Murphy (Gentle-King 90). 
Subs: Nisevic, Pitham.

Boro made the journey to Sheepy Road to play Atherstone 
Town in a Southern League Midland Division game.

Impressive Boro, showing more ambition and positivity than 
at any time this season, ended Adders’ 19-match unbeaten 
home record and are now favourites to be runners-up.

Boro did it playing their hosts at their own game with a 
no-nonsense, focused team effort, although the formation 
change to a three-pronged attack caught Jimmy Ginnelly’s 
men by surprise as first-half goals from teenage defender 
Gareth Dean and David Blenkinsopp sealed Adders’ fate.

Defensively, Nuneaton were top-drawer with man-of-the-
match Guy Hadland a colossus alongside the ever-improving 
Dean. In midfield, skipper Mark Noon was full of industry, 
with allies Kyle Storer and Paul Spacey also showing their 
quality, whereas Adders dangerman Tom Bates had an 
afternoon to forget.

Kicking down the notorious Sheepy Road slope, Boro 
dominated the opening period and were well worth 
their two-goal advantage as they looked controlled and 
committed. After an opening sparring session, the visitors 
carved out the first chance when Ashley Wells’ clearance fell 
to Blenkinsopp, whose instinctive 15-yard volley ricocheted 
off the Adders defender and looped over the bar.

It was not until midway through the period that Adders created 
an opening as Jamie Hood’s hanging centre found Anthony 
Robinson, whose first-time drive was headed clear from 
beneath the bar by the back-tracking Hadland. Just before 
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the half hour Nuneaton deservedly took the lead. Paul Spacey 
hoisted in a right-wing corner to the back post where Dean 
rose highest to thump a downward header past keeper Richard 
Williams from six yards. Twice Blenkinsopp came close to 
beating Atherstone’s offside trap but right on the interval it was 
third time lucky for the striker as Mark Noon slipped an inch-
perfect pass through a static home defence and Blenkinsopp 
coolly drilled a low drive beneath the body of keeper Williams.

David Blenkinsopp scores Boro’s second. Photo: Heartland Evening News

After the break, Adders were expected to bombard the Boro 
back division with their route one style – but it didn’t happen 
as the hosts huffed and puffed with no end product. Marsden’s 
mistimed header failed to trouble Williams following slick 
work by Storer and Gez Murphy as Boro took up the running, 
although there was a glimmer of a chance for the otherwise 
ineffective Robinson, but his tame effort flew wide.

Boro were in control and were denied a third goal on 81 
minutes as substitute Levi Ramsay prodded a low shot past 
the advancing Williams, only for James Mace to race back and 
superbly hook off the line with the Nuneaton faithful ready 
to celebrate. A late barrage of set-pieces into the area failed 
to unnerve Boro, who held out comfortably to notch a vital 
win and take the favourite’s place in the battle to finish above 
their neighbours from up the A5.

 Nuneaton Town v AFC Sudbury 18-04-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Hadland, Dean, Nisevic, Spacey (Foster 5), Noon 
(Pitham 80), Armson, Blenkinsopp, Murphy (Ramsay 71), Marsden.  
Sub: Gentle-King.
Sudbury: Gould, Speed, Parkinson, Tracey, Blackwell, Driver, Vussens, 
Howell (Smith 20), Hawes, Bloomfield, Haynes-Brown. Subs: Highfield, 
Chisholm, Cutts.

Boro welcomed AFC Sudbury to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division game.

Two-goal David Blenkinsopp steered Boro to a victory that 
almost guarantees them runners up spot in the Southern 
League Midland Division and secures crucial home ties in 
the play-off semi-final and, should they progress, the final. 
With Leamington clinching the title by trouncing Malvern, the 

pressure is eased as Boro go into away clashes at Rothwell 
tomorrow and Barton on Saturday.

Blenkinsopp, boosted his goal tally to seven in just 12 starts 
to compensate for a floundering team performance as Boro 
struggled to break down Suffolk rivals who included manager 
Nicky Smith and No.2 Chris Stacey, both bordering on 40.

Boro suffered a blow inside five minutes when playmaker 
Paul Spacey limped off to be replaced by Rob Foster, who 
went up front with Justin Marsden dropping back to fill the 
midfield berth.

There was a dearth of goalmouth action in the opening 
period, Sudbury creating their only chance when veteran 
Smith’s free-kick was glanced wide by Ollie Blackwell 
and although most of the pressure came from Boro the 
breakthrough hardly threatened. Blenkinsopp provided 
the answer on 38 minutes, however, as he latched on to 
impressive teenager Eddie Nisevic’s defensive-splitting pass 
to hold off Blackwell, round keeper Darren Gould and slot 
into an empty net.

Sudbury levelled on 58 minutes as Gareth Dean’s clearance 
was charged down by Hawes, who cut in and beat Darren 
Acton with a fierce angled drive. Boro were rattled and 
relieved when Foster’s 25-yard curling free kick restored their 
advantage while Blenkinsopp sewed up the victory in the 
dying throes as he crashed home a 15-yarder after Gould had 
bravely saved at the feet of James Armson.

 Rothwell Town v Nuneaton Town 21-04-2009 
Rothwell: Dorrill, Hackett, Glass, Maude, Flannigan, White, Locklin 
(Koriya 68), Boyle-Chong, Byrne, Maddox, Marlow (Goodall 81). 
Subs: McIlwain, Linton, Underwood.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Pitham, Dean, Nisevic, Marsden, Hadland, Armson, 
Blenkinsopp, Ramsay, Foster. Subs: Murphy, Williams.

Boro made the journey to Cecil Road to play Rothwell Town 
in a Southern League Midland Division game.

Boro had to fight back from two goals down to earn the point 
that ensured them of runners up position. Needing just a 
draw, it looked ominous at one stage early in the second 
period but David Blankinsopp and Rob Oddy netted inside a 
90-second period to restore parity and put Kevin Wilkin’s men 
back on course.

Kicking down the notorious Cecil Street slope, Boro made 
all the early running and Guy Hadland hit a fierce 20-yarder 
which flew just off target. Meanwhile Rothwell’s first chance 
came from Robbie Maddox’s header that flew a yard wide of 
the goal.

Kyle Locklin then saw his back post header drift across the 
face of goal before James Armson produced a slick piece of 
skill that took him past two defenders. But his angled drive 
was saved at the second attempt by keeper Stuart Dorrill.

On 29 minutes it was Rothwell who took the lead when Boro’s 
player of the year Gareth Dean was harshly adjudged to have 
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impeded Kevin Byrne and Maddox confidenly drilled in the 
penalty with Acton sprawling the wrong way.

Right on the interval Justin Marsden had a glimmer of 
an opportunity but dragged his edge-of-the-box drive 
disappointingly wide. Within three minutes of the restart 
Rothwell doubled their advantage as Mike Boyle-Chung tried 
a speculative 25-yarder that took a wicked deflection off 
a Nuneaton defender and found the net with Acton totally 
wrong-footed.

Boro looked down and out but inside 60 seconds their 
battling qualities shone through as Blenkinsopp’s eighth goal 
in 13 starts cut the deficit as he blasted a rising eight-yarder 
past the helpless Dorrill. And before the Bones recovered 
from the setback Boro equalised with Oddy’s 40-yard hanging 
free-kick evading everyone, including keeper Dorrill, to drift 
into an unguarded net.

Late on Boro came close to snatching the win when Levi 
Ramsay’s low drive rebounded off Dorrill’s legs straight to 
Blenkinsopp and his goalbound effort was blocked by Martin 
Flannigan’s brave lunge.

In injury time Rob Foster’s 20-yard free-kick grazed a post but 
a draw was enough to secure Boro second place.

 Barton Rovers v Nuneaton Town 25-04-2009 
Barton: Fletcher (Rhodes-Winsor 46), Daniels, Wilson, Hanley, Andrews, 
Randall (Feakes 53), Robb (Rose 84), Liburd, O’Brien, Bull, Preston. 
Subs: Harewood, Kerians.
Boro: Roper, Oddy, Pitham, Dean, Jordan Williams, Marsden, Hadland, 
Hutchison, Foster, Murphy (Blenkinsopp 57), Ramsay. Subs: Nisevic, 
Acton.

Boro made the journey to Sharpenhoe Road to play Barton 
Rovers in a Southern League Midland Division game.

The closest either side came to breaking the deadlock in the 
first-half was when a Rob Foster free-kick slammed down off 
the underside of the bar and bounced clear on 28 minutes. 
The chance came after Justin Marsden was the victim of a 
poor tackle by right back Ashley Daniels ten yards in from the 
left hand touchline. Foster was 25 yards out as he whipped 
the ball towards the far corner. It cannoned down off the bar 
but Guy Hadland’s shot on the rebound was blocked.

Barton’s best chance fell to Ryan Robb six minutes later. He 
cut inside Rob Oddy and tried to pass the ball into the net but 
Roper spread himself well and kicked the ball clear for what 
was an excellent save. The only other action of note saw a 
Marsden cross tipped over by Aaron Fletcher. Levi Ramsay 
headed the resultant corner towards goal and Fletcher 
claimed the ball on the line just ahead of Murphy.

Pitham made an excellent intervention at the start of the 
second half when he got a foot in to clear just as Liburd was 
about to get a close range shot in. Roper made another, less 
convincing stop from Lee Wilson’s free-kick as he palmed 
away from 25 yards. Boro failed to clear properly and a cross 

from the right dropped to Liburd on the edge of the area and 
he fired in an unstoppable volley into the top corner from the 
edge of the box to make it 1-0 on 56 minutes.

Nuneaton had a penalty appeal on 82 minutes, but a free-
kick for handball was given on the edge of the area. Marsden 
whipped in the ball from the edge of the area and when it 
dropped at the feet of Blenkinsopp he lashed it into the roof 
of the net left footed from 12 yards.

Rovers claimed the points with two minutes left when Liburd 
skipped past Williams, the ball was worked back to him and 
he clipped a cross to the back post which Bull planted in from 
six yards. The makeshift defence which had done so well 
went missing with Bull taking advantage on 88 minutes.

 Nuneaton Town v Chesham United 28-04-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Collins (Foster 46), Noon, Storer, 
Marsden, Murphy (Armson 87), Blenkinsopp (Ramsay 90). Subs: Roper, 
Nisevic.
Chesham: Patching, Kyriacou, Ledger, Leach, Aaedeji, Talbot, 
Fotheringham, Gudgeon (Sippetts 89), Burnell, Cox, Marsala (Archer 89). 
Subs: Cotton, Cooper, Laws.

Boro welcomed Chesham United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Midland Division play-off semi-final.

Ten-man Boro pulled off a miraculous play-off semi-final 
victory as they came from a goal down and despite having 
defender Danny Pitham sent off. It looked glum for Boro when 
The Generals goal machine Danny Burnell fired the visitors in 
front right on the break and when Pitham’s indiscipline saw 
him red carded the odds were stacked against them.

But instead of feeling sorry for themselves Boro lifted 
their heads with the dynamic duo of Mark Noon, a truly 
inspirational skipper on the night, and the workaholic Kyle 
Storer spreading the never-say-die gospel.

But if Boro are going to achieve a place in the Premier 
Division next term then they can ill-afford another woeful 
opening half display when Chasetown come to town for 
Saturday’s final showdown. They were absymal as they 
lacked creativity, imagination and seemingly desire but 
amazingly it all changed once Pitham departed just before 
the hour as Boro suddenly took charge. First Rob Foster 
bagged an opportunist equaliser for his 16th goal of the 
season while Justin Marsden sent the home fans into ecstasy 
on 87 minutes as he fired the match winner.

Boro went into the tie without the influential Paul Spacey 
while Matty Collins returned to the starting line-up at right-
wing back for only his second game in three months while 
Rob Oddy moved to the left side. Noon and Storer also 
returned and their influence was immense.

Both sides were nervous in the opening quarter with little 
goalmouth action as the slippery surface posed its share of 
problems. The Generals had the first shooting chance but 
Dave Fotheringham miscued when well placed although 
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Boro came close soon after as Marsden’s curling centre was 
fumbled by keeper Martyn Patching but Gez Murphy was 
unable to take advantage as Nick Leach hooked clear.

On 44 minutes Boro had their first shot of the game when 
Rob Oddy broke forward past two opponents and fired a 
20-yarder inches off target. But in the dying seconds of the 
half it was Chesham who grabbed the lead. John Kyriacou 
looked offside when he gained possession wide right but his 
hanging far post cross found Darryl Cox who nodded down 
for Burnell to fire in from four yards out.

Striker Rob Foster replaced the visibly toiling Collins at the 
start of the second period although United almost doubled 
their advantage as Dom Marsala’s angled drive was blocked 
low down by Acton. Murphy failed to make the most of a 
half chance before the tie erupted on 57 minutes with the 
dismissal of Pitham for head-butting Danny Gudgeon, who 
escaped unpunished after looking to have stamped on the 
home defender during a goalmouth melee.

Murphy wastefully hooked another good chance over the bar 
while at the opposite end Cox disposessed Guy Hadland but 
Acton foiled the striker with a fine stop low down. However, 
on 64 minutes ten-man Boro were back on level terms when 
Storer’s lofted pass put Foster clear and he coolly lobbed the 
advancing Patching from just inside the area.
The momentum was with the hosts and when Marsden 
clipped in a glorious cross Hadland’s stretching header 
grazed the bar but the remarkable happened four minutes 
from time. Noon’s guts, grit and commitment won him the 
ball in midfield and somehow stretched to prod a through 
pass for Marsden, who turned his marker superbly before 
rifling a low skidder from 20 yards into the far corner of the 
net. The Generals sent their troops forward in search of a way 
back but Boro’s back division stood firm and when Walsall 
referee Andy Garratt blew the final whistle the war was won 
and now for battle royal against Chasetown on Saturday.

 Nuneaton Town v Chasetown 28-04-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Hadland, Dean, Forsdick (Armson 63) Marsden, 
Noon, Storer, Foster (Spacey 57), Murphy (Ramsay 78), Blenkinsopp. 
Subs: Spacey, Ramsay, Armson.

Boro welcomed Chasetown to Liberty Way to play the 
Southern League Midland Division play-off final.
Demoted two divisions last summer for events off the field, 
Nuneaton Town clawed their way back up one rung of non-
league football’s pyramid as Rob Foster’s 49th minute goal 
booked Kevin Wilkin’s men a place in the Southern League 
Premier Division next term alongside neighbours Leamington.

In the Midland Division play-off final, Foster’s 17th goal of the 
season was enough to clinch Boro victory in front of more 
than 3,000 fans, a record for the ground beating the previous 
best of 2,020 against Coventry City in July 2007.

Both sides had chances in an entertaining tie but it was the 

hosts who posed the bigger threat going forward with skipper 
and former Coventry City midfielder Mark Noon at the heart 
of Boro’s best moves. And he almost broke the deadlock 
midway through the opening period with a defence splitting 
one-two with Gez Murphy only to see his curling 18-yarder 
graze the far post.

It then needed a superb save from Scholars’ keeper Ryan 
Price to foil Justin Marsden, whose fierce 20-yarder looked 
destined for the net before the veteran shot-stopper parried 
and then grasped at the second attempt.

At the opposite end Darren Acton had to be alert to push 
away Ben Steane’s skidding near post shot but four minutes 
into the second period Foster struck the winning blow as he 
rattled a rising 10-yard half volley high into the rigging after 
Gez Murphy’s effort had been blocked and looped into the 
path of the former Cogenhoe hit-man.

Rob Foster wheels away to celebrate his match-winning goal. 
 Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

And though Chasetown rallied hard in search of an 
equalising goal it was Nuneaton who looked the most likely 
to stretch their advantage as Gareth Dean, outstanding at 
the heart of the Boro back division along with Guy Hadland, 
saw his header hit a post while Price turned away David 
Blenkinsopp’s goalbound drive. Acton, whose handling 
was top drawer throughout, then foiled Adie Smith late 
on as Nuneaton held out impressively to seal the win and 
promotion.

Kyle Storer – a never-say die performance. 
 Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph
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Southern League Midland 2008-2009
  P W D L F A Pts
Leamington  42  32   5   5 114   44  101
Nuneaton Town  42  28   8   6  85   31  92
Atherstone Town  42  24  13   5  82   45    85
Chasetown  42  25   9   8  67   31   84
Chesham United  42  22  10  10   70   38    76
Sutton Coldfield Town  42  24   4  14   79   62   76
Bury Town  42  22   9  11   88   41   75
Leighton Town  42  18  13  11   57   46   67
Marlow  42  19   9  14   65   53   66
Aylesbury United  42  19   7  16   65   58   64
Romulus  42  17  10  15   60   42   61
AFC Sudbury  42  17  10  15   66   65   61
Bromsgrove Rovers  42  15   8  19   58   53   53
Bedworth United  42  14   7  21   50   66   49
Soham Town Rangers  42  13   7  22   48   79   46
Stourport Swifts  42  10  10  22   46   74  40
Barton Rovers  42  12   4  26   50   79  40
Arlesey Town  42  11   5  26   40   70  38
Rothwell Town  42   8  12  22   35   79  36
Woodford United  42   9   7  26   38   80   34
Dunstable Town  42  11   3  28   54   89  23
Malvern Town  42   2  10  30   27  119  16

Boro Legends Attend Big Game

Boro legends Fred Badham, Paul Cutler and Malcolm Allen. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Three Nuneaton footballing legends met on the day the town 
celebrated a major soccer triumph. Paul Cutler, Malcolm 
Allen and Fred Badham were in attendance for the Southern 
League Midland Division play-off final against Chasetown. 
Fred Badham travelled from his home in Florida, Paul Cutler 
drove up from Kent and Malcolm Allen lives within walking 
distance of Liberty Way. They share memories of some of the 
greatest moments in Nuneaton’s footballing history.

“As you can imagine, we were soon chatting about the old 
days,” said Malcolm Allen, who was the star of the 1966-67 FA 
Cup run and went on to manage the club.

“It’s amazing the number of people there who supported the 
Boro when me and Paul were playing and when Fred was 
here.” Paul Cutler also starred in the 1966-67 FA Cup run and 
is one of only a handful of players to score more than 100 
goals for Nuneaton Borough. Fred Badham was the manager 
who led the club into the Southern League Premier Division, 
then the highest rung of the non-league ladder...

Boro Wait To Hear League Fate
Nuneaton Town are waiting to hear which league they will 
be playing in next season after speculation on a respected 
non-league website that they may be asked to play in the 
Unibond League. While it is thought unlikely that this will 
happen at this stage, the Football Association is set to make 
final decision on May 14.

First Friendly Announced
Nuneaton Town’s first pre-season friendly of the 2009-10 
campaign has been announced. They will face Coventry City 
at Liberty Way on July 15, with a 7pm kick-off.

Benefit Game For Williams
Colleagues, former team-mates and friends of Nuneaton 
Town’s Jamie Williams have pledged their support to a 
charity game in aid of the stricken left-wing back who 
suffered a horrific knee injury during the local derby with 
Atherstone Town at Easter.

The benefit game takes place on Friday, May 22, at Liberty 
Way and among those on view will be a number of the 
current squad, including Darren Acton, play-off hero Rob 
Foster and player-of-the year Gareth Dean.

Boro Players Sign New Deals
Five of Nuneaton Town’s promotion winning squad have 
agreed new deals as the club look towards clinching a place 
in the Blue Square North – the division they were demoted 
from a year ago. Guy Hadland, Danny Pitham, Rob Oddy, Eddie 
Nisevic and leading marksman Rob Foster put pen to paper to 
the delight of Boro boss Kevin Wilkin. Justin Marsden, Matty 
Collins and Levi Ramsay are thinking over offers.

Five More Players Sign
Five more of Nuneaton Town’s promotion winning squad 
have agreed new deals with the club, taking the total so far to 
ten players. Midfielders James Armson, Kyle Storer and Paul 
Spacey, striker David Blenkinsopp and goalkeeper Darren 
Acton have all committed their short-term future to the Boro 
after the club successfully escaped the Southern League 
Midlands Division at the first attempt.

Dean And Collett Sign
Player-of-the year Gareth Dean has re-signed for Nuneaton 
Town and will be joined in the Boro squad by former Coventry 
City goalkeeper Neil Collett, who will push Darren Acton for 
the first team keeper role.
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Gedling Town — Preliminary 
Round
Boro welcomed Gedling Town to Liberty 
Way to play a FA Cup Preliminary Round 
tie.
Boro: Acton, Hadland, Moore, Brown, 
J. Williams, Stone, Noon (G Dean 84), Collins, 
McGrath, Marsden (A. Dean 68), Foster. 
Subs: Ramsay, D. Williams, Nisevic.

Gedling: Wardle, Davies, Davis, Labatte, 
Smith, Large, White, Spiers (Beatty 63), Gill, 
Allison (Johnson 46), Baum (Parsons 68). 
Subs: Hodgkinson, Ellis.

Rob Foster netted his first Nuneaton 
goal as Kevin Wilkin’s men overcame 
the persistent challenge of Gedling 
Town to book a home tie against Tipton 
Town in the first qualifying round

The hard-earned win hardly enthralled 
the restless natives on the terraces 
but it’s a victory plus a £1,500 pay day, 
courtesy of the Football Association, for 
the club.

Foster, who finally made an impact 
following an inauspicious start to 
his Boro career, struck soon after the 

interval with a quality finish to give 
his side the edge over hard working 
and stubborn rivals, who offered little 
going forward.

With new signings, Justin Marsden 
and David Stone making their debuts, 
Wilkin looked for more penetration 
and flair but yet again there was still 
little to inspire.

The Boro boss said; “We made hard 
work of it but we are in the next round 
and that’s what matters.

“On the positive side we picked up a 
third successive clean-sheet and never 
really looked like conceding while the 
goal was out of the top drawer.

“Fossy took it really well and other than 
the goal put in a good shift and had his 
best game since his arrival.”

Boro made an encouraging start 
with Matty Collins twice going close 
inside the opening 60 seconds with a 
cross shot that keeper Dave Wardle 
blocked and almost immediately 
Martin Smith denied the midfielder in 
similar fashion.

Stefen McGrath forced Wardle into 
another low save before Derek Brown 
met a Jamie Williams’ corner only to 
see his downward header fly wide of 
the far post.

The one way traffic continued with 
newcomer Stone firing over from an 
angle and then the ex-Rugby man set-
up Marsden, who miscontrolled at the 
crucial second.

Boro were in the driving seat but 
indecisive where it mattered and from 
a rare visting attack, Lavell White 
snatched a half chance well off target.

Just past the half hour Marsden raced 
through and rounded Wardle only to 
hook his effort too high as defender 
Simon Labatte chased back to cover 
the empty net.

As the interval approached, excellent 
work by Stefen McGrath earned him 
room down the left and his curving 
low centre narrowly evaded the 
outstretched boot of Stone.Boro put the Gedling defence under pressure. Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph
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Eight minutes into the second half and 
the deadlock was finally broken with 
a superb strike by Foster, who gained 
possession on the left of the area 
turned his marker and unleashed a 
fierce rising drive that flew past Wardle 
and into the top corner of the net.

Mark Noon then saw his 20 yard volley 
ricochet off Wardle’s knees and Jamie 
Williams’ low free-kick grazed a post 
as Boro dictated  the play without 
impressing.

To their credit the East Midlands 
Counties League side battled 
tenaciously to get back into the match 
but with the outstanding central 
defensive partnership of Derek Brown 
and Neil Moore in control at the heart of 
the defence there were few fears of the 
hosts losing their advantage.

Tipton Town — 1st Qualifying 
Round
Boro welcomed Tipton Town to Liberty 
Way to play a First Qualifying Round FA 
Cup tie.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Moore, Brown, J. Williams, 
Spacey, Noon, Collins, Nisevic (McGrath 70), 
Foster (Stone 88), Marsden (Ramsay 75). 
Subs: Hadland, Armson, A. Dean, G. Dean.

Tipton: Cox, Bowen, Love, Tomlinson (Davies 
46), R. Brown, Smith, Yearwood, Bragoli, 
Campbell, Jones (Edwards 74), Pugh. 
Subs: Sangha, Bate, Bradley, Harris, Garratt.

Boro progressed to the second 
qualifying round of the FA Cup without 
too much fuss at the expense of an 
average Tipton side which was second 
best almost throughout.

From the moment teenager Eddie 
Nisevic, returning to the starting line-up 

in place of Stefen McGrath, netted his 
first senior goal inside three minutes, 
the men from the Black Country were 
on the back foot.

Rob Foster doubled the advantage 30 
seconds into the second period while 
Paul Spacey also opened his scoring 
account to put the tie beyond doubt on 
77 minutes.

Tipton grabbed a late consolation 
through substitute Karl Edwards, the 
first goal Boro had conceded in 368 
minutes of football, but by then the 
game was beyond the visitors.

Home manager Kevin Wilkin made 
two other changes to the team 
that drew at Chesham the previous 
weekend with Rob Oddy returning at 
right back in place of Guy Hadland 
while striker Justin Marsden came in for 
David Stone.

Wilkin’s men could not have wished 
for a better start as they swept in front 
soon after the kick off. Spacey and Rob 
Oddy worked the opening and from 
the latter’s deep cross Nisevic sweetly 
volleyed home from six yards.

Not for the first time, Boro lost their 
early impetus and the visitors almost 
levelled 90 seconds later, Ross Brow’s 
downward header from Nicky Pugh’s 
corner being saved at the base of the 
post by the alert Darren Acton.

Spacey’s weak back pass then let in 
Nicky Campbell but Acton was smartly 
off his line to foil the diminutive front-
runner on the edge of the area.

Marsden should have doubled Boro’s 
advantage as he neatly deceived 
Andy Smith and with just Wes Cox to 
beat rifled straight at the legs of the 
sprawling keeper.

Spacey then turned sweetly 15 yards 
out but fired high over and at the 
opposite end Marsden’s suicidal 
crossfield pass led to Campbell 
skimming the bar with a turning 12-
yard volley.

But immediately following the break 
Tipton were again caught napping. Rob Foster fights for possession with a Tipton defender Photo: Heartland Evening News
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Spacey burst down the right and his 
pinpoint centre found Foster whose 
fierce 10-yarder flew past the rivetted 
Cox and into the net.

However, Tipton tried to bounce back 
and Campbell should have done better 
when bursting down the inside right 
channel only to snatch his shot wide of 
the far upright.

Jamie Williams had a curling 20-yarder 
clatter a post before Campbell twice 
caused anxiety in the home defence as 
Nuneaton’s hesitancy gave the away 
side hope.

But Boro overcame that uneasy spell 
to stretch their lead 13 minutes from 
time, Oddy’s free-kick was glanced 
on by Neil Moore, the ball spun away 
off Tipton defender Ross Brown and 
Spacey made no mistake with a crisp 
finish from six yards.

Boro’s complacency did cost them 
five minutes later when Oddy failed to 
clear properly and from Yearwood’s 
centre Ross Brown’s downward header 
brought out a fine full length parry from 
Acton but from the resulting scramble 
Edwards forced the ball over the line 
from point blank range.

Evesham United — 1st Qualifying 
Round
Boro made the journey to St George’s 
Lane, Worcester, to play a Second 
Qualifying Round FA Cup tie.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, J. Williams, Noon, Moore, 
Brown, Spacey, Collins, Foster (Ramsay 78), 
Marsden, Armson (McGrath 69). 
Subs: Hadland, G. Dean, Nisevic, Stone.

Boro had to overcome a tough, physical 
examination at St George’s Lane but 
they deservedly earned themselves a 
home replay.

Manager Kevin Wilkin was content with 
the performance if not the two sloppy 
goals conceded and believes home 
advantage in the return could be the 
key to making progress.

Boro, who play one level lower than 
their hosts, twice had keeper Dave Adey 
stretching down low at the base of the 

post early on to deny Justin Marsden 
and Mark Noon but it was United who 
took the lead on nine minutes.

And it was a goal Boro defenders Neil 
Moore and Rob Oddy will want to forget 
as the pair left a harmless loose ball 
for one another allowing Mark Owen 
to take advantage and race clear to 
confidently slot past the advancing 
Darren Acton.

But the response from Town was 
impressive. Rob Foster’s downward 
header was blocked by Adey’s body and 
seconds later the striker fired against 
the bar but two goals in five minutes 
brought welcome reward.

The equaliser came on 22 minutes 
when Mark Noon was tripped on 
the edge of the area by Mark Hands, 
who was subsequently booked, 
and from the resulting free kick 
Paul Spacey curled a delightful 
20-yarder into the net off the inside 
of the far upright.

Before Evesham had overcome that 
setback they fell further adrift, with 
Jamie Williams firing in a near post 
corner for Foster to glance a dipping 
header over Adey and into the far 
corner of the net.

However, Evesham bounced back to 

square matters just past the half hour, 
as the unchallenged Hands tapped 
in at the back post following Owen’s 
excellent left-wing centre.

The second period was far less 
entertaining as neither side created 
much in the way of clear-cut chances 
with Boro’s best offering being a 
slithering low shot from Noon that Adey 
held low down. Meanwhile at 
the opposite end Danny Lennon’s 
angled drive flew just wide with Acton 
well beaten.

Rob Foster challenges for a high ball. 
 Photo: Heartland Evening News

Boro celebrate Rob Foster’s goal. Photo: Heartland Evening News
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Evesham United — 1st Qualifying 
Round replay
Boro welcomed Evesham United to 
Liberty Way to play a Second Qualifying 
Round FA Cup replay.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Moore, Brown, Williams 
(Nisevic 45), Spacey, Noon, Hadland, McGrath 
(Ramsay 63), Foster, Collins. Subs: Stone, 
Ramsay, G. Dean, Nisevic.

Evesham: Adey, Watson, Etheridge (Hayden 
25), Hodnett, Batchelor, Lutz, Fitter, Scheppel, 
Owen, Hay, M. Hands (Clarke 25). Subs: 
Lennon, Lewis, S. Hands, Davis, Sercombe.

Boro’s FA Cup dreams ended in 
dramatic fashion at Liberty Way last 
night with Michael Hayden netting an 
injury-time winner for Evesham.

But the turning point came on the 80th 
minute when Boro had keeper Darren 
Acton sent off for head butting United 
striker Danny Scheppel.

Earlier in the second qualifying round 
replay, Mark Owen put Evesham in 
front but Levi Ramsay levelled midway 
through the second period before the 
game turned against Nuneaton.

Rob Foster shows his displeasure at being 
flagged offside. Photo: Heartland Evening News

Neither side made much of an 
impression in the opening stages with 
goalmouth action at a premium.

The first chance fell to Mark Noon whose 
determination took him past full-back 
Anthony Watson but the midfielder’s 
fierce angled drive was splendidly 
blocked by keeper Dave Adey.

Evesham snatched the lead on 25 
minutes as Owen beat Rob Oddy to a 
diagonal pass from Simon Fitter and his 
left-foot cross shot left Acton helpless.

Boro’s reply was a weak 15-yarder from 
Paul Spacey, while at the opposite end 
the dangerous Owen got clear on the 
left and from his cross, Derek Brown 
miscued his clearance to Gary Hay, who 
hooked his shot high over the bar.

Soon after the interval the lively Foster 
broke on the right and his centre beat 
Adey and looked destined for Eddie 
Nisevic but Joe Clarke intervened.

Foster volleyed straight into the arms 
of Adey and then miskicked with only 
the keeper to beat before the equaliser 
finally came on 70 minutes.

Spacey’s curling free kick found Ramsay 
six yards out and his unstoppable 

header gave Adey no chance as the ball 
bulged the roof of the United net.

Within seconds Foster’s rising 20-yarder 
was superbly pushed aside by the 
acrobatic Adey, who then produced an 
equally brilliant parry to foil Noon.

But on 80 minutes Acton was red carded. 
Danny Lennon’s low drive was half saved 
by the keeper but when Scheppel raced 
in to try and get the loose ball caught 
Acton, who in a fit of rage butted him.

Ramsay took over between the posts 
and Boro should have snatched the 
lead as Noon clipped in a ball for Foster 
who stooped low to head wide.

Three minutes into time added on 
Evesham grabbed the winner as Hayden 
latched on to a half clearance to crash a 
stunning 20-yarder across Ramsay and 
into the far corner of the net.

Mark Noon and Mark Foster battle for the loose ball. Photo: Heartland Evening News

Mark Noon tries to go it alone. Photo: Heartland Evening News
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Goole — Preliminary Round
Boro made the journey to the Victoria 
Pleasure Ground to play Goole in a  
Preliminary Round FA Trophy tie.
Goole: Parry (Osborne 8), Kamara, McGhie, 
Jeffs, O’Callaghan, Morley, Henry (Rollinson 
65), Barker, Parton, Lee, Tate. Subs: Pollock, 
Danby, Norbury.

Boro: Hammonds, Oddy, Moore, Brown, 
Nisevic (Armson), Spacey, Collins, Noon, 
Hadland, Foster, Ramsay (Quailey 71). 
Subs: G. Dean, McGrath, A. Dean.

It was never going to be easy on the 
wind-swept East Yorkshire coast but 
belligerent Boro earned themselves a 
second bite at the cherry.

Following a woeful opening 45 minutes 
in which neither side coped with the 
tricky conditions, the second half was 
far more intense, especially after Mark 
Noon headed the visitors in front soon 
after the restart.

It needed a super strike from Goole’s 
best player Adam Lee midway through 
the period to level matters and had 
Chris Kamara not missed a gilt-edged 
offering in the dying seconds then 
Nuneaton would have tasted a third 
cup exit inside 12 days.

Boro were forced into changes with 
keeper Darren Acton pulling out with 
a back injury, believed to be caused 
by the challenge that led to him 
being sent off in the midweek 2-1 FA 
Cup replay defeat against Evesham. 
Youngster Danny Hammonds came in 
for his debut with Brian Quailey, back 
at the club for a fourth time, on the 
substitute’s bench.

Meanwhile, midfielder Eddie Nisevic 
and leading scorer Levi Ramsay 
returned to the starting line up with 
injured Jamie Williams and Stefen 
McGrath missing out.

There was a bizarre start to the tie as 
inside 90 seconds home keeper Craig 
Parry collapsed to the turf in agony, 
as play continued at the other end. 
The unlucky Parry broke an ankle after 
stepping into a pothole.

Once action got underway again, it 

was The Vikings who did most of the 
pressing as Chris Tate came close to 
opening the scoring with a glancing 
header that drifted just wide. 

Boro’s best chance of an otherwise lack-
lustre half fell to Ramsay right on the 
interval when Rob Foster’s flick-on left 
him clear but with only stand-in keeper 
Tom Osborne to beat he tamely sliced 
the ball off target.

With the stiff breeze now in their 
favour, Boro made a great start to the 
second session. Paul Spacey’s corner 
kick found Foster whose  header was 
cleared off the line by Kamara straight 
to Noon and he nodded home from the 
rebound to give Boro the lead.

But Goole responded and from their 
first effort on target equalised on 70 
minutes. There was little danger when 
Lee gained possession on the left, but 
he cut inside Neil Moore and lashed 
a dipping 20-yarder over the helpless 
Hammonds and into the net off the 
underside of the bar.

Almost immediately Noon released 
Foster who coolly slipped his shot 
beneath Osborne but the back-tracking 
Luke Jeffs hooked off the line.

Foster headed across the face of goal 
while Nisevic’s rising effort from the 
edge of the box grazed the bar but The 
Vikings almost pillaged a win late on.

Willie McGhie’s excellent run and centre 
found Kamara totally unmarked, facing 
a begging net, but his downward 
header clattered against the base of the 
post and rebounded to safety.

Goole — Preliminary Round 
Replay
Boro welcomed Goole to Liberty Way 
to play a  Preliminary Round FA Trophy 
replay.
Boro: Hammonds, Oddy, Moore, Brown, 
Hadland (Ramsay 78), Spacey, Noon, Collins 
(Armson 89), Nisevic, Foster (Quailey 63), 
Marsden. Sub: G Dean.

Boro were dumped out of their third 
cup competition inside a fortnight as 
Goole overcame a night of frustration 

off the pitch with an FA Trophy triumph 
on it.

A solitary strike from Brad Hill midway 
through the opening half was enough 
to see off the challenge of a shot-
shy Boro, whose woeful run in the 
competition continued with just one 
win in 12 years.

Accidents on the M62 and M1 stalled 
Goole’s arrival but when the game 
finally got under way there was little 
sign of their lack of preparation as they 
sailed into the lead with a superb strike 
from Brad Hill after 20 minutes.

The closest Boro came to levelling 
before the break was a Mark Noon free-
kick which flew across the face of goal 
and inches wide of the far post.

Boro showed far more appetite for 
the tie after the interval and came 
close to squaring matters as the Goole 
defenders headed against their own 
bar twice in quick succession during a 
goalmouth melee.

Just before the hour Eddie Nisevic’s 
angled drive drifted just wide of the far 
upright as Boro huffed and puffed but 
failed to blow the Vikings off course.

Rob Oddy then came close with a snap 
shot that grazed the same post while 
keeper Tom Osborne pawed away 
Noon’s curling free kick as Boro’s late 
rally failed to reap any reward.

Eddie Nisevic – one of the very few plus points 
against Goole. Photo: Heartland Evening News
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Southern League Midland: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2008-09  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
07.12 Histon H PSF 0-2  460
07.19 Worcester City A PSF 0-0  355
07.22 Cogenhoe United H PSF 1-1 Ramsay 225
07.24 Coventry City H PSF 0-5  1148
07.26 Stratford Town A PSF 3-1 Brown, Thorpe, Edmond 265
07.29 Burton Albion H PSF 0-2  448
08.02 Hinckley United A PSF 0-3  448
08.09 Quorn A PSF 2-2 A. Dean, Moore 150
08.16 Leighton Town H SLM 2-1 Ramsay (2) 738
08.19 Leamington A SLM 1-2 Ramsay 1051
08.23 Romulus A SLM 2-0 Hadland, Ramsay 336
08.25 Bedworth United H SLM 0-0  1260
08.30 Gedling Town H FAC Prelim. 1-0 Foster 549
09.06 Chesham United A SLM 0-0  466
09.13 Tipton Town H FAC1Q 3-1 Nisevic, Foster, Spacey 531
09.20 Bury Town H SLM 4-1 J. Williams, Marsden, Noon, Foster 692
09.23 Wolverhampton Wanderers H BSC2 2-3 Collins, G. Dean 266
09.28 Evesham United A FAC2Q 2-2 Spacey, Foster 405
09.30 Evesham H FAC2Q R 1-2 Ramsay 508
10.04 Goole A FAT Prelim. 1-1 Noon 253
10.07 Goole H FAT Prelim. R 0-1  258
10.11 Bromsgrove Rovers A SLM 4-0 Spacey, Quailey, Moore, Foster 486
10.14 Rothwell Town H SLM 0-1  549
10.25 Woodford United A SLM 1-0 Hadland 327
10.28 Atherstone Town A GXC1 2-2 Foster, Marsden (Atherstone won on penalties) 370
11.01 Marlow H SLM 2-4 Noon, Hadland 616
11.04 Stourport Swifts A SLM 4-0 Marsden (3), Noon 119
11.08 Dunstable Town H SLM 6-1 J. Williams (2), Collins (2), Marsden, Armson 534
11.15 Malvern A SLM 3-0 Foster (2), Armson 232
11.18 Aylesbury United H SLM 3-0 Pitham, Murphy (2) 576
11.22 Soham Town Rangers H SLM 2-0 Foster, Marsden 669
11.29 Sutton Coldfield Town H SLM 3-0 Foster, Oddy, Murphy 626
12.06 Arlesey Town A SLM 3-1 Pitham, G. Dean, Spacey 252
12.20 AFC Sudbury A SLM 1-1 Marsden 310
12.27 Bedworth United A SLM 2-1 Marsden, Blenkinsopp 2308
01.17 Bury Town A SLM 1-0 Oddy (pen) 423
01.20 Leamington H SLM 0-2  1355
01.31 Woodford United H SLM 2-0 Spacey, Blenkinsopp 671
02.14 Stourport Swifts H SLM 3-1 Murphy (3) 616
02.17 Romulus H SLM 2-0 Pitham, Noon 576
02.21 Aylesbury United A SLM 4-0 Foster (2), Noon, Armson 296
02.24 Leighton Town A SLM 1-0 Chapman (o.g.) 165
02.28 Bromsgrove Rovers  H SLM 2-1 Murphy (2) 891
03.07 Dunstable Town A SLM 1-0 Foster 302
03.10 Chasetown H SLM 1-1 Marsden 775
03.14 Malvern Town H SLM 3-1 Marsden, Foster, Blenkinsopp 743
03.17 Marlow A SLM 1-1 Noon 146
03.21 Soham Town Rangers A SLM 2-0 Spacey, Oddy 254
03.24 Barton Rovers H SLM 2-0 Spacey, Noon 635
03.26 Chasetown A SLM 1-1 Storer 741
03.28 Sutton Coldfield Town A SLM 2-1 Gemmell (o.g.), Hadland 412
03.31 Atherstone Town H SLM 2-2 Murphy, Blenkinsopp 1820
04.04 Arlesey Town H SLM 4-1 Williams, Dean, Spacey, Murphy 660
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Southern League Midland: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2008-09  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
04.11 Chesham United H SLM 0-1  945
04.13 Atherstone Town A SLM 2-0 G. Dean, Blenkinsopp 1450
04.18 AFC Sudbury H SLM 3-1 Blenkinsopp (2), Foster 823
04.21 Rothwell Town A SLM 2-2 Blenkinsopp, Oddy 304
04.25 Barton Rovers A SLM 1-2 Blenkinsopp 304
04.28 Chesham United H PO S-F 2-1 Foster, Marsden 1369
05-02 Chasetown H PO F 1-0 Foster 3111

KEY :   SLM = Southern League Midland,  FAC = F.A.Cup, FAT = F.A.Trophy,  GXC = Southern League Cup,  
BSC = Birmingham Senior Cup, PSF = Pre season friendly, PO = Play Offs.

Nuneaton Town 2008-09
Back: (left to right): Tom Browett, Derek Brown, Danny Williams, Danny Edmund, Guy Hadland, Mark Noon, 

Matt Murphy, Eddie Nisevic.
Middle (left to right): Paul Roberts (director), Neil Hopkins (coach), Graham Wilson (secretary), 

Neil Moore, Alex Dean, Shaun Goodhall, Darren Acton, Rob Oddy, Matty Collins, Paul Egan (physio), 
Ian Brown (director).

Seated (left to right): James Armson, Stefen McGrath, Kevin Wilkin (manager), Ian Neale (chairman), 
Levi Ramsay, Gareth Dean.

    Photo: Heartland Evening News
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Billy Baxter Dies
Former Nuneaton Borough player Billy Baxter has died at 
the age of 70. The Scot was a key member of Alf Ramsey’s 
legendary Ipswich Town team that won the Second Division 
and First Division titles in consecutive seasons in 1961 and 
1962. Playing at wing-half or centre-half, he played a total of 
459 games for the Suffolk side, leading them to the Second 
Division title in 1968, before Bobby Robson sold him to Hull 
City in 1971.

He spent one unhappy season with the Tigers and a year as 
player-manager of Northampton Town before Fred Badham 
tempted him to Manor Park in 1973.

Boro Net Dillon
Nuneaton Town have seen off the attentions of several 
clubs from the Southern League and higher to sign Hemel 
Hempstead’s highly-rated striker Chris Dillon. The much-
sought after 24-year-old front-runner, who scored 17 goals 
last season signed a one-year deal at Liberty Way, despite an 
offer from Hemel Hempstead.

Jamie Williams Benefit
Jamie Williams admits his recent benefit game has raised his 
flagging spirits as he battles to overcome his horrific knee 
injury. The former Nuneaton Town man may have to retire 
after suffering massive damage to his left knee in the game 
against Atherstone Town in March.

Last Friday friends and ex-team mates of the 29-year-old 
took part in a benefit game at Liberty Way, which raised 
£850 for the former Bedworth United man. A bucket 
collection yielded £580, while Rugby Town fans gathered 
£76 from a bucket collection at their last game – bringing the 
total to £1,506.

The game, organised by Boro fan Mark Grimes, finished 5-5. 
The scorers for Williams’ team were Dave Pearson (2), Jon 
Douglas (2) and Ben Twigger. The scorers for a Boro All Stars 
team were Paul Culpin, Tony Simpson, Delton Francis (2) 
and Darren Bullock.

Boro Sign Forsdick
Nuneaton Town’s squad for their Southern Premier Division 
campaign has been further strengthened by the signing of 
Simon Forsdick from AFC Telford United. The left-sided wing 
back agreed terms and comes to Liberty Way having already 
tasted success with the club after performing in their play-off 
final triumph over Chasetown.

More Boro Signings
Nuneaton Town skipper Mark Noon has accepted a new deal 
to extend his stay with the Boro. Striker Gez Murphy has 
also accepted a new deal along with Justin Marsden who 
has signed non-contract terms. Matty Collins is expected to 
complete his signing in the near future.

Former Nuneaton Borough Chairman Dies
Tributes have been paid to Phil Clayton, the larger than life 
Yorkshireman who was chairman of Nuneaton Borough 
Football Club when they were in the top tier of non-league 
football. He did so much more for the town that became 
his adopted home. Nuneaton also embraced the caring 
former brewery boss, who has died at the age of 71, and he 
was at the forefront of some of the town’s most important 
campaigns. He was a key figure in the appeal that raised 
£400,000 for a life-saving scanner at the George Eliot Hospital 
and also chaired an appeal that brought in £15,000 for a new 
minibus for adults with learning difficulties...

Boro Sign Pierpoint
Nuneaton Town have signed defender Stuart Pierpoint on a 
one-year deal from Blue Square North side Stafford Rangers. 
The 25-year-old centre-back, a target of Boro boss Kevin 
Wilkin from earlier last season, signed over the weekend after 
previously deciding to stick with Stafford despite their money 
troubles. Pierpoint brings Southern League Premier Division 
experience with him to Liberty Way, having also played for 
Halesowen, with whom he reached the play-off finals.

Collins May Be Out For Season
Matty Collins may be out of contention for the whole of the 
2009-10 season after being told that he needs surgery to 
address a cruciate ligament problem.

Lee Moore Joins Boro
Lee Moore has joined Nuneaton Town after being released 
by AFC Telford United. The 23-year-old local lad started his 
career at Bedworth United.

2009-2010

 Nuneaton Town v Hinckley United 11-07-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Forsdick, Marshall, Pierpoint, Hadland, Armson, 
Storer, Dillon, Brown, Moore. Subs: Lorimer, Collett, Nisevic, Spacey, 
Marsden, Foster, Blenkinsopp, Matthews, Suarez, Weedham, Woodhall.
Hinckley: McKenzie, Mace, Franklin, Lavery, Collins, Lister, Hall, Dillon, 
Webster, Erebienne, Cartwright. Subs: Wright, Platnauer, West, Roberts, 
Bantock, Kelleher, Kabango, Taylor, Hamilton, Dozie, Hearn, Jupp.

Boro welcomed Hinckley United to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Stuart Pierpoint took just three minutes to introduce himself 
to Boro supporters as he opened the scoring in a 4-1 win. 
It was a decent performance by Boro in their first friendly, 
although it was against a Knitters’ side made up mostly 
of trialists. Home manager Kevin Wilkin named Pierpoint 
captain in the absence of Mark Noon, and fielded a number of 
trialists himself.

After Pierpoint’s early opener, the scores stayed at 1-0 until 
half-time, before a flurry of four goals in 13 minutes after the 
hour mark. First fellow new signing Lee Moore doubled the 
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lead on 62 minutes, then Brian Woodhall made it three seven 
minutes later. Louis Hamilton pulled a goal back for Hinckley 
in the 70th minute, but Rob Oddy restored the comfortable 
cushion from the penalty spot with 15 minutes to go.

Cunningham To Coach Boro
Former Republic of Ireland international Kenny Cunningham 
is working with Nuneaton Town through pre-season as he 
looks to get into coaching. The ex-Birmingham City defender 
is a friend of Boro assistant Ken Gillard, who has invited him 
to observe training sessions, but he may be able to help out, 
according to Boro manager Kevin Wilkin.

 Nuneaton Town v Coventry City 15-07-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Forsdick, Noon, Pierpoint, Armson, Spacey, Storer, 
Dillon, Suarez, Blenkinsopp. Subs: Moore, Matthews, Marsden, Foster, 
Nisevic, Marshall, Collett.
Coventry: Westwood, Clarke, Hall, Turner, Ward, Bell, Best, Morrison, 
Walker, Doyle, Cain. Subs: Konstantopoulus, Osbourne, Eastwood, 
Grandison, Wright, Gunnarsson, Jeffers.

Boro welcomed Coventry City to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Fleet-footed Alphie Cain gave Boro defender Rob Oddy a 
testing time and set up Morrison, who shot inches wide. Best 
also went close when he forced Darren Acton to save with 
his feet before outjumping James Armson and again being 
thwarted by the Boro keeper. Clarke linked up well with Bell 
and Walker showed some neat touches as City moved the ball 
about well. But the only goal came from a set-piece, when 
Morrison met a Bell corner from the left with a perfectly timed 
jump to glance the ball past Acton.

Clinton Morrison heads the winning goal.  Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro hit back and skipper Mark Noon shrugged off a 
challenge from Best to find Chris Dillon with a superb 
diagonal pass. The cross was comfortably held by Westwood, 
who also dealt with a 30-yard curling shot from Kyle Storer 
just before the interval.

Both sides made several changes for the second period and 

the home side took the initiative as they went in search of an 
equaliser and Dillon wasted a golden chance when he beat 
the offside trap to fasten on to a Marsden through pass, only 
to shoot tamely at replacement keeper Dimi Konstantopoulos. 
Gunnarsson went on a surging run but was halted by a tackling 
back Marsden and Konstantopoulos punched away a Noon 
free-kick from the edge of the box in the final minute.

 Hitchin Town v Nuneaton Town 18-07-2009 
Hitchin: Bennett, Payne, Reece, Williams, Gilbert, Smith, Fontelle, 
Gregson, B. Donnelly, Velanda, Burke. Subs: Lee, Wilmott, Arlick, Hill, 
L. Donnelly, Gutzmore, Stanton, Brinkman, Hammond.
Boro: Collett, Woodall, Pierpoint, Dean, Nisevic, Marsden, Lorimer, 
Marshall, Brown, Murphy, Foster. Subs: Oddy, Matthews, Spacey, 
Noon, Moore, Acton, Forsdick, Blenkinsopp, Storer, Armson.

Boro made the journey to the Top Field to play Hitchin Town 
in a pre-season friendly match.

The first-half was a dull affair with neither side creating 
a chance of note. The closest Boro came to breaking the 
deadlock was when Rob Foster fired wide from distance. 
Hitchen’s best and only effort of note was striker Steve 
Velanda’s shot straight at Collett. The biggest positive for 
Nuneaton was the promising partnership between Dean and 
Pierpoint, while Nisevic also did well at left back.

Wilkin made five changes at the break as Rob Oddy, Armson, 
trialist Ed Matthews, skipper Mark Noon and Kyle Storer came 
on. Off went Woodall, Marshall, Brown, Foster and Lorimer. 
There was also a change of formation to 3-5-2 as Armson 
played in the middle of a back three. This was short-lived as 
Wilkin soon changed to 4-4-2 with Dean and Armson at the 
heart of defence.

The action was a little better in the second half as Brown 
headed wide when he should have done better, David 
Blenkinsopp had a penalty appeal turned down and 
Lee Moore stabbed wide. The closest the game came to 
producing a goal was when Storer headed a ball towards his 
own goal from a Hitchin free-kick, but Collett managed to 
tip the ball away with an excellent save on 88 minutes. Boro 
were better after the break as Storer and Noon exerted their 
influence and showed how crucial they will be this season.

 AFC Telford United v Nuneaton Town 21-07-2009 

Telford: Young, Vaughan, Edwards, Cowan, Whitehead, Vermiglio, 
Jagielka, Field, Trainer, Brown, Torpey. Subs: Nolan, Turner, Adams, 
Blakeman, Carey-Bertram, Rodgers, Embrey.
Boro: Acton, Pitham (Spacey 46), Dean, Pierpoint, Oddy (Woodall 80), 
Noon, Storer (Marshall 83), Armson, Forsdick (Nisevic 63), Moore (Foster 
78), Marsden (Murphy 66). Subs: Blenkinsopp, Collett, Matthews.

Boro made the journey to the Bucks Head to play AFC Telford 
United in a pre-season friendly match.

Entertainment was sparse in the first-half with Boro looking 
promising in the final third, but with no quality on the final 
ball. However, they did have a goal chalked off when Rob 
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Oddy was ruled offside following a sharp finish after being 
put in by Kyle Storer on 43 minutes. Telford’s best chance was 
headed over by Phil Trainer from a Tom Field cross.

Both sides made just one half-time change. Wilkin replaced 
Danny Pitham with Paul Spacey as Armson went to the heart 
of the defence. Pitham had injured his ankle in the early 
stages of the game when he slid into an advertising board but 
for some reason he was kept on for the remainder of the half. 
Telford substitute Danny Carey-Bertram had a good chance 
to open the scoring when he was put through by Carl Adams 
but he blazed over. He was then denied from a tight angle by 
Darren Acton a minute later.

Nuneaton got the breakthrough when Moore robbed Jagielka 
and finished brilliantly from 25 yards across Ryan Young to 
make it 1-0 against his former club.

Ironically, another player netted against his old employers to 
level matters on 75 minutes. It came when big striker Trainer 
whipped in a corner and Cowan rose to plant a towering 
header beyond Acton from eight yards. Storer kept up his 
terrible disciplinary record of last season by being booked for 
dissent in the aftermath. Telford won the game in the 83rd 
minute when the ball was turned in by Nolan from close range.

 Nuneaton Town v Corby Town 25-07-2009 
Boro: Collett (Acton 50), Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Storer 
(Marshall 77), Armson (Foster 76), Matthews (Nisevic 66), Murphy 
(Blenkinsopp 60), Moore. Subs: Lorimer, Ramsay, Marsden.
Corby: Osborn, Deeney, Jaszczun, Gulliver, Hope, Strachan, Turner, 
Towers, Stallard, Dudfield, Francis. Subs: Duffy, Watt, Mayo, Defty, 
Diggin, Lee, Mettam, Tocco, McGhee.

Boro welcomed Corby Town to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

The first half was an entertaining affair with Boro seeing 
plenty of the ball. Trialist Ed Matthews saw a shot well saved 
after good work by the lively James Armson before Murphy 
had a strong penalty appeal turned down. Armson and Storer 
had good efforts from distance but in between the Steelmen 
took the lead. Right back David Deeney exploited acres of 
space to whip in a good cross which experienced striker 
Stallard headed in after ghosting between Gareth Dean and 
Rob Oddy on 31 minutes.

Nuneaton came close to levelling when Oddy stabbed wide 
after a sweeping move featuring Armson and Lee Moore and 
the home side put together the first quality attack of the half 
when Noon picked out Oddy with a great ball, but he could 
only volley over from a difficult angle.

Storer rattled the bar from 25 yards on 63 minutes and 
Moore had a penalty appeal turned down as he was bundled 
over when the ball rebounded down as Boro pressed for an 
equaliser. Storer was inches wide soon after with another 
long range effort. There was plenty of encouragement for 
Boro as they bossed the midfield with good performances 
from Noon and Storer.

 Cogenhoe United v Nuneaton Town 26-07-2009 
Boro: Acton (Collett 47), Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint (Nisevic 70), Armson 
(Oddy 46), Noon (Marshall 60), Storer (Lorimer 75), Moore (Marsden 47 
(Woodhall 75)), Matthews (Forsdick 47), Foster (Ramsay 40 (Murphy 
60)), Dillon (Blenkinsopp 40 (Ramsay 77)).

Boro made the journey to Compton Park to play Cogenhoe 
United in a pre-season friendly match.

Goals from right wing-backs James Armson and Rob Oddy 
either side of half-time gave Boro a comfortable win. Much 
like the home defeat to Corby, Boro saw plenty of the ball 
but were restricted to either half-chances or trying to walk 
the ball in when clear openings came along. Only two players 
– Gareth Dean and Guy Hadland completed 90 minutes – as 
manager Kevin Wilkin looked at as many players as possible.

Armson played in the first half in the right wing-back role and 
he opened the scoring on the half-hour after being played in 
down the flank.

When his first shot was blocked, the teenager reacted well 
and lifted the ball over the keeper into the far corner with his 
weaker left foot.

A host of changes were made after the break with substitutes 
being substituted. Oddy, who had replaced Armson at 
half-time, doubled the lead on 64 minutes. Striker David 
Blenkinsopp fed the ball to Oddy and he lashed in a low shot 
into the bottom corner to seal the win. After passing the ball 
neatly in the first-half, the second half was a lacklustre affair. 
Neither Darren Acton or Neil Collett found themselves with a 
shot of note to save.

 Nuneaton Town v Oldbury Athletic 30-07-2009 
Boro welcomed Oldbury Athletic to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Boro beat Midland Alliance outfit Oldbury Athletic 4-1 in a 
hastily-arranged match with goals from Kyle Storer, Justin 
Marsden, Rob Oddy and Lee Moore.

 Nuneaton Griff v Nuneaton Town 04-08-2009 
Boro made the journey to The Pingles to play Nuneaton Griff 
in a pre-season friendly match.

Boro found neighbours Nuneaton Griff a tough proposition as 
the Midland Combination top flighters savoured a 2-1 success 
with Lee Smith their two-goal hero. The ex-Stockingford 
frontman opened his account from the penalty spot after 
he’d been upended by Danny Pitham and he doubled his tally 
by coolly finding the net from a one-on-one situation with 
keeper Neil Collett.

After the interval, Boro dominated with half-time substitute 
Kyle Storer impressing and they deservedly pulled a goal 
back through Chris Dillon, who finished confidently following 
a well-worked move, but a spate of missed chances foiled any 
hopes of Boro getting back on level terms.
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 Nuneaton Town v Shepshed Dynamo 08-08-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Armson, Noon (Ramsay 
83), Storer (Spacey 63), Marsden, Forsdick (Matthews 70), Dillon 
(Blenkinsopp 79), Moore (Murphy 79).
Dynamo: Ransome, Jones (Stephens 75), Reece, Tullin, Morris (Ashby 
33), Love, Timmins (Mussa 82), Sheppard, Styche (Williams 63), Gaunt 
(Ofori 54), Goodby (Powell 75).

Boro welcomed Shepshed Dynamo to Liberty Way to play a 
pre-season friendly game.

The game was played in anything but a friendly manner as 
Dominic Reece ludicrously squared up to Nuneaton boss 
Kevin Wilkin in the first-half before Reece Styche rugby 
tackled midfielder Kyle Storer and allegedly bit him on the 
neck in a tussle on the ground. Both players were substituted, 
with Storer angrily showing the Dynamo bench the marks on 
his neck which he claimed came from the teeth of Styche.

Boro won the match at a canter, leaving joint Shepshed 
managers Jimmy Ginnelly and Dave Stringer and coach 
James Ellis with a massive amount of work to do to turn them 
into UniBond League promotion contenders. Boro dominated 
the first-half and finally had some end product as they went 
in 3-0 up at the break. Simon Forsdick had a header saved 
after 22 minutes, but a minute later it was 1-0 after the same 
player put Dillon in and he lobbed keeper Lloyd Ransome 
from 20 yards as he rushed out.

Chris Dillon challenges Ransome.  Photo: Nuneaton News

It was 2-0 after 27 minutes when a Marsden corner was 
headed goalwards by Stuart Pierpoint and Dillon turned 
sharply to prod home the loose ball. Forsdick had a goal ruled 
out for offside before Marsden added a classy third after 39 
minutes when he skipped past his man and fired in across 
the keeper from eight yards. A niggly first-half was marred 
by a late tackle on Nathan Morris by Storer, which saw the 
Shepshed defender hobble off, and the ridiculous scene of 
Reece squaring up to Wilkin, who to his credit kept his cool.

The second half continued in the same vein as the first. 
Dillon had a goalbound header blocked and Marsden saw 

a shot saved after Lee Moore did well. Styche did nothing 
for his side’s image by jumping on Storer as he broke from 
his own box, which resulted in both players being 
substituted. Dillon missed out on a hat-trick with 15 minutes 
to go when he clipped the bar after Marsden pulled back. 
Ramsay added some polish to the performance with a well-
taken fourth goal on 89 minutes as he robbed Love and slid 
the ball under Ransome.

 Chippenham Town v Nuneaton Town 15-08-2009 
Chippenham: Snoddy, Adams, Lamb, Williams, Casey, Tindle, Lye, 
Clough, Powell (Benison 86), Highmore, Martin (Bassett 69). 
Subs: Thomson, Gardner, Wood.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Storer, Marsden 
(Spacey 88), Matthews (Armson 77), Dillon (Murphy 77), Moore. 
Subs: Blenkinsopp, Foster.

Boro made the journey to Hardenhuish Park to play 
Chippenham Town in a Southern League Premier fixture.

Boro got off to a nightmare start when they fell behind in 
the first minute. Charlie Clough won a powerful header in 
midfield which Storer could only glance back towards his own 
goal, and the ball ran perfectly for pacey striker Highmore 
who ran on to the ball and lifted it over Acton from 20 yards to 
make it 1-0 virtually from the kick-off.

After that Boro dominated the first-half and Dillon was 
unlucky to see a lobbed half volley from 20 yards tipped over 
by Snoddy before Pierpoint headed a Marsden corner wide 
with the game not yet ten minutes old. Oddy levelled the 
scores with a stunning goal after 19 minutes. Clough played 
the ball straight to him in midfield and he took a touch before 
looking up and chipping Snoddy from all of 35 yards.

The ball dipped perfectly at the last second and clipped the 
top of the far post before nestling in the opposite corner of the 
goal. Nuneaton could not force a second goal in the opening 
period despite their domination. Marsden shot wide from the 
edge of the box, Storer headed a corner wide and Dillon missed 
out on a tap in when an Oddy cross evaded everyone.

Marsden started the second half in lively fashion as he squared 
for Noon but the Boro skipper could not make a proper 
connection from eight yards. The Bluebirds had a half-chance 
to take the lead again when right wing-back Ashley Williams 
nodded down to Scott Lye and he volleyed a yard wide. Noon 
should have done better at the other end when he tried to 
place a shot which Snoddy saved comfortably. Striker Lewis 
Powell cut in from the right and pulled a left footed shot wide.

Acton made a good save from a 25 yard shot by Chippenham 
substitute Bassett, before Boro broke at speed and Oddy saw 
his header saved before Wilkin replaced Dillon with Murphy 
and Matthews with Armson. Acton did well to tip over a Lye 
cross as both sides pressed for a winner and Armson missed 
a difficult chance with two minutes to go when he could only 
lean back to head an Oddy cross onto the roof of the net from 
seven yards. Chippenham won the game in the last minute 
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when Bassett saw a shot brilliantly saved by Acton, but the 
keeper could only push it aside and Benison was left with a 
tap in from six yard out.

 Nuneaton Town v Halesowen Town 18-08-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Armson 38), Pierpoint, Oddy, Marsden, 
Noon, Storer, Forsdick (Spacey 66), Dillon (Murphy 76), Moore. 
Subs: Foster, Matthews.
Halesowen: Bussey, Connor, Morley, Knight, Pearce, Breward, Dobbs, 
Rickards, Moore, Johnson (Barlone 57), Griffiths (Bates 64). 
Subs: O’Brien, Gray, Cooke.

Boro welcomed Halesowen Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro huffed and puffed but failed to blow away Halesowen at 
Liberty Way last night where they had to rely on an own goal 
to earn them their first point of the season. Yet again Kevin 
Wilkin’s side were unable to find a cutting edge and after ex-
Nuneaton frontman Scott Rickards had rifled The Yeltz ahead 
just past the half hour, it was only another former Boro man 
Tom Breward’s misdemeanour on 62 minutes that earned the 
home side some reward.

Lee Moore battles with Dennis Pearce. Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

Boro, who made just one change from Saturday’s loss at 
Chippenham as left wing-back Simon Forsdick came in for 
teenager Ed Matthews, were busy early on but their only 
effort saw Lee Moore’s header drift well off target. The Yeltz 
offered no threat until the 31st minute when they snatched 
the lead from their first attempt on target. Rickards gained 
possession 25 yards out and unleashed a fierce rising drive 
that flew through the flailing arms of Darren Acton and high 
into the rigging. Defender Guy Hadland limped off to be 
replaced by James Armson forcing Boro to change their game 
plan but the end product was missing. It was the visitors 

who came close to adding to their advantage, Stefan Moore’s 
angled drive being parried away by the flying Acton.

On 62 minutes Boro’s luck changed. Oddy was scythed down 
by Arron Griffiths wide out and from Forsdick’s deep free-kick 
Breward was caught unawares as the ball struck him on the 
foot three yards out and bounced past Bussey over the goal-
line. Moore rifled in a low centre that flew tantalisingly across 
the face of the net with no-one on hand to add the final touch 
although at the opposite end Tom Bates’ skidding cross-shot 
was splendidly blocked by the alert Acton.

Keeper Nick Bussey smothered Armson’s snap-shot at the 
base of a post but Halesowen held out determinedly for a 
share of the spoils.

Boro Youngsters Out On Loan
Nuneaton Town teenagers Eddie Nisevic and Levi Ramsay 
are set to leave the club on month long loan deals. Left back 
Nisevic and striker Ramsay are both joining UniBond League 
Division One South side Shepshed Dynamo on short-term 
loan deals.

 Nuneaton Town v Oxford City 22-08-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Pierpoint, Dean, Forsdick (Matthews 78), Armson, 
Spacey, Storer, Marsden (Foster 70), Dillon, Moore (Murphy 86). 
Subs: Collett, Blenkinsopp.
Oxford: Knight, Day, Perpetuini, Malone, Pond (Alexis 66), Gunn, Bell, 
Clarke, Baird, Falconbridge (Savage 46), Brooks (Steele 66). 
Subs: Caton, Ballard.

Boro welcomed Oxford City to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

James Armson celebrates on scoring. Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

Home-grown James Armson celebrated his first start of the 
season in two-goal style as Boro pocketed a hard-earned, if 
not fully convincing, opening league win. The Nuneaton-born 
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teenager’s double, seconds before and after the break, put 
his side in control and though keeper Darren Acton’s blunder 
just past the hour, Liam Malone being the beneficiary, 
offered Oxford a lifeline it was only stand-in skipper Stuart 
Pierpoint’s goal-line block that foiled City of a share of the 
spoils. Admittedly veteran Gez Murphy put the result beyond 
doubt with Town’s third deep into injury time as the visitors 
bravely pushed forward in search of an equaliser but that 
purely papered over the cracks.

However, the positives outweigh the negatives and certainly 
one of the main pluses was 19-year-old Armson, whose 
three previous senior goals came as a substitute. Most of the 
opening period saw Boro in the ascendancy, Armson forcing 
keeper Richard Knight to save at the base of the post while a 
splendid build-up involving Rob Oddy and Spacey ended with 
Lee Moore’s angled drive hitting a post.

But two minutes from the break Boro took the lead. 
Forsdick’s fierce angled drive flew through a packed 
goalmouth where the alert Armson steered the ball coolly 
wide of the wrong-footed Knight. And less than 60 seconds 
into the second period the lead was doubled. Armson made 
no mistake from close range following Moore’s unselfish head 
back from Spacey’s quality deep centre.

Armson was denied a hat-trick by the stretching fingertips 
of Knight, who then punched an inswinging Moore corner 
against the post, but an appalling error by Acton put the 
visitors back in contention. Malone’s 20 yard snap-shot 
flew through Acton’s legs and into the net. And it was only 
Pierpoint’s heroic goal-line block that denied Lee Steele, 
but against the run of play Town sealed a welcome success, 
Murphy powered clear on to Spacey’s pass to finish with 
aplomb from 18 yards past the exposed Knight.

Storer Faces Massive Ban
Nuneaton Town midfielder Kyle Storer is facing the prospect 
of being banned for 112 days, meaning that he would not be 
able to play for Nuneaton Town until January 2010. Storer, 22, 
is accused of head-butting an opponent in a local five-a-side 
tournament in late July. He was reported to the Birmingham 
County FA, who plan to impose the mammoth ban, which 
would start on September 9 if the club do not appeal.

 Evesham United v Nuneaton Town 25-08-2009 
Evesham: Vaughan, Fitter, Hyde, Hodnett, Hands, Lutz, Cole, 
Scheppel, Ball, Clarke (Polan 80), Haydon (Cornes 54). 
Subs: Owen, Softley, Ager.
Boro: Acton, Oddy. Dean, Pierpoint, Forsdick, Spacey (Noon 69), 
Storer, Armson, Marsden (Foster 87), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Murphy, Matthews, Blenkinsopp.

Boro made the journey to St George’s Lane to play Evesham 
United in a Southern League Premier Division game.
Two goals in eight minutes around the interval were enough 
to seal Nuneaton victory over Evesham. Kyle Storer’s injury 
time penalty followed by Chris Dillon’s first goal for the 

club soon after the break provided a valuable cushion and 
although Jermaine Clarke cut the arrears midway through 
the period it was not enough to deny Kevin Wilkin’s men a 
welcome away win.

Ex-Coventry keeper Neil Collett replaced the “rested” Darren 
Acton in an otherwise unchanged Boro line-up and it was 
the visitors who dominated the opening half but struggled 
to make their superiority pay as Justin Marsden twice went 
close while Paul Spacey looped a volley inches off target and 
Gareth Dean headed over when he should have done better.

The latter showed his defensive skills with a splendid last 
ditch challenge to foil Danny Scheppel but two incidents 
in time added on changed the complexion of the game. 
Evesham’s Simon Fitter’s 25-yard free-kick clattered the 
Boro bar with Collett helpless and immediately play 
switched to the opposite end where Jamie Hyde clumsily 
upended Lee Moore and the fiery Storer coolly drove in the 
resulting penalty. The lead was doubled on 53 minutes when 
Saturday’s two-goal hero James Armson turned provider with 
a superb deep centre and the unselfish Spacey headed back 
across the face of the net for Dillon to head home despite the 
efforts of keeper Nathan Vaughan.

But on 69 minutes United were back in contention as Clarke’s 
downward header bounced up and over the stranded Collett 
while soon after Simon Forsdick clearly handled inside the 
box only for the unsighted referee Tony Horton to wave play 
on much to United’s disappointment. The impressive Armson 
set up a chance for Dillon to put the result beyond doubt 
but the teenager’s cut-back was hoisted over the bar by his 
stretching colleague from six yards. Evesham caused alarm 
bells to ring on a couple of occasions in the dying stages as 
Boro stood firm to notch the win and keep up their fine recent 
record at Evesham’s adopted home.

 Cambridge City v Nuneaton Town 29-08-2009 
Cambridge: Barrett, Haniver (Radcliffe), Krause, Stewart, Chaffey, 
Nightingale, Frendo, Cambridge, Gentle (Theobald), Midgley, Fuller 
(Bexfield).
Boro: Collett, Oddy, Forsdick, Armson, Pierpoint, Dean, Spacey 
(Murphy 87), Storer, Dillon (Foster 79), Moore, Marsden (Noon). 
Subs: Acton, Pitham.

Boro made the journey to Milton Road to play Cambridge City 
in a Southern League Premier Division game.
Teenager James Armson came to Nuneaton Town’s rescue as 
his late leveller salvaged a well-deserved point. The 19-year-
old cancelled out Ashley Fuller’s clinical strike early on for 
City. The visitors started well and inside 60 seconds John 
Frendo’s low shot was diverted away by keeper Neil Collett’s 
outstretched boot and Fuller rifled the rebound over the 
bar. Despite plenty of possession Boro showed vulnerability 
on the break and on 15 minutes went behind. Chris Dillon’s 
suicidal crossfield pass was cut out by Fuller, who exchanged 
passed with Frendo before drilling home a 20-yarder just 
inside the near post.
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Armson’s skidding effort forced Zac Barrett into action, while 
at the opposite end Collett denied Fuller, but as the interval 
approached it was Boro who upped the tempo with the 
creative duo of Paul Spacey and Kyle Storer at the forefront. 
Spacey came closest to equalising with a looping effort from 
wide out that cannoned off the inside of the far post.

Boro were in the ascendancy at the start of the second 
period, with Armson heading wide when well placed. On 72 
minutes, Boro squandered a great chance to restore parity 
as Spacey was upended by Barrett, who luckily escaped with 
a caution. The reprieved keeper then brilliantly turned aside 
Storer’s spot kick.

It then needed Laurie Stewart’s header from beneath the bar 
to foil Rob Oddy’s goal-bound chip before Armson was denied 
by Barrett’s brilliant parry. However, the youngster was not to 
be denied and on 87 minutes he raced through a static home 
defence and coolly toe-poked past the advancing Barrett.

 Nuneaton Town v Hednesford Town 31-08-2009 
Boro: Collett, Oddy, Dean, Pierpoint, Forsdick, Spacey (Marsden 75), 
Armson, Storer, Noon, Murphy (Dillon 67), Moore (Foster 72). 
Subs: Acton, Pitham.
Hednesford: Ward, Platt, Gibson, Amos, Bayley, Lycett, Durrell, 
Palmer, Barnett, Dyer (Nisbett 55), Dinning (Aiston 30). Sub: Bandrak.

Boro welcomed Hednesford Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro had to dig deep into their reserves to overcome a 
resolute Hednesford and yet again it was the teenage 
terroriser James Armson who was the scourge of the 
opposition. The 19-year-old netted twice to take his tally to 
five in four outings and continue his purple patch.

There was little to enthuse the Bank Holiday crowd in a dour 
opening period where clear cut chances were at a premium 
although Boro’s Stuart Pierpoint had a goalbound volley 
blocked to break the early monotony. Ex-Boro midfielder Carl 
Palmer looked to have put The Pitmen ahead after a superb 
break by Tyrone Barnett but the effort was ruled out for 
offside while at the opposite end Ben Bayley was inches away 
from heading Rob Oddy’s centre into his own net.

Kyle Storer’s 25-yarder had keeper Gavin Ward scampering 
across his line to push away but inside the opening minute 
of the second half Boro broke the deadlock, Armson’s left-
foot volley from ten yards finding the target after the visiting 
defence had failed to clear a free-kick.

Soon after Armson’s 25-yarder skimmed a post but Boro were 
almost caught out as a quick counter attack saw Palmer’s far 
post header splendidly clawed away by the stretching Neil 
Collett but Hednesford did square matters in the 63rd minute 
albeit somewhat controversially. Stuart Pierpoint was clearly 
manhandled out of possession in the build-up to the corner 
from which Tyrone Barnett headed in from six yards.

Boro regained the advantage on 70 minutes, Paul Spacey 

surging across the area where he was upended by Nick Amos’ 
clumsy lunge and from the resulting spot kick Oddy made no 
mistake. Armson sewed up the points in the 88th minute, Rob 
Foster setting up the opportunity and the teenager’s rising 
drive rocketed off the underside of the bar and into the net to 
send the Nuneaton fans home content, if not totally convinced!

Nuns And Boro Seal Ground Share Deal
Nuneaton Town FC and Nuneaton RFC have finalised an 
agreement that will see both clubs sharing pitch and ground 
facilities at Liberty Way. This will enable Nuns to play rugby 
matches in the football stadium and Boro to have improved 
access and parking facilities. The deal is expected to be 
completed in time for Nuns to play their first home game in 
the stadium.

Blenkinsopp Leaves Boro
Striker David Blenkinsopp has parted company with 
Nuneaton Town and signed for Halesowen Town on a one-
year contract. The 22-year-old has struggled to gain a regular 
place in the Boro side since he returned to the club last 
season following a successful stint at Gresley Rovers and his 
departure comes as no surprise.

Storer Ban Upheld
Nuneaton Town will be without Kyle Storer until the New 
Year after the Birmingham County FA upheld the 112-day ban 
handed out to the midfielder last month for headbutting an 
opponent in a six-a-side game.

 Merthyr Tydfil v Nuneaton Town 05-09-2009 
Merthyr: Delve, Gregory (Morgan 46), Keddle, Thomas, Hartshorn, 
Rewbury (Armitage 53), Khalil, Clark, Shephard, Jones (Trotman 58). 
Subs: Griffiths, Dorian.
Boro: Collett, Pitham, Hadland, Dean, Oddy, Storer, Noon, Armson 
(Spacey 86), Forsdick, Dillon (Murphy 84), Moore (Marsden 79). 
Subs: Acton, Collins.

Boro made the journey to Penydarren Park to play Merthyr 
Tydfil in a Southern League Premier Division game.

Three points, a second successive away win and seventh 
place in the Zamaretto Premier Division ensured Boro left 
the Welsh Valleys at the weekend high on confidence for 
Saturday’s FA Cup trip to Brigg Town.

Rob Oddy’s penalty gave Boro the lead against the run of play 
and by the interval man-of-the-match Lee Moore opened his 
Nuneaton account before Simon Forsdick also netted his first 
goal for the club to seal the win although Martyrs’ player-
manager Garry Shephard bagged an injury time consolation. 
Troubled Merthyr, who are bottom of the table owing to a 
ten-point deduction due to going into administration during 
the summer, began well as Boro’s rearguard looked ill-at-
ease with Cortez Bell’s long throws posing a threat, creating 
chances for Shephard and Andy Thomas.

But on 18 minutes Boro were gifted the lead. Chris Dillon 
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went down under Thomas’ clumsy challenge, leaving Oddy 
to send keeper Andy Delve the wrong way from the resultant 
spot kick. On the half hour the advantage was doubled, 
Moore cutting in past Simon Gregory and rifling a 15-yarder 
past the keeper. Merthyr responded and twice came close 
to reducing the deficit – Tariq Khalil’s dipping 20-yard volley 
flying inches over while keeper Neil Collett somehow got a 
hand to Mike Jones’ close range drive with Belle rifling the 
loose ball wide.

But after the hosts had pressed hard at the start of the 
second period it was Boro who stretched further in front on 
67 minutes, Moore racing past a static home backline to the 
deadball line and lofting a pinpoint centre for the inrushing 
Forsdick to plant an eight-yard downward header past the 
helpless Delves. Soon after Moore should have made it 4-0 
but fired way off target with just the keeper to beat while 
a bad bounce deprived leading scorer James Armson of a 
sixth goal this term when the teenager seemed set to convert 
Moore’s unselfish cut-back.

Late on Boro almost conceded when Shephard’s close range 
effort was fortunately blocked on the line by Hadland but 
deep into time the Martyr’s boss grabbed a consolation when 
heading over Collett from eight yards.

 Nuneaton Town v Hemel Hempstead Town 19-09-2009 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Dean, Pierpoint, Oddy, Storer, Noon, Spacey 
(Armson 61), Forsdick (Collins 84), Dillon (Marsden 76), Moore. 
Subs: Murphy, Acton.
Hemel: Michael McEntergart, May, Solomon, Yeboah, Matt 
McEntergart, Youngs, Doyle (Bernard 78), Webb (Gilbert 50), Blake, 
Hilliard, Akers (Martin 50).

Boro welcomed Hemel Hempstead Town to Liberty Way to 
play a Southern League Premier Division game.

High-octane Boro powered into the top three as they 
reigned supreme over The Tudors with an accomplished 
performance. Despite Hemel taking a deserved lead midway 
through the opening period, Boro netted just before the 
interval with Gareth Dean’s first goal of the season and, from 
then on, Kevin Wilkin’s men dominated. Two strikes in three 
minutes around the hour mark decided the issue as wing-
back Rob Oddy went to the top of the club’s scoring chart 
with his sixth of the campaign and fourth on the spin, leaving 
Chris Dillon to complete the job against his former club.

Boro enjoyed early pressure, Dillon scuffing a low drive at 
goalkeeper Mike McEntergart although, at the opposite end, 
Neil Collett’s reactions were put to good use with a fine save 
to foil Ryan Blake’s header but the keeper was then well 
beaten on 21 minutes. Lewis Hilliard deceived Simon Forsdick 
on the edge of the area and his fierce cross-shot diverted off 
Stuart Pierpoint and flew just inside the far post.

The visitors should have doubled their advantage just past 
the half-hour as Hilliard challenged Dean and Pierpoint in 
the air, the ball dropping invitingly for Blake, who chose the 

wrong option, slotting wide with only the advancing Collett 
to beat when a lob was the obvious choice. The miss proved 
costly in the 40th minute, Paul Spacey’s deep corner finding 
Dean at the back post and the youngster rose highest to head 
firmly into the net. Despite Hemel twice going close through 
headers from skipper Matt McEntergart, one blocked on the 
line by Kyle Storer, the other grasped by Collett, Boro struck 
twice in rapid succession.

On the hour, Collett’s excellent clearance caused hesitation, 
allowing Dillon to gain possession and square to the in-
rushing Oddy, who drilled past Mike McEntergart from 15 
yards. Before the Hertfordshire men recovered, Lee Moore’s 
cross found the rising Dillon and the former Hemel man’s 
ten-yard header flew high into the rigging. James Armson 
replaced Spacey and almost boosted his goal tally with a 
slick turn and shot as Boro turned on the quality for a third 
consecutive 3-1 league success.

 Nuneaton Town v Brackley Town 03-10-2009 
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Dean, Pierpoint, Forsdick, Noon, Storer, Armson, 
Marsden, Dillon (Collins 90), Moore. Subs: Hadland, Collett, Pitham, 
Spacey. 
Brackley: Morris, Green, Gould (C. Burgess 83), Brady (O. Burgess 76), 
McIlwain, Willmott, Kearns, Sandy, Randle (Mackey 66), Anderson, 
Winters. Subs: Goode, Oulton.

Boro welcomed Brackley Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Who would have thought 12 months ago the Liberty Way 
side would be riding high in the Zamaretto top flight and 
disappointed to be held to a draw by one of the league’s 
moneybags. Last October, the club hardly looked capable of 
holding their own in the Midland Division, let alone winning 
promotion, however, ambitious Boro have come on leaps and 
bounds with Wilkin aiming for more glory.

The strong breeze down the ground posed major problems, 
especially before the interval with Boro far more confident in 
possession and they carved out the best opportunities with 
man of the match Simon Forsdick seeing his fierce 20-yarder 
pushed aside by the flying Richard Morris.

After the interval and against the run of play the Saints 
snatched the advantage as Tom Winters drifted in a far post 
cross that Mark Rawle volleyed only to be denied by Darren 
Acton’s splendid block but Elliott Sandy was on hand to fire 
in the rebound. Boro, however, responded impressively by 
netting a quick-fire double.

On 68 minutes, Chris Dillon, headed down for skipper Mark 
Noon to crash an unstoppable 15-yarder past Morris. And 
five minutes later, James Armson’s determination won a 
corner and from Lee Moore’s set-play teenager Gareth Dean 
rose like the proverbial salmon to thump home a close 
range header. But on 83 minutes it was all square as Jerome 
Anderson made no mistake with a clinical rising 10-yarder 
beyond Acton.
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Gareth Dean gives Boro a 2-1 lead against Brackley. Photo: Nuneaton News

Club Secretary Leaves
Nuneaton Town Secretary Graham Wilson has parted company 
with the Zamaretto Southern Premier Division club. Wilson, 
who has been involved with Boro for eight years, filling 
numerous roles, including youth and reserve team manager 
and also the ladies’ coach, leaves for personal reasons.

 Bedford Town v Nuneaton Town 06-10-2009 
Bedford: Armitt, Clark, Lawley, Miller, Darby, Wall, Daniel, Cavill, 
Battersby (Walker 46), Draycott, Lewis. Subs: Cole, Power, Rodriguez, 
Nunez, McBride.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Dean, Pitham (Pierpoint 50), Forsdick, Armson, 
Collins (Spacey 68), Noon, Marsden (Murphy 74), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Collett, Hadland.

Boro made the journey to The Eyrie to play Bedford Town in a 
Southern League Premier Division game.
The Eagles landed their first home league victory as hapless 
Boro surrendered an interval advantage and their 11-match 
unbeaten run. Despite former Bedford favourite Chris Dillon 
rifling Nuneaton in front just prior to the half hour, Bedford – 
who missed an early spot kick – rallied superbly to snatch the 
honours thanks to second-half strikes from Craig Daniel and 
Ian Draycott.

Boro savoured an early let-off when Callum Lewis left Pitham 
for dead and raced into the box where keeper Darren Acton 
flicked the ankle of the midfielder, who stumbled in an 
attempt to stay on his feet as the ball trickled wide. Referee 

John Scott rightly pointed to the spot but Tony Battersby’s 
penalty clattered the outside of Acton’s right-hand post, with 
the latter then being cautioned for a remark made to the 
official. The miss proved costly as on 25 minutes Boro stole 
the lead from their first positive goal threat. Rob Oddy burst 
down the right and from his deep cross Dillon’s initial header 
was blocked by keeper Mike Armitt only for the ex-Eagles 
frontman to joyfully rifle the rebound into the gaping net 
from close range.
Acton then turned over a 25-yarder from Draycott, who had 
his say three minutes into the second period as he carved 
out the equaliser with an astute through ball to Daniel, 
whose skidding angled drive found the target. Soon after, the 
below-par Pitham was replaced by Pierpoint as Boro looked 
to regain the advantage. James Armson and Collins both fired 
high over the top when placed to do better.

Dillon had a great opportunity to edge Boro ahead again just 
past the hour as he reacted smartly to Armitt spilling Lee 
Moore’s bobbling shot – only to see his tame effort blocked 
by the keeper. On 67 minutes The Eagles swooped to grab 
the lead as Pierpoint’s hesitancy allowed Draycott to power 
into the box and win the race with Acton to stab low into 
the net from just inside the area. Lewis then forced 
Acton into an acrobatic save while Draycott’s tasty curling 
18-yarder rattled the bar. Boro could have salvaged a point 
but substitute Gez Murphy’s weak effort from seven yards was 
pawed to safety.

Farmer Joins Boro
Nuneaton Town have brought in Steve Farmer to help 
revolutionise the club’s profile among young people in the 
area. The current Nuneaton Griff manager has been named 
as the new football in the community officer. In other news 
Coventry youngster Chris Hollist has joined the club. The 
18-year-old midfielder is a former Sky Blues’ Academy player.

Collett Takes A Break
Nuneaton Town have been rocked by the news that 
goalkeeper Neil Collett has decided to take a break from 
football. The 19-year-old former Coventry City youngster is 
taking time off to deal with personal matters.

 Nuneaton Town v Romulus 27-10-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Hollist (Spacey 70), 
Armson, Nisevic, Matthews, Murphy (Moore 80), Foster (Marsden 80). 
Subs: Dillon, Noon.
Romulus: Sargeant, Douglas, Evans (Wilmore 55), Barnett, Tiernan, 
Banks (S. Hamilton 53), Franklin, Fagan (Brown 67), Timmins, Nadat. 
Subs: D. Hamilton, Grandison.

Boro welcomed Romulus to Liberty Way to play a Red Insure 
Southern League Cup tie.

Gez Murphy netted twice as Boro comprehensively beat 
Romulus to coast into the second round. The former 
Atherstone, Telford and Hinckley striker showed his scoring 
instincts with close range strikes either side of the interval 
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while Chris Hollist, recently released by Coventry City 
academy, savoured a fine debut with the other goal in a fine 
all-round team performance that delighted manager Kevin 
Wilkin. It was teenager Hollist’s goal line clearance that 
denied The Roms an early advantage as Leon Blake’s close 
range effort flew off keeper Darren Acton for the youngster to 
hook to safety.

But after the let-off Boro upped the tempo and on 19 minutes 
took the lead when the slick moving Rob Foster saw his shot 
blocked and though Eddie Nisevic, also impressive on his 
return to the starting line-up rattled the bar, Murphy had the 
simpliest of chances to slot into an empty net.

Just past the half hour and the lead was doubled with Foster, 
Murphy and James Armson all involved in the build up before 
keeper Matt Sargeant parried the latter’s drive and Hollist 
made no mistake from six yards.

Dave Timmins was inches wide from 20 yards just after the 
interval while on the hour the striker then clattered the 
bar with Acton beaten as Roms battled to get back into 
contention but 60 seconds later the win was sealed with 
Armson’s excellent right-wing dash and low centre to the 
near post that the predatory Murphy stylishly clipped past 
Sargeant. Murphy should have completed his hat-trick as 
he latched on to Dan Douglas’ poor back pass but his low 
shot was pushed on to the post by Sargeant while Armson 
snatched another clear cut opportunity wide of the far post 
to let the Birmingham outfit off lightly.

A smiling Wilkin said: “It was a good team performance and 
there were some outstanding individual performances. Young 
Chris Hollist looked very useful on his debut while Eddie 
Nisevic showed up well. We had to throw the team together 
but it’s another win and that’s great for the dressing room. It’s 
a good habit to get into.”

 Coventry Sphinx v Nuneaton Town 03-11-2009 
Sphinx: O’Neill, Muldoon, Doherty, Halton (Manak 27), Ward, McAteer, 
Donaldson, Woodward, Phillips (Hayward 60), Kinder, Ruff (Wilson-
King 74). Subs: Goodbody, Daffern.
Boro: Needham, Armson, Pitham (Oddy 68), Pierpoint, Matthews, 
Spacey, Walker, Hadland, Hollist (Moore 63), Murphy (Marsden 75), 
Dillon. Subs: Nisevic, Dean.

Boro made the journey to Siddeley Avenue to play Coventry 
Sphinx in a Birmingham Senior Cup first round tie.

First-half goals from Chris Dillon and former Coventry City 
youngster Chris Hollist, both set up by the impressive Adam 
Walker, on loan from the Sky Blues, gave Boro a comfortable 
interval advantage and substitute Lee Moore added the third 
midway through the second period. Adam Kinder pulled one 
back for the Aspire Midland Alliance outfit but it was merely 
a consolation. The victory provided the Zamaretto Premier 
Division side with a fifth straight win going into Saturday’s FA 
Cup first-round tie against Exeter City at Liberty Way.

Manager Kevin Wilkin was pleased with the success and also 

that none of his squad incurred any serious injuries although 
striker Rob Foster pulled out after falling from a ladder and 
suffering a bruised hip and back. Boro took the lead from 
virtually their first attack when Walker got free on the right 
side of the area and his pinpoint centre left Dillon with the 
easiest of opportunities to head wide of keeper Carl O’Neill 
and into an empty net.

Keeper Dave Needham, signed from Nuneaton Griff to allow 
Wilkin to rest Darren Acton for the weekend, produced a 
fine finger-tip save to turn aside Josh Ruff’s angled drive, 
although at the opposite end O’Neill turned aside Walker’s 
attempt to squeeze home a low near-post effort and then 
foiled both Dillon and Guy Hadland. But on 43 minutes 
the advantage was doubled with Walker’s astute through 
ball releasing Hollist and he drew O’Neill before slipping a 
skidding shot just inside the far post.

Early in the second period, Dillon was pushed to the ground 
by Callum Woodward and Gez Murphy snatched the ball from 
his strike partner’s grasp, but then saw his penalty superbly 
parried away by the outstanding O’Neill. However, on 69 
minutes it was Moore who clinched victory as he confidently 
drilled past the keeper from eight yards after Walker and 
Murphy, with a slick back-heel, had ripped apart the home 
defence. Sphinx rallied but their sole reward came on 72 
minutes from Kinder’s deflected drive.

 Swindon Supermarine v Nuneaton Town 11-11-2009 
Swindon: Bulman, Lapham, Robinson, Horgan (Abraham 68), Henry, 
Morris, Harris, McKay, Barnes (Hopper 64), Taylor, Stanley; 
Subs: Hobbs, Allen, Wood.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Pierpoint, Dean, Nisevic, Armson (Foster 90+3), 
Noon, Walker, Marsden, Dillon (Murphy 82), Moore (Lewis 76). 
Subs: Hadland, Matthews, Foster.

Boro travelled to The Webb’s Wood Stadium to play Swindon 
Supermarine in the Southern League Premier Division.

The outstanding Chris Dillon opened the scoring after 52 
minutes with a thunderbolt drive from 20 yards. Stuart 
Pierpoint was credited with a second goal five minutes later, 
although the ball took a heavy deflection on its way in. Adam 
Walker continued an impressive loan spell with another long 
range effort on 60 minutes before Dillon made the points safe 
on 71 minutes with his eighth of the season.Supermarine 
fought back with two goals in the closing stages but it was 
too little too late on a rain soaked night in Wiltshire.

Boro were far from their best in the first half but they still 
came close to taking the lead twice through Dillon. Before 
that Sam Morris should have done better when he fired 
straight at Darren Acton early on. Armson was also wasteful 
when he pulled a shot harmlessly wide from 20 yards after 
10 minutes. Dillon was denied for the first time when Matt 
Bulman made a fine save low to his right from 10 yards. Back 
up the other end and Acton flapped at a corner and got 
lucky to save Leigh Henry’s follow up shot. Dangerman Dillon 
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was harshly flagged offside when he had a free run on goal 
and he was then denied by another Bulman save, this time 
low to his left from an acrobatic volley. In between times 
Acton made hard work of keeping out Joe Harris’ 25 yard 
free-kick.

Boro made a flying start to the second half as Bulman made 
a brilliant save from a Gareth Dean header, clawing the ball 
from under the bar. The loose ball found its way to Dillon and 
his shot was cleared off the line by Henry. But Dillon was not 
to be denied as he cannoned a stunning shot from 20 yards 
into the top corner. It was probably the first time he has put 
his boot through the ball from distance as a Boro player and 
he did it with stunning effect.

Soon after lively winger Harris skipped past Lee Moore and 
Eddie Nisevic with far too much ease. He clipped in a cross 
which Nick Stanley met with a header well saved by Acton.
Back up the other end Bulman continued his personal battle 
with Dillon, this time tipping over a 10 yard shot which was 
arrowing for the roof of the net.

However, Nuneaton reacted perfectly as Pierpoint met the 
resulting corner from six yards which flashed in. He was 
credited with the goal, although it appeared to take a hefty 
deflection off Henry. Boro’s third goal in eight minutes 
was another touch of class, this time from Walker. He got 
possession 25 yards out and skipped past his man on to 
his stronger left foot before lashing a shot into the bottom 
corner. Rampant Nuneaton added a fourth when a corner was 
whipped in by Walker and Dillon met it, more with back than 
head, and powered past a helpless Bulman. Lewis came on 
for his debut after 76 minutes, replacing Moore.

Swindon pulled a goal back with seven minutes to play when 
Harris held off Dean and clipped the ball over Acton from the 
byline for Stanley to finish from a yard on 83 minutes. Harris 
almost got another back with five minutes to play but Acton 
made a fine save. However, from the resulting corner Henry 
was gifted time and space to side foot the ball in from six yards.

 Banbury United v Nuneaton Town 14-11-2009 
Banbury: Murrell, Stanbridge (Walker 52), Martin, Learoyd, Haisley, 
Coleman, Benjamin, Forinton (Stone 52), Redknap, Ashton. 
Subs: Stringfellow, Shariff.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Dean, Pierpoint, Nisevic, Walker (Spacey 21). Noon, 
Armson, Marsden (Foster 68), Dillon, Moore (Lewis 81). Subs: Murphy, 
Hadland.

Boro travelled to The Spencer Stadium to play Banbury 
United in a Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro fans left the Spencer Stadium shell-shocked after 
Kevin Wilkin’s men contrived to lose a game they had 
controlled for an hour before giftwrapping three points to 
their grateful hosts. The visitors ran the show for long periods 
and the only surprise was they led by just a solitary Chris 
Dillon goal, his eighth of the season. But yet again Nuneaton’s 
defensive calamities came to light as stop-gap striker George 

Redknap bagged an opportunist double to send The Puritans 
into ecstasy.

Sandwiching Redknap’s brace was a major turning point, 
the normally spot-on Rob Oddy crucially missing a penalty 
to lift United’s spirits. Boro dominated early on and only 
excellent keeping from Joe Murrell kept Banbury in the game 
as he twice foiled Dillon and then Justin Marsden, while the 
youngster also turned Mark Noon’s speculative 30-yarder 
to safety. It took Banbury until well past the half hour to 
carve out a chance, Redknap’s glancing header grazing 
the far upright, but on 44 minutes Boro moved ahead. Lee 
Moore played in Dillon down the middle and the club’s top 
marksman coolly rifled beyond Murrell from 15 yards.

Within 60 seconds Banbury almost grabbed an equaliser and 
only a superb last ditch challenge from Oddy denied Howard 
Forinton. However, on 65 minutes Boro were caught by ex-
player David Stone, who got away down the right and fired in 
a skidding centre that Gareth Dean failed to cut out allowing 
Redknap to crash a crisp 10-yarder past Acton.

Dillon’s fierce volley was parried by Murrell but seconds later 
Boro were awarded a penalty following a handling offence 
by Ben Milner. Alas Oddy’s spot-kick rebounded away off a 
post for what proved to be a costly miss. Redknap had been 
denied by Acton seconds earlier before the number 10 raced 
on to a hopeful punt forward to hit a 20-yarder past Acton, 
sealing Nuneaton’s fate.

 Nuneaton Town v Truro City 17-11-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Walker (Spacey 78), 
Noon, Armson, Nisevic, Dillon (Lewis 85), Moore (Foster 83). 
Subs: Murphy, Marsden.
Truro: Rice, McConnell, Hodges (Watts 55), Ash, Gaia, Adams, Taylor, 
Martin (Broad 55), Afful, Watkins, Walker (Clay 55). Subs: Yetton, 
Brooks.

Boro welcomed Truro City to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

First-half strikes from the outstanding James Armson, 
playing in his most potent position in centre midfield, top 
marksman Chris Dillon and back-to-form Lee Moore put Kevin 
Wilkin’s charges in control, while Rob Oddy’s seventh goal of 
the season completed Boro’s most emphatic league win of 
the campaign.

Boro came under pressure early on as their City rivals looked 
sharp, with Santos Gaia hitting the inside of a post with a 
close range volley that rebounded back into the arms of 
grounded keeper Darren Acton. It was very much against 
the run of play that Boro scored from their first meaningful 
attack as Adam Walker produced a superb chip into the path 
of Armson, who glided past Martin Rice to coolly slot into an 
empty net.

The Tinmen responded as Les Afful got free down the inside 
right channel only to fire a fierce rising drive straight at the 
well positioned Acton, and within 60 seconds Boro had 
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stretched their advantage. The Truro defence failed to clear 
a Walker corner and when Armson’s 15-yard volley flew to 
Dillon, Town’s top scorer was left unchallenged to guide his 
shot high into the rigging with the City back division in total 
disarray. A flowing six-man move ended with Eddie Nisevic’s 
angled centre flying across the face of Rice’s net, but on 38 
minutes there was no reprieve as Moore dispossessed the 
dithering Barry McConnell to race in from the left and rifle a 
skidding drive past the exposed keeper.

After the interval Boro continued to force the pace, the 
impressive Armson stabbing a Moore corner just wide before 
the lead was extended with a goal of high quality. Mark 
Noon’s penetrating pass sent Moore racing down the right 
and he squared for the advancing Oddy to crack a stunning 
low 20-yarder into the far bottom corner. Boro were denied 
a fifth goal after Nisevic was denied by Rice’s agility. Boro 
savoured one of their best home performances of the season 
in terms of scoreline and performance.

 Nuneaton Town v Clevedon Town 28-11-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy Noon, Walker, Armson, 
Matthews (Spacey 78), Moore, Marsden (Foster 70). Subs: Dillon, 
Murphy, Lewis.
Clevedon: Greaves, Molyneaux, Walsh, Colbourner, Billing, Townlery, 
Blakemore (Main 46), Brigham, Evan, Wring, Sheppard. Subs: Wilmot, 
Fisher, Main, Evans.

Boro welcomed Clevedon Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro’s ever-improving kids tortured, tormented and finally 
toppled Clevedon to further strengthen Kevin Wilkin’s 
promotion belief. It was Boro’s young guns who loaded and 
fired the bullets that drew the life out of the Somerset men in 
a thrilling and absorbing contest at sodden Liberty Way.

Although Boro endured a dodgy ten-minute spell when 
conceding two goals inside 60 seconds to give the Seasiders 
hope after they trailed to the impish skills of the terrorising 
teenage trio of Gareth Dean, James Armson and Adam 
Walker, Rob Oddy added a fourth from a penalty late on.

The Seasiders created the first chance but Josh Brigham’s 
cross-shot was claimed low down by Darren Acton and Boro 
took an 18th-minute lead when Armson got free on the left and 
crossed for Dean to score from close range. Soon after, Pete 
Sheppard’s angled effort was pushed aside by Acton before, 
on 31 minutes, Boro doubled their advantage. Guy Hadland 
nodded on for Armson to head against the outside of the post, 
however, the alert Lee Moore fastened on to the loose ball and 
his slithering drive fell nicely for Armson to flick home.

Four minutes into the second period, Boro struck again, 
Armson delivering a perfect pass for Walker to drill beneath 
the advancing Greaves from 15 yards. Justin Marsden, Moore, 
Mark Noon and Eddie Matthews all went close to adding to 
the advantage but amazingly Clevedon, who came from three 
goals down to draw 3-3 with Halesowen seven days earlier, 

launched a splendid comeback as Lee Molyneaux lost his 
marker to chest down and volley into the roof of the net.

Immediately, Brigham headed in and should have squared 
matters as Stuart Pierpoint slipped on the soggy surface. 
The let-off galvanised Boro and when Rob Foster’s tasty 
cross-field pass released fellow substitute Paul Spacey, Tom 
Billing’s clumsy challenge on the midfielder was punished as 
Oddy’s penalty found the target.

Thornton Signs
Nuneaton Town have secured the signature of ex-Coventry 
City player Kevin Thornton. The 23-year-old, who left 
Coventry in July has joined Boro on a non-contract basis.

 Halesowen Town v Nuneaton Town 02-12-2009 
Halesowen: Bussey, Connor, Morley, Daly, Hood, Denny, Johnson, 
Rickards, S. Moore, Blenkinsopp (Breward 68), Edwards (Griffiths 74). 
Subs: O’Brien, Eze, Smith.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Walker, Thornton 
(Marsden 74), Spacey, Matthews, Foster (Moore 75), Dillon (Ramsay 
82). Sub: Gillard.

Boro travelled to The Grove to play Halesowen Town in a Red 
Insure Southern League Cup game.
Smart finishes from new signing Kevin Thornton and 
substitute Justin Marsden saw Boro secure a 2-1 win. A 
dour game was lit up by former Coventry City midfielder 
Thornton’s 47th minute goal as he stroked the ball home. 
Boro controlled the rest of the game and made their way to 
the third round when Marsden scored on 84 minutes after 
good work by fellow substitute Lee Moore.
Former Atherstone Town defender Jamie Hood pulled a last 
minute goal back but it proved to be a consolation. Thornton 
made his debut in a midfield missing skipper Mark Noon 
(work) and James Armson (illness). Left-back Simon Forsdick 
was not fit enough to make the squad, but there was a place 
on the bench for assistant manager Ken Gillard. The first-half 
was a tiresome affair.
Rickards saw an early free-kick well saved before 
Blenkinsopp linked up with Moore and hit the post. Boro 
offered nothing bar some neat but ineffective passing 
through midfield. Thornton was neat and tidy in the first 
half but he showed his quality on 47 minutes by opening the 
scoring with a fine finish. Walker did well to break through 
two tackles before squaring to Thornton, who passed the ball 
around Nick Bussey’s dive and into the bottom corner from 
the edge of the box.
A poor ball by Spacey was picked off as Blenkinsopp set up 
Simon Johnson to shoot wide for the Yeltz. Acton got himself 
caught in no-man’s land twice soon after but Halesowen 
missed out on each occasion. With 11 minutes to go Acton 
made a save from Stefan Moore as he tried to lob the Boro 
keeper. Marsden sealed the tie with a cool finish from 12 
yards with six minutes to go after good work by substitutes 
Ramsay and Lee Moore.
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Ramsay Leaves
Levi Ramsay, who scored the first-ever goals for the newly-
formed Nuneaton Town club has been released. The 19-year-
old scored five goals in 30 appearances, but has slipped down 
the pecking order and has been on loan at Shepshed Dynamo 
and Rushall Olympic.

 Farnborough v Nuneaton Town 05-12-2009 
Farnborough: Morgan, Opinel (Burnell 81), Ciardini, King, Robinson, 
Smith, McMahon, Holloway, Ibe, McDonald (Thomas 70), Bubb. 
Subs: Doyle, Price, Wormull.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Walker, Armson 
(Thornton 46), Matthews, Marsden (Dillon 71), Moore. Subs: Spacey, 
Lewis, Foster.

Boro travelled to Cherrywood Road to play Farnborough in a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Magnificent, brilliant, exhilarating are just a few superlatives 
to describe arguably the best and most memorable 
performance in the history of Nuneaton Town Football Club.

Make no mistake Kevin Wilkin’s boys were a class act as they 
flexed their talents and muscles in front of the home side’s 
biggest league gate of the campaign and confidently ended 
Farnborough’s 14-match undefeated Zamaretto Premier 
Division run and move menacingly to within six points of the 
Hampshire high-flyers.

Exquisitely-taken goals from Boro’s ‘M’ squad of the 
irrepressible Lee Moore and astute Justin Marsden saw 
off the challenge of table-toppers to not only open up the 
championship but very much emphasise the championship 
credentials of the Liberty Way men.

And few who witnessed the dismantling of the home side 
could disagree at the outcome. It was a day to gloat over for 
the Boro faithful, who made the three-hour journey down the 
M1 and M25 to celebrate 90 minutes of quality and culture 
from their favourites.

Epitomising the triumph was the outstanding back three 
of Gareth Dean, Guy Hadland and Stuart Pierpoint as Boro 
posted their first away league clean-sheet of the season. 
However, in this observer’s opinion man of the match 
honours went to Rob Oddy, who played crucial roles in both 
goals and hardly put a foot wrong.

Nuneaton made the breakthrough on 13 minutes when 
Oddy’s defence-splitting pass released teenager James 
Armson down the inside right channel, his cut-back found 
Marsden whose fierce volley was expertly parried by keeper 
Nicky Morgan only for Moore to crash a stunning 10-yard 
finish in off the underside of the bar.

Farnborough should have levelled on the half hour when 
Kezie Ibe’s flick fell to Bradley Bubb who fired wide from 
seven yards with only Darren Acton to beat.

The interval arrived with Boro worth their slim lead but 
Armson, a constant menace to the home defence, failed to 

appear after the interval due to a chest infection with ex-Sky 
Blues midfielder Kevin Thornton entering the fray.

It needed an excellent block to foil Dean McDonald following 
a rare blip by Pierpoint while at the opposite end Oddy’s 
sole remiss was heading wide at the far post from Moore’s 
pinpoint centre.

However, on 68 minutes the Nuneaton full-back delivered 
another peach of a forward pass down the inside right 
channel for Marsden to race on to and dink a lavishly 
speculative first-time chip over the advancing Morgan and 
into an empty net to polish off the front-runners

 Nuneaton Town v Stourbridge 08-12-2009 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Walker, Armson, 
Matthews (Dillon 73), Moore (Foster 84), Marsden. Subs: Thornton, 
Lewis, Spacey.
Stourbridge: Henderson, Rock, Mahon, Smith, Dovey, Bennett, Slater, 
Broadhurst, Rowe, Billingham, Canavan (Jarrett 67). Subs: Ford, 
Jones, Stevenson.

Boro welcomed Stourbridge to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Unchanged Boro dominated most of the opening half without 
finding a way past keeper Todd Henderson, who hardly had a 
shot to save as the home side’s finishing lacked the necessary 
accuracy. Twice Justin Marsden fired over when well placed 
while James Armson also tried his luck from distance 
without troubling Henderson. Meanwhile at the opposite 
end Darren Acton almost gifted The Glassboys the lead when 
he completely fluffed his punch but Ryan Rowe failed to 
capitalise on the keeper’s mistake.

Ed Matthews crossed deep only for Rob Oddy to glance 
wide before Lee Moore blasted too high from Marsden’s 
pass following excellent work by Armson, whose skidding 
20-yarder flew straight at the grateful Henderson. Right on 
the interval Drew Canavan’s dangerous centre was sliced by 
Gareth Dean, with the ball looping over the frustrated Rowe 
and away for a fruitless corner.

Guy Hadland challenges from a corner. Nuneaton News

After the break Boro pressed but the Stourbridge defence 
stood firm although Gareth Dean miskicked from six yards 
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out and Armson’s angled effort grazed the outside of the 
far post while Rob Oddy’s drive was deflected wide. But 
the visitors certainly had their moments on the break with 
Rowe and Leon Broadhurst posing a threat although at the 
opposite end Armson just failed to make contact with Moore’s 
piercing centre.

Late on substitute Chris Dillon saw his low shot hold up in 
the mud allowing Henderson to save easily but it was not to 
be for Boro, who gave their all without really finding the flair 
or creativity to breach a Glassboys back division that were 
worthy of high praise.

Murphy Joins Rugby
Gez Murphy has joined Rugby Town on a non-contract basis. 
Having spent most of the season at Liberty Way on the bench, 
he has agreed to join Valley after talks with Rugby’s assistant-
manager Michael Love. In other news Adam Walker’s loan 
period has been extended.

Thornton Leaves
Midfielder Kevin Thornton has joined Northampton Town, 
but Boro boss Kevin Wilkin is hopeful of getting him back to 
Liberty Way on loan.

Boro Play Hinckley Friendly
Nuneaton Town played out a 0-0 draw with near-neighbours 
Hinckley United. The game was played on Hinckley’s all-
weather pitch and saw the return of long time injury victim 
Simon Forsdick.

 Nuneaton Town v Sutton Coldfield Town 19-01-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon (Matthews 46), 
Walker, Armson (Spacey 69), Forsdick, Dillon, Marsden (Moore 64). 
Subs: Foster, Nisevic.
Sutton: Jackson, Milner, Wilson, Male, Booth, Murrall, Dodd, 
Owen, Ball (Marshall 76), Matt (Lewis 76), Stamps (Jackson 69). 
Subs: Hands, Ling.

Boro welcomed Sutton Coldfield Town to Liberty Way to play 
a Red Insure Southern League Cup third round tie.

Boro overcame a six-week break in some style with a decisive 
victory to book their passage into the quarter finals of the 
Red Insure Southern League Cup. Three first half goals from 
leading marksman Chris Dillon, James Armson and Adam 
Walker provided the cushion for Boro’s success and though 
The Royals, who had centre-back Ed Booth sent off for two 
bookable offences, grabbed a late consolation through 
substitute Craig Marshall it was too little too late.

Boro, fielding a virtual full strength line-up, made the early 
running with Walker’s inswinging corner causing visiting 
keeper Steve Jackson trouble as the ball clattered the bar 
and rebounded to safety. But on 21 minutes a slick Nuneaton 
move broke the deadlock. Armson left two opponents 
spread-eagled in a deft run down the middle and when he 

fed Dillon, the striker coolly rounded Booth to slot low past 
Jackson from 15 yards.

Other than a rare break, The Royals hardly threatened home 
keeper Darren Acton and on 33 minutes Boro deservedly 
doubled their advantage. Rob Oddy’s superb 45-yard cross-
field pass found Simon Forsdick in acres of space, the left 
wing-back returning after three months absence through 
a knee injury, cut inside and his angled pass was volleyed 
sweetly home by Armson from six yards.

The marauding Forsdick put a shot just over with a sizzling 
20-yarder but right on the interval Sutton were in deeper 
trouble as a counter-attack saw Justin Marsden and Mark 
Noon set-up Walker, who seconds earlier had been denied 
by Jackson’s tip over, and his rising 25-yarder bulged the 
rigging.

Boro sat back in the second period although Armson chipped 
narrowly over but on the hour Booth was harshly sent off 
before Marshall slipped away from a hesitant home defence 
to put a low shot past Acton.

Walker’s Loan Extended Again
Adam Walker’s loan agreement has again been extended 
allowing him to stay with Nuneaton Town until the end of the 
season and play his part in the club’s promotion push.

 Hemel Hempstead Town v Nuneaton Town 23-01-2010 
Hemel: Viner, Long, Granville, Yeboah, Matthew McEntergart, Munday, 
Black, Akers, Charge (James), Austin (Bernard), Hicks. Subs: Solomon, 
May, Michael McEntergart.
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, Armson, Walker 
(Matthews), Dillon, Marsden (Moore), Hadland. Subs: Spacey, Nisevic, 
Foster.

Boro travelled to Vauxhall Road to play Hemel Hempstead 
Town in a Southern League Premier Division game.

The match started well for the Tudors as they took an early 
lead on just four minutes. Rodney Hicks curling cross to the 
far post from the left wing, deceived keeper Darren Acton 
as it flew over his head and went in off the inside of the 
woodwork. But that was to be the only slice of luck the home 
side would receive, which combined with some controversial 
decision making from the officials in the second half would 
see the visitors run out easy winners in the end, and keep the 
Tudors nervously in the relegation places.

Boro equalised on eighteen minutes when following Mark 
Noon’s deflected shot, James Armson was left all alone at 
the far post to tap in the deep corner kick, after the Hemel 
defender on the line strayed away from the post. With Hemel 
now giving the ball away far too often, Nuneaton were able to 
mount some pressure on the home goal, and close calls from 
shots by Justin Marsden and ex-Tudor Chris Dillon kept the 
away supporters happily on their toes.

Hemel were once more the architects of their own undoing 
however, when on forty minutes experienced defender Danny 
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Granville carelessly gave the ball away to Armson and his 
deep cross into the home box found Adam Walker, who was 
hauled down by Jon Munday from behind for a spot kick 
which Robert Oddy slid home just inside the post.

Early in the second half Dillon missed an open goal as Hemel 
keeper Will Viner kicked the ball straight to him – but the 
striker hit the side netting instead, and from the goal kick 
referee Meale became the villain of the piece as far as home 
supporters were concerned, when he decided to book 
Granville for a dive in the Nuneaton box when clearly Stuart 
Pierpoint’s tackle from behind made heavy contact as the 
defender, who was clean through on goal, looked to shoot.

Mr Meale’s reputation among the home crowd dipped further 
when Daniel Charge was hauled down on the edge of the box 
by Gareth Dean ten minutes later, but offside was given, and 
from that point the home attack withered as they ran out 
of ideas and Nuneaton finished the stronger. Dillon put the 
result beyond doubt with a cool low finish across Viner with 
four minutes left. Nuneaton deserved the points for their all 
round play, but Hemel bitterly disappointed as their spirited 
second half showing earned them nothing.

 Nuneaton Town v Rugby Town 26-01-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Foster 45), Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, 
Armson, Storer (Walker 53), Forsdick (Matthews 67), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Marsden, Spacey.
Rugby: Stevens, Nicel, Tullin, Fellows, Gordon, Love, Oulton, Youngs, 
Thompson (Gearing 63), Brown (Richards 78), Staff. Subs: Bell, 
Birtwistle, Kwestyir.

Boro welcomed Rugby Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro started the game well and dominated the first 20 
minutes. Nuneaton’s best move of the first-half came when 
Simon Forsdick whipped over a great cross for Chris Dillon 
to force a good save out of Andrew Stevens with a header. 
The rebound dropped for Oddy but he scuffed a shot wide 
when he should have done better. Wilkin was forced to make 
a change close to half-time when centre-half Guy Hadland 
limped off with a hamstring strain which may keep him out 
for a week or more. Striker Rob Foster came on as the team 
changed to a 4-3-3 formation.

Boro got the goal they were looking for 70 seconds after the 
break when Foster got in behind the defence and squared 
across the box. The ball was half-cleared by Love for Oddy 
to lash in his latest goal with a smart finish from 14 yards 
low to Stevens’ right. The lead lasted barely four minutes 
though when Brown was gifted time and space to head in a 
cross from ten yards out past the stranded Acton. Nuneaton 
went back into their shells for 15 minutes, finally emerging 
when a slick move ended with Foster drawing a good stop 
out of Stevens at the near post. Walker, on for Storer after 63 
minutes, was straight into the action when he saw a free-kick 
well tipped over by Stevens.

Walker almost won the game in stoppage time when he ran 
on to Foster’s ball into the box but he fired inches wide. At 
the other end, Acton made a fine save from substitute Sean 
Richards, before gathering Staff’s follow up with virtually the 
last kick of the game.

 Nuneaton Town v Merthyr Tydfil 30-01-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Forsdick, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon (Storer 81), 
Walker, Armson (Spacey 74), Nisevic, Dillon, Marsden (Moore 77). 
Subs: Foster, Matthews.
Merthyr: Delve, Williams, Keddle, Thomas, Driscoll (Morgan 69), Clarke 
(Trotman 62), Khalil, Leek, Rewbury, Griffiths, Armitage (Gregory 62). 
Sub: Sheppard.

Boro welcomed Merthyr Tydfil to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.
Busy Boro put the Martyrs to the sword with a back-to-form 
performance that was much needed following the midweek 
disappointment against struggling Rugby.

The Nuneaton management team insisted on a massive 
improvement and they got it as the dual spearhead of Chris 
Dillon and Justin Marsden eased their side two ahead by the 
hour mark before teenager Eddie Nisevic, returning to the 
starting line-up in the league after more than two months out 
of the side, bagged a brilliant individual goal to sew up the 
win although a Stuart Pierpoint own goal gave Merthyr a late 
consolation.

Both sides had good opportunities inside the opening 
minutes with Adam Walker, playing his last game for Boro 
before returning to Coventry City, failing to control a James 
Armson pull-back with just keeper Andy Delve to beat, while 
at the opposite end Marcus Griffiths’ cross shot was saved at 
the second attempt by Darren Acton.

Armson then tried to hook a high bouncing ball over Delve, 
who spread his arms to deflect to safety but on 21 minutes 
the visitors were fortunate not to go behind when Walker’s 
20-yarder flew past the keeper and rebounded into play off 
the base of a post. However, on 23 minutes their luck ran out 
as Rob Oddy’s deep centre caught out the Merthyr defence for 
Dillon to stretch out a boot and find the target for the striker’s 
12th goal of the season, his ninth in the league.

Just past the half hour a clumsy challenge by Rob Oddy sent 
Chris Leake to the ground but penalty appeals surprisingly 
went unrewarded before Jamie Rewbury headed wide when 
well placed as the Welshmen enjoyed their best spell of the 
half. In a quick break Justin Marsden shot tamely at Delve as 
Boro went in at the interval with a narrow advantage.

Boro should have doubled their lead on 51 minutes as Gareth 
Dean headed a Walker corner into the six-yard box where 
Stuart Pierpoint half-volleyed over when it seemed easier to 
score. But on 58 minutes Boro finally stretched their lead after 
Mark Noon released Dillon down the right and the frontman’s 
cross was perfect for Marsden to dive full-length and put a 
superb header past the helpless Delve.
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However, the moment of the match came on 72 minutes. 
Nisevic won possession out wide and danced his way past 
four defenders before hitting a 15-yard cross-shot into the net 
off the inside of the far post, arguably the goal of the season. 
Pierpoint somehow half-volleyed over from six yards and 
Dillon headed against the bar while Acton parried aside Tareq 
Khali’s curling free-kick before Merthyr got on the scoresheet, 
somewhat fortuitously with Pierpoint inadvertently deflecting 
Rewbury’s optimistic drive wide of the wrong-footed Acton.

Chris Dillon celebrates his goal against Merthyr.  Photo: Nuneaton News

Jacobs Joins Boro
Michael Jacobs, an 18-year-old Northampton Town central 
midfielder has joined Nuneaton Town. He has joined on a 
work experience basis, but has made two appearances in the 
Cobblers’ first team this season. Kevin Wilkin also has eyes 
on Bedworth’s Danny Gaunt and striker Jamille Matt from 
Sutton Coldfield Town.

 Bashley v Nuneaton Town 02-02-2010 
Bashley: Elm, Smith, Knight, Middleton, Bottomley, Knowles, Allen, 
Cream (Maxwell 66), Gamble (Mason 59), Keeler. Subs: Ferrett, 
Prodomo, Parnall.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Forsdick, Pierpoint (Spacey 84), Oddy, Armson, 
Storer (Jacobs 83), Noon, Nisevic, Marsden, Dillon (Moore 76). 
Subs: Gillard, Hadland.

Boro travelled to Bashley Road to play Bashley in a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

Boro made a disastrous start to the game as they found 
themselves 2-0 down in nine minutes. Bashley winger Keeler 
had a quality left foot and he set up both goals. First he curled 
in a corner to the middle of the area where big centre-half 
Bottomley got up completely unmarked to plant a header 
into the top corner from 10 yards. This goal was terribly 
defended but the next one was even worse. This time Keeler 
whipped in a free-kick from a deeper position for the other 
central defender Middleton to head in unmarked from eight 
yards out.

Until that point Nuneaton had been off the pace. Bashley 
exploited the space behind Rob Oddy on the right as Boro 
passes failed to find their mark. Storer had seen a free-kick 
well saved in Boro’s only decent effort of the first 35 minutes. 
But then they got a goal back when Eddie Nisevic did brilliantly 
to keep a poor ball in. He found Marsden, who worked space 
to pull the ball back for Armson to slam in a tenth goal of 
the season. From then on rallying cries that sounded hollow 
carried belief as Boro battled to get back into the game.

The second half was an even affair with Boro pressing 
forward but leaving space for the counter attack. Marsden 
was desperately unlucky not to net the equaliser when he 
turned sharply on 64 minutes and fired in a shot which rattled 
down off the underside of the bar to safety.

Adam Kelly was equally unfortunate for Bashley when he 
turned on the edge of the Nuneaton box and lashed a shot off 
the outside of the post. Seconds later Keeler squared the ball 
for substitute Joe Maxwell to slide a good chance high and 
wide. Boro went to two at the back late on and they found 
themselves facing a four on two break late on, but Acton 
made a fine save.

 Rugby Town v Nuneaton Town 06-02-2010 
Rugby: Stevens, Tullin, Commander (Richards 59), Fellows (Thompson 
80), Gordon, Love, Gearing, Oulton, Brown (Kewgyir 80), Nicell, 
Youngs. Subs: Stringfellow, Bell.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon (Jacobs 77), 
Storer, Armson (Moore 88), Nisevic, Dillon, Marsden (Foster 66). 
Subs: Spacey, Forsdick.

Boro travelled to Butlin Road to play Rugby Town in a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Rugby made a flying start to the game and had a penalty 
appeal turned down when Nisevic slid in on Chris Tullin in the 
box. But Boro slowly rallied and were the stronger team by 
the ten minute mark as Rob Oddy beat keeper Andy Stevens 
to a loose ball and clipped it into the box, but Love was there 
to clear. It was 1-0 to Nuneaton on 13 minutes when Stuart 
Pierpoint played a good ball down the left for Nisevic and 
his first touch took him inside two defenders. He went for 
the byline and smashed the ball at Rugby keeper Stevens. 
His parry was met by Justin Marsden and the ball eventually 
dropped for Armson who tapped in his 11th goal of the season.

Boro were in the box seat as Kyle Storer flighted a free-kick well 
wide, while Stevens felled Marsden outside the box and was 
booked, but Nuneaton could not find the second goal. Marsden 
then hammered a shot over the bar before Stevens beat away 
an Armson drive with Chris Dillon putting the rebound wide. 
Rugby could easily have gone under after the first goal but they 
dug in and looked lively until they reached the final third. Their 
only shot on target was Gearing’s effort which Darren Acton 
saved easily.

The first chance of the second half fell to Gearing on 56 
minutes as he skipped around Acton, only for Dean to get 
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back and make a brilliant goal saving block. The second-half 
had been an even affair but Boro got the crucial second goal 
after 71 minutes when Dillon crossed for substitute Foster. He 
did well to hold the ball up and play in Armson. The 20-year-
old cut inside and passed the ball into the bottom corner with 
his left foot – the finish of a confident player. Dillon missed a 
decent chance to add a third when he was well picked out by 
Oddy down the left. He cut inside his man but shot wide from 
the edge of the box.

Armson came close to a hat-trick with five minutes to play 
when he turned Liam Nicel inside out on the edge of the box 
but he shot a yard wide. Dillon was then denied a glorious 
chance when Nisevic was played in down the left but failed 
to pick out Boro’s leading scorer, who was unmarked in the 
middle. Jacobs came on for Mark Noon late on and shot wide 
before having a free-kick tipped over by Stevens. Rob Foster 
finally scored his first league goal of the season when Dillon 
got the ball on the edge of the box and teed up Oddy. He 
scuffed his shot terribly but it dropped for Foster to turn and 
finish from eight yards with virtually the last kick of the game.

 Nuneaton Town v Hednesford Town 09-02-2010 
Boro: Acton, Pitham, Hadland, Pierpoint, Matthews, Spacey, Forsdick 
(Armson 82), Storer, Nisevic (Oddy 47), Foster (Dillon 81), Moore. 
Subs: Marsden, Dean.
Hednesford: Brock, Platt, Gibson, Bailey, Dunkley, Gomes, Durrell 
(Chapman 68), Craddock, Barnett, Dyer, Adkins (Martin 55). 
Subs: Flynn, Proffitt, Overton.

Boro welcomed Hednesford Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Red Insure Southern League Cup fourth round tie.

Boro fell behind after 29 minutes to Tyrone Barnett’s header. 
Foster levelled but the Pitmen won the tie through Elliott 
Durrell after 57 minutes. As promised Wilkin rang the changes 
and Danny Pitham came in at right back, making his first 
appearance since undergoing ankle surgery last October. 
He put in a solid performance and did remarkably well to 
last 90 minutes.

Ed Matthews came in at left-back with Simon Forsdick 
and Paul Spacey in central midfield and on the right wing 
respectively. Rob Foster and Lee Moore were given their 
chance in attack. Michael Jacobs, on work experience from 
Northampton Town, did not feature due to a problem with 
his registration for the competition. Skipper Mark Noon was 
rested from the squad.

The first half was short on entertainment until the last five 
minutes, even though it produced two goals. The Pitmen 
scored with the first moment of quality after 29 minutes. 
Aaron Gibson received the ball on the Nuneaton right, got 
to the byline and whipped over a good ball for Barnett to 
glance a header into the far corner. Darren Acton made a fine 
save a minute later to deny Ross Dyer after Stuart Pierpoint 
deflected a shot into his path. A positive run and shot from 
Matthews was the best Boro had managed until they levelled 

on 42 minutes. Kyle Storer whipped in a free-kick from deep 
on the right and Foster was free to loop a header in from 12 
yards – a goal out of pretty much nothing.

The other flashpoint of the half was a handbags brawl which 
saw Forsdick and Hednesford’s Ben Bailey booked. It came 
after a late shoulder charge by Spacey on the touchline which 
led to players from both sides piling in.

Boro changed to 3-5-2 straight after the break and looked 
sharper as Foster saw a shot saved. Bailey was allowed to 
stay on soon after the break when he wrestled Spacey to the 
ground and escaped without even a talking to. Boro gifted 
Hednesford the lead on 57 minutes when Pierpoint was 
robbed of possession, leaving the visitors with a three on one 
against Acton. He saved the first shot well but the ball broke 
for Durrell to roll it in to an empty net. Nuneaton never really 
looked like forcing extra-time. The closest they came was 
when substitute Chris Dillon was denied a penalty late on and 
then Matthews had another shout rejected at the death.

Armson And Dean Sign New Deals
Kevin Wilkin has secured new deals on two of his most 
promising performers as Gareth Dean and James Armson 
signed new deals that will keep them with the club for the 
2010-11 season...

 Nuneaton Town v Banbury United 12-02-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Armson (Spacey 75), 
Noon (Jacobs 68), Storer, Forsdick (Nisevic 65), Dillon, Foster. 
Subs: Moore, Marsden.
Banbury: Murrell, Stanbridge, Martin, Cray, Learoyd, Haisley, 
Coleman, Benjamin (Redknapp 70), Stone, Taylor (Nabil 57), Ashton 
(McDonald 76). Sub: Hilliard.

Boro welcomed Banbury United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro were actually pretty poor in the first half but they had 
three efforts on target and netted three goals. Two Gareth 
Dean headers from James Armson corners opened up a 
comfortable lead before Chris Dillon lobbed in a third. That 
was pretty much the sum total of Nuneaton’s attacking 
quality in the first half, but it was good enough for a 3-0 lead.

Boro’s first good piece of football did not arrive until the 18 
minute mark when Foster and Dillon linked well but the latter 
over-ran the ball in the area. Banbury had the ball in the net 
on 23 minutes when former Nuneaton striker David Stone’s 
shot broke for Ollie Stanbridge, who scored but the goal was 
ruled offside. Nuneaton opened the scoring with their first 
effort on goal when good work by Foster forced a corner. 
Armson floated the ball to the back post and Dean got up 
well to plant a header in from eight yards. Jack Ashton then 
shot and headed over before Boro made it 2-0 with a carbon 
copy goal. Good work by Foster forced another corner which 
Armson again floated to the back post and Dean got up again 
for a fifth of the season. His header was less authoritative but 
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Banbury stood like statues and let it drop in. Nuneaton’s next 
shot on target yielded a third goal when Stuart Pierpoint hit 
an accurate long ball to Dillon and he beat keeper Joe Murrell 
to the ball to lob it in from the edge of the box.

Boro made a much better start to the second half as Rob 
Oddy saw a shot blocked. Kyle Storer not only had a strong 
penalty appeal turned down but he was penalised for his 
troubles despite looking like he had been tripped. Foster was 
looking lively as he worked space with Armson and forced 
Murrell into his first save of the game with a stinging shot.

Foster had talked in the week about the need to pass the ball 
more and he did it to great effect on 68 minutes as he clipped 
a great ball over the top for Armson to latch on to. He took his 
time before rolling the ball under the advancing Murrell from 
12 yards to make it 4-0, scoring his 13th goal of the season. 
It was 5-0 on 78 minutes when Dillon played the ball into sub 
Nisevic’s path and carried his run on towards the six yard box.

Nisevic clipped an inviting cross over as the cry of “Fossy’s” 
went up. Foster went up only for Dillon to take the ball off his 
head to power in a 15th of the season. Foster almost had his 
goal soon after, making space for a shot, only to undone by 
the pitch as the ball got away from him and he had another 
goal bound shot blocked in the last minute but it was not to 
be for last season’s top scorer. There was an unsavoury brawl 
at the end after sub Paul Spacey was shoved over and players 
piled in. The only players booked though were Spacey and 
Banbury’s Stanbridge.

Gaunt Joins Boro
Kevin Wilkin has secured the services of Danny Gaunt from 
Bedworth United. The former Atherstone United player will 
provide more competition for places as Boro look to mount a 
promotion bid.

 Nuneaton Town v Banbury United 15-02-2010 
Boro: Roper, Pitham, Hadland, Pierpoint (Dean 16), Nisevic, Spacey 
(Gaunt 74), Jacobs, Storer, Matthews, Moore, Marsden. Subs: Dillon, 
Noon, Armson.

Boro welcomed Banbury United to Liberty Way to play a 
Birmingham Senior Cup second round tie.

Michael Jacobs scored one and made two as Boro progressed 
to the next round and a game against Leamington. Boro 
took the lead after Lee Moore beat two men and won a 
free-kick just outside the box after four minutes. Central 
midfielder Jacobs, on work experience from Northampton 
Town, stepped up and curled the ball into the top corner with 
a strike of quality. It was 2-0 on ten minutes when Jacobs 
floated in a free-kick and Eddie Nisevic headed in at the 
back post. Central defender Stuart Pierpoint suffered a nasty 
looking rib injury in the build-up as he slid into a post.

Banbury pulled a goal back five minutes later when Adam 
Learoyd headed past Mark Roper, the ex-Nuneaton Griff 
keeper covering for Darren Acton.

Pierpoint was replaced by Gareth Dean who took over the 
captain’s armband for the first time. Pierpoint was taken 
to hospital where he was diagnosed with bruised ribs and 
advised to rest. Banbury pulled the scores level after Joe 
Coleman slipped the ball under Roper before Boro scored the 
winning goal after 50 minutes when Jacobs’ corner dropped 
to Paul Spacey at the back post and he half volleyed into the 
net in style. New signing Danny Gaunt made his debut when 
he replaced Spacey after 74 minutes.

 Halesowen Town v Nuneaton Town 23-02-2010 
Halesowen: Bussey, Cowley, Hood, Turner, Daly, Denny, Palmer, 
Rickards, S. Moore, McDermott (Griffiths 76), Edwards (Blenkinsopp 
77). Subs: Eze, Thorpe, Connor.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Nisevic 79), Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, 
Armson, Storer (Jacobs 82), Forsdick, Foster (L. Moore 72), Dillon. 
Subs: Gaunt, Spacey.

Boro travelled to The Grove to play Halesowen Town in a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro’s frailties at set pieces were again exposed as they went 
into the break 2-0 down. Halesowen had the best of the first-
half and created what few chances there were from open 
play. Dangerman Moore was the first to threaten after 20 
minutes when he fired a vicious cross-shot at Darren Acton, 
which the keeper turned away. Moore was within inches of 
opening the scoring when former Atherstone Town defender 
Jamie Hood headed down a free-kick for Stefan Moore to 
stab the ball just wide ahead of Acton.

Boro were a shambles at defending corners throughout the 
half, surviving a couple of scares before Halesowen made it 
1-0 on 39 minutes. A corner from the Boro left was whipped 
in for Turner to have a free header from six yards. Acton made 
a fine save from the first effort but the former Telford man 
was there to slam in the rebound. It should have been two 
a minute later when another corner beat every defender 
and was met by Turner, who saw his header rebound to the 
grateful Acton off the post. However, it was 2-0 on the stroke 
of half-time when the ball was deflected into Stefan Moore’s 
path and he made room for a shot which he slammed past 
Acton from 10 yards.

Boro were slightly better in the first five minutes of the 
second half as James Armson flashed a left footed shot two 
yards wide from the edge of the box. Armson was desperately 
unlucky to be booked for handball when he should have 
had a penalty when he was pulled back in the box after 55 
minutes. The visitors’ pressure paid off after 58 minutes when 
Storer whipped in an excellent free-kick from the right and 
Dillon glanced a quality header into the bottom corner. Acton 
made a fine save soon after to keep his side in the game as 
former Boro man Scott Rickards evaded Gareth Dean and 
shot from 10 yards.

Boro had been the better side throughout the second half 
but the points went to Halesowen as substitute Griffiths saw 
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a shot deflected in from 12 yards, leaving Acton stranded. 
The veteran keeper did well to avoid an embarrassing lob at 
the death as he tipped the ball to safety. Boro made the last 
few seconds interesting as Lee Moore headed in Armson’s 
deflected shot from close range.

Jacobs Recalled
Nuneaton Town have suffered a blow ahead of their game 
against Didcot as Northampton Town have recalled midfield 
man Michael Jacobs. Although the teenager has struggled to 
get into the side he had made a couple of cameo appearances 
for the first team. He was on the bench on Saturday for his 
parent club who faced Cheltenham Town in League Two.

Alan ‘Kitman’ Cooper Dies
Nuneaton Town Football Club is mourning the loss of Alan 
Cooper, who collapsed and died at the club’s Liberty Way 
stadium as he collected the kit for the away match at Didcot. 
The 66-year-old former police officer was found by physio 
Richie Norman after the two of them had loaded up a car 
ready for the journey together to Oxfordshire.

Mr Cooper had been associated with the club for 12 years. 
After a period spent helping out with the youth team, he took 
responsibility for the players’ kit, attending every training 
session and first team fixture.

Manager Kevin Wilkin said: “Coops was always a fantastic 
help to me and the players. It was a labour of love for him and 
he will be very sorely missed.”

 Didcot Town v Nuneaton Town 02-03-2010 
Didcot: Trott, Sampson, Dutton-Black, Pierson (Hopkins 64), Heapy, 
Stanley, Mortimer-Jones (Halls 70), Alexis, Bartley, Draycott, John. 
Subs: Brown, Bucknor, Williams.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Armson, Storer, Noon, 
Forsdick (Nisevic 71), Dillon, Foster (Moore 54). Subs: Spacey, Gaunt, 
Marsden.

Boro travelled to the Loop Meadow Stadium to play Didcot 
Town in a Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro took the lead when top scorer Chris Dillon finished 
impressively after 23 minutes, pointing skywards in tribute to 
kitman Alan Cooper.

With seconds to go Didcot stole a barely deserved point 
when right-back Ian Sampson curled a great free-kick in off 
the post from 25 yards. Boro were livid on the final whistle, 
surrounding the referee at the award of the free-kick which 
lead to the goal but their appeals went unheard. However, 
Boro should have been out of sight but for missed chances 
and some last ditch Didcot defending.

Boro looked sharp throughout the first half and should have 
had a greater lead than the 1-0 advantage they took into 
the break. The visitors could have had a penalty after nine 
minutes when Dillon tried to lift the ball over a defender, who 
blocked it with an arm raised well above his head. Boro were 

denied the lead on 18 minutes when Mark Noon played in 
Rob Foster, who finished well from the edge of the box, only 
to be ruled offside.

Nuneaton finally had the lead on 23 minutes as Kyle Storer 
played a good ball into Dillon and he finished well, low 
across keeper Matt Trott from 10 yards for his 17th goal of 
the season.Pierpoint had a massive escape just before the 
half hour when Mark Draycott nicked the ball past him on 
the edge of the box. The Boro defender hauled him down 
and could have been send off as the striker appeared to be 
through on goal, but he only received a yellow card.

More good work from Dillon soon after saw him square the 
ball to James Armson for a great chance, but the 20-year-old 
midfielder could only hit the bar. Draycott missed a good 
chance on 40 minutes when he shot wide, although the flag 
was up for offside.

Boro were the better side again after the break, although 
they forced Trott into only one save of note. It came after 61 
minutes when Dillon did well to make space for a shot which 
Trott saved brilliantly low to his right. Boro came desperately 
close to getting the second when sub Eddie Nisevic did well 
to play in Dillon and he hammered a shot against the post.

The rebound fell for Nisevic 10 yards out and he smashed in 
a shot which looked certain to go in, only for a defender to 
brilliantly block it on the line. Nisevic was sharp after coming 
on as sub and he almost scored with a shot which flashed 
across goal. Didcot had barely had a shot on goal but they 
stole a point when Storer conceded a free-kick 25 yards out 
and Sampson curled a brilliant shot in off the post, giving 
Darren Acton no chance.

 Nuneaton Town v Evesham United 06-03-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Storer, Armson 
(Spacey 78), Nisevic, Dillon (Gaunt 83), Moore (Marsden 69). 
Subs: Forsdick, Foster.
Evesham: Vaughan, Watson, Hyde, Hodnett, Luckett, Lutz (Costello 
15), Fitter, Hands (Curtis 76), Palmer, Ducros, McKenzie (Hayden 58). 
Subs: Mace, Ravenhill.

Boro welcomed Evesham United to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

On a day when Boro paid their respects to kitman Alan 
Cooper in front of his family and friends, Kevin Wilkin’s 
men provided the perfect result, despite it being such a 
sad occasion. Admittedly it wasn’t a performance for the 
purists but it was a victory that promotion-chasing Boro 
wanted more than any as this was for ‘Coops’ who died 
suddenly on Tuesday.

Evesham came close to opening the scoring with Jamie 
Hyde’s cross bouncing off the bar and immediately Boro burst 
forward but influential skipper Mark Noon, under pressure, 
hooked over. Rob Oddy was then foiled by Steve Luckett’s 
goal-line clearance before Kyle Storer brought out a confident 
save from keeper Nathan Vaughan. James Armson’s 
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20-yarder flew inches wide as Boro continued to dictate. The 
outstanding Guy Hadland was unable to react quickly enough 
to turn a good chance into something better following a 
corner as the sides went into the interval all square following 
an indifferent half in which Nuneaton dominated without 
finding a cutting edge.

But five minutes into the second-half the breakthrough came 
when Eddie Nisevic won a corner with another penetrative 
run and James Armson’s flag kick was half cleared to Mark 
Noon and though his mishit drive took a deflection it fell 
perfectly for the recalled Moore to scoop past Vaughan from 
eight yards.

Not long afterwards Rob Oddy rifled wide after Chris Dillon’s 
shot richoceted to the wing back on the edge of the box 
but the pair were not to be denied. On 62 minutes Oddy’s 
exquisite chip put his colleague clear down the centre and 
Dillon’s cool finish left Vaughan a helpless bystander.

Ninety seconds later Armson did the spadework to put Dillon 
away again and he drew and rounded Vaughan only to fire 
into the side-netting with an open goal beckoning. Evesham 
hardly threatened and when they did the home back trio of 
Gareth Dean, Guy Hadland and Stuart Pierpoint provided an 
unbreachable barrier in front of keeper Darren Acton.

And with wing-backs Oddy and Nisevic posing constant 
threats going forward, Boro always looked capable of 
strengthening their grip but in the end were content with the 
win that meant so much to all those who knew Coops.

Tony Richards Dies
Tony Richards, whose goalscoring exploits earned him a 
special place in Nuneaton soccer folklore, has died. He 
spearheaded the legendary 1966-67 side that beat Swansea 
and took Second Division Rotherham to a Third Round replay. 
His feat of scoring 54 goals in a season was a record for 
Nuneaton Borough and bettered that of Fred Slater and stood 
until 1993 when it was beaten by Paul Culpin. The striker’s 
league career saw him score over 180 goals for Walsall.

Malcolm Allen paid tribute to his former team-mate: “I would 
say that he was probably the best goalscorer Boro ever had. I 
never played with Paul Culpin, but if Tony wasn’t the best, he 
was certainly in the top three.”

 Nuneaton Town v Bedford Town 09-03-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon (Spacey 67), 
Storer, Armson, Nisevic (Forsdick 59), Dillon (Marsden 67), Moore. 
Subs: Foster, Gaunt.
Bedford: Armitt, Miller, Paul Draycott, Clark, Darby, Hole, Daniel 
(Field 70), Lewis, McDougald, I. Draycott (Phillip Draycott 70), Cole. 
Subs: Howarth, Lawley.

Boro welcomed Bedford Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Impressive Boro meticulously took Bedford apart at Liberty 
Way as they gained ample revenge for an early season defeat 

at The Eyrie. That previous duel back in October kicked 
off Kyle Storer’s 112-day ban but the talented midfielder 
made the most of the latest occasion with a superb 
man-of-the-match performance and it was his goal 
that sparked the emphatic success to take Boro up 
to fourth.

Once Storer broke the deadlock, Boro took less than 90 
seconds to stretch their advantage through Stuart Pierpoint 
while Gareth Dean and Lee Moore sewed up the points 
with second-half strikes. The Eagles ended the game with 
just ten-men following the dismissal of centre-back John 
Darby for two bookable offences. Unchanged Boro dictated 
the opening quarter with Chris Dillon’s close-range shot 
clattering a post while the striker then set up James Armson, 
whose 15-yarder was blocked by keeper Mike Armitt.

On 24 minutes, Bedford carved out their first opportunity 
but Ian Draycott swept his effort wide of Darren Acton and 
also the post from just inside the area. Pierpoint then had a 
flicked near post header cleared off the line by Jamie Cole as 
Boro strived to make their pressure tell, although they almost 
conceded just beyond the half hour as John Darby’s half 
volley grazed an upright.

But Boro deservedly breached the visiting defence in the 44th 
minute as Bedford defender Paul Draycott slipped following a 
Nuneaton free-kick and Storer strode impressively down the 
inside right channel to crash a fierce angled drive past Armitt 
and high into the far corner of the net.

And before The Eagles could recover they found themselves 
further adrift as Armson’s corner found Pierpoint six yards out 
and his fierce header rippled the rigging, his first home goal 
since joining the club last season and his third in total.

It took Boro just six second-half minutes to extend their lead 
as Armson’s flag kick was met by Dean, whose power packed 
header from six yards found its target. Bedford were under 
the cosh as Storer’s curling free kick crashed against the post 
before Darby was sent off after scything down Eddie Nisevic. 
Mark Noon and Guy Hadland came close to adding to The 
Eagles’ woes but on 80 minutes Boro sealed an excellent 
night’s work when Storer intercepted the ball in centre 
midfield and then released Moore who coolly slipped his 
clinical finish under the helpless Armitt.

Boro Sign Spencer
Nuneaton Town have strenthened their strike power with 
the signing of former King’s Lynn hot-shot Danny Spencer. 
The versatile 28-year-old, who has been with Oadby Town 
since the Linnetts went under earlier this season bagged 
nine goals in seven outings for the Poachers before being 
shifted back to full-back, but has come to Liberty Way 
excited by the prospect of playing a key role in the club’s 
promotion ambitions.

Kevin Wilkin said: “Danny is a good striker, gets goals and can 
only add to our bid for promotion.”
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 Brackley Town v Nuneaton Town 13-03-2010 
Brackley: Harrison, Travis, Langdon, Joyce, Willmott, Green, Story 
(Kearns 46), Magunda, Robinson (Gould 46), Mackey (O. Burgess 85), 
Winters. Subs: C. Burgess, Morris.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Marsden 88), Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, 
Storer, Armson, Forsdick (Nisevic 70), Dillon, Moore (Foster 71). 
Subs: Spacey, Gaunt.

Boro travelled to the St James Park to play Brackley Town in 
a Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro had by far the best of the first-half, having the advantage 
of the slope in their favour. However, they could not make the 
breakthrough, forcing Brackley keeper Harrison into only one 
save of note.

Armson had the first effort on goal when he hit a 
dippling half-volley from 25 yards which looked to be a 
straightforward save for Harrison, but the keeper made a 
total hash of it and spilled the ball away for a corner, from 
which Guy Hadland headed the ball onto the roof of the net.

Harrison made hard work of a high cross by Kyle Storer three 
minutes later, but when he was called into action again he 
was up to the task. A great cross by Rob Oddy was perfect for 
Armson to plant a header at goal from eight yards. He met it 
well and headed it down, but Harrison flashed out a leg for an 
excellent save.

To be critical, Armson really should have scored, but credit 
must go to the keeper for showing fantastic reactions. That 
was as close as Boro came before the break, although a 
Kyle Storer free-kick curled a yard wide, but the Saints goal 
survived intact.

The start of the second half was a more even affair with 
Brackley having the first shot as David Joyce drilled a 25-yard 
volley just wide. Brackley were down to ten men after 63 
minutes when Green, booked for a foul on Mark Noon on 15 
minutes, slid in on Forsdick and saw yellow for the second 
time. Despite the disadvantage, Brackley were the next to 
threaten as Mackey turned sharply and drew a decent save 
out of Darren Acton from the edge of the box.

More good play from Mackey after 68 minutes saw him set up 
a chance for Tom Winters, who did well to make space but 
then blasted wide. As the game wore on Boro looked jaded 
and seemed to lack any idea of how to exploit their one man 
advantage. If anything, Brackley were a better team with ten 
men than they were with eleven, as they stayed compact.

Boro had a free-kick on the edge of the box with four minutes 
to go, after Noon was fouled but Oddy hit a poor shot and the 
chance was wasted.

Wilkin chased the win and with two minutes to go he took 
off defender Hadland and put on forward Justin Marsden. 
It almost paid dividends but Harrison did well to paw a 
Marsden cross away from goal and the breakthrough was not 
forthcoming.

Players Join Mourners For Coops
Footballers and police officers joined a huge turnout 
for the funeral of Nuneaton Town kitman Alan Cooper. 
Mourners packed the chapel at Nuneaton’s Heart of England 
Crematorium to hear tributes paid to the former bobby and 
Boro stalwart.

 Hednesford  Town v Nuneaton Town 16-03-2010 
Hednesford: Brock, Platt, Martin, Bailey, Francis, Gomes, Durrell, 
Craddock (Dyer 64), Barnett, Profitt (Chapman 87), Walters (McGurk 
46). Subs: Flynn, Morton.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Storer, Armson 
(Marsden 85), Forsdick, Dillon (Spencer 78), Moore (Foster 81). 
Subs: Spacey, Nisevic.

Boro travelled to Keys Park to play Hednesford Town in a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro have played themselves back into the championship 
reckoning in recent weeks with an impressive unbeaten 
run, and they started to take control of the game in the first 
quarter with their slick passing and pacy play. On eleven 
minutes, Lee Moore almost put the visitors in front, getting a 
header in on goal after Brock had parried a long range shot 
into the path of the Nuneaton forward. Fortunately for the 
Pitmen, Moore headed over when it looked easier to score.

Hednesford threatened momentarily, with Tyrone Barnett 
forcing the experienced Darren Acton into a smart save after 
the big striker had got his head to an Elliott Durrell free kick 
on 16 minutes. Moore went even closer to scoring a minute 
later, forcing Brock into a fine save low down, with the 
Hednesford goalkeeper turning the ball onto the post.

Kyle Storer’s pace had caused the home side problems since 
the off, and skipper Sean Platt had to be on his guard to block 
Storer’s shot as he advanced on goal. Josh Craddock, tried a 
speculative shot from 25-yards on 26 minutes, but his shot 
was watched over the bar by Acton

Nuneaton’s pressure finally paid off just after the half hour 
mark. Craddock gave away a free kick 25-yards from goal, 
allowing Storer to bend a superb shot into the top corner of 
the net, despite Brock’s best attempts to keep the ball out.
Two minutes before the break, Boro snatched their second 
of the game. Moore’s brilliant run saw him ghost behind the 
Hednesford defence, before playing the ball back across goal 
to allow Rob Oddy to score at the far post.

The Pitmen made a bright start to the second half, with Platt 
driving over after getting on the end of a good move involving 
Durrell, Darryll Proffitt and Barnett. Moore continued where 
he left off in the first half, forcing Brock into a smart save on 
56 minutes after he had got the better of the Hednesford 
centre backs. A minute later, Nuneaton carved open the 
Hednesford defence once more, with Zak Martin alert enough 
to hack the ball off the line as it looped towards goal.

On 62 minutes, Moore finally got the goal he deserved, taking 
advantage of tired-looking defending. Craddock lost out on 
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the edge of the area, allowing Moore to poke the ball through 
towards goal. Gomes and Brock both failed to communicate in 
dealing with the loose ball, allowing Moore to nip in and slot 
home. Martin cleared off the line once more via a deflection off 
the bar with Boro’s strikers breathing down his neck.

McGurk put a swerving free-kick just wide with five minutes 
remaining, but Boro took the ball straight up the other end 
from the goal kick, and substitute Rob Foster fired over 
from 12 yards out as the home defence stood off him. Luke 
Chapman replaced Proffitt with a few minutes left and set up 
Durrell for a rising shot that beat Acton and the crossbar.

 Nuneaton Town v Swindon Supermarine 20-03-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Spencer 73), Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, 
Storer, Armson, Forsdick (Nisevic 62), Dillon, Moore (Marsden 83). 
Subs: Foster, Spacey.
Supermarine: Bullman, Lapham, Allen (Hobbs 84), Horgan (Cook 83), 
Henry, Bampton, Edenborough, Morris, Hopper (Stanley 56), Taylor, 
Holgate.

Boro welcomed Swindon Supermarine to Liberty Way to play 
a Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro wing-back Rob Oddy grabbed the-all important goal 
when he rammed home the penalty that sealed Boro’s 
maximum points haul. And his 14th goal of the season 
stretched Nuneaton’s unbeaten run to six games while 
hoisting Kevin Wilkin’s men into second place and set fair for 
the play-offs at least.

Danny Spencer goes close. Photo: Nuneaton News

Although the result suggests little between the sides, in terms 
of domination Boro, who made it five clean-sheets in a row, 
were furlongs ahead. They pressed forward relentlessly for 
the first 70 minutes without finding a cutting edge.

Meanwhile Marine hardly gave home keeper Darren Acton an 
anxious moment. Before the break Boro created a few half-
chances but deep into injury time they carved out their best, 
the grafting James Armson firing in a skidding free-kick that 
flew to the back post where Hadland snatched his shot wide 
from six yards.

Workaholic Chris Dillon seemed certain to put Boro ahead 
soon after the break as he lobbed keeper Matt Bullman only 
for Kyle Lapham to hook off the line. Hadland was then 
inches wide with a downward header before the visitors 
came close to inching ahead, Leigh Henry’s header clipping 
the top of the bar.

But the breakthrough came at the opposite end on 78 
minutes. Armson gained possession and slipped by two 
hesitant challenges before Dave Bampton’s ill-timed tackle 
toppled the Boro midfielder and referee Richard Parker 
pointed to the spot from which the assured Rob Oddy 
provided a masterclass in penalty-taking by rifling high to 
Bullman’s left.

Within seconds Mr Parker again upset Marine when Eddie 
Nisevic tripped Ashan Holgate but this time he waved play on 
to the relief of the Boro faithful while in the dying moments 
the latter failed to hit the target from six yards after the Boro 
back division had been caught napping for once.

 Nuneaton Town v Leamington 22-03-2010 

Boro: Quirke, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Gaunt (Oddy 66), Forsdick 
(Armson 73), Storer, Spacey, Spencer, Marsden (Moore 90). 
Subs: Noon, Matthews.

Boro welcomed Leamington to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Justin Marsden – scored Boro’s equaliser. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro staged a dramatic comeback as they recovered 
from being two goals down. After 27 minutes Paul Spacey 
appeared to kick an opponent off the ball, resulting in a 
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Leamington penalty and a booking for the Boro midfielder. 
Luke Corbett scored from the spot to make the score 1-0. 
A second goal arrived five minutes later when new signing, 
keeper Michael Quirke completely misjudged the ball and 
Mark Bellingham took full advantage and finished from 
close range.

On 55 minutes Spacey got into a scuffle with Leamington’s 
Adam Cooper and received a second yellow card and was 
sent off. But Boro rallied and Kyle Storer scored from the spot 
after Stuart Pierpoint was fouled. It was 2-2 on 70 minutes 
when Justin Marsden did well to glance in a Storer free-kick. 
Boro won the game in the 88th minute when Kyle Storer’s 
shot was deflected in by Danny Spencer for his first goal for 
the club.

 Tiverton Town v Nuneaton Town 24-03-2010 

Tiverton: Book, Wannell (Kington 75), Alex Faux, Booth, Rudge, 
Gardner, Adam Faux, Marshall, Bushin, Pears (Mortimer 57), Freer. 
Sub: Saunders.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Storer, Armson, 
Forsdick, Dillon (Spencer 75), Moore (Marsden 85). Subs: Nisevic, 
Gaunt, Gillard.

Boro travelled to Ladysmead to play Tiverton Town in a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

The visitors were quickly into their stride as they forced Tivvy 
on to the back foot with James Armson posing a major threat 
and when his corner fell to Simon Forsdick he failed to hit the 
target. Moore then scuffed another glimmer of a chance wide.

An error by home skipper Nathan Rudge then let in 
Chris Dillon but he fired straight at keeper Steve Book. 
However, with 19 minutes gone, Boro deservedly made the 
breakthrough as Armson’s well flighted corner found Hadland 
totally unmarked and his eight-yard header rippled the back 
of the net. Forsdick and Mark Noon failed to capitalise on 
half-chances before Boro doubled their advantage and again 
Armson was at the forefront with a slick skidding through 
pass to Moore who drilled a low, slithering 10-yarder beneath 
the advancing Book and into the net.

Dillon, Kyle Storer and Oddy all posed threats to the hosts but 
at the opposite end Hadland got under a long ball clearance 
but Colin Marshall’s weak drive was easily saved by the well 
placed Acton, who soon after easily pouched another effort 
from the same striker.

After the interval, Tivvy showed far more grit and 
determination as they forced the pace although Nuneaton’s 
back line of Gareth Dean, Hadland and Stuart Pierpoint 
looked in command for the most part. A couple of fine 
interception tackles from Dean stopped the eager Joe Bushin 
from clear runs on goal while at the opposite end Simon 
Forsdick was unable to capitalise on more good play from 
Armson as Book gathered at the base of a post.

Noon volleyed over before Tiverton got back into contention 
on 67 minutes. Rudge climbed well to head a corner back into 

the danger zone where Tom Gardner nodded down for Booth 
to turn over the line from close range. The pressure was then 
on for Boro but they gave their opponents little opportunity 
to restore parity as they played out time to secure the win 
and a third straight victory in a seven game undefeated 
league run.

 Truro City  v Nuneaton Town 27-03-2010 
Truro: Rice, Lindegaard, Watts, Pugh, Ash, Hodges (McConnell 79), 
Taylor, Martin (Clay 63), Yetton, Afful (Walker 55), Watkins. 
Subs: Brown, Tooze.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy (Marsden 35), Noon, 
Armson, Storer, Forsdick (Nisevic), Dillon, Moore (Foster 79). 
Subs: Spacey, Matthews.

Boro travelled to Treyew Road to play Truro City in a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

Boro bossed the first-half and could easily have gone in more 
than one goal up. Armson absolutely terrorised Truro in the 
opening half, first behind the strikers and then at wing back. 
The 20-year-old had a penalty appeal turned down after just 
eight minutes when he went down in the box, but was harshly 
booked for diving.

Truro had a let off on 11 minutes when Oddy got in behind 
their defence and reached the ball on the byline with keeper 
Martin Rice in no-man’s land. However, he only lifted the 
ball straight to the keeper with a weak cross. Lee Moore was 
another looking lively and he pulled the ball back to Dillon, 
who hooked a shot well over from 12 yards as he fell back. The 
hosts registered their first shot on goal when Gareth Dean was 
harshly judged to have tripped Andy Watkins. Andy Taylor took 
the free-kick and tried to beat Darren Acton at his near post 
from 25 yards but the Boro keeper turned the shot away.

Nuneaton took the lead on 27 minutes with a great goal on 
the break. Mark Noon won the ball on the edge of his own 
box and sprayed it out to Oddy. He was still well in his own 
half, but broke all the way to the edge of the Truro area. He 
checked back onto his right foot and clipped a cross in to 
Armson, who controlled on his chest and half-volleyed a fine 
finish past the exposed Rice from 12 yards.

Oddy’s exertions for the goal saw him go off with a hamstring 
strain and Justin Marsden came on as the attacking midfielder 
with Armson switching to wing-back. Armson continued to 
cause problems, as a fine run and cross ended with Truro 
skipper Jake Ash making a crucial clearance. Marsden was 
quickly into the game, hitting over a cross for Dillon to head 
back with Stuart Pierpoint just failing to reach the ball a yard 
out as he dived within inches of the post. Ash then looped a 
header on to the roof of his own net before Dillon hooked a 
corner goalwards from six yards but Rice kept it out.

Boro broke at pace at the start of the second half as they 
had a two on one, however, the move broke down as Martin 
Watts robbed Storer and cleared. Dillon had been scratching 
around for a goal and he got the luck he deserved to make it 
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2-0 on 58 minutes. It came after Armson hit what looked like 
a pre-planned corner low to the edge of the box. Pierpoint 
turned on it and scuffed a shot which looked to be harmlessly 
wide until Moore hooked it goalwards. Dillon was first to react 
and headed in from six yards to end a barren run in front of 
goal. Moore was another who deserved a goal but he was 
denied by a fantastic last ditch tackle by Andy Lindegaard. 
Noon played him in with a clever lob over the top and Moore’s 
first touch was good but he delayed his shot and Lindegaard 
got back to clear the danger. Substitute Rob Foster almost 
added a third in injury time as he hit a rasping drive but was 
denied by a fantastic save from Rice.

Boro Sign Four
Nuneaton Town have beaten the transfer deadline and signed 
four new players – including former loan midfielder Adam 
Walker. Boro have agreed terms with Walker and Coventry 
City youth team central defenders Nathan Cameron and 
Jamie Greenway and also Redditch United’s David Bridgwater. 
Eighteen year olds Cameron and Greenway, like City keeper 
Michael Quirke, will be available on work experience, while 
midfielder Bridgwater will offer cover as he has signed on dual 
registration with the Blue Square North club.

Walker has signed until the end of the season and will be 
offered contract terms for next season, having been told that 
he will not be retained by Coventry.

 Stourbridge v Nuneaton Town 30-03-2010 
Stourbridge: Solly, Rock, Oliver, Cooper (A. Lloyd 62), Drake, Bennett, 
Mahon, Broadhurst (Plinston 40 (P. Lloyd 86)), Rowe, Billingham, 
Dyson. Subs: Spittle, Ford.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Armson, Noon, Storer, Moore, 
Forsdick (Nisevic 81), Spencer (Marsden 49), Dillon. Subs: Spacey, 
Foster, Gaunt.

Boro travelled to Amblecote to play Stourbridge in a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

Boro just shaded a well fought first half and went in front 
through Moore’s 11th and best goal of the season. Mark 
Noon was the first to threaten goal when his 25-yard shot 
was parried down and gathered at the second attempt by 
Stourbridge keeper Lewis Solly.

When a Stourbridge corner wasn’t cleared Aaron Drake flashed 
a good ball across goal which was just missing the finishing 
touch. Stourbridge forward Ryan Rowe then hooked a shot just 
wide from a Drake cross, although Darren Acton had the ball 
well covered. Moore broke the deadlock on 38 minutes when a 
high ball by Mark Noon dropped on the edge of the box. Moore 
took a touch to steady himself and then hammered a shot past 
Solly into the top corner from 22 yards.

Boro were forced into an early change four minutes after 
the break when Spencer hobbled off with a knee injury he 
sustained in a tackle on Leon Broadhurst in the first half. 
Marsden came on with Moore going upfront.

Stourbridge wasted a golden chance to level almost straight 

after when Guy Hadland could only clear to the penalty spot 
and Rowe volleyed wildly over when he should have done 
better. Marsden should have made it 2-0 on the hour after he 
made a great run in behind the defence and was played in 
by Dillon. The sub shot first time but missed the target from 
12 yards. Moore missed a similar chance a minute later after 
further good work by Dillon, this time his strike partner lifted 
the ball over.

Stourbridge were level on 70 minutes and Boro were livid 
with the goal. A corner from the right was hung in. A crowd of 
bodies went up with Acton and when the ball dropped down 
Aaron Lloyd lashed in from two yards. Boro had a penalty 
appeal for handball turned down and when the ball dropped 
for Hadland his left footed shot crashed down off the bar and 
bounced to safety.

At the other end another hanging ball into the box was 
clawed away by Acton and James Dyson’s shot was 
scrambled away. Nuneaton were having no luck as Dean 
headed Armson’s corner goalwards but a combination 
of post, Solly and a defender scrambled the ball off the 
Stourbridge line.

The referee had hardly given a free-kick Nuneaton’s way 
all night, but he blew in their favour to disallow a potential 
Stourbridge winner when Aaron Lloyd headed in another 
corner, but the whistle had gone before the ball hit the back 
of the net. Marsden won the game for Boro on 89 minutes 
with his eighth goal of the season and his first since January. 
He hit a left footed shot from the edge of the box which took 
a massive deflection off a defender and looped into the net to 
spark wild celebrations.

 Nuneaton Town v Tiverton Town 03-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Cameron, Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Armson (Walker 
67), Storer, Nisevic (Forsdick 78), Dillon (Marsden 73), Moore. 
Subs: Spacey, Foster.
Tiverton: Book, Wannell (Frear 70), Marshall, Booth, Rudge, Gardner 
(Pears 80), Hatch, Head, Bushin (Petrowski 67), Saunders, Alex Faux. 
Subs: Adam Faux, Mortimore.

Boro welcomed Tiverton Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

The first half was not pretty to watch as Boro struggled to 
string any passes together, while Tiverton were happy to slow 
the pace whenever possible. However, Boro took the lead in 
first-half injury time when Mark Noon was clipped in the box 
and a penalty was awarded with few complaints from the 
visitors. Oddy stayed calm from the spot and sent the keeper 
the wrong way to make it 1-0. A Moore shot was kept out by 
Steve Book late in the half, but apart from that the hosts were 
poor. Boro did come within inches of taking the lead on 12 
minutes when Armson hit a left footed shot from 16 yards 
which looked to be going in before drifting wide.

Tiverton’s most impressive player was midfielder Colin 
Marshall. He shot wide in the first minute, while Darren Acton 
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did well to hold a low Jamie Hatch shot with the last action of 
the half.

Nuneaton were better at the start of the second half with 
Armson and Noon both firing wide from outside the box as 
they looked to get at Tiverton. Boro finally put together a 
good move when Armson fed Noon, who played in Dillon with 
an unselfish ball. The top scorer should have scored but saw 
his finish rebound off the post from six yards. Tiverton looked 
to have lost a chance when Joe Bushin had a shot smothered 
by Acton. However, play was pulled back and a free-kick 
given on the edge of the box, which Marshall put tamely wide.

Walker was given a fine reception when he came on for 
Armson after 67 minutes and he almost made an immediate 
impact, firing into the side netting. Walker then played a 
fantastic ball to Dillon for a one-on-one but Book made a fine 
save from 10 yards.

 Leamington v Nuneaton Town 05-04-2010 
Leamington: Breeden, Lycett, Tuohy (Beale 74), Herlihy (McPike 77), 
Knight, Sanders, Faulds, Jackson, Lewis, Bellingham, Batchelor. 
Subs: Cooper, Blossom, Williams.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Cameron, Pierpoint, Oddy, Walker (Armson 77), 
Storer, Noon, Forsdick, Moore (Foster 88), Dillon (Marsden 85). 
Subs: Nisevic, Hadland, Foster. 

Boro travelled to the New Windmill Ground to play 
Leamington in a Southern League Premier Division game.

Brakes had the early impetus and when the ball broke to 
Michael Tuohy on the edge of the area his 20-yard drive 
clattered the base of the post and rebounded to safety while 
soon after Acton was on his toes to turn over Bellingham’s 
dipping close-range header.

Richard Batchelor feels the weight of Kyle Storer’s challenge. 
 Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

Boro began to find their feet with Lee Moore winning a free-
kick on the edge of the area that Adam Walker wastefully 
drifted too high. The hosts looked dangerous on the break 
and Bellingham’s optimistic lob sailed just off the mark while 
Matt Lewis had a goal disallowed for a foul on Acton.

Boro took the lead right on half-time following an excellent 
move in which schemer Storer superbly controlled before 

feeding Noon. The skipper’s neat chip found Simon Forsdick, 
whose brave challenge enabled Dillon the space to pounce 
with a deft right foot 12-yard cross-shot that flew past 
the helpless Tony Breeden into the far corner of the net. 
Four minutes into the second period, Boro came close to 
strengthening their advantage. Moore and Dillon worked 
an excellent one-two down the inside-left channel only for 
Breeden to race from his line and block the former’s low shot.

Brakes squandered a great chance to level when they were 
awarded a somewhat dubious penalty for Forsdick’s tentative 
challenge on Bellingham, who picked himself off the floor 
only to see his spot kick blocked by the diving Acton low to 
his left. On 64 minutes, Noon’s superb angled pass sent Oddy 
speeding down the right and his centre to the back post was 
coolly side-footed in by the ecstatic Dillon.

Bellingham should have put Leamington back in contention 
on 81 minutes as he went one-on-one with Acton, who 
blocked with his feet before Lewis stabbed the loose ball 
wide. Forsdick saw a 25-yard screamer superbly tipped over 
by Breeden.

 Nuneaton Town v Cambridge City 07-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Cameron, Pierpoint (Marsden 72), Oddy, Storer, 
Noon, Armson (Walker 67), Forsdick (Nisevic 72), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Foster, Hadland.
Cambridge: Barrett, Bexfield, Krause, Theobald, Chaffey, Kennedy 
(Midgley 60), Burke, Cambridge, Barker, Nightingale, Fuller (Coulson 
67). Subs: Nicell, Elenge, Stewart.

Boro welcomed Cambridge City to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro dictated the game with their first chance coming on 12 
minutes when James Armson, replacing Adam Walker in the 
only change from the Leamington victory on Easter Monday, 
clipped in a deep corner for Gareth Dean to head powerfully 
goalwards but John Kennedy chested off the line.

Stuart Pierpoint and Simon Forsdick opened up the City 
defence down the left and from the latter’s near-post cross 
Lee Moore won a scramble only to see his close-range effort 
slither across the face of the goal to be cleared by James 
Krausse. Cambridge were on the back foot continually as 
Boro continued to force the pace, Armson’s 20-yard curler 
bringing Barrett into action before Rob Oddy’s swerving shot 
drifted just wide of the far upright while Armson’s downward 
header was comfortably clutched by Barrett.

The latter then showed his agility by turning aside Moore’s 
stinging 18-yarder. Dean headed the resulting corner inches 
over before the second half brought more Nuneaton pressure 
without the breakthrough. Barrett superbly clawed away 
Moore’s angled drive and Armson’s tentative side-foot effort 
was deflected away but Cambridge’s defensive blockade was 
almost pierced midway through the period, Stuart Pierpoint’s 
downward header striking Dave Theobald on the line.

But on 70 minutes, the Lilywhites scored from their first real 
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threat. Substitute Coulson gained possession wide on the 
left and his speculative cross shot took a deflection off the 
luckless Oddy and flew past Acton at the keeper’s near post.
Nisevic and Marsden then joined the action as Boro looked 
for a way back into the game but they suffered a massive 
blow when the influential Kyle Storer was stretchered off 
following an innocuous midfield tackle.

Yet the ten men continued to force their rivals back with 
Nisevic squandering a glorious offering from Oddy’s centre by 
hammering his ten-yard volley into the ground and arms of 
Barrett but on 89 minutes it was all square. Walker unleashed a 
scorching 25-yarder that Barrett did well to parry right into the 
path of the alert Nisevic who squared into the middle where 
Marsden forced the ball over the line from point-blank range.

 Nuneaton Town v Farnborough 10-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Marsden 46), Cameron, Oddy, Noon, 
Storer, Armson (Walker 58), Forsdick (Nisevic 64), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Pierpoint, Foster.
Farnborough: Jordan, Braham-Barrett, Cardini, Doyle, Stephen 
Robinson, Smith, McMahon, Holloway, Bubb (Ibe 77), McDonald 
(McCollin 66), King. Subs: Stuart Robinson, Wormull, Thomas.

Boro welcomed Farnborough to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

The fixture list finally looked to have caught up with the 
home side as they found themselves 1-0 down at the break. 
They looked jaded and hardly troubled Farnborough in the 
first half. However, there wasn’t a massive gulf between 
the sides and only the softest of goals had cost them. The 
visitors were gifted the lead on 12 minutes when Nuneaton 
lost the ball cheaply and Acton came racing out of his goal 
to try and intercept a straightforward looking ball in behind 
the defence. When he was beaten to it, Bubb was in ahead of 
Cameron to roll the ball into an empty net for a priceless lead.

Boro put pressure on the Farnborough defence. 
 Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

Boro’s one and only chance of the half came on 18 minutes 
when a Chris Dillon shot was blocked. James Armson was 
first to the rebound but keeper Michael Jordan made a fine 
save. The loose ball dropped for Rob Oddy but he blasted a 
wild shot wide. Farnborough just shaded the rest of the half 
but only tested Acton once as Dean McDonald fired straight at 
him from 20 yards.

Kevin Wilkin made an attacking change at the break as 
forward Justin Marsden came on for Hadland in a change to 
a 4-3-3 formation and Boro tried to get at Farnborough but 
never looked like scoring until out of nothing they made it 
1-1 on 71 minutes. Storer, like so many of those around him, 
was struggling to make an impact as he looked tired, but he 
wound up a shot from 22 yards that was in from the moment 
he hit it. The ball flew past Jordan into the bottom right 
corner to spark celebrations and give renewed hope to the 
home side regarding the title race.

Acton made another questionable charge out of goal soon 
after. He won the ball but found himself stranded when 
his clearance went straight to Nick Cardini. He shot from 
the halfway line but the effort went over. Nuneaton came 
desperately close to winning it at the death when Adam 
Walker’s corner was headed by Mark Noon. It looked like it 
would dip below the bar, but dropped onto the roof of the net.

Armson Wins Player Of The Year Award
Nuneaton Town midfielder James Armson has revealed his 
surprise at being named the club’s player of the year. The 
20-year-old has caught the eye this season with 14 goals in 
53 appearances, but he says it was a shock to hear his name 
read out at the awards on Saturday.

 Stourbridge v Nuneaton Town 13-04-2010 
Stourbridge: Solly, Rock, Spittle (Lloyd 59), Mahon, Drake, Bennett, 
Canavan, Dovey, Rowe (Tibbets 81), Billingham, Evitts. Subs: Meeson, 
Ford.
Boro: Acton, Cameron, Pierpoint, Greenway, Matthews (Storer 80), 
Spacey, Walker, Hadland, Nisevic, Gaunt (Armson 35), Marsden. 
Subs: Oddy, Moore, Noon.

Boro travelled to Amblecote to play Stourbridge in a 
Birmingham Senior Cup semi-final tie.

Much-changed Boro started brightly without posing too many 
problems for the home defence although The Glassboys 
almost gifted their rivals the lead when Lewis Solly raced 
out the area to clear unbeknown to skipper Nathan Bennett, 
whose back-pass forced the keeper to stretch and get a 
crucial foot to the ball as Justin Marsden pressed.

Neither side carved out any worthwhile opportunities in a 
dour opening period that had plenty of huff and puff but no 
end product, although Boro were certainly the better side as 
their hosts failed to have an effort on goal.

However, Stourbridge showed far more potency in the second 
period and on 50 minutes Linden Dovey forced the first save 
of any note from Darren Acton with a curling 25-yarder that 
the keeper held confidently while soon after Ryan Rowe fired 
wide when well placed and then clattered the post from 15 
yards. Debutant Jamie Greenway produced a superb tackle 
to foil the dangerous Rowe and at the opposite end a quick 
Boro break ended with Eddie Nisevic’s low cross shot being 
blocked by Solly but from the resulting corner on 71 minutes 
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the deadlock was broken. Spacey fired in a fierce corner kick 
that Pierpoint glanced neatly with his head at the near post 
and though Ryan Mahon headed away from beneath the bar, 
the referee’s assistant flagged immediately that the ball had 
crossed the line.

Solly stopped Boro from stretching their advantage with 
a splendid double save to parry away Nisevic’s low drive 
and Marsden’s follow-up effort but on 77 minutes the 
visitors were not to be denied. Armson’s through pass found 
Marsden beyond the home defence and he coolly lobbed the 
advancing Solly from the edge of the area.

Four minutes from time Greenway capitalised on home 
uncertainty from another Spacey corner to chest down and 
hammer past Solly from 12 yards before his former Coventry 
City Academy colleague Cameron cracked in the fourth deep 
into time added on. Boro’s opponents in the final will be 
Alvechurch, who beat Romulus 3-1 after extra time last night 
in the other semi-final.

 Nuneaton Town v Leamington 15-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Cameron, Pierpoint, Oddy, Storer, Noon, Walker 
(Armson 76), Forsdick (Nisevic 67), Dillon (Marsden 83), Moore. 
Subs: Spacey, Hadland.
Leamington: Breeden, Tuohy, Husband, Lycett (Cooper 87), Knight, 
Sanders, Faulds, Jackson (Lewis 29), Corbett (McPike 76), Bellingham, 
Batchelor. Subs: Cooper, Beale, Harris.

Boro welcomed Leamington to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

There was a let-off for Boro early on when James Husband’s 
cross was completely miskicked by Nathan Cameron but Mark 
Bellingham failed to take advantage and Darren Acton was 
grateful to grasp the ball with Luke Corbett ready to pounce. 
But there was no reprieve on ten minutes when Dillon was 
harshly adjudged to have upended Corbett wide out and from 
the resulting free-kick Boro failed to clear properly and when 
Peter Faulds’ edge of the box drive was blocked it fell nicely for 
Bellingham to rifle in from eight yards.

Boro looked lacklustre in the opening quarter with hardly a 
move of any consequence with their first real threat coming 
on 25 minutes. Lee Moore raced clear following a poor first 
touch by Marcus Jackson but Gary Knight dragged the front-
runner back at the cost of a booking. On the half-hour Tony 
Breeden had to make his first save as Chris Dillon fired a 
fierce angled drive that the keeper bravely blocked at his near 
post. But on 35 minutes Boro levelled. Kyle Storer and Oddy 
worked an opening 25 yards out and the latter unleashed a 
stunning low shot that flew past Breeden and found the far 
corner of the net for his 16th goal of the season.

Leamington responded with Faulds rifling a cross shot 
against the outside of a post while soon after the interval 
Bellingham’s skidding cross was turned over by Corbett and 
Bellingham crashed a 15-yard volley over. However, Boro 
were reduced to ten men when Richard Batchelor looked 

to push over Pierpoint, who, attempting to stop a quick 
throw in, had a rush of blood and threw up his arm, catching 
the Leamington man in the face. Referee Eddie Smart 
immediately hoisted a red card to the Boro vice-captain. 
Storer then received a yellow card for remarks made to the 
official while Brakes’ Faulds was also cautioned for a late 
challenge on the ex-Hinckley man.

A Guy Sanders free-kick forced Acton to parry away to safety 
before Boro’s Dillon was unable to hit the target from just 
inside the area. But the stalemate remained and Boro, 
who had more possession, could have few excuses with 
Leamington enjoying the better of the opportunities.

 Clevedon Town v Nuneaton Town 17-04-2010 
Clevedon: Greaves, Crayford, Walsh, Michael, Colborne, Tyrell, Osman, 
Loxton, Bailey, Collier, Hartland. Subs: Evans, Townley, Wilmot, Evans, 
Main.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy (Armson 83), Walker, 
Storer, Spacey, Nisevic (Greenway 88), Foster (Moore 70), Marsden. 
Sub: Dillon.

Boro travelled to the Hand Stadium to play Clevedon Town in 
a Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro sealed their top two place with a convincing, albeit hard 
earned, success at The Hands Stadium to move Clevedon 
deeper into relegation trouble. With Farnborough just one 
win away from the title, Kevin Wilkin’s men look set to settle 
for runners-up spot but more importantly a home tie in the 
play-off semi-final, where victory would also mean playing 
the final in front of their own fans.

That would repeat last season’s scenario when Leamington 
took the Midlands crown while second placed Boro won the 
play-offs to also achieve promotion. However, they had to 
win ugly on the South West coast as goals from Paul Spacey, 
Justin Marsden and Lee Moore swept away The Seasiders, 
who were suffering their 14th home league defeat of the 
campaign, leaving only Rugby below them in the table.

Much changed Boro started brightly on a difficult hard 
surface but came close to taking the lead inside 90 seconds 
when Adam Walker’s left-wing corner found Guy Hadland, 
whose glancing header grazed a post. The Seasiders provided 
Darren Acton with an anxious moment as Eddie Nisevic 
miscued a clearance but the experienced keeper was off his 
line smartly to block Toby Osman’s close range volley.

But on 25 minutes Boro took the lead. Nisevic raced down 
the left cut a neat pass back to Rob Foster and he squared 
for Spacey to drill a low 15-yarder into the net. After the 
break, Clevedon raised their game without creating too many 
problems for the visitors and on 81 minutes Boro doubled 
their advantage. Kyle Storer’s superb long ball found man-of-
the-match Marsden who confidently lobbed the advancing 
Danny Greaves. The points were sealed deep into injury time. 
Moore released Spacey down the right and his angled drive 
clattered a post for Moore to volley in the rebound.
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 Nuneaton Town v Chippenham Town 18-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Cameron, Hadland, Pierpoint, Greenway (Nisevic 54), 
Armson, Noon, Walker (Storer 66), Moore, Dillon, Marsden (Spacey 82). 
Subs: Foster, Dean.
Chippenham: Snoddy, Adams, Lamb (Williams 75), Martin, Harvey, 
Tindle, Lye, Gullick, Powell, Griffin, Davies (Allison 83). 
Sub: Highmore.

Boro welcomed Chippenham Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

Boro’s unbeaten home record ended as Chippenham 
became the first side to complete the league double over an 
uninspired Nuneaton. The narrow defeat also laid to rest any 
lingering hopes of the title. The Bluebirds striving to secure 
a play-off place proved too tough and rough for their sterile 
hosts with a solitary goal from the ever dangerous Alan Griffin 
just past the half hour settling the issue. A hectic recent 
schedule of four games in six days looked to have taken its 
toll with the Wiltshire men disciplined and determined in 
their quest for a top five place while Boro huffed and puffed 
without a killer instinct.

Boro should have taken the lead inside 30 seconds when Justin 
Marsden broke down the middle only to finish with a weak shot 
at the grateful Chris Snoddy. The visitors had the ball in the 
net as Shaun Lamb headed in from a corner only for Worcester 
referee John Law to rule it out for a foul on Acton but Boro 
were not so fortunate on 34 minutes as they again showed 
their susceptibility from flag kicks, John Davies centre finding 
Griffin and he side-footed in from close range.

Earlier James Armson had forced Snoddy to parry at his near 
post while just before the interval Guy Hadland’s downward 
header lacked the power to beat the otherwise unworked 
keeper in another below par opening period from the hosts.

Soon after the restart, Lewis Powell’s powerful cross shot was 
fumbled away by Acton for Stuart Pierpoint to complete the 
clearance while the striker then eluded Jamie Greenway but 
again the home keeper was in the right place to push away 
to safety. Little was seen in the opposite area, James Armson 
tried his luck from distance but Snoddy saved confidently 
to his left but it was Chippenham who looked the more 
threatening on the break, Luke Gillick heading into the side-
netting and Acton flapping away another Powell effort.

Late on Boro forced their tiring limbs to a greater height 
with Armson’s flag kick reaching Nathan Cameron at the 
back post but his header flew across the face of the net 
and wide before the Bluebirds came close with Powell’s 
scorching rising 25-yarder skimming the home bar. On 
reflection, this home defeat had been coming for a while 
with three consecutive 1-1 draws before yesterday’s defeat. 
On this showing, whoever Boro entertain in the play-off 
semi-final will not come without a chance that’s for sure 
and on this showing Chippenham is a side Boro would 
want to avoid.

 Nuneaton Town v Didcot Town 20-04-2010 

Boro: Acton, Dean, Cameron, Pierpoint, Armson, Spacey, Collins 
(Storer 58), Forsdick, Nisevic, Dillon (Moore 79), Foster (Marsden 79). 
Subs: Greenway, Noon.
Didcot: Trott, Samson, Hopkins, Alexis (Huggins 22), Brown, Stanley, 
John (Williams 46), Heapy, Bartley, Draycott, Dutton-Black. 
Subs: Hutchins, Pierson, Mortimer-Jones

Boro welcomed Didcot Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division game.

The excellent Simon Forsdick opened the scoring inside two 
minutes and that was as good as it got until Foster added 
the second on 72 minutes. Manager Kevin Wilkin made seven 
changes to the side which lost 1-0 to Chippenham Town on 
Sunday as he continued to rest players for the play-offs.

Simon Forsdick opens the scoring. Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

The big one was the surprise return of Matty Collins. Wilkin 
had hinted he could return at some stage this season, but 
it was still a shock to see him in midfield after a knee injury 
which had restricted him to just seven appearances all 
season. Collins did well in midfield, where he was joined 
by Forsdick, while there were also returns for Gareth Dean, 
Armson, Eddie Nisevic, Paul Spacey and Foster.

Boro took the lead inside two minutes with their first attack of 
the game. The impressive Armson easily drifted beyond three 
defenders and pulled the ball back for Forsdick to finish neatly 
from eight yards. Armson got plenty of joy down the right in 
the early stages, forcing a flurry of corners. It was not until the 
16th minute that Boro had another effort when Foster set up 
Forsdick for a drive from 25 yards, which flashed just wide.

Nisevic was also becoming a threat down the left, but Boro 
failed to make anything more of their dominance. Didcot 
failed to have a shot on goal in the first half. They were forced 
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into an early change when central defender Michael Alexis 
landed awkwardly and had to be replaced by Josh Huggins.

The second half was lacking in penalty area action, although 
Boro got into good areas at times. Martin Brown headed 
Didcot’s only effort on goal wide from an early corner before 
Armson wasted a good position after robbing Ian Samson of 
the ball. Armson was Boro’s best attacking threat and he laid 
the second on for Foster after an incisive ball by Forsdick.

Foster had the simplest of tasks to tap in from a yard on 73 
minutes. A fantastic solo run by Nisevic in the dying minutes 
ended with a block by keeper Matt Trott. That was the last of 
the attacks of note as Boro controlled a game with nothing 
riding on it.

 Oxford City v Nuneaton Town 22-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Spacey, Storer (Noon 
63), Walker, Forsdick (Greenway 63), Moore (Armson 83).

Boro travelled to Marsh Lane to play Oxford City in a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

Boro’s superb recent away form continued at Marsh Lane 
last night with a seventh consecutive league victory on 
their travels to further cement runners up spot and enhance 
confidence for next Tuesday’s play-off semi final.

Kevin Wilkin’s men overcame a nervy opening, in which 
keeper Darren Acton showed his worth with two excellent 
stops, to net three goals in 11 minutes and put Boro on easy 
street. The trio of Simon Forsdick, Lee Moore and Justin 
Marsden doing the damage. Substitute Mark Noon added a 
fourth six minutes from time and though Dave Savage’s late 
penalty reduced the arrears the points were already in the 
bag for Boro.

City made the brighter start and could easily have been 
two-up inside 10 minutes as leading scorer Lee Steele was 
twice denied from one-on-ones by keeper Darren Acton, who 
parried away the opening chance and then did likewise to 
foil the striker. It was against the run of play that Boro made 
the breakthrough on 18 minutes as Gareth Dean released 
Paul Spacey down the flank, he fed Moore whose cross was 
confidently despatched past keeper Milan Barisic by Forsdick.

Boosted by the lead Boro doubled the advantage on 23 
minutes, Kyle Storer’s astute through pass wrong-footed the 
home defence and Moore made no mistake with a crisp finish 
past Barisic for his 12th goal of the season.

Oxford suffered more blues just prior to the half hour when 
following a fine build-up, Forsdick sent Rob Oddy powering 
down the right and his near post centre found Marsden, 
whose stooping header gave Barisic no chance. After the 
break, Oxford again started well with no end result and it 
was the visitors who came up trumps on 83 minutes when 
Noon’s header found the corner of the net. Savage scored 
a consolation spot kick after Mark Janes had dispossessed 
Pierpoint who then dragged back the midfielder.

 Nuneaton Town v Bashley 24-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Cameron, Hadland, Pierpoint (Forsdick 71), Oddy, Collins 
(Noon 62), Armson (Marsden 65), Walker, Nisevic, Dillon, Foster. 
Subs: Storer, Moore. 
Bashley: Elm, Smith, Ferrett (Cream 54), Middleton, Parnell, 
Knowles, Kelly, Allen, Mason (Maxwell 32), Gamble, Knight (Mead). 
Subs: Prodomo, Gazzard.

Boro welcomed Bashley to Liberty Way to play a Southern 
League Premier Division game.

Rob Foster’s three-goal salvo left manager Kevin Wilkin with 
a selection headache up front. Boro dictated from the first 
whistle and on 13 minutes took the lead with an exquisite 
goal. Chris Dillon’s neat head-on found Foster down the 
inside left channel and he confidently lobbed the advancing 
keeper Dave Elm from 18 yards.

And there was more disappointment for the Hampshire men 
on 18 minutes as Oddy fastened on to possession 25 yards 
out and his fierce drive took a deflection and totally wrong-
footed Elm as the ball flew in the opposite corner. Midway 
through the half, Darren Acton was perfectly placed to grasp a 
Chris Ferrett 20-yard free kick but it was the home side in the 
driving seat as the interval approached

Rob Foster scores his second goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

Foster had a rising edge of the box drive clatter the bar and 
in the ensuing scramble both Dillon and James Armson 
had efforts blocked by a frantic Bash defence. However, 90 
seconds from the break the latter bagged his 15th goal of the 
season with a classy, instinctive back-heel from six yards out 
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that caught Elm and his defenders completely off guard after 
Foster’s centre had only been partially cleared.

Early in the second period, Bashley’s Chris Mason saw his 
effort cleared off the line and almost immediately Boro 
surged forward to add to their lead, Foster pressurising 
Ferrett and keeper Elm into a mix-up that left the home 
predator to stroke the ball over the line from close range. 
Armson then squared across the goal line but Jack Smith 
hacked clear with Foster ready to pounce but the Boro 
frontman completed a deserved hat-trick on 82 minutes.

Justin Marsden’s quick break and funnelled pass gave Foster 
time and space on the right and he cut inside and threaded a 
low angled drive past Elm and just inside the far post. Three 
minutes from time Eddie Nisevic fouled Adam Kelly wide but 
inside the area and skipper Dave Allen made no mistake from 
the resulting penalty while in time added on substitute Joseph 
Maxwell headed in from a corner although by then the New 
Forest boys had been cut down to size and out of the play-offs.

 Nuneaton Town v Brackley Town 27-04-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Cameron, Pierpoint, Oddy, Storer, Noon 
(Walker 75), Armson (Marsden 70), Forsdick (Nisevic 67), Moore, Dillon. 
Subs: Hadland, Foster.
Brackley: Morris, Travis, Burgess, Palmer, Wilmott, Green, Story, 
Magunda, Joyce (Frew 59), Mackey, Winters. Subs: Langdon, Brady, 
Solkhon, Kearns.

Boro welcomed Brackley Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division play off semi-final game.

Ruthless Boro ravaged battered Brackley to book themselves 
a place in Saturday’s play-off final against Chippenham Town 
and a step nearer a return to the second tier of non-league 
football. In a superb second half display, Boro were a class 
apart from their rivals, who twice during the regular league 
season had held Boro to draws.

Kyle Storer heads the ball into the box. Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

After Simon Forsdick had netted his fifth goal of the season to 
give Boro an interval advantage, Boro’s fire-power following 
the break was nothing less than awesome with four goals 
coming in 14 thrill-packed minutes as the dual spearhead 

of Lee Moore and Chris Dillon netted in a 90-second spell 
while youngsters Gareth Dean and James Armson stretched 
the advantage, leaving teenager Eddie Nisevic to seal a 
magnificent night for brilliant Boro.

There was little to suggest a scoring surge in the first half 
as neither side made much of an impact but the tempo 
increased as the break approached with an error by skipper 
Chris Wilmott letting in Dillon whose heavy first touch let him 
down allowing ex-Leamington keeper Richard Morris to race 
from his line to hack clear.

But just beyond the 40-minute mark the breakthrough 
deservedly came Boro’s way. Forsdick picked up the ball 30 
yards out on the left and ducked inside to play a one-two with 
Dillon and the return pass was inch perfect for the in-rushing 
wing-back to coolly deliver a clinical finish wide of the 
exposed Morris and just inside the far post.

Soon after James Armson’s near post corner was flicked on by 
Pierpoint but no-one was on hand to add the final touch as 
the ball flew wide and to safety. Few could have expected the 
goal surge to come and it started on 54 minutes when Dean’s 
far post flick was touched on by Dillon and Moore produced 
the deft final touch past Morris.

Within 90 seconds Dillon made it 3-0, the club’s top 
marksman dropped off his marker at the back post to coolly 
send a dipping header beyond the sprawling Morris, who 
seconds later went full length to turn Kyle Storer’s long range 
effort around a post.

The Saints were well and truly under the cosh and on 63 
minutes Armson’s far post corner reached the towering Dean 
who planted a firm downward header into the net. Brackley 
were now under constant pressure and on 69 minutes Armson 
netted another stunning goal. He gained possession in midfield 
played a wall pass with Moore, raced past a defender and lifted 
the ball over the helpless Morris from the edge of the area.

The rout was completed two minutes from the end of normal 
time with another high calibre strike, this time it was 18-year-
old Nisevic who crashed a skidding 30-yarder beyond the 
diving Morris to ripple the rigging for a sixth time and send 
Liberty Way into fits of joy.

Boro fans out in force against Brackley. Photo: Nuneaton News
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 Nuneaton Town v Chippenham Town 01-05-2010 

Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Cameron, Oddy, Noon, Storer, Armson, 
Forsdick (Nisevic 80), Moore (Collins 116), Dillon (Marsden 89). 
Subs: Foster, Walker.
Chippenham: Snoddy, Adams (Kite 59), Lamb, Williams, Casey, Tindle, 
Lye, Gillick, Power, Griffin, Davies (Kite 59). Subs: Harvey, Martin.

Boro welcomed Chippenham Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Southern League Premier Division play-off final game.
The continuing rise of the NuneatonTown empire took 
another emphatic step forward as Boro broke the hearts 
of Chippenham. And while Wilkin and his number two Ken 
Gillard deserved the utmost praise, it’s their trusted, loyal 
gladiators out on the pitch who made it all happen in front of 
a magnificent 3,018 crowd.

Earlier in the proceedings, both sides had defended stoutly 
with Boro’s back three of Gareth Dean, who was to suffer the 
disappointment of being sent off late on, the returning Guy 
Hadland and colossus Nathan Cameron providing a formidable 
battlement in front of impeccable keeper Darren Acton. But 
when the breakthrough came, it was the chirpy Bluebirds who 
produced it, with Lewis Powell their marksman.

But this Nuneaton side is made of stern stuff and their 
response was almost immediate, leading-scorer Chris Dillon 
rifling in his 23rd goal of the campaign to take the tie into 
an added half hour, during which Nisevic fired a stunning 
winner, leaving their gutted opponents savouring a third 
consecutive play-off defeat.

The opening period was competitive and enthralling without 
too many goal threats but the tie opened up in the second 
period with The Bluebirds inching in front on 71 minutes. 
Boro keeper Darren Acton superbly tipped over Jon Davies’ 
dipping 20-yard volley but from the resulting corner Alan 
Griffin headed down for Powell to add the crucial final touch 
from point blank range.

Inspired by Noon, Boro powered forward and the reward 
came just three minutes later. James Armson’s corner 
was mis-punched by keeper Chris Snoddy and Kyle Storer 
managed to fire the ball back into the danger zone, where 
Dillon chested down and rippled the rigging from six yards 
out. Noon’s rising long-range effort was the closest either 
outfit came to snatching the initiative in normal time.

In the added half hour, right on the interval, the biggest 
moment in Nisevic’s short career arrived. Rob Oddy stormed 
down the right and hammered in a skidding centre that was 
expertly controlled by Justin Marsden and turned back into 
the path of the in-rushing teenager, whose 15-yarder flew 
past the helpless Snoddy to send the Boro hordes into delight 
around the Liberty Way Colosseum.

In the second period of extra time, Dean’s enthusiasm saw 
him produce two fearless challenges in rapid succession. 
Unfortunately the second caught substitute Sam Allison 

around the ankle and Surrey referee Charles Breakspear 
surprisingly issued a straight red card while seconds later 
only a caution was given for Griffin’s stamping tackle on 
Hadland. Fittingly, it was veteran Acton who provided the 
closing moment of skill when he splendidly turned Alex 
Kite’s goalbound effort around the post, signalling the end 
of Chippenham’s glory bid as Boro won the battle and that 
coveted place in Blue Square North.

Eddie Nisevic scores the winning goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

 Nuneaton Town v Alvechurch 04-05-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Foster 58), Cameron, Oddy, Storer, 
Walker (Armson 70), Moore, Nisevic, Dillon, Marsden (Spacey 81). 
Subs: Forsdick, Noon.
Alvechurch: Taylor, Rolfe, Collins, Smith, Kelly, McWilliams, Gregg, 
Davies (Thomas 51), Arshad, Gittings, Crawford. Subs: Redhead, 
Darby, Daniels, Kimberley.

Boro welcomed Alvechurch to Liberty Way to play the 
Birmingham Senior Cup final.

Nuneaton looked like they were suffering a hangover from 
the play-off final, until James Armson came on and injected 
some life into proceedings in the 70th minute. They were far 
better after that and Lee Moore – one of the few attacking 
players to impress – pulled them level with 10 minutes to 
go. It looked like extra-time but then Storer hammered in 
an unstoppable shot from 25-yards in the 92nd minute as 
Boro added the Senior Cup to the Zamaretto League Premier 
Division runners-up trophy.

The first half was one of the dullest of the season at Liberty 
Way. Boro started the game intent on playing plenty of 
football, unfortunately most of it was square across the pitch.

The first shot on goal did not arrive until 19th minute as 
Moore gave the game an injection of much needed pace and 
fed Marsden, but his shot was well blocked by Alvechurch 
defender Matt Collins. Alvechurch had their best moment 
of the opening period when Crawford’s shot well saved by 
Darren Acton with Dean making an excellent block from the 
rebound.

The second half started even worse for Boro as Midland 
Alliance side Alvechurch took the lead on 52 minutes. Storer 
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lost possession in midfield and Alvechurch played a ball in 
behind Rob Oddy for Crawford to slide a shot under Acton. 
Boro were awful until Armson came on in the 70th minute 
to give the game some life. He set up chances for Moore and 
fellow sub Rob Foster in quick succession with Chris Taylor 
saving both.

Kyle Storer in action against Alvechurch. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro were denied a goal on 75 minutes when Foster lifted 
the ball over Taylor and Dillon appeared to head it in. An 
Alvechurch defender did well to smash the ball against his own 
bar and out, although it looked well over only the line. Boro 
were much better now and they made it 1-1 as Moore turned 
sharply and fired low into the far corner from 12 yards on 80 
minutes. Storer came close with a fantastic 30 yard volley that 
flashed just wide on 87 minutes. He was just finding his range 
though as, in the second minute of injury time, he smashed a 
25-yard drive into the bottom corner to win it.

Wilkin Agrees New Contract
Kevin Wilkin is set to sign a new one year rolling contract 
as Nuneaton Town manager after guiding the club to 
consecutive promotions

Southern League Premier 2009-2010
  P W D L F A Pts
Farnborough  42  28   9   5  100   44  93
Nuneaton Town  42  26  10   6   91   37  88
Chippenham Town  42  21  11  10   67   43  74
Hednesford Town  42  20  13   9   79   51  73
Brackley Town  42  21   9  12   83   61  72
Cambridge City  42  18  17   7   73   44  71
Bashley  42  20  11  11   79   61  71
Halesowen Town  42  21  17   4   84   53  70*
Stourbridge  42  19  13  10   80   65  70
Leamington  42  19   8  15   84   75  65
Truro City  42  17  11  14   78   65  62
Banbury United  42  14  13  15   53   67  55
Oxford City  42  13  15  14   63   66  54
Swindon Supermarine  42  10  14  18   48   76  44
Didcot Town  42  10  11  21   56   70  41
Evesham United  42   9  14  19   35   52  41
Merthyr Tydfil  42  12  11  19   62   72  37
Bedford Town  42   9  10  23   50   88  37
Tiverton Town  42   8  12  22   35   61  36
Hemel Hempstead Town  42   8  10  24   50   81  34
Clevedon Town  42   6  11  25   48   92  29
Rugby Town  42   4   8  30   41  114  20

Acton Signs
Veteran goalkeeper Darren Acton has become the latest 
player to pledge his future to Nuneaton Town after agreeing 
a new deal. Acton signed non-contract terms this week. Paul 
Spacey, however, has not been offered anything other than 
the chance to come back for pre-season and prove himself.

Mickey Moore Joins
Nuneaton Town have made their first new signing for the 
2010-11 season in Mickey Moore, who joins the club from 
Redditch United, where he was assistant-manager. Manager 
Kevin Wilkin said: “Mickey is someone I have known for a 
number of years and someone who I respect. I wanted to 
bring him in last season but the circumstances weren’t right.”

Pierpoint And Spencer Sign
Striker Danny Spencer and vice-captain Stuart Pierpoint 
have re-signed for Nuneaton Town as manager Kevin Wilkin 
continues to build his squad for next season’s return to the 
Blue Square North.
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Brigg Town — 1st Qualifying 
Round
Borough travelled to The Hawthorns 
to face Brigg Town in a FA Cup 1st 
Qualifying Round tie.
Brigg: Barford, Fisher, Smith, Lamb (Taylor 56), 
Hellewell, Cochrane, Spall, Chappell, Maxwell 
(Slack 46), Godden, Barrett (Smith 81). 
Subs: McKay, Read, West, Metcalfe.

Boro: Collett, Pierpoint, Dean, Pitham, Oddy, 
Storer, Noon (Collins 64), Spacey, Forsdick 
(Matthews 76), Dillon (Marsden 80), Moore. 
Subs: Murphy, Hadland, Acton.

Nuneaton produced their best FA Cup 
performance since their Middlesbrough 
exploits of four years ago to ruthlessly 
see off Brigg and progress to the second 
qualifying round.

Kevin Wilkin’s men outclassed the 
Unibond Division One side from the 
moment Chris Dillon fired them in front.

Paul Spacey doubled the advantage 
before half-time and then a brace from 
Rob Oddy and a goal for Matty Collins  
rounded off the emphatic victory.

Boro looked the sharper in the opening 
phases and the 13th minute proved to 
be a lucky one as they snatched the 
lead from the first chance of the tie.

Mark Noon’s lobbed pass down the right 
set Lee Moore away and from the dead-
ball line he clipped in a cross for strike 
partner Dillon to volley in from six yards.

Brigg should have levelled soon after 
when Matt Godden scuffed wide with 
only Neil Collett to beat and the miss 
proved costly when Boro doubled their 
advantage on 36 minutes.

Brigg defender Alan Lamb’s mis-hit 
clearance was latched upon by Mark 
Noon, who released Spacey and his 
15-yard angled drive flew just inside the 
far post.

Six minutes into the second half Moore 
produced outstanding skill to set up 
Boro’s third.

Gaining possession on the left, he left 
two opponents in his wake before 
slotting an inch-perfect ball into Oddy’s 
path and from the angle of the 18-yard 

area he planted his shot across the 
helpless keeper and into the net off the 
far post.

Boro’s passing and confidence flowed 
as further chances were created with 
Dillon, Moore and Oddy all going close 
while Brigg’s best chance came when 
Karl Slack unleashed a fierce shot that 
Collett brilliantly turned wide.

Four minutes from the end of the 
game, substitute Matty Collins added 
the fourth goal from close range and a 
couple of minutes later Oddy blasted in 
the fifth.

Carlton Town — 2nd Qualifying 
Round
Borough welcomed Carlton Town 
to Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 2nd 
Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Collett, Dean, Pitham (Marsden 62), 
Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Storer, Spacey (Armson 
78), Forsdick, Dillon (Murphy 72), Moore. 
Subs: Hadland, Acton, Matthews, Collins.

Carlton: Barcherini, Breach (Corrigan 76), 
Henshaw, Swinscoe, Brindley, Mitchell, Ball, 
Gent (Brady 81), Whitman (Chaplin 46), Blair, 
Griffiths. Subs: Jenkins, Martin, Hewitt, Price.

Boro’s FA Cup dreams linger on but they 
face a tough replay in Nottinghamshire 
on Tuesday if they are to progress after 
being held at home.

A well-taken first-half strike by Paul 
Spacey gave Kevin Wilkin’s men a 
deserved lead but they were caught 
napping at the start of the second 
period when Grant Brindley headed in 
the equaliser.

Boro dictated from the opening 
whistle and several half chances went 
begging but on 21 minutes Chris Dillon 
squandered a great opportunity when 
heading high over the bar from eight 
yards following Lee Moore’s cross.

Carlton’s first chance came just before 
the half hour as defensive uncertainty 
involving Gareth Dean and Kyle Storer 
let in Dan Blair, whose angled drive was 
pushed aside by Neil Collett.

But Boro looked the more dangerous as 
Mark Noon failed to hit the target with a 
free header and Danny Pitham’s lobbed 
centre flew across the face of the net 
but on 36 minutes the deadlock was 
broken.

Paul Spacey gives Boro a 1-0 lead against Carlton at Liberty Way. Photo: Nuneaton News
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Noon broke up a visiting move on 
halfway before Moore’s penetrating 
run exposed the Carlton defence as he 
fed the eager Spacey whose side-foot 
curling finish from the edge of the area 
was clinical.

Right on the interval Nuneaton should 
have doubled their advantage. Moore 
was again the architect with a sweet 
angled pass that left Dillon in the clear 
and his fierce cross shot clattered the 
base of the near post while seconds 
later Spacey’s 15-yard goal-bound 
volley was blocked by Gary Breach.

However, within 30 seconds of the 
second period Carlton were level 
as Boro were caught napping when 
Martin Ball’s free-kick found Grant 
Brindley at the back post and his close 
range header gave keeper Collett no 
chance.

Blair then had a rising long range effort 
skim the bar before Boro squandered 
another gilt-edged opening as Storer 
threaded Dillon in down the inside 
left channel only for the striker to fire 
against the legs of Barcherini.

A minute later Spacey’s delightful cross 
was missed by both Dillon and Justin 
Marsden, the ball skidding wide of the 
far upright while Moore broke free to 
set-up Noon, who miscued with the net 
beckoning.

A superb flowing move saw Rob 
Oddy square to Marsden and his low 
12-yarder was somehow diverted 
away by Barcherini’s outstretched 
boot although Collett then had to come 
to Boro’s rescue with a one-handed 
save to foil the impressive Anthony 
Griffiths.

Carlton Town — 2nd Qualifying 
Round Replay
Borough made the journey to Stoke 
Lane to play a FA Cup 2nd Qualifying 
Round replay.
Carlton: Barcherini, Corrigan, Henshaw, 
Swinscoe, Martin, Breach, Ball, Gent, Blair, 
Chaplin, Griffiths. Subs: Jenkins, Whitman, 
Hewitt, Price, Leggitt.

Boro: Acton, Oddy, Pierpoint, Dean, Forsdick, 
Armson, Storer (Collins 81), Noon, Dillon 
(Murphy 83), Moore, Marsden (Spacey 73). 
Subs: Pitham, Hadland, Matthews, Collett.

Impressive Boro cruised into the next 
round of the FA Cup with a slick victory 
over Carlton to book themselves a 
home third qualifying round tie with 
Gainsborough Trinity on Saturday 
week.

First-half goals from Justin Marsden 
and Mark Noon, both netting for the 
first time this season, plus a Simon 
Forsdick strike soon after the interval 
were enough to see off the challenge of 
The Millers, who were totally outplayed 
in a one-sided replay.

Boro made three changes to the side 
that drew 1-1 at Liberty Way, with 
keeper Darren Acton, teenager James 
Armson and Marsden getting recalls.

Kevin Wilkin’s men started well and 
after Lee Moore’s free-kick was almost 
fumbled into his own net by Alessandro 
Barcherini, the keeper was not so 
fortunate on 12 minutes.

Moore’s corner was only half-cleared 
and Marsden hammered a splendid 
angled drive through a sea of legs and 
into the far corner of the net.

The Millers came close midway through 
the half when Anthony Griffiths cut 
inside two defenders and clattered the 
bar with a 12-yard rising shot.

At the opposite end, Armson was just 
wide from the edge of the box and 
Chris Dillon’s glancing header flew off 
target, but on 36 minutes the lead was 
doubled.

A loose ball in midfield was latched on 
to by Noon whose drive seemed to be 
well covered by the diving Barcherini 
only for the luckless Craig Swinscoe 
to deflect the effort in the opposite 
direction.

Stuart Pierpoint cleared off the line 
from Griffiths early in the second 
period and it proved crucial as, on 50 
minutes, Boro sewed up the tie.

 Forsdick’s clinical, low 15-yarder 

gave Barcherini no chance. and 
saw Boro comfortably through to 
a third qualifying round tie against 
Gainsborough Trinity.

Gainsborough Trinity — 3rd 
Qualifying Round

Borough welcomed Gainsborough 
Trinity to Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 
3rd Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Acton (Collett 87), Dean, Hadland, 
Pierpoint, Oddy, Spacey, Noon, Marsden (Moore 
46), Forsdick, Dillon, Collins (Armson 56). 
Subs: Murphy, Pitham, Armson, Matthews.

Gainsborough: Barnes, Toulson, Peate, 
Greaves, Moses (Beckett 46), Parker, Burberry 
(Hall 77), Hunt, Stamp (Mallon 84), Hudson, 
Semple. Subs: Austin, Dunning, Spafford, 
Herriott.

Ignore the closeness of the scoreline, 
Boro were a class apart from the Blue 
Square North club as they laid siege to 
the Gainsborough penalty box.

Only the brilliance of keeper Phil Barnes 
stopped a goals avalanche in this third 
qualifying round FA Cup tie.

Admittedly, Boro lacked a cutting 
edge at times but it would be harsh 
to pinpoint such a hairline crack in 
a performance that ranks with any 
since the club moved to its Liberty Way 
home.

Paul Spacey fires in a cross. Nuneaton News
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Kevin Wilkin’s men ravaged their higher 
league Lincolnshire opponents, whose 
former England international and ex-
Aston Villa boss Brian Little offered few 
excuses over the defeat, courtesy of 
Justin Marsden’s goal.

At one stage it seemed like the Barnes-
Chris Dillon shoot-out as the workaholic 
Town striker was foiled numerous times 
by the former Grimsby shot-stopper.

Dillon said: “I cannot believe I have 
come off the pitch and not scored a 
hat-trick. Every time I hit the target the 
keeper somehow got something on it.”

Almost all the early pressure came from 
Boro, Simon Forsdick’s rising 25-yarder 
skimming the bar, but in a rare visiting 
raid Semple’s 20-yarder grazed a post.

The breakthrough came after 34 
minutes when skipper Mark Noon 

filtered a pass through to Marsden, who 
burst between two defenders before 
lashing a powerful 15-yarder beyond 
the stranded Barnes.

After the break Barnes, who had denied 
Dillon twice in the first period, defied 
Lee Moore and Dillon yet again.

He parried Noon’s sizzling long-range 
shot and clawed Dillon’s close-range 
effort to safety.

Armson’s soaring header scraped 
paint off the woodwork before Barnes 
spectacularly pushed aside Dillon’s 
half-volley at full stretch.

However, it needed a splendid reaction 
stop by Darren Acton to foil Luke 
Beckett as he finger-tipped an overhead 
volley aside, with Stamp blasting the 
loose ball against the post.

Kendal Town — 4th Qualifying 
Round
Borough welcomed Kendal Town 
to Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 4th 
Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Pierpoint, Hadland 
(Murphy 83), Oddy, Noon, Spacey (Nisevic 67), 
Armson, Dillon, Moore (Foster 78). 
Subs: Matthews, Pitham.

Kendal: Newnes, Winters, Byrne (Stopforth 
66), Hallam, Steel, Warburton, Walmsley, 
Salmon, Taylor, Beattie, Wisdom. Subs: 
Foster, Meline, Mulvaney, Osman, Newton.

Results not performances count, 
especially in the FA Cup, and that’s 
why bubbling Boro eagerly await a 
home first round tie with Exeter City on 
Saturday-week after sending luckless 
Kendal home wondering how they  had 
lost a tie which they hardly deserved to.

However, after having a blatant penalty 
turned down and the wasteful Ryan 
Salmon and skipper Tony Hallam 
squandering the two best chances 
of the game, the Unibond Premier 
Division side can rightly claim they 
were ‘robbed’ but the vast majority of 
the 1,103 crowd had no sympathy.

In the 86th minute Chris Dillon’s 
determination, veteran Gez Murphy’s 
vision and fellow substitute Rob 
Foster’s clinical finish were the 
ingredients for the goal that clinched 
the success and won £12,500 for 
Nuneaton.

A delighted Foster said: “It’s great to be 
playing again and to get the winning 
goal was brilliant. But all credit to Gez 
who set it up superbly.”

Meanwhile manager Kevin Wilkin 
admitted Kendal were unfortunate 
but was pleased to get through to face 
Exeter.

“They had a definite penalty turned 
down, if it had been at the opposite end 
I would have been spitting blood that’s 
for sure but now it’s Exeter and that’s 
exciting for the fans and players. They 
won’t fancy coming here and I believe 
it’s a tie we can certainly win.

Chris Dillon battles with Gainsborough defenders. Photo: Nuneaton News
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“Yes they are a Football League club, 
however, it doesn’t mean we should 
fear them, especially with a full house 
inside Liberty Way.”

He added: “We were not at our best 
but it’s the result that mattered. It was 
so important to keep a clean sheet. All 
credit to Gez, he had the presence of 
mind to put Fossy in for the goal.”

Exeter City — 1st Round Proper
Borough welcomed Exeter City to 
Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 1st Round 
Proper tie.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Armson 53), 
Pierpoint, Oddy, Noon, Spacey, Nisevic, 
Marsden (Murphy 89), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Matthews, Hollist, Pitham.

Exeter: Marriott, Tully, Russell, Seaborne, 
Taylor, Harvey, Colbourne, Corr, Cozic, Dunne, 
Fleetwood (Stansfield 70). Subs: Jansson, 
Duffy, Edwards, Logan, Sercombe, Archibald-
Henville.

Boro waved goodbye to this season’s 
FA Cup ambitions as slick Exeter turned 
on the class, but despite the scoreline 
there were positives there for manager 
Kevin Wilkin and the Boro faithful.

Chris Dillon – goal disallowed. Nuneaton News

Four goals down at half-time Boro’s 
dreams were dashed. The impressive 
League One Grecians had earned their 
place into the second-round draw 
but Boro’s bravado lifted Liberty Way.

After the interval a more attack-minded 
Wilkin changed tactics and suddenly 
the “big boys” were on the ropes.

The visitors eased off and made the 
most of their opening-half gains but 
Boro made them fight as the midfield 
trio of Paul Spacey and Mark Noon, 
plus substitute James Armson, began 
to find cracks in the armour.

However, desperate defending added 
to squandered half-chances foiled 
battling Boro and left the Devon men 
triumphant. Goals from skipper Matt 
Taylor, who back in 2003 sampled FA 
Trophy final success with Burscough, 
remarkably as a goalkeeper and not a 
centre-back, Stuart Fleetwood and a 
luckless own goal from Guy Hadland 
saw off their rivals from four levels 
lower in football’s pyramid.

Boro were slow out of the blocks and 
inside three minutes Darren Acton 
was called upon to parry away Scott 
Colbourne’s skidding drive but within 
90 seconds Exeter were in front. Boro’s 
nervy defence failed to clear Alex 
Russell’s corner and Taylor pounced 
from six yards.

Chris Dillon half-volleyed past Andy 
Marriott but a linesman deemed the 
ball was out of play before Lee Moore’s 
cross and that proved to be the only 

time Boro seriously threatened the 
ex-Notts Forest and Sunderland shot-
stopper in the opening period.

City stretched Boro to the limits 
and just past the half hour doubled 
their lead as Barry Corr’s speculative 
30-yarder clipped the shoulder of 
Fleetwood to deceive a sprawling 
Acton. Then on 38 minutes Fleetwood 
again moved menacingly into the Boro 
area and although Acton blocked the 
striker’s shot the ball rebounded off the 
back-tracking Hadland and into the net.

On 43 minutes it was 4-0. Another 
Russell corner was flicked on by Dan 
Seaborne for the inrushing Taylor to 
bag his second with another close-
range clinical finish.

Boro were rejuvenated after the 
interval as James Armson came into 
the action and Wilkin went on the 
offensive.

Another teenager, Gareth Dean, had 
two headers go close and Marriott 
superbly clutched Dillon’s falling drive 
before Lee Moore skimmed the bar 
from 20 yards and Marsden grazed a 
post with an angled effort, but the goal 
Boro strived for failed to arrive.

Paul Spacey takes on the Exeter defence. Photo: Nuneaton News
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Hucknall Town — 1st Qualifying 
Round
Borough welcomed Hucknall Town to 
Liberty Way to play a 1st Qualifying 
Round FA Trophy game.
Boro:  Collett, Hadland, Pierpoint, Dean, 
Oddy, Spacey, Noon, Collins (Armson), 
Matthews (Moore 63), Marsden (Murphy 85), 
Dillon. Subs: Acton, Pitham.

Hucknall: Haystead, Smith (Spriggs 57), 
Sucharewycz, Walters, Shiels, Hawes, 
Wiggins-Thomas, Kelly (Ward 68), Nightingale 
(Frost 85), Meikle, Liburd. Subs: Francis, 
Bonnick, Frost.

Boro suffered an early setback after a 
regulation free-kick into the box was 
headed over and as the players ran 
back, Matty Collins was left in a heap 
on the ground, clutching his left knee. 
He was stretchered off and replaced by 
Armson after seven minutes.

Three minutes later Nuneaton found 
themselves a goal down. Armson 
conceded a free kick and Fabian Smith 
floated the cross over the Boro defence 
for Wiggins-Thomas to head in with no 
Boro defender in sight.

It was the sloppiest of goals to concede 
and summed up the performance for 
the half. Hucknall assistant manager 
Richard Liburd shot over from 25 yards 
as Boro continued to labour. It took all 
of 35 minutes for them to register a shot 
on goal, but at least it was a good one.

Armson controlled the ball on the edge 
of the box and fired in a half volley, 
which was headed over by a Hucknall 
defender.

Nuneaton were at least a little better 
for the rest of the half with Chris Dillon 
having a shot comfortably saved and 
Stuart Pierpoint twice firing wide from 
decent positions.

Boro were screaming for a penalty on 
the stroke of half-time when Hucknall 
skipper Gary Sucharewyz was cleared 
of handball.

Sucharewyz had come close to adding 
a second goal a minute earlier when 
his 25-yard shot curled over Collett but 
landed on the roof of the net.

Boro made a much better start to the 
second half, creating one great chance 
when Rob Oddy received a short corner 
and drove the ball across goal. Dillon 
tried to stab it in from two yards but he 
barely made a connection as Haystead 
smothered.

Boro were well on top now and they 
almost levelled when Spacey’s shot was 
spilled but neither Armson or Marsden 
could force the ball in.

It was almost two to Hucknall though 
a minute later when Collett’s clearance 
went high and back towards his own 
goal and Guy Hadland was left in a 
race which he had to win against 
Tyeisse Nightingale.

Hadland showed fantastic strength to 
first head and then kick the ball clear 
from under his own bar.

Boro scored the equaliser on the hour 
mark thanks to a brilliant Spacey free-
kick. Marsden was fouled a yard outside 
the box and Spacey somehow managed 
to get the ball over the wall and into the 
top right corner to make the score 1-1.

Wilkin made an attacking change soon 
after when Moore replaced Matthews 
and partnered Dillon in attack. Marsden 
moved into midfield with Armson 
dropping back to left wing-back.

The game petered out from then on with 
Boro having just two more chances. First 
Spacey fed the ball in for Dillon in the 
last minute but he stood on it and fell 
over, allowing Hucknall to clear.

Spacey then fired over a free-kick from 
25 yards as the tie headed for a replay.

Hucknall Town — 1st Qualifying 
Round Replay
Borough made the journey to Watnall 
Road to play a 1st Qualifying Round FA 
Trophy replay.
Hucknall: Haystead, Smith, Spriggs, Walters, 
Hawes, Sucharewycz, Wiggins-Thomas, Ward 
(Bonnick 62), Nightingale (Frost 58), Meikle, 
Liburd (Wilson 58). Subs: Kelly, Ellis.

Boro: Acton, Oddy, Armson, Noon (Matthews 
74), Dean, Pierpoint, Spacey, Hadland, Dillon 
(Murphy 85), Moore, Marsden. Sub: Pitham.

Second-half strikes from Lee Moore, 
Justin Marsden and substitute Gez 
Murphy eased resilient Boro to a 
decisive victory over a rough and 
rugged Hucknall at Watnall Road last 
night to secure an away tie at Willenhall 
on Saturday week in the second 
qualifying round of the FA Trophy.

Following a poor opening period, 
Boro, who bank £2,500 for their 
efforts, opened up to put their Trophy 
hoodoo – one win in 19 ties – to rest 
and outclass their Unibond Northern 
Premier Division hosts, who were 
swamped in the driving rain.

There was little to excite in the opening 
exchanges with Nuneaton’s best effort 
being a James Armson 25-yard volley 
that clattered the metal hoarding just 
above the bar while Hucknall’s Cashel 
Walters, who opened the scoring at 
Liberty Way at the weekend, ballooned 
an 18-yarder high and wide before the 
striker’s low curler from the edge of the 
area was brilliantly pushed to safety by 
the flying Acton.

Chris Dillon’s close-range stab was 
parried one-handed by Haystead and 
when Rob Oddy’s low centre found 
Justin Marsden at the back post his 
stumbling effort failed to trouble the 
keeper.

Soon after the interval Boro’s Gareth 
Dean thudded a header goalwards but 
it struck team-mate Dillon on the goal-
line while seconds later Moore burst 
into the area only to see his skidding 
drive pushed away at full stretch by 
Haystead.

On 56 minutes Boro made the 
breakthrough with a superbly-worked 
goal. Moore started the move as he 
released Marsden down the inside left 
channel and when the former Rugby 
and Telford man whipped the ball into 
the area Moore powered a splendid 
rising 15-yarder high into the net.

Boro were in the driver’s seat and only 
a flying Haystead kept out Marsden’s 
block-buster that had goal written all 
over it. However, on 68 minutes the 
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advantage was doubled thanks to 
another slick move in which Moore 
and Dillon combined down the left 
and, from the latter’s neat square 
pass, Marsden coolly slotted home 
from six yards.

Marsden had another goal-bound 
shot blocked by Haystead and, though 
Hucknall launched a late offensive, 
Nuneaton, with Stuart Pierpoint a rock 
at the heart of the back line, stood firm. 
Murphy sealed victory when he dinked 
Spacey’s cross up and over Haystead.

Willenhall Town — 2nd Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to Noose 
Lane to play Willenhall in a 2nd 
Qualifying Round FA Trophy game.
Willenhall: Kler, Rolfe, Brown (Eagles 46), 
Perry, Griffiths, Porter, Morton (Boswell 46), 
Wills, Pinnock (Curtis 58), Pugh, Ryan. 
Subs: Yearwood, Murphy.

Boro:  Acton, Dean, Pierpoint, Hadland, 
Oddy, Walker, Noon, Armson (Spacey 76), 
Nisevic, Moore (Dillon 61), Marsden (Foster 
71). Subs: Matthews, Murphy.

The hosts were given a football lesson 
by the slick-moving Boro outfit in which 
new loan signing Adam Walker was a 
glittering light while other locally-born 
teenagers Eddie Nisevic, James Armson 
and Gareth Dean also showed their 
respective qualities in a scoring bonanza.

Halloween certainly turned into a 
horror show for the Unibond League 
side as Walker sparked the scoring 
stampede with the opening goal to 
give Kevin Wilkin’s boys the interval 
advantage and once Nisevic’s superb 
solo effort on the hour had doubled 
the lead, the floodgates opened. It was 
the three substitutes Paul Spacey, Chris 
Dillon and the red hot Rob Foster, with 
a clinical brace, who proved to be the 
Grim Reapers as far as Willenhall were 
concerned as they all found the rigging 
in a stirring last half-hour.

Boro were bright and breezy early on 
and the biggest surprise was having 
to wait until the 29th minute before 

they took the lead, Lee Moore’s perfect 
centre being confidently headed down 
and past goalkeeper Amrit Kler by the 
overjoyed Walker.

Chances came and went as Boro 
pressed but they had to wait until the 
second period before stretching their 
advantage with Nisevic ghosting past 
three opponents in a 35-yard mazy run 
before slotting past Kler into the far 
corner of the net.

Spacey then crashed home a 15-yarder 
following Walker’s knock-back and 
Foster again made the most of the 
City lad’s approach play to deliver a 
speculative dipping angled drive over 
the helpless Kler.

Nisevic then squared for Dillon to net 
the fifth, leaving Foster to complete the 
rout with a skidding 12-yarder.

Hyde United — 3rd Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to Ewan 
Fields to play a 3rd Qualifying Round FA 
Trophy game.
Hyde: Jones, Stott, Lees, S. McNiven, 
Dugdale, Burke, Lynch (Mooney 65), Rick 
(Mercer 65), D. McNiven, K. Holsgrove, Tolson. 
Subs: Rowbotham, Harrison, Burns.

Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, 
Noon, Armson, Nisevic, Marsden (Foster 81), 
Dillon (Spacey 14), Moore. Subs: Murphy, 
Spacey.

Wasteful Boro squandered a two-goal 
advantage to allow Hyde a second bite 
of the FA Trophy cherry with a Third 
Qualifying Round replay at Liberty Way 
tomorrow night.

It looked plain sailing as bizarre Stuart 
Pierpoint and Paul Spacey goals put 
them in the driving seat.

Although David McNiven’s equally 
comic strike pulled the Cheshire side 
back in contention by the interval, Rob 
Oddy’s fortunate seventh goal of the 
season regained the two-goal cushion 
going into the final quarter.

However, The Tigers roared back to 
restore parity as Scott Mooney and 

Neil Tolson took advantage of Boro’s 
defensive uncertainty to crash in a 
brace of 20-yarders.

Both sides struggled in the wet, windy 
conditions but Boro suffered a blow on 
14 minutes when leading scorer Chris 
Dillon limped off to be replaced by Paul 
Spacey who made an immediate impact.

The former Bedworth midfielder ripped 
apart the home defence with a superb 
angled pass to Lee Moore and his drive 
was pushed aside by home keeper Mike 
Jones.

However, the breakthrough came 
not long after as Pierpoint gained 
possession wide out and launched 
an optimistic cross-shot high into the 
United danger zone on 22 minutes.

With Jones completely deceived the 
ball sailed into the far corner of the net.

On 32 minutes Boro doubled their 
advantage with another welcome 
gift. Gareth Dean’s fierce header was 
brilliantly cleared off the line by Dean 
Stott but Spacey’s inswinging corner 
caught on the breeze and curled 
beyond Jones to the delight of the 
Nuneaton faithful.

Luck then turned Hyde’s way in the 37th 
minute as Pierpoint’s clearance was 
blocked by David McNiven on the edge of 
the area, the ball spiralling upwards and 
onwards over the stranded Darren Acton 
to put United back into contention.

The action came thick and fast in the 
second period with Justin Marsden 
firing wide of an empty net following 
Jones’ mis-hit clearance while Spacey 
was booked for a late challenge and in 
the melee that followed the substitute 
fell to the ground holding his face but 
the culprit escaped the attentions of 
the officials.

But Spacey had the last laugh as on 63 
minutes Chris Lynch’s cynical challenge 
sent the Boro man crashing to the 
sodden turf and though Oddy’s penalty 
was blocked by Jones, the ex-Sky Blue 
wing-back made no mistake from the 
rebound.
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Boro seemed home and dry in the 
wet, windy conditions but they were 
stunned when a half cleared corner fell 
to Mooney and his drive flew through a 
sea of legs and past Acton.

Before the visitors recovered Hyde 
equalised as Tolson fired home another 
stunning 20-yarder.

United were reduced to ten-men late 
on when Dugdale was red carded for a 
second bookable offence.

Hyde United — 3rd Qualifying 
Round Replay
Borough welcomed Hyde United to 
Liberty Way to play a 3rd Qualifying 
Round FA Trophy replay.
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, 
Oddy, Noon, Walker, Armson, Nisevic 
(Matthews 71), Marsden, Moore (Foster 89). 
Subs: Murphy, Spacey, Needham.

Hyde: Jones, Stott (Tolson 86), Lees, 
S. McNiven, Dugdale, Burke, Lynch, Mercer, 
D. McNiven, Holsgrove, Mooney. 
Subs: Rick, Rowbotham, Manship, Burns. .

A late Justin Marsden goal booked Boro 
a place in the First Round Proper of the 
FA Trophy as they overcame Hyde at 
windswept Liberty Way last night. 
They now face a trip to the winners of 
next Tuesday’s Workington-Solihull 
Moors clash.

Marsden, netting his fourth of the 
campaign, converted the easiest of 
chances from close range in the 84th 
minute following excellent work from 
teenage midfielder James Armson.

And it was no more than Kevin Wilkin’s 
men deserved from the replay as they 
enjoyed the majority of possession and 
created the best opportunities before 
finally taming The Tigers, who hardly 
troubled a Nuneaton defence superbly 
marshalled by Guy Hadland and Stuart 
Pierpoint while teenager Gareth Dean 
was also outstanding.

In difficult breezy conditions neither 
side created a solitary opportunity in 
the opening half-hour as the elements 
made good football difficult, although 

Armson and Lee Moore each got 
beyond the United defence but their 
efforts came to nothing.

The impatient crowd had to wait until 
right on the break before sampling 
some excitement as Adam Walker, 
replacing the injured Chris Dillon, 
unloaded a 25-yarder that Mike Jones 
turned over at full stretch. The keeper 
then parried Hadland’s header from the 
resulting corner.

There was little to enthuse in the early 
stages of the second period although 
Marsden brought out a sprawling save 
from Jones, who soon after went full-
stretch to prevent Armson’s near-post 
effort from finding the target.

Acton’s miskick almost gifted Hyde 
the lead in a rare Hyde attack but Boro 
continued to look the most likely to 
break the deadlock, Walker seeing his 
weak header from Lee Moore’s cross 
claimed beneath the bar by Jones while 
Marsden blasted high over from 10 
yards following excellent build-up play 
between Armson and Rob Oddy.

But with six minutes remaining Boro 
made the crucial breakthrough when 
Armson skilfully left two defenders 
in his wake and though his skidding 
15-yarder lacked real venom, Jones 
could only push the ball aside for the 
in-rushing Marsden to rifle into the net 
from five yards out.

Workington — 1st Round Proper
Boro made the journey to Borough Park 
to play a 1st Round Proper FA Trophy 
tie.
Workington: Caig, Langford, Rowntree, May, 
Andrews, Vipond, Hardman (Hopper 75), 
McLuckie, J. Wright, Arnison, A. Wright. Subs: 
Ruttledge, Shannon, Edmondson, Taylor.

Boro:  Acton, Oddy, Dean, Pierpoint, 
Matthews, Armson, Thornton (Spacey 63), 
Noon, Marsden (Foster 77), Dillon, Moore. 
Subs: Forsdick, Gillard, Nisevic.

Boro bowed out of the FA Trophy, 
going down to Blue Square North club 
Workington despite being only two 
minutes away from forcing a replay.Eddie Nisevic skates past Scott McNiven. Photo: Nuneaton News
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After previously seeing off Hyde United 
and Gainsborough Trinity, who are from 
the same level as Workington, Kevin 
Wilkin’s men were aiming to down The 
Reds but came unstuck late on against 
a physical and powerful home side.

Phil McLuckie lived up to his name to 
book the hosts a fortunate passage into 
the second round after a tie that always 
looked likely to end with a replay back 
at Liberty Way despite Boro dominating 
for long spells.

Workington began brightly and would 
surely have gone ahead when Andy 
Hardman raced through on goal, but 
left-back Ed Matthews conjured up a 
superb last-ditch tackle.

But it didn’t take too long for the 
Reds to clinch the opener, when Andy 
Langford’s cross was flicked on at the 

front stick by Jonny Wright, and Gareth 
Arnison killed the ball dead before 
slotting past Darren Acton to notch his 
eleventh of the campaign.

The goal served to spark Nuneaton 
into life as Lee Moore saw his shot 
desperately hacked off the line before 
former Sky Blues midfielder Kevin 
Thornton’s angled drive was parried 
away by Tony Caig.

And Boro deservedly hauled 
themselves level on the half-hour mark 
when Chris Dillon was tripped inside 
the penalty area by Lee Andrews and 
Rob Oddy kept his cool to send Caig the 
wrong way to send the teams in level at 
the interval.

Both sides then spurned decent 
chances to inch ahead after the re-start 
as Arnison found himself a yard of 

space in the area but could only direct 
his header over Acton’s crossbar, while 
Justin Marsden opted to use his right 
foot when his left would have been 
better and consequently poked the 
ball wide.

Workington began to assert some 
late pressure, with Wright’s low drive 
bravely blocked by Stuart Pierpoint, 
before the same man glanced a header 
against the face of the crossbar as the 
hosts finished strongly.

And McLuckie broke Boro hearts at the 
death with his first goal for over a year 
when he pounced on a bouncing ball 
inside the Nuneaton penalty area to 
clip beyond Acton and into the bottom 
corner to deny Town a second bite of 
the cherry.

Southern League Premier: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2009-10  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
07.11 Hinckley United H PSF 4-1 Pierpoint, Moore, Woodhall, Oddy 
07.15 Coventry City H PSF 0-1  
07.18 Hitchin Town A PSF 0-0  194
07.21 AFC Telford A PSF 1-2 Moore 605
07.25 Corby Town H PSF 0-1  365
07.28 Cogenhoe United A PSF 2-0 Armson, Oddy 
07.30 Oldbury Athletic H PSF 4-1 Storer, Marsden, Oddy, Moore 
08.04 Nuneaton Griff A PSF 1-2  c.350
08.08 Shepshed Dynamo H PSF 4-0 Dillon (2), Marsden, Ramsay 400
08.15 Chippenham Town A SLP 1-2 Oddy 530
08.18 Halesowen Town H SLP 1-1 Breward (o.g.) 901
08.22 Oxford City H SLP 3-1 Armson (2), Murphy 765
08.25 Evesham United A SLP 2-1 Storer (pen), Dillon 258
08.29 Cambridge City A SLP 1-1 Armson 412
08.31 Hednesford Town H SLP 3-1 Armson (2), Oddy (pen) 944
09.05 Merthyr Tydfil A SLP 3-1 Oddy (pen), Moore, Forsdick 483
09.12 Brigg Town A FAC 1Q 5-0 Dillon, Spacey, Oddy (2), Collins 221
09.19 Hemel Hempstead Town H SLP 3-1 G. Dean, Oddy, Dillon 815
09.25 Carlton Town H FAC 2Q 1-1 Spacey 905
09.29 Carlton Town A FAC 2Q R 3-0 Marsden, Noon, Forsdick 254
10.03 Brackley Town H SLP 2-2 Noon, Dean 785
10.06 Bedford Town A SLP 1-2 Dillon 380
10.10 Gainsborough Trinity H FAC 3Q 1-0 Marsden 930
10.17 Hucknall Town H FAT 1Q 1-1 Spacey 660
10.20 Hucknall Town A FAT 1Q R 3-0 Moore, Marsden, Murphy 215
10.24 Kendal Town H FAC 4Q 1-0 Foster 1103
10.27 Romulus H RIC 1 3-0 Murphy (2), Hollist 383
10.31 Willenhall Town A FAT 2Q 6-0 Walker, Nisevic, Spacey, Foster (2), Dillon 335
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Southern League Premier: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2009-10  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
11.03 Coventry Sphinx A BSC 1 3-1 Dillon, Hollist, Moore 188
11.07 Exeter City H FAC 1P 0-4  2510
11.11 Swindon Supermarine A SLP 4-2 Dillon (2), Pierpoint, Walker 192
11.14 Banbury United A SLP 1-2 Dillon 488
11.17 Truro City H SLP 4-0 Armson, Dillon, Moore, Oddy 731
11.21 Hyde United A FAT 3Q 3-3 Pierpoint, Spacey, Oddy 328
11.24 Hyde United H FAT 3Q R 1-0 Marsden 460
11.28 Clevedon Town H SLP 4-2 Dean, Armson, Walker, Oddy (pen) 734
12.02 Halesowen Town A RIC 2 2-1 Thornton, Marsden 175
12.05 Farnborough A SLP 2-0 Moore, Marsden 1180
12.08 Stourbridge H SLP 0-0  708
12.12 Workington A FAT 1 1-2 Oddy 319
01.19 Sutton Coldfield Town H RIC 3 3-1 Dillon, Armson, Walker 288
01.23 Hemel Hempstead Town A SLP 3-1 Armson, Oddy (pen), Dillon 348
01.26 Rugby Town H SLP 1-1 Oddy 882
01.30 Merthyr Tydfil H SLP 3-1 Dillon, Marsden, Nisevic 833
02.02 Bashley A SLP 1-2 Armson 223
02.06 Rugby Town A SLP 3-0 Armson (2), Foster 612
02.09 Hednesford Town H RIC 4 1-2 Foster 281
02.12 Banbury United H SLP 5-0 Dean (2), Dillon (2), Armson 702
02.15 Banbury United H BSC 2 3-2 Jacobs, Nisevic, Spacey 207
02.23 Halesowen Town A SLP 2-3 Dillon, Moore 350
03.02 Didcot Town A SLP 1-1 Dillon 226
03.06 Evesham United H SLP 2-0 Moore, Dillon 844
03.09 Bedford Town H SLP 4-0 Storer, Pierpoint, Dean, Moore 669
03.13 Brackley Town A SLP 0-0  426
03.16 Hednesford Town A SLP 3-0 Storer, Oddy, Moore 459
03.20 Swindon Supermarine H SLP 1-0 Oddy (pen) 738
03.22 Leamington H BSC Q-F 3-2 Storer (pen), Marsden, Spencer 417
03.24 Tiverton Town A SLP 2-1 Hadland, Moore 236
03.27 Truro City A SLP 2-0 Armson, Dillon 538
03.30 Stourbridge A SLP 2-1 Moore, Marsden 382
04.03 Tiverton Town H SLP 1-0 Oddy (pen) 803
04.05 Leamington A SLP 2-0 Dillon (2) 1251
04.07 Cambridge City H SLP 1-1 Marsden 826
04.10 Farnborough H SLP 1-1 Storer 1765
04.13 Stourbridge A BSC S-F 4-0 Pierpoint, Marsden, Greenway, Cameron 194
04.15 Leamington H SLP 1-1 Oddy 938
04.17 Clevdon Town A SLP 3-0 Spacey, Marsden, Moore 226
04.18 Chippenham Town H SLP 0-1  651
04.20 Didcot Town H SLP 2-0 Forsdick, Foster 555
04.22 Oxford City A SLP 4-1 Forsdick, Moore, Marsden, Noon 315
04.24 Bashley H SLP 5-2 Foster (3), Oddy, Armson 715
04.27 Brackley Town H SLP P-O S-F 6-0 Forsdick, Moore, Dillon, Dean, Armson, Nisevic 1639
05-01 Chippenham Town H SLP P-O F 2-1 Dillon, Nisevic 3018
05.04 Alvechurch H BSC F 2-1 Moore, Storer 1008

KEY :   SLP = Southern League Premier,  FAC = F.A.Cup, FAT = F.A. Trophy,  BSC = Birmingham Senior Cup, 
RIC=Red Insure Cup (Southern League Cup), PSF= Pre season friendly
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Nuneaton Town 2009-10
Back: (left to right): Justin Marsden, David Blenkinsopp, Mark Noon, Paul Spacey, Rob Oddy, 

Lee Moore, Matty Collins
Middle (left to right): Paul Egan (physio), Alan Cooper (kit man), Guy Hadland, James Armson, Darren Acton, 

Neil Collett, Ed Matthews, Chris Dillon, Richie Norman (physio), Liz Robbins (office manager), 
Graham Wilson (club secretary).

Front (left to right): Gez Murphy, Kyle Storer, Stuart Pierpoint, Kevin Wilkin (manager), Ian Neale (chairman), 
Ken Gillard (assistant manager), Simon Forsdick, Levi Ramsay, Gareth Dean.    Photo: Nuneaton Evening News
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Boro Appoint New Directors
Nuneaton Town have appointed three new directors to 
the board. They are club secretary Ian Brown, long-time 
supporter and businessman Neil Hodgson and ex-player and 
local businessman, Kirk Stephens.

Boro Sign Berwick
Nuneaton Town have made their first signing ahead of the 
2010-11 season. He is the highly-rated Tom Berwick, who has 
signed from Daventry where he was top scorer with 52 goals 
last season when the Northamptonshire side won the United 
Counties League Premier Division.

Adam Walker and Justin Marsden have also signed new deals 
to remain with the club for the coming season.

Foster Leaves
Rob Foster, whose goals helped Boro win promotion from 
the Southern League Midland Division, has been released by 
manager Kevin Wilkin.

Boro Sign Moore
Nuneaton Town have signed 18-year-old striker Aiden Moore, 
who was released by Doncaster Rovers at the end of last 
season.

Meanwhile, Lee Moore and Chris Dillon have agreed to sign 
new contracts for the upcoming Blue Square North season.

Boro Announce New Sponsorship Deal
Nuneaton Town have secured a new five figure sponsorship 
deal with local company Triton Showers and the ground 
at Liberty Way will now be known as the Triton Showers 
Community Arena.

Moore Goes To Solihull
Former Redditch assistant manager Mickey Moore, who 
joined Nuneaton as a coach and scout at the end of last 
season has joined Solihull Moors as assistant manager to Bob 
Faulkner.

2010-11

 Nuneaton Town v Coventry City 14-07-2010 
Boro: Acton, Dean, Hadland (Daniel 60), Pierpoint (Stevenson 60), 
Oddy, Armson (Collins 67), Storer, Walker (Marsden 67), Forsdick 
(Nisevic 67), Berwick (Dillon 60), Spencer (L. Moore 60). Sub: A. Moore.
Coventry: Ellegaard, Keogh (Clarke 60), Wood (Cameron 60), 
Grandison (Turner 60), O’Halloran (Hussey 60), Baker (Jeffers 60), 
Doyle (Gunnarsson 60), Clingan (Cranie 60), McIndoe (Wilson 60), 
Sneekes, McSherrfrey (O’Donovan 60). Sub: Quirke.

Boro welcomed Coventry City to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.
Boro defended stoutly to keep a clean sheet against the 
Championship side, who appear to have plenty of work to do 
if they are to enjoy a successful season. Boro may play four 

leagues below the Sky Blues, but they battled manfully as the 
back three of Gareth Dean, Stuart Pierpoint and Guy Hadland 
coped well. Trialist centre-half Wayne Daniel showed he is 
also worth another look with a solid half-hour of action.

Boro’s starting line-up had a familiar look about it as striker 
Tom Berwick was the only new signing or trialist to start, but 
he had little or no service. Berwick was partnered in attack by 
the hard-working Danny Spencer, who is fit again after the knee 
injury that saw him miss the end of last season. Nuneaton’s 
other signing, striker Aiden Moore, was on the bench.

The Sky Blues had a strong starting line-up with key players 
Richard Wood and Sammy Clingan in the team. The first-half 
was a flat affair with neither keeper called into a save. Boro 
worked hard and contained their opponents well for the 
most part. City trialist Orlando Sneekes started the game and 
looked sharp early on as he got across Gareth Dean to stab 
a shot wide from 12 yards. Gary McSheffrey, on his return to 
Coventry, had the first shot of the second-half as he fired in 
an effort on the turn which Acton scrambled just wide.

Darren Acton saves under pressure from Michael Doyle. 
 Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

It was all change on the hour, City bringing on nine players 
and Nuneaton four. Chris Dillon and Lee Moore replaced 
Spencer and Berwick in a three-pronged attack. They were 
joined by Jon Stevenson, formerly of Leicester City. Daniel 
came on in the centre of defence in a 4-3-3 formation as City 
continued to lack a cutting edge. Acton made a comfortable 
save on 83 minutes as he got in behind Jeffers’ curler.

 Nuneaton Town v Kidderminster Harriers 17-07-2010 
Boro: Alcock (Acton 70), Collins (Oddy 70), Turner (Hadland 58), 
Daniel (Pierpoint 58), Forsdick (Nisevic 70), Oulton (Walker 46), Storer, 
Marsden (Bates 58), L. Moore (Berwick 70), Dillon (Stevenson 66), 
A. Moore (Spencer 46).
Harriers: Lewis, Vaughan (Briscoe 55), Sharpe, Albrighton, Franklin, 
Briggs, Shaw (McPhee 46), Byrne, Hankin (Blair 58), Connor (McPike 
58), Holsgrove (Gittings 73).

Boro welcomed Kidderminster Harriers to Liberty Way for a 
pre-season friendly game.
Alcock was called on early on as he made a comfortable 
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save from a header before tipping over a goal-bound cross 
for a corner and then punched the resultant flag kick clear. 
Boro’s first chance came on 24 minutes when Dillon robbed 
Lee Vaughan on the byline and fed Lee Moore, who saw 
Harriers’ keeper Danny Lewis make a fine save from his drive. 
The visitors should have taken the lead on 38 minutes when 
Connor met a cross at the back post and headed into the side 
netting from five yards.

However, Boro conceded a poor first goal within a minute when 
Vaughan got in behind Simon Forsdick and clipped a cross in. It 
was met by Briggs at the back post who looked to have missed 
a sitter as he hooked the ball across goal. It dropped for Kevin 
Holsgrove and he headed against the bar from two yards. The 
loose ball dropped into the centre of goal four yards out and 
Connor was on hand to turn it into an empty net.

Collins scored a tremendous equaliser for Boro in the 43rd 
minute as he fed a ball in to Marsden’s feet on the edge of the 
box and continued his run. Marsden back-heeled into his path 
and Collins took a touch before clipping a great finish into the 
top corner with the outside of his right boot from 14 yards.

Wilkin made two changes at half-time as Walker came on for 
Oulton in midfield. The other switch saw Spencer come on 
for Aiden Moore up front. Harriers had the first chance of the 
second half as Briggs planted a header off the bar from ten 
yards with Chris McPhee heading the rebound wide. Alcock 
had also made a good low save from a Briggs shot in the 
build-up. Three Boro changes included former Atherstone 
Town winger Bates coming on in the Nuneaton midfield after 
58 minutes. Boro took the lead within seconds of the changes 
when Spencer got the ball into feet and rolled Tom Shaw 
before firing into the net across Lewis from ten yards.

Briggs drew Harriers level on 69 minutes with a rasping drive 
that gave Alcock no chance as he took it on his chest before 
hammering a shot past the keeper. Boro got a good third 
goal with 12 minutes to go as Bates won the ball and fed 
Stevenson before carrying on his run. Stevenson played in 
Walker out wide and he clipped a right footed cross in which 
Bates met with a looping header which just crept in between 
the bar and Lewis’ outstretched hand.

 Nuneaton Town v Nuneaton Griff 20-07-2010 
Griff: Needham, Hutchinson (Starkey 67), Thurbon, Millerchip (Bagiskis 
69), Burton (Olanipekiun 67), Colson, Greenway (Brayne 72), Peake (Bailey 
60), Haines (Thompson 33), Naughton (Barrett 72), Piggon (Flavell 72).
Boro: Acton, Oddy, Dean, Pierpoint (Walker 67), Nisevic, Bates, Hadland, 
Marsden (Armson 75), Stevenson (Spencer 75), A. Moore (L. Moore 60), 
Berwick (Dillon 80).

Boro were guests in this match at Liberty Way with Nuneaton 
Griff taking over Liberty Way for the pre-season friendly.

The first-half was relatively dull with Griff doing well, but 
strikes from Tom Berwick, the impressive Tom Bates and two 
for substitute James Armson saw Boro home. Boro handed 
chances to two trialists from the start, midfielder Bates and 

striker Jon Stevenson. Guy Hadland anchored the midfield 
in a 4-3-3. Griff had Jamie Greenway and Callum Peake in the 
centre of their midfield. Former Coventry academy youngster 
Greenway ended last season on loan with Boro, while Peake is 
the son of Boro and Sky Blues’ legend Trevor Peake.

Boro generally controlled the first-half but Griff proved a good 
match for opponents four leagues above them, defending 
well and hitting them on the break. Front pair Mitchell Piggon 
and Alex Naughton looked a good combination, causing 
central defenders Gareth Dean and Stuart Pierpoint their fair 
share of troubles. The first chance came in the 13th minute as 
Bates saw a 25-yard free-kick scrambled onto the bar by Griff 
keeper Andy Needham.

Within a minute Bates undid his good work as he was beaten 
to the ball by Piggon, who fired wide from 14 yards. A one-
two between Piggon and Naughton ended with the latter 
firing a shot a yard over, but the half ended 0-0.

Boro were much improved in the second half and coasted to 
victory. Within two minutes Justin Marsden saw a fine strike 
saved by Needham before he headed onto the roof of the 
net. Bates rattled another free-kick off the bar from 20 yards 
on 51 minutes, but Boro took the lead three minutes later. 
Griff centre-half Liam Baginskis inadvertently hooked the ball 
across his own box for Berwick to lash into the roof of the net 
from 20 yards. It was third time lucky for Bates as he finally 
got his free-kick goal on 56 minutes. The former Coventry City 
man curled a brilliant shot into the far corner from 22 yards to 
leave Needham with no chance.

Boro dominated the second half with Danny Spencer seeing 
a header crash off the outside of a post on 74 minutes. 
Substitute James Armson added a well-taken third a minute 
later, lifting the ball over the advancing Needham, although 
he looked well offside. Armson got a fourth in stoppage time 
as he headed in a Bates corner.

 Rugby Town v Nuneaton Town 21-07-2010 

Boro made the journey to Butlin Road to play Rugby Town in 
a pre-season friendly match.
Incisive Boro completed a hat-trick of victories inside five 
days with Rugby being the latest side to suffer at the hands 
of Kevin Wilkin’s free-scoring outfit. Boro made an early 
breakthrough when James Armson’s left-wing corner on 
four minutes found Kyle Storer unmarked and the rugged 
midfielder made no mistake with a glancing header from 
eight yards.

After the interval, Boro stretched away convincingly as Justin 
Marsden’s 20-yard volley from a half-cleared corner doubled 
the advantage while Danny Spencer’s strong run into the 
area helped set up last season’s top marksman Chris Dillon to 
extend the advantage. It was former Coventry City midfielder 
Adam Walker who put the final nail in Rugby’s coffin, his 
skidding shot from the edge of the box arrowing into the 
bottom left-hand corner of Webb’s net.
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 Alvechurch v Nuneaton Town 24-07-2010 

Boro: Acton (Alcock), Dean (Hadland 46), Turner (Daniel 46), Pierpoint 
(Dillon 46), Oddy, Bates (Forsdick 46), Noon (Storer 68), Collins 
(Marsden 46), Nisevic, Berwick (L. Moore 46), A. Moore (Walker 46).

Boro made the journey to Lye Meadow to play Alvechurch in a 
pre-season friendly game.

Aiden Moore scored twice as Boro overcame Alvechurch. The 
18-year-old summer signing netted two goals in the last five 
minutes of the first-half, the former Doncaster Rovers player’s 
first for the club. Midfielder Tom Bates scored the third goal 
of his trial spell after four minutes as he finished coolly after 
latching on to a through ball from Gareth Dean.

Moore’s first goal came on 40 minutes when strike partner 
Tom Berwick sprung the offside trap and unselfishly squared 
the ball for Moore to finish. He got his second close on half-
time as Bates flicked on a Dean long ball for Moore, who 
hooked in a left-footed finish from 15 yards.

Guy Hadland got the fourth goal on 67 minutes when he 
headed an Adam Walker free-kick in, although trialist Wayne 
Daniel made sure the ball was over the line. Walker rounded 
off the scoring on an awful pitch as he scored at the second 
attempt after good work by Lee Moore.

 Nuneaton Town v Northampton Town 27-07-2010 
Boro: Acton, Collins, Hadland, Daniel (Turner 62), Oddy, Walker (Bates 
77), Storer, Armson (Noon 29), Forsdick (Nisevic 85), Spencer (Dillon 
60 (Marsden 70)), L. Moore.
Northampton: Walker, Death, Farquarson, (Kaziboni 67), Johnson, 
Wedderburn, Thornton, Konstantinou (Jacobs 60), Harris, Herbert 
(Trialist 70), Holt (Beckwith 67), Guinan (McKay 60).

Boro welcomed Northampton Town to Liberty Way to play a 
pre-season friendly game.
Boro kept the ball well in the first-half but they didn’t have 
the necessary guile to cut through the Cobblers. The League 
Two side on the other hand kept their shape and hit Boro on 
the break, using the electric pace of Herbert to great effect. 
Boro were cut to pieces in the fourth minute as Herbert 
flew past Daniel down the right and squared the ball for an 
unmarked Steve Guinan to tap in from six yards.

On 32 minutes Herbert beat Collins with ease on the right and 
then raced away from Hadland. He chose not to shoot and 
squared to Guinan on the edge of the box. The striker placed 
a fine finish into the bottom corner, although keeper Darren 
Acton may feel he should have done better. Acton made a 
decent save on 38 minutes as he palmed away a Thornton 
free-kick from 25 yards which had the help of a setting sun 
behind it as it flew towards the top corner.

Boro created little aside from a 30-yard free-kick from Kyle 
Storer which keeper Paul Walker did well to save and an 
Adam Walker drive which flashed wide. Nuneaton suffered a 
blow when James Armson suffered a recurrence of his pelvic 

injury on the half hour and had to be replaced by Mark Noon. 
Boro were much better after the break in an attacking sense 
despite failing to score. The closest they came to a goal was a 
fine effort by Hadland, who swivelled to volley a ball that was 
dropping over his shoulder onto the post from eight yards. 
Noon, who did well in his hour of action, curled a shot wide 
from 20 yards after winning the ball well from a Northampton 
midfielder on 56 minutes. Boro’s other effort of the half saw 
Walker drill a shot wide from a 25-yard free-kick.

The visitors were less of a threat, although they had 
seemingly little interest in moving through the gears. Acton 
made a good save to keep out a curler from Jacobs with four 
minutes to play in their best effort on goal.

Daniel Accepts Offer
Former Stafford Rangers and Worcester City centre-half 
Wayne Daniel has accepted a non-contract offer from 
Nuneaton Town boss Kevin Wilkin. The powerful defender 
made over 300 appearances for Stafford Rangers where he 
spent seven years.

 Bedworth United v Nuneaton Town 31-07-2010 
Bedworth: Wear, Coleman (Orton 73), Cartwright (Pringle 83), Cooper 
(Thackeray 83), Reece (Walland 60), A. Dean, Stanley, Scott, Williams 
(Rathbone 73), Blyth (Murphy 68), Withers (Barlone 68).
Boro: Alcock (Acton 60), Oddy, G. Dean, Pierpoint (Daniel 73), Nisevic 
(Forsdick 73), L. Moore (Armson 73), Walker, Noon (Nisevic 83), Bates 
(Hadland 58), Dillon, Berwick (Moore 58).

Boro made the journey to The Oval to play Bedworth United 
in a pre-season friendly game.

Bedworth were without doubt the better side in the first-half 
with the front pair of Jacob Blyth and Mark Withers causing 
plenty of problems. Withers, the kind of niggly player the 
opposition hate, had the ball in the back of the net twice but 
each time it was ruled out for offside.

Rob Oddy challenges for possession. Photo: Nuneaton News

On the first occasion Withers clattered into Alcock and 
aimed a petulant kick at the keeper as he got up. That was 
symptomatic of a physical first-half with Bedworth’s Sean 
Coleman and Ryan Scott rattling into tackles.
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Stanley pulled the strings in the midfield and he was 
unlucky with an outrageous shot from a 45 yard free-kick 
which Alcock saved. Boro were ineffective in attack and as a 
consequence created little. Their best efforts saw a Lee Moore 
shot blocked and Jack Wear make a smart save from an 
Adam Walker shot.

The second-half was as dull as pre-season gets until Boro 
took an undeserved lead. It was a poor goal for Bedworth to 
concede as Eddie Nisevic drove into the box and saw a shot 
loop up in the air. Wear fumbled the ball and it dropped for 
Aiden Moore to stab in from a yard.

From then on fitness told as Boro created chances. Simon 
Forsdick blazed over, Rob Oddy saw a shot well saved and 
Armson saw a shot rebound off the post. Armson got a goal 
in stoppage time as Bedworth switched off from a corner and 
the midfielder side footed into the net from ten yards.

Bates Signs For Boro
Nuneaton Town have captured the signature of former 
Atherstone Town midfielder Tom Bates. Manager Kevin Wilkin 
says that the player will give him different options in midfield.

 Nuneaton Town v Mansfield Town 03-08-2010 
Boro: Acton (Alcock 64), Hadland (Pierpoint 73), Collins (Berwick 83), Daniel 
(Dean 73), Oddy, Noon (Walker 56 (Nisevic 70)), Storer, L. Moore (Marsden 
73), Forsdick (Bates 83), Spencer (Armson 62), Dillon (A. Moore 73).
Mansfield: Elliott, Fairclough, Priest, Ventrella, Burton, Somner, Nix, 
Highstead, Wisdom, Briscoe, Williams. Subs: Not known.

Boro welcomed Mansfield Town to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly match.

Boro were far and away the better team in the opening half, 
going into the break with a deserved 2-0 lead. Spencer’s build 
and physical style on the pitch suggests he is nothing more 
than a powerhouse target man on first viewing. However, he 
displayed craft and a first touch that suggests he deserves 
more respect.

He had a major hand in the first goal, taking down a towering 
clearance gracefully on the half-way line and spraying the ball 
out to Simon Forsdick, who whipped a cross in and Dillon, 
who looked as sharp as he has done all pre-season. The 
Boro striker was shoved over in the box and Oddy stepped 
up, side-footing the resulting penalty into the net to give 
Nuneaton a 23rd minute lead.

Spencer added the second on 31 minutes when Kyle Storer was 
felled on the edge of the box. The former Brackley Town man 
lashed the ball into the left hand corner from 20 yards with a 
great strike, although Mansfield gave him plenty of help by 
setting up a misaligned wall which left a good portion of the 
goal for him to aim at.

Boro could have scored more as Storer had a skidding strike 
well saved by James Elliott and Lee Moore did well to get a 
dangerous cross in and the same player fired wide after good 

work. Mansfield were awful and the closest they came was a 
clever chip by winger Kyle Nix, which floated wide.

The second half was a more even affair with Mansfield getting 
a goal back on 67 minutes, Nix heading in an accurate cross 
from the right. Boro’s chances were limited until a late 
flourish. Substitute Aiden Moore latched on to a through ball 
and slid in on the keeper, winning the ball, only to see the 
effort roll wide.

Berwick sealed the win with seven minutes to go with his first 
touch as he capitalised on another mistake by Elliott, who 
spilled a routine Tom Bates shot. Aiden Moore put a shot just 
wide before Justin Marsden almost added a brilliant fourth 
with a stunning shot against the bar in the dying minutes.

Boro Sign Alcock
Nuneaton Town have signed Danny Alcock, who last season 
turned out for Tamworth. The keeper started with the Stoke 
City youth set-up before moving into non-league football 
with Stone Dominoes and Kidsgrove. He then moved on to 
Barnsley, where he made one first-team appearance before 
joining Accrington Stanley. After two seasons with Stafford 
Rangers he moved to the Lamb.

 Guiseley v Nuneaton Town 14-08-2010 
Guiseley: Drench, Toulson, Cotterill (Fitzgerald 53), Merris, Peyton, 
Sharry (Penford 58), Rothery (Stamp 79), Needham, O’Neill, Ainge, 
Walshaw. Subs: Burton, Scarsella.
Boro: Alcock, Hadland, Collins, Daniel, Oddy, Armson (Walker 71), 
Storer, Noon, Forsdick (Nisevic 71), Dillon (Marsden 85), L. Moore. 
Subs: Bates, A. Moore.

Boro made the journey to Nethermoor Park to play Guiseley 
in a Conference North fixture.

Boro came from a goal down with ten-men to kick off the 
season with a superb away success. Kevin Wilkin’s men 
looked destined for defeat when Jimmy Walshaw gave the 
home side the lead and Guy Hadland was sent off for pushing 
Walshaw on 48 minutes. However, Wilkin switched from a 
susceptible 3-5-2 formation to a 4-3-2 line-up and suddenly 
Boro were roaring and ready to tame The Lions.

Wayne Daniel started the fightback with a superb header 
and then Chris Dillon scored a deliciously taken winner. And 
though the ten men had to battle determinedly to keep their 
slender lead intact as the Lions strove to get some reward 
they found Boro’s defensive barrier impossible to penetrate.

With Daniel and Matty Collins, both of whom seemed very 
ill-at-ease prior to half-time as did the dismissed Hadland, 
suddenly looked top drawer after the break while keeper 
Danny Alcock was faultless throughout.

Captain Mark Noon was a warrior with a mission alongside 
the far more restrained but equally influential Kyle Storer in a 
Boro engine-room that was fiery but disciplined.

The travelling Boro fans on the terraces were again at their 
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vocal best and if the side needed a lift when the going was 
tough then the players were lifted by their faithful, who fully 
deserved the team’s applause.

Certainly if it’s grit, determination that provides promotion 
possibilities then this Boro may be a major player this term. 
Alcock emphasised his class with vital saves to foil Joe O’Neill 
and Walshaw in rapid succession before he turned over Luke 
Sharry’s rising 15-yarder as Guiseley held the initiative.

And on 28 minutes they broke through as Collins lost 
possession to ex-Nuneaton man Warren Peyton, who pulled 
the strings for the hosts, and he released Walshaw through 
a static visiting defence to race clear, round the advancing 
Alcock to slot into an empty net.

Lee Moore should have levelled right on the break but lofted 
his lob over keeper Steve Drench and wide of the far post.
It looked grim when Hadland was sent off, but it changed 
the course of the game with Daniel equalising with a bullet 
eight-yard header from James Armson’s pin-point free-kick 
soon after. Depleted Boro snatched the winner on 69 minutes, 
Dillon dispossessed Simon Ainge, who was sent off in injury 
time, dashed in from the right to coolly lift a delicate chip 
beyond the advancing Drench and over the line.

Acton On Loan
Long-serving Darren Acton will be joining Brackley Town on a 
month-long loan.

 Nuneaton Town v Droylsden 21-08-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Daniel (Marsden 46), Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Walker 
(Armson 80), Storer, Noon, Forsdick, Dillon (Spencer 79), L Moore. 
Subs: Collins, Nisevic.
Droylsden: Phillips, Roche, Brownhill, Ker, Cryan, Brown, Lloyd 
(McNiven 50), Gardner (Beck 45), Kilheeney, Killesh, Holdem (Booth 
50). Subs: Halford, Vaughan.

Boro welcomed Droylsden to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.
Town seemed more than capable of landing the spoils when 
Lee Moore’s close-range header put them in front just after 
the interval. However, slack Boro allowed the visitors to rally 
and claw their way back on terms thanks to a fine headed 
goal from a set piece by defender Matt Ker. Substitute Danny 
Spencer lasted just five minutes before being sent off for an 
off-the-ball elbowing offence on Ker.
Mark Noon had a 25-yarder fly wide but the closest to a goal 
came when Dan Gardner’s cross shot was stopped by the 
outstretched boot of Danny Alcock with Simon Forsdick 
completing the clearance. Forsdick had a rising effort grasped 
by Paul Phillips and Lee Moore’s skidding shot was just off 
target although the Mancunians had their moments, the 
best being a fierce angled Alex Brown drive that flew past the 
helpless Alcock and grazed the far post.

Boro boss Wilkin produced an interval masterstroke by 
introducing Justin Marsden into the action and the move paid 
instant dividends, the substitute deceiving two defenders to 

produce a peach of a cross for Moore to race in and plant a 
six-yard diving header into the roof of the net. Walker failed 
to capitalise on a good offering when his feeble shot was 
parried away by Phillips but on 74 minutes Boro’s zonal 
marking from a set piece haemorrhaged as Ker arrived at the 
back post totally unchallenged to crash a fine header high 
into the rigging.

Droylsden keeper Paul Phillips collects the ball under pressure from 
Adam Walker Photo: Nuneaton News

Spencer replaced Chris Dillon and immediately burst away on 
to Marsden’s long piercing pass and unleashed a fierce volley 
that Phillips held confidently. But six minutes from time Boro 
were reduced to ten-men as Spencer was red carded for an 
off-the-ball assault on Ker that was spotted by a linesman 
and the referee had no alternative but send him off.

 Boston United v Nuneaton Town 24-08-2010 
Boston: McKeown, Murphy, Jelleyman, Pearson, Canoville, Sleath, Semple 
(Hunter 64), Church, Davidson, Weir-Daley, Yates (Cullingworth 64). 
Subs: Butcher, Deane, Ashton.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Pierpoint, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick (Nisevic 53), 
Storer (Collins 64), Walker, Moore (Dillon 80). Subs: Armson, Berwick.

Boro made the journey to York Street to play Boston United in 
a Conference North fixture.
Brilliant Boro broke Boston’s hearts with a performance 
that oozed class. Boro’s quality shone through with keeper 
Danny Alcock and the back three of Stuart Pierpoint, Guy 
Hadland and the returning and immaculate Gareth Dean the 
cornerstone of the success. Lee Moore gave Boro the lead 
before Guy Hadland doubled the advantage and though Miles 
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Hunter bagged a late consolation the tenacious visitors held 
on for a famous win.

Boro made two changes with Dean returning in defence in 
place of Wayne Daniel while Justin Marsden replaced Chris 
Dillon alongside Moore in attack. And after a cat-and-mouse 
start, Boro sprung the trap on 12 minutes when Adam Walker’s 
tenacious 40-yard run stretched wing-back Gareth Jelleyman, 
who blocked the midfielder’s attempted cross but failed to halt 
the danger as the ex-Sky Blues youngster crossed perfectly for 
Moore’s close-range header to bulge the net.

The Pilgrims’ reaction to conceding their first goal of the 
season was a spate of corners that Boro defended well, 
although Alcock did have to produce a superb full-stretch 
parry to keep out Ryan Semple’s power-laden cross shot.

Jamie Yates then had a 20-yarder sizzle past Alcock’s right-
hand post and Shaun Pearson headed over from yet another 
flag kick as United kept up the pressure without causing 
Alcock and friends too many anxious moments.

On the break Boro looked threatening but when Kyle Storer’s 
extravagant crossfield pass was cut out by Yates it needed a 
sprawling save by Alcock to keep the lead intact.

But on 63 minutes Boro doubled their advantage with a goal 
of the utmost quality as Boro ripped the home defence apart 
with a stunning ten-pass build-up that saw Eddie Nisevic 
burst into the box and feed Moore and his dangerous cross 
was shouldered in by Hadland via a deflection off Pearson.
Five minutes from time Hunter took advantage of a rare piece 
of hesitancy in the Boro area to force a low cross shot past 
the outstanding Alcock but Boston were unable to penetrate 
a second time as their rivals hung on determinedly.

Boro Strike Sponsorship Deal
Nuneaton Town have signed a significant sponsorship deal 
with Fortec Pallet Distribution Network which will see the 
company’s logo on the back of the team’s shirts.

 Nuneaton Town v Stalybridge Celtic 28-08-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Daniel (Spencer 79), Pierpoint, Oddy (Collins 63), 
Walker, Storer (Armson 71), Noon, Forsdick, Marsden, L. Moore. 
Subs: Berwick, Nisevic.
Celtic: Budtz, Rule, McWilliams, Ryan, Woods, Bembo-Leta, Jennings, 
Wilkinson, Marsh (Conther 38 (Warburton 71)), Banim (Rea 24), Elam. 
Subs: Platt, Law.

Boro welcomed Stalybridge Celtic to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Goals from Lee Moore and Kyle Storer, each taking their 
seasonal tally to three, put Boro on the road to success but 
while the victory keeps the momentum going the lack of 
creativity is a worry. Manager Kevin Wilkin made just one 
change replacing the suspended Guy Hadland with Wayne 
Daniel. But neither side showed any real penetration in a 
low key opening half hour in which Celtic’s experienced Jody 
Banim had a 20-yard free-kick fly over and at the opposite 

end Kyle Storer’s snap-shot was way off target. However, 
Boro’s dominance of possession was to yield reward on 40 
minutes although it was a blunder from veteran Tim Ryan 
that led to the breakthrough as he allowed the impressive 
Justin Marsden to nick the ball from him on the Boro 
right and the striker raced to the dead-ball line to square 
unselfishly for Moore to side-foot home from close in.

Lee Moore taps the ball into an empty net. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro continued to force the pace after the interval, Adam 
Walker having two goal-bound shots blocked in quick 
succession but on 58 minutes Storer grabbed what proved 
to be the match winner by doubling Nuneaton’s advantage.
Moore was hacked down by Ryan 20 yards out, who was 
booked in the process, and there was more misery for the 
visitors as from the set-play Storer’s dipping drive left keeper 
Jan Budtz helpless as the ball flew overhead and dipped 
beneath the bar and into the roof of the net.

Against the run of play, Stalybridge pulled a goal back on 
75 minutes. Joel Bembo-Leta wasn’t closed down quickly 
enough and his through pass down the inside left channel 
caught Boro square at the back and Jennings went through 
unchallenged to fire past the advancing Danny Alcock. Wilkin 
then chose to revert to a 4-4-2 to give his side more defensive 
solidarity and though Celtic pressed they were unable to 
further breach Boro’s back division.

 AFC Telford v Nuneaton Town 30-08-2010 
Telford: Young, Salmon, Newton, Rogers (Davies 84), Murray, Killock, 
Mills, Trainer, Meechan (Lawrie 75), Brown, Adams (John 75). 
Subs: Abbott, Platt
Boro: Alcock; Dean, Hadland (Armson 55), Pierpoint; Oddy, Walker 
(Collins 84), Noon, Storer, Forsdick (Nisevic 69), Marsden, L. Moore. 
Subs: Spencer, Daniel.

Boro made the journey to the Bucks Head to play AFC Telford 
in a Conference North fixture.

Boro threatened early on and Adam Walker went close with a 
glancing header from Simon Forsdick’s near post cross, which 
brought an excellent save from Young. Gareth Dean then had 
a stretching header dip on to the roof of the net, but it needed 
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a brilliant save from Danny Alcock to foil Phil Trainer. Telford 
took the lead after 24 minutes following a neat build-up down 
the right which saw Jon Adams put in a cross and though 
Trainer mis-headed the ball, it fell perfectly for him to lash a 
fierce 12 yard volley past the helpless Alcock. Boro responded 
in positive fashion, Storer trying his luck from distance before 
the Telford keeper had to make an acrobatic save to push Lee 
Moore’s header over the top.

On 39 minutes Boro were reduced to ten men as Storer was 
red carded after he launched an assault on Murray, who had 
just tried to hack the ball from between Lee Moore’s legs. The 
referee had already awarded Boro a free kick but Storer ran 
15 yards to get involved and could have no arguments about 
being dismissed.

Telford pressed at the start of the second-half and after a 
prolonged spell in the Nuneaton area the second goal duly 
arrived. Walker cleared off the line from Trainer and Alcock 
blocked Greg Mills’ effort, the ball fell to Alex Meacham 
and his centre was angled beyond Alcock and into the far 
corner by the head of the lurking Andy Brown. Boro fans had 
something to cheer when Young stumbled out of his box and 
was harshly booked while soon after Adams grazed a post 
at the opposite end with a 25-yard effort but on 80 minutes 
Telford sealed the win as Murray brushed aside Justin 
Marsden to feed Mills and he glided past two tackles before 
slamming a rising 15-yarder over the line off the underside 
of the bar. Three minutes from time Marsden savoured a 
rare plus mark as he skipped past Sean Newton and rifled a 
skidding cross shot past Young and just inside the far post.

However, in time added on Trainer added to his total with a 
terrific 25-yarder that left Alcock grasping thin air as it hit the 
bottom corner of the net. In the dying seconds Eddie Nisevic’s 
cross struck the arm of Murray but Oddy’s spot kick was 
saved at the second attempt by Ryan Young.

Spencer Receives Suspension
Nuneaton Town utility player Danny Spencer has received 
a massive 35 day ban after being shown red cards in the 
matches against Leamington and Droylsden.

 Worcester City v Nuneaton Town 04-09-2010 
Worcester: Sandercombe, Ward, Price, Thorley, McGregor, Clyde, 
Cartwright (Richman 65), O’Connor, Danks (G. Walker 71), Glover, 
Birley. Subs: Richman, G. Walker, Polan, Wright, Heeley.
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint (Nisevic 80), Collins (Dillon 85), 
Armson, Storer, Noon, Forsdick, Marsden, L. Moore. Subs: A. Walker, 
Oddy, Bates.

Boro made the journey to St Georges Road to play Worcester 
City in a Conference North fixture.

The hosts had skipper Graham Ward dismissed on 70 minutes 
for a stupid hack at Storer but Boro were unable to take 
advantage and could easily have lost all three points with City 
twice going close to a winner late on.

On the team front, manager Kevin Wilkin rested defender Rob 
Oddy and brought Matty Collins in at right wing-back while 
James Armson took over in midfield from Adam Walker as 
Boro strove to bounce back from the setback at AFC Telford.

Simon Forsdick’s incisive run down the middle led to Justin 
Marsden squaring for Moore and he raced down the inside 
left channel, drilling a skidding drive between the legs of 
Tim Sandercombe. Soon after, James Armson lobbed over 
Sandercombe on to the top of the net but three minutes into 
the second period Worcester were on terms. Boro lost the 
ball from their own free-kick and Danny Glover’s sweeping 
crossfield pass found Birley goalside of Collins and he fired 
beneath the keeper Danny Alcock.

Boro responded to regain the advantage on 58 minutes, 
Moore’s pin-point centre found Storer at the back post and 
his volley rippled the City rigging. The lead lasted 90 seconds 
as Boro were caught napping from a throw-in and Danks 
cracked a superb curling 25-yarder beyond the fingertips of 
Alcock. The red-blooded action continued, Storer’s strength 
in possession frustrated Ward, who recklessly scythed the 
legs from beneath his rival and the red card was brandished.

Boro then survived reprieves as Tom Thorley’s stinging drive 
was brilliantly parried away by Alcock, who then watched as 
Glover’s cross-shot crashed against a post.

Substitue Eddie Nisevic twice came close to setting up a 
late winner with his dazzling runs while Armson ghosted 
past three opponents and crossed for Moore to head back 
for Marsden, whose goalbound volley was blocked by a 
desperate McGregor, outstanding in the Worcester rearguard.

Acton Loan Made Permanent
Darren Acton, who has been on loan at Brackley Town has 
made his move permanent. The experienced keeper joined 
Nuneaton Borough from Tamworth and went on to make 345 
first team appearances.

Ilkeston Wound Up
Ilkeston Town Football Club has been wound up by the High 
Court over an unpaid tax bill. HMRC refused the club more 
time to pay the £50,000 bill. The winding up order means that 
Nuneaton Town will lose the point they gained in their match 
at Liberty Way earlier in the season which ended 2-2.

 Nuneaton Town v Alfreton Town 11-09-2010 

Boro: Alcock, Collins, Dean, Pierpoint, Forsdick, Armson (Dillon 75), 
Noon, Storer (Oddy 85), Nisevic (Walker 66), L. Moore, Marsden. 
Subs: Daniel, Bates.
Alfreton: Turner, Law, Shaw, Flint, Stride, Wilson, Arnold (C. Hall 88), 
Brown, Clayton, Wilson (Hearn 38), Franklin. Subs: Ross, J. Hall.

Boro welcomed Alfreton Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Action in the box was rare in the first-half with neither side 
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looking likely to score. Alfreton’s best options looked to be 
from high balls into the box and that was the case on 38 
minutes as they made it 1-0. Franklin hurled in a long throw 
and the ball dropped for Arnold 15 yards out. He fired in 
a shot that deflected off one of three Boro defenders who 
threw themselves at the ball, and it looped into the net 
beyond the despairing Danny Alcock.

Boro were the better side for the rest of the half and were 
unlucky not to draw level when Nisevic hit a deep cross which 
arrived at the feet of Storer. He hit a goal-bound shot from ten 
yards that was blocked by the dive of Reds’ defender Darren 
Stride on the line. Boro appealed for handball but nothing 
was given.

Justin Marsden is well marshalled by former Boro favourite Connor 
Franklin. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro gave away their now customary poor goal as Alfreton 
made it 2-0 on 55 minutes. Josh Law managed to get a cross 
in despite the attentions of Noon and Moore. The ball evaded 
Alcock and four defenders and Hearn volleyed in from a yard 
out at the back post.

It was 3-0 on 66 minutes as Boro were picked off by some 
precise Alfreton passing. Hearn teed up the visitors’ stand out 

player Brown and he fired in from 25 yards. Alcock got a big 
hand to the ball but there was too much on it and it flew into 
the roof of the net. Boro were most definitely second best 
but they almost got a goal back on 70 minutes when Storer 
flashed a free-kick a yard wide from the edge of the box.
Boro had a rare chance with three minutes to go when Adam 
Walker, who put in a decent showing from the bench, saw 
fellow sub Dillon head his cross well wide from 10 yards. 
Alcock made a fine save in the final minute when he blocked 
Chris Hall’s shot with his legs. The score went from a hiding 
to mildly respectable in stoppage time when Justin Marsden 
crossed to the back post and Dillon scissor kicked a brilliant 
volley into the far corner.

Berwick Out On Loan
Tom Berwick has rejoined Daventry Town on a month’s loan. 
He scored 52 goals for the Northamptonshire club last season 
as they took the United Counties Premier Division crown.

Boro Sign Simmonds
Nuneaton Town have signed Donovan Simmonds from 
Rushden and Diamonds. The striker, who started his career 
as a youth team player with Charlton Athletic before joining 
Coventry City, has since gained experience with Gillingham, 
Kilmarnock on loan and Greenock Morton.

 Nuneaton Town v Harrogate Town 18-09-2010 
Boro: Acton, Collins (Oddy 19 (Armson 80)), Dean, Pierpoint, Forsdick, 
Simmonds, Noon, Walker, Nisevic, Marsden, Moore (Dillon 78). 
Subs: Daniel, Bates.
Harrogate: Gonzalez, Roma, Talbot, Bowey (Naylor 46), Bloomer, 
Foster (Ellington 61), Toner, Armstrong (Savory 59), Hardy, Phillips. 
Subs: James, Shepherd.

Boro welcomed Harrogate Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.
Signed less than 24 hours prior to kick off from Rushden, 
Simmonds sparkled like a diamond in Nuneaton colours as he 
brought pace, vision and excitement to the Boro’s right flank 
in a 3-0 demolition of ordinary Harrogate. Defeat loomed 
for the North Yorkshire outfit, managed by former Boro 
defender Simon Weaver, inside the opening quarter as Justin 
Marsden, Eddie Nisevic and Lee Moore were all on target as 
the visitors struggled to match the urgency or energy of the 
home side. Especially before the interval when Simmonds 
tortured, tormented and terrified the Tykes rearguard and his 
constant threat down the right touchline, plus Nisevic’s on 
the opposite wing, caused palpitations for the visitors.
Wilkin was missing the suspended Kyle Storer and injured 
Guy Hadland but with the returning Adam Walker helping 
skipper Mark Noon pull the strings in the engine-room and 
the ever-reliable Stuart Pierpoint and Gareth Dean dictating 
at the back, Boro were a class apart from the visitors.
Harrogate were on the back foot from the word go and 
Boro made the breakthrough 12 minutes in when a mix-up 
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between keeper Kieran Gonzalez and Richard Pell gifted 
Marsden possession on the left edge of the area and he 
coolly bagged his second goal of the season, side-footing 
into an empty net. Alcock had to be alert to turn away 
Wayne Phillips’ curling free-kick before Boro stretched their 
advantage almost immediately on 15 minutes, the darting 
Nisevic finding himself isolated 20 yards out to rifle a skidding 
drive past a helpless Gonzalez.

Lee Moore scores Boro’s third goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

The onslaught continued as Walker funnelled a neat pass 
down the inside right channel for Moore to get beyond Pell 
and his angled cross shot slid past the advancing Gonzalez 
and in off the inside of the far upright. Moore then brought 
out a superb finger-tip save from Gonzalez following more 
good work by Simmonds, who then saw his spiralling centre 
clip the bar with Nisevic firing the rebound just over the top.

There was little change in the second half as Boro dominated 
without showing the same venom. Walker sliced way off 
target when he could have done better, Simmonds then 
crossed for Nisevic to send a downward header inches wide 
before Marsden half volleyed over following a flowing six-man 
build-up. The lively Walker grazed the bar as Boro finished in 
total control and moved up to ninth.

Boro Sign Burns
Kevin Wilkin has brought in former Leicester City youth 
academy player Robbie Burns. The young midfielder was on 
loan at Tranmere Rovers last year.

 Workington v Nuneaton Town 02-10-2010 
Workington: Taylor, Langford (Hindmarch 84), Rowntree, May, 
Andrews, Vipond, Arnison, Hewson, J. Wright, Tymon (Tinnion 77), 
A. Wright. Subs: White, Blake, Main.
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Pierpoint, Hadland, Armson, Storer, Noon, 
Marsden, Nisevic, L. Moore (Dillon 88), Simmonds. Subs: Burns, 
Walker, Daniel, Oddy.

Boro made the journey to Borough Park to play Workington 
in a Conference North fixture.

Neither side looked like breaking the deadlock in the first 
half, although Workington had the best of what attacking 
action there was. Boro’s only two efforts on goal in the 
opening period came from the unlikely source of Noon. 
First he fired a left-footed shot over from 25 yards after four 
minutes and then he scuffed another effort into a defender 
with his weaker foot from 10 yards after good work by Justin 
Marsden, who impressed in the hole behind the front two.

Despite shading the half, Workington had to wait until the 
21st minute to have an effort on goal, David Hewson shooting 
well over from 25 yards. Armson almost opened the scoring at 
the wrong end when he planted a bullet header inches wide 
of his own goal from a Shaun Vipond corner. That was after 44 
minutes and a minute later Hewson was unlucky to volley a 
yard over from a Gareth Arnison cross.

Boro had their first effort on target straight after the break. 
Moore did well to release Simmonds through the middle, but 
his first time shot was well kept out by Reds’ keeper Arran 
Taylor low to his left. Marsden won Boro a golden chance 
to take the lead after 65 minutes when he latched onto an 
excellent channel ball from Armson and was felled in the box 
by Lee Andrews after a neat piece of skill.

Storer stepped up and slotted the ball into the bottom left 
hand corner with a coolly taken penalty to make it 1-0 with 
his third of the season, his two against Ilkeston having been 
wiped out. Boro were the better side by this stage, although 
they rarely threatened the second goal. Simmonds was 
unlucky with an effort from distance which was well struck 
and almost slipped through the grip of Taylor in the sodden 
conditions. Alcock finally made his first save with seven 
minutes to play, a regulation catch from a Rowntree free-kick.

 Nuneaton Town v Stafford Rangers 16-10-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic (Forsdick), Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, 
Marsden, Storer, Simmonds (Spencer), Moore (Dillon), Hadland. 
Subs: Walker, Oddy.
Stafford: Evans, Francis (Sterling), Wooliscroft, Mills, McAughtrie, 
Wrack, Kasiama (Clarke), Patrick, Reid (Moss), Dudley, Davidson. 
Subs: Forde, Maguire.

Boro welcomed Stafford Rangers to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Match-winner Kyle Storer took the hero worship but it was 
a magnificent last minute save from keeper Danny Alcock 
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that deprived lowly Stafford of a point. Storer ran the show 
in the Boro engine-room alongside highly charged skipper 
Mark Noon in a performance that did lack play-off potential 
but showed no-one is going to get easy points out of Kevin 
Wilkin’s men as they stretched their unbeaten run to five 
games and just as important made it four clean-sheets on 
the spin. However, it needed the agility and concentration 
of Alcock, against one of his former clubs, to ensure Boro 
maintained their top six spot, as he brilliantly kept out Ashley 
Woolliscroft’s power-laden drive that had equaliser written 
all over it.
Unchanged Boro had a rare scare when Eddie Nisevic’s 
weak back-header was latched onto by Andre Francis but 
Stuart Pierpoint intervened at the opportune second to save 
the young defender from any embarrassment. Boro then 
mounted an offensive with Donovan Simmonds’ first touch 
letting him down as he attempted to latch on to Mark Noon’s 
neat chip beyond the Rangers’ defence. Soon after Jimmy 
Armson sliced well wide from 15 yards and the stretching Guy 
Hadland was unable to steer a Nisevic centre on target.

Danny Alcock – a fine display to protect Boro’s lead. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

But on 14 minutes Boro made the crucial breakthrough. 
Simmonds’ shot rebounded back to the frontman who 
calmly released the surging Nisevic down the left and his 
tasty far post centre found the in-rushing Storer who made 
no mistake with a crisp close range header. It then needed 
a finger-tip save onto a post by keeper Lee Evans to foil Lee 
Moore’s slithering right-foot drive and from the flag kick 
Hadland thought he had doubled the advantage but his 

six-yard header was ruled out for a marginal offside decision. 
At the opposite end Hadland almost gifted Ross Davidson 
an equaliser as he left a back-header short but the Rangers 
striker lobbed high over the cross bar.

Kyle Storer heads home the only goal of the game. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Early in the second period, Justin Marsden was wide of the 
mark from distance as both sides huffed and puffed without 
any end product. The same player had a great opportunity to 
put the points beyond doubt when uncertain defending gave 
the ex-Rugby man a chance to volley home from 18 yards, but 
his effort to was a foot too high.

However to Stafford’s credit they pressed and harried Boro 
into some nervous defending, although a cutting edge was 
visibly missing much to the home team’s relief. However, in 
the dying seconds Ashley Woollicroft’s 25-yard thunderbolt 
flew through a packed Boro area, but the acrobatic Alcock 
somehow pushed the ball away to safety.

Berwick Contract Cancelled
Nuneaton Town have cancelled the contract of Tom Berwick, 
their summer signing from Barnsley. He has failed to make a 
single competitive appearance for the club.

 Nuneaton Town v Hinckley United 30-10-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic, Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, Marsden 
(Walker), Storer, Dillon (Simmonds), Moore (Spencer), Hadland. 
Subs: Oddy, Forsdick.
Hinckley: Haystead, Mace, Reid, Fairclough (Gray), Burgess, Newton, 
King (Dozie), Roberts, Kerry, Lister, Bains. Subs: Blackwell.

Boro welcomed Hinckley United to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Four consecutive league wins, four successive clean sheets 
and fifth in the table – not a bad day’s work for Boro despite 
having to pull out the stops to foil neighbours Hinckley. 
Second-half strikes from top marksman Lee Moore plus 
another classy goal from teenager Eddie Nisevic were enough 
to see off the challenge of the Knitters, who gave their all only 
for a more diligent and enterprising Boro to come through 
unscathed, despite a couple of very close calls.
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Boro held the upper hand in a dour and uninspired opening 
half as United looked solid at the back. When the hosts 
did threaten to break through, keeper Danny Haystead 
was confident and assured. Two early opportunities fell to 
Justin Marsden but both efforts were just off target while the 
Knitters only worthwhile effort was Dan Newton’s long-range 
drive that Alcock grasped easily.

Boro created the best offering of an insipid opening period 
when ex-Hinckley midfielder Kyle Storer won possession in 
midfield and raced away before releasing Lee Moore, whose 
angled drive struck Haystead’s outstretched boot and flew 
away for a corner.

Hinckley were caught napping right at the start of the second 
half, but Chris Dillon was unable to get accuracy into a stretching 
effort to lob Haystead. However, within 30 seconds Boro made 
the breakthrough. Marsden galloped down the inside left 
channel and cut in to get on his right foot only for Moore, racing 
in from the opposite side, to take the initiative and unleash a 
skidding left-footer past the unsighted Haystead from 15 yards.

Boro doubled their lead just before the hour with the 
marauding Nisevic getting the goal his efforts richly 
deserved. There was little danger when the left-wing-back 
strode forward in midfield but he burst past two opponents 
and, following a fortunate rebound, went one-on-one 
with Haystead. The luck again stayed with Nisevic and his 
bouncing shot hit the post and rolled back into his path for 
the 19-year-old to slot into an empty net.

If Boro thought they were home and hosed they were wrong 
as United gamely rallied. James Reid’s curling 30-yard free-
kick whistled past a static Alcock and struck the inside of 
both posts before Stuart Pierpoint headed off the line. And 
Lady Luck smiled again on Boro as Callum Burgess’ header 
sailed towards the far corner of the net only for James 
Armson to head off the line.

From then on Boro assumed control again with Stuart 
Pierpoint and Storer failing to make the most of clear cut 
heading opportunities while substitute Donovan Simmonds 
twice saw power-laden drives fly just off the mark but by then 
the points were safe for Nuneaton.

Storer Player Of The Month
Nuneaton Town’s Kyle Storer has 
been named as the Blue Square 
North Player of the Month for the 
month of October.

 Nuneaton Town v Solihull Moors 09-11-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick (Nisevic), Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, 
Marsden (Armson), Storer, Spencer, Simmonds (Moore), Hadland. 
Subs: Walker, Dillon.
Moors: Singh, Midworth, Blackwood (O’Loughlin 81), Price, Streete, 
Langdon, English, Eze (Gooding 75), Cunnington, Johnson, West. 
Subs: Rachel, Amoo, Adkins.

Boro welcomed Solihull Moors to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Kyle Storer’s brace saw Nuneaton Town battle back to win 
2-1. It was Boro’s fifth league success in a row as they keep 
up with the Blue Square North leaders. Rob Oddy got his 
first start at right wing back in ten games, Simon Forsdick 
returned at left wing back after seven on the bench with 
James Armson and Eddie Nisevic dropping out. Storer was 
recalled to midfield at the expense of Adam Walker after a 
one match ban.

The two strikers were also changed as Danny Spencer made 
his first start of the season and Donovan Simmonds was 
recalled. Moors opened the scoring on 19 minutes. A good 
through ball by Junior English looked to be well covered by 
Pierpoint, but he failed to deal with it and ended up prodding 
into his own net.

However, the lead was short lived as Storer had Boro level 
within three minutes. A Simmonds corner fell for Storer 
outside the box and he spurned the chance to shoot, picking 
out Simmonds with a fine ball. The striker cut in from the 
right and fired in a low cross which Storer drove home from 
ten yards.

Pierpoint had a massive escape 
soon after when he tried to head 
the ball back to Alcock, only to see 
it roll past him towards the goal. 
It looked certain to go in, but it hit 
the post and went wide.

Boro had a penalty on 70 minutes 
after Spencer showed tremendous 
bravery to go for a header and 
take a thumping kick to the head 
from Eze. It was a certain penalty 
and Storer stepped up to send 
Jasbir Singh the wrong way. Boro 

came close a matter of seconds later when Nisevic picked out 
Spencer and he played in sub Lee Moore, who beat Singh, but 
not the inside of the post.

Eze headed over Solihull’s best chance of the second period 
but it was Boro who finished the stronger.

Boro Clinch Sponsorship Deal
Nuneaton Town have negotiated a three-year deal with 
Britannia Tyres for sponsorship of the main 1,600 capacity 
terraced stand at Liberty Way.
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 Nuneaton Town v Eastwood Town 13-11-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Storer, Noon, Armson 
(Walker 78), Forsdick (Nisevic 87), Moore (Marsden 90), Simmonds. 
Sub: Burns.
Eastwood: Danby, Cooke, Shaw, Simpson, Bailey, Haggerty, Todd, 
Stevenson, Rhead, Muller (Meikle 60), Foster. Subs: Duncum, Riley, 
D’Laryea, Beardsley. 

Boro welcomed Eastwood Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Donovan Simmonds scored arguably the best Nuneaton goal 
since the move away from Manor Park with a spectacular 
strike that clinched the points – and the former Coventry City 
youngster reckoned Liverpool’s ace striker Fernando Torres 
was his inspiration.

Simmonds gained possession wide left, jinked inside a 
defender before lashing an angled drive high into the far 
corner of the net. He said: “I watched Torres score against 
Chelsea and thought what a great goal. I just did what he 
did, went inside and the opportunity opened up the same 
and my shot flew over the keeper and inside the far post. It 
has to be one of the best I’ve scored and as it turned out to 
be the match winner plus my first league goal for the club 
that makes it even more satisfying.” He added: “Eastwood 
were a tough, physical side but we handled it and in the end 
deserved the victory. We are on a great run with six league 
victories in a row and confidence is really high.”

Half-chances came at both ends with Matt Bailey heading a 
free-kick across the face of the home net but the 13th minute 
proved to be a lucky one for Boro.

Kyle Storer’s ball into the area found Armson ten yards out 
and he skipped past a defender before finding the net despite 
the best efforts of keeper John Danby. However, within 60 
seconds the Badgers were back on level terms, Matt Rhead 
rising unchallenged 12 yards out to send a looping header 
beyond Danny Alcock.

Danby then had another free header that looked destined 
for the net, strike the head of Guy Hadland and fly to safety 
while Chris Shaw had penalty appeals turned down when 
challenged by Simon Forsdick and Simpson was inches wide 
with a skidding 25-yarder. But against the run of the play 
Boro regained the advantage on 37 minutes with Simmonds’ 
wonder goal.

After the interval Boro enjoyed plenty of possession although 
it was Eastwood’s Adam Muller who almost squared matters 
when his shot took a deflection wide but Lee Moore should 
have stretched the lead as his weak header was saved at the 
second attempt by Danby, who moments later foiled Armson 
with his feet. However, Boro had a late let-off when the 
Badgers had penalty claims turned down when Mark Noon 
sent Anton Foster crashing to the turf but referee Andrew 
Barney was having none of it and the Boro’s impressive run of 
form continued.

 Stratford Town v Nuneaton Town 16-11-2010 
Stratford: Morris, Faulds, James, Alsop, Doyle (Motteram 15), Gregory, 
Hersey (Starkey 75), Reynolds, Thompson, Edgington, Thompson-
Brown. Subs: Halford, Leever.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick, Walker, Dean, Nisevic, Armson (Storer), 
Burns, Marsden (Simmonds), Moore, Hadland (Pierpoint). 

Boro made the journey to the DCW Stadium to play Stratford 
Town in a Birmingham Senior Cup second round tie.

Boro booked their passage into the quarter-finals with 
a hard earned victory over a gritty Stratford, who can 
count themselves unfortunate not to have at least taken 
their higher league opponents to extra time. It was Justin 
Marsden’s fifth goal of the season that decided the issue after 
James Armson’s well struck drive right on the break had been 
cancelled out by Tom James’ equally fierce free-kick soon 
after the restart.

On a bitterly cold night at The DCW Stadium, it was the 
Midland Alliance side who created a couple of early half 
chances with ex-Leamington frontman Martin Thompson 
heading just wide while Nathan Edgington’s lob lacked the 
power to trouble keeper Danny Alcock. Marsden provided 
the best of Boro’s first-half efforts but Richard Morris was 
more than a match as he punched away Marsden’s initial 
effort and then superbly turned over the striker’s crisp volley 
at full stretch.

However, the hosts conjured up the best shot of the period 
when Thompson headed down for Sam Alsop to unleash 
a rising 20-yarder that clattered the underside of the bar, 
bounced down and was hacked away by Gareth Dean.

In time added on, Morris again showed his agility by tipping 
over Guy Hadland’s header but with virtually the last kick 
of the half Armson’s skidding edge of the box drive flew 
past the keeper and nestled in the far corner of the net. But 
on 50 minutes Stratford were back on terms. Guy Hadland 
accidentally handled 20 yards out and James crashed a fierce 
free-kick through the defensive wall and past Alcock, who got 
a hand to the ball without being able to keep it out.

The home celebrations were soon ended as three minutes 
later Nuneaton restored their advantage. Lee Moore did the 
spadework on the right and when his centre came into the 
box, Marsden’s downward header gave Morris no chance.

Thompson should have levelled immediately when he got 
beyond the visiting defence only to send his lob beyond 
Alcock and also the far post.

When play switched to the opposite end Marsden’s curling 
shot beat Morris and struck the bar but an error by Hadland 
let in Motteram, who wasted the chance by firing into the legs 
of Alcock with Thompson totally unmarked.

Stratford skipper Liam Reynolds was then unlucky to see 
his powerful 30-yarder rattle the bar as Boro held on to their 
narrow advantage.
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Norman Smith Dies
Ex-Coventry City and Milwall player Norman Smith, who also 
played for Nuneaton Borough, Bedworth Town and Rugby 
Town in the late 1940s and early 1950s has passed away in 
Coventry aged 90. He was Coventry’s longest surviving player 
and passed away a week before his 91st birthday.

Simmonds Out, Sharif In
For ‘personal reasons’ popular striker Donovan Simmonds 
has quit Nuneaton Town and will be moving to London. 
Manager Kevin Wilkin has acted quickly to bring in a 
replacement and Nabil Sharif will be joining the club on a 
month’s loan from Rushden and Diamonds. In other news 
striker Aiden Moore has signed a dual registration deal with 
Long Buckby AFC of the United Counties League.

 Solihull Moors v Nuneaton Town 11-12-2010 
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick, Walker, Dean, Hadland, Armson, Storer, 
Spencer (Moore 83), Marsden (Dillon 83), Nisevic (Matthews 86). 
Subs: Sharif, Burns.
Solihull: Singh, Midworth, Blackwood (O’Loughlin 81), Price, Street, 
Langdon, English, Eze (Gooding 75), Cunnington, Johnson, West. 
Subs: Rachel, Arnoo, Adkins.

Boro made the journey to Damson Park to play Solihull Moors 
in a Conference North fixture.

Nuneaton Town skipper Kyle Storer saw red at Damson Park 
on Saturday during his side’s 1-1 draw with Blue Square Bet 
North rivals Solihull Moors.

It was an eventful match for Storer who was in the thick of 
the action – and was involved in both goals before being sent 
off for his part in a 68th-minute melee sparked by a reckless 
challenge by Solihull’s Junior English.

“I honestly didn’t see the incident,” Wilkin said. “But Kyle 
has to understand that you can’t get involved like that when 
you’re on a yellow card.

Storer picked up his first booking in the first half for a reckless 
challenge of his own, this time on English. And it was from 
the resulting free-kick that the home side took the lead, as 
Nuneaton were unable to deal with the ball floated into the 
box and Simon Johnson got the final touch.

The manner of the goal was unsurprising as Boro had 
struggled to deal with the high ball into the area all half and 
had survived some near misses, most notably when Rob 
Oddy was forced to clear off his own line.

Wilkin added: “They rained balls into the box in the first half 
and asked questions of us from the restarts. We got the goal 
at the right time and looked the better side until the sending 
off and even after that we looked the more likely to score.”

Boro levelled the scores just after the break with a goal from 
45 yards out. Storer’s free kick evaded both sets of players, 
and Solihull keeper Jasbir Singh, before bouncing high into 
the net.

 Redditch United v Nuneaton Town 14-12-2010 
Redditch: Coleman, Spencer, Quaynor, Fitzpatrick, Ayres, Hull, 
Malsom (Adaggio 46), Newbury (Dyer 46), Smith, Green, Edwards 
(Richards 71). Subs: Timmins, Ager.
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Storer, Noon, Forsdick 
(Nisevic 84), Marsden (Sharif 76), Moore, Spencer (Dillon 71). 
Subs: Burns, Walker.

Boro made the journey to The Valley to play Redditch United 
in a Conference North fixture.

Boro resumed winning ways with a decisive victory to 
consolidate their play-off place and leave Redditch firmly 
entrenched at the foot of the table. From the start Boro 
dominated and they raced into a 3-0 lead by half-time. They 
would have won even more emphatically had they not taken 
their foot off the gas until the closing stages when a couple of 
late strikes helped provide their biggest away league win of 
the season.

With skipper Mark Noon and vice captain Stuart Pierpoint 
back in the line-up following one-match bans, Boro looked 
far more at ease than they did in the 1-1 draw at Solihull at 
the weekend. From the kick-off Boro poured forward with 
Simon Forsdick and Guy Hadland bringing saves from keeper 
Dean Coleman before rock-bottom Redditch, who failed to 
have a solitary effort on target in the whole 90 minutes, were 
dealt a cruel blow on 14 minutes.

Kyle Storer, showing restraint and composure after Saturday’s 
red card, rifled in a 40-yard free-kick from wide right and as it 
skidded into the area the luckless Lee Ayres could only slice the 
ball past his own keeper from eight yards. The goal gave the 
visitors a boost with Lee Moore clipping the outside of a post 
following good build-up play from Justin Marsden, and it came 
as no surprise when the lead was doubled on 35 minutes.

Moore got free on the left and his fierce centre was superbly 
controlled by Forsdick before he turned smartly to crash a 
left-foot cross shot just inside the far post for his first goal 
of the season. United were under the cosh and five minutes 
later fell further adrift. 

Pierpoint’s sliced clearance fortunately fell to keeper Danny 
Alcock and he hoisted a long ball forward which Moore flicked 
on to Danny Spencer, who rounded keeper Coleman and 
slotted into an empty net. Right on half-time, Redditch’s best 
chance of a goal came when Matt Smith’s looping header 
clipped the top of the bar.

Redditch were on the ropes going into the second period 
but Boro eased up and hardly created an opportunity until 
the dying stages. There was a belated debut for on-loan 
striker Nabril Sharif but it was another substitute, Chris 
Dillon, who found the rigging on 87 minutes, heading home 
from close range following Storer’s pin-point free-kick. In 
time added on Pierpoint completed the rout with a powerful 
25-yarder that keeper Coleman could only parry over the line 
and into his own net.
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Bates Signs For Barwell
Tom Bates, who signed from Atherstone Town during the 
summer has signed for Evo-Stik Northern League Division 
One side Barwell on a dual registration basis.

Terry Branston Dies
Former Northampton, Luton and Lincoln centre-half Terry 
Branston, who joined Nuneaton Borough in 1973, has passed 
away aged 72. The tough defender formed an impressive 
partnership with Billy Baxter in the 1970s.

 Corby Town v Nuneaton Town 01-01-2011 
Corby: Mackenzie, Pitham, Sansara, Hope, Gulliver, Burgess, Hall 
(Lavery 80), Towers, Webster, Mackey (Diggin 71), G. Walker. 
Subs: West, Dolman.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Pierpoint (Nisevic 16 
(Armson 75)), Marsden (Dillon 83), Walker, Spencer, Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Matthews.

Boro made the journey to Steel Park to play Corby Town in a 
Conference North fixture.

Boro got off to a disastrous start as they were 2-0 down in 
a terrible opening spell in which the home side opened the 
scoring with just two minutes on the clock, after an Andy 
Burgess corner was headed goalwards by Adam Webster. 
Although lacking pace the ball found its way past the 
unsighted Danny Alcock and into the net. Nuneaton hit back 
though, and Simon Forsdick fired just over the bar from 20 
yards and Justin Marsden saw his shot deflected wide. Then, 
with eleven minutes gone Ben Mackey pulled the ball back to 
Burgess, who laid the ball into the path of Andy Hall, who had 
plenty of time to drill the ball into the bottom corner.

Boro suffered another setback when Stuart Pierpoint was 
stretchered off the pitch with what appeared to be a serious 
knee injury. He was replaced by Eddie Nisevic. The next half-
hour passed without incident but Boro did have their best 
chance of the half when Danny Spencer played Lee Moore 
in down the left. He drove towards goal but passed up the 
chance to shoot and his cross was scrambled clear.

Boro came back strongly at the start of the second half and 
cut the deficit on 49 minutes. Walker did well to play Nisevic 
in down the left wing and carry on his run to the edge of 
the box. Nisevic was in acres and he kept calm to pull a low 
cross back to Walker. The young midfielder scored with a fine 
first-time finish from 16 yards across Mackenzie. Corby had a 
great chance to restore their two goal advantage when Hall 
sprung Boro’s offside trap. Justin Marsden did well to get 
back and apply pressure but Hall still got his shot in, rattling 
the outside of the post from the edge of the box.

Boro drew level on 66 minutes though as Marsden showed 
great pace to get to the byline and fire over a tremendous 
cross which Spencer turned in with his thigh from six yards. 
The game was more open now as Alcock made a fine save 
from Steelmen winger Glenn Walker. Spencer then got behind 
a tiring Pitham to flash a shot across the face of goal.

Pitham then gave the ball straight to Nisevic, who beat his man 
and drew a good save out of Mackenzie. As he did, his ankle 
stuck in the turf and he had to be replaced by Armson with what 
looked like another bad injury. From Moore’s corner, Hadland 
got up highest at the near post to glance in a six yard header and 
complete a remarkable turnaround in the 75th minute, making 
the score 3-2 to Boro. The visitors could have extended their 
lead, but Mackenzie made a good save from Oddy.

 Nuneaton Town v AFC Telford 03-01-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Oddy (Armson 54), Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Marsden, Dillon 
(Sharif 72), Walker, Spencer, Moore, Hadland. Subs: Matthews, Taylor.
Telford: Young, Salmon, Newton, Rodgers, Whitehead, Killock, 
Mills (John 88), Trainer, Proudlock (Meechan 81), Brown, Adams. 
Subs: Murray, Lawrie, Platt.

Boro welcomed AFC Telford to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.
The first-half was an entertaining affair although neither side 
could break the deadlock. Proudlock had an early half chance 
as he volleyed over. Boro then came into the game as Dillon 
shot over and Walker had a shot brilliantly blocked by Shane 
Killock. Brown headed over at the other end before the game 
really came to life at the end of the half.

Danny Alcock saves under pressure. Photo: Nuneaton News

Killock came within inches of finding the top corner from 10 
yards and then Brown scored with a neat finish but he was 
offside. Dillon came closest for the hosts after 42 minutes when 
he made space but the impressive Killock cleared off the line.

The second-half got off to an electric start with Telford 
earning a penalty for a clear foul by Oddy on Mills. Proudlock 
stepped up but Alcock made a good save, although the 
spot kick was poor. Boro looked lively at the other end as 
Walker had a soft penalty appeal turned down but it stayed 
0-0. There were no more chances for the next 20 minutes 
although that was not for the want of trying.

Marsden had a penalty appeal turned down on 73 minutes 
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when he tangled with Sean Newton but nothing was given. 
Proudlock missed another great chance with ten minutes to 
play when Noon gave the ball away. Brown worked the ball 
into Proudlock for a one on one but Alcock raced out to make 
a brilliant block. Shortly before that, Moore had a run and 
shot but he hit the ball over the top.

There were also chances for Walker and Hadland, up for a 
corner, but the ball wouldn’t go in. Killock had an excellent 
game but he blotted his copybook with a poor studs up 
tackle on Noon that earned him a booking. From the free-kick 
Moore found the ball at his feet but Young made a good save 
from his 25-yard shot.

 Nuneaton Town v Blyth Spartans 08-01-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Walker (Matthews 80), 
Dillon (Marsden 61), Storer, Spencer, Moore, Hadland. Subs: Oddy, 
Burns, Matthews.
Blyth: Gillespie, Cave, Buchanan, Swailes, Deverdics, Dale, Turnbull, 
Groves, Tait, Hooks, Brayson. Subs: Alexander, Cunningham, 
O’Mahoney, Morris.

Boro welcomed Blyth Spartans to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Following the woeful after-match scenes of Monday’s 0-0 
draw against AFC Telford, the true Boro supporters savoured 
another galvanising fightback from their favourites with Blyth 
suffering the same fate as Corby the previous Saturday.

Man-of-the-match Danny Spencer began the recovery while 
Kyle Storer, returning from a two-match ban netted a glorious 
equaliser before Lee Moore swooped late on for the winner to 
keep Boro fourth and prove they are a force to be reckoned 
with in the promotion race.

Half chances came at both ends early on with Blyth’s prolific 
hitman Brayson forcing a fine parry from Danny Alcock from 
which Nicky Deverdics failed to make the most of his follow-
up effort that flew wide of the far post. But on 28 minutes 
the breakthrough came Spartans way as a right-wing corner 
caused confusion among the home ranks and Tait crashed a 
rising ten-yard half-volley past Alcock.

Soon after the interval Boro were sure they’d equalised when 
Chris Dillon’s rising shot struck the underside of the bar and 
looked to have bounced down over the line but referee Stuart 
Eagland saw no flag from his linesman and waved play on.

Almost immediately the visitors pressed forward to double 
their advantage. Brayson’s optimistic spiralling shot was 
pushed on to a post and out by Alcock yet within seconds 
he was picking the ball out of the net. Rob Dale gathered 
possession and his near-post centre found Brayson, who 
made no mistake with a crisp header.

Boro looked in turmoil but one ingredient this team has is a 
winning mentality and two goals inside 90 seconds amazingly 
squared the issue. The resolute Spencer began the rally with 
a clinical eight-yard header after Dillon and flicked on Alcock’s 

clearance. And before Blyth recovered Boro struck again with 
a Storer Exocet. There looked no danger when a ball was 
half-cleared out of the Spartans’ defence but astute work by 
skipper Mark Noon allowed his fellow central midfielder to 
thunder in a fierce 25-yarder that left keeper Mark Gillespie 
grasping the cold Nuneaton air.

On 84 minutes the fightback was complete. Moore was the 
hero as he twisted through two tackles in a run across the 
area before arrowing an angled drive beyond Gillespie. No 
hooligans just a celebrating Boro public.

James Armson and Kyle Storer celebrate Boro’s equaliser. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

 Stalybridge Celtic v Nuneaton Town 11-01-2011 
Stalybridge: Budtz, Meynell, McWilliams (Davies 57), Brogan, Ryan 
(Jennings 70), Platt, Warburton, Rule, Rea, Marsh, Hobson. 
Subs: Woodhouse, Bembo-Leta, Elams.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Dean, Hadland, Forsdick, Marsden (Burns 89), 
Storer, Noon, Walker, Moore (Sharif 90), Spencer (Dillon 81). 
Subs: Matthews, Oddy.

Boro made the journey to the Bower Fold to play Stalybridge 
Celtic in a Conference North fixture.

Boro showed true grit to overcome a hostile and highly 
physical Stalybridge to extend their undefeated league run 
to 12 games. In a tough, rough encounter Boro bettered their 
Cheshire hosts in all departments but most of all where it 
matters in front of goal. Their quality shone through as the 
outstanding Kyle Storer and lively Justin Marsden netted the 
the all important goals.

On a cold night, Boro’s performance warmed their loyal band 
of travelling fans as the three-point haul cemented their 
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place in the top four. Celtic could have few complaints at the 
outcome with slick Boro completing the double following 
their 2-1 win at the Triton Arena back in August.

Boro made just one change from Saturday’s 3-2 win over 
Blyth with Chris Dillon being replaced by Justin Marsden as 
manager Kevin Wilkin chose a fluid 4-3-3 formation. But it 
was Celtic who started brighter and inside the opening 60 
seconds carved out a half-chance that Steve Grogan skewed 
just wide. There was no love lost between the sides with 
tackles coming thick and fast although in Storer, Boro had the 
most creative player on the park and his performance would 
certainly have caught the eye of the watching Burton Albion 
boss Paul Peschisolido.

Lee Moore had Boro’s first effort but his 20-yarder flew off target. 
However, on 43 minutes the deadlock was broken when Storer’s 
25-yarder flew past keeper Jan Budtz and just inside the far 
upright. Stalybridge’s strong-arm tactics came to the fore with 
Tim Ryan and Kristian Platt both escaping serious disciplinary 
action after two-footed lunges on Marsden and Noon 
respectively, both of whom were lucky to come out unscathed.
It then needed a splendid save by Danny Alcock to deny Hobson. 
However, Celtic were punished in the best possible way as Boro 
doubled their advantage in the 71st minute.

Both Danny Spencer and Walker had shots blocked before 
Marsden made it third time lucky as his close range shot 
was only helped over the line by keeper Budtz. Late on two 
superb challenges from Gareth Dean kept Celtic at bay and 
ensured a welcome second clean-sheet for Boro in their last 
three outings.

 Harrogate Town v Nuneaton Town 15-01-2011 
Harrogate: Myers, Roma, Picton, Pell, Wilkinson, Toner, Nowakowski, 
Bowey, Ellington, King (Hadley 59), Hutchinson (Armstrong 59). 
Subs: James, Bloomer, Foster.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Walker, Marsden 
(Christie 83), Storer, Spencer (Dillon 89), Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Matthews, Sharif.

Boro made the journey to Wetherby Road to play Harrogate 
Town in a Conference North fixture.

Boro had the better of the first-half but could not make 
the breakthrough as both sides struggled to deal with 
challenging conditions. Myers was put to the test after three 
minutes when Storer made a great connection with a 30-yard 
volley but the keeper got down to his right to make a fine 
save. There was more danger for the home side soon after 
when Justin Marsden volleyed over a fine Simon Forsdick 
cross from ten yards. Harrogate had their best chance of 
the half on 11 minutes when Ellington was put in down the 
middle by Andy Hutchinson. However, Guy Hadland did 
brilliantly to make a last ditch sliding tackle.

Hadland had the ball in the back of the net on 17 minutes 
as he barged into Myers to head in an Adam Walker free-kick 
but the inevitable free-kick was given. At the other end Richard 

Pell headed a Ciaran Toner free-kick onto the roof of the net 
but Nuneaton continued to have the best openings and Walker 
put Marsden in for another chance that saw Myers save again.

The second half got off to a lively start as Storer was denied 
a tap in by Hutchinson after good work by Marsden before 
Harrogate almost stole the lead after 53 minutes. Pell 
nodded down a hanging corner and Ellington stabbed the 
ball goalwards from six yards. It looked bound for the net but 
Forsdick stuck out a leg to clear over the bar. Boro cashed 
in on their escape as they broke up the other end to open 
the scoring. Marsden turned brilliantly in midfield to release 
Walker down the left. He squared for Noon, who had broken 
from midfield to slide the cross in from 10 yards. Moore had 
the ball in the back of the net on 64 minutes as he hammered 
home but the flag was up for offside.

Marsden really should have put the game to bed ten minutes 
later when Walker squared the ball to him 12 yards out. He 
cut inside and Myers came out to make a fine block, but 
Marsden should have hit the back of the net. The game was 
turned on its head after 80 minutes as Alcock was sent off. 
He made a terrible mistake as he got caught in two minds 
and made a hash of things and was caught in possession by 
Armstrong, who was just about to score when Alcock brought 
him down and was sent off and replaced by Armson, who 
made a fine attempt at saving the penalty.

With four minutes to go Boro almost snatched the lead when 
Moore set up Walker, but Jake Picton got back to clear off 
the line. Then in time added on Myers was sent off after he 
tripped Dillon. Storer kept his nerve to tuck the spot kick 
away, despite the best efforts of substitute keeper Ellington.

 Gainsborough Trinity v Nuneaton Town 18-01-2011 
Gainsborough: Barnes, Boyce (Greaves 46), Williams, Cowan, Beckett 
(Mettam 46), McMahon, Waterfall, Robinson, Peat, Kendall, Alston. 
Subs: Clarke, Davies, Mayo.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Walker, Marsden 
(Christie 80), Storer, Spencer (Dillon 80), Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Matthews, Sharif.

Boro made the journey to Northolme to play Gainsborough 
Trinity in a Conference North fixture.

Stylish Nuneaton brushed aside Gainsborough at Northolme 
to power to the top of the table for the first time this season. 
The fifth successive away success extended their eye-catching 
recent run to 12 wins and two draws in 14 league outings 
and on current form are more than capable of following two 
consecutive promotions by completing a third with a title and 
Conference football next term.

Boro were unchanged for a third game in a row but struggled 
to get a grip in the opening quarter in which there was little 
goalmouth action. A wayward Danny Spencer effort and a 
Guy Hadland booking for a clumsy challenge on Sam Aiston 
were the only incidents of note before Boro took a 22nd 
minute lead.
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A fine build-up saw Mark Noon enter the home area and feed 
Lee Moore, whose low cross was met first time by Justin 
Marsden at the near post and, though keeper Phil Barnes 
parried the ball, Adam Walker was on hand to fire a skidding 
10-yard shot inside the right-hand upright. Trinity woke from 
their slumber with Nathan Peat having an in-swinging corner 
clip the bar before Andy Boyce’s downward header was 
grasped to his left by keeper Danny Alcock.

Alcock then misjudged his punch, flattening ex-Nuneaton 
centre-back Gavin Cowan instead, but escaped unpunished 
while home full-back Darren Williams was only booked after 
charging Kyle Storer off the ball. However, on 42 minutes 
Boro stretched their advantage with a finely worked goal.

Moore released Walker down the inside left channel and 
his pinpoint cross found Mark Noon, whose peach of a 
downward header found its target. Gainsborough showed 
far more fight after the interval and after Ryan Kendall saw 
a diving header fly wide, the hosts pulled a goal back on the 
hour, Leon Mettam volleying in Cowans’ flick on.

At the opposite end James Armson’s 25-yarder was brilliantly 
turned over by Barnes while Trinity’s leading scorer Kendall 
deflected a Lewis McMahon free-kick inches over. Boro had 
the last opportunity but Armson’s right-wing centre skipped 
across the home area with Walker just failing to get the all-
important final touch.

 Vauxhall Motors v Nuneaton Town 22-01-2011 
Vauxhall: Ritchie, Taylor, Mahon (Smith 90), Noone, Halligan, Wilson, 
Dames, Prince (King 90), Anoruo (McGivern 66), Brown, Grice. 
Subs: Tynan, Wright.
Boro: Alcock, Armson (Christie 90), Dean, Hadland, Forsdick, Marsden, 
Walker, Storer, Noon, Moore, Spencer. Subs: Dillon, Burns, Matthews, 
Sharif.

Boro made the journey to Rivacre Park to play Vauxhall 
Motors in a Conference North fixture.
Boro’s glorious five-match away winning run stalled at 
Rivacre Road where Vauxhall applied the brakes on the 
league leaders. And while the Nuneaton camp will regard 
the hard-fought draw as two points surrendered in their title 
quest, the Motormen were worthy of a share of the spoils 
despite being down to ten-men for the last 14 minutes plus 
time added on following the dismissal of Paul Brown for a 
disgraceful challenge on Gareth Dean.
Kevin Wilkin’s men did manage to stretch their lead at the 
top of the table to three points, with second placed Alfreton 
having their game at Worcester postponed due to a frozen 
pitch. While Boro have now played four games more than 
their nearest rivals, they have the points on the board.

The Liverpudlians were unable to cash in as Tom Hannigan’s 
downward header was pushed away smartly by Danny Alcock. 
Meanwhile a rare Boro break saw Kyle Storer’s free-kick met by 
Guy Hadland’s stretching boot but his goal-bound effort was 
blocked by Chris Noone. As the interval approached, Brown 

was denied as his skidding 25-yarder struck a post with Alcock 
helpless. Obi Anorou then found space to unleash a 15-yard 
cross-shot which the Boro keeper smothered confidently.

In a rare Boro threat, Marsden volleyed Simon Forsdick’s 
left wing centre over the bar and right on the whistle, Danny 
Spencer’s persistence won him possession and when he 
squared to Adam Walker the midfielder blasted well over 
from 12 yards. Boro took the lead five minutes into the second 
period. Storer was adjudged to have had his shirt tugged from 
a corner by the hapless Brown and the midfielder confidently 
drilled in his 12th goal of the season from the penalty spot.

A superb move almost brought a second goal as Justin Marsden 
squeezed a fine ball through to the impressive Simon Forsdick, 
whose angled drive flew past keeper Jon Ritchie and clattered 
the far upright. Boro also had a let-off as Taylor rose well at the 
back post only to see his header fall on top of the net.

On 76 minutes, Vauxhall were down to ten men when Brown 
was sent off for a two-footed lunge on Dean. However, the 
ten men pulled level on 85 minutes. Marsden conceded a 
needless corner and Leighton McGivern was left unmarked at 
the back post to rifle into the net from ten yards.

 Nuneaton Town v Hyde United 25-01-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Christie, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Walker (Matthews 62), 
Marsden (Armson 65), Storer, Spencer (Dillon 75), Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Sharif.
Hyde: Saunders, Smart, Young, Lynch, Johnson, Holsgrove, Rick, 
Burke, Lees, McNiven, Manship. Subs: Morris, Rimmer, Stott, Turner, 
Mooney.

Boro welcomed Hyde United to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.
Battle weary Boro fell to a surprise defeat and looked like they 
had run out of steam after a hectic schedule against a hard 
working Hyde side. It was Boro’s first loss in 16 league games 
and it would be easy to be over critical of a side that has come 
so far so quickly. However, they were certainly poor in this 
game with zero tempo to their play and atmosphere in the 
ground as they fell two behind to goals either side of half-time.
Nuneaton had the first chance as Lee Moore cut in fron the 
right on the 15 minute mark and saw his shot well saved by 
Russell Saunders. Neither goal was threatened again until 
the 38th minute when Hyde took the lead. It was a disastrous 
goal to give away. Saunders caught a free-kick pumped 
into his box and fired it back up the field. The ball flew over 
Guy Hadland’s head and as keeper Danny Alcock came out, 
Christie headed it over him and into the empty net.

Moore at least looked a threat as he hit another good shot 
from the edge of the box which Saunders did well to tip over. 
It was 2-0 after 66 minutes as Christie was again exposed 
down the right. The ball was crossed in and the impressive 
Dale Johnson bundled in. Boro were back in the game two 
minutes later as Mark Noon charged into three tackles. The 
ball was eventually worked out to sub Ed Matthews, who 
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whipped in a great cross. Noon’s first shot was well saved but 
the rebound fell to Armson and he powered it into the net.

Boro were finally looking lively as Kyle Storer was put in for a 
good chance but his first touch betrayed him. A cross late on 
represented the final chance of the game, but was just out of 
reach of Chris Dillon.

 Nuneaton Town v Redditch United 29-01-2011 
Boro: Quirke, Christie (Oddy 46), Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Spencer, 
Armson (Marsden 74), Storer, Dillon (Walker 80), Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Matthews.
Redditch: Dormand, Ayres, Timmins, Hurren, Green (Edwards 80), 
Dyer, Newbury (Fitzpatrick 74), Platt, Wilding, Brown (McKenzie 58), 
Smith. Subs: Quaynor, Costello.

Boro welcomed Redditch United to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Boro’s form in front of their home supporters has become 
spasmodic and variable compared with their exploits on 
their travels where there have been some outstanding 
performances. Liberty Way is no longer the fortress that Wilkin 
would like as Redditch proved with a gritty, gutsy and gallant 
display that arguably earned them a worthy share of the spoils 
despite having less possession and fewer opportunities.

Number six Danny Spencer put in an impressive defensive display. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Maybe Reds supporters would disagree with the latter as 
other than the goals, they carved out the two most clear-cut 
offerings that Phil Green thankfully fluffed before making it 
third time lucky with 11 minutes left.

Fortunately Lee Moore popped up with his eighth league goal 
of the campaign to square matters four minutes later and kick 
off a late flurry from Boro that could easily have proved fruitful 
had skipper Mark Noon and substitute Adam Walker been a 
little more clinical.

However, that may have been unfair on Redditch, who were 
walloped 5-0 by Boro back in December The visitors battled 
their hearts out to pick up only an 11th point from a possible 
72. Optimism was high as Boro forced the pace with James 
Armson twice going close with full-blooded drives although it 
was Green who had the chance of the half from Matt Smith’s 
overhead volley but he fired his six-yarder wide of the far post.

Simon Forsdick’s rousing cross-shot forced keeper James 
Dorman to finger-tip onto a post while soon after the restart 
Green lobbed over the bar with only Boro stand-in keeper 
Michael Quirke to beat.

But on 79 minutes the breakthrough came. Boro’s back line was 
caught out by a long ball and when Green exchanged passes 
with Craig Wilding, the former made no mistake with a crisp 
finish across Quirke. But Boro struck back smartly as the United 
defence switched off from a corner and when Rob Oddy’s low 
centre found Moore 15 yards out, the striker’s deft flick floated 
over a crowded goalmouth and just below the bar.

 Nuneaton Town v Stourbridge 01-02-2011 
Boro: Quirke, Oddy, Matthews, Walker, Dean, Christie, Armson 
(Moore), Burns, Dillon, Marsden, Nisevic. Subs: Noon, Hadland, Storer, 
Spencer.
Stourbridge: Solly, Drake, Canavan, Craddock (Rock 69), Oliver, 
Bennett (McCone 64), Plinston, Broadhurst (Billingham 72), Dovey, 
Dyson, Mahon. Sub: Rowe.

Boro welcomed Stourbridge to Liberty Way to play a 
Birmingham Senior Cup third round tie.

Rejuvenated Boro made short work of Stourbridge to cruise 
into the semi-finals and stay on track to retain the trophy. 
First-half strikes by Eddie Nisevic, impressing on his return 
from ankle ligament damage, and skipper Gareth Dean laid 
the foundations for the victory before striker Justin Marsden 
added the third seconds after the interval.

Despite six personnel changes from the 1-1 draw with Redditch 
at the weekend, Boro were hardly troubled by their lower-level 
rivals. Boro started brightly with Nisevic just failing to convert 
a Rob Oddy cross while Robbie Burns snatched wide when 
well placed.

Good work by James Armson set up Chris Dillon but the 
striker’s turning half volley whistled inches off target. The 
Glassmen had to wait until midway through the half before 
threatening the home goal with Drew Canavan’s 30-yarder 
flying wide, although Boro keeper Michael Quirke looked to 
have the shot covered.

But on 29 minutes Boro edged ahead with a splendid effort 
from the returning Nisevic, who gained possession off Ed 
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Matthews before brushing aside a couple of defenders in a 
pacy dash down the left of the area and when he cut inside 
his shot beat Lewis Solly at the near post. Marsden was 
denied by Jamie Oliver’s desperate late lunge although 
Quirke was then forced into his sole save of the period when 
blocking Aaron Drake’s goalbound effort.

Stourbridge’s James Dyson tried his luck from distance 
but again Quirke confidently let the effort fly past a post. 
However, on 37 minutes Boro doubled their lead. Armson 
clipped in a left-wing corner that found Dean unchallenged 
eight yards out and his powerful header found the roof of the 
net with Solly helpless.

Inside the opening minute of the second half the tie was 
virtually sealed as Nuneaton stretched their advantage. 
Cyrus Christie fed Marsden down the right, he ghosted past a 
couple of defenders and rifled a skidding narrow angled drive 
past Solly, who again had no chance. Armson’s downward 
header lacked the pace to trouble Solly too much in an 
otherwise low-key last quarter in which Boro keeper Quirke 
was a virtual spectator.

 Stafford Rangers v Nuneaton Town 05-02-2011 
Stafford: Evans, Wooliscroft, Naylor (Forde 85), Dudley, Johnson, 
Edwards, Francis, Maguire, Adaggio (Moss 80), Forde (Naylor 85). 
Subs: Campbell, Turner.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy (Nisevic 83), Forsdick, Noon (Armson 19), Dean, 
Spencer, Walker, Storer, Marsden, Moore (Dillon 76), Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Christie.

Boro made the journey to Marston Road to play Stafford 
Rangers in a Conference North fixture.
Two superbly crafted and clinically taken goals from Simon 
Forsdick and Justin Marsden sparked league leaders Boro to 
victory over relegation-threatened Stafford to open up a six-
point lead in the championship race.

It looked as though Kevin Wilkin’s men were set for a far easier 
success against their second-bottom hosts when Forsdick 
crashed home a luscious volley inside four minutes but 
Rangers worked their hearts out to get back in contention.

Boro made the perfect start when Kyle Storer’s superb angled 
cross found Forsdick in acres of 
space and he produced a stunning 
eight-yard volley just inside the far 
post to double his scoring tally for 
the season.

Rangers came close to an equaliser 
soon after but Shaun Benjamin’s 
snap shot from the edge of the area 
flew narrowly off target although 
Guy Hadland’s darting header 
grazed the bar at the other end 
with keeper Lee Evans beaten. Boro 
lost skipper Mark Noon through a 
knee injury on 18 minutes, but with 

youngster James Armson taking over in the engine-room they 
continued to press. The revitalised Rob Oddy grazed a post 
from 20 yards, while Marsden’s tentative finish saved Stafford 
from going further adrift as the interval approached but it was 
Nuneaton who were fortunate on 44 minutes when Danny 
Edwards raced beyond the visiting defence only to see his 
rising 15-yarder clatter against the bar and rebound back 
into play.

As in the opening half, Boro caught their rivals cold with 
a superb second goal. Oddy’s heavy touch looked to have 
ended a promising right-wing move but the wing-back 
somehow reached the ball before it went out of play and 
delivered a peach of a centre to Marsden and he rose 
unchallenged to plant a splendid firm seven-yard header past 
the helpless Evans to bulge the rigging. The darting Marsden 
then set Adam Walker free down the left and only Evans’ 
fingertips saved Rangers slipping into deeper trouble. From 
the resulting corner, the keeper’s miscued punch was headed 
off the line by Stafford’s Andre Francis.

Evans then turned over Armson’s deflected drive following 
Lee Moore’s instinctive back flick before Stafford cut the 
arrears in the 88th minute to provide Nuneaton with a nervy 
few minutes to survive to grasp their ninth away success, 
the best in the division. Tyree Clarke’s strong run down the 
right ended with a skidding cross that was met by Moss, 
whose initial effort was brilliantly parried by Alcock but the 
substitute made no mistake at the second time of asking 
as he slotted into the net from virtually point-blank range. 
Fortunately for Boro it was too little too late.

David Tinney Dies
Former Nuneaton Borough chairman David Tinney has 
passed away in Spain, aged 74. Mr Tinney, a farmer and race 
horse owner joined the club in September 1973 and was 
thrust into the limelight early on when a boardroom crisis 
erupted following the signing of Bobby Vincent and Bobby 
Mackay from Atherstone Town, which brought about the 
resignation of Ken Peal and other directors, forcing Mr Tinney 
to take over as acting chairman.

He again took over as acting chairman in April 1976 after the 
club again experienced financial difficulties and personnel 
changes as Geoff Coleman resigned as manager.

Mr Tinney oversaw the appointment of Stan Bennett and the 
club’s involvement in the Anglo-Italian tournament in the 
summer of 1976. The following months were marked by a 
number of financial crises including an unpaid £2,000 VAT bill 
and Mr Tinney was ousted following a power struggle which 
saw Noel Kelly take over as the new chairman.

Dillon Departs
Last season’s top scorer Chris Dillon is to leave Manor Park 
by mutual agreement after discussions with manager Kevin 
Wilkin and will be joining Southern League Aresley. Dillon was  
the leading scorer last season.

Kyle Storer – an impressive 
performance. Photo: CET
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 Hyde United v Nuneaton Town 07-02-2011 
Hyde: Young, Saunders, Halford, McNiven, Lynch, Lees, Rick, Smart, 
Manship, Johnson, Holsgrove. Subs: Mooney, Morris, Stott, Rimmer, 
Burns.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Nisevic (Matthews), Forsdick, Dean, Pierpoint, 
Walker, Storer, Marsden, Moore, Hadland. Subs: Burns, Walker, 
Armson, Dillon.

Boro made the journey to Ewan Fields to play Hyde United in 
a Conference North fixture.

Looking to avenge a 2-1 reversal at home last month, Boro 
took the lead through Adam Walker on 28 minutes while Chris 
Lynch replied soon after the interval.

There was little goalmouth incident during the opening 
quarter with the only opportunity falling to Justin Marsden, 
who latched on to a poor clearance by Russ Saunders but 
his diagonal run ended with a mis-hit finish as the keeper 
raced back to cover the gaping net. The Tigers lived up to 
their nickname as they roared into the tackle, although Boro 
fought their way back into the game as the half progressed.

Twice inside 60 seconds clear-cut chances went begging as 
the scheming Kyle Storer headed over from four yards from 
Lee Moore’s corner and immediately Rob Oddy started and 
ended a thrilling five-man move but his instinctive volley 
skimmed the wrong side of an upright.

However, on 28 minutes the breakthrough came and again 
it was from a flowing build-up in which Guy Hadland, Gareth 
Dean and Nisevic all played crucial parts before Justin 
Marsden teed up Walker and his crisp skidding ten-yarder 
gave Saunders no chance. Hyde carved out their best offering 
on 37 minutes when Dale Johnson, who netted the points 
clincher for Tigers at Nuneaton last month, got loose down 
the inside right channel and his dipping volley was brilliantly 
turned over by Danny Alcock.

United started the second half on the front foot and only the 
agility of Alcock, who splendidly turned over Andy Smart’s 
sizzling 25-yard free-kick kept Boro ahead. However, that lead 
was cancelled out from the corner as Lee Rick’s near post 
ball was deftly turned in by Lynch at the near post. Smart’s 
misplaced header forced his own keeper, Saunders, to finger-

tip over the bar but Boro suffered a 
setback when Marsden was kneed 
in the back after Scott McNiven’s 
clumsy challenge and was carried 
off to be substituted by Chris Dillon.

And last season’s top marksman 
was soon in the thick of the action 
and was denied a penalty by referee 
Mike Salisbury, who waved play on 
after Dillon looked to have been 
pushed in the back by Lynch. Dillon 
then unleashed a fierce angled 
drive that struck the post and the 

body of Saunders, who reacted smartly to clutch the loose ball. 
Meanwhile Forsdick looked to have been dragged to the turf 
by Steve Halford; but penalty claims were waved aside by Mr 
Salisbury and Boro had to be satisfied with a point.

Northampton Striker Joins Boro
Nuneaton Town have secured the loan signing of 
Northampton Town striker Seb Harris. The 6ft 4in American 
centre-forward goes straight into the team for the game at 
Droylsden.

 Droylsden v Nuneaton Town 12-02-2011 
Droylsden: Phillips, Cryan, Hardiker, Vaughan, Brownhill, Boyd, 
Killeen, Holden, Connor (Gardner 53), Banim (Rouse 81). Subs: Kerr, 
Roche, Stockley.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Nisevic (Armson 71), Forsdick, Dean, Pierpoint, 
Walker (Burns 84), Storer, Harris, Moore, Hadland. Subs: Pierpoint, 
Matthews.

Boro made the journey to The Butchers Arms to play 
Droylsden in a Conference North fixture.

Boro may still top the table but six points from a possible 18 
is far from promotion form as Kevin Wilkin’s men suffered 
another serious setback in Manchester. Bloods skipper Lewis 
Killeen bagged the all-important goal just beyond the half 
hour in an entertaining encounter that could easily have 
ended 6-6 had the finishing matched the creativity.

Boro brought in Michigan-born Seb Harris for his debut. And 
though the loanee from Northampton Town showed enough 
to suggest he could be a cog in Nuneaton’s play-off hopes, 
what Boro would have given for a couple of Dillon’s 22 goals 
from last term. On their travels Nuneaton have picked up 
more points than any other club but visiting the Butchers 
Arms brought no reward.

Chances came thick and fast with Boro, making just the one 
change from their midweek 1-1 draw at nearby Hyde. Harris 
came in for injured Justin Marsden as Boro bossed the early 
play. They could have been three up inside six minutes as Lee 
Moore twice failed to capitalise on good offerings while Guy 
Hadland’s header was deflected over. Droylsden overcame 
their early nerves to give the visiting defence plenty to think 
about. David McNiven went close to finding the target with a 
skidding 15-yarder but Boro came closer when Kyle Storer’s 
penetrating pass set Simon Forsdick scampering down the 
inside right channel and his angled shot cannoned off a post.

Luke Holden was proving a thorn in Boro’s side and he should 
have scored with a 30-yarder that sailed wide of an empty net 
following a rare error of judgement by keeper Danny Alcock. 
Killen clipped the bar before the home captain notched what 
turned out to be the deciding goal on 32 minutes. Again 
Holden was the key with a pin-point centre to McNiven and 
though his downward header bounced off a post, Killeen 
finished from close range.

After the break, Boro changed their shape as Danny Spencer 
Simon Forsdick - went 
close. Photo: CET
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moved up front and it was his free-kick that produced a 
sprawling save from Paul Phillips. Harris found the target 
but was offside while Gareth Dean’s header rolled along 
the goal line and Harris sliced wide from ten yards. In the 
dying seconds Storer’s header rolled past the far upright as 
Droylsden held out for a victory to boost their top-five aims 
while denting Boro’s hopes.

 Nuneaton Town v Worcester City 19-02-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick (Nisevic 77), Walker, Dean, Burns 
(Armson 63), Marsden, Storer, Spencer, Moore (Harris 85), Hadland. 
Subs: Matthews, Pierpoint.
Worcester: Franklin, Clarke, Elvins, Ward, Walker, Cartwright, 
Hurren, Thorley, McGregor (Richman 58), Danks (Birley 70), Glover. 
Subs: Evans, Quaynor, Mace.

Boro welcomed Worcester City to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Versatile Danny Spencer scored what he described as ‘one of 
the scruffiest goals of my career’ but it could prove crucial in 
Boro’s promotion bid. Spencer swapped his defensive role, 
in which he’s been outstanding, to return to the front line 
and his 79th-minute strike lifted the crowd and earned Kevin 
Wilkin’s men a seven-point advantage at the top of the table.

After Adam Walker’s fourth league goal of the campaign had 
cancelled out Mark Danks’ early opener, it was Spencer who 
provided the venomous touch to find the net and notch 
Boro’s first win in three games.

Adam Walker – scored the equaliser.. Photo: Nuneaton News

Worcester made the initial breakthrough on 14 minutes 
when experienced frontman Danks got beyond the home 
defence to Tom Thorley’s flick on and had the pace and 
strength to hold off Guy Hadland and slot low past keeper 
Danny Alcock. Both teams squandered chances before Boro 
squared matters in the 44th minute. Robbie Burns, making an 
effective first league start, found Rob Oddy whose backheel 
deceived the City rearguard for Walker to hammer a deflected 
ten-yarder past keeper Chamberlain Franklin.

Workaholic Spencer flashed an effort wide before bagging the 
winner, forcing the ball over the line from point blank range 
following a superb cross from substitute Eddie Nisevic. Late 
on, City’s Gavin Hurren’s glancing header hit the post but 
Boro stood firm for a deserved win.

 Hinckley United v Nuneaton Town 27-02-2011 
Hinckley: Deakin, Gooding, Gudger, Ricketts, Hooman, Mace (Christie 
46), Reid, Clarke (Gray 82), Kerry, Bains, Belcher. Subs: Newton, 
Giddings.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick, Walker, Dean, Burns (Armson 84), 
Marsden (Harris 79), Storer, Spencer, Moore (Nisevic 90), Hadland. 
Subs: Matthews, Pierpoint.

Boro made the journey to The Greene King Stadium to play 
Hinckley United in a Conference North fixture.

Slick Boro proved a class apart from their neighbours with 
an emphatic victory that takes them eight points clear at 
the top. Three goals in little more than a half-hour put Kevin 
Wilkin’s men in total control as they netted their tenth away 
league win of the campaign. Former Knitters play-maker 
Kyle Storer began the rout before Robbie Burns doubled the 
advantage while Adam Walker made it 3-0 at the break to 
complete a hat-trick from Boro’s central midfield trio.

It was the frontline of Lee Moore, the outstanding Justin 
Marsden and rough-and-ready Danny Spencer that sent alarm 
bells ringing through a hesitant, stalling and slow-reacting 
United rearguard. The result was hardly in doubt once busy 
Boro hit the front and took a firm grip of the game. On 18 
minutes Storer’s inswinging corner caught the home defence 
static as Guy Hadland went for a diving header that sailed 
beyond him and found the net just inside the far upright. Before 
Knitters had time to recover from the setback they were further 
in arrears with Lee Moore deceiving James Mace down the right 
before clipping a deep centre to the back post where Danny 
Spencer rose highest and headed down for Burns to stab in.

Keeper Ian Deakin raced from his line and failed to clear from 
Moore, whose cross was cut out as Adam Walker waited in 
front of a gaping net. Marsden then snatched a ten-yarder 
well off target as Hinckley’s defence was again ripped to 
shreds by a left-wing move but on 32 minutes Boro pulled 
further away with a quality goal from the top drawer.

Marsden spurted down the left and despite the attentions of 
Rickie Bains found the by-line and hoisted a pin-point centre 
to Walker and his left-foot volley from 12 yards flew across a 
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sea of bodies and well out of reach of the exposed Deakin. A 
rare spell of home pressure as the interval approached saw 
James Reid’s curling free-kick punched off the head of ex-
Boro striker Gary Ricketts by Danny Alcock while Lloyd Kerry’s 
skidding 25-yard free-kick was turned aside at the foot of the 
post by the Nuneaton keeper.

Robbie Burns celebrates his goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

Knitters showed far more spark and imagination after the 
break with Sam Belcher lashing a clear opportunity wide and 
Ricketts heading just over. However, just past the hour they 
should have reduced the deficit. Belcher’s neat skill on the 
edge of the area and flicked pass put Reid in open territory 
only for the midfielder to fire a rising ten-yarder over the 
top. At the opposite end Spencer grazed the post with an 
instinctive 20-yarder and Moore rifled across the face of goal 
as Nuneaton looked to confirm their undoubted superiority.

 Nuneaton Town v Corby Town 01-03-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Forsdick, Walker, Dean, Burns (Nisevic 64), 
Marsden (Harris 78), Storer, Spencer, Moore, Hadland. Subs: Taylor, 
Matthews, Pierpoint.
Corby: Butcher, West, Gulliver, Sansara, Dolman, Hall, Towers, 
Fitzpatrick, Walker, Webster, Jarman. Subs: Lavery, Diggin, Ruddick, 
Johnson, Mooney.

Boro welcomed Corby Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Boro should have been out of sight by half-time as Lee Moore 
and Danny Spencer netted in the first-half. But it was 2-2 at 
the break as the hosts gifted Corby two goals. There were 
opportunities for Boro to take the points but Nathan Jarman 
scored a brilliantly taken goal after 50 minutes that proved to 
be Corby’s winner.

Boro made one enforced change to the side which beat 
Hinckley 3-0 as Rob Oddy missed out with a knee injury. 
James Armson came in at right-back and youth team centre-
half Luke Taylor was on the bench. Nuneaton were unlucky 

not to go one up after six minutes when Justin Marsden 
squared the ball to Adam Walker and his 18-yard shot was 
brilliantly tipped onto the post by Aaron Butcher.

Boro did take the lead after 17 minutes though when Moore 
picked up the ball 20 yards out and took advantage of the 
space he was afforded by lashing a slightly deflected shot into 
the far corner for a tenth goal of the season. However, the lead 
lasted just four minutes as a poor lay off from Spencer lead 
to a corner which was headed into the net by the unmarked 
defender Phil Gulliver got up to head in from eight yards. If 
the first goal was bad the second was worse as a ball pumped 
down the middle saw Danny Alcock come racing 25 yards out 
of his goal and when he missed the ball, Glenn Walker kept a 
cool head to beat the defenders on the line.

Boro were soon back on terms, however, as Simon Forsdick 
fed Adam Walker down the left and he put a great ball in. 
Spencer was there to score his sixth goal of the season from 
close range. Corby took the lead in the 50th minute with an 
excellent goal as Jarman flicked the ball away from James 
Armson and lashed a brilliant left-footed finish across Alcock 
and into the far corner.

 Eastwood Town v Nuneaton Town 05-03-2011 
Eastwood: Danby, Bailey, Haggerty, Hawes, Riley, Simpson, D’Laryea, 
Meikle (Knox 65), Todd, Stevenson (Foster 62), Rhead. Subs: Shaw, 
Muller, Cooke.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Forsdick, Walker (Nisevic 79), Dean, Pierpoint 
(Oddy 83), Marsden, Storer, Spencer (Harris 81), Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Matthews.

Boro made the journey to Coronation Park to play Eastwood 
Town in a Conference North fixture.
Boro started slowly and could have been two down in the 
first six minutes. Lee Stevenson latched onto an error by Gaz 
Dean but Alcock was out quickly to block before the home 
side grabbed the lead. Adrian Hawes hurled in a long throw 
and Alcock came for and misjudged the ball and Meikle 
tapped home from close range. Hawes could have scored two 
minutes later when he met a Michael Simpson free-kick but 
he headed over from eight yards.

Boro got back into the game and had plenty of chances but 
Simon Forsdick clipped the bar after keeper John Danby 
dropped Armson’s cross under pressure from Spencer, who 
was then himself unlucky not to score as his shot rebounded 
off the inside of the post.

Moore was next to threaten after he was played clear by 
Marsden and breezed past Matt Bailey and beat Danby, only 
for Hawes to clear off the line. Alcock blocked a Rhead header 
at the foot of the post before Danby came out swiftly to make 
an excellent block at the feet of Forsdick after Spencer had 
played him in.

Armson blazed over from six yards in a final flurry of first-half 
chances, one of which fell to Adam Walker, but he could only 
lob the ball into the side netting.
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Boro almost equalised at the start of the second half when 
Danby had to tip over from Hawes who almost put through his 
own goal. There was a key moment in the game after 68 minutes 
when the Armson elbowed Eastwood substitute Peter Knox, 
who had only been on for a minute, as they challenged for a 
throw-in and the midfielder was shown a red card.

Eastwood got a crucial second goal after Knox robbed 
Hadland in the corner and kept a cool head to square the 
ball to Rhead for a tap in at the far post. Boro got a goal 
back a minute later when substitute Eddie Nisevic got to the 
byline and pulled the ball back for Harris to finish well from 
six yards. Then Forsdick unleashed a tremendous volley in 
stoppage time that smashed into Rhead when it looked to be 
on its way into the net. That was as close as Boro came in a 
game they should not have lost.

Hall Signs
Nuneaton Town have signed Corby Town winger Andy Hall. 
The versatile Hall can play on either flank or in midfield.

 Nuneaton Town v Vauxhall Motors 12-03-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Dean (Hall 78), Hadland, Pierpoint, Walker, Storer, 
Forsdick, Moore (Nisevic 80), Spencer (Harris 73), Marsden. 
Subs: Oddy, Burns.
Vauxhall: Tynan, Taylor (Brown 70), Noone, Mannix, Wilson, Smith, 
Dames, McGivern, Anoruo (Mahon 66), Hannigan, Roberts (Grice 81). 
Subs: Ritchie, Wright.

Boro welcomed Vauxhall Motors to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Brilliant Boro went into overdrive to outclass their visitors 
and confirm to their rivals they are back on the promotion 
push. While admitting they lead the table on suffrance with 
Alfreton, 6-0 winners over Corby at the weekend, snapping at 
their heels with games in hand, Kevin Wilkin was overjoyed to 
see his charges hit something near top form. The Motormen 
have proved they are a far more capable outfit than those of 
previous campaigns but unfortunately for the Merseysiders 
they came up against opposition that finally took the brakes 
off on home soil and cruised to an emphatic win.

And while the impressive Justin Marsden bagged his ninth 
goal of the season it was pivotal central defender Guy 
Hadland who netted two fine goals, his first in front of the 
Boro faithful this term, doubling his tally for the season, to 
carry off the man-of-the-match honours. Hadland’s deft 
brace of headers ensured Boro of a ninth home success this 
term but just as importantly he was the rock at the heart of a 
defence that kept a lively visiting attack at bay.

For a change Boro were quickly out of the blocks and took the 
lead inside seven minutes. Jimmy Armson’s determination 
secured him possession and he raced forward before finding 
Marsden, whose 12-yard cross shot buried itself deep inside 
the far post. Keeper Danny Alcock then brilliantly turned over 

Leighton McGivern’s goal-bound effort, while at the opposite 
end Lee Moore looked to have been tripped by Tom Hannigan 
but referee Joe Clark waved play on.

Boro players celebrate with two-goal hero Guy Hadland. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

On 48 minutes Hadland struck to stretch Boro’s advantage, 
his delicate glancing near post header from Kyle Storer’s tasty 
free kick flew past keeper Scott and into the net off the inside 
of a post. Tynan then expertly foiled both Simon Forsdick 
and Storer in quick succession as Boro turned up the tempo 
before the over-worked shot-stopper somehow finger-tipped 
over Marsden’s stinging drive.

However, from the resulting corner Hadland ghosted in to 
power in an unstoppable close-range header from Adam 
Walker’s flag-kick. Late on new signing Andy Hall came on for 
his first appearance following his transfer from Corby.

 Nuneaton Town v Gloucester City 15-03-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Dean, Hadland (Nisevic 63), Pierpoint, Walker 
(Hall 88), Storer, Forsdick, Moore, Spencer (Harris 63), Marsden. 
Subs: Oddy, Burns.
Gloucester: Sawyer, Coupe, Weir, Mustoe (Evans 63), Rose, Fawkes, 
Lloyd (Parrinello 51), Liddiard (Mullings 46), Malsom, Symons, 
Morford. Subs: Tambling, Mann.

Boro welcomed Gloucester City to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Below-par Boro were held to a home draw but clung on to 
their lead at the top of the Blue Square Bet North table in a 
frustrating night. They struggled to break down a determined 
Gloucester side and failed to take advantage after having 
most of the second-half possession.

In front of their lowest home crowd of the season – 592 – 
Boro never really got into their rhythm but remain one point 
clear after title-favourites Alfreton were beaten at Boston. 
In an even but untidy first half, both sides created chances. 
Dean headed an early Boro corner just over and Marsden 
shot inches wide, before Malsom tested home keeper Alcock 
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with a low shot. Spencer was inches away from opening 
the scoring for Boro after 26 minutes when he met a Walker 
corner and saw keeper Sawyer tip his powerful header 
onto the post. At the other end Rose was given an opening 
when Malsom pulled the ball back from the byeline, but the 
Gloucester skipper scuffed his effort wide.

Boro mounted a swift break in the 38th minute when Marsden 
carried the ball forward from his own half. He found Moore 
who in turn fed Spencer and the lively No. 9’s goalbound drive 
was saved one-handed by Sawyer. Just before the interval 
Spencer skimmed the bar with another Boro attempt.

Walker missed a golden opportunity to lift the Boro fans 
after 49 minutes, failing to put a header away from five 
yards from a Moore cross. Storer also disappointed when he 
hit a free kick against the Gloucester wall from 25 yards. Boro 
boss Kevin Wilkin made a double substitution just after the 
hour, with Nisevic and Harris replacing Hadland and Spencer 
and the formation switching to 4-4-2.

It almost paid dividends when Harris charged past defender 
Coupe, only to shoot straight at the keeper. Two minutes later 
the American striker played a neat dummy but Moore could 
not convert the close-range chance. Sawyer comfortably held 
a Moore scissor-kick and Walker had a volley blocked as Boro 
pressed hard in the closing stages without any success.

 Blyth Spartans v Nuneaton Town 19-03-2011 
Blyth: Lowson, Cave, Swailes, White, Deverdics, Dale, Turnbull, 
Groves, Tait, Hooks, Brayson. Subs: Buchanan, Alexander, Ridley, 
O’Mahoney, Cunningham.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy (Hall 68), Forsdick (Nisevic 78), Walker, Dean, 
Pierpoint, Marsden, Storer, Spencer (Harris 68), Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Matthews.

Boro made the journey to Croft Park to play Blyth Spartans in 
a Conference North fixture.

Kevin Wilkin saw his side’s disappointing run continue as they 
were knocked off the top of Blue Square Conference North 
– albeit in the cruellest of circumstances. All that separated 
these two sides was a Gareth Dean own goal but the defeat 
is the latest setback in a run that has seen Boro take just 15 
points in 12 games. All their closest rivals have games in hand 
that if they win could see Wilkin’s side slip out of the top five.

Spartans, who themselves have not given up hope of a late 
run to the end-of-season eliminators, proved a tough nut to 
crack and they had the better of the opening exchanges. Early 
on, Dan Groves put in a dangerous cross that picked out Chris 
Swailes at the far post but luckily for the visitors Danny Alcock 
was well positioned to palm the ball out for a corner. At the 
other end, Justin Marsden went close while Danny Spencer 
fired over after being played in by Adam Walker’s flick-on and 
then saw a second effort kept out bravely by Dan Lowson, who 
did well to block at point-blank range.

But after a goalless first-half the decisive moment came 39 
seconds after the break. Michael Tait crossed and agonisingly 

the ball flew in off Dean, who could do little to prevent it. 
Nuneaton needed a response but despite all their efforts 
they could not trouble Lowson again. Marsden fired wide in 
the 56th minute and Spencer fired over from ten yards. Kyle 
Storer did his best to inspire an equaliser but he too was 
narrowly off target.

Danny Spencer challenges Blyth keeper Dan Lowson. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Blyth almost stretched their lead but Alcock kept out a 
header from Alan White. Spartans looked comfortable at 
the back and for all Boro’s attempts to reply. The closest the 
home side to extending their lead came late on with a header 
from substitute Andy Howell that again was off the mark.

 Bedworth United v Nuneaton Town 22-03-2011 
Bedworth: Martin, Thackeray, Cartwright, Cooper, Goodman (Nadat 
87), Civzelis, Dean, Twigger, Dainty, Mewies (Withers 90), Ramsay. 
Subs: Brassington, Pringle, Rathbone.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Matthews (Forsdick), Walker, Dean, Pierpoint, 
Burns, Storer, Harris, Moore (Marsden), Nisevic (Spencer). 
Sub: Hadland. 

Boro made the journey to The Oval to play Bedworth United 
in a Birmingham Senior Cup semi-final tie.

Substitute Danny Spencer fired Boro into the final with a 
late goal to end Bedworth’s excellent run in the competition. 
Spencer had been on the pitch for under a minute when he 
rifled in the winner from eight yards to see Kevin Wilkin’s 
men through to the final. And while on the balance of play 
Nuneaton just about deserved their success, the Greenbacks 
made them battle all the way as they defended admirably in 
a dour local derby that lacked flair and creativity.

Boro carved out the first chance of the game but Seb Harris 
fired high when well placed while home keeper James Martin 
had to be alert to turn Kyle Storer’s curling free-kick around 
the post at full stretch. Neither side looked a threat, although 
ex-Nuneaton striker Levi Ramsay should have done better 
when left unmarked on the edge of the area but his snap-shot 
flew well off target. Boro continued to do most of the pressing 
and only determined defending by the hosts stopped Robbie 
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Burns finding the mark after the midfielder had skipped past 
three opponents inside the area.

After the interval, Nuneaton tried their best to up the tempo 
without causing too many problems. Harris’s glancing header 
from Adam Walker’s inswinging free-kick being the closest 
they came to a breakthrough. Ramsay had a goalbound 
header deflected across the face of goal and past a post 
before the first nasty challenge of the night saw United’s 
Craig Civzelis booked for an over-zealous tackle on the 
luckless Ed Matthews, who after receiving treatment was 
replaced by Simon Forsdick.

However, it was another substitute who decided the issue. 
Spencer came on for Eddie Nisevic after 85 minutes and 
within 30 seconds had snatched the all-important goal. There 
looked to be no danger as Boro worked their way down the 
left but when the ball came into the danger zone from Lee 
Moore, Spencer reacted quicker than anyone to rifle a left-
footed drive past the helpless Martin with his first touch.

 Nuneaton Town v Guiseley 26-03-2011 

Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland (Harris 68), Pierpoint, Walker (Forsdick 
80), Storer, Nisevic, Moore, Spencer, Marsden (Oddy 75). Sub: Burns. 
Guiseley: Drench, Ellis, Toulson, Merris, Peyton, Boshell, Baldry, 
O’Neill (Rothery 83), Forrest, Ainge, Walshaw (Stamp 82). 
Subs: Sharry, McEnearney, Coates.

Boro welcomed Guiseley to Liberty Way to play a Conference 
North game.

Three league games without a win, almost 300 minutes 
without a league goal and defeat to one of their main play-off 
rivals does not bode well for Boro. Saturday’s sad setback 
keeps Kevin Wilkin’s men walking a tightrope in their quest 
for a top-five place. Talk of Conference football is becoming 
infinitely more cushioned than of two months ago when Boro 
were looking certainties to finish inside the leading quintet 
and an outside bet for the title. In the words of skipper and 
man-of-the match Kyle Storer, Nuneaton need to win at least 
three of their remaining five fixtures to reach the play-offs.

The loss leaves Wilkin’s charges, who dominated the 
opening half hour but yet again suffered the frustrations of 
squandering gilt-edged chances, in fourth place. And with 
rampant Solihull snapping at their heels and the Lions of 
Guiseley scenting more spilt blood the pressure is on Boro. 
Kicking towards the Crematorium End, the hosts looked 
full of life and mischief in the opening passages of play with 
Justin Marsden bringing out a sprawling save from keeper 
Steve Drench before the inventive Storer for once got his lines 
wrong as he side-footed wide of a gaping net from just seven 
yards out.

However, the stylish midfielder quickly made amends as 
he tracked back to the goal line to clear James Walshaw’s 
goalbound cross-shot to safety. Play switched and the 
Boro captain witnessed his powerfully hit 25-yard free-kick 
clatter the outside of a post as Guiseley came under 

greater pressure. Dave Merris hooked Danny Spencer’s 
downward header off the line before the visitors grabbed 
the all-important goal against the run of play. Boro failed to 
clear their lines following a long throw and though Forrest’s 
effort seemed easy prey for Alcock, he allowed the ball to slip 
through his grasp and into the net much to the delight of the 
rampant Lions.

Danny Alcock collects a cross under pressure from Guiseley forwards. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

After the break, Boro lost their momentum and were lucky to 
keep the score at 1-0 as James Walshaw and Joe O’Neill each 
went close while Boro’s best opportunity fell to Walker but his 
angle drive lacked the necessary power and accuracy.

Lavery And Christie Join
Nuneaton Town have signed much-travelled striker Iyseden 
Christie, whose many clubs include Mansfield, Leyton Orient 
and Stevenage. He has most recently played for Tamworth 
and Kettering Town. Also joining the club is ex-Boro favourite 
Richard Lavery, who joins from Corby Town.

 Gloucester City v Nuneaton Town 02-04-2011 
Gloucester: Sawyer, Mann (Mustoe 69), Edwards, Mullings, Coupe, 
Green, Rose (Tambling 14), Symons, Parrinello, Webb, Weir. 
Sub: Lloyd.
Boro: Alcock, Hall, Forsdick, Lavery (Walker 66), Dean, Pierpoint, 
Armson, Storer, I. Christie (Spencer 78), Marsden (Moore 88), Hadland. 
Subs: Oddy, Harris.

Boro made the journey to Whaddon Road to play Gloucester 
City in a Conference North fixture.

Nuneaton’s new signings gave them just the dose of fresh 
impetus needed to get their flailing promotion push back on 
track. At 33 and 34, returning midfielder Richard Lavery and 
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striker Iyseden Christie may not be the long-term solution but 
they could provide the short-term fix.

As in previous weeks, Boro created the best chances in the 
first-half and generally played the better football, but it was 0-0 
at the break. Boro had an excellent early chance when Justin 
Marsden robbed Matt Rose and unselfishly played the ball in to 
Christie, who saw a tame header easily saved. A minute later, 
Marsden put Simon Forsdick in for a shot from the left corner 
of the box which Gloucester keeper Kevin Sawyer did well to 
block with his feet.

The Tigers suffered an early set-back as central defender Rose 
hobbled off after 14 minutes. Despite the game being even 
from open play, it was Boro creating the openings as a Christie 
flick-on found Hall, who fired over from 20 yards. Gloucester 
did not have an effort on goal until the 37th minute when 
skipper Tom Webb volleyed wide from their seventh corner. 

The closest either side came before the break was from an 
excellent Boro move as Christie sprayed the ball wide for 
Forsdick to half-volley over a cross which Marsden met 12 
yards out. His header had Sawyer well beaten but it cannoned 
back off the inside of the post and out of play.

Within two minutes of the re-start Boro were 1-0 up after 
Christie beat Green to the ball and then evaded two 
defenders before playing in Marsden. He took one touch 
before sliding the ball across Sawyer and into the far corner 
from eight yards. One became two in the 52nd minute when 
Hall floated over a cross from the right which was nodded 
down by a defender under pressure from Guy Hadland. It sat 
up well for Forsdick to lash into the net from eight yards.

Lavery had made a positive impression on his debut but 
he was forced off after 66 minutes after he was caught with 
a stray boot to the mouth and the bleeding could not be 
stopped and so Walker came on. Green had been given a 
torrid time since moving to centre-half and he was beaten to 
the ball again by Marsden, who lobbed just over the top. The 
final contribution from Christie saw him spin and fire wide 
from 10 yards before he was replaced by Spencer. Shortly 
before that, Marsden made space on the edge of the box 
before Sawyer denied him with a good save.

Gloucester were barely a threat after the break, only testing 
keeper Danny Alcock once as he gathered a Darren Mullings’ 
free-kick at the second attempt. Edwards, who headed an 
earlier half-chance wide, tried to latch on to the follow-up 
but Alcock was there first. The icing on the cake arrived with 
virtually the last kick when Armson did well to set up Moore 
who was denied by Sawyer, but the rebound fell to Hall 12 
yards out and he lashed the ball into the net.

In truth, Boro won the game at a canter after getting the 
all important first goal. They will face better sides in their 
last four games and cannot pretend they have solved all 
their problems. But they can go into the home straight with 
renewed belief.

New Stand Opened
Nuneaton Town’s new 500 seater grandstand will be opened 
before tomorrow’s game. The structure has recently been 
approved by the Football Association following a ground 
grading inspection and has been sponsored on a three year 
deal by local company UK Flooring Direct owner Jason Ashby.

 Nuneaton Town v Gainsborough Trinity 09-04-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Hall (Noon 62), Forsdick, Lavery, Dean, Pierpoint 
(Moore 46), Armson, Storer, I. Christie, Marsden (Nisevic 80), Hadland. 
Subs: Spencer, Walker.
Gainsborough: Barnes, Cowan, Peat, Boyce, Mayo (Robinson 83), 
Waterfall, Spafford, Williams, McMahon, Mettam (Aiston 90), Kendall 
(Greaves 82). Subs: Williams, Davies.

Boro welcomed Gainsborough Trinity to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Liberty Way passed Conference grading recently but the 
biggest question is can the team fulfil a similar result out on 
the pitch? Certainly on this latest powder-puff display the 
answer is no. Relegation-threatened Gainsborough inflicted 
what could be a mortal blow on those ambitions at the 
weekend as Boro looked a sorry sight at the final whistle.

Gainsborough keeper Phil Barnes is harassed by the imposing Iyseden 
Christie. Photo: Nuneaton News

Under the stewardship of ex-England international Brian 
Little, the Lincolnshire outfit outfought and out-thought Boro 
with their only two efforts on target providing the precious 
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goals to boost their bid to avoid the drop. No-one could 
complain at the outcome, Boro lacked ambition, creativity 
and ingenuity in what was another woeful performance.

Their display was hardly Coventry Alliance standards, 
no disrespects to that league, let alone Conference. Just 
one point netted from their last four home league fixtures 
emphasises the possibility of Kevin Wilkin’s charges failing 
to make the top five after leading the table for two months 
earlier this year. Some short-sighted optimists suggested 
at that juncture the title, let alone the play-offs, was at the 
club’s mercy, unfortunately that was always going to be a 
non-starter as money-bags Alfreton are now emphasising.

Unchanged Boro were a faint shadow of the side that 
outclassed Gloucester on their travels the week previous. 
Gone was the defensive certainly, the midfield inspiration and 
the slick finishing. Trinity came with a positive approach and 
though they were on the back foot early on they punished their 
hosts in the 23rd minute. A quick break saw Boro exposed, 
not for the first time, down their left flank where Ryan Kendall 
was allowed to hammer in a low, mishit cross-shot that flew 
beyond keeper Danny Alcock for the unchallenged Leon 
Mettam to power in and rifle into an empty net.

Justin Marsden’s hesitancy cost him an equaliser as keeper 
Phil Barnes snatched the ball off the striker’s boot but on 
52 minutes Boro equalised and it was no surprise it was 
leading scorer Kyle Storer on target. Marsden was felled by 
Luke Waterfall and Storer’s 20-yard free-kick flew through 
the defensive wall past an unsighted Barnes. This could have 
provided a springboard for the home side, but it was not to be.

Trinity responded superbly and when the lively Ryan Williams 
escaped down the left his pin-point centre was buried by 
Kendall’s flying close-range header. Boro huffed and puffed 
without too much imagination or cutting edge as the visitors 
held on comfortably for a deserved win.

 Nuneaton Town v Workington 16-04-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland, Pierpoint, Oddy, Storer, Noon, Walker 
(Hall 83), Forsdick, Spencer (Harris 90), Moore. Subs: Marsden, 
Christie, Nisevic.
Workington: Taylor, Andrews, May, Hewson, Langford, Wright, 
Vipond, Tinnion (Swiglehurst 76), Wright (Murray-Jones 76), Rogan 
(Hindmarch 85), Arnison. Subs: Blake, Main.

Boro welcomed Workington to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Rob Oddy, whose sole league start since the end of February 
was at Blyth, where he lasted just 17 minutes, stepped back 
into the limelight to savour a fine performance capped by 
netting probably the most fortunate goal of his career – one 
that could well be a catalyst for ambitious Boro. Mark Noon 
was leading the side for the first time since February 5 at 
Stafford where he sustained knee ligament damage and 
it has been no coincidence that Boro’s form has dipped 
significantly. His experience, vision, never-say-die attitude 

and a depth of quality guided Boro through some troubled 
waters.

Danny Spencer celebrates scoring the opening goal. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Against Workington, Boro grabbed the all-important early 
initiative with workaholic Danny Spencer posing a threat and 
it was the recalled frontman who bagged his eighth goal of 
the season on 11 minutes when he crashed a rising ten-yard 
half volley into the net off the underside of the bar despite 
keeper Aaron Taylor getting his fingertips to the ball.

The home side continued to press but the Reds looked 
capable on the break without causing too many problems 
although keeper Danny Alcock had to show his agility to turn 
Connor Tinnion’s angled drive against the bar.

At the opposite end, Lee Moore nodded wide and Spencer 
headed against the woodwork but Boro’s luck was in on 71 
minutes. Adam Walker, another who starred on his return, 
exchanged passes with Oddy before the latter’s mishit cross 
looped beyond Taylor, clattered the far upright and nestled 
into the back of the net. Andy Murray-Jones reduced the lead 
with a stunning cross-shot eight minutes later to set-up a 
nervous finale for the hosts but with Guy Hadland and Stuart 
Pierpoint in peerless mood an equaliser hardly threatened.

 Nuneaton Town v Boston United 25-04-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick, Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, Walker (Armson 
85), Storer (Lavery 81), Spencer, Moore (I. Christie 81), Hadland. 
Subs: Hall, Burns.
Boston: Bastock, Jelleyman, Austin, Canoville, Sleath, Clarke, Semple, 
Church, Boyes (Weir-Daley 70), Yates, Newsham (Dudfield 70). 
Subs: Stones, Cullingworth, Frost.

Boro welcomed Boston United to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North game.

Boro know whoever they face in the play-offs next week, be it 
Telford or Boston, they will be at home on Tuesday night for 
the first leg and on their travels for the all important second 
tie on Sunday week. That’s the result following yesterday’s 
draw with the latter that sealed the Pilgrims’ third position in 
the table while Boro await what the weekend brings.

Guy Hadland’s sixth league goal of the season had given Boro 
the initiative but the Pilgrims bounced back to level through 
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captain Lee Canoville soon after the interval. Unchanged 
Boro, playing in front of their biggest crowd of the season, 
came close to taking an early lead when Gareth Dean’s close-
range prod was cleared off the line by Gareth Jelleyman but 
from their next forage into United territory on seven minutes, 
Wilkin’s men snatched the lead.

Kyle Storer hoisted a deep free-kick to the far post, where 
Dean’s downward header was met by Hadland, whose 
five-yard volley bulged the roof of the rigging. Adam Boyes 
had Boston’s first chance but mishit well wide and then 
his petulant tugging and pulling at the shirt of Kyle Storer 
was rewarded with an elbow in the face from the Nuneaton 
midfielder, who fortunately escaped punishment or a rebuke 
from referee Malcolm Dexter despite vehement protests. 
Storer was far more positive when he latched on to a half 
clearance only to see his skidding 25-yarder confidently 
grasped by keeper Paul Bastock.

Guy Hadland battles with Boston defenders. Photo: Nuneaton News

United’s Anthony Church unleashed a fierce effort from the 
edge of the area that Danny Alcock was delighted to see fly 
inches wide of his right-hand upright, as he was right on the 
break when Boyes hit a shot against the post from distance.

Boro endured a sloppy spell soon after the interval and were 
duly punished. Hadland gave away a needless free-kick and 
from Jamie Yates’ set piece skipper Canoville got beyond the 
home defence and a split second ahead of Alcock’s attempted 
punch to glance a fine header into an empty net from ten 
yards. Boro’s response was a Simon Forsdick centre that was 
headed across goal by Spencer but Lee Moore failed to make 
contact with the net beckoning.

Meanwhile, at the opposite end Jelleyman’s cross was 
completely misjudged by Alcock, who seemed to collide with 
Hadland as the ball sped over the line. Alas the referee ruled 
an infringement had occurred that arguably few witnessed. 
Boston enjoyed the better of the latter stages but parity 
remained as Boro were content with fifth place going into the 
last day of the season, when they travel to Alfreton.

 Alfreton Town v Nuneaton Town 30-04-2011 
Alfreton: Mackenzie, Streete, M. Wilson (Hall 81), Law, Franklin, Flint, 
Brown, Arnold, Jarman (Clare 64), Hearn, A. Wilson (Clayton 36). 
Subs: L. Wilson, Ross.
Boro: Alcock, Harris, Lavery, Dean, Hall (Moore 79), Walker, Noon 
(Storer 87), Armson, Nisevic, Burns, Christie (Spencer 79). 
Subs: Oddy, Forsdick.

Boro made the journey to The Impact Arena to play Alfreton 
Town in a Conference North fixture.

Though the table showed they finished sixth, Boro secured 
their two-legged tie against the Bucks through Eastwood 
Town’s failure to come up with the necessary ground grading 
requirements to compete at a higher level.

Alfreton were quickly on the front foot and inside six minutes 
took the lead when a corner was only partially cleared, 
enabling home captain Aden Flint to toe-end over the line from 
close range. While many expected under-strength Boro to fold 
it was not to be and they rallied in gutsy fashion to restore 
parity on 18 minutes, ending their rivals’ superb record of not 
conceding a home goal in more than 11 hours, when Robbie 
Burns curled a superb angled 20-yarder past the helpless 
former Nuneaton keeper Chris MacKenzie.

Opportunities came at both ends prior to the interval with 
Nuneaton more than matching the champions but on 50 
minutes the visitors snatched the advantage. Iyseden Christie 
gained possession 25 yards out and then mesmerised two 
defenders by swerving one way and another, which he 
repeated, before crashing an unstoppable rising drive beyond 
MacKenzie to the delight of the 250 travelling fans.

However, the celebrations were brought to a swift halt inside 
90 seconds, the outstanding Richard Lavery made his one 
error of the afternoon when toppling Anton Brown inside the 
area and though Danny Alcock brilliantly turned aside Josh 
Law’s penalty, Liam Hearn reacted far quicker than a sleepy 
Boro defence to rifle a fierce eight-yarder beyond the plainly 
angry and frustrated Alcock.

Adam Walker brought MacKenzie into action before the fatal 
blow came in the 69th minute. Paul Clayton escaped down 
the inside left channel and Gareth Dean’s stretching challenge 

sent the striker to the turf. Yorkshire 
referee Jason Tyas pointed to the 
spot and although Hearn’s penalty 
was parried high into the rigging 
by the luckless Alcock, the keeper 
could not keep it out.

Boro battled grimly for a goal to 
square matters and clinch fifth 
position but their efforts reaped 
no reward and they were left to 
witness the Derbyshire outfit’s 
end-of-season championship 
celebrations with their fans.Iyseden Christie
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 Nuneaton Town v AFC Telford 03-05-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick (Christie 83), Noon, Dean, Lavery, 
Marsden (Armson 73), Storer, Spencer, Moore, Hadland. Subs: Walker, 
Pierpoint, Burns.
Telford: Young, Whitehead, Newton, Killock, Salmon, Adams, Rodgers, 
Trainer, Mills, Brown, Proudlock. Subs: Gwynne, Murray, East, 
Meechan, Lawrie.

Boro welcomed AFC Telford to Liberty Way to play a 
Conference North play-off semi-final first leg tie.

Boro conceded an equaliser deep into injury time as their 
play-off ambitions took a turn for the worst with Telford now 
favourites to book a place in the final going into the second 
leg. Phil Trainer headed in with just seconds left on the watch 
to cancel out the goal netted by Kyle Storer, controversially 
sent off when the sides met in Shropshire earlier in the 
season. The midfielder, making his 100th start for the club, 
took his revenge in brilliant fashion in the 74th minute to give 
Boro the initiative only to see the advantage slip from their 
grasp in the dying throes.

Lee Moore tussles with Telford defenders. Photo: Nuneaton News

However, few would deny the visitors were worthy of the 
equaliser as for long periods they pressed forward and only 
some stout defending kept the hosts in the tie. Boro made 
seven changes to the side that lost at Alfreton last weekend 
but veteran Richard Lavery, who was again impressive, kept 
his place at the heart of the defence alongside the returning 
Guy Hadland and Gareth Dean.

Both sides were cautious in the opening quarter of a hour 
with neither keeper troubled as defences dominated 
although visiting skipper Shane Killock came close with a six-
yard header that flew just wide following Trainer’s cross.

Boro’s first chance fell to Lee Moore from Danny Spencer’s 
fine crossfield pass but the ex-Telford man snatched a 
tame 15-yarder well wide. There was a let off for Boro just 
past the half hour. Will Salmon whipped in a low cross that 
narrowly evaded Andy Brown and somehow deceived Adam 

Proudlock, unmarked at the far post, with the Boro back 
division in some disarray. Soon after Proudlock completely 
miskicked again when well placed following Greg Mills’ deep 
centre as The Bucks began to gain the upper hand with Boro 
lacking cohesion in midfield and bite in attack.

Kyle Storer was booked for a reckless challenge on Mills after 
Rob Oddy’s poor delivery had exposed the home midfielder 
and seconds later United’s Brown saw his glancing header 
from a corner drift wide of the far upright. Right on the 
interval Killock again hit the post with a flicked header from 
a left-wing free-kick as Telford posed a threat from virtually 
every set piece into the home area.

Straight after the break a finely timed tackle by Hadland was 
enough to force Proudlock into a weak shot that was saved 
by Alcock before Boro finally forced ex-Nuneaton keeper Ryan 
Young into action as he clutched a tame Lee Moore header 
following Mark Noon’s centre.

Simon Forsdick was ruled offside when rifling into the side-
netting after Noon’s through ball had cut apart the visiting 
defence before the latter beat a defender, a rare occurrence 
for a Boro player on the night, only to lose his balance and 
shoot high and wide from the edge of the area.

At the opposite end, the grafting Danny Spencer pivoted on 
the penalty spot only to see his skidding drive clip a defender 
and fly off target. But the Bucks looked threatening each 
time they broke forward with Brown being brought down as 
he attempted to get on the end of a left-wing centre before 
Storer cleared off the line from Mills and Gareth Dean blocked 
Proudlock’s goal bound 20-yarder.

However, on 74 minutes Boro took the lead against the run 
of play with Storer’s 15th goal of the season, yet another 
stunning trademark free-kick from the talented midfielder.

Substitute James Armson was tripped on the edge of the 
box by Salmon and Storer crashed a curling set-piece around 
the defensive wall and well beyond the flailing finger-tips 
of Young. But in the last seconds of the 93rd minute Telford 
restored parity.

Boro’s Iyseden Christie lost possession from a suicidal 
short corner and within a minute Jon Adams unleashed a 
low, 25-yarder that Alcock could only push up into the air 
and Trainer had the simplest of tasks in heading the ball into 
an empty net.

Boro now face a tough examination in the return and on 
this showing they are certainly the underdogs with Trainer’s 
leveller giving Telford a massive boost. Defensively Boro did a 
sterling job but the worrying aspect was the lack of creation 
in midfield and the ineffectiveness up front.

Spencer ploughed a lone furrow all too often with little 
support and Wilkin’s men could come to rue their lack of 
ambition, especially at the end when a corner into the area 
looking for a second goal would have served better than a 
short one that cost them dear.
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 AFC Telford v Nuneaton Town 09-05-2011 
Telford: Young, Whitehead, Newton, Killock, Salmon, Adams, Rodgers, 
Davies (Lawrie 87), Mills, Brown, Proudlock (Meechan 70). Subs: John, 
Murray, East.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Forsdick, Noon, Dean (Pierpoint 66), Lavery 
(Christie 85), Marsden, Storer, Spencer, Moore (Armson 75), Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Walker.

Boro made the journey to The Bucks Head to play AFC Telford 
in a Conference North play-off semi-final second leg tie.

Boro’s dream of a return to the Conference was blown away 
at a wind-swept Bucks Head yesterday when a nightmare 
opening period left them licking their wounds. Boro gave 
their all in the second half but had to accept that they were 
second best to their Telford rivals, who made the most 
of their two gifts to take the tie 3-2 on aggregate. Danny 
Spencer’s power-packed header on 56 minutes gave the 
visitors some hope but despite incessant pressure an 
equaliser failed to materialise.

Danny Spencer pulls a goal back. Photo: Nuneaton News

Manager Kevin Wilkin fielded an unchanged side although 
there were positional differences in his 4-3-1-2 formation. 
The main one being Richard Lavery, who was moved forward 
into the engine room alongside fellow central midfielders 
Kyle Storer and Mark Noon but after the opening quarter of a 
hour up until the break, there was a definite lack of cohesion, 
power or fluidity in Boro’s game. Meanwhile, The Bucks were 
missing Phil Trainer, who bagged their last-gasp equaliser at 
the Triton Arena, Richard Davis replacing the midfielder.

There was early promise from Boro with the perplexing Lee 
Moore firing in a low cross-shot that keeper Ryan Young held 
confidently at the base of the post while the striker then saw 
a low centre deflected just wide of the far post.

The hosts struggled to find their feet but on 16 minutes they 
took the lead from their first real goal threat. Boro keeper 
Danny Alcock stayed on his line, forcing Guy Hadland to 
give away a needless throw-in from which Rob Oddy could 
only glance the ball across the face of his goal and the quick 
thinking Jon Adams headed firmly just inside an upright from 
eight yards. The goal boosted the Bucks as they looked to 
go for the jugular and when Adams got free on the right his 

skidding ball into the box evaded three colleagues before 
Davis lofted high over the bar.

On the half hour there was another let-off when Davis’ looping 
header was superbly cleared off the line by Simon Forsdick 
and when Andy Brown got on the end of the rebound Gareth 
Dean’s brave block foiled his ex-teammate. Boro’s midfield was 
in complete disarray and when Telford broke down the right 
Brown’s low cross was turned goalwards by Adam Proudlock 
but Alcock smothered well at his near post.

However, on 43 minutes Boro conceded a penalty. Adams’ 
angled goal-bound drive struck the luckless Lavery’s forearm 
and referee Mike Salisbury had no second thoughts in 
pointing to the spot from where Sean Newton easily beat 
Alcock. The gutsy Dean had a great opportunity to pull a goal 
back as Spencer headed on Storer’s corner but the young 
centre-back crashed his left-foot shot wide at the far post.

Almost immediately a Storer free-kick squirmed through 
the defensive wall to Spencer who saw his close range prod 
clawed to safety by Young. But on 56 minutes the goal that 
had threatened came as Storer delivered a free-kick into 
the danger zone and Spencer rose gracefully to thunder in a 
powerful header that flew past Young and bulged the roof of 
the rigging. Seconds later Boro had strong penalty appeals 
turned down as Forsdick’s long throw was glanced on by 
Dean and the bouncing ball deceived Young who seemed to 
hook Spencer’s feet from beneath him.

Telford were under the cosh and when Rob Oddy cut a 
fine ball back from the dead-ball line Justin Marsden 
snatched his effort wide of the post. A rare home attack saw 
Carl Rodgers strike a post from the edge of the area but Boro 
gave it their best as they pressed for an equaliser with their 
last opportunity going to Forsdick, whose spiralling header 
was bundled away by the hesitant Young to the relief of the 
home fans.

 Sutton Coldfield Town v Nuneaton Town 11-05-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Spencer, Walker, Harris (Marsden), Pierpoint, 
Simmonds, Storer, I. Christie (Marsden), Moore, Hadland. Subs: Oddy, 
Nisevic.

Boro made the journey to The Lamb to play Sutton Coldfield 
Town in the final of the Birmingham Senior Cup.
Boro’s hold on the cup ended as resilient Sutton lifted the 
trophy against the odds. There was precious little to excite 
in a dull opening quarter in which neither keeper was tested, 
although both sides had optimistic efforts from distance fly 
wide. It was no surprise that defensive errors accounted for 
the sole chances of a woeful first half hour with the two most 
critical falling to Boro’s Lee Moore but on each occasion his 
finishing lacked a cutting edge.

The missed chances proved costly on 34 minutes as The 
Royals snatched the lead from their first positive threat on 
their opponents goal. Jonathon Jones gained possession 
down the inside left channel and released the darting Mark 
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Bellingham, who showed all his experience by cutting a 
glorious pass, back into the path of the thrusting Jones and 
he drilled into an empty net from seven yards out. Right on 
the interval Danny Spencer, playing in an unaccustomed left-
back position, scuffed a back pass to keeper Danny Alcock 
that the alert Bellingham intercepted but he was forced wide 
and the opportunity was lost.

Boro went in at the break without having a solitary shot on 
target and it got no better at the start of the second half as 
Sutton, kicking up the pronounced slope, almost doubled 
their lead with Jimmy Quiggin’s fierce snap-shot from the 
edge of the area.His effort was deflected away by Stuart 
Pierpoint. The introduction of Simon Forsdick soon after 
brought Boro’s first sign of intent but his 25-yarder grazed a 
post with keeper Karl Lewis scrambling across his line.

Just past the hour Craig Marshall’s powerful cross was 
glanced over by Bellingham and then Pierpoint was 
cautioned for a high challenge some 30 yards out on 
Marshall, who looked to be denied a clear run on goal. It was 
the 80th minute before Boro had a shot on target as Moore 
raced in from the left and crashed a rising drive towards the 
top corner but Lewis brilliantly turned the ball aside at full 
stretch. Storer struck an upright from a 20-yard free-kick 
with Lewis beaten while Pierpoint and then Justin Marsden 
headed inches over the bar as Boro finally showed some 
spark. But despite their late rally, Boro failed to penetrate a 
rigid Sutton defence and to add to their woes Pierpoint was 
sent off in the dying throes for a second bookable offence.

Nationwide Conference 2010-2011
  P W D L F A Pts
Alfreton Town  40  29   5   6  97   33  92
AFC Telford United  40  23  13   4  71   29  82
Boston United  40  23  10   7  72   33  79
Eastwood Town  40  22   7  11  82   50  73
Guiseley  40  20  13   7  56   41  73
Nuneaton Town  40  21   9  10  66   44  72
Solihull Moors  40  18  10  12  66   49  64
Droylsden  40  17   9  14  69   67  60
Blyth Spartans  40  16  10  14  61   54  58
Stalybridge Celtic  40  16   9  15  64   55  57
Workington  40  16   6  18  52   60  54
Harrogate Town  40  13  11  16  53   66  50
Corby Town  40  13  10  17  58   80  49
Gloucester City  40  14   5  21  49   63  47
Hinckley United  40  13   7  20  76   76  46
Worcester City  40  12  10  18  49   55  46
Vauxhall Motors  40  12   9  19  52   71  45
Hyde  40  10   6  24  44   73  36
Stafford Rangers  40   8   8  24  39   78  32
Redditch United  40   2   8  30  30  105   9
Ilkeston Town   0   0   0   0   0    0   0

Frank Upton Dies

One of Nuneaton’s finest ever footballing sons has died at the 
age of 76 at his home in Derby. Frank Upton made his debut 
for Nuneaton Borough in October 1952 in a Birmingham 
League encounter with Shrewsbury Town Reserves. During 
this period he was often described as ‘nothing less than 
brilliant’ and soon he was transferred to Northampton Town 
with Boro receiving a transfer fee and two Northampton 
Town players for the rest of the season.

The cultured defender soon made his mark with the Cobblers 
and was swiftly moved on to Derby County where he made 
224 appearances. After seven years with the Rams he was off 
to Chelsea, where he made 74 appearances before moving 
back to Derby. At the end of his career Upton managed 
Workington, Al-Arabi Kuwait and Bedworth United.

Players Released
Nuneaton Town have released full-back Rob Oddy and 
centre-half Stuart Pierpoint. Oddy has made more than 280 
appearances over a seven year period with both Nuneaton 
Borough and Nuneaton Town.

Forsdick Signs
Nuneaton Town defender/midfielder Simon Forsdick has 
signed a new 12 month contract with the club.

Players Re-sign
Mark Noon has signed a new contract that will see him stay 
with Boro for a seventh consecutive season. James Armson 
and Eddie Nisevic have also put pen to paper.
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Brigg Town — 2nd Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to 
Hawthorn Avenue to play Brigg Town in 
a FA Cup 2nd Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Alcock, Noon, Forsdick, Walker, Dean, 
Pierpoint, Simmonds, Storer, Marsden 
(Dillon), L. Moore,  Nisevic (Bates). 
Subs: Armson, A. Moore, Burns.

Brigg started the game brightly with a 
free kick by Ollie Chappell from the left 
wing cleared away from the goal area 
but then Paul Grimes attacked down 
the left wing and crossed the ball for 
Tom Spall to flick a shot just past the 
near upright. 

The visitors settled down and Adam 
Walker floated a long free kick over the 
bar. Lee Moore advanced with pace 
down the right before striking a curling 
shot past the post.

Paul Grimes won a corner kick for Brigg 
on the left but this was cleared down 
the right wing again with Donovan 
Simmonds working the ball to Adam 
Walker, whose cross was punched well 
clear by Brigg ’keeper Gregg Stiffle.

Boro came close to scoring mid-way 
through the first half when a free kick 
was played into the penalty area from 
the left by Donovan Simmonds but the 
ball was headed against the cross bar 
and rebounded to safety.

Another free kick from Justin Marsden 
from outside the penalty area flashed 
past the post. Brigg pushed forward 
when play was switched across the 
pitch by Ollie Chappell’s pass to Dan 
Barrett on the left and the ball was 
worked to Alan Lamb but his attempted 
shot at goal was saved by Danny 
Alcock.

Nuneaton went ahead five minutes 
from the half time break after Ollie 
Chappell stumbled on the edge of the 
penalty area and the ball ran free to Lee 
Moore, who struck a firm shot into the 
corner of the net from twelve yards out.

The second half started well for Brigg 
and they were on level terms after 

a couple of minutes. Paul Grimes 
worked his way past Mark Noon on the 
right before crossing the ball to Ollie 
Chappell, who found the back of the 
net from a short distance out.

Boro responded positively but Scott 
Halliwell made two successive 
clearances from the penalty area, the 
second being off the goal line after 
Gregg Stiffle was stranded attempting 
to win possession of a long pass.

The visitors regained the lead after 64 
minutes following a free kick close to 
the right touch line. The ball was played 
into the penalty area for unmarked 
Stuart Pierpoint to meet with a firm 
header into the roof of the net.

Brigg reacted positively with substitutes 
Danny Buttle, Phil Jackman and Ryan 
Paczkowski giving more attacking 
options. After seventy four minutes, the 
scores were back level.

Phil Jackman worked the ball to Danny 
Buttle on the left wing and he crossed 
the ball to the far post where Tom Spall 
knocked it into the back of the net. 
A minute later, Ryan Paczkowski was 
left in space inside the penalty area 
to control the ball after a stumble by 
Mark Noon and beat goalkeeper Danny 
Alcock with a shot into the far corner of 
the net to put the home team ahead for 
the first time in the game. 

Nuneaton bounced back surging 

James Armson – first goal of the season against Brigg Town. Photo: Nuneaton News
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forward for an equalizing goal but 
Gregg Stiffle made a diving save with 
his legs to deny a firm drive from 
Donovan Simmonds.

With ten minutes remaining, Boro 
attacked again down their left wing and 
the ball was crossed into the penalty 
area to be met by a well directed 
header from substitute Chris Dillon into 
the top corner of the net.

Both teams created openings in the 
last ten minutes of play without being 
able to add to the score line meaning a 
replay at Liberty Way. 

Brigg Town — 2nd Qualifying 
Round Replay
Borough welcomed Brigg Town to 
Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 2nd 
Qualifying Round replay.
Boro: Alcock, Noon, Forsdick, Walker (Burns), 
Dean, Pierpoint, Simmonds, Storer, Dillon 
(Marsden), L. Moore, Nisevic (Armson). 
Subs: Hadland, Daniel, A. Moore.

Boro laboured to a 2-0 win to secure 
a place in the third qualifying round, 
thanks to goals from Donovan 
Simmonds and James Armson.

It was a comfortable victory as they 
showed the visitors that they had 
effectively blown their chance in the 3-3 
draw at the weekend.

However, Nuneaton were far from their 
best as they failed to spark, but at least 
it was job done. 

Manager Kevin Wilkin made just one 
change to the side which drew the 
original tie as Chris Dillon replaced 
Justin Marsden in attack.

Central defender Wayne Daniel 
returned to the squad after a family 
wedding at the expense of Tom Bates, 
who is on holiday.

Simmonds had his first Boro goal within 
three minutes of the kick-off after Lee 
Moore whipped a corner in from the 
right and Dillon knocked it back into 
Simmonds’ path for him to drive into 
the bottom corner from 10 yards.

Dillon was unlucky on 20 minutes as he 

turned and fired just wide following a 
driving run by Eddie Nisevic. Boro then 
proceeded to lose rhythm in their play 
for the rest of the half.

Boro were little better after the restart 
despite Brigg visibly tiring and in an 
effort to inject some life into his team, 
Wilkin replaced Nisevic with Armson.

The substitution paid swift dividends as 
Armson got on the end of a Dillon cross 
to make it 2-0 after 70 minutes with a 
smart finish from six yards.

Dillon missed a glorious chance to 
get a goal when Moore robbed Brigg 
of possession and allowed the striker 
a chance on goal, but Dillon sliced a 
terrible effort well wide.

He missed another golden chance with 
ten minutes to go when Moore flicked 
on a corner but Dillon again shot well 
wide of the target.

Coleshill Town — 3rd Qualifying 
Round
Borough welcomed Coleshill Town 
to Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 3rd 
Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic, Noon (Burns), 
Dean, Pierpoint, Marsden, Storer, Simmonds 
(Dillon), L. Moore, Hadland  (Walker). 
Subs: Oddy, Forsdick, Bates.

A couple of Coleshill players were 
spotted puffing on cigarettes shortly 
after the final whistle at Liberty Way 
where they had been gasping for breath 
for the most part in as one-sided a 
match as supporters are likely to see at 
Nuneaton his season.

Boro ripped into their Midland Alliance 
opponents from the start and looked 
every bit a cut above as they took a 
comprehensive 4-0 lead into the break 
that could easily have been six had it 
not been for one of the visitors’ busiest 
men on the pitch, goalkeeper Craig 
Johnson.

Two more goals in an inevitably lower 
key second half saw Kevin Wilkin’s men 
cruise through to the fourth qualifying 
round of the FA Cup and just a game 
away from a potential mouth-watering 

tie against one of the big boys.

But as the cliché goes, you have to get 
past what’s in front of you first and 
that’s exactly what they did with an 
impressive display of attacking football 
with the wing-backs providing plenty of 
ammunition and the forwards having a 
field day. Donovan Simmonds showed 
his pedigree with an excellent touch, 
blistering pace and good positioning 
and was rewarded with a couple of 
goals, but not before the outstanding 
Justin Marsden – who caused all 
manner of problems just behind the 
front two – had bagged a brace to get 
the drubbing up and running.

Wing-back James Armson wreaked 
havoc early on, taking on his marker 
and slipping Marsden through to test 
the keeper for the first time in the sixth 
minute and went close to getting on the 
score sheet himself when he headed 
onto the underside of the bar.

But Coleshill could do little about the 
inevitable opener which was crafted 
and finished superbly by Marsden, who 
cut inside from the left and unleashed a 
25-yard shot into the far top corner.

The 25th-minute strike opened the 
floodgates with Boro hitting a further 
three in the space of four devastating 
minutes with the visitors powerless to 
suppress the onslaught.

Good work from left wing-back Eddie 
Nisevic set up Marsden for a neat 
first time finish in the box in the 36th 
minute, and a minute later the man in 
the hole popped up with a thumping 
shot that the keeper spilled, only to see 
the alert Simmonds nip in on the loose 
ball and pick his spot.

The former Coventry City striker then 
doubled his tally in the 40th minute 
when he out-muscled centre-back 
Jason Lanns to get to a Nisevic cross 
and then stretched and flicked the ball 
inside the far post. Not content with 
four, the one-way traffic continued up 
to the break with the eager Lee Moore 
– who did everything but score – and 
Mark Noon just failing to connect with a 
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tantalising Armson ball across the face, 
while Stuart Pierpoint headed onto the 
post following a smart free-kick routine.

But Kyle Storer made no mistake when 
he sent a 48th minute free-kick into the 
top corner before turning provider for 
substitute Robbie Burns who he fed in 
the box, leaving the forward to round 
the keeper to complete the rout 13 
minutes from time.

The gap between the two sides was 
further highlighted by the fact that 
Boro’s opponents from three leagues 
lower took more than an hour to 
manage their first attempt on goal and 
hit their first shot on target in the 66th 
minute, only to see it go straight to 
keeper Danny Alcock who was a virtual 
bystander all afternoon.

Workington — 4th Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to Borough 
Park to play Workington in a FA Cup 4th 
Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic (Forsdick 86), 
Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, Marsden (Walker 
69), Storer, Simmonds, L. Moore (Dillon 80), 
Hadland. Subs: Oddy, Daniel, Spencer, Burns.

Nisevic broke the deadlock in typical 
style as he did what he does best, 
picking up the ball in midfield, he drove 
past two opponents and fired into the 
bottom corner from the edge of the box. 

It may not have been his cleanest ever 
strike, but Aaran Taylor was left with no 
chance in the home goal.

Nuneaton had another chance 
two minutes later when Donovan 
Simmonds was hacked down by a poor 
tackle from Gari Rowntree after a sharp 
turn. A good advantage was played 
as Lee Moore was presented with a 
chance, but his first touch took him 
wide and Taylor made the save.

Workington came into the game for the 
first time when Danny Alcock changed 
his mind about coming for a cross and 
Stephen Hindmarch volleyed wide at 
full stretch.

On 16 minutes Simmonds raced onto 

a long ball and tried an instinctive lob 
which dropped past the post.

A minute later the scores were level 
when a diagonal ball from Kyle May 
found Hindmarch in far too much space 
and he nodded the ball into Arnison’s 
path. His strike was far from clean but 
it mattered not as it bobbled through 
Alcock’s legs and low into the net.

Stuart Pierpoint missed a good chance 
to get Boro back in front when he met 
a corner at the near post unchallenged, 
only to head over.

Workington came desperately close to 
going into the break with the lead when 
Andy Langford smashed a shot onto the  
bar from 25 yards.

Arnison looked certain to bury the 
rebound but the impressive Gaz Dean 
flew in to make a goal saving block.

Workington must have been told to 
impose themselves physically at the 
break as they gave away a series of 
fouls at the start of the second half.

Kyle Storer, with five goals to his name 
this season, must have fancied his 
chances of adding to that tally when 
he stepped up to take a free-kick 20 
yards out, but his shot drifted straight 
to Taylor.

That was on 48 minutes and two minutes 
later Guy Hadland headed a corner well 
over. A Storer error soon after gifted 
Connor Tinnion the ball down the left 
and he fired in a shot which Alcock 
turned around his near post.

The last action of note came on 68 
minutes when an unusually quiet Justin 
Marsden was involved in a nasty clash 
of heads with Anthony Wright.

He was replaced by Adam Walker and 
from then on both sides scrapped 
away but neither could make the 
breakthrough.

Workington — 4th Qualifying 
Round Replay
Borough welcomed Workington to 
Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 4th 
Qualifying Round replay.

Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic (Forsdick), 
Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, Marsden, Storer, 
Dillon (Simmonds), L. Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Burns, Spencer, Daniel, Oddy.

Gareth Dean netted his first goal of 
the season to earn Boro victory over 
Workington to book themselves an 
away first round tie at Lincoln City.

Dean produced the all important strike 
soon after the interval with a classic 
header from a set piece to set the home 
fans alight and ready to make the 
journey to face the Imps at Sincil Bank 
and tackle their League Two hosts with 
confidence high.

And while it was a deserved success 
as Kevin Wilkin’s men had far more of 
the chances they had to overcome a 
nervy last half hour with the Cumbrians 
pressing forward for long periods as 
Boro surprisingly sat back on their 
narrow advantage.

Boro were bright and breezy before 
the interval in the damp conditions 
and could so easily have been two or 
three goals ahead as inside 90 seconds 
Dillon had two attempts to force in a 
Justin Marsden cross without any luck 
while Eddie Nisevic waltzed past three 
defenders before hoisting a superb 
cross to James Armson at the back post 
but his downward header was blocked 
by keeper Aaran Wright.

Marsden then cut in from the left and 
unleashed a 20-yarder that flew straight 
at Taylor before The Reds had their first 
sight of goal, Gareth Arnison’s 20-yard 
free-kick being confidently dealt with 
by Danny Alcock. Midway through the 
half and a splendid four-man build-up 
saw the influential Kyle Storer find 
Chris Dillon, who replaced Donovan 
Simmonds in the sole team change 
from the opening tie, but the striker 
hooked his turning shot over.

Just past the half hour mark Lady Luck 
smiled on Workington again. Marsden 
picked out Dillon on the edge of the 
area and he moved the ball on to 
Nisevic and his screaming 15-yarder 
cannoned off the near post with Taylor 
a mere spectator. More Boro pressure 
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saw Noon have a deflected drive fly just 
wide and from the half cleared corner 
Marsden’s rising effort hit the bar.

However, within 90 seconds of the 
restart Boro were in front. Nisevic 
did well to win a corner with another 
surging run and though Armson’s 
initial effort was cleared, the next was 
perfectly placed for Dean to race in 
from the back of the pack and rise like 
the proverbial salmon to power a fine 
header past Taylor.

Nisevic almost carved out a second 
when again he got beyond the visiting 
back division to deliver a cross that 
Moore headed dismally over the top 
when placed to do better. But from then 
on Boro lost their impetus and allowed 
their rivals to hog possession although 
thankfully for Boro the back three of 
Dean, the immaculate Guy Hadland 
and Stuart Pierpoint provided first class 
protection for keeper Danny Alcock.

Andy Langford and Gary Rowntree 
had shots that failed to trouble Alcock 
and right at the end Hadland’s driving 
run and pass released Moore, whose 
skidding drive was blocked by Taylor’s 
feet but it didn’t matter as Boro 
celebrated a place in the FA Cup first 
round for a second successive year.

Lincoln City — 1st Round Proper
Borough made the journey to Sincil 
Bank to play Lincoln City in a FA Cup 1st 
Round Proper tie.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic (Forsdick), 
Noon, Dean, Pierpoint, Marsden, Walker, 
Dillon (Spencer), Moore, Hadland (Simmons). 
Subs: Oddy, Daniel, Burns.

Did ambition rob Boro of a home 
replay? That was the question being 
asked by the 900-plus Boro witnesses to 
a football injustice.

The Imps hit Boro hard and late with 
Albert Jarrett’s last minute free-kick 
enabling them to stumble into the 
second round – but were Kevin Wilkin’s 
men their own worst enemies?

A tactical switch certainly proved the 
turning point, working in favour of the 

League Two strugglers rather than Boro 
as centre-back Guy Hadland, the best 
player on the pitch, was hauled off just 
past the hour mark.

Substitute Donovan Simmonds went 
on as a more attacking option with 
City down to ten men and on the ropes 
following Clark Keltie’s red card right on 
the interval.

Boro suddenly came under the cosh 
but a replay seemed the most likely 
outcome going into the 90th minute 
but Jarrett’s clinical set-piece left those 
hopes in tatters.

Wilkin’s troops were certainly the more 
inspiring as The Imps looked ill-at-ease 
and struggled to impose themselves 
on their rivals from two tiers below in 
football’s pyramid.

Despite missing the skilful, probing 
talents of suspended Kyle Storer, they 
started brightly and could have gone 
ahead inside the opening minute when 
Eddie Nisevic latched on to Armson’s 
cross, raced past two static defenders 
only to see his angled drive graze the 
wrong side of the far post.

Boro’s persistence and harrying 
knocked the Imps out of their stride, 
although just after the half hour Danny 
Alcock had to push away Luke Howell’s 
deflected drive while Ashley Grimes 
volleyed high over from 15 yards.

Yet Town looked confident and assured 
with Hadland, Stuart Pierpoint and 
Gareth Dean coping well at the back 
while skipper Mark Noon held things 
together in the engine-room.

Half-chances were created but not 
taken, James Armson burst past two 
opponents only to be foiled by Adam 
Watts’ desperate challenge while 
Noon’s ambitious 25-yarder bounced 
kindly into the grateful arms of keeper 
Joe Anyon.

Boro had the edge, even more so, 
right on the interval when Keltie was 
sent off for two ill-timed tackles, the 
latter coming on Armson and from the 
ensuing free-kick Gareth Dean rifled 
into the side-netting with the visiting 

fans in the far stand optimistically 
believing for a split second the 
youngster had broken the deadlock.

City began the second period more 
committed but Boro still asked 
questions, Armson’s 25-yard free kick 
being turned over by Anyon. However, 
on 64 minutes the switch that turned 
the tie around saw Hadland’s departure 
as Wilkin went for the jugular but the 
move had an opposite effect as ten-
man City moved up a gear.

The change to a flat back four without 
midfield width enabled the Imps 
to get at Boro down the unguarded 
flanks with the outstanding Carayol 
allowed space to run unhindered at the 
opposing rearguard and cause havoc.

Three times he got to the deadball line 
but Boro survived, although how Ben 
Hutchinson, on loan from Celtic, missed 
the ball completely from one of those 
crosses, when faced with an empty net, 
only he knows.

There was another let-off soon after 
when Jarrett’s stinging 20-yarder was 
touched on to a post by the flying 
Alcock, who then clawed Luke Howell’s 
rising effort around the post.

Distress signals were showing as Boro 
soaked up pressure but just when a 
replay looked assured Armson bundled 
Howell to the turf and this time Jarrett’s 
left-foot drive from the edge of the box 
flew past the wall and tucked itself just 
inside Alcock’s left-hand post.

In time added on Simmonds almost 
equalised but his low drive struck the 
boot of the fortunate Anyon and Boro’s 
Cup hopes had floundered at the first 
round hurdle for a second year running.

Football is about opinions and maybe 
for once Kevin Wilkin and Ken Gillard 
got it wrong.

It’s perhaps presumptuous to 
questioning the tactics of a 
management duo who have overseen 
two fine promotions and steered their 
side into a play-off position, but I for 
one returned home disappointed and 
dumbfounded.
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Worcester City — 3rd Qualifying 
Round
Boro welcomed Worcester City to 
Liberty Way to play a FA Trophy 3rd 
Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Alcock, Oddy, Nisevic, Noon, Dean, 
Pierpoint (Forsdick), Armson (Spencer), 
Storer, Simmonds, L. Moore, Hadland. 
Subs: Dillon, Walker, Burns. 

Almost a decade to the day since 
Marc McGregor wrote his name into 
Nuneaton Borough history with 
a famous 90th minute winner he 
repeated the feat, but this time he 
dumped his former club out of the FA 
Trophy with the last kick of the game.

The veteran striker made the score 
2-1 to the visitors in the 94th minute 
in what was arguably Boro’s worst 
performance of the season and it 
means that their horrendous Trophy 
record continues.

Danny Spencer looked to have rescued 
a replay with an 80th minute header, 
his first goal of the season, after Danny 
Glover had given City the lead.

However, McGregor rolled the ball 
into a virtually empty net at the death 
and despite earning his side £4,000 in 
prize money he admirably chose not to 
celebrate.

Despite the disappointingly lethargic 
nature of Nuneaton’s performance they 
were still only narrowly beaten in a 
poor game.

They have not been at their fluent best 
in any of the last four games, but if 
they had shown anything like the pure 
determination and occasional quality 
they have recently they would probably 
still be in the hat. Conceding two poor 
goals did them no favours.

Manager Kevin Wilkin made one change 
to the side as Eddie Nisevic returned 
at the expense of Simon Forsdick. 
Forward Justin Marsden missed out 

due to a combination of illness and a 
thigh strain. Striker Chris Dillon was 
surprisingly fit to be a substitute after 
being all but ruled out on Thursday. 
Fellow front man Spencer was also a 
substitute after a cast on his broken 
hand was padded out.

A really poor first half only came to life 
in stoppage time as James Armson 
missed a glorious chance.

There were no incidents of note, not 
even a foul until the 17th minute. Boro 
had their first opening a minute later 
when a Rob Oddy shot was deflected 
for a corner and Armson’s delivery was 
nodded down by Stuart Pierpoint. A 
Worcester player took a wild swing and 
sent the ball towards his own goal only 
for a team-mate to head clear.

Guy Hadland did well to get a header in 
from 12 yards soon after, but that was 
comforably wide. Donovan Simmonds 
pulled a shot wide on 38 minutes, but 
nothing had come close to breaking the 
deadlock.

Lee Moore wins a header. Photo: Nuneaton News

However, Armson should have done 
just that 20 seconds into stoppage time 
when he met a Kyle Storer cross six 
yards out but glanced a header wide 
when he had to do better.

Boro pressed for the two minutes 
of injury time before the break as 
Simmonds had a shot blocked, but 
neither keeper was tested in a poor 
first half.

Boro had the first effort of the second 
half when Armson planted a difficult 
header straight at the Worcester keeper.

However, City scored with their first 
shot on target as Nuneaton gave away a 
calamitous goal on 50 minutes.

Alcock raced out to collect a fairly 
aimless ball, but Danny Glover beat the 
keeper to the ball and took it away from 
Alcock before beating Gaz Dean, who 
had raced back in vain.

Kevin Wilkin substituted Armson, 
bringing on Spencer  to partner 
Simmonds and dropping Moore back 
behind the forwards.

Simmonds had a half-chance to 
equalise on 63 minutes but the 
Worcester keeper, Sandercombe did 
well to keep the ball out.

After underperforming all over the park 
Boro found themselves on level terms 
after Spencer scored with ten minutes 
to play.

Moore put in a cross and Spencer did 
really well to get enough power behind 
his header.

Moore had a good chance almost 
straight away when he got behind the 
Worcester defence, but could only put a 
shot high and wide.

With Boro looking to have earned a 
replay, McGregor struck right at the 
death and ensured that Boro’s poor 
record in the Trophy continued.
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Blue Square North: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2010-11  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
07.14 Coventry City H PSF 0-0  1995
07.17 Kidderminster Harriers H PSF 3-2 Collins, Spencer, Bates 501
07.20 Nuneaton Griff A PSF 4-0 Berwick, Bates, Armson (2) 432
07.21 Rugby Town A PSF 4-0 Storer, Marsden, Dillon, Walker 
07.24 Alvechurch A PSF 5-0 A. Moore (2), Bates, Hadland, Walker 
07.27 Northampton Town H PSF 0-2  563
07.31 Bedworth United A PSF 2-0 A. Moore, Armson 
08.03 Mansfield Town H PSF 3-1 Oddy (pen), Spencer, Berwick 442
08.14 Guiseley A BSN 2-1 Daniel, Dillon 500
08.21 Droylsden H BSN 1-1 Moore 902
08.24 Boston United A BSN 2-1 Moore, Hadland 1681
08.28 Stalybridge Celtic H BSN 2-1 Moore, Storer 833
08.30 AFC Telford A BSN 1-4 Marsden 2371
09.04 Worcester City A BSN 2-2 Moore, Storer 1071
09.11 Alfreton Town H BSN 1-3 Dillon 1138
09.18 Harrogate Town H BSN 3-0 Marsden, Nisevic, Moore 839
09.25 Brigg Town A FAC 2Q 3-3 Moore, Pierpoint, Dillon 276
09.28 Brigg Town H FAC 2Q R 2-0 Simmonds, Armson 545
10.02 Workington A BSN 1-0 Storer (pen) 522
10.09 Coleshill Town H FAC 3Q 6-0 Marsden (2), Simmonds (2), Storer, Burns 965
10.16 Stafford Rangers H BSN 1-0 Storer 1002
10.23 Workington A FAC 4Q 1-1 Nisevic 520
10.26 Workington H FAC 4Q R 1-0 Dean 943
10.30 Hinckley United H BSN 2-0 Moore, Nisevic 1412
11.06 Lincoln City A FAC 1 0-1  3084
11.09 Solihull Moors H BSN 2-1 Storer (2, 1 pen) 665
11.13 Eastwood Town H BSN 2-1 Armson, Simmonds 891
11.16 Stratford Town A BSC 2 2-1 Armson, Marsden 254
11.20 Worcester City H FAT 3Q 1-2 Spencer 582
12.11 Solihull Moors A BSN 1-1 Storer 417
12.14 Redditch United A BSN 5-0  Ayers (o.g.), Forsdick, Spencer, Dillon, 

Pierpoint 163
01.01 Corby Town A BSN 3-2 Walker, Spencer, Hadland 636
01.03 AFC Telford H BSN 0-0  1502
01.08 Blyth Spartans H BSN 3-2 Spencer, Storer, Moore 833
01.11 Stalybridge Celtic A BSN 2-0 Storer, Marsden 368
01.15 Harrogate Town A BSN 2-1 Noon, Storer (pen) 306
01.18 Gainsborough Trinity A BSN 2-1 Walker, Noon 423
01.22 Vauxhall Motors A BSN 1-1 Storer (pen) 327
01.25 Hyde United H BSN 1-2 Armson 775
01.29 Redditch United H BSN 1-1 Moore 965
02.01 Stourbridge H BSC 3 3-0 Nisevic, Dean, Marsden 211
02.05 Stafford Rangers A BSN 2-1 Forsdick, Marsden 525
02.07 Hyde United A BSN 1-1 Walker 320
02.12 Droylsden A BSN 0-1  320
02.19 Worcester City H BSN 2-1 Walker, Spencer 901
02.27 Hinckley United A BSN 3-0 Storer, Burns, Walker 1208
03.01 Corby Town H BSN 2-3 Moore, Spencer 681
03.05 Eastwood Town A BSN 1-2 Harris 566
03.12 Vauxhall Motoes H BSN 3-0 Marsden, Hadland (2) 726
03.15 Gloucester City H BSN 0-0  592
03.19 Blyth Spartans A BSN 0-1  496
03.22 Bedworth United A BSC S-F 1-0 Spencer 587
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Blue Square North: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2010-11  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
03.26 Guiseley H BSN 0-1  761
04.02 Gloucester City A BSN 3-0 Marsden, Forsdick, Hall 470
04.09 Gainsborough Trinity H BSN 1-2 Storer 902
04.16 Workington H BSN 2-1 Spencer, Oddy 801
04.25 Boston United H BSN 1-1 Hadland 1525
04.30 Alfreton Town A BSN 2-3 Burns, Christie 1123
05.03 AFC Telford H BSN P-O S-F1 1-1 Storer 2089
05.09 AFC Telford H BSN P-O S-F2 1-2 Spencer 3442
05.11 Sutton Coldfield Town A BSC F 0-1  440
 
KEY :  BSN = Blue Square North,  FAC= F.A.Cup, FAT= F.A.Trophy,  BSC= Birmingham Senior Cup, PSF= Pre season friendly

Nuneaton Town 2010-11
Back: (left to right): Tom Berwick, Ed Matthews, Rob Oddy, Gareth Dean, Guy Hadland, Wayne Daniel, 

Eddie Nisevic, Kyle Storer.
Middle (left to right): Paul Egan (physio), Mark Noon, James Armson, Darren Acton, Tom Bates, 

Danny Alcock, Danny Spencer, Stuart Pierpoint, Richie Norman (physio), Graham Wilson.
Front (left to right): Ian Brown (director/secretary), Simon Forsdick, Matty Collins, Chris Dillon, 

Ken Gillard (assistant manager), Ian Neale (chairman), Kevin Wilkin (manager), Lee Moore, 
Adam Walker, Kirk Stephens (director).
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Boro Signings
Nuneaton Town have announced a double signing in Mark 
Albrighton, who joins the club from Kidderminster Harriers 
and Worcester City captain Graham Ward. Albrighton was part 
of the Stevenage side that was promoted from the Conference 
in 2009-10. In other news, Gareth Dean, Adam Walker, James 
Armson and Eddie Nisevic have all agreed new deals. 

Worcester Striker Joins Boro
Nuneaton Town have secured the services of Worcester City 
striker Danny Glover, who scored 20 goals for the Blue Square 
North club last season. Glover, 21, was formerly with Port 
Vale, during which time he went out on loan to Salisbury City, 
Rochdale and Stafford Rangers. Striker Justin Marsden has 
also penned a new deal for the coming season.

Belcher Joins
Nuneaton Town have announced the signing of midfielder 
Sam Belcher from Wycombe Wanderers.

Belcher enjoyed a short spell in the Blue Square North last 
season at Hinckley United. Hailing from Nuneaton, Belcher, 
who was an apprentice at Wycombe has family links with the 
club with his grandfather being a former player.

Members’ Scheme For Boro Fans
Nuneaton Town launches its brand new members’ club and 
match day tickets for the start of the season 2011-12.

This exclusive club is open to all supporters and is a great way 
to get involved in the club as much or as little as you wish.

The club has worked out a way to offer its supporters the best 
way to have a direct input and work together in what they 
are sure is a joint aim in progressing the club into the Blue 
Square Premier and beyond. Membership has various rates 
for the season that includes concessions and children.

Supporters joining Nuneaton Town’s members club will 
get a host of benefits that the club hopes will just be the 
start of what is intended to be a long-term plan to benefit the 
supporters.

• Members only lounge
• Entry to all home game including pre-season friendlies
• Free room hire for members or immediate family worth 

up to £300 a season
• 10% discount in the club shop
• Priority tickets for FA Cup, play-offs and FA Trophy
• Heavily discounted away coach travel worth over £50.00 

a season
• Exclusive end of year members celebration party
• Be part of the group choosing next season’s kits and 

beyond.
• Five year members becoming part of the shareholders 

club

• Own management committee with representation on the 
board

• Nuneaton Town email address
• Free New Year’s Eve Party with transport home

Dave Allen is the director who is heading up the new club 
added: “I have spoken to the supporters groups about the new 
membership which is replacing the old season ticket system 
and want them to join us in making the venture successful. We 
need to provide more for the members and believe what we 
have come up with, should they use all the facilities and offers 
mean they effectively get their footballfor free”.

Storer Joins Kidderminster
Arguably the most gifted and 
volatile player in the short history 
of Nuneaton Town has left the 
club to fulfil a lifetime dream 
of becoming a professional 
footballer. Kyle Storer, Boro’s most 
influential midfielder and last 
season’s top marksman, has joined 
Kidderminster on a two-year deal 
and the 24-year-old could hardly 
temper his excitement.

“It’s always been my ambition,” said Storer. “Ever since I 
was at school I wanted to play professional football and I’m 
looking to make the most of the opportunity and perform at 
the highest level my ability will take me.”

Storer arrived at Nuneaton, for whom he made 101 
appearances, from Atherstone Town back in early 2009 and 
during his spell at Liberty Way there’s hardly been a dull 
moment. His career wavered following four-month ban for a 
sending off in a six-a-side game and while the player admits 
his fiery temper caused other disciplinary measures, few 
would disagree Storer’s quality and commitment has always 
shone through.

He was the catalyst at the heart of Nuneaton’s double 
promotion exploits from the Southern League into Blue Square 
Bet North in which last term his 17 goals from the team’s 
engine-room plus numerous man-of-the-match displays 
helped steer the club into the play-offs for a third term in a row.

Unfortunately Boro failed in their bid to secure a Conference 
spot although Storer admits it would have been doubtful 
whether he would have remained at Nuneaton in any 
circumstances due to the club remaining part-time.

Defenders Sign New Contract
Nuneaton Town have agreed a new 12 month deal to keep left 
back Simon Forsdick at the club. Also signing a new contract 
is Guy Hadland, who will spend a fourth season with the club. 
One player who will not feature for Boro next season is Danny 
Spencer, who has decided to join Solihull Moors.
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Lavery To Stay
Experienced midfielder Richard Lavery has accepted the offer 
of a new contract. Winger Andy Hall, however, has decided to 
rejoin his old club, Corby Town.

Noon Signs
Nuneaton Town club captain Mark Noon has signed a 
contract keeping him at the club until at least 2013. Also 
joining the ranks are two youth team players, Alex Gudger 
and Luke Taylor.

Lee Smith Joins Boro
Nuneaton Town have secured the services of Lee Smith 
from Forest Green Rovers. The 27-year-old scored 21 goals 
for Gloucester City before joining Forest Green and has also 
spent time on loan with AFC Telford United.

2011-2012

 Nuneaton Town v Mansfield Town 12-07-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Hadland (Taylor 83), Dean, Albrighton, James (Gudger 
68), Smith (Moore 46), Lavery (Walker 57), Noon (Belcher 68), Burns 
(Manship 73), Armson (Whittaker 73), Glover. Sub: Hinton.
Mansfield: Marriot (Redmond 58), O’Neill (Craig 73), Carruthers, 
Sutton, Naylor (Bell 11 (Obed 73)), Worthington (Smith 58), Stevenson 
(Howell 58), Connor (Meikle 58), Briscoe (Todd 58), Dyer (Mitchley 74).

Boro welcomed Mansfield Town to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Kevin Wilkin was more than satisfied with Boro’s opening 
friendly as they kicked off their pre-season by overcoming 
Conference top flighters and FA Trophy finalists Mansfield.

Despite going a goal down early on, Boro battled back well 
to score twice before the break through Guy Hadland and 
newcomer Lee Smith. The Stags made the breakthrough 
inside six minutes with former Eastwood Town striker Lee 
Stevenson side-footing a low left wing cross past the helpless 
Danny Alcock from eight yards but Boro responded quickly to 
equalise in the 14th minute.

Hadland was the man on target, stooping low to head past 
keeper Alan Marriott from James Armson’s right-sided free-
kick. Armson and Smith both failed to make the most of 
promising opportunities after they got beyond the visiting 
defence while at the opposite end Louis Briscoe rifled a low 
centre across the face of goal with Stevenson narrowly failing 
to get the all important final touch.

But Boro edged ahead on the half hour when Marriott 
fumbled what looked to be a simple cross and Smith was 
quickly in to toe-poke the ball into an empty net. Another of 
manager Kevin Wilkin’s summer recruits Danny Glover, who 
impressed up front, had a goalbound drive deflected just 
wide as Nuneaton went in at the interval holding the initiative 
and deservedly so.

After the interval chances were at a premium but from Boro’s 

point of view the central defensive duo of Gareth Dean and 
debutant Mark Albrighton looked solid and dependable.
Glover, who showed plenty of grit and dash on his first 
appearance, was unable to get a stretching volley on target 
while Albrighton’s angled drive flew inches wide of the 
far post. Late on the Stags pressed for an equaliser but 
determined Boro stood firm to hold on to their advantage 
and get a morale boosting success.

 Nuneaton Town v Coventry City 16-07-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Nisevic, Noon, Dean, Albrighton, Belcher, 
Walker, Smith, Moore, Hinton. Subs: Taylor, Gudger, Manship, 
Forsdick, Glover, Whittaker, Lavery, Burns, James, Hadland.
City: Murphy, Cranie, Keogh, Christie, Hussey, Clingan, McSheffrey, 
Baker, Bell, Eastwood, Jutkiewicz. Subs: Dunn, Deegan, Wood, 
Cameron, Bigirimana, Wilson, Thomas, O’Donovan, Jeffers, Ruffels, 
Phillips.

Boro welcomed Coventry City to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly match.

City had far more of the ball in the early stages but created 
few chances. The closest they came was in the 14th minute 
when Northern Ireland international Sammy Clingan beat 
Boro keeper Danny Alcock but not the bar with a curler from 
20 yards. Boro gradually got into the game as Noon, Walker 
and Belcher wrestled some control from Clingan and co.
Boro took the lead after 30 minutes when Noon put Smith in 
with an incisive through ball. The former Gloucester City man 
spurned the chance of a first-time shot as he cut inside Martin 
Cranie and slid the ball beyond keeper Joe Murphy into the 
bottom corner of the net.

Sam Belcher gets in a shot. Photo: Nuneaton News

Walker could have made it two when he tried to side foot into 
the corner from 18 yards but this time Murphy managed to 
make a good save. The Sky Blues got back into the game from 
therein as Alcock made a good double save from Freddie 
Eastwood and Gary McSheffrey.

City made no fewer than nine changes at the break with only 
full-backs Christie and Hussey keeping their places. Coventry’s 
more youthful side had much more tempo about them after 
the break although it was one of the more experienced players 
that came close 15 seconds after the restart as ex-Sunderland 
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striker O’Donovan hit the side netting. At the other end 
substitute Glover headed wide and then charged down keeper 
Chris Dunn’s clearance as he showed his high work rate.

Boro chances were scarce after the break and it was Coventry 
who kept pressing. Gael Bigirimana had a free kick kept out 
by Boro’s substitute keeper, trialist James Wren. It was 1-1 on 
68 minutes as Connor Thomas picked out O’Donovan with a 
good through ball and he kept his head to finish coolly off the 
underside of the bar from 16 yards. Donovan got his second 
20 minutes later when he cut across the box and hit an incivise 
low finish into the corner past Wren. That looked to be game 
over for Boro but Glover finished well across Dunn at the 
death after being released by substitute Robert Burns.

 Nuneaton Town v Walsall 23-07-2011 
Boro: Connor (Slater 80), Hopewell (Dean 56), Hadland (Hinton 58), 
Forsdick (Albrighton 58), Gudger (Taylor 63), Whittaker (Burns 63), 
Lavery (Armson 63), Walker (Belcher 63), James (Nisevic 56), Smith, 
Moore (Glover 46).
Walsall: Maher, Cresswell, Benning, Forde, Botfield, Butlin, Patterson 
(Dobson 66), Deards, Boerman, Jones, Deegan. Subs: Wellings, 
Patterson, Noluvets, Williams, Moons.

Boro welcomed Walsall to Liberty Way to play a pre-season 
friendly game, which on police advice was played behind 
closed doors.

In a ghostly atmosphere Walker opened the scoring with a 
free-kick before Hadland made it 2-0 before half-time. Armson 
slotted in the third after 83 minutes before Walsall missed a 
penalty as youth team keeper Sam Slater made a fine stop.

Guy Hadland’s bullet header finds the top corner. Photo: Nuneaton News

The game was a poor one and it was tough to learn too much 
given the standard of the opposition which was physically 
weaker than the hosts. However the trialists who played 
do not look to be in the class of the current squad with 
the exception of experienced centre-half Craig Hinton and 
possibly young left back Aaron James.

Lee Smith hit the bar for Boro on 13 minutes when keeper 
Liam Maher totally misjudged a cross. Walker opened the 
scoring on 27 minutes when his free-kick from 22 yards went 

under a flat footed Maher. The young Saddlers might have 
been poor at the back, but they had their moments going 
forward as Hadland had to clear off the line from a Jamie 
Patterson shot. From the resulting corner, Aaron Forde 
crashed a shot against the bar.

Boro extended their lead after 36 minutes when the impressive 
Guy Hadland powered in a 10-yard header from a Walker free-
kick. Armson got the third in the 83rd minute when he slotted 
into an empty net from 25 yards as he latched onto a poor kick 
from Maher. Within a minute Walsall were given a penalty as 
Mark Albrighton was adjudged to have fouled in the box. He 
looked to have won the ball cleanly, but it did not matter as 
substitute keeper Slater kept out Connor Deard’s spot kick.

New Fans’ Group
Nuneaton Town fans have rallied together to form a 
new group which they hope will benefit the club and its 
supporters. The new Nuneaton Town Supporters’ Co-
operative will be officially launched next Thursday night at 
the Liberty Way stadium. The move was brought about by the 
collapse of Nuneaton Borough Supporters’ Trust, which was 
saved at the last hour and will merge with Nuneaton Town 
Supporters’ Club.

Collett Back With Boro
Nuneaton Town have brought goalkeeper Neil Collett back to 
the club on loan. Collett has signed on a one month deal from 
Mansfield Town to provide cover for Danny Alcock, who will 
miss the start of the season as he will be in China taking part 
in the World Universities Games.

Lee Moore Signs
Lee Moore has signed non-contract forms with Boro for the 
coming season. The club have also signed 16-year-old Kurtis 
Mewies, who was with Bedworth United last season.

 Bedworth United v Nuneaton Town 26-07-2011 

Boro made the journey to The Oval to play Bedworth United 
in a pre-season friendly game.

Goals either side of half-time from Danny Glover were enough 
to beat a Bedworth side which competed well but did not 
have the necessary guile to open up their opponents. Boro 
were far from spectacular, but looked to have plenty more in 
the tank. The Greenbacks look a more promising outfit than 
in recent seasons and have enough good footballers to push 
for a strong season in the league.

Boro named 16-year-old striker Kurtis Mewies on their bench. 
He was with Bedworth last season and played against Boro in 
the Birmingham Senior Cup. The Greenbacks included former 
Walsall centre-half Ian Roper at the back. They are hoping 
to persuade him to move to the Oval on a permanent basis, 
despite him not being as lean as he was in his professional 
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days. Bedworth were more than a match for their opponents 
in the opening 35 minutes without creating a clear cut 
chance. At the other end, Glover forced a smart save from 
James Martin and Boro took control in the latter stages of 
the half as Robbie Burns shot and headed wide. Boro took 
the lead on 42 minutes when Burns crossed for Danny Glover, 
who headed against the crossbar from eight yards, but buried 
the rebound.

Glover got his second in the 62nd minute when Burns, who 
was Nuneaton’s best player on the night, turned sharply and 
squared for Glover. He should have scored first time, but had 
to settle for burying another close range rebound after Martin 
made a fine save. Youth team left-back Alex Gudger did well 
after coming on. He missed out on a goal after planting a 
header off the post after 72 minutes from a Burns corner.

 Nuneaton Griff v Nuneaton Town 28-07-2011 
Boro welcomed Nuneaton Griff to Liberty Way to play what 
was a home game for the visitors in a pre-season friendly.

Two goals from Jimmy Armson helped rescue undefeated 
Boro as they came from behind to win 5-1. The second half 
substitute netted twice in four minutes to wipe out Dave 
Barnett’s first half goal while Lee Moore and then Danny 
Glover confirmed Town’s superiority.

Boro’s Lee Smith squandered an early chance but on 34 
minutes it was Griff who snatched the lead with a finely 
worked goal. Barnett and Steve Flavell ripped apart the Boro 
back division with a neat exchange of passes leaving the 
former to confidently slot across keeper Lewis Connor and 
into the far corner of the net.

Soon after the advantage was almost doubled when Ricardo 
Richards’ curling 20-yarder grazed a post with Connor beaten. 
Boro were back on terms on 54 minutes, James Armson 
netting from the penalty spot after keeper Paul Shepherd 
upended Moore. Three minutes later and Armson completed 
his brace with a darting near post header from Eddie Nisevic’s 
centre while midway through the half Mark Noon and Nisevic 
sliced open the Griff defence for Moore to score with ease. 
Late on Glover bagged a double as Griff ran out of steam.

 Brackley Town v Nuneaton Town 30-07-2011 
Brackley: Turley, Solkhon (Clifton 66), Jasczun (Myles 66), Dempsey 
(Palmer 46), Magunda, Kemp, Story (F. Green 46), Quinn, Louis (Diggin 
46), Sandy (Chennels 72), Winters (W. Green 69). Sub: Shaver.
Boro: Alcock, Hadland, Dean, Albrighton, James, Noon (Belcher 78), 
Armson, Walker (Gudger 66), Moore (Smith 76), Glover, Burns (Lavery 
78). Subs: Taylor, Slater.

Boro made the journey to St James’ Park to play Brackley 
Town in a pre-season friendly game.

Boro slipped to their first pre-season defeat 4-2 after a 
shambolic display after the break. Boro gave away three 
poor goals as they wilted in the intense heat, squandering 
a 2-1 lead achieved through goals from Robbie Burns and 

James Armson as Brackley’s Tom Winters netted a brace, 
sandwiched by Jefferson Louis’ opening penalty and Barry 
Quinn’s strike.
Nuneaton actually played some of their best football in the 
opening 20 minutes before relinquishing control of the game 
as the half progressed. They were 1-0 up on five minutes as 
Brackley decided to stand and watch an Armson corner float 
over with Burns stabbing in from a yard out. Brackley came to 
life after 20 minutes as Danny Alcock made a great save from 
Elliott Sandy before the hosts drew level from the penalty 
spot through former Oxford striker Jefferson Louis on 26 
minutes after Owen Story was fouled by Gaz Dean.

That prompted a long cricket-style drinks break and when 
play resumed Alcock made another good stop, this time from 
Brett Solkhon. Defensively Boro were all over the place in 
the second half as they lacked any kind of shape at times. 
They managed to go 2-1 up after 57 minutes when Armson 
and Burns combined well with the latter rounding the keeper 
before crossing for Armson to nod in from a yard.

Brackley had already spurned a four on two break before 
they drew level when a lob in behind Guy Hadland saw 
Tom Winters round Alcock to finish after 59 minutes. Three 
minutes later the ball dropped on the edge of the box and 
Winters finished sharply to hand Brackley the lead. It was 4-2 
on 72 minutes after former Coventry midfielder Barry Quinn 
ran straight through the middle of the defence to fire past 
Alcock from eight yards.

 Nuneaton Town v Banbury United 02-08-2011 
Boro: Collett, Hadland, Albrighton (Hinton), Dean, Armson, Walker 
(Belcher), Lavery (Noon), Moore (Burns), Nisevic (James), Smith, 
Glover. Subs: Taylor, Gudger.
Banbury: Kemp, Staff, Polk, Dalton, Bailey, Kinch, Youngs, Coleman, 
Herbert, Edmond, Dowling.

Boro welcomed Banbury United to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Boro were denied by the woodwork three times in the last 
ten minutes as they played out a 2-2 draw. Lee Smith and 
Robbie Burns were the players to miss out, while Boro 
also squandered a host of other chances to convincingly 
beat opponents who stepped in at short notice following 
Leamington’s withdrawal.

Smith, playing 90 minutes up front with fellow new signing 
Danny Glover for the first time, opened the scoring on 15 
minutes after being set up by Lee Moore. It was 1-1 though 
a minute later as Justin Dowling finished neatly. That soon 
became 2-1 when Bedworth United striker Danny Edmond 
– playing as a trialist – glanced in at the near post. Glover 
continued his prolific pre-season as he lashed in after good 
work by Smith.

After the break Glover was denied by former Bedworth 
keeper Andy Kemp before Sam Belcher and Guy Hadland 
missed great chances from close range. In the closing stages 
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Smith curled a shot off the bar and then substitute Robbie 
Burns saw a shot rebound off the post. Former Gloucester 
City forward Smith was denied again by the bar in the final 
minutes of the match.

Boro To Sign Full-Back
Nuneaton Town are set to sign left-back Aaron James 
following a successful trial period.

 Chelmsford City v Nuneaton Town 06-08-2011 

Boro: Collett, Armson, James, Noon, Dean, Albrighton, Burns, Walker, 
Glover, Smith, Hadland. Subs: Moore, Nisevic, Gudger, Taylor, Belcher, 
Slater, Sole.

Boro made the journey to the Melbourne Stadium to play 
Chelmsford City in a pre-season friendly game.

Boro’s pre-season campaign ended in defeat thanks to 
first-half strikes from Max Cornhill and David Rainford. In a 
shot-shy first period, it was the visitors who carved the best 
chances and the Clarets’ keeper Stuart Searle had to have his 
wits about him to prevent Robbie Burns from giving Boro a 
second minute lead. The keeper was again in action but was 
able to deal with Guy Hadland’s effort easily enough.

The home side took the lead after 26 minutes through 
Cornhill after Sam Corcoran floated a free-kick towards the 
far post from out on the left and despite the initial effort 
being blocked Cornhill was able to sweep the ball home from 
ten yards out. Kezie Ibe almost got through on Neil Collett’s 
goal before City extended their lead five minutes before the 
break when Joe Benjamin was tripped and Rainford drilled 
the resulting penalty into the bottom corner of the net.

After the break, it did not take Chelmsford left-back Aiden 
Palmer long to test Collett again, sending a free-kick towards 
the top corner which the Town keeper had to tip onto the 
crossbar as Chelmsford pushed the visitors back. A rasping 
volley from Benjamin whistled wide of the post before 
Armson followed suit at the other end.

Jermaine Brown looped an effort into Collett’s arms from 
distance on 54 minutes before Corcoran put Benjamin 
through on goal, but his powerful shot narrowly missed the 
target. There were multiple substitutions as the half wore on 
and Adam Walker went close for Boro before City striker Ciff 
Akurang shot over the top.

Burns On Board
Nuneaton Town have finally agreed terms with midfielder 
Robbie Burns, but will not be pursuing their interest in 
veteran defender Craig Hinton. Former Leicester City 
Academy midfielder Burns will join left-back Aaron James 
in the Boro squad after he also shook hands on the terms 
offered to him.
However, manager Kevin Wilkin admits his budget will not 
stretch to bringing in former Bristol Rovers and Kidderminster 
Harriers centre-half Hinton.

 Nuneaton Town v Stalybridge Celtic 13-08-2011 
Boro: Collett, Lavery (Walker 77), Albrighton, Dean, Nisevic, Hadland 
(James 64), Noon, Armson, Smith, Moore, Marsden (Burns 66). 
Subs: Belcher, Gudger.
Celtic: Budtz, Meynell, McWilliams, Platt, Wilkinson (Jennings 66), 
Kay, Rea, Bembo-Leta, Marsh, Hobson (Austin 73), Elams (Lynch 13). 
Subs: Gnahoua, Ryan.

Boro welcomed Stalybridge Celtic to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square North game.

There were competitive debuts for centre-half Mark 
Albrighton and Lee Smith, while summer signings Aaron 
James and Sam Belcher were on the bench alongside Robbie 
Burns and Adam Walker, two players who would have been 
disappointed to miss out after decent pre-season form.

Stalybridge found themselves down to ten men after eleven 
minutes after Celtic captain Rhys Meynell was given his 
marching orders when Moore showed great acceleration to 
draw a free-kick out of the defender, who was the last man and 
left referee Neil Hair with no option other than to dismiss him.

Mark Albrighton wins an aerial battle. Photo: Nuneaton News

From that point Stalybridge played narrow with three 
defenders as they invited Boro’s wing backs Smith and in 
particular Eddie Nisevic to get at them. The first shot on target 
came from Marsh as he drew a smart save out of keeper Neil 
Collett, back at the club on a month’s loan, with a free-kick 
from 25 yards. Soon after Celtic keeper Jan Budtz appeared to 
carry the ball outside his area but nothing was given.

Former Doncaster Rovers keeper Budtz did not have too 
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much to do in the first-half despite Boro’s dominance of 
possession and territory. In fact, the only save of note he had 
to make was when James Armson fired low to his right after 
good work by skipper Mark Noon.

In the end it was the visitors who took the lead on 44 minutes 
as Collett, who had just made a good save from Adam Kay, 
was beaten by Marsh. The goal came as Marsh exploited 
some pathetic marking to get on to a hopeful long ball from 
Kristian Platt. Though Marsh’s shot from the edge of the box 
had power, Collett will be disappointed with his part as the 
ball squirmed through him and into the bottom corner.

Boro started the second half poorly and should have been 
two down after 51 minutes when Marsh broke into the 
box but was eventually denied by Collett. The home side’s 
passing became increasingly ragged as they chased the 
game. They forced a couple of half chances which Albrighton 
and Richard Lavery squandered before Smith scored. Moore 
did well to flick the ball into Smith’s path and he volleyed 
past a static Budtz from 16 yards with seven minutes to go.

That looked to be worth a point but two minutes later 
Celtic got the winner. Connor Jennings broke through the 
middle after further bad defending but Collett came out 
and appeared to have made a good save, diving at his feet. 
However, the referee saw it differently and gave a penalty 
which Marsh buried into the bottom left corner.

 Nuneaton Town v Gloucester City 16-08-2011 
Boro: Collett, Armson (Burns 82), James (Nisevic 85), Noon, Dean, 
Albrighton, Walker, Lavery, Smith, Moore (Marsden 64), Hadland. 
Subs: Taylor, Belcher.
Gloucester: Sawyer, Green, Coupe, Hamblin, Mullings, Weir, Webb, 
Rawlings (Harris 69), Edwards, Morford (Rose 67), Mann. 
Subs: Claridge, Davies, Mustoe.

Boro welcomed Gloucester City to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Boro may have bagged their first point of the season but 
there was precious little to suggest that Kevin Wilkin’s men 
are set for another top six finish this term on the evidence 
produced over the past four days. And while defensively they 
will be pleased with a clean-sheet, the guile of the departed 
Kyle Storer and scoring skills of injured Danny Glover are 
ingredients sadly lacking.

Gloucester were well worth their point if only for their 
battling qualities and their ability to stifle a Boro attack that, 
at present, is toothless to say the least. Manager Wilkin made 
two changes from Saturday’s 2-1 defeat to Stalybridge Celtic 
with Aaron James replacing the unlucky Eddie Nisevic, one 
of few players to pose any sort of threat on a woeful day at 
the office for the team, while Adam Walker replaced Justin 
Marsden, who showed he’s yet to reach peak fitness following 
a summer of injury with a groin problem.

It was City, 2-0 winners at Vauxhall at the weekend, who 
posed the early threat and it needed a fine fingertip save from 

the stretching Neil Collett to turn over Will Morford’s angled 
drive. It took Nuneaton until midway through the half to pose 
a problem to the visiting defence as Lee Moore’s spiralling 
centre saw James rise above keeper Kev Sawyer and plant 
a firm header goalwards only for Tom Hamblin to head off 
the line and then repeat the feat to foil Rich Lavery’s follow-
up 20-yard volley. Collett then came to Boro’s rescue with a 
double stop to foil Darren Edwards and Sam Rawlings after a 
sweeping move had ripped apart the home rearguard.

Neil Collett denies Darren Edwards. Photo: Nuneaton News

Edwards then headed wide at the far post when he should 
have at least hit the target as the Tigers started to roar. 
Walker’s rising drive flew high over before a brilliant one-
handed stop by Sawyer somehow stopped Smith’s far post 
header breaking the deadlock. Soon after the interval, 
Walker’s skidding cross-shot grazed a post before Darren 
Mullings rippled the side-netting at the opposite end.

Smith ballooned into the Crematorium End terraces then 
burst clear down the left only to side-foot past Sawyer and 
also the far upright as Boro began to press more of the 
positives buttons. However, Gloucester bravely looked to 
make their presence felt up front but the back-line of Guy 
Hadland, Gareth Dean and Mark Albrighton looked far more 
at ease than they did at the weekend. Late on Walker’s 
attempt to find the net from 30 yards with Sawyer in No-
Man’s Land was cleared by the back-tracking Hamblin and 
the same player lacked power in his finish as Sawyer parried 
away for a corner.

 Droylsden v Nuneaton Town 20-08-2011 
Droylsden: Phillips, C. Brown, Logan, Gardner (Gerrard 53), Johnson, 
Rouse (Poole 33), Rowe, Hardiker, Killeen, P. Brown (Hall 70), Anane. 
Subs: Lake, Vaughan.
Boro: Collett, Hadland, Albrighton, Dean, James, Burns, Noon, Lavery 
(Armson 68), Walker, Moore (Marsden 87), Smith (Glover 76). 
Sub: Nisevic. 

Boro made the journey to The Butcher’s Arms to play 
Droylsden in a Blue Square North game.

Boro’s insipid start to the new season continued and while 
Kevin Wilkin’s men were stunned by the late two-goal surge 
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to cancel out a splendid Robbie Burns opening-half effort 
they could have few excuses with the Mancunians laying 
siege to the Boro goal in the second period. Danny Rowe and 
Chris Brown were on target as Boro’s lean early season form 
continued but few would disagree fourth-placed Droylsden 
look more than capable of staying among the pace-setters.

Their pace and delivery from wide positions always had 
the Nuneaton defence at full stretch with impressive left-
wing back Carlos Logan a threat with penetrating runs and 
quality crosses – skills that Town plainly lacked. And while 
the situation is not terminal, on the evidence of the opening 
three fixtures the chances of Boro being in the play-offs for a 
fourth season on the spin look remote.

Maybe the return of Simon Forsdick and Graham Ward to 
the team’s wing-back slots will help bring more solidarity 
but a distinct lack of flair, speed and creativity are worrying 
aspects for Wilkin and his number two Ken Gillard. We all 
have opinions and the best managers are those who come off 
the terraces and into the clubhouse around 5pm on Saturday 
afternoon – but those critics asked why change something 
that’s not broken as substitutions of central pivot Richard 
Lavery and striker Lee Smith seem to swing the game in 
Droylsden’s favour.

Certainly at Droylsden they enjoyed a solid first-half display 
in which skipper Mark Noon was outstanding and it was his 
fine pass that released the Burns, who found the target with 
an angled 20-yarder that gave home keeper Paul Phillips no 
chance.

Boro’s Neil Collett kept the lead intact until the break with 
excellent saves to deny Dale Johnson but he was left helpless 
on 78 minutes when Rowe’s curling 25-yarder flew just 
inside his left-hand upright. The comeback was complete six 
minutes later as Logan’s tasty inswinging free-kick from the 
right evaded every Boro defender for Brown to convert at the 
far post from close in.

 Nuneaton Town v Boston United 23-08-2011 
Boro: Collett, James, Walker (Lavery 49), Glover, Dean, Ward, Moore 
(Nisevic 90), Smith, Albrighton, Noon, Burns. Subs: Hadland, Belcher, 
Marsden.
Boston: Bastock, Millson, Milnes (Lee 66), Hall, Jelleyman, Fairclough, 
Austin, Holsgrove (Semple 56), Parker, Newsham, Stones. 
Subs: Deane, Ogden, Ward.

Boro welcomed Boston United to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Boro posted their first win of the season at the expense of 
last season’s fellow play-off rivals Boston but it was certainly 
no tea party for Kevin Wilkin’s men. Lee Smith and the 
impressive Robbie Burns netted the all important goals but 
keeper Neil Collett had to turn in a superb display to ensure 
Boro of a welcome success.

There was a bright and breezy start with home skipper Mark 
Noon firing wide inside 90 seconds when well placed while 

Glover was denied by keeper Paul Bastock’s brave dive at the 
the feet of the frontman.

There was a let-off for Boro soon after when Marc Newsham 
got beyond the back division and only a fine low reaction 
stop by Neil Collett kept the hosts on terms. The end-to-end 
action continued with Boston’s Chris Hall hacking a Mark 
Albrighton volley off the line and then Robbie Burns latched 
on to a neat Glover through pass only for his weak drive to 
give Bastock an easy save. Collett had to be alert to grasp 
lumbering Mickey Stones’ across goal header at full stretch 
before Ben Milnes hammered a skidding 20-yarder inches 
past the keeper’s right-hand upright.

But after 27 entertaining minutes it was Boro who took the 
lead as a flowing right-wing move saw Adam Walker funnel a 
superb pass into the path of the offside looking Smith and his 
smart, angled rising 12-yarder gave Bastock no chance. The 
Pilgrims thought they had equalised on the half hour when a 
half cleared corner fell to Adam Millson and his half volley fell 
appetisingly to Stones 10 yards out and he pivoted and cracked 
a low drive towards the net only for Collett to brilliantly twist to 
his right and somehow parry away to safety.

Six minutes into the second period and Boro extended their 
advantage. Lee Moore fed Smith down the right and his 
exquisite centre found Burns steaming in to head into the 
roof of the net from six yards.

Albrighton’s desperate challenge kept out Ryan Semple’s 
goal-bound shot before Boro were again grateful to the 
acrobatics of Collett, the loanee keeper producing another 
outstanding stop to deny Stones’ eight yard shot finding the 
net. Burns should have wrapped up the points with a third 
goal on 83 minutes but the non-stop midfielder volleyed over 
disappointingly and then forced Bastock into a good save.
In between times Boston player manager Jason Lee had a 
downward header strike the post but Boro stood firm to open 
their win account.

Collett’s Loan Extended
Neil Collett’s load spell with Boro has been extended for a 
further month.

 Nuneaton Town v Bishop’s Stortford 27-08-2011 
Boro: Collett, Ward, Albrighton (Hadland 83), Dean, James (Nisevic 
50), Noon (Belcher 73), Lavery, Smith, Burns, Moore, Glover. 
Subs: Walker, Armson.
Bishop’s Stortford: Eyre, Jones, Anderson, Shulton, Habu, Essam, Cole 
(Rance 63), Prestedge (Hahn 75), Gayle (Read 59), Bakare, Dadson. 
Subs: Abdullahi, Jallow.

Boro welcomed Bishop’s Stortford to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square North game.

Danny Glover’s first Nuneaton Town goal and a late Lee Moore 
header were enough for a 2-0 win against Bishop’s Stortford 
on Saturday. Boro edged a game of limited chances with 
Glover getting the opener from the spot in the 66th minute 
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after Lee Smith was fouled. Moore added the second with 
three minutes to go as he headed in at the far post for his first 
goal since Nuneaton lost to Corby Town in March.

Though Boro failed to look anywhere their best going 
forwards they were worthy winners against a Blues team 
which looks set to struggle. Boro made one change to the 
side which beat Boston United 2-0 as midfielder Richard 
Lavery came in for Adam Walker, who picked up an eye injury 
in that game. Midfielder James Armson, was back on the 
bench for Marsden following an illness.

Danny Glover – opened the scoring for Boro. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro failed to hit the heights of the Boston game in the first 
half as they went into the break all square at 0-0. There 
were no clear cut chances until the 37th minute when Smith 
showed good feet on the edge of the box to open up space for 
a shot, but keeper Nicky Eyre was there to deny him.

Three minutes later The Blues had their best chance of the 
half when they broke three on two, only to waste it when 
Michael Bakare shot wide at the near post with support in the 
middle. Smith then had a pretty soft looking penalty appeal 
turned down before he fired over on his left foot on the stroke 
of half-time.

Boro suffered a blow at the start of the second half when 
left-back James pulled up with a hamstring strain and Eddie 
Nisevic had to come on. The half followed the same pattern 
as the first until Nuneaton went 1-0 up from the spot. Smith 
was the man who won it as he was tripped by Phil Anderson 
in the area and Glover stepped up to score the penalty, low to 
the keeper’s right.

Stortford had barely been a threat in the second half but 
they had a golden chance to level with 10 minutes to go 
when Mark Albrighton failed to deal with a dropping ball and 
Neil Collett had to come out sharply to make a great block 
with his feet. Gaz Dean then made a great tackle soon after 
as Bakare looked to be in on goal. Moore got his first of the 
season when he nodded a Smith cross in off the far post from 

eight yards with three minutes to go. The visitors almost 
made it interesting a minute later as Connor Essam crashed a 
header off the bar.

 Worcester City v Nuneaton Town 29-08-2011 
Worcester: Dormand, Clarke, Nwadike (Taylor 63), Charlton, Ayres, 
Elvins, Rowe, O’Connor, Thorley (Birley 80), Carey-Bertram, Symons. 
Subs: Wilson, Emery, Sargeant.
Boro: Collett, Ward (Hadland 72), Albrighton, Dean, Nisevic, Noon, 
Burns, Lavery, Smith, Moore, Glover (Armson 75). Subs: Forsdick, 
Walker, Belcher.

Boro made the journey to St George’s Lane to play Worcester 
City in a Blue Square North game.

Boro enjoyed the best of the opening quarter with Noon firing 
a 20-yarder straight at James Dormand while Glover’s near 
post deflection was fumbled by the keeper but no Nuneaton 
player was on hand to take advantage. Dormand then had to 
show his agility to fist out Glover’s downward header that had 
goal written all over it before Boro deservedly swept in front 
in the 12th minute. City failed to clear a free-kick and when 
the ball fell to Lee Smith his fierce drive was only pushed 
out by Dormand straight to the lurking Moore and he crisply 
found the target from eight yards.

Worcester were on the back foot and almost fell two-behind 
as Moore fed Glover, whose rising effort from the edge of the 
area flew just over the bar. City had to wait until deep into the 
half before causing any alarms in the Nuneaton defence, Asa 
Charlton trying his luck from distance only for Neil Collett to 
confidently save low down.

Worcester showed far more positivity at the start of the second 
period and only some desperate defending kept them at bay 
although the trio of Graham Ward (dissent), Mark Albrighton 
(foul) and Mark Noon were all cautioned in rapid succession. 
However, from a quick break Nisevic got to the dead-ball 
line and fed the ball back to Moore and his goalbound shot 
was blocked by the unknowing Lee Ayres. Just past the hour 
Charlton broke down the left and his deep cross was met by 
Rob Elvins, whose five-yard header grazed the bar.

The action came thick and fast with Glover then seeing his 
diving header fly off target following Moore’s centre and 
Smith’s deflected drive was turned aside by Dormand at full 
stretch. At the opposite end a long throw caused confusion 
in the Nuneaton defence allowing Danny Carey-Bertram to 
slide in but Collett was equal to the task with a fine stop at his 
right-hand upright.

And the keeper again kept Boro’s slender advantage intact 
on 79 minutes as substitute Guy Hadland’s error let in Mike 
Taylor and his skidding 15-yarder forced Collett to superbly 
turn aside the effort at his near post. However, on 84 minutes 
Boro should have sewn up the victory as Moore and Smith 
combined to set up Nisevic, who sliced his shot way off 
target with only Dormand to beat, while in the dying seconds 
Dormand brilliantly denied Smith.
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But in the 93rd minute City won a free-kick on halfway and 
Jacob Rowe’s hanging free-kick was not cleared and Taylor 
forced the ball into the net from point blank range to salvage 
the fortunate hosts a share of the points.

Boro Sign Pugh
Nuneaton Town have completed the signing of Ben Pugh, 
who has previously been with Forest Green Rovers. He is a 
British Universities international and was part of the team 
that got through to the final before losing 2-0 to Japan.

 Nuneaton Town v Gainsborough Trinity 03-09-2011 
Boro: Collett, Hadland (Armson 60), Albrighton, Dean, Nisevic, Noon, 
Burns, Lavery (Walker 46), Smith, Moore (Pugh 55), Glover. 
Subs: Forsdick, Belcher.
Gainsborough: Barnes, Cowan, Roma, Boyce, Sandwith, D’Laryea, 
Williams, Leary, Yates (Warlow 78), Mettam (McMahon 65), Kendall. 
Subs: Gray, Clare, Nelthorpe.

Boro welcomed Gainsborough Trinity to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square North game.

A solitary strike from Andy Boyce inside six minutes was 
enough to secure Trinity a fourth league victory in a row and 
in doing so condemn Boro to a first defeat in four outings and 
but for the heroics of Collett the beating would have been 
more emphatic. On-loan Nuneaton shot-stopper, Neil Collett, 
who has been the team’s most consistent performer so far 
this term, is destined to leave the club later this month when 
number one Danny Alcock is fit and ready from a shoulder 
injury, but that would be a travesty on his performances in 
the opening three weeks of the campaign.

Andrew Boyce scores Gainsborough’s winner. Photo: Nuneaton News

Gainsborough, who recently sacked former England and 
Aston Villa midfielder Brian Little, have not looked back since 
his departure with the Lincolnshire men picking up all 12 
points since the arrival of new boss Steve Housham.

Boro could not match their rivals either on the defensive 
or the offensive. Trinity got bodies behind the ball when 
Nuneaton pressed but attacked in packs when going forward 
and always looked capable of breaking the home side down 
and but for Collett that one-goal reversal would have been 

three or four. For the goal the Coventry-based shot-stopper 
foiled Jamie Yates superbly with Gareth Dean foiling Leon 
Mettam’s follow-up at the expense of a corner from which 
Boyce guided a glancing header into the net.

Soon after, Mark Noon’s diving header almost brought Boro 
level but when Ryan Kendall broke clear it was Collett’s low 
parry to his left that saved his side from slipping further 
adrift. His opposite number Phil Barnes tipped over a Danny 
Glover 15-yarder as Boro found a rare chink in the Trinity 
armour, however Collett continued to impress with several 
saves including turning aside Yates’ goal-bound angled drive 
after the home rearguard was torn apart down the left.

Late on Barnes palmed over Lee Smith’s rising drive at full 
stretch but Boro, for whom new signing Ben Pugh came on 
and showed enough to suggest he’ll be an asset once he’s 
settled in, could have few complaints at the outcome.

Club Reintroduces Season Tickets
Nuneaton Town have scrapped the club’s newly introduced 
membership scheme and reverted back to a season ticket 
system after more than 100 people failed to buy into the new 
scheme. The club are now selling traditional season tickets at 
a discounted price depending on when they are purchased.

Former Keeper Dies
Edward ‘Shad’ Richards, who kept goal for Nuneaton 
Borough during the war years has passed away, aged 89. After 
the war he played for Bedworth Town and also represented 
Hinckley Athletic.

 Vauxhall Motors v Nuneaton Town 10-09-2011 
Vauxhall: Tynan, Taylor (Nethercote 82), Dames, Hannigan (Bennett 90), 
Jones, Beck, Mahon, Mannix, McGivern, Wilson, Williams (Grocott 70). 
Subs: Murphy, O’Connell.
Boro: Collett, Albrighton, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Walker, 
Burns (Armson 50), Smith, Glover (A. Moore 82), Pugh. Subs: Lavery, 
Belcher, Nisevic.

Boro made the journey to Rivacre Park to play Vauxhall 
Motors in a Blue Square North game.

Boro were lucky to be 0-0 at the break as the hosts created 
a host of decent chances, at least one of which should have 
been taken. The frustrating part was that Nuneaton were 
the makers of their own problems as individual errors and 
a collective failure to retain the ball made their task all the 
harder. That said they did have the first opening of the game 
as Danny Glover got in down the right and cut into the box. 
The ball would not sit down for him but even so his finish was 
tame and straight at the keeper, Scott Tynan.

That was as good as it got for the visitors as Vauxhall played 
with width and drew Boro’s centre-halves into areas they did 
not want to be in. First Josh Wilson headed a tough chance 
over from ten yards. He then towered above Albrighton but 
his header was straight at Collett. The same player spurned a 
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great chance on the half-hour when Hadland misjudged the 
ball terribly. It bounced over him but luckily for Boro, Wilson 
blazed over. Another poor mistake saw Albrighton turn over 
possession cheaply as striker Leighton McGivern got through 
but chipped a yard wide. Albrighton was then squared up one 
on one with Wilson, who breezed by him, but Collett stood 
big and made a great save.

Boro gifted the home side the lead straight after the break 
after Albrighton, with no-one within ten yards of him, missed 
his touch and handled the ball in the box when the ball 
bounced up sharply. He was done no favours by a poor pitch, 
but even so it was terrible stuff. Wilson made no mistake this 
time after wasting so many chances, burying the penalty 
down the middle in the 56th minute. Vauxhall had already 
struck the post before that when Craig Mahon’s shot from 
the edge of the box deflected off the woodwork with Collett 
stranded. Boro had a chance to equalise after Glover and 
Pugh combined for the first time in the game in the 65th 
minute. Glover played his strike partner in, but this time 
it was Tynan called on to make a good save as he blocked 
Pugh’s fierce drive and then his follow up.

Against the odds Boro were level on 77 minutes when Pugh 
hurled a long throw into the box. It fell for Smith at the far 
post and he fired through a crowd of bodies into the bottom 
corner from ten yards for his third goal of the season. It was 
not what they deserved, but suddenly Motors were on the 
back foot. Nuneaton capitalised and somehow took the lead 
four minutes later when Vauxhall failed to defend another 
set piece. The ball dropped for Dean eight yards out and he 
lashed the ball into the net on the half volley when he could 
easily have smashed it over. In stoppage time Collett made 
a stunning save to deny McGivern the goal his and Motors’ 
performance deserved.

Boro Sign Mills
Nuneaton Town have signed 30-year-old midfielder Gary Mills 
from Conference Premier side Bath City. The former Rushden 
and Diamonds player has also represented Lincoln City, 
Boston United and King’s Lynn.

 Nuneaton Town v Eastwood Town 17-09-2011 
Boro: Collett, Nisevic, Dean, Hadland, Noon (Mills 68), Forsdick, 
Armson, Walker (Belcher 73), Smith (L. Moore 71), Glover, Pugh. 
Subs: Burns, Albrighton.
Eastwood: Severn, Hanson (Troke 22), Mitchell, Caines, Riley, Sheridan, 
Istead, Burge (Cole 54), Gregory, Bradley, Christie (Westcarr 46). 
Subs: Want, Elliott.

Boro welcomed Eastwood Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Boro dominated Eastwood, who were made to look second 
rate, from the opening whistle with a much improved all-
round display in which James Armson, a man on a mission, 
was again top drawer and head and shoulders above anyone 
else on the pitch. The 21-year-old had a starring role when 

coming off the bench in the fortunate 2-1 win at Vauxhall 
the previous Saturday and continued where he’d left off by 
running the Badgers ragged in another high-tempo attacking 
frenzy. Two goals and an assist in a crowd-pleasing all-action 
90 minutes from the former Boro youth player inspired the 
team to another level.

The overjoyed youngster said: “It was so pleasing to be in the 
starting line-up and given the chance to build on my efforts 
at Vauxhall. I’ve had to be patient and wait and scoring twice 
against Eastwood was just a great bonus, the main thing for 
me though was seeing the team at last put in a performance 
we know we are capable of. It could so easy have been a more 
emphatic victory but 4-0 will do nicely. Everyone put in a shift 
and I was the lucky one to be on the end of a couple of well-
worked moves. This will only help enhance my confidence 
levels and you could sense the relief in the dressing room.”

Boro left out Mark Albrighton and Robbie Burns in favour 
of Eddie Nisevic and Armson and were in control from the 
opening whistle. It took just nine minutes to nose ahead as 
Ben Pugh’s cut back fell appetisingly for the revitalised Adam 
Walker to cosily slip a low shot past Jimmy Severn.

On 28 minutes, Pugh was again the architect and Armson the 
finisher, the lanky midfielder twisting away from Gavin Caines 
to slot a 15-yarder just inside an upright.

Any concerns that the visitors would offer a fightback ended 
within three second half minutes. Armson’s drilled pass 
set Pugh free and he weaved inside and exploded a fierce 
20-yarder that buried itself deep into the far corner of the 
net. On 63 minutes the points were secured. Lee Smith sent 
Glover away on the right and his skidding centre was expertly 
diverted beyond Severn by Armson at the near post.

 Nuneaton Town v Histon 20-09-2011 
Boro: Collett, Forsdick, Hadland, Dean, Nisevic, Armson (Burns 90), 
Walker (Mills 77), Noon, Smith (Moore 74), Glover, Pugh. Subs: Belcher, 
James.
Histon: Stadelmann, Fitzsimons, Mills, D. Moore, Sparkes, Stevenson 
(Breeze 89), Dowie (Roberts 69), Livermore, Riza, Taaffe (Sheppard 79), 
Holman. Subs: Cleaver, Kitscha.

Boro welcomed Histon to Liberty Way to play a Blue Square 
North game.

Both teams showed their offensive talents as they put on 
a superb 90 minutes of action that had the disappointing 
crowd of 572 enthralled until the final whistle. Boro were 
unchanged from the 4-0 weekend beating of Eastwood and 
were quickly into their stride with Smith forcing keeper 
Jorg Stadelmann to save low down and the early fire was 
rewarded on 20 minutes with a penalty. Ben Pugh was 
upended by Danny Fitzsimmons’ clumsy challenge and Lee 
Smith rifled past Stadelmann’s right-hand,

Soon after Pugh’s skidding centre squirmed beneath the boot 
of Jimmy Armson and flew across the face of the net but just 
before the half hour the visitors were level. A left-wing centre 
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was headed out by Eddie Nisevic and the lurking Lewis Taaffe 
unleashed a terrific right-foot volley that left Neil Collett 
rooted to his line as the ball bulged the net.

Sparkes then sprinted past the challenges of Nisevic and Guy 
Hadland before setting up Omer Riza and his rising 15-yarder 
flew high over the top while at the opposite end Armson’s 
close range half volley crashed against the bar. But Boro were 
not to be denied and on 43 minutes regained the advantage. 
Defender Dave Livermore was cautioned for a rash tackle 
25 yards out and Pugh coolly clipped the free-kick over the 
defensive wall and high into the rigging.

Seconds after the interval, Pugh was narrowly off target 
following a quick break before Adam Walker’s tentative 
effort was held by Stadelmann. Pugh’s pace was a problem 
for Histon and more good work by the frontman gave Smith 
a chance but his header grazed the bar. However, on 53 
minutes Histon again squared matters, the fiery Sparkes 
lashing home a glorious cross-shot beyond the helpless 
Collett and into the top corner of the net.

On the hour Armson’s cutting pass put Simon Forsdick 
clear and his low shot rebounded away off the knees of 
Stadelmann, who then lurched to his left to deny Armson. 
Sparkes almost claimed a hat-trick with a deflected 20-yarder 
that clattered a post and then Riza powered down the 
right and selfishly fired wide of the far upright with Sparkes 
unmarked in front of an empty net. But eight minutes from 
time, Boro grabbed the points clincher. Stadelmann superbly 
turned aside Armson’s power-laden drive but Pugh gathered 
possession and crossed for Danny Glover to control and 
thunder home from six yards.

There were chances at both ends in a hectic finale that ended 
on a worrying note when Nuneaton substitute Robbie Burns 
was stretchered off with a dislocated left ankle.

Taylor And Belcher Released
Summer signings Luke Taylor and former Hinckley and 
Wycombe midfielder Sam Belcher have been released by 
manager Kevin Wilkin. Both were considered to be fringe 
players and allowed to move on.

 Altrincham v Nuneaton Town 24-09-2011 
Boro: Collett, Forsdick, Hadland, Dean, Nisevic (James 73); Smith 
(Moore 53), Armson (Mills 66), Noon, Walker; Glover, Pugh. 
Subs: Albrighton, Gudger.
Altrincham: Coburn, Danylyk, Lynch, Reeves, Lawrie, Lees, Twiss, Clee, 
Brown, Williams, Densmore. Subs: Flynn, Mulholland, Summerskill, 
Fearon.

Boro made the journey to Moss Lane to play Altrincham in a 
Blue Square North game.

Signs of aggravation, frustration and agitation were very 
much on show as Boro surrendered their three-match 
winning run to a far from impressive Altrincham. But more 
worrying than the defeat was the air of insecurity and unrest 

around the squad and the loyal fans who made the arduous 
trip up the M6 where accidents and delays kicked off a dismal 
Saturday all-round for the Nuneaton fraternity.

After the tormenting three-and-a-half hour crawl to 
Manchester, the anger levels rose when both teams ran out 
in red shirts that Lancastrian referee Simeon Lucas felt would 
not clash. Inside six minutes his decision proved to be a 
diabolical one and Nuneaton were forced to change at pitch-
side into the Robins’ secondary yellow strip.

For more than a hour neither side showed much attacking 
endeavour and it seemed a point at least would be going 
back down the motorway. Alas that was not to be as 
horrific defensive blunders were to gift Altrincham’s in-form 
marksman Damian Reeves his third brace of the campaign.

A solitary Ben Pugh header that flew weakly into the side-
netting plus two Gareth Dean efforts late on, were the only 
concern to home keeper Stuart Coburn, who never had a single 
goal-bound attempt to save. On this showing, manager Kevin 
Wilkin will have to think long and hard on the course of action.

The recent release of Sam Belcher and Luke Taylor might only 
be the beginning as this current squad, injury-hit maybe, is 
struggling to overcome it’s own unpredictability.

The first blunder was down to centre-back Guy Hadland, who 
got too tight on Reeves as he turned to race into the area only 
to be scythed down by Hadland’s hapless challenge from 
behind. Reeves converted the spot kick with aplomb and on 
76 minutes he doubled his tally. Pugh’s timid pass allowed 
Shaun Dennemore to easily win possession from a tentative 
Aaron James and cross for Reeves to stoop and head past 
keeper Neil Collett from six yards out.

Smith Joins Worcester
Summer signing Lee Smith has left Nuneaton Town to join 
Worcester City. The former Gloucester City and Forest Green 
Rovers player has scored four goals in 11 appearances for Boro. 
Meanwhile, former Coventry City and Northampton Town 
midfielder, Kevin Thornton, who joined Boro for a spell in 
2009, has returned to the club.

 Nuneaton Town v Coventry Sphinx 27-09-2011 
Boro: Alcock, Ward (Noon), Nisevic (Forsdick), Mills (Hadland), 
Dean, Albrighton, Thornton, Walker, Glover, Pugh, Armson. 
Subs: Lavery, Baker.

Boro welcomed Coventry Sphinx to Liberty Way to play a 
Birmingham Senior Cup first round tie.

After the sides had battled out an entertaining 2-2 draw in 
normal time, Boro upped the tempo during the added half 
hour to bag three goals and post a flattering victory that hardly 
did their gritty rivals any justice. Boro welcomed new signing 
Kevin Thornton to their line-up but suffered a setback inside 
90 seconds as their Midland Alliance neighbours took the lead, 
Robbie Stevenson’s cross-cum-shot skidding through the grasp 
of Danny Alcock and into the net off the keeper’s legs.
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Boro responded as Ben Pugh had a goal harshly ruled out for 
offside, while Adam Walker brought out a smart full length 
save from keeper Chris Daffern, who then could only watch as 
Gareth Dean’s close range header clattered against the bar. 
Mills then half-volleyed over the bar from 12 yards as Boro laid 
siege to the Sphinx penalty area, but they had to wait until the 
43rd minute to restore parity. James Armson snaffled up a half 
clearance and his pin-point cross was glanced across Daffern 
by Danny Glover into the far corner of the net.

Boro continued to press after the break, Glover somehow 
scooping his shot across the net when it looked easier 
to score, but on 65 minutes a superb centre from Simon 
Forsdick was volleyed in by Pugh from 12 yards. However, 12 
minutes from time Jack Edwards rose in a packed goalmouth 
to thunder a fierce header high into the rigging and bring 
Sphinx back on level terms. The response from the hosts was 
immediate, Pugh’s skidding header from Thornton’s centre 
skimming a post while Guy Hadland’s header then hit post 
and bar before bouncing back into play.

In injury time, Daffern brilliantly turned aside Pugh’s eight-
yard header as the first round tie went into an added half 
hour. And on 98 minutes Boro made the next breakthrough.

Walker’s corner found the head of Dean charging in at the 
back post and he made no mistake from just two yards out. 
Two-goal Glover then made it 4-2 in the 118th minute firing in 
from 12 yards leaving Pugh to also complete his brace in the 
dying seconds to confirm Boro’s superiority.

Lavery Leaves
Nuneaton Town have released midfielder Richard Lavery. The 
former Tamworth, Telford and Hinckley United player has 
had limited first team opportunities.

Boro Sign Mitchley
Nuneaton Town have signed Danny Mitchley on a month’s 
loan from Mansfield Town. The striker, had four years’ 
experience with Blackpool and made two first team 
appearances at Bloomfield Road.

 Hyde United v Nuneaton Town 08-10-2011 
Hyde: Carnell, Hall, Havern (Moses 76), Richardson, Griffin, Birch, 
Byrne, Birchall (Worsley 62), Berkeley, Spencer (Broadbent 87), 
Crowther. Subs: Aspin, Mack. 
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Thornton (Gudger 90), Ward, 
Forsdick, Armson (L. Moore 70), Walker, Glover, Mitchley (Baker 76). 
Subs: Albrighton, Alcock.

Boro made the journey to Ewan Fields to play Hyde United in 
a Blue Square North game.

Boro went into the break level at 1-1 after an entertaining 
first-half. It was the hosts who had the first-chance as Matt 
Berkeley latched onto a poor Guy Hadland header, but the 
striker was denied by Collett. Boro played the ball around 
well in the early stages as Adam Walker and Armson fired 
straight at Tigers’ keeper David Carnell from the edge of the 

box. More crisp passing saw Boro take the lead as Armson 
put Thornton in with a good ball through the middle. The 
midfielder glided past the keeper with apparent ease and 
rolled the ball in from 15 yards to make the score 1-0.

Just when the visitors needed to kill the game for a spell they 
switched off within seconds of the restart as Berkeley raced 
through again but Collett made the save for a second time.

Boro had pressed high up the pitch all half and made life 
difficult for their hosts, who were desperate to pass the ball 
from the back. However, Nuneaton were always living on the 
edge and they lost the ball in a bad area when Armson was 
crowded out. Hyde broke at speed and though Collett made a 
brilliant save from their prolifice former Everton striker Scott 
Spencer, Crowther was there to bury the rebound from ten 
yards and make it 1-1.

Boro were penned back at the start of the second half as 
first Berkeley and then Spencer fired wide. Left back Adam 
Griffin then drew another great save out of Collett with a low 
shot from the edge of the box. Collett had been excellent 
once again but he was indebted to Hadland and Gaz Dean 
soon after. The keeper tried to stop the ball running out for a 
corner on the slick surface but he succeeded only in dropping 
the ball at the feet of Berkeley with the goal gaping.

First Hadland got back to block well before Dean made a 
sensational sliding block on Spencer. Nuneaton did not 
threaten the opposite end until the 65th minute when first 
Danny Mitchley was squeezed out before Danny Glover drew 
a good save out of Carnell with a low shot from distance.

In the 81st minute Boro substitute Baker appeared to have 
been fouled by Danny Hall in a good position. Hyde had been 
less of a threat but they almost got a goal with six minutes 
left when a good break ended with the impressive Crowther 
chipping the ball just over the bar. Then, in stoppage time, 
they got a second wind and first Callum Byrne was denied 
by a brave Graham Ward block before Collett made a great 
save which rebounded to Berkeley almost on the line but the 
striker hit the ball over the bar.

 Nuneaton Town v Solihull Moors 22-10-2011 
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Ward, Forsdick (Nisevic 87), 
Armson (L. Moore 79), A. Walker, Glover, Mitchley (Marsden 79), Pugh. 
Subs: James, Albrighton.
Solihull: Singh, Midworth, Langdon, Pierpoint, English, Blackwood, 
Melligan (Francis 87), McPike (Hurren 46), Fitzpatrick, R. Walker 
(Morris 71), Spencer. Subs: J. McPike, Johnson.

Boro welcomed Solihull Moors to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Danny Spencer and Stuart Pierpoint – both of whom were 
important ingredients in Boro reaching the play-offs last term 
but were surplus to requirements this summer – produced 
match-changing performances as the hosts turned in a 
woeful display. While centre-back Spencer came forward to 
head in the all-important goal 12 minutes from time with a 
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typical strike, Pierpoint was a giant at the heart of the visiting 
back division as he rightfully claimed man of the match 
honours for Marcus Bignot’s boys.

And while the Spencer-Pierpoint double act left the home 
fans perplexed and frustrated, in the away dug-out assistant 
manager Roger Ashby plotted his ex-club’s dismal downfall. 
He said: “I thought we did a really good job. In the first half 
we defended well and kept Nuneaton quiet but after the 
interval, especially in the final half hour we pushed on and 
scored from a set-play move we’d worked on. Yes beating 
Boro was good but they will bounce back I’m sure. Kevin has 
done well and they will be thereabouts.”

Danny Mitchley had the best of Boro’s opportunities but 
saw his fine shot past keeper Jasbir Singh brilliantly cleared 
off the line by Dom Langdon while he grazed the bar with a 
header and then fired just off target. At the opposite end, Guy 
Hadland’s block foiled John Mulligan’s goal-bound header.

After the break Singh turned over James Armson’s rising 
25-yarder but it needed a fabulous reaction save by Neil 
Collett to deny Langdon’s close-range strike. However, on 78 
minutes a Junior English corner flew deep and there was the 
jubilant Spencer thundering in to plant a firm header high 
into the net.

 Nuneaton Town v Droylsden 24-10-2011 
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Thornton, Ward, Forsdick 
(Nisevic 63), Walker, Glover, Mitchley, Pugh (L. Moore 56). 
Subs: Armson, Marsden, Albrighton.
Droylsden: Phillips, Kerr, Hardiker, Holden, Logan, Killeen, Brown, 
Hall, Kilheeney, Gardner, Rowe. Subs: Langford, Johnson, Lynch, 
Gerrard, Peyton.

Boro welcomed Droylsden to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Defender Gareth Dean netted an injury time winner to earn 
Boro a welcome win. Three minutes into time added on Dean 
rose to meet a short Kevin Thornton corner and power home 
a fine header, his third goal of the season, to the delight of 
the Nuneaton faithful. Earlier Thornton had fired the hosts 
in front only for Jordan Gerrard to square matters midway 
through the second period.

Boro made just one change from the 1-0 home defeat to 
Solihull Moors, Thornton coming into centre of midfield in 
place of Armson. There was some early sparkle from Boro 
and only the crossbar denied Danny Mitchley as his 30-yarder 
rattled the woodwork with keeper Paul Phillips helpless.

Neither side showed much in the way of creation as the 
clocked moved beyond the half hour mark without either 
keeper being tested. It was on 33 minutes that Boro came 
close to edging ahead when Danny Glover galloped down the 
left and cut a pass into the path of Ben Pugh, who swivelled 
and volleyed straight into the grateful arms of Phillips. 
Graham Ward had a half chance but rifled over but on 36 
minutes the returning Thornton broke the deadlock.

Adam Walker burst through the middle and though Phillips 
blocked the midfielder’s low drive, the rebound fell perfectly 
for the former Coventry youngster and he coolly slotted into 
an empty net. The goal brought the first real threat from 
The Bloods, Ciaran Kilheeney glancing a header inches off 
target while at the opposite end Guy Hadland’s stretching 
volley rolled across the face of the net and wide. However, 
poor marking almost gifted the visitors an equaliser as Dan 
Gardner’s pin-point cross found the unchallenged Steve Hall 
whose tame header allowed Neil Collett to save.

Immediately after the interval, Pugh caused chaos in the 
Droylsden defence only to see his angled drive strike the far 
post as Boro looked to strengthen their grip. However, at the 
opposite end it needed a superb Dean block challenge inside 
the six-yard area to keep out Danny Rowe’s goalbound effort. 
Both sides were on the offensive, skipper Mark Noon grazing 
a post for Boro and then Glover side-footed wide from eight 
yards with the net at his mercy.

If the home fans thought The Bloods were drained they were 
wrong, Steve Hall intercepted Thornton’s weak pass and 
unleashed a terrific 20-yarder that cannoned against the bar 
but on 72 minutes parity was restored. Kilheeney escaped 
down the inside right channel and lobbed the advancing 
Collett and though Dean miraculously got back to volley off 
the line, substitute Jordan Gerrard netted from the loose ball.

Mitchley then clipped the outside of a post with a skidding 
shot from the edge of the area and Glover cleared off the line 
from Rowe. However, Dean had the final say with the points 
clincher just when a draw looked inevitable.

Boro Sign Youngster
Nuneaton Town have signed promising youngster Wesley 
York from East Midlands Counties League Anstey Nomads.

 Harrogate Town v Nuneaton Town 05-11-2011 
Harrogate: Wilson, Darville, Heckingbottom, Ashworth, Pell (Ross 28), 
Picton, Bore, Dean, Brayson, Turl (Allan 66), Meachan (Radcliffe 59). 
Subs: Elam, Beesley.
Boro: Collett, Ward, Hadland, Albrighton, Forsdick, Moore, Noon, 
Walker, Marsden (York 78), Glover, Mitchley (Pugh 12). Subs: Nisevic, 
Baker, Alcock.

Boro made the journey to Wetherby Road to play Harrogate 
Town in a Blue Square North game.

Boro had enough chances to have won the game comfortably 
but it took until first-half stoppage time for them to break the 
deadlock. The visitors were dealt an early blow when striker 
Danny Mitchley suffered a quad strain and had to be replaced 
by Pugh after 12 minutes. Pugh went wide left with Marsden 
playing up front. The game was a quiet one until the 26th 
minute when Boro had the first real chance.

Moore missed his kick inside the box when well placed but 
the ball was worked back to Graham Ward, who saw his 
left footed drive from 22 yards cannon back off the post. 
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Harrogate were well in the game until Marsden caught 
Richard Pell with a stray arm two minutes later and the 
centre-half had to go off. From there Nuneaton were 
dominant but largely wasteful. First Glover was denied by a 
fine save by Ben Wilson from 25 yards.

Then a Hadland header hit Will Turl in the face when it looked 
to be going in. With half-time approaching, Marsden was 
slow to finish as Jake Picton rushed back. Boro were totally 
in control as Glover fired straight at Wilson before a frantic 
two minutes of added time. Left back Simon Forsdick almost 
showed his strikers how to finish after he broke brilliantly 
from his own half and beat his man before sliding his shot 
wide from the edge of the box.

Forsdick then saw Wilson save another shot but Boro finally 
scored from the resulting corner. The young keeper elected to 
punch but made a hash of it and when the ball pinged around 
the six yard box Hadland stuck out a boot and turned it in 
from close range to give Boro the lead.

Danny Glover celebrates scoring Boro’s second. Photo: Nuneaton News

The second half got off to a lively start with chances at either 
end. First Marsden fired wide from 20 yards when he should 
have put Adam Walker in when he was in acres of space. 
Then Pugh fired in a low cross which Paul Heckingbottom did 
brilliantly to clear ahead of Glover and Moore.

Harrogate came within inches of levelling on 51 minutes 
when striker Paul Brayson swivelled eight yards out but saw 
his volley come back off the post. Brayson had a decent 
looking penalty appeal turned down 15 minutes later when it 
looked like Ward clipped his heels. York was given a surprise 
debut with 12 minutes to go when he replaced a much 
sharper looking Marsden after his injury nightmare. With five 

minutes left Hadland was there with a fantastic block from 
Brayson, saving a certain goal, as Boro held on.

Hearts were in mouths when Harrogate had a free-kick 
20 yards out in the third minute of stoppage time and 
Brayson stepped up, but whipped the ball over the bar. Boro 
capitalised as York showed pace to get behind the home 
defence and square to Glover, who slotted the ball home.

Thornton Leaves Boro
Nuneaton Town midfielder Kevin Thornton has left the club 
for a second time after suffering a hamstring injury that will 
keep him out until after Christmas.

Nuneaton Town Memorial Garden
A dedication ceremony was conducted at Liberty Way to 
mark the opening of the new Memorial Garden. The service 
was conducted by the Reverend Simon Betteridge. The 
project has been financed by Nuneaton Town Supporters’ 
Co-operative, the Borough Independent Supporters’ Club and 
the wider fans base via bucket collections in the social club 
bar and on the terraces.

The centre-piece of the garden was donated by local funeral 
directors D. B. Devall. It is also planned to provide a bench 
overlooking the river and for a willow tree to be planted on 
the river bank opposite.

 Nuneaton Town v Workington 12-11-2011 
Boro: Collett, Ward, Hadland, Albrighton, Forsdick (Nisevic 85), Moore, 
Noon, Walker, Pugh, Glover (York 86), Marsden (Armson 60). 
Subs: Dean, Alcock.
Workington: Taylor, Andrews, Rowntree, May, Johnson, Boyd, 
Simpson (Green 73), Main, J. Wright, Arnison, A. Wright (Snaith 83). 
Subs: Sloan, McNiven, Blake.

Boro welcomed Workington to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

When this game kicked off, hardly anyone knew who Wesley 
York was — but that was definitely not the case on the final 
whistle after his brilliant winner. Boro started the game well 
and were the better side until Workington scored. Mark Noon 
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almost got the first goal after six minutes when he chased 
down a back pass and nipped in ahead of Reds keeper Aaran 
Taylor. However, with the ball bobbling around it hit him 
on the heel and the chance was gone. Two minutes later a 
Pugh long throw was only half cleared and when it dropped 
Hadland smashed in a volley which Taylor saved brilliantly.

Just before the opening goal Glover had a shot deflected 
over the top but that was as good as it got in the first half for 
Boro as they fell behind against the run of play. The ball was 
played into Jonny Wright’s feet 20 yards out and he flicked it 
up before hitting a brilliant volley into the top corner.

It could have been two on 27 minutes when Mark Boyd beat 
Adam Walker 25 yards out and he hit a dipping shot which 
cannoned back off the bar. The Reds had the only other 
chance of the half when they had three players unmarked in 
the box. Gari Rowntree eventually got the shot away but his 
effort hit Hadland on the foot and went out for a corner.

It should have been 2-0 to Workington after 48 minutes but 
instead it was 1-1. Anthony Wright broke free down the left 
and when he crossed for his unmarked namesake Jonny. 
However, the ball hit his shins six yards out and Walker was 
there to carry it all the way to the edge of the box when 
he passed to Pugh. The winger drove over a low cross and 
three Boro players were waiting with Moore getting the 
goal from close range.

Lee Moore equalises from Ben Pugh’s cross. Photo: Nuneaton News

Hearts were mouths five minutes later when Graham Ward 
played a terrible back pass and Gareth Arnison latched onto 
it. He went down under keeper Neil Collett’s challenge in the 
box and the referee blew. When he pulled out a card everyone 
must have assumed it was a red for the keeper, but instead 
Arnison was booked for diving. Workington had another 
chance soon after when the ball was pulled back to Jonny 
Wright’s feet but he blazed wide when he should have scored.

Boro were still a significant goal threat though, especially 
down the left as Pugh was twice denied by Taylor with the 
keeper saving once from Walker in a similar area. Nuneaton 
had a golden chance to retake the lead from the spot in the 
78th minute when Noon was tripped in the box for a penalty.

Glover stepped up and although it was at a good height, 
Taylor did brilliantly to tip it onto the post, with Pugh hitting 
the rebound over. That was Taylor’s third penalty save of the 
season. Boro were not to be denied though as York came on 
for Glover and made a dream introduction. He was put in 
down the right hand channel and showed lightning pace to 
get away from the defender before absolutely smashing a 
shot into the top corner from the edge of the box.

He almost set up a third for Nuneaton when he played Walker 
in for a one on one. He could have squared to substitute 
James Armson but chose to shoot and the effort was saved.

 Sutton Coldfield Town v Nuneaton Town 15-11-2011 
Sutton: Cooper, Heath, Mullholland, Jones, Booth, N. Dodd, M. Dodd, 
Rathbone, Marshall, Quiggin, Chapman. Subs: Reid, Miller, Okome, 
Ling, Gayle.
Boro: Collett, Ward, Dean, Hadland, Nisvevic, Armson, Fredericks 
(Washbourne 80), Walker, Pugh, Glover, York (Baker 75), Subs: Moore, 
Forsdick, Marsden.

Boro made the journey to Coles Lane to play Sutton Coldfield 
Town in a Birmingham Senior Cup second round tie.

Wesley York caught the eye again as Boro avenged last 
season’s Senior Cup final defeat with victory in the second 
round. Boro, beaten 1-0 in May, took the lead on the Coles 
Lane artificial pitch through the 18-year-old winger.

Fresh from Saturday’s stunning winner against Workington, 
York produced another quality strike after 23 minutes as he 
beat two defenders, rounded the keeper and slotted the ball 
between two men on the line. The home side were level two 
minutes later when Gaz Dean won the ball cleanly in the box 
but was adjudged to have fouled tricky winger Matt Dodd, 
despite no one from the home side appealing.

Sutton striker Craig Marshall stuck away the resulting 
penalty. Marshall then missed an absolute sitter just past the 
half hour when he stood on the ball with the goal gaping.

Boro winger James Armson clipped the post with a header 
two minutes after the break before central midfielder Jemal 
Fredericks, signed on work experience from Coventry City 
earlier in the day, missed out on a debut goal when his shot 
was saved. The winner came after 56 minutes when York was 
tripped in the box for a penalty. Armson stepped up but his 
spot kick was weak. The rebound came back to him but his 
effort flew up in the air for Graham Ward to volley into the net.

Former Boro Director Dies
Tributes have been paid to John Moore, a former director 
of Nuneaton Borough FC, who has passed away. He was 
involved with the football club during some of their most 
successful seasons in the early 1980s.

York Signs Contract
Nuneaton Town have secured the services of striker Wesley 
York by agreeing a contract with the teenageer. York, 18, has 
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impressed manager Kevin Wilkin since making his debut 
in the league win against Harrogate. He followed up that 
success with goals in the matches against Workington and 
Sutton Coldfield.

 Corby Town v Nuneaton Town 19-11-2011 
Corby: McKenzie, Gulliver, Mayo, Reynolds, Gordon, Beeson (J. Smith), 
Hall, Towers, Ozmen (Malone 87), Mullarkey (Rogan 67), Rhead. 
Subs: Burgess, Hibbert.
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Ward, Forsdick, Walker, Moore, 
Pugh, Marsden (Armson 70), York. Subs: Alcock, Nisevic, Albrighton.

Boro made the journey to Steel Park to play Corby Town in a 
Blue Square North game.

Wes York again emphasised his outstanding potential with 
another match-winning display in an outstanding and fully 
committed team effort. York fully deserved the plaudits as he 
followed up eye-catching performances against Workington 
and Sutton in the previous week by setting up Lee Moore to 
put the visitors ahead five minutes from time.

Then in time added on, York left ex-Boro keeper Chris 
Mackenzie looking on in awe with a spectacular winner to 
seal arguably the side’s best away show of a season that is 
suddenly beginning to take off. But while the youngster, who 
is beginning to attract attention from numerous Football 
League clubs, was modestly savouring his star billing, this 
was no one-man show.

Defensively Boro were top class. Centre-backs Guy Hadland 
and flu-ridden Gareth Dean were immense, foiling the 
constant threat of Goliath frontman Matt Rhead’s robust 
tactics, while experienced wing-backs Graham Ward and 
Simon Forsdick hardly put a foot wrong, a fact that applied to 
keeper Neil Collett, who was again faultless.

The grafting midfield backed their colleagues while York and 
Moore hardly gave the bulky home rearguard a moment’s 
rest with their unselfish teamwork. Before the break, Collett 
was untested as Corby flattered only to deceive and Boro had 
the best chances with Chris MacKenzie denying Moore and 
Ben Pugh while York had a header ruled out for a borderline 
offside decision.

After the interval, the Steelmen pressed but Hadland and 
Dean’s qualities stunted most of their progress while Collett 
turned over Rhead’s header and then parried away Andy 
Hall’s strike.

On 81 minutes, York burst clear but Mackenzie’s fine block 
stifled the teenager. But York immediately burst clear on to 
Ward’s clearance and his explosive 50-yard run and great 
centre allowed Moore to chest down and volley in from ten 
yards. That quality goal was followed by an even better one. 
York raced down the middle past the groping Phil Gulliver but 
this time his option was the sweetest of chips from 25 yards 
that sailed over the helpless Mackenzie and drifted just below 
the bar to the delight of the Boro faithful.

 Guiseley v Nuneaton Town 22-11-2011 
Guiseley: Drench, Merris, Boshell (Gall 71), Clarke, Holdsworth, Toner, 
Rothery, Baldry, O’Neill (Ellington 71), Forrest, Ainge. Subs: Booker, 
Giles, Burns.
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Ward (Armson 34), Forsdick, Walker, 
Moore, Pugh (Glover 78), Marsden (Nisevic 90), York. Sub: Alcock.

Boro made the journey to Nethermoor Park to play Guiseley 
in a Blue Square North game.

A controversial injury time penalty denied Boro a fifth straight 
league win that would have taken them to third in the league. 
Ben Pugh’s sixth goal of the season – his first in ten games – 
came after four minutes and from that moment Boro began 
an excellent rearguard action. However, they could not hold 
on as replacement right back James Armson was harshly 
adjudged to have fouled Gavin Rothery in the box in the 92nd 
minute. The same player stepped up to prevent Nuneaton 
from earning a victory that would have been built on another 
hard working defensive performance.

Boro made a flying start with Pugh’s early goal. Good work by 
Justin Marsden released Wes York and he stayed up when he 
could have gone down in the box. The teenager then whipped 
in an excellent cross to the back post where Pugh was waiting 
for a tap in. From there third placed Guiseley had plenty of 
the ball but they only forced Collett into one first half save of 
note. It came on 27 minutes when a good run and shot forced 
the visibly injured keeper into a fine low save from Rothery.

Wes York takes on Simon Ainge. Photo: Nuneaton News

Collett was struggling with his groin problem but worse was 
to follow for Boro as Graham Ward, who came into the game 
carrying a knee injury, had to be replaced by Armstrong after 
34 minutes when the problem worsened. Boro were still lively 
on the break as York poked a Simon Forsdick cross wide but 
the half ended 1-0 in Boro’s favour.

Second-half chances were rare as Boro worked hard to stifle 
their hosts. Guiseley had a golden chance with four minutes 
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to go when sub Lee Ellington slid an effort wide from six yards, 
but Boro had contained their obvious threat brilliantly. York 
could have sealed the points with two minutes left but he was 
denied by Steve Drench after being released by Danny Glover. 
But Guiseley rescued a point with that last-gasp penalty.

 Eastwood Town v Nuneaton Town 03-12-2011 
Eastwood: Severn, Elliott (Troke), Haggerty (Christie 65), Burge, 
Edwards, Francis, Markel Bailey, Riley, Benjamin, Istead, Wood.
Boro: Alcock, Walker, Glover, G. Dean, Hadland, Armson (A. Dean), 
Marsden (Pugh 80), Moore, Noon, Forsdick (Nisevic 75), York. 
Subs: Mills, Albrighton.

Boro made the journey to Coronation Park to play Eastwood 
Town in a Blue Square North game.

Boro netted their 16th point from their last six league outings 
and suddenly everything is looking rosy for Kevin Wilkin’s men 
going into December. The scoreline rightly emphasises Boro’s 
dominance – the Badgers battled hard but in the end were 
unable to deny their on-song visitors a fourth away league 
victory of the campaign. The win sends out a message to table-
topping rivals – do not under-estimate Boro.

The five-goal show was reward for a five-star performance 
as all departments played their part in an eye-catching 
90 minutes of quality, played in a bitter, strong northerly 
blow that Nuneaton’s travelling contingent hardly noticed. 
Let’s start with a defence that’s become the most miserly in 
the division with just 16 goals conceded in 19 outings and 
undoubtedly the main reason why Nuneaton’s tardy start to 
the season has brightened up since Bonfire Night’s decisive 
2-0 win away at Harrogate.

Boro, whose biggest home (4-0) and away league triumphs 
have come at the expense of their Nottinghamshire 
opponents, were impeccable in midfield where Adam Walker 
and skipper Mark Noon ruled with an iron fist, while the 
back-to-form duo of Lee Moore and Justin Marsden were a 
constant source of torment to the hosts. However, it was the 
dual spearhead of Wes York and Danny Glover that got top 
billing. The pair ran the home rearguard ragged as York’s 
speed and craft and Glover’s energy and guile had panic 
signals flashing persistently as the Badgers were stretched 
and torn apart.

Boro took the lead on 19 minutes when York scampered and 
held off Liam Francis to coolly lob keeper James Severn from 
25 yards. Rare Eastwood raids were foiled but Boro were in 
charge and the only surprise was that it took until just before 
the hour before Simon Forsdick’s first goal of the campaign 
doubled the lead. But the goal was a stunner. The wing-back 
gained possession just inside the Eastwood half and unleashed 
a terrific 35-yard half-volley that flew past the flailing fingers of 
Severn and found the net off the inside of a post.

York then released Marsden on 70 minutes to mesmerise 
the home defence and crack a cross shot just inside the far 
upright. York’s cross then gave Noon his chance to open his 

seasonal account with a crisp header, leaving Ben Pugh to 
complete the nap-hand in the dying seconds of the game 
with a powerful 15-yarder after York’s drive had rebounded 
off the foot of a post.

 Gloucester City v Nuneaton Town 06-12-2011 
Gloucester: Carey, Coupe, Hamblin, Mullings, Reece (Mann 67), Davies 
(Rose 67), Weir, Webb (Lock 69), Rawlings, Edwards, Morford. 
Subs: Harris, Wilson.
Boro: Alcock, G. Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Armson, Walker, 
Glover, Pugh (Moore 65), Marsden (Nisevic 79), York. Subs: A. Dean, 
Mills, Albrighton.

Boro made the journey to Whaddon Road, Cheltenham, to 
play Gloucester City in a Blue Square North game.

Lion-hearted Boro extended their unbeaten league run to 
seven games – and yet again 18-year-old Wes York stole the 
show. Boro’s gifted teenager scored the first and won the 
all-important penalty that enabled Danny Glover to bag the 
points-clincher as Kevin Wilkin’s boys battled back from a Will 
Morford goal that put them behind at the interval to bag the 
win. Neither side made an impact in the opening quarter, but 
on 26 minutes the Tigers grabbed the lead with the first effort 
on target.

James Armson conceded a needless free-kick on the City left 
and from Charlie Reece’s set-piece Morford’s flicked header 
flew beyond the Boro defence and past the diving Danny 
Alcock. Nuneaton should have equalised on the half hour 
as Adam Walker’s centre found Justin Marsden and he fired 
his shot wide. The goal had brought the game alive, and The 
Tigers’ Stephen Davies grazed a post with an angled drive 
before Gareth Dean was forced to head over his own bar to 
foil Darren Edwards.

As the interval approached Boro almost levelled as a Walker 
corner found Danny Glover at the back post and his header 
was knocked off the line by home skipper Tom Webb. 
A superb one-handed parry by Alcock from Morford’s cross-
shot prevented Gloucester doubling their lead although 
Armson almost gave away an own goal only to react smartly 
to hook away to safety. But Boro always looked capable of 
getting back into contention and two goals just beyond the 
hour proved that point.

It came as no surprise that it was the eager York at the centre 
of things. On 62 minutes he latched on to Justin Marsden’s 
neat pass to cheekily chip over the prostrate body of keeper 
Lewis Carey from close in. Before City recovered they were 
behind and a man down. Again York’s reactions took him past 
the static Matt Coupe, who manhandled the teenager to the 
floor. Coupe was sent off and Glover confidently drilled in the 
resultant penalty.

Armson almost stretched Boro’s lead with a mazy run and 
deflected prod that Carey clutched right on the line as Boro 
overcame a frenetic finale to claim a second away victory in 
four days.
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Club Historian Dies
John Moore, who was responsible for compiling and 
maintaining the history of senior football in Nuneaton, has 
passed away aged 74. Having spent over 40 years in the 
service of the football club, John had spent countless hours 
at libraries around the district and had a comprehensive 
collection of documents charting the history of the club.

Boro Sign Dean
Alex Dean, brother of club captain Gareth, has joined 
Nuneaton Town from Bedworth United. The 21-year-old had 
previously been a member of the club’s successful youth 
set-up before joining Griff & Coton and then Bedworth, where 
he converted from a forward to a full-back. Heading out of 
Liberty Way is Eddie Nisevic, who will be joining Brackley 
Town on a month’s loan.

 Nuneaton Town v Harrogate Town 17-12-2011 
Boro: Alcock, G. Dean, Hadland, A. Dean, Noon, Forsdick, Armson 
(Marsden 90), Walker, Moore, Glover, York (Pugh 88). Subs: Gudger, 
Mills, Albrighton.
Harrogate: Cook, Bloomer, Brough, Picton, Pell (Brayson 63), 
Radcliffe, Wilson (Tait 64), Bore, Elam, Meechan (Emmett 83), Turl. 
Sub: Clayton.

Boro welcomed Harrogate Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Boro gave their fans a boost by completing the double over 
an insipid Harrogate, who were never at the races as Kevin 
Wilkin’s men proved a class apart in a one-sided clash.

Danny Glover gives Boro the lead. Photo: Nuneaton News

Despite wet and windy weather, Boro adapted far better 
to the conditions and only the heroics of visiting keeper 
Mark Cook denied the hosts, as he produced a string of 
outstanding saves. With central midfielders Adam Walker 
and Mark Noon, Boro held the upper hand and the biggest 
surprise was that it took until first half injury time before 
Danny Glover fired in from the penalty spot.

Just before the hour, Walker was rewarded for his industry 
and invention by adding the all important second with a high 
quality finish from distance. Wilkin gave recent recruit Alex 

Dean, signed from neighbours Bedworth United, his debut at 
right-back while Jimmy Armson moved into midfield at the 
expense of Justin Marsden.

In a scrappy first half, Boro carved out the better chances with 
James Armson seeing a skidding 20-yarder turned around 
the post by Cook while Lee Moore’s prod from a narrow angle 
was kicked of the line by Jake Picton with debutant Alex Dean 
having his low drive turned aside by Cook. Soon after, the 
Harrogate keeper’s feet kept out Danny Glover’s cross-shot as 
Boro pressed without getting any reward. But seconds from 
the interval the breakthrough finally came.

Fine work by Wes York led to Glover’s shot being stopped by 
Cook with a foot and from the resulting corner referee Paul 
Graham spotted Jake Picton pulling at Guy Hadland’s shirt 
and pointed to the spot, Glover drilling home the penalty.

Early in the second period, Cook again showed his agility by 
tipping over Glover’s looping header before the striker fired 
well over the bar from another good opportunity. But just 
before the hour the lead was doubled. A flowing move up the 
left saw Lee Moore find Walker 25 yards out and once his right 
foot made contact there was only one destination, just inside 
the helpless Cook’s left-hand upright.

Lee Elam’s well-struck cross-shot provided Danny Alcock 
with his only save of the afternoon, the keeper pushing away 
to safety before the action again moved to the opposite end 
where Cook, who started his career at Newcastle United, 
came under constant barrage.

 Hinckley United v Nuneaton Town 26-12-2011 
Hinckley: Hinds, Dudley, Lister, Flanagan, Gooding, Kerry, Bragoli, 
Belcher, Gray, Newton, Langham (Byrne 73). Subs: Thomson, Cobb, 
Holt, Hicks.
Boro: Alcock, G. Dean, Hadland, A. Dean, Noon, Forsdick, Armson 
(Marsden 74), Walker, Moore, Glover, York. Subs: Gudger, Mills, 
Albrighton, Collett.

Boro made the journey to The Greene King Stadium to play 
Hinckley United in a Blue Square North game.

The manner in which the sides started dictated the tone 
for the first-half as Hinckley flew out of the blocks and won 
just about every 50-50. It was 1-0 after just four minutes as 
Langham flicked the ball on and Alex Dean missed it. That put 
Newton in on keeper Alcock and he made no mistake with a 
cool finish from the edge of the box.

Chances beyond then were limited as Nuneaton offered 
little going forwards and Hinckley were happy to play 
conseravtively but competitively. Boro’s only chance of the 
half came in the 34th minute when Gaz Dean flicked on his 
brother Alex’s free-kick. Danny Glover scrambled in a shot 
which Danny Bragoli cleared off the line.

Boro started the second half much better and deserved to be 
level as Moore scored after 55 minutes. It came after Glover 
smashed in a shot which hit the bar and looked to have gone 
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in. Play continued though and when Wes York crossed it back 
in, Moore planted in a header from six yards. The game took 
on an edge then and Guy Hadland was booked, his fifth of the 
season, meaning he faces a one-match ban.

Goalscorer Lee Moore battles with Lloyd Kerry. Photo: Nuneaton News

Hinckley threatened a second goal on the break and they did 
have one great chance when Newton got away and pulled 
the ball back for Andre Gray. He looked certain to score but 
Simon Forsdick was back to clear off the line. The Knitters 
looked sharp from that point as Gray fired wide before Tom 
Byrne hit the side netting with players free in the middle.

 Nuneaton Town v Hinckley United 01-01-2012 
Boro: Alcock, A. Dean (Armson 59), Hadland, G. Dean, Forsdick, 
Marsden (Mills 46), Walker, Noon, Moore, Glover, York. 
Subs: Albrighton, Collett, Gudger,
Hinckley: Hines, Belcher (Thomson 81), Dudley, Lavery, Lister, 
Flanagan, Kerry, Gooding (Bragoli 46), Newton, Gray, Byrne (Holt 76). 
Subs: Cobb, Oddy.

Boro welcomed Hinckley United to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Relegation-threatened Hinckley United ripped apart play-
off-chasing Nuneaton Town in a pulsating performance that 
belied their lowly third-bottom place in the table. From the 
first to the final whistle, Dean Thomas’ men were a class 
ahead of their local rivals and looked far more committed to 
the cause.

Boro were on the back foot from the kick-off as Knitters 
pressed down the right and from Lloyd Kerry’s near post 
cross Danny Newton flicked on for the ‘old war horse’ Lavery 
to head into an empty net from four yards out with just 55 

seconds on the watch. And there was worse to come on 
14 minutes with United doubling their advantage with a 
superbly worked goal. Another former Nuneaton man Sam 
Belcher broke down the left and his low cross found Gooding 
just inside the area and his first-time volley gave keeper 
Danny Alcock no chance.

Forsdick and Sam Belcher battle for the ball. Photo: Nuneaton News

Midway through the half Hinckley added to Nuneaton’s 
woes. Boro failed to clear their lines and Belcher was left 
unchallenged on the edge of the box and drilled a piercing 
shot that again had Alcock grasping at thin air.

Just before the half hour Boro had their first effort on goal 
but Adam Walker’s 20-yard free-kick sailed well over. Denham 
Hinds turned Danny Glover’s drive around the post before 
Hinckley could easily have stretched their advantage just 
prior to the interval when Andre Gray raced clear only to slice 
his finish dismally wide with just Alcock to beat. Glover’s 
optimistic long range effort dipped just over although keeper 
Hinds looked to have the situation under control.

Ninety seconds into the second period and the home faithful 
could have been forgiven for thinking a fightback was on 
the cards as Boro substitute Gary Mills, with his first touch, 
hoisted a free-kick into the danger zone for Dean to rise well 
and power a fine header close range header into the net.

But that proved very much premature as on 59 minutes 
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United regained their three-goal advantage. The lively 
Newton retrieved a loose ball wide on the left and cut inside 
the area before finding Gray who pivoted superbly before 
planting a shot beyond the desperate dive of Alcock. Boro 
looked unusually vulnerable at the back and when Simon 
Forsdick blatantly halted the pacy Gray on halfway after the 
striker’s neat dummy had given him a clear run on goal, the 
wing-back was rightfully cautioned. The points were well and 
truly sealed on 71 minutes with Belcher notching his second.

Byrne secured possession wide left and took on the exposed 
Forsdick, who plainly hauled the winger down from behind 
and though referee Steve Plane immediately pointed to the 
spot he chose to ignore a second caution for the fortunate 
Nuneaton defender. Four minutes from time Adam Walker 
made the scoreline a little more respectable when he stabbed 
in his fourth goal of the season and in the dying throes 
opportunities were missed at both ends but over the 90 
minutes only one team were worthy of a winning start to 2012 
and it certainly wasn’t Boro!

Brown Back With Boro
Nuneaton Town have signed Andy Brown from AFC Telford 
United on a month’s loan.

 Workington v Nuneaton Town 07-01-2012 
Workington: Taylor, Andrews, May, Hewson, Johnson, McLuckie, 
Wright, Boyd (Main 83), Simpson, McNiven, Arnison. Subs: Rowntree, 
Green, Sloan, Scott.
Boro: Alcock, G. Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Armson, Mills 
(Marsden 84), Walker, Brown, Glover (Albrighton 25), York (Moore 79). 
Subs: A. Dean, Gudger.

Boro made the journey to Borough Park to play Workington 
in a Blue Square North game.

Guy Hadland salvaged a point for Boro who played for 80 
minutes with ten men following Gareth Dean’s early red card.

Boss Kevin Wilkin had rung the changes ahead of the game 
as his side looked to recover from the 5-2 New Year’s Day 
mauling at home to local rivals Hinckley United. But they 
could not have got off to a worse start as central defender 
Dean was sent back to the dressing room by referee Joe 
Buglass for a professional foul on Derek McNiven.

That left the visitors facing an uphill task but they managed 
to reorganise and keep the scores level at the break, although 
Phil McLuckie did go within a whisker of giving the Cumbrians 
the lead only to see his header come back off the crossbar.

The visitors despite their man disadvantage were not without 
moments of hope and thought they had a penalty when 
Adam Walker’s shot seemed to be handled by Dave Hewson. 
Six minutes after the break the Reds, struggling to pull clear 
of the Blue Square Conference North drop zone themselves, 
made the breakthrough.

And it was a goal of some quality as Jake Simpson collected 
the ball and thumped a shot past Danny Alcock from 20 yards 

that gave the keeper no chance. Nuneaton were to enjoy 
much more of the game after going behind despite being a 
man down and appeared to be denied a clear-cut spot-kick 
when Wes York was tripped. But referee Mr Buglass decided 
the offence had taken place just outside, rather than inside, 
the area.

Andy Brown – back in a Boro shirt. Photo: Nuneaton News

Captain Mark Noon fired over as time started to ebb away for 
Boro and Andy Brown, on his return, intercepted a backpass 
but was unable to finish. Justin Marsden and Lee Moore were 
introduced in the final ten minutes as Wilkin tried to find a 
way through the home defence. Just when it seem like defeat 
was inevitable up stepped Hadland. Workington failed to 
clear Adam Walker’s corner and they paid the ultimate price 
as Hadland stabbed in a deserved equaliser from barely a 
yard with just three minutes left.

It may have seemed like two points lost against one of the 
division’s struggling sides but given the nature of the 90 
minutes – and that two of their promotion rivals lost when 
they were expected to win – this may turn out to be a very 
useful point gained for Boro come April.

 Nuneaton Town v Blyth Spartans 14-01-2012 
Boro: Alcock, G. Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Armson, Mills, Walker, 
Brown, Glover (Mitchley 68), York (Moore 90). Subs: A. Dean, Marsden, 
Albrighton.
Blyth: Hunter, Cave, Buchanan, Mellish, Phillips, Groves, Harrop 
(Hodgson 84), Hooks, Utterson (Slaughter 65), Armstrong (Mole 68), 
Taylor. Subs: Birdsall, Richardson.

Boro welcomed Blyth Spartans to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

After a dull opening 20 minutes the game came to life when 
Armson swivelled on the edge of the box and saw a left foot 
drive deflected wide. Boro were getting on top as Andy Brown 
saw an athletic bicycle kick drift well wide before Forsdick’s 
shot from distance was saved at the second attempt.

However, the visitors almost took the lead when Neal Hooks’ 
free-kick was met by Taylor six yards out. It looked a goal as 
soon as he headed it, but Danny Alcock somehow got across 
to make a great save.
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Boro players celebrate Gaz Dean’s goal. Photo: Evening News

Boro went straight up the other end and Wes York put in a 
great cross which Brown met six yards out, but his header 
was saved in less spectacular fashion by Hunter. The game 
opened up somewhat and then Boro gave a terrible goal 
away in the 31st minute. Hooks did well to break through 
midfield and picked out Taylor in acres of space. The big 
striker finished superbly from the edge of the box. Despite the 
quality of the finish it was an awful goal to concede.

Luckily for Boro, Blyth were in an equally lax mood and they 
gifted Nuneaton an equaliser five minutes later when Adam 
Walker lined up a free-kick 25 yards out. Gary Mills ran over the 
ball and when Blyth let him go on untracked, Walker played 
him in. His cross to the back post was met by a Brown header 
that hit Dean, who was allowed to swivel and volley in from six 
yard to make the score 1-1. Boro should have kicked on from 
there, but they were 2-1 down after 51 minutes as Dean was 
harshly judged to have fouled Armstrong 20 yards out.

Simon Forsdick equalises for Boro. Photo: Evening News

Max Harrop took the free-kick and rattled a great shot off the 
bar, only for Armstrong to turn in the rebound from six yards 
out with Alcock helpless. Armson was booked for a silly foul 
on Armstrong in the 57th minute and Boro were handed a 
massive escape when Utterson headed the free-kick onto the 
bar from less than a yard out. However, the let-off was not 

total as Armson left a leg in on Wayne Phillips two minutes 
later and picked up another booking to leave Nuneaton a 
man down for the second week in a row.

it was 2-2 on 61 minutes though when Forsdick hit a shot 
from the edge of the box that went straight through Hunter’s 
legs for a gift of a goal. From thereon in Boro, despite being 
a man down, were the better side, although they had little 
to show for their pressure apart from a Mitchley effort in 
the final minute, the striker heading wide from six yards. In 
fact, the home side almost conceded in the injury time when 
Alcock was beaten to the ball by Jamie Mole. He pulled the 
ball back but Taylor missed an open goal from 12 yards out.

Marsden Released
Boro striker Justin Marsden has been released by Nuneaton 
Town after failing to hold down a first-team place. The former 
Rugby Town and Telford striker will be joining Solihull Moors.

 Boston United v Nuneaton Town 21-01-2012 
Boston: Bastock, Jelleyman, Canoville, Ward, Marshall, Ross, Sleath, 
Milnes, Fairclough, Weir-Daley, Newsham (Constantine 80). Subs: Hall, 
Austin, Stainfield, Drury.
Boro: Alcock, Albrighton, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Mills, Walker, 
Brown (Glover 80), Moore, Mitchley (Armson 63), York. Subs: A. Dean, 
Collett.

Boro made the journey to York Street to play Boston United in 
a Blue Square North game.

Boro had to deal with a powerful wind blowing into their 
faces in the first-half but they contained the Pilgrims well. The 
closest Boston came early on was when Boro just survived 
an almighty scramble in a mud caked six yard box. Nuneaton 
struggled to clear a corner with boots flying in all directions. 
When the ball broke loose, Simon Forsdick cleared a Spencer 
Weir-Daley effort as far as Mark Newsham, who looked to 
have scored from close range but Adam Walker blocked on 
the line and the ball dropped for Danny Alcock to dive on it.

The ball might not have gone in the net, but a host of 
players from both sides did, as a scuffle broke out when Ben 
Fairclough left a boot in on Alcock and was booked. Boston 
continued to pressure the visitors before the break, but there 
was only one other chance when Weir-Daley looked to be 
in on goal but Noon did brilliantly to snuff out the danger.  
Boro’s attacking threat was limited as they only managed to 
break out for one shot on target which Paul Bastock saved 
comfortably from Mitchley.

Boro had some early pressure after the break when Walker 
mishit a good chance straight into Moore’s path but Bastock 
saved from a tight angle. Boston were doing well on the 
break though and they looked more likely to score and Alcock 
did well to keep out an Ian Ross shot and then turn over a 
Fairclough cross that was dipping in.

The keeper almost turned provider on the hour when he 
launched the ball almost into the Boston box, but Bastock 
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saved well from Mitchley. York always looked like he could 
get in behind and he finally managed to do so, but a Boston 
defender got back to block his effort. Boston went close 
through Gareth Jelleyman with only minutes to go.

Cartwright Signs
Full-back Neil Cartwright has returned to Liberty Way after 
being released by Worcester City.

 Nuneaton Town v Vauxhall Motors 28-01-2012 
Boro: Alcock, Cartwright, Hadland, Albrighton, Forsdick, Mills 
(York 42), Noon, Walker, Mitchley (Glover 61), Brown, Moore. 
Subs: Collett, Dean, Gudger
Vauxhall: Tynan, Fearnehough, Benn, Hannigan, Jones, Phelan, 
Mahon (Winslade 84), Burke (Mannix 76), McGivern, Wilson, Wynn. 
Subs: Mannix, Spotswood, Winslade, Wright

Boro welcomed Vauxhall Motors to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Danny Glover stepped off the bench to score two second half 
penalties as Boro recovered to beat Vauxhall Motors 2-1. The 
home side were awful in the first half and deserved to be 
behind at the break as Leighton McGivern smashed a great 
goal into the top corner from the edge of the box in the 25th 
minute. That was the bright spot of a poor opening period, 
although struggling Motors played well compared to the hosts.

Danny Glover converts from the spot. Photo: Evening News

Nuneaton manager Kevin Wilkin was so incensed by his side 
he brought Wes York on after 42 minutes for Gary Mills in a 
tactical change.

The switch worked as Nuneaton drew level in the 67th minute 
when Glover was fouled in the box by Paul Jones and he 
stepped up to drill in the spot kick.

Nuneaton’s Mark Albrighton was then denied by a clearance 
off the line, while Neil Cartwright denied Motors at the other 
end. The winner came when Mark Noon picked out York with 
a great ball in the 81st minute.

York was fouled by Tom Hannigan and another penalty was 

awarded. To rub salt in the wounds Hannigan was sent-off 
for denying a clear scoring chance. Glover again scored the 
penalty to give Nuneaton a win they did not deserve over 90 
minutes, although they dominated the second half.

Brown’s Loan Extended
Boro have secured an extension on the loan period of Andy 
Brown from AFC Telford. The loan period expires on March 28.

 Nuneaton Town v Tamworth 14-02-2012 
Boro: Collett, Cartwright, Hadland (Moore 75), Dean, Forsdick, York, 
Mills, Noon, Armson, Glover (Mitchley 72), Brown. Sub: Alcock.
Tamworth: Hedge, Tait, Francis, Reece (Gudger 65), McDonnald, 
Patterson, Nix (Thomas 68), Green, Isaac, Barrow, McKey (Sharif 46). 
Subs: Andrew, Headley.

Boro welcomed Tamworth to Liberty Way to play a 
Birmingham Senior Cup third round tie.

Boro booked themselves a semi-final at Solihull Moors after 
overcoming the challenge of Conference side Tamworth. 
Clear-cut chances were few and far between in a closely 
fought tie and it was an Andy Brown header just before the 
hour mark that decided the issue in Boro’s favour.

It was the visitors who started the brighter with Kyle 
Patterson firing over when well placed just inside the area 
while Kyle Nix saw his 20-yard free-kick fly just wide.

Boro’s first threat came when Danny Glover’s low centre 
slithered to the unmarked Neil Cartwright and his rising effort 
from the edge of the area flew just over. The best opportunity 
of the opening quarter fell to Tamworth skipper Paul Green, 
who broke clear down the inside left channel but with just 
Collett to beat he saw his tame shot saved easily. Brown’s 
perseverance earned him a shooting chance as half-time 
approached but keeper Jonathan Hedge was alert to the 
danger and right on the interval, Brown’s 20-yard free-kick had 
Hedge scrambling low to his left to push the ball away.

Marcus Law’s men were again smartly out of the blocks for 
the second period and when Charlie Reece got away down 
the left his flashing drive narrowly missed the target. There 
was a let-off for the Lambs soon after as Brown’s well-struck 
free-kick clipped the head of a defender and dipped onto the 
roof of the net. Wesley York looked to have given Boro the 
lead on 54 minutes when converting a corner at the far post 
only for Coventry referee Sian Massey to rule the effort out 
for a foul by Brown, who quickly made amends by giving the 
hosts the lead.

The pacy York was the architect with a strong run down 
the right and when the teenager’s pinpoint centre found 
the unchallenged Brown six yards out at the near post the 
striker’s fierce header gave Hedge no chance. Substitute 
Danny Mitchley snatched a reasonable chance across the 
six-yard area as Boro looked to put the tie to bed and the 
same player produced a superb 25-yarder that was brilliantly 
turned over at full stretch by the flying Hedge.
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Boro were in the driving seat and when Brown climbed high 
to meet a Gary Mills set play, the ball dipped beyond a post 
with Hedge beaten.

Tamworth came close to an equaliser on 87 minutes as 
Connor Gudger was released into the area and his cross shot 
looked destined for the net – only for Collett to parry away in 
acrobatic style and keep Boro’s slender advantage intact.

Director Quits
Nuneaton Town director Kirk Stephens has resigned from the 
board of the football club, citing business pressures as the 
reason for quitting.

Fred Crump Dies
Former Nuneaton Borough goalkeeping legend Fred Crump 
has died aged 72. The former Merthyr Tydfil, Tonbridge and 
Birmingham City keeper was a hero of Boro’s great FA Cup run 
in the 1966-67 season.

 Colwyn Bay v Nuneaton Town 18-02-2012 
Colwyn Bay: Metcalf, McLachlan, Sinclair, Evans, McKenna, K. Noon, 
Denson, Hughes (Meadowcroft 25), Lea, Hopley, Payne (Newby 46). 
Subs: Benson, Davey, McEvilly.
Boro: Alcock, Brown, Walker, Glover (Mitchley 71), Dean, Hadland 
(Albrighton 67), Mills, M. Noon (Armson 73), Cartwright, Forsdick, 
York. Sub: Moore.

Boro made the journey to Llanelian Road to play Colwyn Bay 
in a Blue Square North game.

Danny Glover re-wrote the Nuneaton Town record books 
with the first four-goal league performance since the club 
reformed as Boro blitzed Colwyn Bay on Saturday. Glover led 
the way in a high-octane display from Kevin Wilkin’s men, 
who had the game won inside the opening quarter.

Home manager Jon Newby, presented with the January 
Manager of the Month award prior to kick off, will certainly 
feel the honour was a jinx as his team capitulated. Glover 
helped himself to a four-timer while Brown also got on the 
scoresheet as well as totting up three assists.

And as the forwards ran riot, it was also a performance in 
which the midfield showed its hand, skipper Mark Noon 
and Adam Walker impressing along with Wes York and the 
experienced Gary Mills.

Defensively, Boro contained the Bay forward line with some 
authority although it did need a couple of smart stops from 
the departing Danny Alcock to deny Karl Noon and Rob 
Hopley prior to the interval.

Boro started the rout inside six minutes. Glover made the 
breakthrough by crashing a clinical drive beyond keeper Andy 
Metcalfe after good work by Brown, who within 60 seconds 
fired in a fine angled drive to double the advantage. Wilkin’s 
men were buoyant and on 23 minutes Noon latched on to 
Brown’s cushioned header to round Metcalfe and poke into 

a begging net to put Boro into a 3-0 lead. Three minutes 
later, Neil Cartwright hoisted a long ball forward and Glover 
collected, held off a defender’s challenge and exploded 
a 15-yarder into the net. The former Worcester City man 
completed his hat-trick on 39 minutes with another decisive 
finish after Simon Forsdick’s piercing run and pass to take 
his tally to four just past the hour by converting Brown’s 
unselfish square pass.

Late on, Jimmy Armson was penalised for handball in a 
goalmouth melee enabling Fraser McLachlan to grab a 
consolation from the spot.

 FC Halifax Town v Nuneaton Town 21-02-2012 
Halifax: Eastwood, Hardy, Holland (Darkwah 68), Lowe, J. Dean, 
Rainford (St Juste 32), Ashworth (Baker 46), Hogan, Toulson, Garner, 
McManus. Sub: Senior.
Boro: Alcock, Cartwright (Ward 90), Hadland, Dean, Forsdick, Mills, 
Noon, Walker, York, Brown, Glover (Moore 90). Subs: Albrighton, 
Collett.

Boro made the journey to The Shay Stadium to play FC 
Halifax Town in a Blue Square North game.

Rejuvenated Boro powered to a superb victory at The Shay 
last night to overtake rivals Halifax in the table and easing 
into second in the table behind leaders Hyde. Kevin Wilkin’s 
men carried on where they left off in Wales at the weekend 
with goals from Gareth Dean, Danny Glover and Andy Brown 
while the hosts had midfielder Ryan Toulson dismissed right 
on half-time for his second caution of the game.

Just like Saturday, Boro were smartly out of the blocks and 
were ahead inside six minutes. A right-wing corner saw Adam 
Walker clip the ball to the far post where Dean rose highest to 
power a fine downward header into the net despite the best 
efforts of home keeper Simon Eastwood.

The Shaymen were stunned by the early setback as the 
visitors continued to force the pace with the front two of 
Glover and Brown plus wide-man Wes York asking plenty of 
questions of the home rearguard.

Halifax hogged possession but found the Nuneaton defence 
tough to breakdown. The tackles came in thick and fast 
especially from the home side with Toulson and skipper 
Danny Lowe both entering referee Adrian Holmes’ book for 
crude challenges on Mark Noon and Wesley York respectively. 
As the interval approached, the tempo increased with the 
vociferous Halifax fans scathing at the officials. They had 
more to argue about in time added on when Toulson was 
rightly sent off for a second bookable offence after another 
clumsy, late tackle on Dean.

After the interval it was the ten men of Halifax who 
surprisingly made the running as Boro looked ill-at-ease 
despite the man advantage. Inside 90 seconds, Danny Alcock 
made his first save of the night by touching over Scott 
McManus’ rising 20-yarder and the keeper was again alert 
to turn away James Dean’s flick following a misplaced Guy 
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Hadland header. Boro got through their indifferent spell 
and came close to stretching their advantage when Glover’s 
skidding free-kick from the edge of the area clipped the 
outside of the post with Eastwood beaten.

But on 71 minutes Glover, who notched four in the 6-1 
drubbing of Colwyn Bay, got on the scoresheet again from the 
penalty spot. Brown’s centre struck the arm of McManus, the 
linesman immediately flagged and Boro’s leading marksman 
made no mistake from the resultant spot kick for his seventh 
goal in three league outings – 15 for the season.

In the final minute Boro completed a professional and 
impressive night’s work when Brown’s determination won 
him possession deep inside the area and he coolly flicked a 
close range effort past Eastwood. In the dying throes, Alcock 
brilliantly foiled James Dean to ensure a worthy clean-sheet.

Barnes-Homer Signs
Nuneaton Town have signed the much-travelled Matthew 
Barnes-Homer from Luton Town. The striker has been on loan 
at Rochdale recently and has previously represented an array 
of clubs including Wycombe Wanderers and Kidderminster 
Harriers. He started his career with Wolves youth team.

 Nuneaton Town v FC Halifax Town 25-02-2012 
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, Mills, 
Walker, Brown, Glover (Barnes-Homer 67), York (Moore 86). 
Subs: Ward, Armson, Albrighton.
Halifax: Eastwood, Lowe, Garner (Hardy 83), McManus, Toulson, Hogan, 
Needham, Baker (Darkwah 76), J. Dean, Holland, Gregory (St. Juste 57). 
Subs: Ashworth, Senior.

Boro welcomed FC Halifax Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

The first-half was relatively even but Boro went into the break 
with a 1-0 lead that could easily have been two. A tentative 
first half-hour saw Brown lob just past the post from out 
wide with a good effort, while he also had a back post header 
deflected wide. Halifax were competitive but created little as 
it looked like the sort of game where a mistake was needed to 
help break the deadlock.

Hadland brings James Dean to a halt. Photo: Evening News

Halifax were competitive but created little and it looked like 
the sort of game where a mistake was needed to help break 
the deadlock. So it proved as former Notts County player 
Liam Needham wanted too much time on the edge of his own 
box and Mark Noon robbed him before slipping in Brown, 
who took a touch before sliding the ball into the net from ten 
yards out to make it 1-0 to Boro.

The same two combined on 43 minutes as Noon put Brown in 
for a one-on-one that would have changed the complexion of 
the game, had he tucked it away. However, when he chose to 
go round Shaymen keeper Simon Eastwood, his touch was far 
too heavy and the golden chance was gone.

The second half was played in almost exactly the same vein 
as the first as chances were rare, but once again the best of 
them fell for the home side. The impressive Simon Forsdick 
fired straight at Eastwood with a clean strike from all of 40 
yards before Brown’s header from 12 yards was well directed 
but lacking in pace.

In the first-half a poor touch in the box had cost Adam Walker 
a shot and he repeated his error in the 77th minute, although 
it is believed he was playing with a cracked rib. Halifax had 
little joy in front of goal throughout, but they felt aggrieved 
when Gaz Dean and Halifax substitute Cameron Darkwah 
dragged each other to the ground when the defender was the 
last man.

Barnes-Homer was brought on for his debut in the 67th minute 
and he did well with his back to goal. He also came close to 
a goal with a powerful volley that Eastwood did really well to 
block with eight minutes to go. Halifax finally had a shot on 
target in the 88th minute when Liam Hogan’s volley floated 
into the arms of Alcock. They had one last chance in stoppage 
time when Danny Holland shot wide from ten yards.

Matthew Barnes-Homer tests Halifax keeper Simon Eastwood. 
 Photo: Evening News

The game ended on a sour note after St Juste was sent off in 
the 94th minute as he caught Cartwright’s head with his boot. 
The incident looked a nasty one, but it was hard to believe 
there was malice in the foul.
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 Solihull Moors v Nuneaton Town 28-02-2012 
Boro: Collett, Ward, Forsdick, Armson, Dean, Albrighton, Moore, 
Walker, Glover, Barnes-Homer, Mitchley. Subs: Noon, Hadland, Mills, 
Brown, Cartwright.

Boro made the journey to Damson Park to play Solihull Moors 
in a Birmingham Senior Cup semi-final tie.

New signing Matt Barnes-Homer, making his full debut, was 
prominent early on for the Boro as he had an effort blocked 
with Danny Mitchley shooting wide. The ex-Luton and 
Rochdale striker rifled straight at keeper Jasbir Singh from a 
tight angle before Moors snatched the lead on 14 minutes.

Junior English had somehow failed to convert a Robbie 
Thompson-Brown cross from close-in with Neil Collett 
producing a high quality finger-tip save but from the resulting 
corner Spencer rose unchallenged to steer a downward 
header past the helpless Collett from six yards out. Boro’s 
response was a positive one as Danny Glover looked to have 
chosen the wrong option by firing into the side-netting with 
fellow frontman Danny Mitchley screaming for a square pass.

The action continued thick and fast, Glover crashing a 
rising 15-yarder against the home bar following a half-
cleared corner while at the other end, the alert Collett saved 
impressively at the feet of English just before the half hour 
while Boro’s Mitchley then chipped just over as chances came 
regularly at both ends. Solihull looked the more purposeful 
of the two sides, especially in the early stages of the second 
period with Boro somehow surviving a frantic goalmouth 
scramble that saw both English and Jordan Fitzpatrick come 
close to doubling the home team’s advantage.

More pressure saw ex-Boro man Justin Marsden unleash a 
fierce cross-shot that Collett again brilliantly turned aside 
at full stretch. Spencer could have sealed the victory on 75 
minutes but after good control had created the chance 20 
yards out, his finishing was not quite as slick with his skidding 
shot grazing a post with Collett beaten.

Substitute Neil Cartwright carved out an opening for Graham 
Ward on 87 minutes with a pinpoint cross but the wing-
back headed tamely over when he should have done better. 
Barnes-Homer then forced Singh into a low save with a weak 
shot but try as they might Boro were unable to break down a 
resolute home defence.

Wilkin Wins Award
Boro manager Kevin Wilkin has won the Blue Square North 
Manager of the Month award for February. The team won all 
three of their games during the month and scored ten goals, 
while conceding just one. Boro have moved up to second 
place in the table and have emerged as major contenders to 
long-time league leaders Hyde United.
Boro started the month in red hot form with a 6-1 win away 
at Colwyn Bay before completing a quick fire double over AFC 
Halifax Town, who they beat 3-0 at The Shay and 1-0 at home.

 Nuneaton Town v Corby Town 03-03-2012 
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, Mills, Walker, 
Brown (Mitchley 86), Glover (Barnes-Homer 76), York (Moore 82). 
Subs: Armson, Albrighton.
Corby: Spiess, Gulliver, Mayo, Malone, Gordon, Hall (Louis 62), Towers, 
Dossou, Amory (Ozmen 62), King (Bolt 82), Smith. Subs: Farden, McGowan.

Boro welcomed Corby Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.
Keeper Neil Collett was hardly called on throughout the game 
but there was few more delighted with the victory and crucial 
clean sheet over Corby. The former Coventry and Mansfield 
shot-stopper has endured a stop-start season but returned to 
league action and is now ready to help Boro achieve its aim 
of winning promotion. And on the evidence of the past few 
weeks that’s an ambition that could well be fulfilled.

Collett was taking over the gloves from the departing Danny 
Alcock after being away from the limelight due to a couple 
of factors – a groin injury and the fine form of Alcock, who 
has been in outstanding form. Collett was merely a spectator 
in the opening half as Boro produce arguably their best 45 
minutes of the season at home.

For the third league game in a row they were ahead inside 
ten minutes and it was a quality third goal this term from 
Guy Hadland that set the ball rolling. The strike duo of 
Danny Glover and the outstanding Andy Brown carved out 
the opportunity with the centre-half’s deft ten-yard finish 
completing the ninth-minute opener.

Seconds prior to the half hour, Wes York went on a 50-yard 
run and hit a crossfield pass that was chested down by Adam 
Walker and coolly despatched over keeper Fabian Spiess to 
stretch the lead.

Gary King’s fierce rising drive that grazed the bar was the only 
source of concern for the Boro keeper and his colleagues, 
who completed the double over the Steelmen and put 
themselves in fine frame of mind for the visit of Guiseley 
when Collett will want to add another clean-sheet to his tally 
at the Leeds side’s expense.

Adam Walker notches Boro’s second goal. Photo: Evening News
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 Nuneaton Town v Guiseley 06-03-2012 
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, Mills, 
Walker, Brown, Glover (Barnes-Homer 77), York. Subs: Mitchley, Ward, 
Armson, Moore.
Guiseley: Drench, Wilson, Ellis, Merris, Clarke, Holdsworth, Toner, 
O’Neill, Senior (Burns 90+3), Ainge, Booker (Baldry 46). Subs: Lisles, 
Giles, Halvorsen.

Boro welcomed Guiseley to Liberty Way to play a Blue Square 
North game.

Boro fell behind in the fifth minute as keeper Neil Collett was 
caught out by Andy Holdsworth’s near post free-kick. Boro 
had plenty of pressure but they could not force the equaliser 
until Walker got his sixth of the season on the hour mark.

The home side trailed at the break but played well and could 
count themselves unlucky to be a goal down. The goal came 
when a soft free-kick was given on the edge of Boro’s box. 
Holdsworth stepped up and bent a pretty tame curler around 
the wall that bounced in at the near post. Given Collett’s form 
this season, he must be disappointed with his part in the goal.

The next 15 minutes were generally even before the home 
side took a grip of the game. Wes York was causing plenty of 
problems down the right as Boro worked the ball to the edge 
of the box countless times without finding the killer ball. 
However, they only had one chance to show for their efforts 
– Danny Glover heading over a Walker cross from five yards in 
first-half stoppage time when he really should have scored.

Boro were the better side at the start of the second half and 
they drew level on the hour when Neil Cartwright’s long 
throw was cleared to the edge of the box and Walker was 
there to sweep into the far corner with his left foot. Guiseley 
were later give a free-kick on the edge of the box when the 
referee missed a clear foul on Guy Hadland. Fortunately for 
Boro Simon Ainge drove well wide.

 Gainsborough Trinity v Nuneaton Town 10-03-2012 
Gainsborough: White, Roma, Boyce, Waterfall (Miller 68), Watts, 
J. Williams, D’Laryea, R. Williams, Leary, Connor (Stamp 72), Kendall 
(Godden 58). Subs: Emery, Paczkowski.
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, Mills (Moore 
66), Walker, Brown, Glover (Barnes-Homer 73), York (Armson 81). 
Subs: Mitchley, Albrighton.

Boro made the journey to Northolme to play Gainsborough 
Trinity in a Blue Square North game.

Boro, with the joint best defensive record in the league 
conceded three goals on the road for the first time this season 
as Gainsborough completed the double.

Boro were confident in avenging the defeat at Liberty Way 
earlier in the season and extending their six-match unbeaten 
run. And they would have had the game all but won in the 
opening half-hour when some dismal finishing – top marksman 
Danny Glover having a rare off-day – cost them dear. The hosts 

took an interval lead, which they extended to a 3-0 lead by 
the 79th minute although Gareth Dean and Andy Brown made 
the scoreline less depressing with late strikes.

Boro started well with Adam Walker forcing a fine save from 
keeper Jason White as well as snatching a 15-yarder off 
target but just past the half hour Guy Hadland gave away an 
unnecessary free-kick 20 yards out and Jon Williams curling 
set-piece flew past the poorly placed Neil Collett.

Boro’s early confidence sunk after the setback and two 
further goals in the second period compounded the situation. 
On the hour debutant Matt Godden, signed on loan from 
Scunthorpe in midweek, raced away from a slow moving 
Boro rearguard to beat Collett with a stunning cross-shot 
high into the rigging.

Trinity were in control and Boro didn’t look to have the 
answers although Wes York saw his goalbound toe-poke 
deflected inches wide. Meanwhile the wayward Glover 
missed the target with another header before Jonathan 
D’Laryea added a lucky third for Trinity when he miscued his 
close range lob that deceived Collett and floated into the far 
corner of the net.

Boro were seemingly down and out but they raised a gritty 
fightback ignited by Dean’s neat control and accurate 
bouncing shot finish to cut the deficit before Brown’s 
speculative overhead volley from eight yards gave White no 
chance. Wilkin’s charges sensed a point, alas it was not to 
be with Dean seeing his header drift just off the mark with 
keeper White beaten and James Armson finding time and 
space at the back post only to shoot into the side netting 
from two yards out.

Brown Loan Extended
Striker Andy Brown has had his loan period extended with the 
stipulation that Telford can call his back at 24 hours notice. 
The striker’s existing loan was to run out on March 12 but is 
now extended to the end of the season.

Boro Appoint New Secretary
Richard Dean, father of club captain Gareth has been 
appointed club secretary and has also accepted a role on the 
board of directors.

 Nuneaton Town v Hyde United 17-03-2012 
Boro: Collett, Brown, Walker, Glover, Dean, Hadland, Mills, Noon, 
Cartwright, Forsdick, York (Moore 87). Subs: Mitchley, Armson, 
Albrighton, Barnes-Homer.
Hyde: Carnell, Griffin, Pearson, Byrne (Abadaki 72), Worsley, Birch, 
Hall, Havern (Brizell 72), Crowther (Poole 85), Gray, Spencer. 
Subs: Judge, Moses.

Boro welcomed Hyde United to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Kevin Wilkin’s charges still have plenty of ground to make up 
on the Tigers as regards the Championship race but striker 
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Danny Glover, who bagged his 16th goal this term to seal the 
weekend triumph, is not ripping up his betting slip just yet.

Boro, unchanged for a fourth fixture on the spin, grabbed 
the lead on 14 minutes and Glover was the instigator as he 
threaded the ball in for Andy Brown to deliver a subtle back-
heel that left the eager Wes York to prod home from ten yards 
past keeper Dave Carnell and end a 13-match goal drought.

Wes York gives Boro an early lead. Photo: Evening News

Five minutes later came a turning point when United should 
have restored parity when home defender Simon Forsdick 
was adjudged to have handled Ryan Crowther’s cross only 
for Hyde’s leading marksman Scott Spencer to tamely fire 
the resulting penalty to Neil Collett’s left and the keeper 
saved comfortably.

The outstanding Gareth Dean, who synchronised a splendid 
all-round team effort, then saw his goal-bound header 
cleared, via the bar by Andy Pearson, with Guy Hadland 
failing to convert the loose ball.

After the interval, Brown waited patiently to control a high 
bouncing Glover cross, the delay enabling visiting defender 
Gianluca Havern to get in a goal-saving challenge.

The Tigers roared and it needed the agile Collett to keep 
Boro on terms with a superb flying finger-tip deflection to 
turn-over Crowther’s crisply struck 25-yarder but then United 
survived as Brown’s six-yard turning drive grazed the bar.

However, on 75 minutes Boro doubled their advantage. Glover 
raced clear and held off the attentions of Havern before drilling 
a skidding 15-yarder inside Carnell’s left-hand upright.

Barnes-Homer Leaves
Striker Matthew Barnes-Homer has left Nuneaton Town to 
move to Swedish club Ostersunds FK. The former Luton Town 
and Rochdale forward has played only five league games 
for Boro, all from the bench, but did make one start against 
Solihull Moors in the Birmingham Senior Cup.

Boro Register Additional Players
Nuneaton Town have registered ex-striker Chris Dillon, who 
is on stand-by should any injuries or suspensions kick in 
during the run-in to the end of the season. Another player 
registered with the club is Coventry City Academy youngster 
Joe Henderson, a left-sided midfielder

 Histon v Nuneaton Town 24-03-2012 
Histon: Stadelmann, Fitzsimmons, Clerima, Mills, Sparkes, Stevenson, 
Breeze, Roberts, Livermore, Taaffe (Pelayo Gomez 90+1), Holman. 
Subs: Day, Kitscha, Hawkins, Sessions.
Boro: Collett, Cartwright, Albrighton, Dean, Forsdick, York, Mills, Noon 
(Armson 59), Walker, Glover (Mitchley 70), Brown. Subs: Hadland, 
Gudger, Ward.

Boro made the journey to The Glassworld Stadium to play 
Histon in a Blue Square North game.

Andy Brown scored his seventh goal of the season for the 
club, a goal that earned the championship outsiders a 
crucial away point. The 26-year-old was due to complete his 
extended loan spell early next month but he agreed a deal 
until the end the current campaign.

Brown was outstanding up front and the visitors’ man of the 
match and bagged a crucial equaliser after Boro had been 
rocked by a Lewis Taaffe goal inside 70 seconds. Brown’s only 
blemish came just before the break when he faced a similar 
situation on the edge of the six-yard box only this time he put 
his header just over the bar when he could have done better.

Boro, who recalled Mark Albrighton to replace the flu-ridden 
Guy Hadland, were quickly on the back foot with their hosts 
taking the lead after Simon Forsdick failed to clear, with the 
ball eventually falling to Dan Sparkes and his pin-point cross 
was converted at the near post by Taaffe. But Boro came back 
strongly and equalised in the 18th minute. Adam Walker and 
Wes York worked a short corner before the former’s centre 
found Brown who made no mistake with a crisp header.

Histon’s Dan Holman, scorer of 21 league goals this term, 
lobbed a half chance onto the roof of the net but it was Boro 
who looked the more likely. Keeper Jorg Stadlemann kept 
out goalbound efforts from Danny Glover and York in quick 
succession before Brown carelessly headed over.

Holman forced Collett into a finger-tip save but it was Boro 
who began to force the pace with Neil Cartwright forcing 
Stadlemann to parry away from the wing-back’s dipping 
20-yarder before Gareth Dean’s downward header was 
hooked off the line by Zak Mills. Stadlemann then stretched 
to turn over York’s 20-yarder but despite all their efforts the 
away side were unable to snatch the winner.

 Stalybridge Celtic v Nuneaton Town 27-03-2012 
Stalybridge: Budtz, Meynell, Brogan, Ryan (Platt 80), Lynch, Lees, 
Warburton (Bembo-Leta 80), Wilkinson (Banks 85), Rea, Hobson, 
Austin. Subs: Gnahoua, Elams.
Boro: Collett, Albrighton, A. Dean, Noon (Armson 46), Forsdick, 
Cartwright, Mills (Handland 80), Walker, Brown, Glover (Mitchley 85), 
York. Subs: Gudger, Ward.

Boro made the journey to Bower Fold to play Stalybridge 
Celtic in a Blue Square North game.

Boro were bustled, battered and finally broken by a tough 
and uncompromising home side. The top-six confrontation 
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was a fraught and frenzied tussle in which Kevin Wilkin’s men 
were second best as Celtic completed the double over their 
fellow play-off hopefuls. There were no excuses as Boro were 
never allowed to get into their stride by Celtic, who closed 
down quickly, tackled venomously and continually had the 
Boro backs at full stretch.

No nonsense Celtic were first to threaten and Craig Hobson’s 
skidding cross found Mitchell Austin eight yards out but his 
stumbling drive clipped the top of the bar before Hobson 
saw his low effort beat Neil Collett only for Simon Forsdick to 
hook off the line. Boro skipper Mark Noon had a looping shot 
drift inches over the top while Andy Brown rounded keeper 
Jan Budtz only to lose his footing.

However, on 25 minutes Stalybridge took the lead with a 
stunning goal. Noon lost possession in midfield and when 
Greg Wilkinson and Austin exchanged passes, the former 
unleashed a superb volley from the angle of the area that 
flew past Collett and high into the rigging. Boro were being 
over-run in midfield but managed to pull themselves back 
level in the 33rd minute. Neil Cartwright’s cross found Danny 
Glover lurking on the edge of the area and he burst past two 
defenders before slotting past Budtz from 12 yards.

Hobson should have regained the advantage 90 seconds later 
but he headed tamely wide. However, right on the half-time 
whistle Boro were not so fortunate as Gary Mills failed to 
halt Stephen Brogan 25 yards out and the central midfielder 
confidently caressed a low drive well out of Collett’s reach.

Skipper Noon failed to appear for the second period as 
Stalybridge continued where they left off in the first, Austin 
lobbing Collett and watching the ball bounce wide of the 
empty net and Adam Walker clearing Hobson’s header off the 
line. Midway through the second half there was more woe for 
the visitors. Gareth Dean was adjudged to have fouled Hobson 
and from Brogan’s free-kick Rhys Meynell powered a fine 
header past the totally exposed Collett. Three minutes later 
Dean was taking an early bath after he scythed down Hobson.

Boro’s goal led a charmed life at times with Collett producing 
a couple of smart stops although he was at fault with the 
home side’s fourth goal when he missed his punch from a 
Callum Warburton corner and Hobson gratefully accepted the 
opportunity to head in from close range.

Boro Docked Six Points
Nuneaton Town have been deducted six points after being 
found guilty of playing an unregistered player by the Football 
Conference. The deduction will not come into effect until 
April 11th, but it means they have effectively gone from 
being third in the Blue Square Bet North to sixth – massively 
damaging their promotion dream.

The club have also been charged with a catalogue of other 
administrative errors which are set to result in fines. The club 
will not appeal after being found guilty of playing striker Andy 
Brown when he was not registered.

 Nuneaton Town v Altrincham 31-03-2012 
Boro: Collett, Albrighton, Nisevic, Dean, Forsdick, Cartwright, Armson, 
Mills, Walker, Brown, Glover. Subs: Gudger, Mitchley, Hadland, Ward, 
Moore.
Altrincham: Coburn, Lynch, Flynn, Walmsley (Watmore 61), Smart 
(Miles 81), Richman, Densmore, Phelan, Reeves, Lawrie, McGivern 
(Twiss 61). Subs: Reid, Lynch.

Boro welcomed Altrincham to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

A traumatic week for Boro ended on a high with a brave 
victory over fellow play-off rivals Altrincham emphasising 
the character and commitment that still remains within 
the dressing room despite the stunning shock of a six-point 
deduction. However, a pre-training tête-à-tête less than 48 
hours prior before kick-off resulted a great team effort.

The enthusiasm, resilience and honesty were all ingredients 
in Boro’s performance and no-one did more than Jimmy 
Armson – who delivered energy, commitment and quality. 
Boro dictated the early exchanges with keeper Stuart Coburn 
being forced to parry away Danny Glover’s angled drive. 
Coburn then saved from Neil Cartwright and Danny Glover 
before Altrincham showed their attacking intent as Leighton 
McGivern twice got clear down the inside left channel only to 
snatch his first effort across the face of the net and then blast 
high over with just Collett to beat.

The returning Nisevic, looking fit and refreshed, snatched 
a good opening wide before the buzzing Armson saw his 
header lack the necessary power to trouble Coburn. But 
Armson’s menace was obvious and on 34 minutes he created 
the opening goal. The midfielder’s strong run past two 
defenders took him to the dead-ball line and his cutback was 
met by Glover and though his close range shot lacked venom 
the ball flew off Coburn and over the line.

Simon Forsdick puts Boro further ahead. Photo: Evening News

Armson’s continued threat was evident after the interval 
and when he found Glover in acres of space with just the 
keeper to beat the frontman’s effort was short on pace and 
accuracy to trouble Coburn. However, on 57 minutes the lead 
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was extended as Simon Forsdick bagged his third goal of the 
campaign and his first since mid-January when his skidding 
cross shot from 12 yards funnelled through a sea of legs and 
just inside the far upright.

But just beyond the hour Alty pulled a goal back, Scott 
Phelan chased down a long through ball and collided with 
Collett, who needed five minutes attention on a gashed shin, 
but Damian Reeves made no mistake from the rebound.

It was only the agility of Coburn that foiled Brown soon after 
as the keeper flung himself to superbly turn aside the striker’s 
overhead kick but it was the gutsy Collett at the opposite end 
who produced a match winning stop in the 90th minute by 
brilliantly turning over Phelan’s rising 20-yarder.

 Bishop’s Stortford v Nuneaton Town 07-04-2012 
Bishop’s Stortford: Haxhia, Anderson (Craig 86), Jones, Dunbar, 
Francis, Prestledge, Johnson, Abdullahi (Dadson 64), Melaugh, Hunt 
(Pavett 59), Gayle. Subs: Lette Jallow, Milton.
Boro: Collett, Albrighton, Nisevic, Dean (Hadland 88), Forsdick (Mitchley 
82), Cartwright, Armson, Mills, Walker, Brown, Glover (Moore 72). 
Subs: Gudger, Ward.

Boro made the journey to Woodside Park to play Bishop’s 
Stortford in a Blue Square North game.

The game set off at a furious pace with Danny Glover rattling 
the post from eight yards in the sixth minute. Within 60 
seconds Dwight Gayle had smashed a free-kick from all of 35 
yards off the base of the post as the sheer force of the shot 
deceived Neil Collett in the Boro goal.

After a rousing start the game descended into a scrappy 
period which lasted until the 32nd minute when Collett 
parried Ben Hunt’s shot and Reece Prestledge was unable to 
turn in the rebound. Two minutes later Glover laid the ball 
into Brown’s path and the striker hit a brilliant shot from just 
22 yards which clipped the bar and went over.

However, Nuneaton took the lead in the 36th minute when 
Dean met a Gary Mills corner with a header that dropped for 
Glover. He hit a wild shot, but it found Albrighton, who did 
well to head in a first of the season from six yards as the ball 
was spinning away from him.

Brown went a long way to making the game safe ten minutes 
after the break. James Armson won the ball in midfield before 
Adam Walker released Brown. He took a touch and then 
opened up the space to place a fine finish into the top corner 
from ten yards.

The home side missed a great chance to get back into the 
game after 70 minutes when Collett’s save from Gayle 
dropped for Jordan Payett, but he volleyed over from 20 
yards with the goal gaping.

Dean got the third and his ninth of the season when he 
smashed into the net from six yards following a scramble in 
the box. That heralded his almost immediate substitution for 
Guy Hadland as it was job done for Dean and the team.

 Nuneaton Town v Worcester City 09-04-2012 
Boro: Collett, Albrighton (Hadland 87), Nisevic, Dean, Forsdick, 
Cartwright, Armson, Mills (Gudger 83), Walker, A. Brown, Glover 
(Mitchley 78). Subs: Moore, Noon.
Worcester: Dormand, Whitehead, Samuels, Rowe, Deeney (Weir 46), 
O’Connor, Thorley, Birley, Mills (Edwards 76), S. Brown (Carey-Bertram 
46). Subs: Sargeant, Elvins.

Boro welcomed Worcester City to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Forsdick celebrates after scoring the first goal. Photo: Evening News

The home side had a dream start as they took the lead after 
just three minutes. Adam Walker released Forsdick in the 
left hand corner of the box and he smashed a brilliant low 
finish across James Dormand for a fourth goal of the season. 
Worcester responded well but offered little in front of goal. 
Boro were the next to threaten when Armson drilled a low 
shot wide from 25 yards.

It was 2-0 on 29 minutes as Glover got his 19th of the season 
– probably the one he enjoyed the most given the opposition. 
Brown showed his strength to hold the ball up before playing 
the ball into Glover’s path. He still had plenty to do, but he 
held off two defenders before clipping a cool finish over 
Dormand from 12 yards. Another crisp strike by Forsdick 
flashed wide but Nuneaton got the third after 36 minutes to 
make the game safe. Brown’s performance deserved a goal 
and he got it when Dormand could not reach James Armson’s 
cross. Brown was there to head in a ninth goal for Boro from 
six yards. The striker then hit the post from a tight angle a 
minute later as the home side oozed confidence.

City made a double change at the break but it was Nuneaton 
who came close to a fourth when Walker fired just wide 
from 25 yards. Worcester finally had a shot on target after 65 
minutes when one of their substitutes, Danny Carey-Bertram, 
drew a good save out of Collett.

Boro went straight up the other end as Brown went in bravely 
but saw his header loop over. City’s Danny Edwards found 
himself in acres with five minutes to go as the ball rebounded 
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off Dean, but the sub fired wide, missing a glorious chance. 
Collett made a brilliant penalty save from Birley at the death 
after Nisevic tripped Edwards in the 94th minute.

 Solihull Moors v Nuneaton Town 14-04-2012 
Solihull: Singh, Midworth, Langdon, Hinton, Pierpoint, English, Hurren 
(Fitzpatrick 74), Beswick (Backwood 60), Byfield (Connolly 53), Morris, 
Spencer. Subs: Acton, Bennett.
Boro: Collett, Albrighton, Nisevic, Hadland, Forsdick, Cartwright, 
Armson, Mills, Walker, Brown, Glover (Moore 81). Subs: Gudger, 
Mitchley, Ward, Noon.

Boro made the journey to Damson Park to play Solihull Moors 
in a Blue Square North game.

Gallant Solihull Moors defied shot-shy Nuneaton from scoring 
for a third time this season but while their survival battle 
continues at one end of the table, Kevin Wilkin’s men moved 
to within a win of achieving a top-five place at the other and a 
fourth visit to the play-offs.

Boro challenge from a corner. Photo: Evening News

And while the mathmaticians will say third-positioned Boro 
cannot be caught should they manufacture a victory at home 
to Colwyn Bay or at relegated Blyth the following weekend 
on the last day of the regular season, Wilkin’s men are within 
touching distance of reaching their annual end-of-season 
showdown as their goal difference is vastly superior to their 
chief rivals.

However, Wilkin’s mentality is to gather up all six points that 
remain on the table and confirm their top-three slot behind 
the runaway pair of Hyde and Guisley.

The Boro boss admitted he was disappointed at failing to 
breach Moors back division, in which ex-Town centre-back 
Stuart Pierpoint was a colossus, for a third time this term 
but felt his side gave everything and were not helped by the 
strong breeze and poor playing surface.

Boro hogged possession throughout with the diminutive 
Simon Forsdick twice coming close with a brace of headers 
but just before the break Moors should have broken the 
deadlock during a frenzied goalmouth melee as another 
old Town patriot, Danny Spencer, Darren Byfield and Stuart 
Pierpoint all seeing goal-bound efforts cleared or blocked.

Five minutes into the second period and Moors, in front of 
their biggest crowd of the season, were down to ten-men 
when Spencer was red carded for a wild off-the-ball hack on 
Danny Glover. But despite being down to ten-men, the hosts 
twice failed to convert gilt-edged openings with substitute 
Jordan Fitzpatrick the fall guy as he was brilliantly foiled by 
Neil Collett and from another one-on-one he blasted high 
over the bar with again just the keeper to beat.

 Nuneaton Town v Colwyn Bay 21-04-2012 
Boro: Collett, Albrighton, Nisevic, Hadland, Forsdick, Cartwright, 
Armson (Moore 77), Mills, Walker, Brown, Glover (Mitchley 77). 
Subs: Ward, M. Noon.
Colwyn Bay: Metcalf, Meadowcroft, Sinclair, Lea, Denson, McKenna, 
McLachlan (K. Noon 90), Evans, Hughes, Newby (Ennis 76), Hopley. 
Subs: Collins, Benson, Davey.

Boro welcomed Colwyn Bay to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square North game.

Boro were poor in the first half and deserved to be behind 
at the break. They were slow out of the blocks and got lucky 
twice in the first ten minutes. First player-manager Jon 
Newby scuffed his shot when unmarked ten yards out before 
Neil Collett got nowhere near a free-kick and was fortunate to 
have been judged to have been fouled by John McKenna.

It took Nuneaton 15 minutes to string a move together as 
Nisevic fired over from 20 yards. However, Colwyn Bay took 
the lead within seconds as the ball was pumped forward 
and Hadland played Hopley onside as he stayed deep and 
Albrighton stepped up. He raced away before lifting a cool 
finish across Collett and into the far corner from 12 yards.

Nuneaton’s passing throughout the first half was poor, 
but they did manage to create their share of half-chances. 
Brown’s curler was well saved by Andy Metcalf before the 
same player saw a shot deflected wide and then fired a 
scissor kick over from eight yards on the stroke of half-time.

Bay were a danger on the break though and they could have 
added a second when Hopley raced clear of the disjointed 
defence again and beat Collett to the ball, but his heavy 
touch ran out for a goal-kick.

Boro were little better in the second half and they could 
easily have gone further behind when Hopley again sprung 
the leaky offside trap. This time he was unable to convert 
as Collett raced out to make a fine save. There was another 
chance for the visitors to add to the score in the 65th minute 
when Mike Lea blazed wildly over from 15 yards when faced 
with a near open goal.

Boro made the most of the let-offs and drew level two 
minutes later when Neil Cartwright released Danny Glover 
with a good ball down the channel. Glover went on a 
marauding run into the box but Matty Hughes got back to 
take the ball off his toes, only for it to loop up onto the bar. 
However, the ball dropped down perfectly for Nisevic to tap 
into the open goal from six yards.
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Eddie Nisevic celebrates his equalising goal. Photo: Evening News

That should have been Nuneaton’s time to press on for the 
win, but instead they looked clueless going forward, creating 
almost nothing. In fact there was one more chance for 
Colwyn Bay as Hopley got in behind the offside trap, only for 
Collett to make another good block.

 Blyth Spartans v Nuneaton Town 28-04-2012 
Blyth: Knight, Groves, Kendrick, Hodgson, Jones (Mellish 46), Buchanan, 
Slaughter, Hooks (Mason 65), Taylor, Armstrong (Bannister 60), Phillips. 
Subs: Birdsall, Utterson.
Boro: Collett, Nisevic, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, 
Armson, Mills, Brown, Glover (Mitchley 86). Subs: Walker, Moore, 
Albrighton.

Boro made the journey to Croft Park to play Blyth Spartans in 
a Blue Square North game.

The contrast in moods on the final whistle at Croft Park 
on Saturday was palpable. A 3-2 victory for the visitors 
confirmed their place in the Blue Square Bet North play-offs 
which prompted celebrations among players and supporters 
alike. For Blyth Spartans, however, the curtain was drawn 
on what has been a disastrous season in which they were 
relegated for the first time in their proud 113 year history.

All five goals arrived in the opening 45 minutes before a 
second period which can only be described as a monumental 
anticlimax. Spartans drew first blood after just four minutes 
when a cross from Dan Groves was punched away by visiting 
keeper Neil Collett, but only as far as Wayne Phillips who 
scored with a first time volley – despite the best efforts of Guy 
Hadland on the goal line. 

Tommy Cassidy’s side were in front for less than a minute 
as James Armson saw his initial shot blocked by Wayne 
Buchanan before guiding the rebound past David Knight from 
just inside the area.

As expected the game settled down after Nuneaton’s 
equaliser – possibly too much as there wasn’t a single chance 
to speak of until Simon Forsdick fired the visitors in to the 
lead on 30 minutes with a low shot from 16 yards after a mix 
up between Knight and Joe Kendrick.

Kendrick redeemed himself three minutes later when he 
curled an unstoppable free kick past Collett from 25 yards to 
restore parity for the hosts.

Unfortunately for Knight, though, he also played a big part 
in Boro’s third goal as he brought down Danny Glover in the 
area, leaving referee Andrew Miller no choice but to point to 
the penalty spot. Glover dusted himself down to tuck his spot 
kick in to the bottom corner on 37 minutes.

Following a downpour of goals in the first half a drought 
ensued in the second period. The visitors threatened to open 
up a two goal lead five minutes after the break when Armson 
supplied Andy Brown – whose tame shot was comfortably 
saved by Knight.

At the other end Neal Hooks dragged a shot wide from 20 
yards after decent build up play from Phillips. The best 
chance of the second half fell to Gareth Dean when he rose 
highest to meet a free kick from Gary Mills, but couldn’t keep 
his header down from close range.

A deflected shot from Phillips which was gathered easily by 
Collett and a speculative effort from substitute Lee Mason, 
was as good as it got for Spartans as they bowed out of the 
Blue Square Bet North with a whimper.

The Evo Stik Northern Premier Division awaits Spartans, but 
before then supporters of the club can expect the revolving 
door at Croft Park to be in full swing as Cassidy sets out to 
assemble a squad capable of mounting a serious promotion 
challenge next season.

 Nuneaton Town v Guiseley 02-05-2012 
Boro: Collett, Nisevic, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick (Walker 75), 
Cartwright, Armson, Mills, Brown, Glover. Subs: Mitchley, Ward, 
Moore, Albrighton.
Guiseley: Drench, Ellis, Merris, Boshell (Wilson 74), Clarke, 
Holdsworth, Toner, Baldry, O’Neill, Forrest (Senior 74), Ainge. 
Subs: Giles, Ellington, Burns.

Boro welcomed Guiseley to Liberty Way to play a Blue Square 
North play-off semi-final first leg tie.

Boro face an arduous task to reach the play-off final after 
conceding an injury time equaliser to Guiseley last night after 
Danny Glover’s 21st goal of the season gave Kevin Wilkin’s 
men the lead inside 90 seconds. It looked as if Boro would 
head to Nethermoor on Sunday with a precious single-
goal advantage as the tie went into time added on. But in 
a goalmouth scramble Matt Wilson poked the ball into the 
empty net to earn The Lions had a share of the spoils that few 
could say they didn’t deserve in a game that failed to reach 
any great heights.
Maybe Glover’s header early on provided a comfort cushion 
for Nuneaton that affected their performance over the 
remainder of the opening leg as they struggled to find the 
fluency or flair to break down an accomplished visiting back 
division and keeper Steve Drench, who was hardly troubled.
Despite Glover’s second-minute strike to give Boro an 
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early tonic, the home side were unable to capitalise on the 
advantage as their Yorkshire rivals showed total commitment 
to the cause that ultimately reaped reward with their last 
gasp leveller.

Danny Glover gives Boro an early lead. Photo: Evening News

Boro now head to Nethermoor at the weekend very much the 
underdogs and certainly looking for a vast improvement in 
their creative department if they are going to avoid losing at 
the semi final stage for the second season running.

Boro lined up as they did at Blyth on Saturday and made the 
perfect start by taking the lead before many of the fans had 
settled in after the kick-off had been delayed for 15 minutes 
due to queues at the turnstiles. Skipper Mark Noon gained 
possession in midfield before releasing Neil Cartwright down 
the right and the wing back’s pinpoint cross found Glover, 
who rose head and shoulders above the defence to power an 
eight-yard header past Drench to the delight of most of the 
1,476 crowd, Boro’s biggest of the season.

The Lions were stung by the setback and took time to get 
into their stride but when they did they carved the next two 
clear cut openings. Firstly the unchallenged Andy Holdsworth 
headed just over from Dave Merris’ hanging centre while 
midway through the period Gareth Dean was deceived by a 
long ball forward allowing Simon Baldry a clear run on goal 
only for the winger to fire wide of Neil Collett and the keeper’s 
left-hand upright.

After their excellent opening, Boro’s passing began the 
lack the necessary cohesion and accuracy although in the 
marauding Cartwright they had a constant threat and he 
caused more problems with a low centre that Simon Ainge 
half cut out and when the ball found it’s way to Simon 
Forsdick his goal-bound header struck Jamie Clarke and 
bounced to safety.

Dean’s bobbling 20-yarder then had Drench sprawling at the 
foot of the post only for the ball to roll inches wide as Boro 
went into the break with a narrow advantage.

Kicking towards the Crematorium End in the second period 
twice Glover got free only to be caught narrowly offside on 

each occasion. But the visitors threatened on the break and 
with 91 minutes on the clock restored parity. Joe O’Neill 
forced a fine block from Collett but Wilson reacted quickly 
to stab the ball over the line to the jubilation of the 170-plus 
visiting fans.

Andy Brown challenges Guiseley keeper Steve Drench. 
 Photo: Evening News

 Guiseley v Nuneaton Town 06-05-2012 
Guiseley: Drench, Wilson (Boshell 95), Ellis, Merris, Clarke, Holdsworth 
(Burns 95), Toner, O’Neill, Senior, Forrest (Ellington 76), Ainge. 
Subs: Giles, Price.
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, Mills (Nisevic 
102), Walker, Brown Moore (Armson 88), Glover (Mitchley 105). 
Subs: Gudger, Ward.

Boro made the journey to Nethermoor Park to play Guiseley 
in a Blue Square North play-off semi-final second leg tie.

Andy Brown hit an extra-time winner at Guiseley to take 
his side through to Sunday’s play-off final at Gainsborough 
Trinity. Boro won 2-1 on aggregate but there was little doubt 
Kevin Wilkin’s men were worthy of their success and they are 
now within one game of regaining their place in the top level 
of non-league football.

And it was fitting that Brown, outstanding up front 
throughout and a real menace to the home rearguard, 
grabbed the winner with just three minutes left of the added 
half hour after Boro had outplayed their Yorkshire hosts but 
failed to turn dominance into goals.
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Manager Kevin Wilkin made two changes to his starting 
line-up from the side that drew 1-1 in the first leg with 
Adam Walker and Lee Moore replacing James Armson and 
Eddie Nisevic.

Andy Brown is about to score the extra-time winner. Photo: Evening News

Guiseley created two early opportunities, Danny Forrest 
snatching his 15-yarder well wide when placed to do better 
before Joe O’Neill’s stretching effort looped high towards 
goal but was confidently held by keeper Neil Collett.

Boro’s first moment of intent came on 17 minutes, 
Walker’s corner found Moore, whose near-post header flew 
disappointingly over but the visitors were looking the more 
imposing outfit and from another Walker flag-kick Guy 
Hadland’s fierce header grazed the bar.

However, Glover squandered the best chance of the half. 
Boro’s leading marksman latched on to a glorious angled 
pass from Neil Cartwright and brushed aside two defenders 
only to see his mis-hit drive clutched at the base of the post 
by keeper Steve Drench.

Almost immediately at the opposite end there was a let off 
for Boro as Chris Senior’s looping header struck the bar and 
rebounded back into play. The half ended with Nuneaton 
doing most of the pressing and they were denied taking the 
lead by the narrowest of offside decisions.

Again it was a Walker set-piece that caused concern for the 
hosts, the midfielder’s free-kick from the right found Andy 
Brown totally unmarked eight yards out and although his deft 
header found the target, the linesman’s raised flag quickly 
terminated the celebrations.

Boro’s positive approach continued early in the second 
half with Glover’s speculative 30-yarder being push away 
desperately by Drench while Moore carelessly headed 
wide from eight yards with the net beckoning after Brown’s 
excellent cross. Brown then struck the post from the edge of 
the area as Boro dominated but struggled to find a cutting 
edge. On a rare Guiseley break, Matt Wilson miscued in front 
of goal from Forrest’s header back.

Walker’s persistence almost paid off as he broke down the 
right of the area only to fire over but Collett then had to show 
his agility by pawing away O’Neill’s rising 30-yarder. It was 
Nuneaton in the driving seat, continually powering forward 
and hogging possession as the tie entered extra-time.

There was little change in the state of affairs after the initial 
15 minutes with Boro in the ascendancy but with no punch 
and that was evident in the 108th minute when James 
Armson’s fine work gave Brown a great chance to break the 
deadlock but the end product was a timid effort that was 
easily blocked by Drench.

The Lions were hanging on grimly but their resolution was 
being tested to the limits and in the 117th minute Brown 
inflicted the fatal blow to seal their fate and steer Boro 
through to the final.

Armson’s corner was headed back into the danger zone by 
the impressive Gareth Dean and as Guiseley failed to clear 
the ball fell to Brown, who chested down before arrowing an 
audacious horizontal volley beyond the flailing finger-tips 
of Drench – much to the delight of the 300-plus travelling 
Nuneaton faithful.

 Gainsborough Trinity v Nuneaton Town 13-05-2012 
Gainsborough: White, Roma, Boyce, Waterfall, Sandwith, D’Laryea, 
Williams (Mettam 62), Clarke, Yates (Leary 52), Stamp (O’Connor 67), 
Kendall. Subs: Watts, McMahon.
Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, Forsdick, Cartwright, Mills, 
Walker, Brown, Moore (Armson 65), Glover. Subs: Mitchley, Nisevic, 
Ward, Albrighton.

Boro made the journey to Northolme to play Gainsborough 
Trinity in the Blue Square North play-off final.

Boro will return to the Football Conference for the 2012-2013 
season following a nine-year lapse thanks to a magnificent 
victory in the Blue Square Bet North play-off final.

And yet again it was the goal-scoring talents of Andy Brown 
that took Boro through as his 17th-minute header decided 
a tie in which Boro defended brilliantly for 75 per cent of 
the game, blocking out a Trinity strike force that huffed and 
puffed but couldn’t blow the likes of man-of-the-match 
Gareth Dean and his fellow rearguard colleagues away.

The Lincolnshire side will feel aggrieved to have lost the 
final after dominating possession and hogging territorial 
advantage for long periods but few could complain at the end 
as Kevin Wilkin’s terriers showed their teeth to see the season 
out on a real high.

Boro went into the encounter feeling aggrieved they had 
been on the wrong end of a league double against Trinity 
but also in the knowledge that on both occasions the results 
could have been so much different had luck played a part.

And that good fortune arrived for Wilkin’s charges in 
Lincolnshire. Boro were on the back foot in the early phases 
with centre-back Guy Hadland struggling to keep tabs on the 
rawbone Darryn Stamp and it was from the central defender’s 
error that Ryan Williams’ cross caused confusion and Stamp’s 
goal-bound effort was deflected just wide.

Stamp volleyed past the far post as Trinity’s tough, physical, 
route one approach caused plenty of concern for a worried 
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Wilkin. However, from their first real goal threat Boro took the 
lead with the never-say-die Brown the man on target.

Adam Walker played a short corner to Neil Cartwright and 
his pinpoint centre found Brown swooping in from the left to 
steer a superb downward header well wide of Jason White 
and the keeper’s right-hand upright to the delight of the 
Nuneaton’s faithful on the nearby terraces.

Boro were ecstatic but they came quickly under pressure as 
the hosts strove to get back into the tie with the lanky Stamp 
still posing the biggest problems.

And when Hadland dragged the frontman back and was duly 

cautioned, Kevin Sandwith’s 20-yard free-kick struck the 
outstretched boot of Simon Forsdick, who was relieved to see 
Neil Collett grasp the ball at the base of a post.

Boro’s defending improved as the half progressed and from a 
rare Boro attack, Danny Glover’s cross again found Brown but 
this time the ex-Hinckley and Telford ace steered his header 
wide of the mark. Deep into injury time, Stamp’s speculative 
drive from the edge of the area looked goal-bound only for 
the back of Gareth Dean’s head to divert the ball away for a 
fruitless corner.

Soon after the break, it needed a brilliant block tackle 
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by Dean to deny Ryan Williams a sure-fire equaliser as 
Nuneaton’s backs were against the wall.

But Boro were to get a bonus as Trinity substituted the 
lumbering Stamp on the hour and his replacement Leon 
Mettam scuffed a gilt-edged offering midway through the half 
when from a goalmouth scramble he snatched his eight-yard 
shot wide of the far post.

Gainsborough pushed forward relentlessly but with the 
unflappable and outstanding Dean plus the improving 
Hadland getting the better of the reformed Trinity attack, 
Boro began to gain more confidence as the minutes ticked 
away.Wing-backs Simon Forsdick and Cartwright hardly put a 
foot wrong in their defensive duties while skipper Mark Noon 
led his legions as the battle raged in an engine-room where 
space and time were rare commodities.

Creativity went out of the window as Boro fought for their 
lives and when a long throw dropped perfectly for Ryan 
Kendall his 20-yard volley grazed the bar before Cartwright 
got across smartly to defy Luke Waterfall.

But as the seconds ticked away, Trinity’s endeavours became 
more frenzied but less dangerous and after an added four 
minutes West Yorkshire referee Jason Whiteley gave the 
final shrill of his whistle and Nuneaton Town were back in 
the top tier of non-league football for the first time in almost 
a decade.

Conference North 2011-2012
  P W D L F A Pts
Hyde   42  27   9   6  90   36  90
Guiseley  42  25  10   7  87   50  85
F.C. Halifax Town  42  21  11  10  80   59  74
Gainsborough Trinity  42  23  5  14  74   61  74
Nuneaton Town  42  22  12   8  74   41  72
Stalybridge Celtic  42  20  11  11  83   64  71
Worcester City  42  18  11  13  63   58  65
Altrincham  42  17  10  15  90   71  61
Droylsden  42  16  11  15  83   86  59
Bishop’s Stortford  42  17   7  18  70   75  58
Boston United  42  15   9  18  60   67  54
Colwyn Bay  42  15   8  19  55   71  53
Workington  42  14  10  18  56   61  52
Gloucester City  42  15   7  20  53   60  52
Harrogate Town  42  14  10  18  59   69  52
Histon  42  12  15  15  67   72  51
Corby Town  42  14   8  20  69   71  50
Vauxhall Motors  42  14   8  20  63   78  50
Solihull Moors  42  13  10  19  44   54  49
Hinckley United  42  13   9  20  75   90  48
Blyth Spartans  42   7  13  22  50   80  34
Eastwood Town  42   4   8  30  37  105  20
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Mills Joins Lincoln
Boro received an early blow for next season’s campaign when 
experienced midfielder Gary Mills quit the club and joined 
Lincoln City on a free transfer.

Wilkin Manager Of The Month
Nuneaton Town manager Kevin Wilkin has picked up his 
second manager of the month award of the season after 
being nominated Blue Square North Manager of the Month 
for April. The team performed heroics in the run in to the 
end of the season and capped it off with a play-off final win 
against Gainsborough Trinity.

Five Agree Terms
Boro have negotiated new terms with five of last season’s 
squad. They are Neil Collett, Gareth Dean, Jimmy Armson, 
Adam Walker and Andy Brown.

Gillard Goes
Nuneaton Town are looking for a new assistant manager 
after Ken Gillard, the former Republic of Ireland Under-21 
international, agreed to take over the Academy set-up at 
Crystal Palace.

More Players Sign Up
The list of players re-signing for the 2012-13 season has 
grown to eight with Wesley York, Mark Noon and Eddie 
Nisevic all agreeing new terms. However, Danny Glover, last 
season’s top scorer has turned down the offer of non-contract 
terms and has left the club.

Hadland Leaves
Guy Hadland has turned down terms for next season and 
has ended his four year stint with the club. However, Simon 
Forsdick has agreed to continue at Liberty Way and has 
agreed new terms.

Adams On Board
Nuneaton Town have secured the 
signature of 27-year-old former 
AFC Telford United midfielder 
Jon Adams, who spent time on 
loan at Leamington last season. 
Meanwhile, veteran centre-half 
Mark Albrighton has joined former 
team-mate Guy Hadland in joining 
Barwell.

Boro Make Triple Signing
Nuneaton have added three new players to their squad for 
the upcoming season. They are former Corby Town centre-
half Delroy Gordon, former Mansfield Town and Boston 
United midfielder Danny Sleath and former Hinckley United 
striker Danny Newton, who notched 17 goals for the Knitters 
in last season’s campaing.

Moore New Assistant
Nuneaton Town have appointed former Mansfield Town 
assistant manager Mickey Moore as Kevin Wilkin’s new 
assistant manager.

Cowan Back With Boro
Nuneaton Town have signed 
centre-half Gavin Cowan, who 
had a previous spell at Liberty 
Way with Nuneaton Borough. 
The 6ft 4in ex-Shrewsbury Town, 
Kidderminster Harriers and AFC 
Telford player is 31-years-old and 
will be enjoying his fourth spell 
with a Nuneaton club.

Ford Signs
Nuneaton Town have secured the signature of 18-year-old 
Ben Ford, who arrives at Liberty Way from Kettering Town. 
The young midfielder started his career with Rushden and 
Diamonds and has also enjoyed a spell with Newport Pagnell 
after leaving Rushden at 16.

Perry Arrives
Nuneaton Town have made their 
sixth signing of the summer by 
bringing in former Lincoln City and 
AFC Telford striker Kyle Perry. The 
much-travelled 6ft 4in target man, 
who spent last season with Lincoln 
City and AFC Telford United started 
he career with Walsall, but was 
released and had spells with 
Hednesford Town and Hereford 
United.

Perry broke into the Football League in January 2008 when 
he joined Port Vale and has since played Conference football 
for Mansfield Town and Tamworth.
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Needham Market — 2nd 
Qualifying Round
Borough made the journey to 
Bloomfields to play Needham Market in  
a 2nd Qualifying Round FA Cup tie.
Needham: Plummer, Boyland, Horlock, 
Barber, De’ath, Johnson (Wright 70), Napier 
(Chaplin 77), Foster (Cappoci 60), Newson, 
Fenn, Thrower. Sub: Dew.

Boro: Collett, Ward, Hadland, Dean, Forsdick, 
Thornton (Armson 77), Noon, Walker, Mitchley 
(Baker 70), Glover, Pugh (Moore 83). 
Subs: Albrighton, Nisevic, Washbourne, Alcock.

Danny Mitchley’s arrival snuck under 
the radar as he was signed on loan from 
Mansfield Town just before the deadline. 
However, he is no longer an unknown 
quantity after making a dream debut.

The former Blackpool youngster scored twice 
within 20 minutes as Boro won this second 
qualifying round clash at a canter with an all 
round professional performance.

It was fortunate they did not have to break 
into a gallop given the searing Suffolk heat 
and their chronic availability problems as Ben 
Pugh added the third to ensure the second 
half was a pressure free affair.

The game was dead and buried well before 
Needham substitute Josh Capocci was sent 
off five minutes into his debut for a senseless 
flying lunge at Gaz Dean as the defender 
clipped the ball down the line.

Boro had long since won the game as they 
showed energy and urgency from the 
off, although they benefited greatly from 
Needham’s suicidal defending.

The home side only had one goal threat in 
lone striker Sam Newson, who forced Neil 
Collett into two fine saves as he kept the 
defence honest.

Other than that Boro looked comfortable 
at the back. The same could not be said for 
Needham’s back four and goalkeeper, who 
gifted Mitchley both his goals.

Boro managed to field a strong looking first 
eleven despite their injuries as Mitchley was 
handed an immediate debut after signing on 
loan from Mansfield for a month.

Needham Market may play below Boro in 
the pyramid but their side was not without 
names of note. Former Manchester City 
midfielder Kevin Horlock is their reserve team 
manager and came out of retirement for one 
game only to solve a left-back crisis, while 
40-year-old defender Gavin Johnson is a 
former Ipswich Town player.

Boro were the better side in the first half 
and they went in with a 2-0 lead, however, 
the home side will have been desperately 
disappointed to gift the visitors both goals.

Nuneaton started positively and could have 
taken the lead in the second minute when 
Simon Forsdick had a shot saved by keeper 
Andrew Plummer.

Guy Hadland should have done better from 
the resultant corner as he headed wide from 
eight yards, although in mitigation the ball 
was slightly behind him.

Needham were their own worst enemies 
as they gifted Boro a 14th minute lead. 
The keeper was under mild pressure from 
Mitchley when he passed the ball straight out 
to Thornton 25 yards from goal.

The midfielder spurned the chance to shoot 
as he squared to Mitchley, who took a touch 
and slipped the ball under the keeper from 
10 yards.

It was 2-0 four minutes later and again 
Needham were at fault. This time Danny 
Glover crossed from the right and Mitchley 
got up to head in totally unmarked from just 
five yards.

Boro had other half chances as Pugh hit a 
free-kick wide and then headed over, while 
the impressive Adam Walker saw a shot 
deflected wide. Needham had passed the ball 
well but they struggled to create chances.

They thought they had a penalty in the 35th 
minute when lone striker Newson went down 
in the box under Dean’s challenge, but he was 
booked for diving with little protest from the 
home team.

Newson was looking sharp at the start of 
the second half as he drew a fine save out 
of Collett from 25 yards on 48 minutes. Boro 
responded well as Thornton and Mark Noon 
combined three minutes later with the Boro 
skipper forcing a decent save out of Plummer.

Thornton showed his obvious ability soon 
after to put Pugh through in the corner of the 
box and he lashed low into the far corner for 
a fifth goal in seven games.

Newson looked a class above his team-mates 
as he made space in the box, but Collett was 
out quickly to make a great block with his 
feet as the hosts searched for a way back.

Needham’s task was hard enough with 11 
men but it got all the worse when Cappocci 
was sent-off on 65 minutes for a late, high 
lunge on Dean as the defender cleared. He 
could have few complaints.

Walker was denied by Plummer before Glover 
managed to round the keeper, but he was 
driven wide and the chance was snuffed out 
as Boro had to settle for a 3-0 win.

Daventry Town — 3rd Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to 
Communications Park to play Daventry 
Town in  a 3rd Qualifying Round tie.
Boro: Collett, Ward, Hadland, Dean, Nisevic, 
Armson, Walker, Forsdick (Marsden (26), 
Glover, Mitchley (Moore 17), Pugh (Baker 78). 
Subs: Albrighton, Washbourne. 

Several outstanding saves from keeper 
Neil Collett helped foil the home side Ben Pugh – notched Boro’s third goal. Photo: NuneatonNews
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while the central defensive duo of the 
outstanding Gareth Dean, who took 
over the captain’s mantle superbly 
from Mark Noon, who was serving a 
suspension, and Guy Hadland, kept the 
eager hosts at bay.

Enter Nisevic with a quality goal of 
massive importance to the player 
himself and his colleagues.

There looked to be no danger when 
he gathered possession inside his own 
half but he went on a dazzling, scything 
run past three opponents to the edge 
of the area and though his drive took a 
deflection off Daventry skipper Aaron 
Parkinson, the ball arrowed into the net 
leaving keeper Dave Bevan grasping 
thin air.

Eddie Nisevic celebrates his goal. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Nisevic lined up against former Aston 
Villa and England international Lee 
Hendrie, making his debut for the 
Northamptonshire outfit, but credit 
to the Nuneaton lad as he hardly gave 
his higher-profile opponent a sniff all 
through the tie.

Once Boro had grabbed the initiative 
they were gifted a second on 80 
minutes, Danny Glover pouncing on 
a poor Parkinson back pass to ease 
around Bevan and slot into an empty 
goal from an angle.

And with the buoyant Boro fans in good 
and positive voice there hardly looked 
a way back for the Southern Leaguers 
as they came up against a virtual brick 
wall in Dean and Hadland and when it 
did threaten to crack, the ultra-resilient 
and confident Collett was again at the 
peak of his game.

With most of the home supporters 
drifting away and accepting defeat, 
Nathan Hicks unleashed a stunning 
20-yarder that boomed high into the 
rigging with the Boro number one for 
once accepting the worse.

There were a few anxious moments 
until the final whistle of Boston referee 
Joe Melling, who to his credit was 
hardly noticed, and the Boro boys were 
through and the club another £7,500 
better off.

This was cited by Daventry as by far and 
away the biggest game in their 125-
year history. They had put Leamington 
to the sword a fortnight earlier but 
Nuneaton were a different proposition 
despite their ranks being ravaged 
through injuries but when there’s 
youthful enterprise and quality in the 
likes of Nisevic and Dean there’s always 
optimism and expectation.

Nantwich Town — 4th Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to the 
Weaver Stadium to play Nantwich Town 
in  a 4th Qualifying Round FA Cup tie.
Nantwich: Brain, Solovjovs, Bailey, Moss, 
Lowe, McLachlan, Flynn, Maguire, Cooke, 
Mills (Lennon 73), Jack, Chapman, Mitchell, 
Adaggio, Quinn, Foster.

Boro: Collett, Dean, Hadland, Noon, 
Thornton, Ward, Forsdick, Walker (Armson 
80), Glover (Nisevic 84), Mitchley, Pugh 
(Moore 60).

Of all the ways to lose a game, this way 
was the most surprising one as Neil 
Collett’s almost unbelievable error 
handed the hosts their place in the first 
round of the FA Cup.

The keeper has so often been the 
Boro’s hero this season but he was 

undoubtedly the villain as he let Matt 
Lowe’s tame, second half cross slip 
through his fingertips for the only goal 
of an ultra-tight tie.

Nantwich finished the game with ten 
men after skipper Chris Flynn was 
harshly sent off on 78 minutes, but the 
numerical advantage effectively lasted 
only five minutes as Kevin Thornton 
pulled a hamstring just after Boro made 
their final change, rubbing salt into the 
wounds of a disappointing day.

For Collett there were only tears as 
he was led off the pitch with words 
of consolation from team mates, 
his manager and opponents, none 
of which can numb the misery of 
Nantwich’s progression.

In truth Collett’s team mates did him 
no favours as they never looked like 
digging him out of the hole he has so 
often got them out of this season.

One goal always looked like settling 
the tie and when Boro fell behind they 
never forced Jonny Brain into a proper 
save, despite creating plenty of good 
openings, especially in the first-half, 
and Boro must find some consistency 
of performance soon before the season 
is over.

With dreams of a significant cup run 
over they must soon go on an unbeaten 
run in the league, something that looks 
unlikely until they learn to get goals 
against so called lesser teams.

The hosts forced the first opening as 
striker Michael Lennon got free on the 
edge of the box, but Gaz Dean flew in 
with a great tackle just as he was about 
to shoot.

Soon after Danny Mitchley and Ben 
Pugh flashed dangerout balls across 
the box but no one was there to finish.

On eleven minutes Mitchley was there 
again to whip a great ball through the 
six yard box but this time Pugh was 
caught on his heels and he missed out.

Nantwich had more than held their own 
without creating many chances. Giant 
defender Matt Bailey drew a great save 
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out of Collett on the half-hour but he 
was offside.

They had their best chance of the half 
in the 40th minute when Ben Mills 
squared to Sean Cooke on the edge of 
the box but he dragged his shot wide 
when well placed.

From there Nuneaton took a grip on the 
half and created three good chances 
as first Mitchley headed a Graham 
Ward cross over from six yards when he 
should have scored.

Mitchley then saw a shot from all of 
30 yards deflected just over before 
Dean got a crisp left footed shot in 
from a Kevin Thornton corner which 
hit Alexsander Solovjovs on the head, 
which almost certainly saved a goal.

From the resultant corner Dean saw a 
header deflected wide from three yards 
but there was no breakthrough before 
the break.

The second half followed largely the 
same pattern as the first with the first 
goal looking crucial.

Boro could have taken the lead 30 
seconds after the break when Danny 
Glover robbed Bailey down the left, cut 
inside and spurned the chance to pass 
before seeing his shot deflected over.

Mark Noon then fired just over on 57 
minutes but neither side looked like 
breaking the deadlock.

That was until the 68th minute when 
the almost unthinkable happened. 
Lowe floated a cross over from the 
right which looked like being the most 
routine of catches for Collett.

However, the ball went through his 
hands and dribbled into the net. He 
immediately slumped to the ground as 
it dawned on him his impeccable run 
of form had crashed to an end in such 
horrible style.

Team mates, most notably Ward, urged 
him to raise himself and to his credit 
the 22-year-old recovered his game well 
thereafter.

Boro were given a possible route back 
into the game when the Dabbers were 
reduced to ten men on 78 minutes.

Flynn crashed into Glover but it did not 
look like his studs were up, rather he 
tackled with his wrong leg.

A yellow seemed to be a fair 
punishment, but the overly fussy 
referee was right on top of the incident 
and immediately brandished a red.

Boro boss Kevin Wilkin soon made 
changes, bringing on James Armson 
and Eddie Nisevic to hug the lines and 
stretch the game.

However, it was effectively ten against 
ten straight after the substitutions 
when Thornton pulled a hamstring, 
leaving him a virtual passenger with all 
three changes made.

Armson did hit the outside of the post 
with a stooping header straight after 
coming on but the keeper seemed to 
have it covered.

It took until the 84th minute for 
Nantwich to have a legitimate shot on 
target and they almost added a second 
a minute later when Niall Maguire hit 
the post from 12 yards out.

FA Cup heroes of yesteryear. Malcolm Allen and former Boro manager Dudley Kernick, who played a major role in the club’s 1966-67 FA Cup run which 
saw Boro go through to the third round proper, where they took Rotherham United to a replay. Photo: Nuneaton News
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Sheffield FC — 3rd Qualifying 
Round
Borough made the journey to The 
Coach and Horses Ground to play 
Sheffield FC in a FA Trophy 3rd 
Qualifying Round tie.
Sheffield: Whatsize, Turner, Woolley, Burrell 
(Gosling 52), Varley, Hadfield, Foster, 
Gascoigne, Roney (Williams 60), Graham, 
Higginson (Glass 81). Subs: Barnett, Pulton.

Boro: Alcock, Armson, Hadland (Albrighton 
85), Dean, Forsdick (Gudger 86), Marsden 
(Nisevic 77), Noon, Walker, Moore, Glover, 
York. Sub: Collett.

Boro’s terrible Trophy record may 
have marked them out as candidates 
for a shock defeat, but they are in 
tremendous form at the moment and 
the home side were swept away.

Boro could have taken a lucky lead on 
12 minutes when Glover’s left-footed 
cross dropped onto the bar and went 
over. Sheffield had a half-chance to 
take the lead on 14 minutes when a 
good move ended in Andy Gascoigne 
shooting over from 12 yards.

The hosts were made to pay five 
minutes later when Nuneaton scored 

the first of two straightforward set 
piece goals. A short corner between Lee 
Moore and Walker saw the latter hang a 
cross to the back post where Dean rose 
unchallenged to head in from six yards.

Alcock made his only save of the first 
half when he got down well to keep out 
Matt Roney’s shot.

Glover had a golden chance on 23 
minutes when Jamie Hadfield slipped 
and the striker was in for a one-on-one 
which he finished poorly, shooting well 
wide. Boro had other chances as Glover 
and Wes York both missed the target, 
while Matt Varley almost headed into 
his own net.

The second goal arrived on 38 minutes 
in similar circumstances to the first. 
Another Moore/Walker short corner saw 
Walker whip another cross in and this 
time Hadland met it with a fine near 
post header ahead of the flat-footed 
keeper, Dan Whatsize.

It was three on 47 minutes when York 
set Glover free. His shot was well saved 
by Whatsize but Walker was there to 
turn in the rebound.

A golden chance to pull one back 
on 55 minutes went begging when 
Gascoigne’s shot was deflected by Dean 
but Roney could not slide in from two 
yards out.

The fruitful short corner routine almost 
bore another goal, Hadland heading 
just wide this time. Nuneaton could 
have had more than four on another 
day, as highlighted when Glover picked 
out York with a great cross from the left 

Lee Moore takes on a Sheffield defender. Photo: Nuneaton News

Guy Hadland rises to head home Boro’s second goal. Photo: Nuneaton News
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with 15 minutes left but the teenager 
directed his header just wide.

With ten minutes to go Boro twice  went 
close from distance through Armson 
and Walker. Armson’s effort was a 
couple of yards wide, but Walker was 
desperately unlucky as he rattled the 
bar from 25 yards.

Glover should have got a goal after he 
was picked out by York’s cross, but his 
header was well saved by Whatsize.

Nisevic had only been on the pitch for 
eight minutes when he got goal number 
four. Put in by Glover, the left winger 
drilled his shot across Whatsize into the 
far corner with a crisp finish.

AFC Telford — 1st Round Proper
Borough welcomed AFC Telford to 
Liberty Way to play a FA Trophy 1st 
Round Proper game.
Boro: Alcock, Armson, Hadland, G. Dean, 
Forsdick, Marsden (Pugh 60), Noon, Walker, 
Moore, York, Glover. Subs: Albrighton, 
Nisevic, Mills, Collett.

Telford: Young, Salmon, Newton, Killock, 
Trainer, Brown, Rooney (Sharp 72), Preston, 
Valentine, Smith, Carr. Subs: Adams, Farrell, 
Mills, Robinson.

Boro made one change to the team 
that beat Gloucester City as Lee Moore 
returned on the left wing at the expense 
of Ben Pugh. Former Telford player 
Pugh was on the bench having not 
been able to guarantee he would arrive 
on time from a university exam.

Neil Collett was back in the squad after 
a groin injury but Danny Alcock kept his 
place in goal after three solid displays 
following his recall.

The Bucks had Nuneaton-born winger 
Ashley Cain in their side, while former 
Boro favourite Brown started as the 
lone striker.

There were a host of scouts and 
managers at the game with Watford, 
Coventry City and Northampton Town 
visibly represented. Scouts from 
Premier League teams were also set to 
be at the game, presumably to watch 
young striker Wes York.

Boro played well in the first-half but 
Telford played better and deserved 
their lead. The home side started 
brightly, with a buzz of anticipation 
every time York got the ball.

However, the first chance went to 
Telford as Sean Newton cut in from the 
left and fired just side from 25 yards.

Phil Trainer had been influential when 
the Bucks knocked Boro out of the 
play-offs last season, and he played in a 
similar vein here.

First the big midfielder headed a Ryan 
Valentine cross just wide before he was 
slipped in by Brown and drew a great 
low save out of Alcock.

Brown was also dangerous and it was 
he who got the opener on 25 minutes. 
Cain whipped the ball into the box, and 
when Guy Hadland’s clearance dropped 
into a dreadful area, Brown lashed it 
into the net from 12 yards.

All the chances in the first-half went the 
way of the Bucks, but Nuneaton still 
looked lively – particularly through the 
pacy and tricky York.

However, the best they could manage 
were a couple of shots wide from Adam 
Walker and a tame effort by Danny 
Glover.

Brown had the ball in the back of the 
net ten minutes into the second half but 
it was disallowed for a foul on Alcock as 
he had gone up to head the ball.

In truth, it looked a lucky escape for 
Nuneaton though, as there seemed to 
be little in it. Boro went straight up the 
other end and Glover did well to get a 
shot in, but Ryan Young gathered at the 
second attempt.

Boro then had a strong spell which 
culminated in Armson weaving past 
three players before crashing a shot 
against the bar with a great left footed 
effort from 20 yards.

Brown came within a whisker of getting 
his second with 18 minutes left when a 
corner was flicked on, but the ball was 
too high for the striker, who could only 
glance a close range header wide of 
the post.

The home side kept pressing but they 
struggled to work Young, although 
they did have a decent looking penalty 
appeal with seven minutes to go when 
a Walker free-kick hit Jay Smith on the 
arm but nothing was given.

It was game over in injury time though 
when Sharp stole the ball from a 
dallying Gareth Dean before completing 
a cool finish.

Ex-Boro striker Andy Brown scores Telford’s first goal. Photo: Nuneaton Evening Tribune
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Blue Square North: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2011-12  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
07.12 Mansfield Town H PSF 2-1 Hadland, Smith 
07.16 Coventry City H PSF 2-2 Smith, Glover 
07.28 Nuneaton Griff A PSF 5-1 Armson (2), Moore, Glover (2) 
07.30 Brackley Town H PSF 2-4 Burns, Armson 
08.02 Banbury United H PSF 2-2 Smith, Glover 
08.06 Chelmsford City H PSF 0-2  
08.13 Stalybridge Celtic H BSN 1-2 Smith 786
08.16 Gloucester City H BSN 0-0  626
08.20 Droylsden A BSN 1-2 Burns 328
08.23 Boston United H BSN 2-0 Smith, Burns 785
08.27 Bishop’s Stortford H BSN 2-0 Glover (pen), Moore 645
08.29 Worcester City A BSN 1-1 Moore 947
09.03 Gainsborough Trinity H BSN 0-1  753
09.10 Vauxhall Motors A BSN 2-1 Smith, G. Dean 239
09.17 Eastwood Town H BSN 4-0 Walker, Armson (2), Pugh 675
09.20 Histon H BSN 3-2 Smith (pen), Pugh, Glover 572
09.24 Altrincham A BSN 0-2  775
09.27 Coventry Sphinx H BSC 1 5-2 Glover (2), Pugh (2), G. Dean 176
10.01 Needham Market A FAC 2Q 3-0 Mitchley (2), Pugh 319
10.08 Hyde United A BSN 1-1 Thornton 682
10.15 Daventry Town A FAC 3Q 2-1 Nisevic, Glover 605
10.22 Solihull Moors H BSN 0-1  733
10.24 Droylsden H BSN 2-1 Thornton, G. Dean 531
10.29 Nantwich Town A FAC 4Q 0-1  1002
11.05 Harrogate Town A BSN 2-0 Hadland, Glover 394
11.12 Workington H BSN 2-1 Moore, York 712
11.15 Sutton Coldfield Town A BSC 2 2-1 York, Ward 60
11.19 Corby Town A BSN 2-0 Moore, York 820
11.22 Guiseley A BSN 1-1 Pugh 397
11.26 Sheffield FC A FAT 3Q 4-0 G. Dean, Hadland, Walker, Nisevic 426
12.03 Eastwood Town A BSN 5-0 York, Forsdick, Marsden, Noon, Pugh 415
12.06 Gloucester City A BSN 2-1 York, Glover (pen) 302
12.11 AFC Telford United H FAT 1 0-2  945
12.17 Harrogate Town H BSN 2-0 Glover (pen), Walker 689
12.26 Hinckley United A BSN 1-1 Moore 1334
01.01 Hinckley United H BSN 2-5 G. Dean, Walker 1372
01.07 Workington A BSN 1-1 Brown 466
01.14 Blyth Spartans H BSN 2-2 G. Dean, Forsdick 768
01.21 Boston United A BSN 0-0  1070
01.28 Vauxhall Motors H BSN 2-1 Glover (2, 1 pen) 622
02.14 Tamworth H BSC 3 1-0 Brown 261
02.18 Colwyn Bay A BSN 6-1 Glover (4), Brown, Noon 453
02.21 FC Halifax Town A BSN 3-0 Dean, Glover (pen), Brown 1309
02.25 FC Halifax Town H BSN 1-0 Brown 1051
02.28 Solihull Moors A BSC S-F 0-1  195
03.03 Corby Town H BSN 2-0 Hadland, Walker 775
03.05 Guiseley H BSN 1-1 Walker 785
03.10 Gainsborough Trinity A BSN 2-3 Dean, Brown 624
03.17 Hyde United H BSN 2-0 York, Glover 902
03.24 Histon A BSN 1-1 Brown 487
03.27 Stalybridge Celtic A BSN 1-4 Glover 419
03.31 Altrincham H BSN 2-1 Glover, Forsdick 765
04.07 Bishop’s Stortford A BSN 3-0 Albrighton, Brown, Dean 958
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Nuneaton Town 2011-12
Back: (left to right): Alex Gudger, Adam Walker, Gareth Dean, Eddie Nisevic, Guy Hadland, Lee Smith, 

Graham Ward, Simon Forsdick, Justin Marsden.
Middle (left to right): Paul Egan (physio), Mark Albrighton, Aaron James, Luke Taylor, Robbie Burns, 

Sam Slater, Neil Collett, Lee Moore, Mark Noon, James Armson, Danny Glover, 
Daryl Strong (kit man), Richie Norman (physio).

Front (left to right): Sam Belcher, Kirk Stephens (director), Ian Brown (secretary), Ken Gillard (assistant-
manager), Kevin Wilkin (manager), Neil Hodgson (director), Dave Allen (director), Richard Lavery.

Blue Square North: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2011-12  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
04.09 Worcester City H BSN 3-0 Forsdick, Glover, Brown 958
04.14 Solihull Moors A BSN 0--0  517
04.21 Colwyn Bay H BSN 1-1 Nisevic 856
04.28 Blyth Spartans A BSN 3-2 Armson, Forsdick, Glover 363
05.02 Guiseley H BSN P-O S-F 1 1-1 Glover 1476
05.06 Guiseley A BSN P-O S-F 2 1-0 Brown 1626
05.13 Gainsborough Trinity A BSN P-O F 1-0 Brown 3280

KEY :   BSN = Blue Square North,  FAC = F.A.Cup, FAT = F.A.Trophy,    BSC = Birmingham Senior Cup,  PSF = Pre season friendly
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Cartwright Agrees New Deal
Neil Cartwright has agreed a new deal with Nuneaton Town, 
which will see him stay at Liberty Way for another season.

James Joins Boro
Nuneaton Town have made defender Tom James their eighth 
summer signing after his release by Watford. The left-back, 
23, signed for the Hornets from Stratford Town last summer 
but was released in May after making just one appearance.

2012-2013

 TNS v Nuneaton Town 13-07-2012 
TNS: Ramsay, Spender (Rawlinson 46), Marriott, Evans (Simms 74), 
Edwards, Seargeant, Craig Jones (Allen 68), Finley, Chris Jones (Jones 
68), Quigley, Edwards (Ruscoe 65). Sub: Harrison.
Boro: Collett (Slater 79), Cartwright (Winter 51), James, Cowan (Gordon 
51), Dean (Moore 74), Walker (Noon 51), Nisevic (Armson 51), Sleath 
(Burns 51), Perry (Brown 51), York (Newton 51). Adams (Ford 51).

Boro made the journey to the Park Hall Stadium, Oswestry, to 
play The New Saints in a pre-season friendly.

TNS, playing their fifth pre-season friendly ahead of their 
European clash with Swedish side Helsingsborgs, were soon 
in their stride with some patient build-up. And they went 
ahead in the 14th minute when a long ball from Sam Finley 
found the lively Craig Jones on the right.

The winger broke towards the byline before pulling the ball 
back to the edge of the box for the incoming Chris Seargeant 
to steer his low shot past keeper Neil Collett and inside the 
right-hand post.

The Saints, looking quick to break, carved out some promising 
openings, with new signing Chris Jones lifting one effort over 
the bar while seeing another shot comfortably saved. Boro 
were restricted largely to half chances, having claims for a 
penalty turned down following a challenge on Wes York, while 
Jon Adams had a couple of strikes from distance comfortably 
saved by Saints reserve keeper Alex Ramsay.

However, the visitors were back on terms five minutes before 
half-time when Adams played a well-weighted ball over the 
top, and Kyle Perry nipped in before neatly taking the ball 
around the advancing keeper, Ramsay, and tucking the ball 
into an empty net.

Both sides made a raft of substitutions in the second half, 
with Boro looking more potent going forward. Substitute 
Andy Brown was denied by a timely tackle close in after 
Ramsay had parried a shot.

But TNS had the better openings later in the game and 
defender Steve Evans fired over after a melee following a 
Chris Marriott corner, Ryan Jones was denied by sub keeper 
Sam Slater after a neat turn and volley while a Scott Quigley 
cross almost found its way into the net, but Slater managed 
to scoop the ball to safety.

 Brackley Town v Nuneaton Town 17-07-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Cartwright (Wynter 64), Dean, Gordon (Cowan 59), 
James (Nisevic 59), York (Moore 59), Noon (Armson 6 (Burns 64)), 
Sleath (Ford 64), Newton (Walker 64), Perry (Adams 64), Brown.

Boro made the journey to St James’ Park to play Brackley 
Town in a pre-season friendly game.

Skipper Mark Noon suffered a double leg break, which 
massively overshadowed the 1-0 win. The game was delayed 
for almost 40 minutes after Noon went down with the game 
only three minutes old following an innocuous looking tackle  
with Brackley’s Will Green. The Boro captain was treated on 
the pitch, but had to wait 30 minutes for an ambulance.

The only goal of the game came in what was technically 
the 11th minute as Andy Brown took advantage of Brett 
Solkhon’s error to finish from ten yards. There were few 
further chances of note for either side as the game was 
played at a relatively sedate pace after the injury to Noon.

Mark Noon is attended to by paramedics. Photo: Evening News

 Nuneaton Griff v Nuneaton Town 19-07-2012 
Boro played an away fixture at Liberty Way, where Nuneaton 
Griff took over as the home team.

Boro cruised to an emphatic 7-0 win over their neighbours in 
what was a very one-sided affair.

 Guernsey v Nuneaton Town 21-07-2012 
Boro made the journey to Footes Lane, Guernsey, to play a 
pre-season friendly match.

Boro fell behind after 13 minutes when defender Tom James 
put through his own goal but Boro equalised six minutes 
later following a neat finish by Wesley York. The home 
side regained the lead after 24 minutes through Ryan Zico-
Black before Guernsey keeper Paul De Garis conceded a 
penalty which Andy Brown converted to leave the sides level 
at the break.

Boro began to show their class in the second half and took 
the game with goals from James Armson and York.
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 Solihull Moors v Nuneaton Town 24-07-2012 
Boro: Collett, Cartwright, Francis (Dean 60), Gordon (Cowan 60), 
Nisevic (James 60), Adams (Sleath 60), Church, Ford (Armson 60), 
Forsdick, Perry, Moore (York 60).

Boro made the journey to Damson Park to play Solihull Moors 
in a pre-season friendly game.

Boro slipped to their first defeat of the pre-season when 
trialist Francino Francis planted a powerful header into his 
own net in the 25th minute. Boro responded well before the 
break and came close to an equaliser three times.

However, their second half performance was lacking any 
fluency, possibly due to six changes on the hour. Boro started 
the game with two trialists in their side – ex-Tamworth man 
Francis played in central defence and former Grimsby Town 
player Anthony Church was in the centre of midfield.

Solihull were first to threaten when ex-Hinckley United striker 
Omar Bogle was given too much space in the area and drew 
a fine save from Neil Collett. It was 1-0 on 25 minutes when 
Boro gave the ball away cheaply down the right. The ball was 
whipped in and Francis met it with a bullet header from six 
yards that proved to be an unfortunate own goal.

The visitors were sluggish in their response for the next ten 
minutes but they finished the half well as Lee Moore shot 
wide from 16 yards. Francis then had a chance to make 
amends at the other end in the 40th minute but he headed 
Ben Ford’s corner wide from six yards.

The closest Boro came before the break was a fine effort 
from Simon Forsdick which drifted inches wide from 20 
yards out. The second half was a poor affair as neither side 
threatened a goal.

 Nuneaton Town v Coventry City 28-07-2012 
Boro: McNamara (Collett 73), Cartwright, O’Halloran (Nisevic 73), 
Armson (Ford 66), Dean (Cowan 66), Gordon, Sleath (Trialist 66), 
Walker (Adams 66), Perry, York (Moore 75), James (Trialist 75). 
Subs: T. Brown, Slater.
Coventry: Dunn, Pegg, Hussey, Deegan, Brown (Henderson 77), 
Edjenguele, Jeffers (Roberts 45), Garner, Ball (McDonald 45), 
Constantin (Wiseman 57), Halili. Subs: Burge, Moore-Azille.

Boro welcomed Coventry City to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

Boro’s fit and hungry looking players set about claiming their 
neighbours’ scalp from the first whistle. Former Coventry 
player Adam Walker certainly looked like he had a point to 
prove with an outstanding midfield display, as did the lively 
Wes York and clever James Armson as Boro dominated the 
first half.

Walker’s cultured free-kick picked out York for an acrobatic 
volley against Chris Dunn’s bar and he twice went close 
himself – wastefully so when York’s cross picked him out for 
an unchallenged header.

But Boro finally got their rewards 11 minutes into the second 
half when the pacy York, who was up against Chris Hussey for 
the most part, provided again with a cross that big centre-
forward Kyle Perry bustled through to turn past the keeper.

Gareth Dean comes under pressure from Callum Ball. 
 Photo: Coventry Evening Telegraph

And it might have been worse for the Sky Blues as Armson 
grazed the bar with a header from Walker’s free-kick before 
Tom James blasted just wide.

On the plus side for the visitors, centre-back William 
Edjenguele acquitted himself well, proving strong at the 
back and picking out the hard-working, if a little rusty, 
Cody McDonald late on with a couple of delightful long 
diagonals, with the striker’s shot beating keeper Neil Collett 
but hitting the foot of the far post to deny the visitors a 
draw. Manchester United’s Reece Brown showed some neat 
touches, as did fellow season-long loan Callum Ball who 
nodded a deep Hussey cross down for Shaun Jeffers to throw 
himself at with a diving header that was gathered by Town’s 
first-half stopper Ben McNamara.

Les Green Dies
One of the finest goalkeepers in the history of Nuneaton 
Borough has passed away. Les Green started his career with 
Atherstone Town from where he joined Hull City, playing four 
matches before joining Boro in 1962.

Green left Nuneaton for Burton Albion in 1965, playing under 
Peter Taylor. When Taylor moved on to be assistant manager 
to Brian Clough at Hartlepool United, Les Green followed on 
and played 34 games for the North East set-up before joining 
Rochdale, under Bob Stokoe. 

After just over a season with Rochdale, he was once again 
re-united with Peter Taylor and Brian Clough at Derby County.  
where he won a Second Division championship medal. After 
his playing career was over he went on to manage Nuneaton 
Borough from August 1989-January 1991. 
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 Hinckley United v Nuneaton Town 31-07-2012 

Hinckley: Peet, Towers (Dudley), Davis, Bragoli, Raglan, Everton-
Richards, Lane, Lister, Headley (Petranyuk), Green, McCable. 
Subs: Wilson, Holt, Bahra, Costa.
Boro: Collett, Wynter, Dean (Gordon), Cowan, Nisevic, Ford, Adams, 
Walker, Newton, Moore, Brown. Subs: Armson, Sleath, Cartwright, 
Perry, York, McNamara, Slater.

Boro travelled to the Greene King Stadium to play Hinckley 
United in a pre-season friendly game.

Harvey Headley’s fifth minute goal was enough to give the 
home side a narrow win. The striker scored at the near post 
to give the Knitters an early lead. Boro had plenty of chances 
to equalise but Lee Moore was wasteful in front of goal, 
missing four clear cut chances. Strike partner Andy Brown 
headed against the bar as Nuneaton suffered a second pre-
season defeat.

Boro surprisingly included Curtis Wynter at right back, having 
previously told the former Coventry City player that his trial 
spell would not be made permanent. Hinckley included 
former Luton Town defender Sol Davis at left back, who had 
already played against Boro for Brackley earlier in the pre-
season campaign.

Boro Sign Aussie Keeper
Nuneaton Town were last night poised to sign former 
Newcastle Jets goalkeeper Ben McNamara on a one-year 
contract after an impressive trial spell. The 23-year-old 
Australian has flown to England to pursue his dream of 
playing professionally.

 Nuneaton Town v Leamington 04-08-2012 
Boro: McNamara (Collett 78), Gordon (Cartwright 55), Dean, Cowan, 
O’Hollaran (Nisevic 76), York (Moore 85), Sleath (Adams 83), Armson, 
Walker (Burns 85), Newton (Thompson-Brown 55), Perry (Brown 55). 
Sub: Ford.
Leamington: Zyski, Mace, Morley, Magunda, Daly, Grimes, Dodds 
(Berwick 64), Taylor (Tuohy 77), Owen, Perrow (Powell 46), Husband 
(Adkins 77). Sub: Quirke.

Boro welcomed Leamington to Liberty Way to play a pre-
season friendly game.

The game started with a heavy storm, which turned out to 
be the only talking point in the early stages, but as soon 
as the storm abated the visitors took the lead after some 
slack defensive work from Boro. A simple through ball split 
the centre-halves and keeper Ben McNamara was not in a 
position to try to clear it. That left Perrow one-on-one with 
McNamara, who made things easy for the striker by retreating 
back to his line instead of closing him down. Perrow took full 
advantage and lashed the ball into the roof of the net.

Ten minutes later it was 2-0 to the visitors. A deep cross from 
the right was punted in and Perrow got across Gaz Dean all 
too easily to plant a header past McNamara.

Boro’s attacking threat was limited at best in the first-half. 
Adam Walker hit a screamer into the top corner but play had 
already stopped as Perry was down.

Ben McNamara punches clear. Photo: Nuneaton News

Wilkin made a triple change ten minutes after the break and 
it paid dividends as one of the substitutes, Thompson-Brown, 
lashed a fine shot across the keeper from ten yards to make 
the score 2-1. Boro were on level terms in the 72nd minute as 
Armson showed good feet 20 yards out to create space for a 
shot, which flew into the bottom corner.

Brown made a difference after coming on and he ran in 
behind two minutes later before cleverly lobbing the keeper 
from 14 yards to make it 3-2 to the home side.

Boro Sign Two
Nuneaton Town have added to their squad ahead of the new 
season by signing Republic of Ireland international defender 
Stephen O’Halloran, who has been released by Carlisle 
United. O’Halloran started his career at Aston Villa, where 
he spent four years before joining Coventry City in 2010. 
Boro have also secured the signature of 19-year-old Robbie 
Thompson-Brown, who has previously been with Stratford 
Town and Kidderminster Harriers.

 Nuneaton Town v Leicester City XI 07-08-2012 
Boro: McNamara (Collett 60), Cartwright, Gordon, Dean (Nisevic 46), 
O’Halloran, York (Thompson-Brown 60), Armson (Burns 67), Walker 
(Ford 67), Sleath (Adams 67), James (Newton 60), Brown (Perry 67). 
Sub: Harris-James.
Leicester: Logan, Sesay (Byrne 60), Bolger, Parkes, Kennedy (Taft 46), 
Danns, Drinkwater, Waghorn, Knockaert, Beckford (Panayiotou 60), 
Futacs. Subs: Jones, Brennan.

Boro welcomed a Leicester City XI to Liberty Way to play a 
pre-season friendly game.

Boro took on the strongest side they have faced this 
summer with Neil Danns, Marko Futacs and Martyn Waghorn 
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all involved, but they more than held their own with an 
impressive display, particularly in the first-half. In fact, it was 
Boro who arguably had the best of the game early on as Tom 
James fired over from 15 yards when he should possibly have 
done better.

There was another chance when Andy Brown got in behind 
the defence and crossed for Adam Walker, who saw his 
header parried by keeper Conrad Logan with Danny Sleath 
unable to turn in the rebound. Logan then made a good save 
from a Brown header and an even better stop from a Wes 
York shot as Boro finished the half strongly.

Beckford had looked lively before the break and it was he 
who gave Leicester the lead in the 49th minute when he 
sprung the offside trap and fired low into the corner of the 
net. Five minutes later the ex-Leeds United man added a 
brilliant second, back-heeling past Ben McNamara from eight 
yards with the most audacious of goals.

Boro responded immediately and pulled a goal back a minute 
later when Walker picked out James and he rounded the 
keeper with a good touch before slotting into the empty net. It 
was almost 2-2 when Kyle Perry met a corner with a powerful 
header and Danns scrambled the ball off the line. The game 
was over as a contest ten minutes from the end when the ball 
fell nicely for Drinkwater to sweep into the corner.

Moore Released
Nuneaton Town have released Lee Moore. The forward joined 
Nuneaton from Telford in July 2009 and has previously 
represented Tamworth. However, Boro have moved to 
replaced Moore by signing Kyle Patterson from Tamworth, 
who he joined from Hednesford

 Nuneaton Town v Ebbsfleet United 11-08-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Cartwright, Gordon, Cowan, O’Halloran, Thompson-
Brown, Armson (Patterson 86), Walker, Sleath, James (York 75), 
Brown. Subs: Adams, Nisevic, Perry.
Ebbsfleet: Edwards, Ada, Lorraine, Blake, Howe, Barrett, Phipp, 
Bellamy, Ashikodi, Enver-Marum (Folkes 87), Elder (Walsh 78). 
Subs: Williams, Greenhalgh, McNeil.

Boro welcomed Ebbsfleet United to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Andy Brown scores his second goal of the game, but it wasn’t enough. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Keeper Ben McNamara will quickly want to forget his 
Nuneaton debut after a hesitant 90 minutes that included a 
crucial, game-changing misjudgment with the opening goal.

It looked plain sailing for Boro as inside 17 minutes they had 
opened up a two-goal lead but Liam Daish’s men showed real 
character and ability to take advantage of Town’s generosity.

A missed Brown penalty hindered Boro’s fightback although 
it hardly mattered as almost immediately Robbie Thompson-
Brown did reduce the arrears. Chances came and were 
squandered by Boro and they were punished as the visitors 
again opened up a two-goal advantage. Brown completed his 
brace in injury time but it was too late to salvage any points. 
It all looked good as on eight minutes Tom James broke 
down the left and when the cross came in Brown’s stunning 
six-yard volley rippled the Fleet rigging.
Ryan Blake’s goal line clearance foiled Brown from doubling 
his tally but on 17 minutes the ex-Hinckley and Telford 
frontman flicked on a fine pass for Walker to unleash a power-
laden 20-yarder that bulged the net. However, on 21 minutes 
it was again game-on for Fleet. There looked no danger when 
Boro defended a free-kick wide on the right and just three 
yards from the goal-line but McNamara’s positional play was 
found wanting as Phipp squeezed a low shot between the 
wall and the near post.
That proved to be a defining factor as within 90 seconds the 
visitors were back on terms as Joe Howe’s centre from right 
found the unmarked Nathan Elder and his diving header flew 
beyond the helpless McNamara in the home goal. After 30 
minutes there was more woe for Boro when Edwards’ long 
punt upfield saw Elder chest down, turn and lob a fine ball 
to Moses Ashikodi, whose acute angled drive disappointingly 
flew across McNamara and inside the far post.
Brown’s looping header almost restored parity for Boro with 
the crossbar saving United, who made the most of their good 
fortune by stretching their lead early into the second period. 
Liam Enver-Marum was left in oceans of room down the 
right and he cut inside to slot a skidding cross shot beyond 
McNamara.

However, inside 60 seconds Boro were gifted a penalty when 
Ryan Blake’s handling offence was spotted by the linesman 
only for Brown’s weak spot-kick to be pushed aside by 
Edwards. But Nuneaton were quickly back in it as Gavin 
Cowan headed a corner back into the danger zone where 
Brown nodded down for Thompson-Brown to explode a 
rising eight-yarder high into the net.

Walker blazed a good offering just over while Edwards 
acrobatically tipped over Wes York’s fierce rising edge of the 
box drive but hopes faded on 88 minutes. Phipp went past 
two defenders and hammered a splendid angled drive past 
McNamara and over the line off the underside of the bar. In 
time added on, Brown’s diving header cut the arrears but the 
Fleet left town with the three-point haul while Boro were left 
to think of what might have been.
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 Newport County v Nuneaton Town 14-08-2012 
Newport: Pidgeley, Pipe, Porter, James (Hughes, 46), Yakubu, 
O’Connor (Harris, 72), Crow, Louis, Sandell, Thomson (Flynn, 69), 
Evans. Subs: Charles, Perry.
Boro: Collett, Cartwright, Dean, Walker (Perry, 76), Brown, Armson, 
Sleath, Gordon, James (York, 46), Thompson-Brown (Patterson, 46), 
O’Halloran. Subs: Nisevic, Adams.

Boro made the journey to Rodney Parade to play Newport 
County in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

It looks like it could be a long season for Boro after they 
were beaten 4-0. The defensive frailties that were evident in 
Saturday’s 5-4 home defeat to Ebbsfleet United were clear 
again as Kevin Wilkin’s side suffered in South Wales.

The hosts, playing their first competitive match at their new 
Rodney Parade home, started like a runaway train and it was 
no surprise when Aaron O’Connor gave them a 13th-minute 
lead. Boro failed to deal with a corner and the former Luton 
man hooked the ball past Neil Collett from eight yards out. 
Seven minutes later it was 2-0 as Newport captain David Pipe 
picked out the unmarked Jefferson Louis with a pinpoint 
cross and the striker headed home.

Nuneaton didn’t register a shot on target in the first half and 
Wilkin switched things round after the interval with Wesley 
York and Kyle Patterson replacing Tom James and Robbie 
Thompson-Brown.

Things improved slightly as Andy Brown and Patterson went 
close to pulling one back for the visitors but O’Connor’s 
second goal effectively settled the contest on 53 minutes. 
And youngster Lee Evans put the final nail in the coffin four 
minutes from time with a close range effort, giving Collett 
no chance.

At the other end Danny Sleath showed what he is capable of 
with a fantastic turn and shot but his 20-yard effort cannoned 
off the cross bar. It was that kind of night for Boro.

Parry Joins On Loan
Nuneaton Town have signed Stoke City youngster Manny 
Parry on loan. The defender joined The Potters from Milwall 
and has been part of the Elite Player Performance Squad at 
the Britannia Stadium.

 Grimsby Town v Nuneaton Town 18-08-2012 
Grimsby: McKeown, Hatton, Pearson, Pond, Thomas, Colbeck, Disley, 
Thanoj, Soares (Artus 56), Cook (Southwell 56), Elding (Pearson 56). 
Subs: Niven, Wood
Boro: Collett, Gordon, Dean, Cowan, Cartwright, Sleath, Armson, 
Walker, O’Halloran, York (Thompson-Brown 81), Brown (Perry90+3). 
Subs: Adams, James, Parry.

Boro made the journey to Blundell Park to play Grimsby Town 
in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro are up and running following a gutsy performance that 

brought them a well-deserved point. And all credit, not only 
to a gritty team effort, but to manager Kevin Wilkin, who 
bravely switched his 4-5-1 system to a far more successful 
3-5-2 line-up.

Neil Collett punches clear. Photo: Nuneaton News

Admittedly Boro, with new defender Manny Parry on the 
bench, never really troubled the Mariners back division but 
they looked far more compact and their workaholic midfield 
battled for every ball. Keeper Neil Collett was the first-half 
hero with a superb double save to prevent skipper Gareth 
Dean from slicing into his own net. Collett can count himself 
a little lucky to get away with a fumble that saw Nathan Pond 
hammer home only for Essex referee John Hopkins to spot 
an infringement.

Boro defend in depth. Photo: Nuneaton News

It was clear that Grimsby’s inability to breakdown determined 
Boro caused plenty of frustration among the home fans. But 
the Nuneaton faithful who made the trip to Humberside with 
obvious concerns, travelled home content with an intense 
and disciplined display – albeit without too many threats, 
despite the graft of frontmen Andy Brown and Wes York.

Boro Andy Brown’s came closest in the opening quarter when 
he chested down Stephen O’Halloran’s centre only to see 
his acrobatic overhead volley sail inches over the bar. At the 
opposite end, Collett had to be alert to save a low Joe Colbeck 
drive and then he produced the save of the match to keep out 
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Dean’s accidental slice, parrying the ball up and then reacting 
smartly to palm over as he fell backwards into the net.

Soon after the interval, Brown’s radar went astray as 
he headed weakly wide when unchallenged from Neil 
Cartwright’s free-kick. Then Boro had what seemed a 
fortunate escape as Collett mishandled an Andi Thanoj 
cross that bounced invitingly to Pond and he found the 
net only for the celebrations to be cut short by the referee, 
who ruled out the effort for at worst a minor infringement 
on the keeper.

During the closing stages Craig Disley and Colbeck failed 
to hit the target when placed to do better but on the day 
Grimsby didn’t warrant any more than a point while a gallant 
Wilkin is worthy of praise for his team selection and tactics.

Nisevic Leaves Boro
Eddie Nisevic has left Liberty Way and has joined Blue Square 
North side Brackley Town.

Financial Director Resigns
Dave Allen, Nuneaton Town’s financial director has parted 
company with the club.

 Nuneaton Town v Cambridge United 25-08-2012 
Boro: Collett, Gordon, Parry, Cowan, O’Halloran, Sleath, Armson, 
Walker, Thompson-Brown (Patterson 80), Brown 7, York 8. Subs: Perry, 
James, Adams, Ford.
Cambridge: Hedge, McAuley, Garner, Coulson, Jennings, Willmott 
(Hughes 90+1), Shaw (Smith 60), Jarvis, Dunk, Berry, Elliott (Moke 79). 
Subs: Wellard, Hudson

Boro welcomed Cambridge United to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

There were two changes to the team that drew 0-0 at Grimsby 
Town, while there was also a change in formation from 3-5-2 
to 4-3-1-2. Central defender Gaz Dean was at his sister’s 
wedding so Manny Parry was handed a debut a week after 
joining on work experience from Stoke City.

Right wing-back Neil Cartwright was out with an ankle injury 
with Robbie Thompson-Brown getting the nod to come in. 
However, he drifted to either flank behind the front two with 
Delroy Gordon at right-back.

The game was preceded by a torrential storm meaning it was 
a real challenge to move the ball in some areas of the pitch. 
However, the first half was a fairly entertaining affair even 
though neither keeper was tested. York looked Boro’s biggest 
goal threat early on and he went close after just four minutes 
when he cut across the box and fired just wide from 20 yards.

Harrison Dunk caused problems down the left as he found 
space in dangerous areas on a couple of occasions and flashed 
a shot across the face of goal after 10 minutes but it went wide 
of Collett’s goal. The Boro keeper brought himself into the 
action after 22 minutes when he came a long way to punch 

the ball off Elliott’s head. Cambridge saw more of the ball in 
the opening period but it was Nuneaton who went closest 10 
minutes before the break when York made space for a shot 
which was blocked just behind the run of Andy Brown as Scott 
Garner scrambled it clear before the Boro striker could react.

The game sprung to life when Elliott put the visitors 1-0 up 
after 52 minutes. Willmott crossed from the right and when 
Dunk knocked it down, Elliott was there to turn the ball in 
from six yards. Within a minute Boro were level though. 
Sleath broke down the right and pulled a low ball back for 
Walker, who opened his body up to side foot a good finish 
into the bottom corner from 18 yards. York was having a fine 
game as three times in the next ten minutes there was no one 
there to turn in his dangerous crosses.

Sleath then saw a good ball fly across the box as Boro 
pressed but could not get a second goal. The former Boston 
midfielder looked a threat as he broke into the box and forced 
Hedge into a good save. Cambridge had the perfect chance to 
win it with seven minutes to go when Cowan slid in on Moke 
as he squared the ball and a penalty was given. Willmott 
stepped up but Collett made a great save low to his left. He 
then sprung up to keep out the rebound with his legs. Boro 
switched off from the corner and when the ball was whipped 
in Rory McAuley met it with a header, but Steve O’Halloran 
made a fantastic flying clearance off the line.

West York earns Boro a penalty. Photo: Nuneaton News

Then there was drama in stoppage time when York went 
through on goal and tried to round Hedge, who took him 
down and was sent off. Striker Liam Hughes went in goal and 
Armson sent him the wrong way for a 92nd minute winner 
from the spot. Or so he thought. Parry conceded a naïve free-
kick 22 yards out in the 94th minute and Jennings drilled it in 
low to Collett’s left as Boro were dealt a cruel blow.
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 Alfreton Town v Nuneaton Town 27-08-2012 
Alfreton: Barnes, Law, Kempson, Streete, Franklin, Russell, A. Brown, 
Bradley, Taylor, Clayton, Tomlinson. Subs: Arnold, Frankls, Meadows, 
Wilson, Worsfold.
Boro: Collett, Gordon, Cowan, Dean, O’Halloran, Walker, Armson, 
Sleath, Patterson, Brown, York. Subs: Perry, Adams, James, 
Thompson-Brown, Parry.

Boro made the journey to the Impact Arena to play Alfreton 
Town in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Arguably Boro’s most consistent outfield player this season, 
Adam Walker inspired a welcome first Conference success for 
Kevin Wilkin’s men with a superb hat-trick.

The former Coventry City youngster underlined his potential 
with an outstanding individual display as the Liberty Way 
outfit outplayed their Derbyshire rivals to claim their first 
maximum haul at the fifth attempt since their promotion 
from Blue Square Bet North.

However, the one setback was an injury to Wes York, who had 
to be substituted in the second half.

Nuneaton keeper Neil Collett was the hero early on, superbly 
parrying away a point-blank effort from Ben Tomlinson’s 
fierce strike. Just before the interval a looping cross-cum-
shot by Anton Brown beat Collett only to thud against the far 
post and rebound to safety.

Kyle Patterson wins a header. Photo: Nuneaton News

However, eight minutes into the second period, Boro grabbed 
the lead. The pacy York did the spadework with a telling run 
down the right and from his low centre the ball eventually fell 
to Walker and the former Coventry City midfielder made no 
mistake with a clinical finish past keeper Phil Barnes.

Kyle Patterson should have doubled the lead just before the 
hour but failed to hit the target when placed to do better 
while Brown squandered an equally good opening for the 
Derbyshire outfit.

It was the visitors who doubled their lead on 78 minutes with 
a spectacular individual goal from the outstanding Walker, 
who waltzed past a couple of home defenders on the edge 

of the area before lashing a slow, skidding drive past the 
advancing Barnes and just inside the post. Tomlinson headed 
wide for the hosts but deep into time added on Walker’s 
treble was complete, the midfielder rifling home from 12 
yards following fine work from Thompson-Brown.

Newton Joins Hinckley
Striker Danny Newton has joined Hinckley United on a 
month’s loan. Coming into the club is former striker Donovan 
Symonds.

 Nuneaton Town v Gateshead 01-09-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Gordon, Cowan, O’Halloran, Dean, Sleath, Armson, 
(Thompson Brown), Walker, Brown, Patterson (Perry), York. 
Subs: Forsdick, James, Adams.
Gateshead: Bartlett, Clark, Boyle, Magney, Bush, Cummins (Marwood), 
Turnbull, Chandler, Gillies, Hatch (Fisher), Odubade (McGorrigan). 
Subs: Nixon, Wilson.

Boro welcomed Gateshead to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro’s poor home form continued as highly organised 
Gateshead extended their unbeaten league record to leave 
the home side on the fringes of the bottom six. Kevin Wilkin’s 
men matched the Tynesiders but in the end it was the 
composure and all-round discipline of the visitors, especially 
defensively, that decided the issue plus Yemi Odubade’s 
second goal of the season.

West York keeps Gateshead busy. Photo: Nuneaton News

A promising start by Boro failed to bear fruit and the more the 
game went on the more Gateshead seemed to hold the key to 
the match and once Odubade’s close-range finish broke the 
deadlock it was an uphill battle that they never looked like 
winning. Twice striker Andy Brown went close as the home 
side battled bravely for an equaliser although Wilkin would 
be disappointed his side failed to work Gateshead keeper 
Adam Bartlett at all.

At the back Boro, for whom Ben McNamara replaced the 
injured Neil Collett, held their own while Walker was arguably 
again Boro’s most creative midfielder while the pace and 
trickery of Wes York gave optimism of a home goal. Nuneaton 
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were bright early on as the Tynesiders took time to settle but 
the visitors carved out the best two offerings and from one 
of them Gillies’ deep free-kick found the unchallenged Liam 
Hatch whose fierce far-post header found the target only for a 
linesman’s flag to save Boro.

A superb saving tackle by Dean foiled Gillies, who soon after 
was put clear into the home area only to rifle tamely into the 
side-netting while the at the opposite end York’s mishit shot 
looped onto the roof of Bartlett’s net.

In the second period, the outstanding Chris Bush headed 
over when left unmarked from a Gillies set-play but after 
63 minutes the game’s sole goal came. Bush hoisted a long 
throw into the box and when it was half-cleared back to him 
the centre-back hammered a powerful low cross that Hatch 
turned into the path of Odubade and he swivelled six yards to 
blast past the helpless McNamara.

Brown almost levelled with a speculative overhead volley 
that drifted just too high and then his rising 15-yarder beat 
Bartlett but spun off the top of the bar and into the terraces 
at the aptly named Crematorium End.

 Nuneaton Town v AFC Telford United 04-09-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Gordon, Cowan, Dean, O’Halloran, Sleath, Armson, 
Walker, York (Adams 88), Perry, Brown. Subs: Thomspson-Brown, 
Patterson, James, Forsdick.
Telford: Young, Salmon, Valentine, Rooney, Trainer, Jones, Brown 
(Spray 75), Briscoe, St Aime, Leslie, Rose. Subs: Davies, Taylor, Yoffe, 
Collister.

Boro welcomed AFC Telford United to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square North Premier Division game.

Boro have their first home win in Blue Square Bet Premier as 
James Armson and Andy Brown scored after the break – but 
it took a wonder goal from Adam Walker to light up the game. 
Boro were on the back foot until Walker curled a stunning 
sixth of the season into the top corner in the 13th minute.

Kyle Patterson was the man to miss out as Wes York dropped 
into a free role behind the strikers. The Bucks started much 
the better and could have been one up early on, but Steve 
O’Halloran cleared off the line from Kieron St Amie on four 
minutes. The same player then took an eternity to get his shot 
away as Boro scrambled the ball clear. Out of pretty much 
nothing it was 1-0 to Nuneaton in the 13th minute.

Brown and Walker played a slick one-two and the midfielder 
curled in a breathtaking 25-yard strike from outside the right 
hand edge of the box in to the far corner. From there Boro 
looked good but they could not get the second goal as Young 
did brilliantly to tip over a Brown volley.

The striker then had the ball in the net after O’Halloran’s 
shot was well saved but the flag was up for offside. As has so 
often been the case this season Boro switched off and let the 
opposition in as Telford levelled from the spot after Cowan 
headed the ball back blind and Steve Jones nipped in to 

intercept. He was taken down by Ben McNamara, who was 
booked, and a penalty was rightly awarded. Rooney stuck 
it away confidently to make it 1-1 in the 36th minute. Boro 
reacted well though and almost went in front again but Will 
Salmon headed off the line with Brown poised to strike.

Adam Walker celebrates a fantastic goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

Cowan had a chance to make amends for his error on the 
hour, however, he blazed over from eight yards. Within a 
minute York had scuffed a difficult chance. Telford came close 
when McNamara kept out Rooney’s 20 yard drive but Boro 
went up the other end soon after and won a penalty that was 
just as clear cut as the first. Walker had actually missed the 
ball when Ryan Valentine clattered into him and gave the 
referee no option.

Armson kept his nerve and drilled in his second penalty of 
the season to put Nuneaton 2-1 up in the 74th minute. Boro 
probably needed a third and they got it when Perry flicked 
the ball on for Brown to mishit a volley that gave Young no 
chance as it looped over his former team-mate.

 Woking v Nuneaton Town 08-09-2012 
Woking: Howe, Newton, Doyle, McNerney, Johnson, Parkinson, 
Sinclair (Williams 59), Sawyer (Frith 63), Betsy, Bubb (Pires 71), 
McCallum. Subs: Beasant, Cestor.
Boro: McNamara, Gordon, O’Halloran, Cowan, Dean, Armson 
(Thompson-Brown 53), Sleath, Walker, Brown, York (Patterson 59), 
Perry (Adams 73). Subs: James, Forsdick.

Boro made the journey to The Kingfield Stadium to play 
Woking in a Blue Square Premier

While Woking boss Garry Hill lamented Bradley Bubb only 
getting the match ball, and not man of the match plaudits for 
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his four goals, Nuneaton boss Kevin Wilkin would have been 
left with far more pressing issues. Bubb’s four-timer in the 
space of 22 second-half minutes made it a horrible afternoon 
in Surrey for Wilkin and his Jekyll and Hyde side who were so 
impressive against Telford in midweek – but could not cope 
with a home side starting the day in the bottom four. There 
was no hint of the carnage to follow in a relatively quiet start 
to the game, Boro coping well with the hosts and Kyle Perry 
seeing a shot slide wide at the other end. But in the 25th 
minute Gavin McCallum was played in by Dean Sinclair and 
he finished low past Ben McNamara.

The visiting keeper then had to be sharp to stop Bubb 
doubling that lead before Perry had a shot from six yards kept 
out by Aaron Howe who did the same with an effort from top 
scorer Adam Walker. Then the avalanche began just before 
the break, Jack Parkinson capitalising from a Bubb corner to 
score from close in.

Woking then started the second half just as they had ended 
the first, Bubb starting his one-man goal crusade in the 48th 
minute. Seven minutes later Bubb grabbed his second of the 
afternoon to leave Wilkin’s side reeling. Then, a lifeline, Perry 
brought down by Joe McNerney who received a yellow card 
for his troubles and a penalty, but Perry tried to be too precise 
with his spot-kick and Howe got down well to save. It couldn’t 
get much worse but it did, McNamara kept out Brett Williams 
but moments later Bubb found the top corner to make it five – 
with 22 minutes still to go.

Two minutes later and Bubb had his fourth thanks to another 
low finish and but for the width of the post Brett Johnson 
would have been celebrating a seventh following McCallum’s 
dangerous inswinging corner. Danny Sleath did force Howe 
into another save before, with the clock ticking into injury 
time, Andy Brown grabbed the scantest of consolations for 
the away side with a close-range effort.

 Nuneaton Town v Macclesfield Town 15-09-2012 
Boro: Collett, Gordon, Dean, Cowan, Forsdick, Armson, Walker, 
Sleath, Adams, Perry, Brown. Subs: York, Patterson, Ford, O’Halloran, 
Thompson-Brown.
Macclesfield: Cronin, Jackson, Charnock, Mills, Braham-Barrett, 
Kissock, Murtagh, Mendy, McNamee, Barnes-Homer, Holroyd. 
Subs: Brown, Diagne, Henry, Fairhurst, Morgan-Smith.

Boro welcomed Macclesfield Town to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Neil Collett returned in goal in place of Ben McNamara, while 
there were first starts of the season for Simon Forsdick and 
Jon Adams. Forsdick replaced Steve O’Halloran and played 
left wing-back in a 3-5-2 formation while Wes York was 
dropped with Adams coming in at right wing-back.

The home side enjoyed a flying start to the game as Brown 
gave them an early lead with his fifth of the season. It came 
from an effective route one free-kick as Armson clipped the 
ball into the box, Gavin Cowan nodded it down and Brown 

got across his man to prod home at the near post from six 
yards. Macclesfield looked anything but league leaders as 
they found themselves two down in the 13th minute.

There looked to be no danger when Adam Walker put a poor 
corner into the box, but Barnes-Homer gave his ex-team-
mates a helping hand as he inexplicably handled with no one 
around him. Armson is a cool customer from the spot and he 
sent Lance Cronin the wrong way to score his third penalty 
of the season. The Silkmen had been caught cold but they 
monopolised possession for the rest of the half even though 
they did very little with the ball.

Macclesfield came out with a little more intent after the break 
as they pressed from the off. McNamee looked the most likely 
to make something happen as he turned sharply and shot 
over after 58 minutes. Within seconds he got to the byline 
but his cross was just too deep. Chris Holroyd, on loan from 
Preston North End, then headed over.

The goal had been coming and it arrived with 20 minutes to 
go. Craig Braham-Barrett fed a simple ball into the box and 
Murtagh broke onto it before firing across Collett from 12 
yards. It looked like the next goal was destined to go to the 
Silkmen, but instead Boro got the third they so desperately 
needed in the 76th minute. Macclesfield looked comfortable 
when Armson put the ball in the box, but Brown muscled his 
way in and Sleath got on the end of his knock down to stab in 
from eight yards

Nerves were frayed with two minutes left when Boro blocked 
a couple of shots and then Barnes-Homer fired across 
Collett untidily after it broke kindly 14 yards out. Even then 
Nuneaton should have won but in the 90th minute Barnes-
Homer nodded down and Mendy smashed in a brilliant 
equaliser from 20 yards. Celebrations were cut short when 
the flag went up with a player in an offside position, but the 
goal stood after referee consulted with his assistant as it was 
decided the player was not interfering in play.

 Rugby Town v Nuneaton Town 18-09-2012 
Rugby: Bevan, Myles, Kelly, Rowley, Gudger, Banks, Amory, Allen 
(Austin), Hamilton (Evangimnos), Lake-Gaskin (Fagan), Koriya. 
Sub: Booth.
Boro: McNamara, Forsdick, Gordon, Dean, O’Halloran, Adams, Ford, 
James; York, Thompson-Brown, Patterson. Subs: Armson, Cowan, 
Patterson, Brown, Sleath.

Boro made the journey to Butlin Road to play Rugby Town in 
a Birmingham Senior Cup first round tie.

Goals for Kyle Patterson and Wes York gave Boro a 
comfortable 2-0 win. Boro boss Kevin Wilkin rang the 
changes as seven players came into the side which drew with 
Macclesfield Town. However, it was one of the first names 
on the team sheet week in, week out which came closest to 
breaking the deadlock as Gaz Dean’s header was brilliantly 
saved by Dave Bevan. Shortly after Boro took the lead as 
Robbie Thompson-Brown’s shot was handled in the box by 
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Mason Rowley and Patterson smashed in from the spot for his 
first goal for the club.

Rugby’s best effort came after the break when Patterson dwelt 
on the ball and ended up giving a free-kick away on the edge 
of the box, which Craig Kelly curled just wide. Bevan kept the 
home side in the game as he twice denied the impressive Ben 
Ford and also kept out a good strike from Jon Adams. Boro 
wrapped the game up though when Dean planted in another 
header and York glanced it in from close range to score only 
his second goal of 2012.

 Hyde United v Nuneaton Town 22-09-2012 
Hyde: Carnell, Brizell, Pearson, Ashworth (Dennis 87), Griffin, 
Crowther (Poole 72), Brown, Tomsett, Cox, Jevons, Spencer. 
Subs: Byrne, Cassidy, Blinkhorn.
Boro: Collett, Gordon, Dean, Cowan, Adams (Patterson 45+1 (York 58)), 
Sleath (Ford 72), Armson, Walker, Forsdick, Perry, Brown. 
Subs: O’Halloran, Thompson-Brown.

Boro made the journey to Ewan Fields to play Hyde United in 
a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

The away sided started brightly but failed to create a clear 
cut chance throughout the entire first half. They went into the 
break 1-0 down thanks to the first shot of note – and what a 
shot it was. There looked to be no danger when Adam Griffin 
took a touch in midfield, but he tried his luck from 35 yards 
and hit a shot that dipped and swerved over Neil Collett, who 
was barely six yards out.

Boro’s best opening of the half came when Kyle Perry 
outmuscled Andy Pearson but slipped just as he shot. Hyde 
could have added to their advantage on 40 minutes when Scott 
Spencer aimed for the back post. Phil Jevons slid in but could 
not get a stud on it as the ball slid wide. Boro suffered a blow 
in first half stoppage time when Jon Adams hobbled off with a 
groin injury to be replaced by Kyle Patterson.

Nuneaton started the second half sloppily as Ryan Crowther 
planted in a tame free header which Collett held easily. Boro 
were forced into another change when Patterson hobbled off 
after 58 minutes to be replaced by York.

York was given a free role behind the front two with James 
Armson going to right wing-back as Boro adapted an 
attacking midfield set-up. The changes disrupted Boro’s 
rhythm though and they were two down after 65 minutes 
as Alex Brown did well to clip a cross to the back post and 
Jevons turned the ball over the line from a couple of yards.

It was a hammer blow to Nuneaton but they responded 
brilliantly with two goals in a minute from York. The first, in 
the 73rd minute, came when Ford won the ball in midfield and 
fed Andy Brown. He picked out York with a through ball and he 
showed great composure to place a low finish just inside the 
post from 16 yards. It was all square almost straight from the 
kick-off as the impressive Simon Forsdick got in down the left 
and crossed a low ball to the back post. Andy Pearson should 
have dealt with it, but it fell to York who smashed it in from six 

yards. At 2-2 both sides pressed to win the game. Boro had a 
couple of heart in mouth moments late on as Spencer went 
down in the box under Cowan’s challenge.

Wes York (obscured) rescues a point for Boro. Photo: Nuneaton News

It looked a dive as he went down late but neither a penalty 
nor a yellow card for simulation was shown. In stoppage time 
Hyde forced an almighty scramble in the six yard box when 
Collett dropped a cross. He was clearly fouled but the referee 
was unmoved. Fortunately for Nuneaton, the assistant had 
his flag up and play was eventually pulled back as the spoils 
were shared.

 Lincoln City v Nuneaton Town 25-09-2012 
Lincoln: Farman, Gray, Boyce, Miller, Nutter, Smith, Fofana, Morgan, 
Sheridan, Oliver, Robinson. Subs: Turner, Taylor, Nicolau, Hutchinson, 
Larkin.
Boro: Collett, Gordon, Cowan, Dean, Armson, Sleath, Walker, Ford, 
Forsdick, York, Brown. Subs: McNamara, Perry, James, Thompson-
Brown, O’Halloran.

Boro made the journey to Sincil Bank to play Lincoln City in a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Kevin Wilkin admits he is growing increasingly frustrated 
with Nuneaton Town missing chances to pick up precious 
wins — but he believes his side were done out of three points 
at Lincoln City by a terrible piece of officiating. Boro were 1-0 
up on and looking comfortable when Simon Forsdick was 
sent-off for a professional foul on Vadaine Oliver. The Imps 
went on to score from the resulting free-kick and eventually 
won 2-1.

While Wilkin was unhappy with one of the assistant referees, 
he was also frustrated with his players as they missed 
chances to add to their lead and then gifted the opposition 
opportunities of their own. Wes York and Adam Walker, on 
two occasions, were the guilty parties in front of goal, while 
goalkeeper Neil Collett’s poor clearance led to Oliver being 
given the questionable chance which saw Forsdick sent off.

Wilkin felt his defence should have got Collett out of jail, but 
they failed to see the danger, not for the first time in his eyes. 
“We were well on top for 45 minutes. I accept we came under 
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pressure for a spell in the second half from restarts, which is 
nothing less than you’d expect. I got a little bit angry at half-
time because we hadn’t closed the game out.

“We had all the best chances and got a terrific start. If you 
miss the chances that is what can happen to you. I’m fed up 
and frustrated with the same things. We are leading a game 
and in control for the first, second, third and probably fourth 
time this season. Once again we’ve come away with nothing.

“Too many restarts in the second half cost us. The long 
throws in the corners were a danger for them. You warn and 
warn and warn players. Too many times we offered cheap 
free-kicks at the start of the second half. Simon tried to get 
round and cover for the sending off. The situation should 
never have arisen though. You’ve got to smell danger even 
when it’s not there. We aren’t good at that at the moment.

“It’s not a great kick by Neil but why are we switching off 
there. The player is offside though. Of course we need to 
do better against the teams round and about us. Certainly 
Ebbsfleet we should have beaten.”

 Nuneaton Town v Wrexham 29-09-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Gordon, Dean, Cowan, O’Halloran, Ford (Thompson-
Brown 58), Armson, Sleath, A. Walker, Brown, York (Perry 84). 
Subs: James, Adams.
Wrexham: Mayebi, Walker, Riley, Westwood, Ashton, Keates, Hunt, 
Harris, Ormerod (Cieslewicz 76), Bishop (Morrell 85), Wright (Ogleby 70). 
Subs: Clarke, Devine.

Boro welcomed Wrexham to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

On paper at least, Nuneaton Town’s biggest problem this 
season is the runaway train that is their goals against column. 
The home side went into the game hampered by the joint-
worst defensive record in league, having let in 26 in 11 
games. However, they countered that with one of their great 
strengths of the current campaign — the admirable ability to 
produce their best against the top sides.

The visitors dominated possession in the first half. However, 
Boro contained them well as McNamara was given good 
protection. Boro were first to threaten when James Armson 
volleyed over from 16 yards after good work by Adam Walker. 
Martin Riley should have given the Dragons the lead on 15 
minutes when he met a Keates corner six yards out but could 
only head over. Boro’s only other opening of the half came 
when the ball pinged around the box after Armson whipped 
in a free-kick, but no one could get a clean shot away. The 
closest either side came in the opening period was in the 
42nd minute when Declan Walker curled in an inviting free-
kick. It looked like Gavin Cowan had headed it into his own 
net, but the ball somehow drifted inches over.

The second half was a more even affair as Nuneaton came into 
the game. Andy Brown flashed a bicycle kick across the face 
of goal on 52 minutes before Wrexham went up the other end 
and O’Halloran scrambled Danny Wright’s effort from three 

yards off the line. Boro had a good chance with 15 minutes to 
go as Adam Walker put York in through the middle, but Jaslain 
Mayebi made a big save from a one-on-one before reacting 
well to smother the rebound from a tight angle. Armson then 
flashed a 30-yard free-kick barely a foot wide before Wrexham’s 
ex-Hartlepool defender Chris Westwood planted a header over 
from eight yards. Wrexham had one last chance in stoppage 
time, Morrell failing to reach an Adrian Cieslewicz cross.

James Armson battles with Wrexham’s midfield. Photo: Nuneaton News

 Southport v Nuneaton Town 06-10-2012 
Southport: McMillan, Lever, Akrigg, Grand, Parry, Whalley, Ledsham, 
Moogan, Poku, Ellison, Almond. Subs: Hibbert, Willis, Benjamin, 
Tames, Bakare.
Boro: McNamara, Cowan, Dean, Gordon, O’Halloran, Walker, Armson, 
Sleath (Perry 63), Ford (Thompson-Brown 51), York, Brown. 
Subs: Forsdick, James, Adams, Perry, Thompson-Brown.

Boro made the journey to Haig Avenue to play Southport in a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro score a second goal late on, but it is disallowed for offside. 
 Photo: Julia Urwin

Boro put in an abysmal show as Southport extended 
Nuneaton’s dismal run of form with a comprehensive win. The 
visitors, who have not won in six games, went behind when 
Chris Lever scored from the spot after Ben Ford had handled 
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in the box. Simon Grand doubled the lead, volleying in Shaun 
Walley’s cross, before Chris Almond struck sweetly from 18 
yards. Adam Walker’s late effort from close range was no more 
than consolation for Boro, who now lie 22nd in the table.

Stan Smith Dies
Stan Smith, who captained Nuneaton Borough to one of their 
finest FA Cup wins, a 3-0 defeat of Watford at Manor Park, has 
passed away, aged 87. The wing-half turned professional with 
Coventry City in 1947 and played 30-odd first team games 
for the Bantams before moving to Swansea Town, where he 
failed to break into the first team.
On leaving the Vetch Field he joined non-league Stafford 
Rangers from where he joined Nuneaton Borough. After his 
time at Manor Park he had a spell with Bedworth Town.
After his playing days were done Smith became a coach with 
Coventry City and then became a physiotherapist.

Boro Sign McNamee
Nuneaton Town have secured the signing of former St Mirren, 
Livingston and Coventry City defender David McNamee, 
who has signed a season long deal with the club. The former 
Scottish international full back is in the squad to face 
Hereford United at Liberty Way.

 Nuneaton Town v Hereford United 09-10-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Brown, Walker, Gordon, McNamee, Cowan, 
Dean, Adams, Armson (Sleath 77), Forsdick (O’Halloran 86), York 
(Thompson-Brown 90+1). Subs: Perry, James.
Hereford: Bittner, Gallinagh, Carruthers (Heath 29), Todd, Pell, 
Graham (Stam 26), Watkins (Clist 38), Marsh, Bowman, Clucas, Evans. 
Subs: Smikle, McQuilkin.

Boro welcomed Hereford United to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.
Hereford forced an early corner which was cleared by Gareth 
Dean while James Armson then fired over the bar before 
Cowan was called on to make another clearance as Hereford 
pressed in the opening minutes. With 12 minutes on the clock 
McNamara made a save from Marley Watkins as the game 
settled into a nip and tuck battle with neither side having a 
clear opening to speak of. Andy Brown had a couple of efforts 
which offered no real threat to the Hereford goal while Wes 
York shot wide from just outside the box as the game drifted 
towards the half-way stage. Just before the break Phil Marsh 
won a free-kick, which he took himself, but to no effect.

Boro were first to threaten at the start of the second half 
when Gareth Dean shot wide from Walker’s corner while 
Simon Forsdick got in a shot that was saved by James Bittner 
in the Hereford goal. Neither side looked capable of breaking 
the deadlock, but David McNamee put a shot wide of the goal 
from outside the penalty area before he found his way into 
the referee’s notebook for a foul on Harry Pell.

With the game entering its latter stages Gavin Cowan blocked 

an effort from Phil Marsh and Stephen O’Halloran was 
introduced at the expense of Simon Forsdick. With less than 
two minutes remaining Adam Walker put an effort wide of 
the goal, while Andy Brown forced Bittner into a save. Robbie 
Thompson-Brown replaced Wesley York as the game entered 
time added on, but was unable to add anything to the game 
and it ended in stalemate.

 Luton Town v Nuneaton Town 13-10-2012 
Town: Tyler, Henry, Essam, Ainge, Rowe-Turner, Howells, Lawless, 
O’Donnell, Gray, Rendell, Shaw. Subs: Brill, Kovacs, J. Robinson, 
M. Robinson, Walker.
Boro: McNamara, Gordon, Cowan, Forsdick, Dean, Adams, Sleath, 
Armson, Walker, Brown, York (Thompson-Brown). Subs: O’Halloran, 
James, Ford.

Boro made the journey to Kenilworth Road to play Luton 
Town in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro put in a fantastically resilient performance – but two 
strikes late on from Alex Lawless won it for Luton Town. 
Chances were few and far between as Boro kept their shape 
and made life difficult for the hosts. However, with three 
minutes to go Lawless smashed an unstoppable shot into 
the top corner from 25 yards to break Boro hearts. The 
same player then scored in the 93rd minute to give Luton a 
flattering scoreline.

Gareth Dean and Delroy Gordon on defensive duty. Photo: Nuneaton News

The first half had little by way of goalmouth action. Ben 
McNamara made a good save from JJ O’Donnell having 
parried an Andre Gray cross before a Gray shot hit Scott 
Rendell and flashed wide. Boro were resolute and organised 
but limited as an attacking force. Their only glimmer of a 
chance came when Andy Brown chested down a long pass 
from James Armson, but the ball got away from him at the 
key moment.

The second half continued with the same pattern but still 
Luton could not break Boro down. Nuneaton’s best chance of 
the game came with 18 minutes to go when Gavin Cowan met 
an Armson corner, but Mark Tyler made a good save.
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There looked to be little on in 87th minute, but Lawless took 
aim from distance and hammered the ball into the top corner 
past McNamara. Boro were now chasing the game and they 
got caught on the break in stoppage time as Scott Rendell fed 
Lawless, who clipped it past McNamara. 

Boro Sign Waite
Nuneaton Town have signed highly rated Notts County 
youngster Tyrell Waite on a one month loan deal. The 
18-year-old striker goes straight into the side for the FA Cup 
game at Telford.

Leicester Keeper Joins On Loan
Nuneaton Town have signed keeper Adam Smith on loan 
from Leicester City. The promising 20-year-old will provide 
stiff competition for current first-choice keeper Ben 
McNamara. The Leicester youngster has had recent loan 
spells with Chesterfield and Lincoln.

Also arriving at Liberty Way is 21-year-old Connor Taylor, 
who joins on a month’s loan from League One Walsall. The 
Coventry-born youngster was released by Aston Villa in the 
summer and has had a short loan spell with Tamworth.

 Nuneaton Town v Barrow 27-10-2012 
Boro: Smith, Gordon (James 69), Dean, Cowan, Forsdick, Taylor (York 
64), Sleath, McNamee, Walker, Brown, Waite (Thompson-Brown 73). 
Subs: Adams, Thompson-Brown, O’Halloran.
Barrow: Hurst, Flynn, M. Pearson, Anderson, Hessey, Harvey, Hunter, 
Rutherford, Boyes, McConville (Rowe 62), Almond (Jackson 62). 
Subs: S. Pearson, Skelton, Aldred.

Boro welcomed Barrow to Liberty Way to play a Blue Square 
Conference Premier game.

Adam Smith started in goal after signing on loan from 
Leicester City as Ben McNamara was dropped from the squad. 
Nuneaton’s other loan signing, Connor Taylor, was also 
handed an immediate debut as, after joining from Walsall, he 
came in for Wes York, who was among the substitutes.

Boro came desperately close to breaking the deadlock in the 
12th minute when Gavin Cowan nodded down Adam Walker’s 
corner for Brown. He flicked it towards the top corner only for 
Paul Rutherford to head off the line. Gaz Dean was lucky not 
to be sent off when he slipped in the centre circle and clawed 
the ball away from Boyes with his hand. He was arguably 
the last man but was only booked as the referee took into 
account the distance from goal.

Barrow offered little inside the final third as they relied on a 
couple of efforts from distance. The best of these saw Sean 
Hessey smash in a free-kick from 35 yards that took Smith 
three attempts to finally get under control.

Louis Almond then had a decent looking penalty appeal 
turned down as he collapsed between Dean and Delroy 
Gordon in the box, but Boro finished the half stronger as 
Simon Forsdick and Brown combined to find Walker on the 

edge of the box. He did well to beat his man but then fired 
inches wide. Nuneaton’s top scorer went close again in the 
36th minute as he fired inches wide from 20 yards.

Boro were the better side at the start of the second half but 
they went behind on 64 minutes as Rowe scored shortly after 
coming on. Boyes did well to chest the ball down into Rowe’s 
path and he clipped the ball over the advancing Smith from 
12 yards. Wilkin responded with a double change as Wes York 
and James replaced Taylor and Gordon respectively. This was 
the first time this season Gordon has not been on the pitch.

Adam Walker in a midfield battle. Photo: Julia Urwin

Forsdick stopped the home side going further behind with 
a brilliant tackle on Joe Jackson, but when the ball was put 
back in McNamee shoved Boyes and a penalty was given to 
few complaints from Nuneaton. The hosts could not afford 
to go two behind and Smith made sure they did not with a 
brilliant save low to his right.

Boro finally responded with Walker forcing Hurst into a good 
save from distance. When Cowan headed Walker’s free-kick 
over from six yards it appeared their chance was gone. And 
when Rowe rattled a post with three minutes to go with a fine 
strike across Smith there looked to be only one winner. The 
quiet home crowd seemed resigned to defeat, but Brown met 
James’ excellent cross with a towering six yard header that 
keeper Danny Hurst could not keep out.

Walker Turns Down Hatters
Nuneaton Town’s influential midfielder Adam Walker has 
turned down the opportunity to join Luton Town. The 
former Coventry City youngster is in the final year of his 
degree course at Coventry University and has spoken to 
the Bedfordshire outfit, who are red-hot favourites to gain 
promotion back to the Football League.
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Boro Sign French Defender
Nuneaton Town have signed defender Kevin Malaga from 
Coventry City on a month’s loan. The 25-year-old centre-
half joined the Sky Blues from Nice in the summer. The 
Frenchman has been given permission to play in Boro’s FA 
Cup tie with Luton Town.

 Nuneaton Town v Mansfield Town 06-11-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Malaga, Dean, Cowan, James, Armson, Sleath, 
Walker, Forsdick, Taylor (York 74), Brown. Subs: Thomson-Brown, 
O’Halloran, Smith, Gordon.
Mansfield: Redmond, Sutton, Geohaghon, Dempster, Beevers, 
Clements, Howell, Briscoe, Hutchinson, Wright, Meikle. Subs: Rhead, 
Green, Murray, Thompson, Daniel.

Boro welcomed Mansfield Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro were forced into a couple of changes from the side 
that forced a fine 1-1 FA Cup draw at Luton with influential 
midfielder David McNamee and striker Tyrell Waite missing 
through injury. They were replaced by James Armson and 
Connor Taylor respectively.

Nick Wright threatens the Boro goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

The Stags looked brighter in the opening stages with 
winger Lindon Meikle posing the main threat, although 
it was an Anthony Howell header that gave home keeper 
Ben McNamara a moment of concern but the Aussie saved 
confidently. Midway through the half the visitors came close 
to taking the lead when Nick Wright got away down the left 
and pulled a pass back into the path of the lively Meikle and 
his rising 20-yarder clipped the top of the bar and flew into 
the stand.

A dismal first period ended with Boro failing to have a 
solitary effort on the Mansfield goal as the visitors managed 
six attempts, three on target and three off in what was a 
forgettable opening 45 minutes.

The half-time pep talk from Wilkin and number two Mick 

Moore had an immediate effect, as Boro snatched the lead 
completely out of the blue on 50 minutes. Taylor received 
possession in the inside left channel and stunned everyone 
with a superb curling 20-yarder that bent beyond Redmond 
and just inside the keeper’s left-hand upright.

But the lead lasted just nine minutes with the Stags bouncing 
back with some panache. Louis Briscoe was the creator with 
a tasty near post cross that caught the home defence flat-
footed as Wright raced in to find the net with a stretching 
glancing right-foot volley.

Mansfield gathered momentum from the leveller and almost 
snatched the advantage on 65 minutes, Briscoe’s angled drive 
swerving inches wide of the far post with McNamara helpless.

Briscoe was proving to be the ace in the Stags pack with some 
telling runs and crosses from the right, although from home 
breaks Adam Walker had Redmond diving low to his left to 
save at the base of a post while, Simon Forsdick’s 25-yarder 
grazed the other upright seconds later.

Late on, McNamara superbly finger-tipped over Wright’s 
venomous rising cross shot and skipper John Dempster 
headed weakly at the keeper deep into time added on as 
Boro held out for a fifth consecutive home league draw.

 Kidderminster Harriers v Nuneaton Town 10-11-2012 
Harriers: Lewis, Vaughan, Gowling, Dunkley, Demetriou, Storer, 
Gittings, Vincent, Malbon, Rowe, Blissett. Subs: Williams, Johnson, 
Pilkington, Peniket, Shakes.
Boro: Smith, Malaga, Dean, Cowan, Forsdick, Sleath, O’Halloran, 
Walker, James, Taylor, Brown. Subs: York, Armson, Gordon, 
Thompson-Brown, Waite.

Boro made the journey to Aggborough to play Kidderminster 
Harriers in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

It was 0-0 at the break but that did not tell the full story as 
Boro performed woefully with the ball. Harriers also got so 
much joy through midfield and out wide, where they always 
had an extra man.

That prompted a 35th minute tactical change for the visitors 
as Republic of Ireland internation O’Halloran was replaced by 
Armson, although he was not the only one struggling. That 
said, Harriers created no chances of note, despite dominating 
possession. Nuneaton chances were equally rare with Danny 
Sleath slipping when well placed and Brown heading a Tom 
James cross comfortably wide.

Wilkin responded with a further tactical change at the break 
as Boro went to 4-3-3 to match the hosts. That had the 
desired affect as they were so much better. Smith was forced 
into an early save from Ryan Rowe, but for the most part 
Nuneaton were slightly on top. They had a great chance 
after 65 minutes when Brown put Taylor in for a one-on-one 
with the keeper, who managed to get a leg on the ball and 
turn it over.

There was a moment of panic at the other end when Gaz 
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Dean had to clear a Callum Gittings shot from inside his six 
yard box in the 73rd minute. The game exploded into life with 
five mintes to go as Lewis denied York with a glorious chance 
from six yards as he hooked the ball over his shoulder when a 
corner was not cleared.

Harriers broke through Marvin Johnson, but Smith got down 
to make an excellent save. Danny Pilkington then drew 
another great save from Smith with three minutes to go as he 
got behind a labouring Gavin Cowan. However, the resulting 
corner was taken short and when Lee Vaughan whipped the 
cross in Gowling was there to nod in at the near post as Boro 
fell asleep.

 Nuneaton Town v Stockport County 17-11-2012 
Boro: Smith, O’Halloran, Cowan, Malaga, Dean, James, Forsdick, 
Walker, Brown, York (Taylor 90 + 2), Waite (Patterson 80). 
Subs: Gordon, Sleath, Armson.
Stockport: Ormson, Newton, Tunnicliffe, Connor, Fagbola, Turnbull 
(Sheridan 58), Mainwaring, Kenyon, Jennings, Hobson, Collins 
(Whitehead 27 (Hattersley 58)). Subs: O’Donnell, King.

Boro welcomed Stockport County to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Goals from Andy Brown and Adam Walker saw Boro notch 
their first league win since September, although the Hatters 
had much the better of the opening period, only to be hit by 
a sucker punch at the end of the first-half. Tom James stood 
up a cross from the left-hand side and the unmarked Brown 
headed home from four yards. Then, with time running out, 
referee Jason Whiteley saw a push inside the area and Walker 
netted from the spot.

Andy Brown – gave Boro the lead. Photo: Nuneaton News

County began brightly with on-loan Connor Jennings seeing 
a header tipped over by Adam Smith with only 24 seconds 
gone. Craig Hobson also had a couple of opportunities as the 
Hatters dominated possession, albeit without creating much 
in the way of genuine chances.

Having named Tom Collins in his starting XI, County boss Jim 
Gannon raised eyebrows when replacing the youngster with 
Danny Whitehead inside half-an-hour. The home side, who 
had been without a win since September 4, saw Ian Ormson 
turn away Simon Forsdick’s fierce drive before Brown broke 
the deadlock.

Forsdick fired over and Whitehead prodded straight at 
Smith after the break before Gannon freshened things up 
further. Thirty minutes after coming on, Whitehead exited 
proceedings – along with Paul Turnbull – as Danny Hattersley 
and Sam Sheridan came on. Try as they might though, 
County were unable to peg their hosts back and literally paid 
the penalty when Walker scored with eight minutes left.

Smith Deal Extended
Goalkeeper Adam Smith will be staying with Boro until 
January after Nuneaton agreed a loan extension with 
Leicester City. Boro are also close to securing an extension on 
the loan deal with Walsall to keep youngster Connor Taylor at 
Liberty Way

Malaga Refuses Loan Deal
Despite an agreement being reached with Coventry City to 
extend the loan of French defender Kevin Malaga, the player 
has turned down the opportunity after consulting with his 
agent on the matter.

 Forest Green Rovers v Nuneaton Town 01-12-2012 
Forest Green: Russell, Brogan, Turley, Oshodi, Stokes, Racine, 
Bangura, Klukowski, Taylor, Koroma (Norwood 46), Vieira (Styche 67). 
Subs: Hodgkiss, Jarvis, Green.
Boro: Smith, O’Halloran, Cowan, Dean, James, Forsdick (Adams 88), 
Cartwright, Walker, Brown, Newton (Armson 79), Taylor (York 80). 
Subs: Gordon, Sleath.

Boro made the journey to The Lawn to play Forest Green 
Rovers in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

The first-half was a tight affair as Boro competed for every 
ball and more than matched their hosts. Chances were at a 
premium though, especially for the visitors. In fact their best 
opening of the whole game came in the fifth minute when 
Boro won the ball high up the pitch and Adam Walker fed 
Taylor. The winger was in acres of space in the box, but his 
touch was horrendous even with the mitigation of a bobble 
as the chance disappeared.

Forest Green failed to get going as well. Adam Smith was forced 
into a couple of saves as he tipped away a Magno Vieira header 
after 11 minutes. His error against Telford last week might have 
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been in his mind soon after when he made a bit of a meal of 
keeping out a Steve Brogan free-kick from 30 yards. However, 
he was far more authoritative in the 34th minute as he came 
out sharply to save at the feet of Jan Klukowski.

Adam Smith saves with Cartwright in to cover. Photo: Nuneaton News

Forest Green made a change at the break and it paid swift 
dividends as they took the lead in the 52nd minute. Norwood 
came on for Omar Koroma and was soon hitting the post 
from 20 yards. Boro failed to reorganise and when the ball 
was fed back in, Vieira teed up Norwood to side foot in from 
12 yards. That blow was compounded three minutes later 
when Boro were reduced to ten men.

They were about to take a free-kick when the assistant called 
over the referee, who flashed a red card in the direction of 
Gavin Cowan following an incident off the ball. Boro moved 
Steve O’Halloran to centre-back, Tom James to left-back, 
Newton to left midfield and left Andy Brown to plough a lone 
furrow up front.

The changes took time to bed in and it could easily have been 
two as Smith saved from Vieira before Dean cleared off the 
line from the same player. Boro were much more organised 
after that. They came under plenty of pressure but stood 
firm. However, they never looked like scoring themselves as it 
finished 1-0.

Fit again Neil Cartwright rides the challenge of Omar Koromar. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

 Nuneaton Town v Dartford 04-12-2012 
Boro: Smith, O’Halloran, Dean, James (York 62), Gordon, Forsdick, 
Cartwright, Walker, Brown, Newton, Taylor. Subs: Sleath, Adams, 
Armson, Thompson-Brown.
Dartford: Bettinelli, Rose, Burns, Ajayi, Harris, Champion, Rogers, 
Wallis, Noble (Collier 78), Hayes (Crawford 54). Subs: Green, Monger, 
Sutton.

Boro welcomed Dartford to Liberty Way to play a Blue Square 
Conference Premier game.

Andy Brown’s eighth goal of the season lifted Boro off the 
bottom of the league. Barrow’s draw at Telford help to send 
Boro up two places and with other results going their way 
it was a good night for Kevin Wilkin’s men. Brown headed 
in during first-half stoppage time as Nuneaton created the 
better chances and deserved a fourth win of the season. 
There was one change to the Boro team that lost 1-0 to Forest 
Green Rovers, as Delroy Gordon came in for the suspended 
Gavin Cowan in central defence.

Andy Brown – scored the match-winner. Photo: Nuneaton News

Dartford almost caught Boro cold as Steve O’Halloran gave 
the ball away in the first minute and Danny Harris drew a 
smart save from Adam Smith. The home side took a grip 
of the game early on though as Danny Newton’s shot was 
blocked for a corner. Dartford failed to clear and when the 
ball dropped for Connor Taylor at the back post he looked 
certain to score, only to fire wide from six yards.

Boro had the best of the first-half chances as Newton tested 
Marcus Bertinelli. The deadlock was broken in first-half 
stoppage time when Tom James was fouled on the edge of 
the box. Neil Cartwright whipped a good ball in and Brown 
rose highest among the crowd to nod in from four yards.

Newton was first to threaten after the break as he flashed a 
shot across the face of goal. Dartford were convinced they 
had a penalty at the other end when O’Halloran, who was the 
last man, barged Harris over, but nothing was given.

Newton came close to a first Boro goal again in the 65th 
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minute when he turned and got in a shot which Bettinelli 
got down to in superb fashion. Boro had a glorious chance 
to seal the win with ten minutes to go when Adam Walker 
found himself in acres of room in the box but Bettinelli made 
another fine save when he should have been beaten.

 Wrexham v Nuneaton Town 08-12-2012 
Wrexham: Mayebi, Ashton, Westwood (D. Walker 68), Devine, 
Alfei, Keates, Harris, Hunt, Ormerod, Morrell (Ogleby 68), Rushton 
(Cieselwicsz 68). Subs: Clarke, Colbeck.
Boro: Smith, Cartwright, Dean, Gordon, O’Halloran, Taylor (York 73), 
Forsdick, A. Walker, James (Adams 46), Brown, Newton (Waite 76). 
Subs: York, Armson, Sleath.

Boro made the journey to The Racecourse Ground to play 
Wrexham in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro started the game really well, but they only managed 
to create one chance in that time though as Neil Cartwright 
forced Joslain Mayebi to turn his near post drive away. The 
game was turned on its head after 20 minutes as Wrexham 
strung a quality move together that saw former Southampton 
striker Brett Ormerod flick the ball into the path of Johnny 
Hunt. Boro appealed in vain for offside and Hunt ran through 
unchallenged to finish neatly past the exposed Smith.

Suddenly Wrexham were dominating the game. Smith did 
his team no favours by gifting Nick Rushton the ball as he ill-
adisedly tried to keep a shot in that was going wide. Crosses 
were raining in but Nuneaton survived and Steve O’Halloran 
defended brilliantly to keep out Rushton, but it was just a 
matter of time. The second goal finally arrived in the 31st 
minute, but Wrexham did not have to do much to earn it.

An abysmal Tom James header lead to a corner that Boro 
failed to defend. The ball bobbled around and former 
Coventry City striker Andy Morrell was there to turn the ball 
in from six yards. Smith then saved from impressive player-
manager Morrell after a great move but Wrexham were not 
to be denied as the third goal came in the 45th minute. If the 
second goal was badly defended the third was a joke. Dean 
Keates bent in another corner and this time Neil Ashton ran 
across the near post and headed in totally unmarked from 
barely four yards.

There was a change at the break as Jon Adams replaced 
James, who had really struggled after moving into the centre 
of a five man midfield after half an hour.

Boro actually started the second half pretty well and created 
a few chances as Danny Newton fired over from six yards 
when he should have scored. After 70 minutes Adam Walker 
had a glorious chance, only for Danny Devine to make an 
unbelievable block. Salt was rubbed into the wounds with a 
clinical fourth as Rob Ogleby, who looked offside, was put in 
through the middle and he made no mistake in beating Smith.

The fifth goal was another cracker as Adrian Cieslewicz picked 
up the ball 25 yards out. Although he was not closed down 
there was no denying the quality of a strike that flew into the 

far corner. Boro got a goal their performance deserved as Wes 
York did brilliantly and freed Andy Brown, who was credited 
with the faintest of touches, although York may have been 
the scorer. The punishment was not over though as Boro gave 
away a stoppage time penalty. Adam Walker was adjudged 
to have felled Keates in the box and Ashton sent Smith the 
wrong way.

 Banbury United v Nuneaton Town 11-12-2012 

Boro: McNamara, Armson, Gordon (Dean 46), O’Halloran, James, 
Adams, Ford (McNamee 55), Sleath, York (Newton 69), Waite, 
Thompson-Brown. Subs: Forsdick, Walker.

Boro made the journey to The Spencer Stadium to play 
Banbury United in a Birmingham Senior Cup second round tie.

Every player that featured has played Blue Square Bet 
Premier football this season, but they were easily beaten by 
an average Evo-Stik Southern Premier League side. To make 
matters worse, David McNamee picked up another injury, 
this time to his knee, as he made his comeback from a calf 
problem. Delroy Gordon also hobbled off with a groin strain.

All three goals went to Kynan Isaac, the first coming after 
26 minutes when he got behind Steve O’Halloran and Tom 
James before sliding the ball under Ben McNamara. It was 
2-0 at the break when Isaac again ran beyond O’Halloran and 
James, but this time he rounded McNamara and finished with 
ease after 43 minutes.

The game was up after 71 minutes as Boro scuffed a free-kick 
and when it was cleared McNamara thumped his clearance 
against Isaac, who chased the ball down and smashed it in.

Nuneaton’s only chance of an embarrassing night came when 
Danny Sleath’s shot on the turn was saved.

 Macclesfield Town v Nuneaton Town 15-12-2012 
Macclesfield: Cronin, Martin, Charnock, Brown, Braham-Barrett, 
Murtagh, Wedgbury, Mills (Kissock 67), Fairhurst (Mackreth 56), 
Holroyd, Barnes-Homer. Subs: Morgan-Smith, Henry, Diagne.
Boro: Smith, Cartwight, O’Halloran, Gordon (York 45), Dean, Adams, 
Forsdick, Walker, Brown, Newton (Waite 70), Taylor (James 79). 
Subs: Armson, Sleath. 

Boro made the journey to The Moss Rose to play Macclesfield 
Town in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro ended a difficult week with a battling display to claim 
their first away point since September. Yet it could have been 
even better after Wes York spurned a glorious opportunity to 
win the game in the closing stages.

“We were excellent today,” manager Kevin Wilkin said after 
seeing his side climb off the bottom of the Blue Square Bet 
Conference Premier table, ending a run of five successive 
league defeats on the road since the 2-2 draw at Hyde on 
September 22. It was a closely contested game but we’ve had 
the best two chances – one right at the very start and the one 
right at the death.
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“I thought we played some really good stuff and proved if we 
do things right and make good decisions we can give most 
teams in this division a good game.”

Boro almost took the lead in the third minute, Danny Newton 
arriving late in the area to get on the end of Neil Cartwright’s 
cross but was only able to steer to ball over the bar.

Matthew Barnes-Homer’s header forced Adam Smith into a 
good save as Macclesfield dominated first half possession, 
Smith reacting quickly to deny another Barnes-Homer effort 
while a Pablo Mills close range shot was blocked.

Waide Fairhurst twice went close for the Silkmen at the start 
of the second half, but Nuneaton continued to frustrate their 
hosts, despite losing centre half Delroy Gordon to injury.

And they nearly snatched victory five minutes from time, 
breaking quickly from a Macclesfield free-kick. Adam Walker 
sent York through on goal only for the substitute to see his 
low shot saved by keeper Lance Cronin.

 Nuneaton Town v Tamworth 26-12-2012 
Boro: McNamara, Cartwright, Gordon, Cowan, O’Halloran, Taylor 
(Armson 81), Forsdick, Adams, Walker (James 81), Brown, Newton 
(York 58). Sub: Sleath.
Tamworth: Breeden, Tait, Regan, Courtney, Barrow (Till 89), Baldock, 
Hendrie, Kerry (Healy 89), Kelly, Wright, Cunnington (Moke 86). 
Subs: Marshall, Oji.

Boro welcomed Tamworth to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Whether it was a deserved win is open to debate, but it 
matters not as Boro gave their Blue Square Bet Premier 
survival hopes a massive boost. They made two changes to 
the team that drew 0-0 at Macclesfield Town last time out. 
Adam Smith missed out with a thumb injury, so not for the 
first time, Ben McNamara was recalled in goal.

Central defender Gavin Cowan’s return from suspension was 
well timed as he replaced Gaz Dean at the back, the latter 
serving his one match ban. He partnered Delroy Gordon, who 
recovered from a groin strain.

Tamworth were the first to threaten as Hendrie showed why 
he was once an Aston Villa regular with a shot out of nothing 
in the 12th minute. There looked to be little on when he 
picked the ball up in the corner of the box but he whipped in 
a curling effort that looked destined for the top corner until 
McNamara got his fingertips to it.

Three minutes later Boro had an unbelievable chance when 
Danny Newton sprung the offside trap down the right. He was 
in acres as he raced towards goal and got it on his favoured 
left foot before opening his body up. The far corner looked set 
to be greeted by the ball, but the striker inexplicably checked 
back and as the space was snuffed out, he only got in the 
tamest of shots.

The opening goal came in the 34th minute and it was totally 
avoidable. Hendrie put a corner and McNamara looked set to 

claim it. He threw a punch at it that would have embarrassed 
even Audley Harrison as he got nowhere near the ball and 
Wright bundled it over the line from a yard.

Ben McNamara’s mistake costs Boro a goal. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro made little impression in the early stages of the second 
half but they had a 70th minute penalty as substitute Wes 
York was bundled over in the box by Duane Courtney when 
he was going nowhere. A glorious chance went their way but 
Walker could not take it as he rattled the post.

Tamworth chances were rare despite them being the better 
side. McNamara was forced into a good save with 10 minutes 
to go as he got across to tip over a Marcus Kelly free-kick from 
25 yards. Boro rallied and when York drew a decent save out 
of Tony Breeden, Steve O’Halloran was there to put a ball in 
which Brown did brilliantly to head home from eight yards.

With momentum on their side Boro won it. Armson fired in a 
cross which three players tried to block. It hit one of them on 
the hand and the assistant on the far side put the flag across 
his chest. Armson took the penalty and this time he made no 
mistake to win it. Tamworth should have got a draw though 
when Hendrie went through in injury time, but he dragged a 
glorious chance wide.

 Tamworth v Nuneaton Town 01-01-2013 
Tamworth: Breedon, Tait, Oji, Regan, Courtney, Till, Hendrie, Kelly 
(Turner 79), Barrow, Roberts-Nurse (Healy 46), Gudger (Marshall 73). 
Subs: Wren, S. James.
Boro: McNamara, Cartwright, Dean, Cowan, James, Taylor (Gordon 
49), Adams (Armson 79), Forsdick, Walker, Brown, York (Newton 69). 
Subs: Sleath, O’Halloran.

Boro made the journey to The Lamb to play Tamworth in a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

McNamara raced out to deny the run of Roberts-Nurse early 
on while at the other end Cowan headed the ball back to 
Dean whose header went over the bar. James fired a free kick 
into the box and Dean headed it across the box but the ball 
was blocked and eventually cleared by Breedon.

Boro took the lead in the 18th minute after Roberts-Nurse 
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fouled James and Cartwright fired the free-kick into the box 
for Forsdick to head home from six yards. The Lambs tried to 
respond immediately and Kelly forged a way through but was 
unable to get a clean shot away before the ball was cleared.

Boro won a free-kick in a dangerous position on the edge of 
the box, but although James struck the ball well, Breedon 
punched the ball clear. Oji made a rare foray forwards and 
tried a 1-2 with Till but the return ball was just too strong and 
McNamara collected before the Lambs defender could get 
past the covering defenders.

Tait made his way to the edge of the area on 44 minutes, but 
saw his shot blocked, however, Barrow was on hand on the 
left of the box to lift a shot over McNamara and in at the far 
post for the equaliser. Tamworth almost took the lead in time 
added on when Till skipped past McNamara and put a shot 
into the side netting. Gavin Cowan was red carded on his way 
off the pitch at half-time for throwing a punch at Tait.

Tait hit a shot wide at the start of the second half before.
Nuneaton won a corner on 58 and put in a dangerous cross, 
forcing Oji to put the ball behind, but the flag kick came to 
nothing. Oji was penalised for climbing over Brown on the 
halfway line but Town wasted the free-kick and Tamworth, 
pushed forwards but to no avail. Barrow and Kelly combined 
down the left but Barrow’s challenge on Cartwright gifted the 
visitors a free-kick, which again came to nothing. Hendrie 
picked up a booking following a tussle with Dean and 
Nuneaton made a change only for the sub Newton to pick up a 
booking with his first touch for a late challenge on Barrow.

Tait put an effort high and wide before McNamara gathered 
the ball under pressure from Oji. Tamworth took the lead on 
76 minutes after Tait chipped the ball into the area for Barrow 
to get in a cross which was headed home by Till after 76 
minutes.

Substitute Jimmy Armson curled a free-kick over the wall but 
straight into the arms of Breeden, while Healy’s ball from the 
left was headed behind for a fruitless corner. Courtney set 
up Barrow with a deadball which he struck hard and straight 
but his shot rose over the bar and didn’t trouble McNamara. 
Four minutes was added on to the 90 minutes but Tamworth 
played the time out for a 2-1 win.

 Nuneaton Town v Forest Green Rovers 12-01-2013 
Boro: McNamara, Gordon, Cartwright (McNamee), Forsdick, 
O’Halloran (C. Taylor), Dean, Adams (Newton), Armson, Walker, 
Brown, York. Subs: James,  Sleath.
Forest Green: Russell, Hodgkiss, Oshodi (Turley), Stokes, Racine, 
Klukowski, Bangura, Forbes (Rowe), M. Taylor, Vieira (Styche), 
Norwood. Subs: Green, Koroma.

Boro welcomed Forest Green Rovers to Liberty Way to play a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

The game got off to a slow start, but Boro had the chance to 
grab an early lead when James Norwood gave away a penalty 
which was taken by James Armson and saved by the Rovers’ 

keeper Karl Evans. Kieron Forbes put a shot just wide before 
Matt Taylor got a shot in from which Ben McNamara made 
a fine reaction save. At the end of the first-half Matt Taylor 
looked as though he might have given the visitors the lead, 
but celebrations were cut short by an offside decision.

Goalscorer Delroy Gordon wins a header. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro started the second half on the front foot and Neil 
Cartwright had two early shots on goal, but the Forest Green 
keeper was not greatly troubled. Norwood hit the post and 
put the rebound wide before the visitors took the lead after 
Kulkowski’s deep free-kick was driven into the Nuneaton area 
and Taylor rose highest to put a header past McNamara and 
into the net.

Reece Styche hit a shot straight at the Boro keeper before the 
home side grabbed the goal that would guarantee the home 
side a share of the spoils. Russell made a fantastic save and 
pushed the ball onto the crossbar, but the rebound found 
the head of Delroy Gordon who snatched an 82nd minute 
equaliser. Boro had a chance to take all three points in the 
dying minutes but Russell made a stunning save to deny Andy 
Brown a headed goal.

 Cambridge United v Nuneaton Town 15-01-2013 
Cambridge: Ross, McAuley, Jennings, Coulson, Thorpe (Hurst 75), 
Shaw (Wellard 55), Gibson (Haynes-Brown 46), Jarvis, Gash, Pugh, 
Hughes. Subs: Hedge, Hudson. 
Boro: McNamara, Cartwright, Gordon, Dean, O’Halloran, Armson, 
Forsdick (McNamee 86), Adams, Walker, York (Taylor 80), Brown. 
Subs: Perry, Sleath, Newton. 

Boro travelled to The Abbey Stadium to play Cambridge 
United in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

A goal in each half from James Armson and a close-range 
effort from Andy Brown gave Nuneaton just their second 
away win of the season. And they were well worth the victory 
with the excellent Armson and tireless Wes York tormenting 
the home side.
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Cambridge went into this game looking to extend their 
nine-match unbeaten run and they had a chance to break 
the deadlock after eight minutes when former Boro man 
Tom Shaw shot on the turn only to direct the effort at Ben 
McNamara in the visitors’ goal. Jon Adams had sent an early 
effort whistling past the post but there was no stopping 
Nuneaton’s opener. Neil Cartwright whipped in a cross, keeper 
Craig Ross only half-cleared and Armson let fly with a scorching 
effort from 12 yards. Cambridge’s Liam Hughes beat the offside 
trap on 20 minutes only for his chip to be touched onto the 
upright by McNamara.

Three minutes later the lively York did well to turn and fire 
but this time Ross pushed the effort around the post for a 
corner. The latter stages of the half saw the home side have 
more of the play but the closest they came to levelling was a 
Hughes header that went wide.

But four minutes into the second half, they nearly found the 
net, James Jennings drilling in a free-kick only for McNamara 
to deny him with another smart save. It was Armson who 
struck Nuneaton’s all-important second goal as they edged 
towards their first win on the road since their victory at 
Alfreton back in August. The midfielder showed great skill as he 
stooped to head an Adams cross over the helpless Cambridge 
keeper. Four minutes later and some sloppy defending from 
the rattled home side allowed Boro striker Andy Brown to 
power home from six yards following an Armson corner.

There was a late flurry from Cambridge with substitute Ricky 
Wellard going close but all they could show for their efforts 
was an 88th-minute consolation from Josh Coulson who 
managed to loop one beyond McNamara from close range.

Boro fan Mike Turner and groundsman Phil Williams set about clearing 
the pitch. Photo: Nuneaton News

Directors Resign
Three Nuneaton Town Directos, acting chairman Neil 
Hodgson, Kevin Harris-Jones and Richard Dean have all 
resigned leaving just owner Ian Neale on the board. Mr 
Hodgson cited travelling and business interests as his reason 
for quitting.

 Nuneaton Town v Braintree Town 26-01-2013 

Boro: McNamara, Cartwright, Gordon, Dean, O’Halloran (Newton), 
Armson, Forsdick, Walker, Adams (Perry), York, Brown. 
Subs: McNamee, Sleath, Taylor.
Braintree: McDonald, Peters, Wells, Massey, Haberham, Daley (Sparkes), 
Mulley, Walker (Dack), Holman. Subs: Naisbitt, Watts, Symons.

Boro welcomed Braintree Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Nuneaton Town’s fans, volunteers and players did a fine job 
throughout the week to get the pitch playable unfortunately 
it was visitors Braintree who benefited most from the snow 
shovelling as they gained a crucial win. The Irons netted 
their sixth away win of the season to hoist themselves away 
from the fringes of the relegation zone while at the same 
time ending Boro’s 11-match unbeaten home league run that 
stretched back until the beginning September.

Gaz Dean gets in a header as Boro slip to defeat. Photo: Nuneaton News

And what’s more Kevin Wilkin’s men can have few excuses 
as Braintree adapted better to the slippery conditions as 
Nuneaton huffed and puffed but lacked the necessary 
qualities to overcome their rivals. Goalkeeper Ben McNamara 
must take a sizeable portion of the blame as he was arguably 
at fault with at least two of the goals conceded.

Braintree came under early pressure, with Andy Brown 
inches away from converting Stephen O’Halloran’s left wing 
cross, but on 16 minutes Braintree grabbed the lead. This 
time O’Halloran’s misdirected header across his own box 
fell invitingly for Jimmy Mulley to coolly nod past the poorly 
positioned McNamara.

Adam Walker missed a great chance to level as Matt Paine 
cleared the midfielder’s effort off the line but on 41 minutes 
the same player’s corner found Simon Forsdick and he 
dispatched a splendid ten-yard header beyond keeper 
Nathan McDonald, who soon after brilliantly saved Walker’s 
goalbound drive.

On 48 minutes Dan Holman’s angled shot beat McNamara 
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to regain the away team’s lead before the latter was 
beaten again just past the hour by Dean Wells’ opportunist 
50-yard free-kick from his own half that sailed over the 
stranded keeper. Delroy Gordon headed Boro back into 
contention from Armson’s flag kick midway through the 
half but the Essex outfit confirmed their supremacy late on 
with substitute Brad Dack scoring from close range after 
McNamara could only parry out Holman’s cross shot.

Boro Sign Two
Nuneaton Town have bolstered their squad with the signings 
of 20-year-old goalkeeper Lee Burge from Coventry City and 
former Kettering Town, Crawley Town and Luton winger 
James Dance. Both players have joined Boro on month long 
loan deals.

Wilkin Lands Full Back
Nuneaton Town have secured the services of 19-year-old 
full-back Lee Phillips from Coventry City. Phillips has been a 
regular for the Coventry Under-21 side this season.

 Stockport County v Nuneaton Town 02-02-2013 
Stockport: O’Donnell, S. Newton, Tunnicliffe, Halls, Fagbola, 
Mainwaring, Whithead (Macken 75), Nolan, Kenyon, Jenning, 
Hattersley (Cullen 46). Subs: Meaney, Ormson, Brownhill.
Boro: Burge, McNamee (Dance 44), Dean, Gordon, Adams (D. Newton), 
Forsdick, Armson, Walker, Phillips, Brown, York (Perry 88). 
Subs: Taylor, O’Halloran.

Boro travelled to Edgeley Park to play Stockport County in a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Relegation threatened Boro stumbled to a tenth away league 
defeat of the season as County gave new manager Darije 
Kalezic a winning start in his bid to steer the Hatters away 
from the drop zone. And Nuneaton’s defeat came despite 
them overcoming a dismal opening spell in which Connor 
Jennings and Danny Matterson found cracks in the defence 
before striker Andy Brown replied by bagging a fine brace – all 
in the first 20 minutes.

However, it was County who eventually scored the all-
important fifth goal of the game with a stunning winner from 
the impressive Jon Nolan midway through the second half. It 
was three points that hoisted the Mancunians up to 16th from 
20th while leaving Kevin Wilkin’s side to slip down to 23rd 
with only Ebbsfleet below them in the table.

Boro gave the Coventry City loan pair of keeper Lee Burge and 
defender Aaron Phillips debuts while the other new recruit, 
James Dance, figured among the substitutes.

But Burge was quickly picking the ball out of the net when on 
four minutes Stockport received the best of the starts. Nolan’s 
dangerous inswinging free-kick picked out Jennings inside the 
six-yard box and he easily headed home. And before Boro had 
time to settle they fell further in arrears on nine minutes. The 
lively Jennings fed Danny Whitehead and his near-post cross 
was converted by the unguarded Matterson.

Boro looked down and out but they responded in gutsy 
fashion with two goals in four minutes thanks to the prolific 
Brown. The 13th minute proved to be a lucky one as they got 
back into contention. Adam Walker set it up with a pin-point 
centre, Brown swooping determinedly to fire past keeper 
Richard O’Donnell from point-blank range.

Celebrations among the Boro players and their fans had 
hardly died down as Brown levelled matters. James Armson 
was fouled by Nolan and Walker whipped in the free-kick 
on to the head of the ex-Hinckley striker and he did the rest 
with clinical efficiency. But it was the Hatters who grabbed 
the glory, Sean Newton’s 67th-minute corner was only half 
cleared to Nolan and he hammered a superb volley beyond 
the sprawling Burge.

Boro Sign Cobblers Striker
Nuneaton Town have signed former Stoke City youngster 
Louis Moult from Northampton Town. The 21-year-old 
has gained experience with loan periods to Bradford City, 
Mansfield Town, Accrington Stanley and Alfreton Town.

 Nuneaton Town v Southport 09-02-2013 
Boro: McNamara, Phillips, Gordon, Dean, O’Halloran, Dance, Forsdick, 
Walker, Armson, Brown, Moult. Subs: Cowan, York, Adams, McNamee, 
Taylor.
Southport: McMillan, Smith, Grand, Byrne, Chalmers, Ledsham, 
Benjamin, Poku, Whalley, Kay, Owens. Subs: Hibbert, Parry, Almond, 
Tames, Willis.

Boro welcomed Southport to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro made a bright start with a high cross into the Southport 
box which was headed away despite pressure by James 
Dance. The first chance of the game came after two minutes. 
A great through ball by Andy Brown saw debutant Louis Moult 
take on the defender in the area before scuffing his shot.

Andy Brown’s double strike wasn’t enough to save Boro. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

Nuneaton were in control, with Moult and Brown working 
well together. And Southport’s only foray into their 
opponents’ half was a long throw that came to nothing. Boro 
continued to press but without having a shot on target. And 
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the game was turned on its head when a long ball upfield into 
the Nuneaton half caused chaos. Ben McNamara and Stephen 
O’Halloran conspired to put the away side 1-0 up when the 
defender deflected the ball past his own keeper. The goal 
knocked the stuffing out of the hosts and gave Southport the 
impetus to grow into the game.

Delroy Gordon fails to hit the target.  Photo: Nuneaton News

The second major talking point soon followed. A long 
ball was chased down by Karl Ledsham and Nuneaton’s 
McNamara rushed off his line to make a rash challenge on the 
player. Fans feared red but the referee only brandished yellow 
to spare the Australian’s blushes. The ensuing free kick was 
headed away with ease.

The best move of the match arrived in the 26th minute. Moult 
won the ball in midfield and sprinted towards the Southport 
goal. He passed the ball to Dance in the box before a quick turn 
and lay off fed Adam Walker who shot wide. Just before half-
time, Simon Forsdick won the ball and threaded it to Moult but 
there was too much on the ball for the young forward.

There were no changes by either manager at half-time with 
Boro coming straight out of the blocks to try and get back 
into the game early on. An early corner was fizzed in but 
headed wide by Andy Brown. At the other end of the pitch, a 
long throw by Andy Owens resulted in a game of head tennis 
in the box before Ledsham blazed over.

On 55 minutes, a Nuneaton free-kick was whipped in and after 
a headed clearance Armson shot through a crowd but wide of 
the post. Nuneaton were struggling to impose themselves on 
the game and Southport were more than happy to dictate play 
and waste time in an effort to secure the win.

 Barrow v Nuneaton Town 16-02-2013 
Barrow: Hurst, Hunter, Pearson, Sodje, Skelton, Rutherford, Baker, 
Harvey, Daniel M. Rowe, Boyes, Danny L. Rowe. Subs: Pearson, Flynn, 
McEvilly, Eckersley, McConville.
Boro: Burge, Phillips, Dean, Cowan, McNamee, York, Armson, Forsdick, 
Walker, Moult, Brown. Subs: Cartwright, Adams, Sleath, Dance, Taylor.

Boro travelled to Holker Street to play Barrow in a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Two goals in the last three minutes sent Nuneaton Town 
home in fine spirits after an extraordinary late comeback in 

their crucial relegation battle with Barrow. Trailing to Adam 
Boyes’ 48th-minute strike, Andy Brown equalised with just 
two minutes remaining, reacting quickest to bundle the ball 
into the net after Barrow keeper Danny Hurst had dropped 
James Armson’s corner.

Boro could have settled for a point, but instead pushed 
forward again and got their reward in the first minute of added 
time, as substitute James Dance got on the end of Danny 
Sleath’s cross to loop a header over Hurst and claim a crucial 
three points in dramatic fashion. The win, only their third away 
from home all season, sees Kevin Wilkin’s men climb above 
Barrow into 21st in the Blue Square Bet Premier, level on points 
with Gateshead on the edge of the relegation zone.

After a run of three successive defeats, Wilkin made four 
changes from the team that lost to Southport, welcoming 
back keeper Lee Burge, after the on-loan Coventry City 
stopper recovered from a hip injury. The 19-year-old was 
quickly into the action, tipping Danny L. Rowe’s powerful 
effort over the bar, before producing a point-blank save to 
keep out Efe Sodje’s header from the resulting corner.

Louis Moult came closest for Boro, forcing Hurst into a smart 
save following a good turn and shot, but it was the home 
side who continued to enjoy the better of the first half. Burge 
ensured the game was still goalless at the interval by turning 
Boyes’ close range volley onto the bar, but was powerless to 
prevent Boyes from opening the scoring three minutes after 
the break with a low shot into the bottom corner.

The goal sparked Boro into life, and James Armson almost 
levelled but was denied by Hurst as Wilkin turned to his 
bench for inspiration, introducing Sleath, Dance and 
Connor Taylor. It looked as though time was running out for 
Nuneaton, but Brown had other ideas, pouncing on Hurst’s 
mistake to level the scores, before substitutes Sleath and 
Dance combined to complete the comeback.

 Nuneaton Town v Alfreton Town 19-02-2013 
Boro: Burge, McNamee (Sleath), Dean, Cowan, Phillips, York, Forsdick, 
Armson (Taylor), Walker, Brown, Moult (Dance). Subs: Cartwright, 
Adams.
Alfreton: Barned, Law, Kempson, Franks, Franklin, Meadows, Bradley, 
Hewitt (Streete), Arnold (Soares), Clayton (Boden), Tomlinson. 
Subs: Killock, Worsfold.

Boro welcomed Alfreton Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Man-of-the-moment James Dance once again came off the 
bench to snatch another vital victory in Nuneaton Town’s 
fight for survival. The match appeared to be heading for 
frustrating draw in what was a largely dour affair. But 
Saturday’s heroes came to the rescue – firstly Boro keeper 
Lee Burge pulled off two superb saves before substitute 
James Dance, who scored the winner against Barrow, coolly 
slotted home a last-minute penalty.

The late win also sees Boro climb out of the bottom four for 
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the first time since January. Boosted by Saturday’s thrilling 
comeback at Holker Street, Boro raced out of the box and 
came close to getting off the mark within the opening minute. 
Wesley York threaded Aaron Phillips through and he produced 
an enticing ball across the box, which evaded everyone.

There was also action down the other end in the early stages 
as Burge managed to get his body in the way of Nathan 
Arnold’s scuffed shot. Other than that it was a dismal opening 
period for both sides as they struggled to get the ball down 
and string any passages of play together. Simon Forsdick 
looked lively, but he was presented with the best opportunity 
of the half which he could only fire straight into Philip 
Barnes’s arms.

The pattern continued in the second period as both teams 
tried to catch one another on the counter attack. Boro boss 
Kevin Wilkin threw on Dance to spark his side into action. 
But it was the visitors who had what appeared to be the 
best chance of the match when Theo Streete’s turn and 
shot forced Burge into brilliant reflex save. Dance then saw 
his effort cannon off the underside of the crossbar before 
Coventry City loanee Burge impressed again as he palmed 
away Ben Tomlinson’s powerful strike.

His saves proved crucial as referee John Hopkins pointed to 
the spot after York was upended in the box. Dance stepped 
up to calmly stroke the ball past the keeper. The action did 
not stop there, though, as Bradley, Soares and Tomlinson all 
came close to snatching an equaliser.

 Nuneaton Town v Kidderminster Harriers 26-02-2013 
Boro: Burge, McNamee, Cowan, Dean, Forsdick, Armson, Walker 
(Taylor 77), Phillips, Brown, Moult (Sleath 83), York. Subs: Adams, 
Cartwright, O’Halloran.
Harriers: Lewis, Vaughan, Gowling, Jackman, Demetriou, Dunkley, 
Storer, Johnson (Devaney 74), Gittings, Malbon (Pearson 83), Morgan-
Smith (Rowe 56). Subs: Williams, Vaughan.

Boro welcomed Kidderminster Harriers to Liberty Way to play 
a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro battled hard but could not halt Kidderminster’s 
promotion push. An entertaining game could easily have 
ended in a draw, but Anthony Malbon stabbed in from two 
yards out with 20 minutes left after the otherwise impressive 
Lee Burge failed to hold a Mickey Demetriou free-kick.

Harriers were first to threaten as ex-Boro man Kyle Storer met 
a cross with a crisp volley that hit Aaron Phillips on the back 
and flashed wide. Boro’s best chance came when Andy Brown 
set up Wes York, who fired over.

The home side started the second half well as Adam Walker 
went close. They should have been behind though, but Burge 
made a great double save from Josh Gowling and then Che 
Dunkley. He was beaten soon after though when he fumbled 
a powerful free-kick. Burge made a great save from the 
rebound, but it fell for Malbon. Storer rattled the post with 
ten minutes to go.

Wes York – showed up well against Kidderminster.  Photo: Nuneaton News

 Hereford United v Nuneaton Town 02-03-2013 
Hereford: Bittner, Gallinagh (Connor 56), Graham, Stam, Musa, 
Watkins, O’Keefe, James, Clucas (Curruthers 72), Sharp (Jackson 56), 
Bowman. Subs: McDonald, Smikle.
Boro: Burge, Phillips, Cowan, Dean, Forsdick (Sleath 90), O’Halloran, 
Armson, York, Brown, Taylor (Walker 83), Moult (James 88). 
Subs: Cartwright, Adams.

Boro travelled to Edgar Street to play Hereford United in a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Andy Brown and Wes York both missed chances. Photo: Nuneaton News

This encounter provided little football and next to no 
excitement as the two sides battled out a goalless draw. What 
action there was provided little of interest in the early stages 
with Clucas shooting wide and Chris Sharp forcing a corner 
that came to nothing. Moult put in a cross that drifted out for 
a goal kick and Burge easily collected a Hereford corner.

For Boro, Armson’s cross was put wide by Andy Brown before 
Clucas put a volley over the top and then put Sharp clear but 
the ball ran through to Burge. A series of niggly fouls by both 
sides set the tempo for the rest of the half and the referee’s 
whistle on 45 minutes came as a blessed relief.
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The period straight after the break provided little of interest 
and Hereford changed their personnel to try to inject 
some spirit into the game. Burge collected substitute Chris 
Carruthers cross under pressure from Jackson.

The Hereford keeper was finally called into action when York 
went round Connor, but Bittner saved with some comfort.

 Nuneaton Town v Luton Town 05-03-2013 
Boro: Burge, O’Halloran, Cowan, Dean, Phillips; Taylor (Walker, 7), 
Forsdick, Armson, York, Brown, Moult (Sleath, 59). Subs: Cartwight, 
Adams, McNamee.
Luton: Tyler, McNulty, Lawless, Howells, Fleetwood (Rendell 57), 
Mendy (JJ O’Donnell 46), Smith, Henry, Gray (Wall 57), Goodman, 
Rowe-Turner. Subs: Taylor, Brill.

Boro welcomed Luton Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro’s lack of a threat in front of goal continued as they had 
to settle for a point. Their inability to carve out a clear-cut 
chance in the opening period ultimately let Kevin Wilkin’s 
side down as they dominated possession.

The visitors improved in the second half, but they could 
only muster one shot on target as both keepers went largely 
untested. The result also sees Boro, who are now without 
a goal in three games, remain in the bottom four as fellow 
survival hopefuls Gateshead beat Kidderminster Harriers.

The match got off to a gruesome start when Connor Taylor 
was stretchered off with a broken wrist following Lathaniel 
Rowe-Turner’s challenge. Despite the five minute stoppage, 
Nuneaton were looking in confident mood as James Armson 
headed wide from Wesley York’s cross.

Meanwhile, Luton were struggling to contain Boro, who were 
dominating the midfield battles in the early stages, with 
Simon Forsdick at the forefront. Armson and Louis Moult 
were also linking up well as they continued to find time and 
space down the right. But Boro could not turn possession into 
a goal in the first half as they failed to find the final pass when 
in inviting positions and never forced keeper Mark Tyler into a 
meaningful save.

Again, Nuneaton came forward in numbers at the start of the 
second period, as Armson tried to wriggle his way through. 
Luton’s travelling supporters had very little to shout about 
until Jake Howell flashed a shot wide from distance on the 
52 minutes. Nuneaton also let fly from long range as Aaron 
Phillip’s powerful drive whistled over. But, as the half wore 
on, Luton began to get more of the ball as Howell’s turn and 
shot was saved by keeper Lee Burge.

JJ O’Donnell had a chance to break the deadlock when 
Ronnie Henry floated a ball to the back post, but his effort 
went wide. Luton were suddenly bearing down on Nuneaton’s 
goal as Scott Rendell’s shot drifted past the post. Boro threw 
everything at the visitors late on, with Gavin Cowan heading 
straight into Tyler’s arms at the death.

Boro Legend Passes Away

Arthur Barber (right) with Nick Carter at Manor Park. 
 Photo: From Town To Town

Former Nuneaton Borough legend Arthur Barber has passed 
away, aged 88. The keeper, who signed for Boro in May 1949 
from Barlestone United of the Leicestershire Senior League, 
made more than 300 appearances for the club and featured 
in Boro’s famous 3-0 victory over Watford in the 1953-54 
season. In the following round Boro were drawn away to 
Queens Park Rangers and got a creditable draw, but went 
down 2-1 at Manor Park in front of 13,000 fans.

Barber made his final appearance for the club on December 
8, 1956 in a 2-2 with local rivals Tamworth, but still continued 
to visit Manor Park as a supporter.

 Nuneaton Town v Lincoln City 16-03-2013 
Boro: Burge, Cowan, Forsdick (Dance), O’Halloran, Dean, Phillips, 
Sleath, Armson, Brown, Moult (Cartwright), York. Subs: Gordon, 
McNamee, Adams.
Lincoln: Farman, Brown, Miller, Boyce, Diagne, Power, Fofana, Jordan, 
Taylor (Sheridan), Smith (Jones), Hobson. Subs: Preece, Gray, Dali.

Boro welcomed Lincoln City to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Wes York’s stunning injury-time goal gave Boro a huge lift as 
they embarked on a run of four games in eight days with Blue 
Square Conference Premier survival on the line. Relegation 
rivals the Imps looked set to scurry back to Sincil Bank with 
a point that would have been more valuable to them than to 
Nuneaton, starting the day as they stood four points clear of 
Kevin Wilkin’s side and just above the drop zone.
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Boro’s midfield piles forward.  Photo: Nuneaton News

Chances had been few and far between and both sides had 
struggled to come to terms with the conditions – torrential 
rain and a strong, gusting wind.

Then, moving into the final minute of three added on for 
stoppages, a hopeful ball forward was only half cleared by 
the otherwise impregnable Lincoln back four straight to York, 
who showed maturity beyond his 19 years, to control and 
thump an unstoppable shot past Paul Farman into the top 
left-hand corner from 20 yards. Game over!

Predictably, with so much at stake, this had been a tense, 
tight affair and goalscoring chances were few and far 
between, but with the conditions favouring them Boro were 
the better side in the first half.

Gavin Cowan was unlucky to see a looping header drop the 
wrong side of the post and Danny Sleath will curse himself 
for failing to control when Louis Moult’s trickery laid on the 
clearest opening of the half. York, who struggled to make 
an impression before the break, did see a goalbound effort 
blocked by Andrew Boyce.

Lincoln were much improved after interval but almost 
found the wind in their favour a disadvantage pumping too 
many balls straight into the Nuneaton defence that were 
comfortably dealt with or gathered without too many alarms 
by Lee Burge.

There were moments of danger when Adam Smith’s cross 
found Jamie Taylor but his header was kicked away by the 
alert Burge and a huge wind-assisted clearance by Farman 
almost embarrassed his opposite number before landing on 
top of the net.

Cowan then had to throw his body in the way of Alan Power’s 
volley after substitute Jake Sheridan had for once found a 
route around right-back Steve O’Halloran.

But just when it seemed a third successive goalless draw was 
on the cards for Nuneaton they applied late pressure and up 
stepped York to provide yet another last-gasp finale for the 
Liberty Way crowd.

 Nuneaton Town v Grimsby Town 19-03-2013 
Boro: Burge, O’Halloran, Cowan, Dean, Forsdick, Armson, Sleath 
(Dance 68), Phillips, Brown, Moult, York. Subs: Gordon, McNamee, 
Adams, Cartwright.
Grimsby: McKeown, Hatton, Miller, Wood (Thomas 64), Pearson, 
Colbeck, Disley, Naylor, Devitt (Marshall 46), John-Lewis, Hannah 
(Cook 56). Subs: Artus, Brodie.

Boro welcomed Grimsby Town to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.
Boro climbed out of the relegation zone after inflicting a 
fourth successive defeat on promotion-chasing Grimsby 
Town. Kevin Wilkin’s men dominated from start to finish and 
deservedly took the lead on 17 minutes when Andy Brown 
tapped home Wesley York’s cross. It could have been a more 
convincing score-line as Boro camped out in Grimsby’s half 
for long spells.

But Nuneaton will no doubt settle for the narrow win, which 
lifts them two points clear of the bottom four.

Louis Moult – had a great game.  Photo: Simon Kimber

It was Saturday’s hero Wesley York who nearly broke the 
deadlock. Brown laid the ball down for York, who volleyed 
straight into the arms of keeper James McKeown. This did 
not affect the winger, though, as he quickly made amends. 
After showing left back Jamie Devitt a clean pair of heels, York 
powered into the box and slotted a pin-point ball across the 
box for Brown to simply roll into the empty net.

Grimsby’s lack of confidence was showing as they struggled 
to come to terms with Boro’s pace and movement. And the 
hosts almost doubled their lead when keeper McKeown 
misjudged a high ball before a James Armson shot was 
cleared off the line.

Sam Hatton’s two strikes from distance was all the visitors 
had to show for their efforts as Boro bossed proceedings. The 
second goal failed to come their way though, as Moult came 
close on a number of occasions before Brown was guilty of 
missing a clear-cut opportunity at the start of the second 
period when he sliced wide from close range. McKeown 
was having a busy evening as he managed to cling on to a 
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powerful Moult strike. The same could not be said for Lee 
Burge as the ball remained in Grimsby’s half.

Nuneaton came forward in wave after wave looking to score 
the goal to finish off the game. With only one goal separating 
the two sides, though, Grimsby fancied their chances of 
snatching an equaliser. But Nuneaton held firm to secure 
another vital victory in their survival bid.

 Braintree Town v Nuneaton Town 21-03-2013 
Braintree: McDonald, Peters, Wells, Massey, Habergham, Daley, 
Symons, Paine, Sparkes, Marks, Holman. Subs: Naisbitt, Mulley, Watts, 
Wickham, Woodyard.
Boro: Burge, Phillips, Cowan, Dean, O’Halloran, York, Armson, Sleath, 
Forsdick, Brown, Moult. Subs: Cartwright, Walker, Gordon, McNamee, 
Dance.

Boro travelled to Cressing Road to play Braintree Town in a 
Blue Square Conference Premier game.
Boro put in a fighting performance to rescue a much-needed 
point. James Armson’s first-half strike secured a draw for 
the visitors and moved them three points clear of the Blue 
Square Premier relegation zone.

Braintree had taken the lead when Daniel Sparkes converted 
a Dan Holman cross from close range. Wes York equalised 
with a shot from outside the area before Sean Marks restored 
the home side’s lead with a delightful lobbed goal after 30 
minutes from a Luke Daley pass.

The second-half turned into a tough battle for Boro as they 
were forced to defend for long spells and the home side 
peppered their goal throughout much of the half. Lee Burge 
made a fantastic save from Marks, who shot from six yards.

 Mansfield Town v Nuneaton Town 26-03-2013 
Mansfield: Marriott, Dempster, Beevers, Jennings (Sutton 59), Jones, 
Murray, Daniel (Briscoe 62), Meikle, Chapman, Stevenson (Rhead 63). 
Subs: Howell, Wright.
Boro: Burge, McNamee, O’Halloran, Cowan, Gordon, Adams, 
Cartwright, Sleath, Walker (York 85), Dance, Moult (Brown). 
Subs: Phillips, Dean, Armson.

Boro travelled to Field Mill to play Mansfield Town in a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro, defending a five match unbeaten run, were very much 
second best in this encounter, as Mansfield bossed the game 
and should have won more comfortably. A snow-clearance 
effort earlier in the day had ensured that the game went 
ahead, albeit under heavy conditions.

Boro’s solitary effort on goal fell to Adam Walker, whose effort 
was comfortably saved by Alan Marriott as the Stags bossed 
the game from start to finish. A Luke Jones shot rebounded 
off the crossbar and Matt Green hit the post from close range. 
Green completed a night to forget with a penalty miss and an 
offside goal. Boro, however, made it through to half-time with 
the scores deadlocked at 0-0.

Mansfield continued their dominance after the break and 
Lee Burge was kept busy as his goal was under constant 
threat. Substitute Matt Rhead was fouled by Gavin Cowan 
as he made his way into the area and the referee awarded 
a penalty. Burge, however, got down well and kept out 
Green’s spot kick. But on 67 minutes, Louis Briscoe broke the 
deadlock after his free-kick from outside the box found the 
back of the net via a slight defelction.

Lee Burge saves Matt Green’s penalty. Photo: Nuneaton News

In the closing minutes a long throw from Adam Chapman 
found Matt Rhead who headed the ball on to Matt Green, who 
found the net. Fortunately for the visitors, celebrations were 
cut short by a linesman’s flag.

 Nuneaton Town v Woking 28-03-2013 
Boro: Burge, O’Halloran, Cowan, Dean, Forsdick, Armson, Sleath 
(Dance 73), Walker (Moult 57), Phillips, Brown, York. Subs: Gordon, 
Adams, Cartwright.
Woking: Brown, Ricketts, McNerney, Cestor, Betsy, Newton, Sawyer, 
Parkinson, Knott (Frith 82), Stockley (McCallum 46), Bubb (Francis 74). 
Subs: Putnins, Nutter.

Boro welcomed Woking to Liberty Way to play a Blue Square 
Conference Premier game.

Boro’s hopes of moving out of the relegation zone were 
thwarted after a dour goalless draw with Woking. The visitors 
started the more assured with an early scare coming in the 
tenth minute when Lee Burge advanced off his line and was 
almost involved in a mix-up with his defender Gaz Dean but 
Jayden Stockley was unable to take advantage.

Boro finally fashioned their first opening in the 23rd minute 
last night when Simon Forsdick’s break into the Woking 
half ended with a pass to James Armson, he cut in from the 
right but his left-foot shot was blocked comfortably by Jack 
Parkinson. The hosts started to come to life slightly more with 
York taking too long after being picked out by Armson then 
his overhead kick from Andy Brown’s knockdown lacking the 
power to trouble Seb Brown.

Nine minutes before the break Billy Knott burst into the 
box but screwed his shot wide of Burge’s goal, then a neatly 
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worked free-kick between Kevin Betsy and Knott ended with 
a shot high and wide by the latter, and Joe McNerney headed 
wide from Betsy’s corner.

Woking started the second period much the better but the 
first real opening fell to the home side. Armson’s free-kick 
fell for Dean who pulled his shot inches wide and with more 
urgency now injected Danny Sleath picked out York a minute 
later but again his effort was just off target.

The visitors should have been ahead in the 70th minute. Lee 
Sawyer was allowed time to pick out  Bradley Bubb, who 
somehow headed over from six yards with the goal at his 
mercy. But almost immediately at the other end Seb Brown 
did well at full stretch to keep out Andy Brown’s 18-yard drive.

Substitute Louis Moult almost made the breakthrough 
when he raced on to Forsdick’s through ball but Seb Brown 
raced out to save with Andy Brown’s follow-up cannoning 
into Parkinson. Aaron Phillips was next to threaten for 
Nuneaton but his stunning 25-yard volley was acrobatically 
tipped over by Seb Brown. And that was as close as either 
side came to a breakthrough as the game ended in almost 
inevitable stalemate.

 AFC Telford United v Nuneaton Town 30-03-2013 
Telford: Young, Valentine, Briscoe, Salmon, Trainer, Leslie (O’Neil), 
Smith, Craney (Rooney), Meechan, Spray, Williams. Subs: Bradley, 
Adaggio.
Boro: Burge, Cowan, Forsdick (Sleath), O’Halloran, Dean, Phillips, 
Armson (Walker), Dance, Brown, Moult (Cartwright), York. 
Subs: Gordon, Adams.

Boro travelled to The Bucks Head to play AFC Telford United 
in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Andy Brown’s double lifted Boro out of the Blue Square Bet 
Premier relegation zone after a comfortable victory that 
consigned hosts Telford to the drop. Aaron Phillips opened 
the scoring with a fine solo effort after half an hour, before 
Brown doubled the lead at the start of the second half, 
adding his second with 15 minutes left.

The result saw Boro climb two places to 19th in the table, 
which manager Kevin Wilkin believes will boost his squad 
with the relegation battle set to go down to the wire. Wilkin’s 
men were in control throughout against a poor Telford side 
whose relegation was confirmed after a 29th game without a 
league win, and a more emphatic scoreline would not have 
flattered Boro.

“It could have been difficult for us here. There was 
expectation on the lads shoulders, but I thought they 
managed that and dealt with that very well,” Wilkin added: “If 
I’ve got one little disappointment it’s that we haven’t scored 
more goals but the most important thing is that we’ve got the 
three points.”

Right from the kick-off it was clear which team was still 
fighting for their lives, and which was resigned to their fate. 

Brown in particular could have scored a first-half hat-trick, 
denied by Telford keeper Ryan Young on three occasions, 
while the striker’ touch let him down when clear through 
on goal. Simon Forsdick and Lewis Moult also saw shots 
saved as Boro laid siege to the Telford goal searching for a 
breakthrough that finally came in the 33rd minute.

Phillips embarked on a surging run through the Telford 
midfield, exchanging passes with Brown before calming 
slotting past Young for his first senior goal.

Wes York’s pace caused problems all afternoon, and three 
minutes after half-time he went past the Bucks’ left back 
with ease, getting to the by-line with Brown on hand to turn 
his low cross into the net. Moult was denied twice more by 
Young, but a third did come when James Armson’s corner 
caused chaos in the six yard box, Brown finally nodding in via 
the crossbar with the assistant referee ruling that the ball had 
crossed the line.

 Nuneaton Town v Newport County 01-04-2013 
Boro: Burge, Cartwright (Walker), Cowan, Forsdick, Dean, Phillips, 
Armson, Dance (O’Halloran), Brown, Moult (Adams), York. 
Subs: Gordon, Sleath.
Newport: Pidgeley, Hughes, Anthony, Yakubu, Pipe, Sandell, Evans 
(Willmott), Jolley, Minshull, Donnelly, Connor (Griffiths). 
Subs: Julian, James, Gilbey.

Boro welcomed Newport County to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro put Newport under pressure.  Photo: Nuneaton Newsr

Boro failed to ease their Blues Square Bet relegation fears as 
Newport County came from behind to take all three points.
Simon Forsdick got Boro off to the perfect start when he 
hammered home from close range to put his side in front. But 
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there was, perhaps, an indication of things to come when Lee 
Burge pulled off a stunning save to turn away Andy Sandell’s 
goal-bound effort.

But the home goalkeeper could only look on as Robbie 
Willmott produced a sublime free-kick to level the match. 
And the game was up for Kevin Wilkin’s strugglers when 
James Armson diverted Sandell’s cross into his own net to 
hand Newport victory.

The defeat leaves Boro just a point above the drop zone, 
with Stockport, Southport and Hyde all failing to win their 
respective matches. Nuneaton might feel hard done by 
though as they took the game to promotion-chasing Newport 
and got the first shot away, with Lenny Pidgeley saving 
Forsdick’s powerful strike.

The former Chelsea keeper could do nothing to stop Boro’s 
opener on the 14th minute. After Andrew Brown’s curling 
shot struck the post, Wes York was denied by Pidgeley 
before Forsdick followed up to fire home. The goal sparked 
the visitors into life as they laid siege to Nuneaton’s goal – 
although failing to really trouble Burge.

His opposite number, Pidgeley, meanwhile, was forced into 
a string of saves – notably putting his body in the way of 
Armson’s shot after parrying Aaron Phillips’ cross. But the 
save of the match went to Burge in the 35th minute. Sandell’s 
free-kick appeared to be heading for the bottom corner only 
for Burge to pull off an outstanding full length dive to palm 
the ball away.

This failed to dent Newport’s hopes, though, as they began 
to dominate proceedings. And the equaliser finally came just 
before the hour mark. Substitute Willmott lifted the ball up 
and over the wall from a free-kick to score. Nuneaton were 
struggling to get out of their own half at this stage and they 
fell behind when Armson inadvertently headed Sandell’s 
cross over Burge’s head.

The Welsh outfit refused to take their foot off the gas and 
could ultimately have had more, but Christian Jolley and 
Rhys Griffiths both missed clear-cut chances late on.

 Ebbsfleet United v Nuneaton Town 06-04-2013 
Ebbsfleet: Edwards, Howe, Gwillim, Walsh, Saville (Luzardo 78), 
Barrett (Stone 76), Carew, Phipp, Bellamy, Enver-Marum, Ashikodi. 
Subs: Menz, Azeez, Williams.
Boro: Burge, O’Halloran, Cowan, Gordon, Phillips, Dance (Walker 87), 
Armson, Forsdick, York, Moult (James 66), Brown. Subs: Cartwright, 
Adams, Sleath.

Boro travelled to Stonebridge Road to play Ebbsfleet United 
in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro dropped into the Blue Square Bet Premier relegation 
zone, despite salvaging a late point at fellow strugglers 
Ebbsfleet. Nuneaton appeared to be slipping to their 12th 
away league defeat of the season after Tom Phipp’s fortuitous 
first-half strike edged the hosts ahead, but Andy Brown came 

to the rescue with a 90th minute header. Stockport County’s 
3-2 victory at Alfreton Town meant they swapped places with 
Boro and moved out of the bottom four. But with the chances 
Nuneaton created, they’ll be disappointed not to have left 
Kent with all three points – which would have seen them stay 
in 20th place.

Kevin Wilkin made two changes to his side at Stonebridge 
Road, with centre-half Delroy Gordon coming in for the 
suspended Gareth Dean and left-back Stephen O’Halloran 
replacing Neil Cartwright. The visitors bossed the first-half, 
without creating too many clear cut openings on a difficult 
playing surface.

Northampton Town loanee Louis Moult almost scored his first 
goal for Boro on 12 minutes. However, his swerving volley 
narrowly missed the angle of Fleet’s goal. Moult then forced 
Preston Edwards into saving a powerful 20-yard strike at his 
near post. Against the run of play, though, the hosts took the 
lead courtesy of Phipp’s shin. The ball came to the 20-year-
old after the ball pinged around Nuneaton’s box, and his 
sliced effort drifted in.

Wilkin’s men responded brightly and had a penalty claim 
turned down, with Wes York forcing Edwards into a smart 
stop from the resulting move. After Ebbsfleet’s Moses 
Ashikodi failed to double their advantage, by dragging his 
shot wide, the Warwickshire outfit dominated the remainder 
of the contest.

There was a feeling it wasn’t to be Nuneaton’s day, as they 
struck the woodwork three times in the space of 10 minutes. 
Gavin Cowan’s header hit the bar and James Armson’s header 
was hit the post. And unbelievably, Brown’s volley also 
rattled the upright. But Boro weren’t to be denied a deserved 
draw, as Brown dramatically bundled home his 17th goal of 
the season from Tom James’ free-kick.

 Gateshead v Nuneaton Town 09-04-2013 
Gateshead: Bartlett, Boyle, Curtis, Magnay, Turnbull, Donaldson, Bore, 
Cummins (Marwood 54), Gillies (Chandler 54), Brown (Everson 69), 
Hatch. Subs: Fowler, Nixon.
Boro: Burge, O’Halloran, Cowan, Gordon, Adams, Forsdick, Armson, 
Phillips, Brown, Moult (Dance 87). Subs: Walker, Sleath, Cartwright, 
James.

Boro travelled to Victoria Park, Hartlepool to play Gateshead 
in a Blue Square Conference Premier game.

Boro moved out of the drop zone with an impressive victory. 
First-half goals from Wes York and Andy Brown put Boro 
firmly in control and they should have won by a bigger 
margin, but they had already done enough to move up to 
17th with two games of the season left to play.

Boro made the perfect start when taking the lead through 
York on 11 minutes. The chance seemed to have evaporated 
after Louis Moult failed to beat Adam Bartlett when one-
on-one but the ball eventually worked itself to York, who 
unleashed a delightful strike into the bottom corner with the 
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outside of his foot. Buoyed by taking the lead in the lively 
Moult tried to double Nuneaton’s advantage but Bartlett was 
equal to the forward’s 25-yard effort. The hosts still looked 
dangerous, though, as Lee Burge produced a fine save with 
his foot to keep out Liam Hatch’s low attempt.

But while the Heed were playing the more attractive football 
it was the visitors who proved the more effective. And 
Nuneaton deservedly surged 2-0 ahead on 35 minutes. The 
lethal Brown outmuscled his marker and brilliantly chested 
down Forsdick’s looping cross on the penalty spot – finishing 
the move by hooking the ball past Bartlett.

Moments after the break Kevin Wilkin’s men almost killed the 
game off. Moult was unlucky to see his right-footed shot from 
Brown’s cross blocked by James Curtis. Shortly afterwards 
another chance went begging – this time on the break – with 
James Armson unable to curl the ball into the far corner.

Boro kept pushing for a third to secure all three points, but on 
65 minutes York could only hit his shot against the post and 
Moult smashed the rebound over the bar. But an expected 
spell of pressure never arrived from a toothless Gateshead, 
allowing Nuneaton to move two points away from the 
bottom four.

 Nuneaton Town v Hyde United 13-04-2013 
Boro: Burge, Phillips, Dean, Cowan, O’Halloran, York, Armson, Adams, 
Forsdick (Walker 88), A. Brown, Moult (Dance 85). Subs: Gordon, 
Sleath, Cartwright.
Hyde: Carnell, Williams (Spencer 59), Ashworth, Dennis, Milligan, 
Poole (McCarthy 72), A. Brown, Jevons, Blinkhorn (Sedgwick 59), 
Almond, Hogan. Subs: McNiven, Fitzgerald.

Boro welcomed Hyde United to Liberty Way to play a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro took a step closer towards safety with an impressive 
victory. Goals from Andy Brown, Simon Forsdick and Louis 
Moult helped Nuneaton move five points clear of the 
relegation zone, but a number of results – including Lincoln 
City’s 2-1 win over Tamworth – means Boro still face the slim 
possibility of relegation.

However, if Stockport County fail to beat Gateshead on 
Tuesday night Boro’s premier status will be confirmed before 
their final game of the season at Dartford. Kevin Wilkin 
made just one change to his Boro side, with skipper Gareth 
Dean returning from suspension to replace Delroy Gordon at 
centre-half.

And the hosts had the bit between their teeth from the off in 
difficult conditions. Gavin Cowan had an early header which 
flew inches over Hyde’s crossbar, then Brown’s downward 
header was cleared off the line. Nuneaton were finding plenty 
of joy down the right flank through Wes York. The youngster 
flashed a shot across the face of goal after 24 minutes, which 
Moult couldn’t get on the end of.

Wilkin’s men were ahead shortly afterwards as Jon Adams 

found York with a clipped ball, which the winger latched 
onto and crossed to Brown, who swept the ball home from 
six-yards. The visitors threatened to equalise on the stroke of 
half-time, but Matthew Blinkhorn’s header was kept out by 
the base of the post.

Louis Moult and Andy Brown celebrate the Boro No. 10’s goal. 
 Photo: Nuneaton Newsr

And the other side of the break, Scott Hogan’s glanced header 
drifted narrowly wide of Lee Burge’s right post. Wilkin’s men 
were quickly back on the attack and nearly added to their 
lead on 54 minutes but Hyde keeper David Carnell produced 
a brilliant double save to prevent Moult and Stephen 
O’Halloran. But a minute later Fordisck’s left-footed strike 
from a tight angle doubled Nuneaton’s advantage.

Moult then scored his first goal for Boro on 69 minutes to 
seal the three points, with Carnell unable to keep out the 
Northampton Town loanee’s 20-yard thunderbolt. Louis 
Almond scored a consolation for the visitors in injury time as 
Boro moved three points nearer to Conference survival.

 Dartford v Nuneaton Town 20-04-2013 
Dartford: Somogyi, Bonner, Green, Arber, Burns, Harris (Collier 64), 
Champion, Wallis (Rogers 54), Bradbrook, Hayes (Evans 72), Sheringham. 
Subs: Wells, Rose.
Boro: Burge, O’Halloran (Dance 71), Cowan, Dean (Gordon 88), Adams, 
Forsdick, Armson, Phillips, Brown, Moult (Walker 85), York. 
Subs: Sleath, Cartwright.

Boro travelled to Princes Park to play Dartford in a Blue 
Square Conference Premier game.

Boro gate-crashed Dartford’s end-of-season party when 
Wesley York scored a late winner. A bumper crowd – including 
around 250 travelling fans – saw York convert a Jon Adams 
through-ball nine minutes from time to sink the Darts. The 
home skipper Elliot Bradbrook turned and fired a shot over 
the bar in a first half almost devoid of goalmouth activity. 
York had a tame effort saved by Fulham loanee Csaba 
Somogyi after the restart and Andy Brown failed to convert 
Aaron Phillips’ cross at the back post.
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The home side went close when Charlie Sheringham’s shot 
was blocked by Phillips. It was the visitors who looked the 
more likely scorers though, with Somogyi saving from Adams 
and Louis Moult seeing his powerful shot deflected wide. 
Bradbrook headed a Jack Evans corner over the bar when 
he should have hit the target and Nuneaton went on to score 
their winner.

Gavin Cowan tries to force the ball home. Photo: Nuneaton Newsr

Conference Premier 2012-2013
  P W D L F A Pts
Mansfield Town  46  30   5  11  92  52  95
Kidderminster Harriers  46  28   9   9  82  40  93
Newport County  46  25  10  11  85  60  85
Grimsby Town  46  23  14   9  70  38  83
Wrexham  46  22  14  10  74  45  80
Hereford United  46  19  13  14  73  63  70
Luton Town  46  18  13  15  70  62  67
Dartford  46  19   9  18  67  63  66
Braintree Town  46  19   9  18  63  72  66
Forest Green Rovers  46  18  11  17  63  49  65
Macclesfield Town  46  17  12  17  65  70  63
Woking  46  18   8  20  73  81  62
Alfreton Town  46  16  12  18  69  74  60
Cambridge United  46  15  14  17  68  69  59
Nuneaton Town  46  14  15  17  55  63  57
Lincoln City  46  15  11  20  66  73  56
Gateshead  46  13  16  17  58  61  55
Hyde  46  16   7  23  63  75  55
Tamworth  46  15  10  21  55  69  55
Southport  46  14  12  20  72  86  54
Stockport County  46  13  11  22  57  80  50
Barrow  46  11  13  22  45  83  46
Ebbsfleet United  46   8  15  23  55  89   39
AFC Telford United  46   6  17  23  52  79  35

York Hands In Transfer Request
Winger Wes York has formally asked to leave the club in a bid 
to pursue a full-time professional career. The club, however, 
have a one-year option on his contract, and unless they 
receive an offer that matches their valuation of the player, 
they will renew his contract for another year.

Adams Agrees New Contract
Jon Adams had signed a new one-year contract after 
impressing in the last three games of the season.

Two More Agree New Contracts
Nuneaton Town have been boosted by the decision of Gareth 
Dean and Adam Walker to sign new contracts for the 2013-14 
season.

Future Of Boro Ground In Doubt
The collapse of Ian Neale Construction Group has raised 
concerns regarding the security of the football stadium. 
A meeting of creditors will be held in Coventry to formalise 
the winding up of the business.

Brown Signs Two Year Deal
Striker Andy Brown has committed to Nuneaton Town by 
signing a two year deal. The former Telford striker has scored 
50 goals in 119 appearances for the club.

Sleath And Forsdick Sign
Danny Sleath and Simon Forsdick have become the eighth 
and ninth players to re-sign for Nuneaton Town. Both have 
signed one-year contracts.

Central Defenders Commit To Boro
Central defenders Gavin Cowan and Delroy Gordon have both 
agreed new deals.

Boro Sign Streete
Nuneaton Town have signed former Alfreton Town player 
Theo Streete, who can play in midfield or defence. Streete 
began his career with Derby County before brief spells with 
Doncaster Rovers and Rotherham United. He then made 
100 appearances for Solihull Moors where he played under 
Mickey Moore, who played a key role in bringing the player to 
Liberty Way.

Collett Leaves
Goalkeeper Neil Collett has left Nuneaton Town after failing 
to agree new terms. The former Coventry keeper was part of 
the team that won promotion to the Blue Square Premier, but 
lost his place due to injury and the form of Lee Burge.

Moult Back With Boro
Striker Louis Moult, who spent some of last season on loan 
with the Liberty Way club has agreed a one year contract to 
join Nuneaton Town after his release by Northampton Town. 
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AFC Telford United — 4th 
Qualifying Round
Borough travelled to The Bucks Head to 
face AFC Telford United in a FA Cup 4th 
Qualifying Round tie.
Telford: Young, Chilvers, Valentine, Salmon 
(Sharp 53), Rose, Leslie, Davies, Hubbins, 
Rooney (Taylor 73), Jones, St Aimie (Spray 
67). Subs: Preston, J. Brown, Collister, 
Roberts.

Boro: McNamara, McNamee, Cowan, Dean, 
Gordon, Adams (York 75), Forsdick, Armson, 
Walker, A. Brown, Waite (Sleath 80). Subs: 
Thompson-Brown, O’Halloran, Ford, James.

Boro’s track record of conceding late 
goals haunted them again when they 
allowed 10-man Telford to grab an 
injury-time equaliser.

Kevin Wilkin’s men were set to book 
their passage and the £12,500 that goes 
with it after substitute Danny Sleath 
scored what looked to be a fortunate 
86th minute winner.

However, the Bucks, who had Jordan 
Rose sent off deep into injury time after 
two bookable offences, still had time to 
launch a last-gasp attack that saw Ryan 
Valentine snatch a scruffy leveller.

Earlier, Boro’s latest recruit Tyrell Waite, 
signed from Notts County on a month’s 
loan, fired the visitors ahead inside 

90 seconds. The teenager got beyond 
the Telford back division to latch on 
to Gareth Dean’s looping long ball and 
coolly beat Ryan Young with ease.

But the lead was short-lived, and on 
seven minutes parity was restored. 
Skipper Dean conceded a free-kick on 
the edge of the area and the lively Steve 
Jones saw his curling 20-yarder fly over 
the defensive wall and past the flailing 

fingertips of keeper Ben McNamara. 
Telford’s slick passing game caused 
Boro problems and after a neat move 
Rich Davies fired wide from 15 yards.

At the opposite end, Boro’s top scorer 
Adam Walker snatched his edge-of-the 
box shot wide, although Telford again 
came close when Jones burst away and 
watched his skidding shot graze a post.

Soon after the break, Andy Brown 
scampered down the inside right 
channel only to slice his drive into the 
terraces but Telford responded when 
substitute Chris Sharp headed wide 
when looking sure to score.

Midway through the half, McNamara 
brilliantly finger-tipped James Spray’s 
slithering toe poke wide. But Sleath came 
into the action and made an immediate 
effect as Wes York’s subtle chip put him 
clear on the left and his spiralling shot-
cum-centre deceived Young and found 
the net just inside the far post.

But Boro’s defensive anxieties were 
evident as the hosts poured forward 
with McNamara producing two fine 
stops only to watch in horror when 
Valentine’s daisy-cutter from 15 yards 
avoided everyone and dribbled over 
the line.

Boro mount a rearguard action at the Bucks’ Head. Photo: Nuneaton News

Wes York – won a late penalty to see Boro through to the next round. Photo: Nuneaton News
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AFC Telford United — 4th 
Qualifying Round Replay
Borough welcomed AFC Telford United 
to Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 4th 
Qualifying Round replay.
Boro: McNamara, McNamee (Armson 88), 
Cowan, Dean, Gordon, Walker, Sleath, 
Forsdick (James 104), Brown, Waite 
(Thompson-Brown 114), York. Subs: Ford, 
Adams, O’Halloran.

Telford: Young, Preston, St Aimie (Spray 75), 
Taylor, Chilvers, Hubbins (Brown 84), Trainer, 
Davies, Valentine, Jones (Sharp 60), Leslie. 
Subs: Reid, Roberts.

Substitute Jimmy Armson netted a last-
gasp extra-time penalty to earn Boro 
victory in their fourth qualifying round 
replay last night and book themselves 
an away trip to Luton on Saturday-
week and a £12,500 pay day.

And it was no more than Boro deserved 
as they were the better side on the 
night with their defence standing 
tall and hardly looking likely to be 
breached with Gareth Dean and Gavin 
Cowan towers of strength.

Kevin Wilkin made two changes to the 
side that drew 2-2 at the Bucks Head 

Ground at the weekend with Wes York 
and Danny Sleath back in favour at the 
expense of Armson and Jon Adams.

Tyrell Waite posed a threat early on 
and he came close on 11 minutes but 
his low drive deflected off a defender 
and spun past a post, while York totally 
miskicked from five yards after Cowan 
had headed down a free-kick.

Boro continued to threaten and 
when Waite cut in from the left his 
skidding cross shot was mishandled by 
keeper Ryan Young and Dan Preston 
desperately cleared off the line as 
Danny Sleath slid in for the kill.

All the chances came Boro’s way in the 
opening half hour with Waite swinging 
a boot at a ricochet without making 
contact, with just Young to beat. Adam 
Walker crashed a 20-yarder into the ribs 
of the keeper soon after.

The Bucks hardly threatened, with 
their sole effort being a Steve Jones 
free-kick that sailed harmlessly over 
the angle, but it was the hosts who 
continued to force the pace and as the 
interval approached Waite glanced a 
header just over from Simon Forsdick’s 
free-kick

After the break, Richard Davies grazed 
an upright with a low 20-yarder in a rare 
United raid before Walker’s effort from 
distance at the opposite end suffered 
a similar fate, then Waite’s rising 
15-yarder was turned over superbly by 
Young.

But the tie entered extra time and it 
was the visitors who came closest to 
breaking the deadlock in the opening 
period as Chris Sharp and Jamie Spray 
forced good saves from an otherwise 

Gavin Cowan gets in a header under pressure from Janos Kovacs. Photo: Nuneaton News

Boro captain Gaz Dean races for possession against Steve Jones in the FA Cup replay. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News
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redundant Ben McNamara in the home 
goal.

The stalemate continued after the 
turnaround as defences dominated 
but with just 90 seconds remaining 
York raced into the Telford area where 
he was tackled fairly by Dan Preston, 
who then quite unbelievably grasped 
the legs of the winger, who fell to the 
ground.

Bedfordshire referee Graham Horwood 
immediately pointed to the spot and 
Armson confidently drilled in the 
penalty as Young flew in the opposite 
direction, and the home fans on the 
Britannia Tyre Stand End terraces 
started their celebrations.

Luton Town — 1st Round Proper
Borough travelled to Kenilworth Road 
to face Luton Town in a FA Cup 1st 
Round Proper tie.
Luton Town: Brill, Rowe-Turner (J. Robinson 
70), Kovacs, D Walker, Rendell, Howells, 
Fleetwood (Watkins 83), Mendy, O’Donnell, 
Henry, Gray. Subs (not used): Tyler, Lacey, 
Dance, M. Robinson, Longden.

Boro: McNamara, Malaga, Cowan, Dean, 
A. Walker, Brown, Sleath, Forsdick, James, 
McNamee (Armson 46), Waite (Taylor 71). 
Subs: York, Gordon, Thompson-Brown, 
O’Halloran.

Nuneaton Town manager Kevin 
Wilkin had mixed feelings after his 
side conceded a late equaliser to 
allow Luton Town a second bite at the 
cherry in their FA Cup first round tie at 
Kenilworth Road.

Despite having far less possession 
than their promotion-chasing hosts, 
Nuneaton led through Tyrell Waite’s 
19th-minute tap-in before a Scott 
Rendell header six minutes from time 
forced a replay.

“I’m frustrated that we haven’t seen 
the job through, but I thought to a 
man everybody worked their socks off, 
and showed good quality when they 
needed to,” said Wilkin.

The Hatters spent much of the game 
on the offensive, but for the most part 

were restricted to shots from outside 
the penalty area.

Nuneaton’s game plan was to soak 
up the pressure while launching the 
occasional counter-attack, one of which 
led to the goal.

With Luton defender Janos Kovacs 
off the pitch receiving treatment, 
Nuneaton keeper Ben McNamara 
launched a long ball forward, and 
when the cross came in from the 
left, Andy Brown’s scuffed shot fell 
kindly to Waite to convert from 
close range.

“When you go as close as we did, you 
don’t need to do anything too weird 
and wonderful, you just need to stay 
structured and organised, and I thought 
we did that today,” continued the 
Nuneaton boss.

With loan goalkeeper Adam Smith 
prevented from taking part in the 
fixture by parent club Leicester City, 
McNamara was recalled to the starting 
line-up.

He made the most of his opportunity 
with an alert and tidy performance.

In the eighth minute he had to sprint off 
his line to deny Rendell after the Luton 
striker had sprung the offside trap.

The Boro shot-stopper also 
demonstrated his agility and positional 
awareness with a series of punches and 
tip-overs as the home side tested him 
with crosses and set-pieces.

Wilkin was generous in his praise of 
McNamara.

“I thought he looked assured,” the Boro 
boss admitted.

“I thought he kicked the ball very well, 
although I can’t remember too many 
saves that he’s had to pull off, but he’s 
improving all the time.”

There was, however, little that 
McNamara could do to keep out 
Rendell’s equaliser, headed in at the far 
post from a free-kick delivered by the 
impressive Jake Howells.

Scott Rendell rescues a draw for Luton. 
 Photo: Nuneaton News

“We’re not going to underestimate 
them in the replay,” Wilkin added.

“They’re right at the sharp end of the 
league, they’ve got some good players, 
and they’re a full-time side.”

Should Nuneaton be able to see off the 
Hatters at the second time of asking, 
they will be rewarded with a home tie 
against Dorchester Town, who beat 
Plymouth 1-0.

Luton Town — 1st Round Proper 
Replay
Borough welcomed Luton Town to 
Liberty Way to play a FA Cup 1st Round 
Proper replay.
Boro: McNamara, Cowan, Forsdick, Dean, 
Malaga, James, Sleath, Armson (Taylor), 
A. Walker, Brown, Waite (York). 
Subs: Gordon, O’Halloran, Adams, Patterson, 
Thompson-Brown.

Luton: Tyler, Henry, Kovacs, Rowe-Turner, 
Howells, Lawless, Mendy, O’Donnell 
(Dance), Rendell, D. Walker (Robinson), 
Gray (Woolley). Subs: Brill, Beckwith, Lacey, 
Longden.

Boro’s FA Cup hopes ended at Liberty 
Way last night by Luton despite a brave 
performance that deserved better.

A Scott Rendell double, including a 
dubious penalty, decided the issue 
in favour of the Hatters, who now 
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face a home tie with Dorchester Town 
early next month for a place in the 
third round.

Boro made three changes from the 
side that lost at Kidderminster at the 
weekend with keeper Ben McNamara, 
midfielder James Armson and striker 
Tyrell Waite all returning to the starting 
line-up in place of Adam Smith, 
Stephen O’Halloran and Connor Taylor 
respectively.

The pace was warm early on with the 
Hatters positive from the first whistle, 
forcing three early corners and from the 
second Janos Kovacs’ ten-yard header 
was destined for the net only for Adam 
Walker to hook off the line.

Within 90 seconds, at the opposite 
end Tom James’ free-kick found Gavin 
Cowan unmarked but his downward 
header flew straight at grateful keeper 
Mark Tyler.

However, the visitors were the more 
incisive side in attack and that proved 
to be the difference on 22 minutes as 
they took the lead.

JJ O’Donnell eluded the challenges of 
two home defenders before crossing 
low and hard into the six-yard box 
where Rendell coolly rifled past the 
helpless McNamara.

Boro’s response was a James Armson 
cross-shot that flew wide, but on 38 
minutes Boro almost snatched an 
equalising goal.

Kovacs was penalised for a foul on 
the workaholic Andy Brown, who met 
James’ set piece only to see his ten-
yard header thump against a post and 
rebound back into play.

Within 30 seconds of the second half 
getting underway, James was gifted a 
great opportunity as the Luton defence 

were caught cold, but the young 
midfielder hammered his 20-yard 
drive straight at the stretching body of 
keeper Mark Tyler, while Waite screwed 
an angled drive just wide as Boro 
upped the tempo.

Brown then had a glancing header 
from James’ corner flash past the far 
post but, completely against the run of 
play, Luton doubled their advantage 
in the 71st minute from a controversial 
penalty.

A long ball down the inside right 
channel gave Andre Gray the 
opportunity to race into the home 
area where he was challenged by Boro 
skipper Gareth Dean.

The pair locked arms before the ex-
Hinckley United man went to turf and 
to the disdain of the home fans the 
linesman flagged for a penalty.

An angry Dean was booked for arguing 
with the official before Rendell 
confidently drilled the resulting spot 
kick home as McNamara plunged in the 
opposite direction.

Boro battled hard late on but the 
experience visitors saw the tie out to 
book their passage into round two.Boro go close with an Andy Brown header. Photo: Nuneaton News
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AFC Telford United — 1st Round
Borough made the journey to The 
Bucks Head to play AFC Telford United 
in a FA Trophy First Round game.
Boro: Alcock, Dean, Hadland, Noon, 
Forsdick, Armson, Walker, Moore, Glover, 
Marsden (Pugh 61), York. Subs: Nisevic, Mills, 
Albrighton, Collett.

Telford: Young, Newton, Valentine, Killock, 
Salmon, Preston, Trainer, Smith, Cain, 
Rooney (Sharp 72), Brown. Subs: Farrell, 
Mills, Adams, Robinson.

Not for the first time this season, a 
goalkeeping howler cost Boro at The 
Bucks Head. On  Boro’s last trip there a 
month ago, Ben McNamara conceded 
a laughable goal in injury time as they 
drew 2-2 in the FA Cup.

This time there was no consolation of a 
replay as Adam Smith’s terrible mistake 
in the first-half saw Boro beaten 1-0.

The Bucks finally got a measure of 
revenge for losing twice in the last three 
meetings between the two teams.

Boro did not play badly in terrible 
conditions as they dominated the early 
stages before going behind in the 18th 
minute when Smith fumbled in Steve 
Leslie’s powerful 30-yard shot.

The Leicester City loanee was far 
from solely to blame though. In fact 
he recovered his poise well, which is 
commendable considering he is in the 
early stages of his career. 

Boro certainly got in good positions 
plenty of times. In fact they deserved 
a replay from a game that was sorely 
lacking in quality, but their final ball 
was dreadful and as a result Smith’s 
opposite number Ryan Young was 
largely untroubled.

So Nuneaton’s almost unbelievably bad 
FA Trophy record lives on for another 
year and in truth, few will remember 
this game if the bigger target of Blue 
Square Bet Premier survival is achieved.

Boro started the game well and played 
far more football than their opponents 
without testing former Boro keeper 
Young in the Telford goal.

The closest they came early on was 
when Tom James flew into a tackle with 
Will Salmon on the halfway line.

Emerging with the ball, he played a 
one-two with Andy Brown, but his cross 
was plucked out of the air by Young.

The visitors were looking comfortable 
but they fell behind in the 18th minute. 
Brown was judged to have fouled Leslie 
30 yards out.

The ball was teed up for Leslie and he 
caught his shot sweetly as it flew at 
Smith’s face. The keeper looked to have 
it covered, but he seemed to get caught 
in two minds and parried the ball up 
in the air, only to turn round and see it 
drop over the line in agonising fashion.

Telford quickly tested Smith again 
from distance, but this time he dealt 
with Phil Trainer’s 25-yard drive more 
effectively.

There was one more good chance in the 
half and it went to the Bucks as Luke 
Hubbins picked out Chris Sharp, but he 
planted a free header over the bar from 
eight yards.

Boro were forced into a change at the 
break as James hobbled off with an 

ankle injury picked up in one of two 
early sliding tackles on Telford men.

He was replaced by McNamee with 
Simon Forsdick moving to the left wing.

The atrocious conditions made good 
football difficult after the break and as 
such chances were limited.

Telford almost forced Smith into action 
as Sharp played Nathan Rooney in but 
he fired into the side netting.

Boro efforts were equally rare as 
Newton, on for an energetic if belated 
debut, saw a looping header saved 
pretty comfortably by Young.

The swirling wind came into effect with 
10 minutes to go as Adam Walker took 
a corner which drifted over Young and 
clipped the bar, but that was as close as 
they came.

With Boro pressing, Telford had a late 
chance as Trainer found Jon Brown. His 
volley cannoned into Kieron St Aimie 
and went straight to Smith.

The visitors had a last surge as 
O’Holloran fired wide and Malaga 
headed over but they could not get the 
goal they needed.

Telford celebrate Adam Smith’s catastrophic error. Photo: Nuneaton News
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Conference Premier: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2012-13  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
07.13 The New Saints A PSF 1-1 Perry 
07.17 Brackley Town A PSF 1-0 Brown 
07.19 Nuneaton Griff A PSF 7-0 Nisevic, Ford, Walker, Moore, Perry, Adams 
07.21 Guernsey A PSF 2-4 York (2), Brown (pen), Armson c.600
07.24 Solihull Moors A PSF 0-1  
07.28 Coventry City H PSF 1-0 Perry 2439
07.31 Hinckley United A PSF 0-1  
08.04 Leamington H PSF 3-2 Thompson-Brown, Armson, Brown 312
08.07 Leicester City XI H PSF 1-3 James 785
08.11 Ebbsfleet United H BSP 4-5 Brown (2), Walker, Thompson-Brown 1088
08.14 Newport County A BSP 0-4  
08.18 Grimsby Town A BSP 0-0  3095
08.25 Cambridge United H BSP 2-2 Walker, Armson (pen) 1175
08.27 Alfreton Town A BSP 3-0 Walker (3) 680
09.01 Gateshead H BSP 0-1  835
09.04 AFC Telford United H BSP 3-1 Walker, Armson (pen), Brown 992
09.08 Woking A BSP 1-6 Brown 1512
09.15 Macclesfield Town H BSP 3-3 Brown, Armson, Sleath 939
09.18 Rugby Town A BSC 1 2-0 Patterson, York 133
09.22 Hyde United A BSP 2-2 York (2) 585
09.25 Lincoln City A BSP 1-2 Armson 1579
09.29 Wrexham H BSP 0-0  1543
10.06 Southport A BSP 1-3 Walker 1302
10.09 Hereford United H BSP 0-0  969
10.13 Luton Town A BSP 0-2  6148
10.20 AFC Telford United A FAC 4Q 2-2 Waite, Sleath 1251
10.23 AFC Telford United H FAC 4Q R 1-0 Armson (pen) 616
10. 27 Barrow H BSP 1-1 Brown 844
11.03 Luton Town A FAC 1 1-1 Waite 3089
11.06 Mansfield Town H BSP 1-1 Taylor 838
11.10 Kidderminster Harriers A BSP 0-1  1592
11.13 Luton Town H FAC 1 R 0-2  1596
11.17 Stockport County H BSP 2-0 Brown, Walker (pen) 1221
11.24 AFC Telford United A FAT 1 0-1  737
12.01 Forest Green Rovers A BSP 0-1  948
12.04 Dartford H BSP 1-0 Brown 651
12.08 Wrexham A BSP 1-5 Brown 2739
12.11 Banbury United A BSC 2 0-3  60
12.15 Macclesfield Town A BSP 0-0  1280
12.26 Tamworth H BSP 2-1 Brown, Armson (pen) 1389
01.02 Tamworth A BSP 1-2 Forsdick 1516
01.12 Forest Green Rovers H BSP 1-1 Gordon 910
01.15 Cambridge United A BSP 3-1 Armson (2), Brown 1740
01.26 Braintree Town H BSP 2-4 Forsdick, Gordon 761
02.02 Stockport County A BSP 2-3 Brown (2) 4133
02.09 Southport H BSP 0-1  779
02.16 Barrow A BSP 2-1 Brown, Dance 998
02.19 Alfreton Town H BSP 1-0 Dance 781
02.26 Kidderminster Harriers H BSP 0-1  1087
03.02 Hereford United A BSP 0-0  1908
03.05 Luton Town H BSP 0-0  1173
03.16 Lincoln City H BSP 1-0 York 1122
03.19 Grimsby Town H BSP 1-0 Brown 964
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Nuneaton Town 2012-13
Back: (left to right): Kyle Patterson, Danny Sleath, Gareth Dean, Gavin Cowan,  Kyle Perry, 

Adam Walker, Danny Newton.
Middle Row: Dave Allen, Paul Egan (physio), Luke Warby, Richard Hearn. Delroy Gordon. Eddie Nisevic, 

James Armson, Neil Collett, Neil Cartwright, Ben McNamara, Andy Brown, Stephen O’Halloran, 
Mark Noon, Daryl Strong, John Warren, Richie Norman, Kevin Harris-James, Neil Hodgson (director).

Rob Thompson-Brown, Ben Ford, Tom James, Kevin Wilkin, Mickey Moore, Simon Forsdick, 
Jon Adams, Wes York.

Conference Premier: Fixtures, Results & Scorers - 2012-13  Nuneaton Scores First

Date Opposition Venue Competition Score Scorers Attendance
03.21 Braintree Town A BSP 2-2 York, Armson 421
03.26 Mansfield Town H BSP  0-1  2384
03.28 Woking H BSP 0-0  609
03.30 AFC Telford H BSP 3-0 Phillips, Brown (2) 4719
04.01 Newport County H BSP 1-2 Forsdick 1068
04.06 Ebbsfleet United A BSP 1-1 Brown 695
04.09 Gateshead A BSP 2-0 York, Brown 304
04.13 Hyde United H BSP 3-1 Brown, Forsdick, Moult 1158
04.20 Dartford A BSP 1-0 York 1844

KEY :   L = Nationwide Conference,  FAC = F.A.Cup, FAT = F.A.Trophy,  NVCT = Conference Trophy,  
BSC = Birmingham Senior Cup, PSF = Pre season friendly
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